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WISCONSIN & IOWA FARMER, j 
: AND a 

WORTH WE STERN GULTIVATOR: 
2 VOL. VI. JANESVILLE, WIS., JANUARY, 1854. NOL 2 

ee ; Editors and Publishers, | fully made to the future readers of the Wisoox- 2 

b TERMS. 50 Cents a Year in Advance, |“? 14 Famun, § 5 oS $2,1f directed one Fou Ofte, and at In offering the considerations which have 4 
¥ peominence withthevolume and back numberssup: | duced him to engage in this enterprise, the ? 

Taps feed inet ae ae eS editor would be explicit though brief. § 

peertamseegtsy einige ©06"| The frst, and the one of greet weight | Rape dae #33 ser $B cia nth naed, S10; nud | With him, is the great esteem in which he has 2 
e (twelvelines or leet) per year, $050; texte, | ever held the occupation of the husbandman, { 
FS fentes Soca Maettion, $2,00;; for each subsequent in-| and the strong desire he cherishes that others 2 
Se | should have for it; the same high regard. He $ 
R To our Readers and Patrons, knows of no calling by which man gains a live- 3 
4 ‘Mis at th = ite lihood more intrinsically honorable, and truly > 

inde nc. = commencement of @ neW | enobking. It is the heaven ‘ordained occupation 2 
om Eo. i aa oe ae readers by | for man made but a little lower than the angels, $ 

ae ok them fagrly. in.the eye, and | and the fair lineaments of its origin, though often 2 ; While we let them see their benignant smiles i i iz aed alsscant filly Veflbcted in j marred by the ignorance and the folly of its dev- $ 
cay eo im our own, to | otees, ate yet ever traceable in its varied branch- ? ell them what we are honestly and heartily de- 2 H ? i temined to do, and what we would like te hinvo es of Acricuttere, Horticentune, Srock-Rarstxe, 2 

Bthem do, f: , : | anp Domestic Economy. Though a large portion < trem do, for the coming year, through whose | f his life has be ithin th . 5 promising and prosperous course we hope to atts iis hee = Spent wi in the precincts of > 
en mat gs nA AE oe mi academical institution, cultivating a soil, g 

§ eWay. p me Y | the fruitfulness of which depends as much > 
| Well. then. fr; th f i ~ 2 | Well, then, friends! here are the best compli- ee ee ~ —- emteither £ 
| Mente of the eld editor to his readers and pa- | °“8" Craming: oF the turning in of green crops, he a” P| and the top-dressing of others, as the fields of < fone, with hearty good thanks for their past o gage }Beed will, and the flattering hopes which the any of our farmers. Yet, he has found abiding ? ive him of the same for thefutece, He ascune, | With him an early imbibed love for agricultural 2 Ai Picts that eee pa = Riese and horticultural pursuits and a grateful admir- 2 
fie interes eter: welisrs cr his cm a ation of the multiform and unique processes by $ 
20 { f a3 the Farmer is concerned, these pee ‘which nature accomplishes her beneficent ends. : 
one —th natthe present, He eee that Be -He has watched with more than a common in- z 
Pash efforts have heen appreciated, and he trusts (‘2s the lebors of the husbandman, as he has; 
that the arrangement, which he has succeeded |? lowed his fields, aoyen:his seed. and. gathaved. 5 | completing for the future, will be equal | his harvests, and, in the tilling of the few acres i 

recited and cordially reciprocated. He has | with which a kind Providence has blest him, he ¢ 
no itielin tion to restrain, or intention of with- | 2@S 80metimes found his efforts crowned with 2 

ow his efforts in behalf of his favorite and unexpected success, while, at others, his most e 
- heri hed plan of giving to the farmers of sanguine hopes have been doomed to a bitter a 

mensin, and the North-west generally, one of disspppemtmenty on he has See ey — = = 1 agricultural papers inthe Union. But with the farmer in his toils, and to rejoice with 2 
®ans to ‘bring to its aid all the assistance | him inshis pleasures. Gazing steadfastly up- < 
lies in his power, and .concentrate them |" him withia heart alive to the interest of a : 

the perfecting of his scheme, calling, made honorable in his esteem by the 
4e, therefore, with pleasure, introduces to | ’emembered sweat of an humble parent’s brow, 
Patrons of the Faruer, his newly acquired | he has become transformed into his likeness and 
a» Whose bow editorial is here respect- | made one with him. « 
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Thus far, under the sterling influence of the/ ness his subscription and send it on to the 

rock-ribed soil of Old New England. But parents (publishers) at home, who will not be 

? these rich and verdant prairies, interspersed | unmindful of, or ungrateful for such treatment, : 

: with crystal lakes and openings of oak, watered | but will gladly reciprocate the favor and make i 

2 with perennial springs andever-flowing streams, | it the bearer of rarer and richer blessings to its } 

é fruitful and beautiful beyond a New England- | patrons. i 

2 er’s conception, marking this region emphati-| Suffice it to say, that we wish to make the? 

5 cally as the farmer’s home and the dwelling|Fanwen not only the medium of our own‘ 

3 place of such as keep cattle, have fixed his fate | thoughts and views, but that of the whole com- ? 

< and settled his future. munity. Let us have your various experiences : 

$ Though he expects to hnger amidst the Aca- | and opinions on the various branches pertaining : 

demic groves, and sip at the castalian founts of| to our calling. Let us hold communion, one { 

3 our honored Institution, yet, will he revive his| with the other, as we pass on our toilsome but } 

3 spirits and refresh his body by frequent and pleasant paths, till our hearts are enkindled { 

3 hearty embraces of mother earth at his own | within us, and we see eye to eye. : 

< petite ferme. It will be the aim of the Fanaer to bring the { 

5 After some cooing on the part of the old ed-| several branches of science to bear upon the | 

2 itor, and some wooing on the part of the new, | processes of Agriculture and the breeding of! 

$ and the loves of both, a match editorial has stock. We shall endeavor to keep our readers ; 

2 resulted, and the bands duly solemnized; the | duly advised of the best means and modes; 

$ conditions of which are such, that the former | of cultivating their fields, and of improving their } 

2 understanding well home affairs, js to dress} stock. While we hope never to be: unmind- { 

3 our darling in its new suit, arrange jts bib-and- | ful of the greatest prosperity of his calling, we} 

£ tucker, teach it to sit up straight and look up| mean not to forget. the highest interest of the ; 

3 bright, while the latter, impelled by the cacoethes farmer himself. We shall, therefore, endeavor } 

2 scribendi, is to seratch for material wherewith to | to assist the farmer in self improvement. Here: 

5 satisfy its increasing desires and growing pro-|isa field which, though too long neglected, is} 

2 pensities. Like all good fathers and mothers, | now attracting and receiving the sympathies of t 

5 we mean to train up our child to speak the all classes. Till lately, the farmers have been ; 

? truth, to love the right,and not to dispise know- the hewers of wood and drawers of water fir: 

¥ ledge from whatever source it may come. We| every other class. They have themselves even, 

2 have taught it the Catechism, (Johnson’s Ag- | forgotten that they had any inherent rights, «", 

£ rieultural,) it knows the chief end of the farm- | that obligation was laid upon them to defend : 

5 er, we have dedicated it to the service of the|them. We wish to excite no warfare between: 

$ working masses, to the promotion of agriculture, | men of different occupations, but we do desite 

2 and the mechanical arts ; we have invoked up- | to see the great back-bone, the marrow, ihe: 

¢ on it the blessings of of an industrous avd pros- | sinew and the soul, even, of our country duly? 

2 perous community. As it goes forth into the | conscious of its existence and qualified to unde 

= world, we trust it will find friends and be kind- | stand its rights and to protect them, To rr 

2 ly received by its fellows, that it will not be en-| der the agricultor and the artizan worthy of hs: 

= vied because it dresses so well, or be despised | own esteem and confidence, and thereby, of the’ 

5 becanse it speaks so plainly, and so easily to be regard of all others will be one aim of the Wei 

g understood. If it does not tell the truth, or if it | cons=N AND Towa Farmer. 7 

5 promulgates false doctrines, let it be kindly re- Eee eer g a 

2 buked it means to be ready to return the compli- Breadstuffs and the Markets: ; 

2 ment. It is now at peace with all and it will ‘ ee : ae | 

> strive to continue so. While we do not ex- There is a great interest felt just at ' 

£ pect that it will be over-fed with candy by present time, by produce deaters and oes 

? any one, we trust that afl will feel bouna| even, in relation to breadstuffs. The attenti™: 

© to give it that hearty support its nature craves. of those who have heretofore been more Pi | 

5 It has a good appetite and is fond of soled food. | ticularly engaged in the buying and selling 

2 Let no farmer or mechanic be so rude as to| cotton, is now turned to that of breadstuffs, m1 

§ close his door against it, but receive it kindly | We have every reason to believe that the 

and listen to its truthful story. Heed well its| citement will soon be as great in relation ® 

suggestions, introduce it to your neighbor and them, asit has ever been in regard to cotton 

> tell him of its excellencies; receive with glad- The great increase of money all over the worl 
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(} asthe result of Californiaand Australian dis- A Point to be kept in View. 
4 coveries has given such an impetus to the enter- ss J | 
{pri of the present age that the dormant ener-|ant ecience, we mise sedye te wate | 5 gies of every people are now actively employed | agricultural journals.—[Gen. Farmer. 2 
} upon Jabor, which has previously offered but} In accordance with the above truth, froma ¢ : 
{ small inducements to the laboring classes. As | source worthy of confidence, the proprietors of * 
? anataral consequence, vast numbers who have | the Wisconsin axp Iowa Farmer have been at $ | 
{ been employed in the producing of breadstuffs, | much expense to “improve” their paper, that it 2 | 
} arenow transformed into rapid cousumers of may be a more efficent means, not only of crea- ‘ 
them. In the States west of the Ohio River ting a popular taste for agricultural literature e 
} there are probably more than sixty or seventy | and science, but to awaken a greater love for the: 5 
5 thousand men engaged upon railroads¥ alone— practical application of the principles of science 2 
: Thesame condition of things, though perhaps | to agriculture and its kindred branches of in- * 
§ toa less degree, exists in all the States of the dustry. z 
; Union. In all probability, public improve-| They have said in the prospectus forthe © 
3 ments will be carried on with increased ener- | present year, that it is their intention to make ¢ 
? gy for years to come, making a still increased | it second to no other agricultural paper in the > 
$ demand for laborers, and thus very greatly ef-| Union. When they said this they weighed : 
: fect the relative numbers of producers and con- | well their words. They mean that no agricul- $ 
§ sumers, vastly increasing the latter while it di- | tural journal shall surpass it in manner of ¢ 
? minishes the former. As a legitimate result, | print, style of engraving, perfection of work- : 
5 the price of all kinds of grain consumed as food manship and completeness of finish, or in the < 
e for man or beast must be greatly enhanced. It | excellency, importance and propriety of matter > 
2 is true that the increased facilities which the| The editors have entered upon their duties § 
; Tailroads offer for the easier transportation of | with no neophytic zeal and enthusiasm merly, > 
> produce will greatly aid the production, but | but with the firm conviction that they have a ¢ 
é thisean by no means equal the great increase calling to fulfill. They have considered well > 
: in the demand for consumption. the obligations which the position they have B 
; Another item to be taken into consideration | assumed places upon them, and, having put 
S just now, and one which greatly affects our | their hands tothe plow, in more senses than ; 
home interests, isthat the news from Europe |one, they fearthatit is woe to them if they 2 

; indicates that the grain eropover a large por-|look back. They mean to study to be thor- $ 
s tion of the continent is short of the usual | oughly furnished for every good work, and to ? 
amount, All the circumstances of the case, | avail themselves of every possible means where- $ 

therefore. point to the inevitable conclusion by they may become good soldiersof the crook. 2 
that breadstufis must for a long time bear a | They will labor to conceive,collect,condense and $ 

; pries certainly some considerably higher than concoct, from all sources, such ideas as shall be ¢ 
for some years past deemed of importance to the farmer and me- ¢ 

| Itis now acomparatively easy matter for our | chanic. While they will strive to render the © 
furmers to get their products to market and | Farmer the medium of every valuable domes- * 
they will naturally be exposed for sale. An- | tic suggestion, they will not spurn to make it ? 
other thing of much importance to the produ-|the means of naturalization to any foreign 3 
cers of breadstuffs, and particularly those of | thought practical and expedient to our farmers. < 
cur own and adjoining Stutes, is that the har-| They believe, indeed they have reason to : 
vest of all small grains has never been more| know, that our Western agriculturists are not > 
favorable than the present year, or the yield | 59 inferior by the weakness of their intellects 
more abundant. The same may be said of| or different in kind, by the richness of their 2 
Corn, potatoes and all vegetables which go to | soils, from their fellows in any other part of 3 
make up the mass of food for the people. While | the world, as to require “chaff uad chop-fed 2 
We Would advise our farmers who have been so | feed” to satisfy the demands of theone, or a dif 3 
abundantly blest by the smiles of a kind Provi- ferentsystem of agriculture to preserve the qual ¢ 7 

, dence, not to exact exhorbatant prices nor to | ities of theother. They have studied the char- 
p Tefuse good offers, yet we would counsel them acterand capacities of Western farmers, and the 
)°t to be in too great haste to sell. composition and properties of their lands to the(() 
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@ 4 WISCONSIN AND’ IOWA FARMER. 

f little purpose, if it is in anywise true, that the | Again, what is farming? Is it a series of pro. 
* wishes of the former or the demands of the lat- | cesses, to be conducted wholly under the un. 

< ter will be met by feeding them on pap. educated influence of instinct which acts :| 
It has been truly said that the “old worn out | well blindfolded as with ilumined eyes, ani 

< farms of the Atlantic and middle States” need | exerts itself as perfectly in the child as in the 
> the benefit of “wheel-barrow loads of chemical | man? Is it not rather a series of experiments | 
© essays and solid learning” ever to restore them | or trials, the results of which should be faithful. 
> to their original value and productiveness, but |ly recorded and not trusted to the uncertain. | 

¢ it was not as truly said-ihat “our people out | ties of a distrustful memory ! What a mass¢f | 
2 here could never endure such solid loads of | valuable facts would now be spread out before | 
£ sound doctrine” Intellectual weakness and jus, and before themselves, to guide them in | 
2 spiritual poverty it must be remembered, do not | their future operations, had our farmers kepi 

{ always accompany pecuniary want, nor are |acareful account of their yearly doings since | 
> the terms to be regarded as synonymous. Nei- | they commenced farming y 

« ther does the richness of land in any way re-| We suppose the great reason why our farn-' 

< tard the rapidity with which it parts with its | ers are not more careful to keep those recon | 
* constituents, nor the abundance of the harvest |isthat they think it is to much trouble, sui} 
2 lessen the amount of those removed from the | many of them have not been taught to do it 
* soil. It is not true, therefore, that “our people | and they think that they do not know hov— 
2 out here” will “not endure” and even require | We have long wished that some one would de. | 

< just “such solid loads of sound dootrine,” in order | vise a simple and easy meathed and submit it} 

£ to preserve the fertility and fruitfulness of | tc the consideration of our agricultural frienis 
> their intellects as we as the productiveness |'T, C. Peters of New York, some ten years ap | 
< and profitableness of their soils. got up a very good and simple plan, and we fini | 

2 lice Vee Cpls asimilar one under different heads in May 

5 Farmers’ Book-Keeping. hew’s Practical Book-Keeping. { 

2 ‘We wish that we could induce all our farm-| But the simplest possible way, and the om 

© ers to enter immediately, at the commencement | which avoids the multiplication of books, is to 

2 of this New Year, upon the practice of a full |treatevery field or crop sown, and every brand 

£ system of book-keeping, or the keeping of ac- | of your business as an individual with when} 

2 counts with the different crops cultivated and | you are dealing Enter its name upon yor 

© branches of business pursued. account-book, and charge to it whatever yt) 

2 There is no other branch of business con- | give it, or do on it, or put on it, at its fi 

$ ducted by any class ofmen with so little atten- | price, and credit to the same whatever you 
2 tion to the keeping of a strict account of ex- | ceive from it, and balance the aceount by rel 

5 penses and incomes as that of the farmer.— | iting the loss or charging the profit as thecs# 

2 The merchant bases all his sales upon the cost |may be. The aecount will ever remain toshi" 

Sand the price is made such as to cover | Whether it affords you an income or an outgt 

< the cost and furnish some profit. A general inventory of one’s property anid 

> ‘Who would think of selling goods without | his debts should be made at the commencemtt! 

2 any regard to their cost? Every one would | of every year, and the result entered in a me 
$ say that the merchant who should conduct busi- | orandum book for future reference, and to * 
é ness on such a plan, would mest assuredly fail. | 98a stimulous and guide to future operations 

3 If there is one class of men more than another | Now, how many of our readers will be 
2 who should know what the articles which they | duced to.commence thus this year? Le © 
$ have tosell costs them, that classis the farmers, | hear from you with regard to it and the eft 
: How many of our farmers can tell what their | We would advise you to get one of Mayht 
} wheat, their corn or their potatoes have cost | systems of Book-Keeping which will assist )" 
2 them per bushel this past year? Who of | much in the matter ifyou are unable to 4 # 
$ them can tell what his butter or his cheese, | without assistance. Ifthere is no other wy 

. ; his pork or his beef has cost him per pound?— | ask the school master of your district to tell | 
If there is one, we would like to hear from him. eee 4 
Now there is no excuse for this gross and cul-| [£7 Prince Albert has adopted the Am‘ 

pable negligence on the part of our farmers.— | Reaper on his model farm. 
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IMPROVED SUFFOLK BOAR—‘“SHANGHAI.” : 

The above is a very truthful likeness of the| be collected and made into a compost, so much = 
most beautiful Surroux Pic that we ever saw.|the better. But if not, if ploughed in during ¢ . 
He was farrowed on the 20th of April last, and | the fall, or covered by the spade annually, they = 
Was imported into the country when six weeks | will prove quite effective. Leaves are also used > 
old, by the senior editor of the Farmer—|in improving the physical condition of either 7 
Suancuar took the first and swep-stake prem-| hard or wet soils. They cause the earth to lie + . 
iums at the late Rock County Fain. more loosely, and promote thorough evapora- < | 

This breed is distinguished for its early ma- | ation.—[Plow, Loom and Anvil. $ 
turity, small consumption of food, and great in- | A good use of leaves is to litter or bed cattle 2 
clination to fatten. Like most Millers’ hogs, he} with them. They thusbecome saturated with $ 
isin much better flesh than hogs generally, | urine and composted with the solid material— 
though he hss been kept short—fearing he} Leaevs have a large portion of the inorganic or + 

night be useless for breeding, for which pur-| mineral part of;plants in their composition, to- ¥ 
pose he was brought into the county. It is gether with organic material, and are thus > 
not uncommon for pigs of this stock of swine at| yaluable as manure. g 
eight months old to weigh 350 Ibs. and over. enn 2 

This is decidedly our favorite breed of hogs.| Pxow1ne 1x Porruca—The way they < 
The improved Essex, however, is much like it plough in Portugal is primitive indeed— } ’ 
and preferred by some. We saw some splen-| 4 Jate traveler says: $ 
did pigs of these two kinds at the State Fair, ut BS ns : 2 Watertown, belonging to S. B. Edwards of} The principal agricultural instrument 3 Troy, this State. Wehope the breed may be-|US¢d here, and throughout the provinces, ; 
Come more common amongst us. * the lay a Itisa ponderous iron fork, g Se eat tae consisting of two prongs six inches apart < 

Collect the Leaves. - and a yard long, the handle being formed + | 
gee —_— ., |of a perpendicular piece of wood attached 2 One who isin the neighborhood of a decid- to one extremity of the horizontal bar, 

ous forest, that is, one which sheds its leaves| which unites the prongs. When afield is : . tie can greet arich treasure with very|to be turned over, eight or a dozen pea- 
fas eae ose who haveonly a small gar-|sants, seating themselves in a row, each ? » care of, may supply a sufficient holding a laya in both hands, which they : 
TtY of good manure from this one source. | simultaneously raise, and then with the im- 2 It annually collected, their beneficial effects petus of the descent, drive deep into the ¢ Will be felt every year. The whole benefit of| ground, turning up a ridge of sod at each } 

the application will not be felt the first year delve. They then take one step backward, : 
oftheir application, but by an annual supply a/ and perform the same operation with singu- ' constant effect will be produced. If they can | lar rapidity and regularity. : 
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y 6 WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER. ‘ 

* ring the past season seen several instances of 

St 0 ek R e g is i é fr - great errors occurring by these terms not mt 

< ee —__ | well understood and heeded, by those concern- ; 

; Cattle. ed‘at fairs; and all without the least intention ¢ 

S Probably few of our farmers have given euf- on the part of any one. } 

2 ficient attention to the subject of cattle to know By Thorough-breds and Pure-bloods, both of : 

§ the different breeds and the history of their which mean the same thing, it is understood that | 

2 orign,and the peculiar characteristics of each | the animal so called has but one kind of blood é 

< kind, by which they are to be valued for the | in him,—that is, no mixture of blood—let it be : 

? different purposes for which they are kept— of whatever kind it may, Native, Durham, De- : 

S The breeding of cattle is destined to be one of von, Hereford or Ayrshire, &c. : 

2 the mostimportant occupations of our West- By Pure-blood is meant an animal that has : 

3 ern farmers, and it is very desirable, therefore, 3.4ths, or anything more than 3-dths, and ; 

2 that they should be acquainted not only with less than all of one kind of blood in him; : 

© the true prmciples of breeding by which the asa full-blooded Durham might have 3-4 Dur- ; 

= races can be improved, but he should know the | ham and 1-4 of any other blood ; or he might < 

5 qualities and characteristics of the different have 7-8 Durham and 1-8 of any other kind : 

5 kinds. We propose to devote some considerable of blood. 
& 

© attention to the breeding of fine stock of differ- By crosses is understood nearly the same as : 

z ent kinds, and shall endeavor, without partial- grades, except the former term alludes to the ‘ 

. 5 ity, to give the important qualities and char- fact of mixture of blood, while thelatter alludes : 

2"acteristics of each, accompanied with suitable to the degree of the mixture. $ 

2 illustrations in the form of engravings of an- In the use of the terms Full-blaod, Cross : 

§ imals, with which weare acquainted. and grades, to express the quality of an animal, 

2 We wish to awaken in the minds of our agri- it is always desirable to mention the proportion : 

{ cultural readers a love for fine animalsand a dis- of the different kinds of blood mingled in the » 

? criminating judgement of their excellencies. it | animal. ‘ 

¢ is a well known fact that it costs no more, and oa ete : 

2 generally not so much, to keep a good at a Veterimary Surgery. : 

5 good cow, a good horse or a good sheep and a ‘We hail with pleasure every improvement of 

2 good hog, than it does to keepan inferior one; the Veterinary art and its new application to » 

5 while the latter are every way vastly more val- the removal of the ills to which our domestic ? 

é uable. It. is important, also, that every one animals are subject. This art is not sufficient: ° 

$ should know the good points of cattle and horse- ly cultivated amongst us and many valuable © 

¢ es, sheep and hogs, that they may not beled to | animals are lost to the farmer in consequence > 

5 breed from any one and every one as chance The diseases of our domestic animals, though, : 

2 may lead, having no choice to guide. perhaps not so many, yet are without doubt as: 

5 It is desirable also to know the relative val- complicated, and require as_skillful treatment : 

¢ ue of these several points as determined upon | a those of the human family. : 

2 by good judges. All these we shall endeavor} These diseases are now almost entirely left ; 

2 to give,so that ourreaders may be daly inform- tothe worse than haphazard treatment of ig-: 

2 ed on all these matters pertaining to stock. norant quacksand scoundrels who pereginate : 

S There are, too, certain terms used by dealers the country a loathsome pest of themselves.” 

2 and breeders of cattle, which indicate the divis- We are led to these suggestions by the ft! 

5 ion of cattle into classes, and these are employed lowing notice in the Journal of Agriculture, o 

2 at most of our Fairs, which it would be well for an operation for the extirpation of two melan ” 

: our farmers to undersand. Such as Thorough- tic tumors from the body of a horse, while ut: 

$ bred, Full-blood, Pure-blood, Crosses and Grades. der the influence of chloroform, by Geo. BY 

Were these terms well understood among our Dadd, Veterinary surgeon—Boston. The Le 

2 farmers and others, much difficulty and un- ject was a grey stallion. The tumors had bee | 

% pleasant feelings would he avoided at our Fairs, growing for about eighteen months; slowly * j 

i and all cattle, horses, sheep &c., would be prop- first but rapidly at last: 

erly entered under their respective heads, and) OPERATION :—Friday, November 4th 

receive their proper premiums. We have, du-{ 1853: The patient was cast, off side up. 
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qi Dr. Fletcher Oakes of this city, kindly con-| than a common interest for his communications ¥ 

‘. sented to superintend the administration of] on the various subjects of his department. We + 

‘chloroform. A sponge being saturated] hope his influence may be felt in favor of the ? 
with two ounces of this article, was enclosed | establishment of Veterinary schools in differ- = 

; in asuitable breathing apparatus, and thus] ent parts.ofour country, for such are greatly ? 
tapplied to the patient's nostrils. The} neeiled, at least one such, worthy of trust and 
quantity used during the operation was) patronage. Dr. Dadd is author of the Aurr- : 

:three and a half ounces. The pupils of) icax Carrtz Doctor, published by C. M. < 
pthe eyes béing dilated, and stertorous} Saxton, New York; which is very highly : 
[breathing having commenced, a stright} spoken of by those who have seen it. Wehope : 
; incision, of eleven inches in length was| soon to be able to speak of it from our own ob- = 
} made over the region occupied by the tu-| servation, being a physician, we pique ourself © 
F mors, they were then dissected from their| on our.ability to do so. : 
F sub-cellular, and muscular attachments— Se £ 
: The blood-vessels cut during the operation The Horse. = 
; being merely sub-cutaneous ramifications, it : si ae i é 
was not thought necessary toemploy liga-} The following very sensible and just re- ¢ , 
tures; and the horse lost but a trifling) marks we take from Dr. Stape’s lectures on 2 
amount of blood. The wound having been| the horse. His anatomy, Diseases, de, as : 
cleansed with cold water, its edges were] published in the Boston Traveler, < 
bought together by interrupted sutures,| The horse is a noble animal, and every . 
‘and finely dressed with compound tincture | owner of him, or he who has the manage- 2 
ofmyrrh, The horse was shortly after-| ment of him ought to understand his wants ¢ 
yards led to his stable. and be able to relieve them and to treat 2 
Description of the tumors and their lo- him properly and kind)y :— 2 

tation:—The first was of an ovoid-form,} rug NERVOUS SYSTFM—URINARY ORGANS— { 
measuring seventeen inches aroundits short BREEDING, FRACTURES, AND SHOEING. 2 

diameter, by seven inches in length, and} ‘The nervous system of the horse, the lee- > 
weighed four pounds, On making a) turer remarked in the opening, is the grand = 
sraight incision through its centre, it_pre-| motive power of the animal. It is center- 3 
sated a. black, pitchy appearance, and was} oq in the brain.and spinal marrow. The ; 
composed of a somewhat dense, fibrous} brain is very small in proportion to its bulk, > 
body; containing within its meshes a thick] contrasted with that of man. From the : 

fluid, resembling coal tar, which left a black! brain proceeds cords called nerves, by which $ 
sain on the scalpel and fingers, easily re-| he receives pleasurable or painful feelings. < 
noved, however, by water. This tumor! fo the eyes, the nose, the ears, we find these 3 
vas situated on the of'side, in the ‘poste-| cords extending. Nerves of involuntary 2 
norand inferion,’ region of the shoulder. ~| motion are those which are kept in action, 2 

The second tumor was of a similar form) thouch the animal may be asleep. From : 

md character, and occupied the space im-| the brain is also given off the spinal mar- 2 
nediately below the former; it weighed al yow, running through the spine and send- { 
ttile over one pound. The large tumor ing out into various parts of the body = 
vas firmly imbedded in the cellular tissue,| }ranches known as spinal nerves. Sympa- ¢ 
md aiso had a slight attachment to the| thetic nerves surround the heart and other © 
(ommon integument,—its base being united] yitq) parts, 3 

‘0 the pectoral muscles. : Neurotomy, or division of the nerves, has 
The above is a rare disea¥é in the horse, buy for years been practiced on men, but only 2 

of frequent oceurrence in the human family andj lately in veterinary science. The nerve is $ 
foumon among eattle and dogs. We hope that| divided just above the fetlock joint often, to 2 
je may hear further of the history of the sub-| relieve pain in the foot. ; 
fet from Dr. Dadd, who isto have charge of} ‘The.urinary organs the lecturer next des- = 
fie Veterinary department of the Journal of| cribed. The kidneys are employed in sep- L 
Agriculture for the coming year. Dr. Dadd| aratinig the watery substance, and drawing } 
8 evidently a Veterinary surgeon of great} from the blood the urine, which would 
hemise and ability, and we look with more| prove highly injurious if allowed to remain a 
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Dietic medicines are often applied with| Fractures, caused by blows, falls, and ex 
| great success in removing water from the | ternal violence, may sometimes be relieved t 
2 chest, abdomen, &c. When applied, the}by man. There are three kinds of frac- ? 
= horse should be allowed to drink all the |tures—simple, compound and complicated, ? 
? water he pleases. Inflamation of the kid-|Ifold horses have their limbs fractured, it : 
$ neys often occurs. The horse looks at his |is of no use to — any relief. Horses 
3 loins, seperates his legs, and will not lie | with fractures, if rendered useless for work, $ 
$ down. He also rises to urinate continually. | can be sometimes profitably used for breed- ? 
? Over exertion, strains on the parts, exposure jing. In most cases of fractures the animal } 
§ to wet, and eating of burnt mown hay, or} should be killed. : 
2 kiln-burnt oats, cause the disease. Suffi-| The shoeing of the horse was first intro- : 
3 cient care isnot taken in this country to/duced into England by William the Con- : 
2 protect the loins of the horse when exposed | queror. Shoes are necessary, and yet they } 
$ in bad weather. The secretions of the| subject the foot to the liabity of many in- ? 
¢ horse differ very much at times. juries. The removal of old shoes is a most } 
§ The urine, after being secreted by the | important part of the process of shoeing — 
2 Kidneys, passess into the bladder, a small | The clinched nails should be removed with ; 
£ vessel, having a neck through which it es- | care, and not wrenched out, as _is often the 2 
2 capes. The bladder is sometimes inflamed|manner pursued by our blacksmiths--- ; 
{ both in the body and neck. Sometimes} Rasping is the next process, and removes 
3 we find stone in the bladder and kidney, | all pieces of nails. 5 
§ and sometimes by skillful physicians they Paring is a most important part of the { 

are removed. : operation, and few blacksmiths understand ? 
5 The breeding of the horse is a subject of | how to pair out skillfully. ‘The heel should § 
é great importance. Nature has provided | not be much pared, and gos care should } 
+ for the ran of the species, and from | be taken of the bars. ! y should not be j 
2 the month of April to July we find the fe- | cut away, but should be respected. The ? 
} male in “heat,” when the genital organs ex- | portions between should be cut out. The ; 
¢ perience a change which peculiarly fits them | frog should always be on a level with the ; 
} for breeding. edge of theshoe. The selection of the shoe ; 
¢  Theperiod of going with foal is from |isalso an important point,and often the foot ? 
? eleven to twelye months, although the |is made to fit the shoe instead of the shoe ; 
£ time varies much in different mares. The| the foot. The shoe should be bevelled out ? 
2 mare is capable of reproduction at three or |on the outer surface and should fit exactly ; 
é four-years of age, and should not be used | to the parts of the hoof, and for this pur- : 
5 until that age. The animal also should | pose the shoe is applied hot, to show the ; 
é not be roo old, as the colt inherits much of | parts necessary to be pared off to make it ? 
3 the weakness of its mother, and lacks that | fit. ‘ 
é stamina so requisté fora good horse. The ee : 
2 peculiarities are inherited by the colt, and] ‘Tye Carrie Trave or Texas is grow- } 
{ attention should be paid to the breed of] ing into considerable importance. New { 
2 both animals. Orleans is the market to which it is direct- ? 
{ “Breeding in-and-in,” or the production |ed. During the present season, about for- { 
2 of colts from blood relatives, is favored by | ty Soest head of beeves crossed the } 
< some, and by others deemed a deprecia-| Natchez river at Beaumont, bound for New { 
2 ting process, The lecturer thought that| Orleans. and large herds have also been } 
5 breeding in-and-in did not deteriorate the|shipped from Sabine Pass and Indianola; 
2 good qualities of the horse, although there | The Galveston News predicts that, with the } 
5 are often hereditary evils which crossing | advantages of railways, the cattle trade of ; 
2 will remove. The English blood horse, | Texas will equal the whole cotton crop of 
£ the best in the world, is a cross between | the State, notwithstanding that the latter { 
\, the native English and the Arabian, Cross: | increases from year to year. Many Texan 

ing when properly conducted, improves the | agriculturists are constantly entering the | 
animal, but when abused produces poor | business of stock raising, which requires 

« —. little labor and yields large profits. ( 
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THOROUGH BRED HORSE “ST. PATRICK.” $ 

The above cut is intended to representa very) Vicious Catriz.—The common “ vice” = 
autiful and perfect Horse of the Arabian |of jumping and throwing fences is taught = 
Bled, belonging to G. S. Resie of Beleit—|to cattle, with scarcely an exception, by their ? 
his Horse received the First Premium for | owners and care-takers. Fences half down + 
srough bred horses at the Rock County Fair | soon fall by the rubbing of cattle, and teach: ? 
1853 ; also the sweep-stake premium. the first lesson, especially if cattle have any < 
This horse hasa finely set on neck, deep. fine|shrewdness in observing cause and effect, = 

finalders, short back, flat legs, short frem the/| very fine feed, just over a poor fence, in the: 
fee downwards; a beautiful muscular devel-|next letting dowm bars and rail fences to: ? 

ment, with lightness of step and exceeding|the halves, from laziness, so that the ani ; 
mcefulness of movements. taal has to leap, is a third lesson—and this : 
&.Parnicn was got by the celebrated im-|last is often first, second and third with 

ed horse Sr. Parsicx, grand-son of the Eng- sheep, until they will scale any thing.— g 
Ecturse, who was the best horse of his aay These three Jessons are usually enough, 5 

produced more winners of the turf than | but a fourth is often added, namely, plac- é - 
other horse. Eciarse was bred by Mis) ing one additional rail each successive day, 5 

mal Highness, the Duke of Cumberland, and | #8 they become more skillful, for the osten- 2 
got by the Warre Tcrx—son of the great sible purpose of keeping the animal within 3 
"onus Anastan. Therefore, by the sire bounds, but really operating Seances In 2 eno horse can be of purer blood. Sr, Par.|@°mious contrivance to teach the ert of { 
sD, Rete hs a ted horse Screie_.{¥2ulting. We have heard of French being 3 
‘Gq Pe echt 1i orseclF1O—| taught in six lessons; but few animals re- g 
wi r or Dene wo bse mare, OWN“) auire more than the above four to enable 3 
Uapdee Moreen of Nirginis. them to take “French leave” of any ordi- 2 
Between two and three hundred feet of| nary enclosure. ; 
lew government pier at Michigan City,! Lord Palmerston has intimated his in 
crrried away during the the gale of|tention of putting down, with the strong a 

tdnesday night of last week. jarm of the law, all lotteries. ®) 
Ps 
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y Sheep Breeding. alittle South-Down blood would improve 
+ — the size, constitution and fattening qualities 4} 

$ We copy the following very good and | of our common sheep, without materially ; 

: timely article from the Rural New Yorker:| injuring the quality of wool. : i 

?  Nowis the time for Flock Masters to look The time to place the bucks with the 
2 well to their ewes, selecting such as possess ewes depends upon the location, the breed, | 

? those characteristics which they desire to and the object of the breeder. As a gen-; 

5 perpetuate, and rejecting those that are fit eral thing it is not desirable to have lambs : 

2 for nothing but the butcher. Sufficient before there is eee for the mother, | 

= attention is seldom given to this point, for and as ewes go from 23 to 23 weeks, it is 

2 though it is perfectly true that the male, easy to caleulate in any individual case— | 

2 in all animals, is of more importance than In Western New York the first of Novem: | 

3 the female, yet, for the production of per- ber is considered best. At a | 

fect animals, it is. absolutely necessary that | STASS 1S Score and innutritious, and 9s 1 is | 

® both mals and female-be well bred, and, if| Particularly desttable thas ewes be well kept 
2 not individually perfeet in every point, the while the ‘buck is with them, it will be ad- 
5 conformation of the two.should be such as, vantageous to give them a. little clover hay, 

2 when combined, to form the animal desired. oats, peas, or oil-cake, and:to keep them at 

5 Good breeders understand this matter well, night in dry, warm sheds. tt - well 0 
2 and assort their flocks into several lots, pro- give the buck a little extra grain or oil-cake, 

$ euring a buck for each lot with those points separate from the ewes. Care and attention 

2 strongly developed, in which the ewes are to the flock at this season, and during the 

$ most deficient. Bub,a vast proportion. of winter, will be amply rewarded by an a 

> farmers who keep more or less sheep, ne- creased number of largeand healthy lambs, 

< glect this matter altogether. They often and by more wool of a superior quality— 

? procure a buck, which, however useful he Remember, that warmth is equivalent to 

< might be for other flocks, is- totally unfit food, and that salt and water are essential 

? for that which he is intended to serve— to health, while regularity in feeding is ve 

2 Again, in a large: flock of ordinary: sheep | Y desirable. _ 

> there are often two or more kinds of ewes ‘kansas so 

< with characteristics entirely different from a pag Hare Hoe: 

2 each other; henee, a buck that might be! ‘The attention of the citizens of the North- 
= beneficial to the one-would be altogether . ea 
é =“ ern and Eastern portions. of America, is 

sm ell mes Spat hry 
2 io ities of the Native Hog of Arkansas; an 

: perp ses en vebelrn tiring notwithstanding many different species a! 

5 eee a tas Seats Sais: "WES feds | no SOS ANI ve nae ae 
eg a aries eer Rene 

: proved ide Sifrsatet ett esa ed as early in the nineteenth century as the 

$ ineurred by the present heedless, carel first sottlement, in the southwestern porto! 

2 and unprofitable Spite of breeding. ne of the State, and. was immediately adopiel 
z c ; r jnto their flocks, where he has been co 

3 1 aE ere meee has) stansly kept, and is considered by the Jon 

2 ae Z yn 2 et as oh a rs Cee of the soil of Arkansas as the best specis} 

+ eectk poate th-D % kf Pr at of hog ever known, being very large when 

é cbigink own. buck for the purpose-of | thoroughly matured. He weighs from 8 

5 Oe good sized lambs for the buteher.,| to seven hundred pounds, and is from thre 

3 We believe good mutton. will always com- | to:three and a half feet in height, larg) 

jm see ee te ee aces 
i — en chen = be the PO, aoginahle,.toeshonl a ‘tke 

able species of sheep husbandry. e do . i i itu! 

{) not like to recommend any one to we of Sone eee apnentieny oe | 

5 from such a cross, yet we are not sure but] of other species of hogs. Indeed, he 

Fa 
nnn
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pears to be a curiosity with those unacquaint- | animal; and it is expected that they will 
ed with his species, his hoofs icine very | kick or kill oeybatys who has digeh to do 

} long,’and extending unusually high up his| with them; and when people undertake 
? legs, tapering off very sharp at the bottom. |to break ihens, it is thought to be first re- ¢ 
¢ He is generally of a redish color; the hair | quisite to tie them up and give them a } 
¢ short and thin, being finer than the hair of | sound drubbing, not for anything the in- 2 
{ most all other hogs. It is believed that | nocent creatures have done, but for some- > 
} this hog would prove, were he adopted into | thing they are expected to do; and being < 
{ general use by the farmers of the North-| animals. that are intelligent, they rightly $ 

+} ern and Eastern portion of the States, the | become dissatissfied with such treatment, ? 
2 best species of hog ever yet known. The | and, of course, will show resentment— } 
§ Native Hog of Arkansas is most numerous | While engaged in selling, I have helped 2 
2 in Pope and Zell Counties, or on the Maga- | harness up a great many taken from the 3 
3 zene mountains. He is very common on | drove, without any previous training, and 2 
}-the Pelijohn and the Derdenell mourtains. | have driven them ina wagon containing $ 
5 Itis hoped he will be more generally known | several persons besides myself, and I never ? 
2 in a few years—[Dollar Newspaper. saw one contrary or refuse to go offimme- = 
$ ae diately. They are much more intelligent ? 
} Mules and Horses—Comparatine Value. | and tractable than horses, and their attach- § 
: ar ae . | ment is much stronger if well treated. The ? 
3 Ihave been in the business of rearing | toa) is carried easier by the mare, and re- ¢ 
$ and marketing mules for many-years; which | duces her less, both before and after birth. $ 
3 I have marketed principally in New Haven, They can always be sold for ready cash ¢ 
3 Ot, and in the States of New Jersey and | at the south: and taking them on an aver- 2 
? Pennsylvania; which animal in the latter age, at any age will bring more money = 
§ two States is much in use. I sold mules | neve at the North than horses, § 
g there twenty eight years ago last fall, which | ‘Therefore, I invite my fellow farmers to < 
$ were two years old; and Isaw some of investigate this subject, and take greater = 
3 them two years ago, which were fat; and | interest in rearing mules.. They are a.cash ¢ 
3 the owners said were as good as ever. article, and a very useful and profitable $ 
g I have conversed with many aged gentle- animal; and it would save the North mil- = 
2 men, who have used mules for fifteen year’s, | lions of dollars. were they in as. common 3 
2 and with some who had mules in their! ps6 here as at the South. é 

} possession which they represented tobe} ‘The mule is adapted to labor at a young- 3 
é forty-two years of See T have also been | oy age than the horse; and experience is ¢ 
3 told of one owned in Pennsylvania that was | a1] that is wanting to convince the people = 
 sixty-three years old. I am fully satisfied, | a¢ the North ofthe great advantages that < 
¢ from my own observation, that mules live | would accrue from bringing these animals. } 
3 to double the age of horses; that it costs | into general’ use at home, and from rear- ¢ 
; but about one half as much to keep them, ing them more abundantly for the South+ $ 
$ and they are not one half as subject to| orn Market—S. Sara, Wilton, He,— : 
2 disease, consequently the saving would be| pay. Office Reports. thos 
} great; and I think they ought to be used ee 3 
¢ for draught in all countries, instead of| "It isstated: that,.at the average of 
‘ horses. the last twenty years, a ton of corn is esti- 3 
 _ Such complaints as heaves, spavin, é&c.,/ mated not to be worth. hauling by wagon é 
2 Thave never yet seen or heard of about a| when 170 miles from market; while at the 5 
2? mule; and I have raised hundreds and seen | same distance, upon a line of railroad, it é 
{ thousands; which complaints are very pre-} would be worth $22 10. A ton of wneat, = 
} valent among horses. 330 miles ftom market, is not worth haul- ? 
§ I give it as my opinion, that the-average | ing by wee! but by railroad, it would ¢ 
5 of mules is thirty-five or forty years.| be worth $44 55. 2 
‘They are much easier broken than. horses, St ; 

if treated with kindness. 8 The bell on the Roman: Catholie 
It is true, there seems to be a general | Cathedral, Montreal, it is said, weighs 25,- { 

prejudice existing with people against this! 000 pounds. y 
Oe rece nncentianice i
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« those growing in rich vegetable mould with a (j 
¥ 0 rt ic Y j t Y r C. heavy clay underneath. These thoughts have 

SO nee | been rather hastily penned, and with your per- ; 
5 Pear Growing. mission the subject of stocks and varieties will { 
< Messrs Eprrors:—Some of your readers. may | be briefly treated of hereafter. 2 
> be anxious to.inerease their stock of knowledge Yours, very truly, J.C. Brayton. { 
g ject of wing in tho north- Sa g 

; Se caricrey aie ca iakeone of the set- Trees for Streets. é 

$ tled portion of Wisconsin. in particular. In planting trees on the road, one impor- / 
{South about lat. 41} deg, on rich praizie soils | tant idea seems to be generally overlooked, ? 

most varieties of the pear promised well, ma-/and that is adaption to situation and soil. £ 
$ king arapid, luxurient growth in the orchard,|My first attempt at transplanting forest 2 
2 which inspired the idea among our southern | trees was to seta row of sugar maples each ¢ 

‘ Ilinois fruit growers that they ocowpied the | side of the road, two rods apart, making in > 
2 very Paradise of the pear tree, But-lo! the/ all one hundred and forty trees, anticipa- é 
5 pear tree blight swept across their beautiful | ting a fine avenue ina few years; but what z 

2 prairies and their favorite tree, with butafew | WS my ceappaenen to find invariably, ¢ 
3 exceptions was not. ‘Fhe leaf blight visited ns yore Pe was too aesticd 2 
£ their nursery seedlings, and the hopes of culti- ie say as — Now the trees dic: § 
$ vation almost perished. The question then | The rest grew finely. Now, we need some > $ ion, sBall not | ee adapted to these moist ‘spots which ? = very naturally came up for solution, shall not 3 
é F : in li occur so frequently on most ef our roads, 
2 our hopesin Wisconsin be blasted in like man- Z 
: h trees shall have become as old | 224 I know of no tree better for the wet- : 

aes cece teats test spots than the yellow or golden willow. ¢ 
2? astheirs. At first an affirmative answer to} >”. 2 : : 
oe : iit rasat nd: ape. It is easily propagated by euttings, and : 
; Oh ae Re a 4 = grows the most rapid of any tree that I< 
g, Scaretal review efithe nakject, Ee een ea reeS''know of. Ihave one that has been set 3 
3 Older than seiny of thetes witch: ports at some 14 years, which is five feet three in- ¢ 
: tirely unaffected. ‘Those most entirely unsea\ -| ches in circumference, 40 feet high, and 

5 ed standing upon our driest and poorest soils.— | +44, top 40 feet in diameter. It has a li- { 
2 Which fact goes to show that rich, badly cul-| ¥.j- and pleasant aj ce, especially in $ 
Se es ee acs y aud p ppearan: pecially in 2 
3 tivated soils, like most of the ‘Mlinois eS early spring, and contrasts finely with the 2 

¢ by inducing too xank growth, is tie chief cause | req or soft maple which is likewise a good 
5 of the difficulty. | tree for moist soils. é 5 SI ” 2 
< It has also been.suggested by some late wri | I am surprised that the black walnut has 2 
> ter, (the name of the author is not recollected) | been overlooked as a street tree, easlly pro- 2 ¢ ter, ( ay PEO- ¢ 
£ that the pear prefers a northern eat; and peewee a — a net gin, - its} 
2 that long, warm summers, by inducing an am | growth, a beau- ¢ 
‘ seasonable flow of sap after the foliage has fall-| tiful foliage; and I never saw a more splen- ; 
? emis the chief cause of thediffieulties complain. | did tree than one of these on.the Chemung ¢ 
5 ed ofin this country; in proof of which the best | T1Ver, loaded with fruit resembling pears. 3 

2 pear growing districts im Eunope are shown to oe . ase. as aes as 
$ be quite fue north in peint of latitude. anpl Se-puts De Dathiiares:dxcel- > 

2 Ip his positions are true, then it follows that |/emt The wild red, ov pigeon cherry, is a ; 
é ing will only be-limited inthe settled | fine tree; grows rapidly, very beautiful flow-.¢ 
COren e t. Cor ee - ers, ig not infésted with catterpillars like-? 
§ portions of ‘this continent by too intense eeld 1,4 wild cherry, Beautiful in winter on : 
¢ inwinter, and in some portions, though not in | account of its reddish brown bark. It: wo'd’ = 
3 thewest, by superabundance of sow. That | make a fine treefor lawns, were itnot for $ 
3 the pear tne ripens aff its wood early when | its disposition to throw up suckers, which 2 
3 growing ona dry, loamy soil here is a well es-| it does not seem to have when planted in 
; tablished fact. It hasalso.been observed that | the street. I set some 14 years since, one 

those planted on high grounds, or these not | of which is three feet four inches in circum- 
) over rich in vegetable mould with a pervious| ference, and over thirty feet in height— 

é subsoil, are subject to fewer casualties than | Horticulturist. 
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; THE DIANA GRAPE. ; 
$ The Diana grape is named in honor of|native grape.” He also remarks, “It is a 3 
{ Mrs. Diana Crehore, of Milton, Massachu-| most abundant bearer, and has Jess of the $ 
Z : . taste peculiar to our native grape than any ¢ 
{ sctts, by whkoen it was ae — 7 other variety. It also possesses a peculi- $ 
(the Catawba. Mr. Hovey, in his Magazine arity which we have not noticed in other ¢ 
5 of Horticulture, says of this grape: sorts: as early as the first of September, § 
, _ “Last fall we had a full crop of larger| when the berries change toa gayih tinge, ; 

fine clusters, ripe fully a week before _the they are quite sweet and agreeal le to the 4 
ty Isabella, and so superior to that variety,| taste; but they do not acquire the high i. 
that they obtained the prize at the Massa- ipa which constitutes its ee excellence, 
chusetts Horticultural Society as the best! until they assume their full color, when it 2 
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Be : 

) is one of the handsomest grapes we have A Pzacu Enrerprise.—Horace Greely Wy 

ever seen.” in an account of his recent visit to Indiana, : 

£ Mr. Downing remarks in the Horticultu- has the following in reference to a newen- ¢ 

3 rist: “Every fruit grower will be glad terprise of the Hon. H. L. Elsworth, no } 

2 that a new native grape has at last been | less famous as a scientific tiller of the soil, ¢ 

> proved, which is superior to the Jsabella or | than as the former head of the patent of- 

2 Catawba. Such a grape, we are now pre-| fice. Mr. Greely says: : 

3 pared to say, isthe Diana. It has fruited| «He js gathering peach stones; for which § 
§ abundantly for two years past, in the gar-| he is paying fifty cents per bushel, and will ¢ 
2 den of Woodenethe, the residence of our plant fifty bushels of them in the centre of $ 
3 neighbor, H. W. Sargent, Esq. After tas-| great prairie which he is breaking up— < 
2 ting it repeatedly, we do not hesitate = They will grow luxuriantly and soon bear, : 

3 pronounce it the best of American grapes.” | when he will have the peaches gathered é 
> ——_— and dried by women on shares; and so for > 

2 Frost-Proor Grapgs.— The Boston | four or five years, growing corn or some é 

2 Traveler says:—we acknowledge the re-| Top among them, and thus keeping the > 
5 ceipt of the following note, accompanied land in good condition. Then he will cut § 

> ba down the trees for fuel, and have a new $ 

2 by a basket of delicious grapes, gathered growth from the roots, This he believes ¢ 

§ this morning from the open grapery of Dr.|the cheapest and quickest way to get fuel ; 
§ Coggswell of Bedford:— where it is most needed, besides seinem é 

2 Will you oblige me by accepting the ac- an abundance of dried fruit, of which there } 

3 companying basket of frost-proof grapes, | Was never half enough in this country.— 3 

3 a new Variety, raised from seed of my own We trust this enterprise may be crowned } 
2 planting! ‘They have defied Jack Frost in| With abundant success. : : 
2 the open air to the present time (Nov. 1.) tees 2 
5 having been plucked from the vine this Pach Worms—This great enemy to ¢ 
2 morning. They resemble, as you readily peach growing, after destroying whole or- 5 

3 perceive, the Catawba, but are more succu- chards, which would otherwise be long lived < 
5 lent and spirited: Each grape is a homoe-| and profitable, is fortunately within our con- ¢ 

3 pathic bottle of wine, which nature man- trol. His. operations. commence at or just 7 
$ ‘ufactures and offers.to the public, in open | below the surface of the ground, as may + 
3 defience of the Maine Liquor Law. easily be detected by the presence of gum. ¢ 
2 As it is the prerogative of the parent*to All that is necessary is, to bare the neck + 

2 christen his own child, I bave named this| or collar of the tree-in the fall, leaving the < 
$ grape Champagne Seedling. The vine{ Place where: the: roots start out, exposed + 
3 yielded sparingly, which is my apology for through the winter. In the spring, fill in 

5 the size of the basket sent you. around each tree; half peck of air-slacked ¢ 
2 aan lime, or-wood ashes, and if earth is heaped : 

3 Corrvre or Tar Prum.—An old Dig: | upon it.a few inches, so much the betier— § 
2 ger,” in the Horticulturist, says:—“Plum In the fall this should be spread around the ? 

$ trees like a moist soil.. I have found that’ tree and the roots bared as before. Lime ¢ 
2 covering the ground about four inches deep | and potash are both a specifie mannre for ; 
5 with old spent tan-bark, is a good way of the peach tree, giving it increased vigor and 5 

3 preserving the moisture, and keeping the prodnetiveness, and its leaves a fine heal- > 

Stree in health, TI scatter fresh lime| thy deep green. We-haveknown the-worm < 
3 thickly over the surface of the tan every tobe destroyed by this treatment, but where ? 
3 year, as soon as the green fruit begins to|he has already made an eutrance-he had ; 
2 fall. This kills every: curculio that at-| better be ferreted out with the knife and 
$ temps to: enter the ground: ‘The tan pre-| destroyed. The lime assists the healing of ; 
> vents the: weeds from: growing, ‘keeps the | the bark. This method:answers most effec- } 
© roots cool; and insures me good crops of! tual as apreventative—[Southem Cul, ¢ 

plums. I spread it as fiiras the-roets ex-, ShhagxsanmEe ee 
» tend, and it wants renewing,. or adding to,| _ Leached ashes are an excellent ma- {? 
once in three or four years.” nure for quince trees. 5 
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Plants in Rooms. ee In a: state, frost will destroy 

‘ —s ‘ _ | their flowers. The air of a close cellar is 

5. Buist’s Flower Garden Directory gives| also destructive forthe buds. The reason ¢ 

3 the following instructions for taking care of| that the camellia does not bloom perfectly ; 4 

5 plants in reoms, during the winter: in parlors or other heated rooms, is owing } 

2 “D. a ee tik # to their being too warm and arid, destroy- $ 

5 jo not at any time admit sir (except ine the vital vegetative principle of the ? 

5 for a few moments.) while the thermometer plant, and it soon perishes. é 

20 — 35° exposed in the shade. «There is one way in which these plants $ 

2 n times of severe frosts, the plants] can be kept perfect, even in dry places, when < ; 

5 ought to be withdrawn from the window to] the recess in the windows is of sufficient $ 4 

S ocene of the room during the night. | depth as to allow plants to stand within ir, 

5 “Never give water until the soil is in-| enclosing them from the apartment by ae z 

5 ate © become dry, except for hyacinths} o¢her sash: in such a situation, water eould ¢ 4 

3 and other Duh bulbs that are in a grow-| be placed, which would keep the atmos- § 4 

3 ing state, which must be liberally supplied. phere between the windows perfectly moist. : e 

2 Destroy, all insects as soon as they @p-|'The yerdure would be rich and the flowers § a 

3 pear; for the means of destruction see next| prijliant; and they would be completely 2 a 

2 month. ne 3 protected from dust—the whole would § % 

2 ‘Give a little air every favorable oppor-| have a very pleasing effect. Atte! Gen wilt ¢ a 

§ tunity, (that is, when the thermometer 15) he requisite to give them air during the ¢ * 

2 above 35°, exposed in the shade,) by put-| mild part of the day. There are several } = 

2 ting up the window one, two, or three! camellias not proper for room culture; 2 ex 

2 inches, according to the state of the weath-| those which have dry, brown, scaly nods $ 3 

eS : 5 are to be avoided, such as anemone flora, § “ 

5 Clean the foliage with a sponge, and eger tonia, cleviana, fulgens, atro rubens; > . 

5 be frequen y to ee all dust, ve also avoid woodsii, chaudlerii and dorse- > 

3 aa ia ae not exceed 80°} gig, as being difficult of expanding—they : ‘aot 

one 
are so very full of petals. ‘Those most 5 ; 

¢ Turn the plants frequently, , to prevent} proper for room culture, are double white, § ‘ 

5 them growing to one side. conchi-flora, eclipse, fimbriata, florida, im- 2 

ee Roses, of the daily sort, may be ob-| gricata, maliflora, peniflora, punctula, § ; 

3 tained early, by having them in a warm} eofpilfii, rosii, speciosa, variegata, and: én- 2 4 

5 room that has a south window, and as s0on| ¢grnata.” 
2 4 

> as they begin to grow, admit air in small ann § i 

5 portiorfs, about once every day that the sun} _Rarsixe Evercreens From Seep.—t ¢ ‘ 

5 has any effect. Such must be well sup-| would like to get some information on the $ 

2 plied with water. best plan of raising evergreens from seed— é 

§ ~ «Bulbs in glasses must be supplied with | such as Junipers, Arbor Vitae, ke. Thos. § ‘ 

; - water at least once a week, in which Thornily—Falston, Pa. 2 ¥ 

$- period they will inhale all the nutritive gas : ; g 2 

? that they derive from that element if they]; See sien pra 
tylid $ * 

§ are in a growing state. 
7 eg sate: 5 a 

2 “Camellias, ten in bud and flower, Sa eT ur ee $ Bt 

3 should never be allowed to beeome theleast peer
s raped had GiecOas!or the 2 & 

? dry, neither confined from fresh air. The) ving allo winter. it will ie fares! ° a 

5 effects would be, that the-bud had become] "phe soil should ee tg 4 

3 stinted, dry, and drop of __ | possible. At one season's growth the-plants ¢ x 

2 “Therefore, to: have these in perfection, may be transferred from the seed-bed into $ BS 

3 attend strictly to water. Give frequent air-| nursery rows, or into other beds where ¢ x 

2 ings, and wash the leaves occasionally with | they will have more room.—Horticulturist. § ey 

§ water. Never keep them: in airoom-where oo. Le a 

there is a strong coal fire. The most of} 22° The mangers. of the , Philadelphia a 

camellias will bear 3° of frost without the | House of Retuge have awarded:a premium . 

smallest:injury, so that they are easier kept} of $100 to E. C. Hale, of Worcester, Mass, 7. is 

than geraniums, except when they are m for the best Essay on Juvenile Delinquency. a
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ie a Can Inseets Talk? ? 

3 Avstriking instance of the possession of, "i ? : a capabily of spreading intelligence, and iI 2 $ that of a somewhat abstruse character, is i i $ ? furnished by experiments that have been i| i! I é 2 made by Huber and others upon bees— Wil 5 2 Every one is aware that the queem-bee is Mi | 2 § an object of the greatest solicitude and at- Hi il g 2 tention to the workers of the hive, and yet, Tt 2 f ? among so many thousands, all busily em- HMM. g i 2 ployed in differen‘ and distant parts of the a 2 iY ¢ colony, it would appear impossible for them ote ¢ 2 > to db at al totes lapse of a New Ventilating Hat. : * ¢ considerable time, whether she was absent The annexed engraving is a vew of a! 
} 2 from them or not. In order to see whether} new hat recently registered in the London ¢ 5: g bees had a power of conveying news of this Patent Oftice, by a Liverpool hat company © 4 3 kind, the queen-bee has been stealthily and pamed Flanagan. = f é quietly abstracted from the hive; but here, The object of this hat is to fit it more ¢ pay 3 as elsewhere, ill news was found to fly apace. comfortably to the head by forming a soft é Let 2 For some half hour or so, the loss seemed| rim in it where the head enters. The ¢ it 3 not to be ascertained, but the progressively body, of the hat, is the same as it é te “3 Increased buzz of agitation gradually an-| jas been, except that it ismade with an ex- $ a 3 nounced the growing alarm, until shortly | ternal air channel, B. standing up a short 2 eh the whole hive was inan uproar, and all its! distanee above the rma, The mouth of the © i 3 busy occupants were seen pouring forth] hat is therefore made a little wider than = ' 2 their legions insearch of their lost monarch, | those in common use, and the channel, B, < i 5 or eager to avenge with their sting the in- answers as a receptacle for air to act as an $ ray g Sult offered to their sovereign. On res-| elastic cushion. This recess may contain ¢ i; 5 toring the captured queen to her subjects, granulated cork or air alone. It is cover- < o 3 with equal seeresy, the tumult speed-ed tight on the inner side by @ flexible ¢ it § ily” subsided and the ordinary _busi- band, which is glued to the body of the $ i" 2 ness of the community was resumed, hat with an opening left for the external ¢ ie as before the occurrence. 4 That in such| air, An encircling air chamber is thus $- 8 > cases a sthe abovenarrated, information, and formed to embrace the head, and make an { § 3 that of a rather complex character, -was easy, pleasant fit. All that appears exter- $ ii 2 transmitted by one insect to ae can- nally, is the band-like projection which ¢ 
ib } not be doubted—but by what means? All! contains the elastic fitting piece. } i ? that has been ascertained upon this point) With few exceptions, the black silt hat 2 § is, that the ants and the bees eross their is the only oneim general use: It is not a © Hee } antennae im a peeuliar manner with the an- good hat but a positively bad one. It is © 
(| f tennae of the others that they encownter,| ard and uncomfortable, and is perfectly air § he $ and this action being repeated again and] tight; it therefore-does not allow the vapors 2 i 5 again, seems to be a mode of Comanunica,. of the head to pass off; it is the cause of * ti 2 ting intelligence common amongsd the in-| headaches and baldness on this very account ¢ ae § sect races.—[Jones’ Nat. His. of Animals.| mhe hat provides for the comfort of the per- 3 it 2 yn i son who wears it, and we hope that our Tat- g tt g Wiscowsrs Fiowsnme Prant.—Dr Asa ters will either adopt this or some other 2 it 3 Fiteh writes us that Prof. Wood, Botanist,} mode of improving their silk hats for the é i: 3 has given him the name of the plant we| comfort and Benet of their customers. § fi 5 sent him some time since, received from —— 2 Ri 2 Wisconsin for aname. It is one of the| g@- The Portland Advertiser is inform- ¢ hi j, earliest in flower upon the Western Prairies. | ed that 7,000,000 feet of lumbor, having j ‘ and isthe “ Anemone patens” of Linnaevs| been brought down by the fall freshets, are bi (Pullsatilla patens of de Candolle.)—Jour.| now lodged at the Bonney Eagle boom, on i) MV: Ag. Society, the Saco river. f : 
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’ Statistics of Wisconsin. Chidham and Georgia Wheat. 

‘+ We have taken much pains to digest the fol-| fon. Jeptha W. Babcock, Niagara coun- } 
} lowing facts from the last census report respect- ty: writes us: : 
2 ing our own State, which our readers will find | 9° : Q 
} of importance and convenience as a reference. | Hon. B. P. Jounson: § 
{ The whole population of Wisconsin including] | Srr—Agreeable to my promise, I at this ¢ 
3 native and Foreigners, 305,371; Natives 197,912; | late day proceed to give you the result of $ 
2 Foreigners,106,695, my success with the two varieties of wheat ¢ 
$ Whole population born as follows: you presented me, in the spring of 1852, ¢ 
{ Maine, === 3,252) Africa, 1| viz Chidham and Georgia. I sowed both £ 
§ a Harepekize, ae Mex sie 1° | Varieties on the 9th of Sept. 1852, on rather § > Vermont rn. rik - ; S 
$ Massachuseets, 6,285) South America, 6 low land, though 7 aided SP; but the § } Rhode Island,’ '690| West Indies, 20) protracted wet weather in the spring in- 3 
3 Connecticut, _4,125/Sandwich Islands, _1 | Jured it to some extent, as well as my other ¢ 5 New York, 68,575)British America, 8,27] wheat in the same lot. though the side of $ 
3 ee J jersey, i 2208 Oise Conatrien,s Bs the bed laying highest produced a bounti- ¢ > 1. . 2 3 Neuen te a 3 1,157 | ful crop of straw, was one third larger than = 
2 Maryland, 462|Turkey, —| the Soule’s by the side of it, the heads a < 
$ District Columbia, 33\Italy, 9) third larger, well filled and plump; the § 
¢ Virginia, 1,611) Austria, 61/ yield was 14 bushels from about six rods ¢ 
< A Carolin, Seeuietiand, 1944) Celand. | The quantityeat eced being 20 © ? S. Carolina, 107\Prusia,* 71! Snail T Te eee 2 Georgia, 876\Norway, 8,651 | Small Thad tosow broadcast, while the rest g 
§ Florida, 54/Denmark, 146 | of the field was drilled. I have sowed the < 
3 Alabama, — 49 Sweeden, 88/ whole of the product again this year, on > 
2 piston, Sane land better adapted to wheat, have drilled 5 
Stemee ‘aiChina” —-| it in and I hope, another year, to be able 2 
£ Arkansas 67\Asia, | 17| to give you a more favorable account of it, : 
$ Tennessee- 449 Scotland, 3,527 | together with asample of the productwith ¢ 
2 Kentucky, 1,429, Wales, 4,319 | interest. The wheat ripened full as well 
<Ohies 11 40g Getnany, 54,519 | as the Soule’s; the other variety (the Geor- 3 < Michigan, 1,900 France, 775)". h: 2 h = 4 
2 Indiana, 2'779 Spain, 4| gia) had the same chance, and shared about ¢ 
$ Mlinois, 5,292 Portugee, 4|the same fate, though it ripened some ten ¢ 
2 Missouri, 1,012 Belgium, 45 | days earlier; the growth of straw not so ¢ 
$ Lame J ie aie ee ee | large, the heads shorter but broader, well ¢ 3 ater 5 laaanes 4g | filled and very plump; had 18 Ibs. from ¢ 
5 Territories, 26 Blind, 50 | less than a pint of seed. 1 have faith to ? 
2 England, 18,952 Deefand Dumb, _65} to believe that this too will prove a valuable 2 
$ _ Paupers:—Native, 169 ; Foreign, 197; Total, | variety, on account of its maturing so 
2 = aes a SEE ghee i early—it will be more likely to escape the < 
z sed value of real estate, $26,715,525. ‘rue <5 x eae o 
= value, $42,056,595; Acres of improved land, ae tt 1 Taha wer manety oem pee —_ S 
$ 1,045,499; Acres of unimproved in farms, 1,-| §¢rnels of rye, and ee pulling it out 3 
§ 931,159; Total acres of land in farms, 2,976,-| found that one kernel had produced tifty- £ 
2 658._Cash value of improved and unimproved, | six stalks, and nearly all them had well de- ~ 
2? $28,523,563 ; Average cash value per. acre, $9,- veloped heads. The crop of wheat, in this ¢ 

5 = ; — ee eee oe eaten yy ot section, has not been an average one this ¢ 
- se eee sire em ccearn: season, on account of the cold wet spring. £ 
> Horses, 30,179; Mules Asses, 156; Milch | It is now worth in our market, on the lake 2 
~ cows, 64,339; Working oxen, 42,801; Other| shore, from 11s. to 11s. 6d. per bushel— $ 
5 cattle, 76,293; Sheep, 17,574; Swine, 2,775; | [Journal N. Y. Ag. Society. é 
& Value of live stock, $3,351,058, Sere § 
2 It seems to us that there must besomemis-} Tae Ratt-car making business of the ¢ 
}. take respecting this number, for it gives us a United States is said to involve $5,000,000 ; 

vastly greater number under this head than any | capital. giving employment to several thou- 
other State; the great State of New York sand men, and producing a value in prop- 
having got only 2,211. [Ep. erty, estimated at $17,000,000 per annum (() 
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5 NEW AND IMPROVED SMUT MACHINE. é 

2 ‘The annexed engraving represents a| ulated by the expansion and contraction of 2 
> 7 g ig. rep , P' 5 

> Smut Machine invented by John M. Earl| the spouts E. as represented above. 2 

é of Troy, N. Y., which has recently been se-}_ 8. S. Barry & Co. Cleveland, Ohio, ¢ 

5 cured to him by patent. The engraving | Agents. é 

3 represents one half of the case thrown off SS —— ¢ 

3 to allow a more perfect examination of the Cows Houprye up tei Mnx.—A } 

g interior. The grain enters the top head at few years ago I bought a young cow, which ¢ 

$ FF, which is so constructed with circulur, proved to be very wild, and when I took $ 

2 V, flanges that compel it to act and react] away her first calf, she would not give down ¢ 

5 alternately, until the smut, white caps and her milk. heard it remarked that put- ¢ 

2 fibres from the ends of the berry are en- ting a weight on the cow’s back would ¢ 

$ tirely broken off by the blast. make her give her milk down. I accord- . 

2 -C represents the beating forks in the|ingly drove her into the stable, gota bu- ¢ 

3 scouring chambers. ‘Thegrain passes down shel of grain and put it on her back.— ¢ 

2 the incline aprons, on to the sereens repre- While kept in this position, she had no $ 

3 sented at D, through which passes a pow-| power to hold up her milk, for it came down ¢ 

2 erful blast, sufficient to raise the grain from: freely. After doing this a few times, and ¢ 

$ 8 to 12 inches, whenall substances lighter eons putting my hand on the back of ¢ 

2 than grain, as chess, white caps or other the cow, it would give way, and she would ¢ 

2 filth is forced upwards through the spout limmediately give down her milk—[Ex. ¢ 

> E attached over the screen D, whence the| -—— é 

; grain passes over the incline screen into the} Asses anv Mures—Of these useful } 

i projecting spouts attached to the concave! animals the census gives only 559,070 in 

bottom, inside of which is a powerful blow- all the States and Territories. New Mexi- 7 

er, the tip of which is séen at H, and is reo-|co had 8,654, and only 5,079 horses. 
¢ s s iy 
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For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | our cities, plies the loom, and spreads the sails 

Agricultural Pursuits. of commerce upon every water. Its tendency, j 

> Sm < as common occupation is to fraternise the < 

3 oe oe a train of thought | whole race of man. Its condition among a peo- $ 
5 Mirongs, be mune, Wenn contemplate the | pie measurestheir advancement in civilization. ¢ 
2 use and importance of a well conducted Agri- Yet, with all its importance, as compared with § 

§ cultural work. Its range of subjects is almost other pursuits, strange to say, it is sadly neg- $ 

2 universal. No matter hardly, in what direction | jected. Hence the SS of its improve- 3 

5 it may lead your thoughts it seems an essential} ment. To you, my Fanaer belongs this proud < 

¢ paxsner, in the aress bases ee aor: duty; this higk office. You show the folly of $ 
2 fe ud y Be seueee the oonpeapenges and ef those practices and customs in our business that z 

3 a eae putes upon any condi-| }.4ye no other foundation than their antiquity: $ 
5 tion of life, they present’.no feature of doubt or and conception in prejudice and superstition. 3 

? speculation. The great fixed principles and| y. teach me how to economise my time and é ‘ 

3 truths of agriculture are so interwoven with} 15,0. and by your directions the scanty yield 3 ‘ 

2 our being that all else seems but auxiliary | ;_ multiplied by a tenfold bounty. You ex- é 

§ to its importance and elements in its character. plain the various laws of nature and give to 2 ‘ 

g In it we can most readily perceive our relations me their control. You analyse the stubborn ic 1 

¢ 
x « 

g to our God; the proud and profane are taught) .o1+h and tell me what clements constitute its ¢ ; 

5 by its stern laws” lessons of humility and oo productiveness, and 1 have their direction and > ' 

2 pendence. To him who would attach 2 him-| now how they may be used most profitably — ¢ j 
self the conviction that there is no God, is smit-| yoy inspire me with confidence in my labors $ 

2 eee with a rod of truth, by a cur-| py teaching me how to prevent loss or failure. § 

3 sory glance of the eye over the harvest field.| jam awakened to the conceptien of cause and 2 

} What heart is not touched with’ the liveliest | efoot and to the deducing of principles from < 

5 sympathies of human benefaction in contem-| the unvarying laws of nature, which hereto- : 
3 plating the fact of ourbread being spread outon| fore have been hidden things. In fact, my 2 

5 the broad earth, made ready to their hands for occupation, which was formerly a blind drudg- $ 

} the whole fraternity of man. To Him, whose |;,_ is now, with your aid Mr. Fanuer, a 2 

2 touch has shaped the teaming clements of our cee anu aad A B. $ 

$ earth into food for the million, should be ten- Pe 2 
> a bent fderati For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. . 

g dered Gur best consi iSceane: Norruwoop, Minnesota, Nov.7, 1852. § ' 
$ But how stands he, in his social relations Se a quantit; ys 

2 with his fellows, who is the direct instrument ‘ Wild Ri a ca Mg $ 

5 innourishing and sustaining the beings who ob one eit eae eiear oe SEER Tce z 
5 ., 2 | for seed which I am distribiting among the = 
2 are styled God’shandy workmanship? Is it| 4 |: witural Societies in th Ifit willbe = 

+ asa hewer af wood and drawer of water? gricuiturel Sosintion um the jensbi. 1S i my tbe. = 
5 : ai acceptable, 1 should like to send one pack to < 

3 It seems to me that hoe this occupation has | your StateSociety if they have any desire to + 

§ fallen the anathema of a jealous God, as upon | introduce it. It will forma valuable crop on 2 

é Israel’s children of old, who, although the child-| jands that are too wet for cultivation and can 3 

— of God, eae doomed to march and march } he raised without any further trouble than the 2 

2 through the wilderness till they were almost ef-| first sowing. I am anxious tosee all the “waste é 

5 fectually used up. There is no human fact] places become fertile,’ and there are many < 

? more convincing of man’s fallen nature, nOr | geres of land that will forever lie idle, unless $ 

§ more strikingly illustrative of the ‘necessity of | this or some similar crop is grown. 2 

2 the command of holy writ, that he should work| It gives me pleasure to inform you that we 5 

§ out his redemption, than is found in the condi" | farmers up here are wide awake—we now have < 

é tion of Agriculture. three County Societies, and in January next, $ 

$ Agriculture is the handmaid of our heing, in } Delegates from each are to meet for the pur- < 
g gr S, $ 

which is embodied every element of usefulness | pose of organizing a Territorial Agricultural = 

% to man. Its true rank and condition defines | Society. You shallthen hear from Minnesota j 

the character of our whole social relation. It | and we shall speak with a voice such as a “north 

isthe incorporation of all that is virtuous and | wester? only can speak.—a sound not only <). 

good amonga people. In its influence it builds! heard but felt. 
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The annual meeting of the Benton Co. So-|]ion bushels corn. If we can afford to 
ciety takes place at Sauk Rapids on the second | export wheat, all very well, but do let us 

5; Monday in December, and will be in session | keep something at home to feed stock and 5 
2 one week, and it is expected that Gov. Gor-|make manure. Would the American have 2 
< man will deliver the annnal address. the farmers of Monroe county grow corn < 
2 The experience ef the past year proves plain- | instead of wheat for exportation ?” 2 

i ly to our agriculturists the want ofmachinery| It may be difficult for us to convince our < 
2 onour farms. The sandy nature of the soil is | Wisconsin and Iowa farmers of the importance 2 
$ well adapted to nearly all kinds and we hope | of feeding stock with any reference to the value 5 

: ¢ manufacturers of implements will turn their at- of the manure thus obtained, but we hope that 2 
= tention to our wants, Seed Drills, Harvesters | the other argument used by the Rural New * 
: and Threshing Machines, (two-horse powers) | Yorker and other considerations of great a 

{ $ are in demand, but only perfect ones will sell: | importance may induce them to convert all : 
| = May I ask the favor of you to call their atten- their extra grain into pork and beef instead of = 
! 5 tion to it. transporting it. Under the present condition ‘ 

~ _ Ourseason has been all we could desire.—| of things there is no way in which it can be ¢ 
3 = Crops did exceedingly well. First frost to|made to giveso much real value. Hf we can : 
4 < killmelon and squash vines was on the morn-|read the signs of the times with any de. ¢é 
: : ing of October the First; this think speaks well | gree of skill, there is going to be a still great- 

i ¢ for the climate said by some to be too cold for | er demand for pork and beef. No more than S 
> corn. By the way,I raised on one piece of | the usual number of hogs and scarcely any cat- 2 

{ < two acres, “Yellow Flint Corn” at the rate of | tle are being fattened, while the number of con- < 
| 2 forty-four bushels shelled to the acre. Average | sumers is constantly increasingamongus. U.- > 
: e + wheat crop twenty bushels to theacre. Pota-| der the present demand for beef and pork and < 

> toes we raised this year, planted in drills, two | and where, too, there is not enough to supply : 
: < hundred and thirty bushels to the acre. the demand, no grain should be used upforany < 

2 No snow yet; Mercury yesterday morning | other purpose. . 
: = 5° above 0, this morning, 23 © above. The farmers of Monroe Co, now feel the re- < 

. 2 Yours truly and in haste, O. H. Keizer, sult, and value manure. They once thought > 
3 Cor. Sec. Benton Co. Ag. Society. | as many of our farmers do now, that their land é 
Z ie was too rich to be impoverished by cultivation, 

| : The Exportation cf Corn. a ee < | 3 —— i Suancnar Fowrs—A writer in the ¢ ‘ 
| 2 | The Rochester American says, “With | London Farmer's Magazine, says: “For : 5 the best possible facilities for transportation, | none whose space is limited, Shanghai é 

2 this country might profitably export one | fowls are undoubtedly the birds; they are ? 2 hundred million bushels of corn a year.— quiet and homely to a degree; mine feed ¢ 
4 2 The corn crop of Monroe county is but a| out of my hand, and frequently pick from ; 5 £ trifle below a milllon bushels, while its] the dog’s paws. Any fence, moreover, will 

> wheat crop isa million and a half bushels.” | confine them, so little do they appear desir- ¢ 
; | To which the Rural New Yorker shrewd- | ous of straying. Do you want new laid < ? $ ly and opportunely replies: “Would it not eggs in the winter when they are scarce ‘ 

; s be far better to convert this hundred mil-| and dear? Iknow of no hens so likely to < $ lion bushels of corn into twelve hundred supply you. Are you desirous of rearing : 
{million pounds of pork or beef, as the | chickens? They are the best of mothers, ¢ 3 freight on the one would be five times as and their progeny the easiest to rear of any $ 

5 5 woe aie ~ other !—and —_— 18N0 | breed Iknow, And when the time comes ¢ 
& 2 carrying grain from our | for putting them wu n the table, is it no ad- ¢ 
: 3 Seren ates to the Atlantic cities, or ok 88 that one Soekt weigh as much as ~ 
z 3 urope. _ By so doing we should not) the couple of olden times!” - 5 5 2 only expend less in freight charges, but —$wrnrnnr § 
4 { should make a large quantity of manure,! The Rey. Dr. Osgood, in his late } i and thus enrich instead of impoverish our Thanksgiving sermon, said that more than 
j farmers. We trust the day will never|a fourthof a man’s salary ought not to be : 4, come when we can export a hundred mil- paid for his house rent. 
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© accounts of expenses and incomes, with your 

D oiestic Econoiny. farm, with your dairy, your hogs, and your 

>. | sheep, and with the merchant and the mechan- < 

Z Work for the Month. ie. Take a few orat least one of the best agri- : 

2 Tesmeses:montin exedn sa hishesun cultural journals, purchase some agricultura] $ 

3 Read ee that month eat as to bedone; | Pooks and study them all thoroughly daring ¢ 
? Soneither this travel may seem to be lost, these long winter evenings ; ask the boys while ~ 
~ Nor thou torepent of this trifling cost. they are tinkering up the rakes, smoothing the ? 

; Thos. Tusser. | axe helve or whittling out the ox-bowe, and < 

q Regarding it of much importance to the | the girls while they are darning the socks or ; 

2 farmer that every thing pertaining to his farm knitting the stockings, and the good wife while < 
$ be done in its season, we shall, each month, | she nurses the baby, to listen to you while you = 

2 eallthe attention of the Farmer to “what avails | read in clear tones the important lessons— 5 

$ to be done,” and we hope all will read and give | In these works you will find much that they all z 

2 heed. It is the way to economise both time |and you oughttoknow. Then your minds and $ 

3 and money and save a severe trial of patience | hands will work together and profitably. In- é | 

: and a loss of good humor which are of great im- telligent farmers are destined to be thrifty $ 

2 portance to the farmer. farmers and they are the happy farmers!— 3 j 

s We will take it for granted, though we fear Now emeniier. 515s ee aae 2 

2 somewhat that it is not so, that your horses,| Curtne Hams—-The best method I have § { 

$ cattle, sheep and hogs are daily and regularly | found for curing hams is, after the hams have < j 

é well fed, warmly housed, thoroughly cleaned, | been cut, let them lie out on ashelf, where they > 

3? and neatly bedded; that all the grain which | can have a plenty of cool air, so that the animal 2 

¢ you have concluded to sell has been got off to heat is entirely out of them before you attempt = 

2 market while it bears a good price and the straw | to put them down in salt; then corn them down 2 

¢ well stacked to beused as food or bedding for | for two or three days; after which drain off 2 j 

2 cattle, and that you have already or are now | any bloody water which may come out; and = 

$ replenishing your wood pile, and cutting it up |then make the following pickle, sufficient to 2 

2 in a sufficient quantity for the year, so that the | cover them:—Take 9 pounds of salt, 3 ounces = ‘ 

§ time of yourself or that of your hired men is | of saltpetre, 1 0z. of saleratus, 4 pounds of 2 

2 not taken up in planting, hoeing, haying, or har- | brown sugar or molasses, and six gallons of 5 

§ vesting time; that you are looking well to your | water; let them lie in the above pickle from 2 

* 2 manure heaps, gathering up the leaves of trees, | three to six weeks, according to the size of the $ { 

= muck from theswamps and all the decaying | hams; when you may take them out and smoke < 

2 and waste matter about you, adding them in | them with good hickory ormaple wood until suf- > 

proper quantities to these héaps; that your | ficient to suit yourtaste. They should be tak- é 

2 sleds, wagons, plows, harrows and every farm | en downand hung up in a dry, cool place, in $ 

£ implement is now being put in trim condition, | bags to protect them from the flies. q i 

2 giving them alla good coating ofcheap paint to} I have hams cured after the above method, > 

$ protect them from the weather; that you are | which werealmostas fine when eighteen months < : 

c looking well to your young orchards, that the | old, as when taken from the smoke house — : 

5 rabbits and mice are not barking them and bur- | And while upon tho subject of hams, 1 would 5 

~ rowing among their roots; that your grape vines | further say, that when you boil them, they ? 

$ are properly pruned and the slips properly | should be hoiled until done, in good soft water; < 

2 buried to sett the coming spring, and so that and, when nearly done, throw ina handful of 2 

5 you may have some to give to your poorer neigh- clean Timothy hay; it absorbs all impurities < | 

; pors; that your plans for building of out-houses which may be around the outside of the ham— 2 

2? and fences are all perfected and the lumber | As soon as done, take out the hay, but leave < . 

§ and posts are all being got ready to be used as | the ham in the water until nearly cold, when < 

> early as the opening of spring will allow. | you may take it out—James Campbell, Weston, 5 

Then we would say, try to pay off all thedebts | NV. J., Patent Ofice Reports. 

and begin the year with clean hands and a} gp Throughout New England teentexd 
pure heart, owing no one anything but brother- | peneral scarcety of apples—indeed almost a 
My love and good will: Begin this year to keep ' dearth of them. 
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¢ Oxp Corony Sweet Corn.—B. P. Johnso: 

/ } E 0 ito fr 8 t 4 bs e. Secretary of the New York State Farm | 
| 3 Toour Excuancrs—We havea favor to ask Society, in the Journal of the Society for No- ; 

i 2 of our friends who exchange with us, and one to vember, says:—“ We received from Hovey & 2 

3 § grant tothem, and we would liketo make the lat- Co., Boston, last spring, some of this corn, ¢ 
t 3 ter as valuableas the former, so that there may which we distributed; and from the returns ; 

' 3 be no robbery. We desire acopy of ourex- we have received, as well as from a trial of it ¢ 
i 2 change papers sent to the general editor at Br- ourselves, we think it one of the most pruduc- > 

Ht $ xorr, Wis, and also to the local editor at Janes tive and useful varieties of the Sweet Corn we < 

| 2 vitiE, Wis. In return we will send two copies have seen.” sass 2 

i 2 or give proper notices from time to time to the| By reference to our Prospectus, it will be ¢ 
f 2 full value of the exchange If there are) 8°? that this variety of Corn is among the 7 

i ; > some with whom we would like to exchange, seeds we offer as premiums. $ 

bs 3 that think they cannot afford to enter into the Wavron; Dee. 24, 1853. 
, 5 > above arrangement, we shall have to enter into Frrexp Miter: I have just weighed 8 of $ 

br § aprivate negociation with them by letter—| my chickens—the following are the weights: é 

f 4 ? Our friends will please take notice and arrange Roosters, 1 7Ibs., i Tbs, 24g 0z, 1 7lbs 3}g0z. Q 

i $ books accordingly so that we may know at an «“ 1, 7Ibs. 40z., 1 7Ibs. 1034 02. € 

Hf 2 early datewho assents to our proposition. Pallets, 1 Glbs 314 0z,,1 Slbs, 2 oz., 1 4Ibs 6 3 

i S$ Premiuas—The following premiums were oz. or in the aggregate, 52lbs; age, 7 months ¢ 

AE 2 awarded to the editors of the Wisconsin and and 1idays. If any of yoursubscribers can 

: 5 Jowa Farmer at the last Rock Co. Fair. We show better at the same age, let us hear who ¢ 

§ : publish the list for two reasons—We are wil- they are, and what they ask for their chick- Z 

if > ling that our patrons should know that we are| 2S if they have any to sell. $ 

i 2 interested in agriculture and itskindred bran- Yours, truly, Curves Santy. ¢ 

; 3 ches, not only theoretically but practically; Remarxs.—Mr. Ssrrx has some fine stock; 5 
Le § and then again, our pride is somewhat gratified he was the owner of the Shanghai Pullet men- < 

j = by, the fact, that our efforts meet the approba- tioned In our notice of the poultry show at ¢ 

7 § tion of good judges. Weinvite all our patrons the State Fair at Watertown. : 

t > to compete with us in any andall the branches} Dzatu or Jouw Datarieu>—We should ; 

( § of agricalture, and we shall not be among have recorded ere this, the death of the distin- < 

| 2? those who complain if you come off victorious, | guished agriculturist—Joun Dxcartenp. Mr. 2 

$ but will rejoice with joy not unspeakable, but} D. was a graduate of Columbia College, and 7 

2 full of glory: . afterwards a junior clerk in a commercial : 

§ 1st premium for best short horn calf, $2,00| house in New York; was made the commander ¢ 

; 2 * Boar, (full blood Suffolk) 1,00] of a fleet of merchant vessels, visiting various 2 

$ Sweep-stake prem.. “ * oe 3.00 | foreign parts, was wrecked on the coast of Eng- < 

: 2? 2d prem. for greatest variety of fowls, 2,00 | land, became a prisoner on parole, and while in 2 

t $ ist ‘best pair of Shanghais, 1,00 | England, visited the most prominent and suc- ¢ 

i; 2 ee . “Bolton Grays, 1,00] cessful cultivators of the country. Afterwards 

§ 2d + 3 White Shanghais, 1,50! became a banker in the city of New York, ef- $ 

gist best Stowell Evergreen Corn, 50} fecting his last Illinois State loan in 1837, by : 

| t $ 2a * oS . = 25| the repudiation of which debt Mr. D. lost his < 

| CMs 9 “ Kitchen garden, (2 acres) 5,00| private fortune, and, as a last resort, turned 2 

: 51 Py “ Show of vegetables, 3,00| farmer, by which, if he did not redeem his pro- 

t gc a “ Sample of beets, 25| perty, he established a reputation as an agri- 

Sry ee & © potatoes (8 var.) 25] culturist which few are able to attain. His ¢ 

. ie =  %* squashes, 9 * 25] survey of Seneca County, published in the $ 

See ee “ Hive Bees and Honey, 1,00] Transactions of the New York State Agricul- g 

hg 2 GF At the late North Carolina State Fair at | tural Society, is one of the most important pa- ¢ 

¢ Raleigh, a mule of extraordinary size was ex-| Pers given by an American farmer to his asso- 

hibited. It measures six feet six inches in| ciates. . 
) height, and was as activeas a horse. It was] We mourn his loss the more when we re- 

ik raised in Georgia. member that he was the first and lately elected 
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President of the New York State Agriculturaly) We seldom meet with an article of more 

College, to which we have been looking for an| value to the A griculturist, than the one by Dr. 

£ exhibition of the practical workings of a mode! | Brinckle, oth on account of the knowledge it ¢ 

: Institution for the formation of agriculture. communicates of insects in general, and of $ 

§ Mr. Delafield exhibited aremarkeble degree | some in particular. Our Legislatutes could do ¢ 

3 of versatility of business talent, and a capacity | the people great good by taking measures to $ 

3 ofapplying his knowledge whether gained in| haye such articles widely disseminated among ¢ 

3 the halls of an academy or on the fields of cul-| the people. They would be of vastly more im- $ 

2 tivation. When such aman dies the farmer} portance than the thousands of Congressional ¢ 

} has reason te mourn. speeches, &c., which are distributed at so great ; 

5 Tue Rock Co. Aericorturat Society held cost to the government. We wish the above é 

2 its 4th Annual Meeting in this city on the Sth Soviety the success it so richly merits, é 

§ of Dec, 1953, After the transaction of busi-] Acricutrurar Reapixa.—Milton J. Ross, of $ 

é ness pertaining to the affairs of the Society for| Allen Co., 0.. says in the Ohio Cultivator:— ¢ ' 

§ the last fiseal year, the following Officers were | This year I had twenty bushels of wheat to the & 

? elected for 1854: acre, from forty acres—which for this region is é 

$ President—S.P Laturor, Reloit. a remarkable crop—and I attribute the extra § 

2 Vice Presidents—C. Loftus Martin, Turtle; J.| yield entirely to knowledge I hare obtained by ¢ 

3} A. Fletcher, Johnstown ; Nathaniel Howard,| reading. When I commenced farming, twelve 5 | 

{ Magnolia; Charles Colby, Janesville city ;| years ago, my wheat crop was from six to eight ¢ 

3 Mark Miller, Harmony; Azel Kenney, Lima.| bushels per acre.” * * “Mr, Buel, in his $ 

2 Rec. Secretary—Charles Gibbs, Harmony. life time, furnished me information, through his ¢ 

3 Cor. Secretary—Z. P. Burdick, Janesville. | ‘Cultivator,’ in relation to making and using § 7 

2 Treasurer —Sammuel, A, Martin, Janesville. | manures, that is worth at least five hundred ¢ 

§ Additional Members of the Executive Board—| dollars. Mr. Buel also learned me how to § 

2 H. T. Woodward, Beloit; J, M. Riker, city of} raise one hundred bushels of potatoes from two 2 

2 Janesville ; W. Lester, Rock; J. R. Boyce,| bushels of planting.” ‘ 

§ Porter. Virauity ov Prants.—lt is surprising what < 

2 Directors—H. Stebbins, Porter; L. Brace;| efforts some plants, or parts of plants, will make ‘ 

§ Fulton ; R. F. Fraser, Milton ; J. Childs, Lima; to save, as it were, their lives, when disease or ¢ 

2 F.B. Cook, Johnstown; Wm. Spaulding, Har-| serious accidents befall them. A branch ofa 

§ mony; J. H. Budd, city of Janesville; A. W-| gooseberry trained against a wall became dis- ¢ 

é Pope, Janasville ; W. A. Webster, Centre; J-| eased near the ground, and began to die up- ¢ 

§ Dunbar, Magnolia; J. Newman, Union; R.| wards gradually, but the top of the branch § ’ 
2 Taylor, Spring Valley ; S Burnham, La Prai-| made a struggle for life, and. threiv out roots é 

rie; T. W. Williams, Bradford ; H. *Case,| into the wall between the joints of the bricks, $ 

2 Clinton; B. E. Mack, Turtle; N.B. Gaston.| anq jn that dry situation found some means to ¢ 

{ Beloit; P. McNare, Newark ;—Dixon, Aaron. | sypportitself; the dead wood was cut out and § 

2? Messrs. Lathrop, Willard, and Miller, were} the living part left near the top of the wall, ¢ 

$ appointed a committe to drafta charter for the} and there it remains a living plant—P. Mac- . 

3 Society, to be presented to the next legislature, | 7. -j2, gi 2 

5 asking for an act of incorporation. 0 Cupt. McClure, the discoverer of the c 

2 Penxsyivanra Horticunturan Soctety.—| North-west passage, found an abundance of é 

3 We have received from the author, a copy of} game in the frozen regions, heretofore supposed. : 

2 & Remarks on Entomology, chufly in reference} to be destitute of animal life. The expedition ¢ 

> to our Agricultural benefit : by W.D. Brixcxe,| found the musk-ox, deer, haes, grouse, ducks, $ 

3 M.D. Also, “Ad Interim Report of the Fruit} geese, wolves and bears. é 

2 Committee for July and August,” and the Special) 4 Fact rom tHe Censvs—The United £ 

3 Report of the Entomological Committee—for all! states had within 3300 miles of Railroad com- $ ; 

¢ of which our thanks are due, This Socicty | pleted at the beginning of the year 1852 as all ¢ 

® must be of immmense value to the Horticultu-] the rest of the world put together, and reason- + 

rists of Philadelphia and vicinity, composed az ing from the dates furnished by the experience } 

itisof some of our ablestand most active Da-| of the past it is inferred that in 1860 there will 

turalists. be 25,000 miles of railroad completed within 
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the United States. Such adevelopementofin-} Mr. Buncoyne, (the authorof “The Future 

herent resources into gigantic greatness as has| Wealth of America,”) who resided in the East 
§ been exhibited in the United States is unpre-| as a planter, for fourteen years, and has re- / 
2 cedented in the history of nations, and cannev-| cently traveled extensively in the U. States, ¢ 

§ er again be approached—Chicago Daily Jour.| expresses the opinion—firstly, that the “cotton ¢ 
3 os Sigstys : 3 
3 Lanp Orm.—The improvement in the man- pelitration of America is deneyoebly in utter 2 

3 ufacture of this oil is astonishing. It has been{ @ecline;” secondly, that “India has every ; 
4 only a few years since it was first introduced, | ™e4ns of producing as send cotton, and much é 

2 and now it is made equal to sperm oil. cheaper than America.’ : 

2 0 A worm the eighth ofan inch in length} VALUABLE BLOOD STOCK e 

§ has been taken ont ofthe eye of a man in Pitts- FOR SALg. g 
2 burg, where it had held its quarters fer ten NE full blood {DEVON BULL, 2 years ¢ 

% years. old, from the herd of George Patterson, of 2 

$ Maryland, the celebrated importer of Devon < 
$  Sreammoat Axntvats at Sr. Paow ror 1854: | Stock. Prive, $150. ¢ 

3 —As Navigation on the Mississippi is probably| _ Also, one full blood DURHAM BULL ; 

‘ suspended for the next five months, we have Ce eurs ae ae equal te ¢ 

2 been at some trouble to look over the steamboat |" ‘Phe above Stock will be warranted to be as ¢ 

5 arrivals at the port of St. Paul during the past | represented, and will be sold for Casu, or, if ¢ 

2 season, and comparing them with the previous | desired, on time, with good security. 5 

§ years. The followtng is the result of our la- x 1954.—te RA BOND é 

$ bors :—Minnesotian. ee eee, 
5 perc as SSS eee CG 
2 Arrivals in 1850, 104 | Arrivals in 1852, 171 € 
% Arrivris in 1951, 119 \amoe in 1853, 229 TABLE OF CONTENTS. ree 
2 In 1850, navigation commenced on the 19th of | Agricultural Pursuits, 19 ¢ 

4 April, and closed on the 18th of November— | Arkansas Native Hog, 10 ¢ 

2 In 1851, onthe 4th of April, and closed the 20th Breadstuffs onl ee Markets, i 2 
© of November. In 1852, on the 16th of apn, See DES E) 5° 
2 and closed on the 10th of November; and in Cattle, . 62 

$ 1893, the West Newton, the first boat that ar-} Cattle Trade of Texas, 8s 

3 rived from below, came on the ifth of April, c= Hains up their Milk, i 
2 ee ‘uring Hams, 21; 
2 and it will probably be three or four days be-| ¢, orn, Sirpostation of 202 
3 fore the last boat leaves. Evergreens, raising of, 15 ¢ 
¥\ Mavnew’s Practicat Boox-xerpine, by single| Editors’ Table, 225 
5 and Double Entry, with a set of Account| Fowls, Shanghai 20 ¢ 
>? Books tobe used by the learner in writing | Grapes, Diana 13 2 
2  upthe examples for practice contained in| Grapeg, Frost-proof 142 

{ the Book-keeping, and a Key for teachers, | Horse St. Patrick, 95 
3 containing their solution. By Ina Maysew, | Horse, Lectures on the 7 
3 A. M., late Superintendent of Public In-| Insects, Can they Talk, 16 3 

2 struction in Michigan, author of a treatise} Leaves, Dz 
~ on Popular Education, ete. ete. Mules and Horses, 1: 

$ This is truly a practical work, and meets a Minnesota, sea vi ~ $ 

3 want that has long been felt by our teachers.— ,ee ee g, Sen ees 12 5 
> We regard it decidedly the best work of the) Pjum, Cultura of 14: 

3 kind, and can heartily recommend it for use in} Peach Enterprise, * We 

% all our District, Select and Higher Schools. It Peach Se i 5 
2 is admirably adapted to meet the wants of our Disnine ia Tartoaals 6% 
} farmers’ sons and daughters—for we hold that! Smut Machine, . 18 $ 
£ every child should know how to keep accounts. | Sheep Breeding, 3 10 ¢ 
£ Here they will learn Book-keeping as they will | Statistics of Wisconsin, a7 
$ * ati q . To our Patrons, : 1s 
g have occasion to use it in after life. It is com- Trees for Streets, 126 
£ pact, eheap and correct. Ventilating Hat, 16 5 

[FDecidedly hoggish was the slaughter of Lecce a i 
1832 hogs. in nine hours, by one set of hands,| wheat, Chidham and Georgia, Ww 
at a Cincinnati slaughter house, recently. Work for the Month, 21 
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¢ VOL. VI. JANESVILLE, WIS., FEBRUARY, 1854. -NO.2 ; 

} MARK MILLER, 2 yy, : is used up by our legislative bodies upon the = ‘ tors and Publish ip by po g 
(8. Pp. LATHROP, } Se te peat comparatively, while the greater > 
? _'TERMS,-50 Ce i De: iti it- ; 4 pive copies for Oiiif diccied tooneron Omceandai | Natters of the body politic are forgotten or lit- : § tne same rate for a larger number. Ali subscriptians | tle considered. =) | oe withthe volume and back ed But these eries are few and fecble—tike the = || | 

§ ADVERTISING.—One page, first insertion, $6; for | faint.and emasculated lion, caged and feaced 5 | \ 

§ sechemteryuent insezdon les inan one ent) $5 MO | around with bolis.and hare ef iron—ecarcely  { 
§ less than one year, $3; oue page per yesr, $+; halt | breath of approval is heard, even from those © 
£ page, $30; quarter page, $13; eighth page, $10} one - : 
£ square, (twelvelines or less,) per year, $5,50 ; less than | most deeply interested. z : serch, edo: z 
? oo age ear How long, feeble-and unsuocessful, have been = 

een | most of the efforts to establish agricultural = 
S A Way to Benefit Farmers. schools, to obtain experimental farms, and to - 
£ iar acquire the desirable means. of prosecuting re- < 
$A general effort should be made to place 2| searches in the sciences of Agriculture, Horti- = 
§ copy of some good agricultural paper iti the rs ; er 4 a 
} hands of every farmer and gaidener in the | Culture, Stock breeding, &c.! We ask, why is < 
? county. By so doing, public opinion .will soon | this? The answer is.at hand,.and should be in * 
¢ create industrial libraries ae seminaries of | every man’s mouth, and felt tingling at every = 
{ learning, when science and physical labor will | farmet's hearts.."There: jaca: event evant of veal, < 
$ meet each other as friends ad co-workers for 2 > or ee SS 
5 the education of mankind—Genesee Farmer. {agricultural reading among the rural districts = 
¢ Few have really just conceptions of the im- | @"dinrustic families. P olitics—party politice— z 
2 portance in community of agricultural journals. Propels Just = sven important, in due quanti- 2 
{ Scarcely a family is without its political and re- | tY @"d quality, but too often overgrown and = 
? ligious newspaper. This is.right, They would j REBe tty teh deena and Exemiggeerades: 
¢ be qualified to serve neither God or man were | the interests, uses. yp.the time,-and wastes the : 
: they without them, But how is it that they energies of. our productive classes, leaving them z 
¢ are to bequalified to discharge their duties as enervated - and regardless of their higher and 2 

? husbandmen and housewives, destitute, as a beten ens rE iss tes dmteates semalpioe s 
{ large portion of them are, of the means of know- well devised antecedents on the part of unprin- : 

fe ledge of the processes, numerous and. intricate, cipled demagogues. There is scarcely a coun- € 

Q pertaining to their avocations? ty, and few.are the villages, of.any size, through- < 

S” The class of farmers is vastly larger than that oe oe Union, where there 1s oe Pav 
¢ of any other one clase, and yet the number of | P&> either larger or smaller, which is at work { 

fe agricultural and horticultural journals of the with all its own and some“borrowed or donated é 
¢ Umass comparatively, limited, and those gen- energies, to mould and wield the mass of the < 

; enally feebly supported. people. ‘Again, every man is*a partner in the = 

ie seach eile th es.up from the. cul- |CONCer™ oF an agent, sélf-constituted or oth- % 
i pair =~ a Sie eee meres erwise, to circlate the documents. No hamlet is ¢ 

© halt hesitating withfear, as if .it-was about to ea ee ee stbphed ig 2 
iS i : é proper papers, and no voter too brainless to be > 
{ trespass “upon. the rights of the .community— z 3 . > 
that the interests of the farmer are not proper- seen and put in the possession of ‘the idea and a © 

¢ : . vote, especially the latter. We can but admire > 
¢ ly represented in the councils of the nation, > 
and duly regarded in the general means for the the energy, the perseverance, and the shrewd- + 

¢ . ness even, with which all this is done, and we > 
advancement and improvement of the different io tok penieee eat ae en) ) = 

{i branches of industry. It gently reminds us of wate Junie { x y 
|, how much our Government has done for the It is not our object or our Place here to com- 
manufacturer, and how little for the producer. | Plain of this. What we aim at is to enlist the 
{) It whispers of the large portion of time which [same energy, perseverance and faithfulness in 
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—_——_ 
those who are, to a greater or less extent, con | settled fact, that there is a saving of from one: 
cerned in the prosperity of Agriculture and its | fourth to one-third, by the grinding of corn and ; 

§ allied subjects, to extend the means of know- ! oats, and another third or fourth by the steaming ? 
} ledge and of improvement in the same, to every | or cooking of the food, so that, by these several 5 
§ one who has a foot of land to cultivate, a colt, | processes, which, all together, cost comparative. ? 
2 calf, or a chicken even, to raise, or a currant | ly but little, there is a saving which amounts to £ 

| 2 bush to prune, the doubling of the food. Now, we havea way } 
$ In proportion to the cost of printing, editing, | to propose to use these three means of increas- : 
2 and illustrating agricultural papers, they are | ing the value of food and rendering the straw, } 
f furnished as cheaply as most other papers—far | now a nuisance, a valuable possession. : 

} 2 { moreso, certainly, than most scientific papers | Take a large bucket or boiler of boiling wa- ? 
3 With which they should be properly classed—| ter; put into it the desired amount of oat or 
g The cost, therefore, should not be urged against | corn meal, stirring it in the water until it is well ? 
¢ their general introduction. Until a knowledge | scalded, then use the mixture to wet the cut { ' é of, and an interest in the matters of Agricul-| straw or hay, and you will have a nutritious and : 

} ¢ ture is diffused among the Agriculturists them- | digestable, as well as delicious, mash, which will { 
: selves—and there is no other way ot doing it| make your cows, calves and colts laugh in their : 
§ than by means of a press devoted to theirinter- | sting; and when the feeding season is over, } 
Z ests—will the present condition of things re- please reckon up the cost, and see if you have ? 
§ main, and the hard-earned money of the land | not more than saved the cost of your straw-cut- { 
¢ Worker and land owner be used up in the per- | toy, i¢ your cattle are not in better condition, and } 
§ fecting of other interests and other schemes | tg add to all, as a clean profit, you will have your {i 
2 foreign to the prosperity and elevation of the | straw and your coarse hay transformed from a} I 
§ farmer, as a farmer and a man. nuisance into hundreds of loads of the nicest { 
? Farmers must come to feel a sort of personal manure, worth twenty-five cents per load for any | fi 
£ pride for and interest in his calling, or profes- crop you wish to raise the coming season — / 
¢ sion, for such it is, that shall lead him to put | Gome, friend, think over the matter, and see if if: 
£ forth efforts in its behalf. He must read more | we are notin the right. iff 
} himself, and talk more with his fellows on the sll eee DN if: 
= numerous and different branches of his art— Flax. in: 
> Thus “starting from a point that an artis some- ar if: 
é thing to be din and Seana something to be fr ‘We were favored aoe days since with a call ; f 
> known, the masses may constantly rise in know- | 70™ the managing Director of the American if: 
§ ledge and arts, in virtue and happiness, by eul- | Flax Company, Mr, Thomas Kimber, Esq. of : 
$ tivating the inherent powers which God has Philadelphia, and by ‘him furnistied with ‘seve- in $ given them.* ral flax documents, samples, &c. From Mr. if 
é re Kimber we learned several facts concerning me 
4 . sae flax, its culture, and the improved method of; [> 
5 Disposition 0 f Straw. dressing it, which we Sean of much impor- i i 
& We see large stacks and heaps of straw lying | tance, and which is destined greatly to increase ? > 
2 about the fields of many farmers, which seem | the culture of flax by our farmers. Every ef- 
s to be only in the way, and are often left to rot | fort to render the culture of flax, or any other /#%? 
3 upon the ground, are burned that they may be crop, remunerative to the farmer, should receive |: 
2 disposed of the more rapidly. There is anoth- | at our hands its proper aud and comfort. It has i: 
: er way in which this straw can be disposed of, } been a doubtful question whether it was advis- im: 
¢ which we think accords much better with the | able for our farmers to raise flax, when the seed 5 
2 true principles of economy; this is to cut it up | alone was éaved; but if the straw, by any pro- (RE 
¢ and mix with it corn or oat meal, and feed it to | cess of manufacture, can be made of as much } 3 
2 Stock, A straw cutter, of course, will be neces- | value nearly or quite as the seed, why, then the { : 
¢ sary, of which there are several kinds and at | question seems to be settled at once in favor of } 2 
2 different prices, from $8 to $20. Ithas been | flax culture. The great obstacles to flax oul 
£ ascertained by careful experiment of men of | ture have been the expense of pulling and the (> 
7 Sense and close observation, that the saving made hand labor required in the old processes for the sj i 
by the use of one of these machines, amounts | production of linen fabries, and at the same time SAY 
from one-fifth to one-fourth of the material used, | the comparative cheapness of cotton fabrics— (jM). 

'@® whether it be straw or hay. Again, it is a well | If now, by improved methods of harvesting the i (i 
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t i crop, and dressing the flax, linen fabrics can be | Sections of Flax, Straw and Fibre, 
t H farnished nearly or quite as cheaply as those of 200 400 
} [B; cotton, every one will prefer the former. This ge a g 
: I: has now been accomplished, and the great want g 

: I: at present is to induce our farmers to furnish the 2 

AB siiee. 2293 3 
‘> The history of flax culture in our country is (COQ => Sa 2 
AB crite an anomaly. While the States of Ken-|  ) C25 S—~ CS é 

AB) tucky and Virginia raise flax for the lint, Ohio| 2 = 
BE: raises it for the seed. While Kentucky has fur- Lh Up, : 
BB} nished half of the whole amount of lint that ES ; 

Bf is: been raised in the United States, Ohio bas] g IY VF Z 
J) funished nearly fifty per cent more seed than COS az 

{ Kentucky, and only about the sixteenth part of < 2 
3 the amount of lint. | 1. TransverseSection of Straw. 2 
5 The flax plant is remarkable in its structure, | ¢- Fpidermis, are : 
i a ‘oe bags of which was all important to = rae iis aoe Senite, 2 2 
; those deyising means to improve its methods of eee os 5 

2 preparation for the manufacturer—to facilitate a 1 2 

S andexpedite them. The structural arrangement bs s 
R of the plant is well shown in the accompanying f oY 2 

5 eut, copied from Prof. Wixsox’s Lecture on Flax, | al 4 § 
{delivered before the N.Y. State Agricultural 2 Wh z 

Society, at Saratoga, and published by C. M. | WA. g 
2 Saxton, N. Y.: , an 2 
S «If we take a portion of straw, break it, and ve ee $ 
{ carefully examine it, it will be found to consist Ve i é 
2 of three distinet parts :—the centre is occupied wy é . 
< by a substance composed of a cellular tissue, in hy Sek" é 
5 wee like wood ; this is usually called the i i a | 3 
2 “shove” or “boon ;? around this is a tubular h ei Sit , 3 
? sheath composed of bundles of long and tough Mi i Sia I 2 
{ fibres, cohering firmly together, the whole struc- i) a ce 2 
¢ ture being cemented together by an azotized eects Fa 
5 anon) and enveloped by a thin and deli- ‘ £ y $ 
 eate bark and skin.’ 3 
i The object to be accomplished in the prepara- A 2 
3 tion of flax for the manufacturer, are to separate 4 Red 3 

{ the fibre from the “shove” and the fibres from | / / Kid 2 
} one another, by dissolving and washing out this Koy 5 
¢ “azotized”’ or gummy mucilage by which they LX] é 
} are “cemented together.” This can be done to Kev $ 
{ a greater or less degree of perfection, according z 

; tothe process adopted. These processes areva-| 9 5 544. Longitudinal Sectionsof : 
{ Nous, differing much in their principles and Fibres—A, h, h, Cavities. é 
} mode of doing the thing. 2and3. Ordinary Cavities. $ 

{ “They may, however, be all classed under two | * Barer kind. : 
2 heads,—the mechanical, in which the operations | Of the first but little need be said, as, except s 
§ are conducted in a dry state; and the chemical, | for rough goods not requiring to be bleached, : 
2 in which moisture is more or less necessary. In | as canvas, rick-covers, rope-yarn, ée., it could $ 
§ the first the object is obtained by the various | not at present be advantageously used; or, ev- ¢ 
2 parts being mechanically separated from each | en in the event of a successful result in the se- > 
} other; in the latter the plant; itself is disinteg- | paration, the goods thus manufactured from the. 2 
tated, either by the action of fermentation, which | fibre are always liable tobe injured by moisture, j 

j} destroys, or of some solvent, which abstracts, | or any other condition that would act upon the 
ff; the cementing matter by which its parts are | azotized substance, which would still remain 
{Vheld together. enveloping and cementing the fibres together. 
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» The second, the ehemueal or wet process, must | (1 in 1000), coagulate at a temperature of 180° (J 
- be considered under three different heads:— | and then become insoluble ; and it, is always § 4 = = a considered that fibre is more injured if exposed | 2 _ The first, when the separation is effected by beyond a certain high temperature. These two | 2 simple fermentation, known as “steeping.” oo points have been taken advantage of : The second, where it is due to the abstraction ~~ anne —- 3 ae an of the § i ‘ si uor is kept within a certain range of { 5 re aeacare, Pompe Ay, the | ee ee operation, both as regards 3 agency of chemical solvents. ~ time and produce, more satisfactorily performed. } ; _ The third, where simply water, either heated | The process is quite automatic, thus saving la. | ; or in the shape of steam, is used. In the first, | bor and the risks consequent upon carelessness; | : adestructive fermentation is carried on at the | 224 the mechanical arrangements by which it } ‘ 2 ; is effected, are very simple and inexpensive— } 5 expense of the extractive matter of the plant, | The accompanying diagram will, I hope, make 5} > and offensive and noxious gases are generated ; | the poe clearly understood. : : in the second, this matter is removed by the aid | ar iy a aaa * placed in cup vem ¢ peace : < ! (No. rmed the steeping vat, having a false : : chemical ingredients, which = 7) =a bottom (i); a boler (Ne, 1) generates the} 5 Tender it of little value; while by the third the steam required ; and between these two is placed } > whole of the substance abstracted is preserved \ a suitable vessel (No. apt condenser, of about } = im state immediately available, and valuable | the same eapacity as No. 3, and communicating | = Seine widatenos! with that by the hot-water pipe (4), and with j ss s the boiler by the steam pipe 2). This centre ; 3 The old method of spreading flax upon the | vessel or condensing chamber is filled with wa- ; 2 gtéund, and thus subjecting it to rains and dews, “ee fom the ee ne a pane oe } 

3 called “rotting,” comes under the first of these | or the steam is absorbed, and condensation no 3 7 ways. Another method practised in some coun- longer takes place, the hot water is driven over } £ tries is to steep the flax in a-vat, or pool of wa- into the Sura vat, and completely immerses ; 
3 ter, and in others the water is heated to a cer-| its contents. The overflow pe 12} then con- aes veys'@- portion into the bucket (No. 2 which, } ; taintemperature. All these processes, however, overpowering the balance weights (gg),descends, } = Were tedious and offensive, as a noxious gas was drawing the chain (er), which, being attached } ¢ given off by the fermentation of the nitrogenous | to the pullies (ff) fixed on to the cocks of the ! z d by which the fib held to- | 8#2™-pipe (a), and of the condensing pipe (4), / z Compaen Py Fl at ee .. | Feverses their action by cutting off the steam ; : gether. Many plans, therefore, have been tried | and turning on a charge of ead Water into the j = to dissolve out this mucilage from the straw by | condenser, The steam in No. 2 is then rapidly 3 ; means of chemical solvents—both acids and al- | condensed, and the liquor drawn back from the } z : 5 = . steep vat into which it had previously been} > kalies having to a certain extent this power | forced. This completes the operation of im-? 2 Increase of temperature is found to aid this mersion, which recommences immediately: for ; 3 process, Mr. Claussen’s process, patented both ey soon as the overflow Ges (No. 4) Ne reach- } - : ed a certain point in its descent, it strikes against ) in Europe and this oe Sepemded “pan ce a pin, pave screw adjustment, which causes } 3 use of a.weak solution of potash or soda, by | th valve (d) at the bottom to open and dis-} 2 which the fibre was so finely separated as to charge its contents into the discharge ee (No. ; } resemble cotton in its texture—hence called flaz | 6). te bucket, thas zellened ys its load, roe 3 cotton, This, however, is not found desirable, nue Ga ee paki OF hah acu | 

5 as the value of linen fabrics does not depend so verse the cocks, cutting off the cold water } | 
2 much upon their resemblance to cotton as—we = nigger ee, on the steam to No, 2—? = may eay—upon their resemblance to silk. So | This is repeated as often as may be required. 39 1 2 all to |, “Se tar as the experiments eee gone, it has , i that the most perfect of Processes appears to | been found that by ten such immersions the } [iE 5 be that patented by Watts, of Glasgow, during | whole of the coloring matter of the flax has i] | = the last year, and improved upon by a still la--| been romera go 2p pence mye ont oc > ter patent ae lasgow. | C¥PY more ree or four hours. ow: 2 2 be . bre ma Be : sie! S ry ever, is subject to the test of the. operation on a? Im | > We give a description of this lastin the lan-- iotuetnanezal aka which are now in progress. in? [| ? guage of Prof. Wilson: epee ft carrying oe she paves 5 5 iA fia Se siosping is effected. by repeated | _ “ By this process we have all the vantages > ¢ = immersions in a tank of heated wee tee obtained by ‘Watts—economy of products—in- iE 2 ments being made by which the temperature is| creased economy of time, only four hours osing TR ? never allowed to exceed ‘a: certain: degree—a | required, instead of teoelve—and, in addition, : h f point of great importance, both as regards the |——— c mepiagn of Be areas extractive matter,. es gh ed United Bintan will be carried om 4 the quality of fibre uced,. It is merican Flax Company, irs Thomas (MM wet known tht alBuninow sfotone, ei | Rima Maat pce: OIE: ingevena very small preportion of albumen | jade. Ve 
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sukAT ECONOMY OF LaBor. Another great im-;rials required, a very moderate outlay would ° provement is claimed by Buchanan, his method | suftice for the formation of an establishment § of drying the steeped straw, preparatory to equal to the probable produce of a given dis- § seutching. This is usually a tedious and costly | trict. The steeping process being entirely au- $ rocess as regards labor and arrangements. The | tomatic, the cost of labor is very small indeed, > Fire, too, is to a certain extent liable to be in-| and the whole expense of the operation mate- ? jured by the necaeary. paneling. he cudinay rially reduced,” 5 
mode is to place the flax thinly spread between i x ce two wooden laths, which, whei closed by meane| _ The taste and smell of the liquor in which 5 of hooks or rings over their ends, ane hold the flax has been steeped much resembles. that > the stems : about Arya of these are required | of hay, and when poured over crushed « bolls” 2 = aewt, of flax. ey are then carried to the or chaff, and we may add cut straw, is readily z 
rying shed and suspended from frames, where iwenk va e § they remain acne to the action of the air un- | Consumed by cattle, who appear to thrive upon 5 

tilthey are dry. The time required depends|it. Prof. Wilson comes to the following con- 3 on the weather—from three cae days to as} clusions, in his lecture, worthy of the attention > many weeks. In Watts’s process, where steam| o¢ farmors and others - q is available, the process of manipulation is the , : 2 same, but the drying is effected in a heated| “Firstly. That flax is not an exhausting crop ; 2 
chamber ina much shorter time. Buchanan’s that its peculiar ee to different soils and 5 
method is entirely different. He proposes to ef- | climates, the short period it oceupies the soil, 4 fect the desiccation in the same vat in which the| and the market returns of an ‘ay crop, ren- > flax was steeped, by means of dry warm air;| der it a valuable addition to the ordj ary rota- > 
which is driven through it in unlim ted quanti- | tions. i 2 ties, at a very little expense. The air is readily| “Secondly. That the recent eae in 3 
obtained in the desired state by causing it to pass | the process of treating flax, whereby the fibre is § 
through porous earthenware pipes set across the eee at an immense saving both in time and § lower part of the chimney, which while heating | labor, all nuisance avoided, and the’ waste pro- * the air, deprive it of its moisture. These com-|ducts beneficially utilized, offer great induce- ? 
municate on the one side with a blower driven| ments for the establishment of small factories 2 
by the engine, and on the other side with a pipe | in suitable districts ;, thus directly encouraging ¢ 
which conveys the heated air to the lower pat an increased cultivation by insuring to the 5 
of the vat containing the flax to be dried, This| grower a ready and constant market for the $ is all the arrangement needed. The blower| produce. 2 
drives the air through the earthenware pipes;| “Thirdly. ‘Phat a large breadth of flax is 3 aepeate is there raised, the moisture ab- fennel sown in the United States, of which ? 
8 , and entering the bottom of the steep-| the seed only is rendered available as a market 5 
ing-vat, it comes in contact with the flax and preduse. the straw being only used to a very 3 passes through it, absorbing and carrying off| limited extent for the tae of fibre, the > 

the moisture, and leaving the flax in Pp pees rest remaining on the field or being carted home ? dry state. It is then ready to be rolled and| for rough litter. 3 
seutched, The es experiments induce} “Fourthly, That a ay large sum, about § him to believe by this process the entire| 14,000,000 to 15,000,000 of dollars, is annually eeretion of converting the straw into dressed | expended by the United States in the purchase ) may be effected in the working-day, or|of Ta abe from Great Britain, which eoun- twelve hours; and, from the simple nature of| try is o iged to procure the raw material for the mechanical arrangement and of the mate-'¢heir manufacture from other countries with, 
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— the United States has no commercial re-| ¢ling it to the approyal of all. As long as any} 
lations. ee " one believes that hair worms may be produced 4 

Fee ean eee Peet ncn | from hairs, wigglers from dirt, fleas trom dish. 4 
5 tig of hex aoa mie eae Sines oaee water, or that man is the slightly improved of. } 
2 jent e = i i 3 
2 ply ag ina Taamatactired state a ant — ane words, that there 4 

2 she requires for the consumption of her own . ng equivocal Beneration, just s0 J 

= population.” long will this chess ghost rise up and sit at | 
; ee esas _ | Some one’s table. The only way to slay it, and | 
: Wheat and Ct that effectually, is thoroughly to study and to] 
3 oe oes know the laws of generation, both in plants } 
< Messrs. Eprrors :—In your November num-} and animals. Plants and animals can be great. { 

2 ber “A Listener” distracts the world about} ly modified by physical agents; but these | 
£ Chess, I will tell him a story about Chess that agents can never effect so great a change as to | 
3 is true; he may think it false, but the experi-| transfer them from one kingdom, class, family, | 
~ ence of many of your readers will satisfy them| genus or species; to that of another. Hybrids, | 

2 that it may be true. it is true, we have; but nature has put her seal | 

= In the year 1842, there was much chess in| of condemnation upon the process by limiting | 
2 the neighborhood, and owning and running, as} the extent to which it may be carried. But j 

4 I did, a grist mill, my mind was on the inquiry | chess is not a hybrid. It is capable of produ- 
3 for the cause. I made many inquiries, but all] cing its like. Would that it were a hybrid—a | 

5 were unsatisfactory. I determined to make an| something between a miserable hedge-row and 
2 experiment, and, as I doubted not, to be able/ a hated rye, possessing the excellences of nei- | 

$ to prove to my customers just such a doctrine] ther and the despicables of both—and that all | 
2 asis put forth by your correspondent, “Lis-| these pestsof the farm were of like character, } 

$ tener,’—that by sowing clean seed the evil| then wemight hope by taking j 
g would be avoided. Well, I chose a piece of “Arms against a sea of troubles, 
} new land, bordered on the south and west by a And, by opposing, end them.” 

~ wood land, and having some half dozen shade] We doubt not the facts given by our respect: | 
3 trees on the tract. I prepared it well, and| ed correspondent. We know of many other } 
~ sowed clean selected seed in August. Not a| just such, and some stranger cases, and yet we 
3 chess kernel could be discovered in the 5! bu-| do not believe wheat becomes chess. We have} 

z shels I sowed. : seen persons eat knives and forks, and draw out j 

S$ Now for the result. The winter was unfa-| from their abdominal regions yardsof lutestring. 

g vorable; the land was a heavy soil; the water| Yet, we never delieved that the jugglers bowels 
2 stood on it and froze to ice, so as to cover near-| metamorphosed the one into the other. There 
3 ly half of it. 1 thought it was, of course, all| are some things our little knowledge wont le] 

2 winter-killed. -However, the spring brought it) us believe and are not able to explain—[Ep. 

$ forward, so that I had some hope of a crop.— en a 
5 As'the season advanced it promised better, till: Box the We mconan & Ate Farpet, 
2 when heading I found it about one-half chess! Osage Orange. 
? In every furrow and loose place, the chess oc-} Messrs Eprrors:—I have about five thou 
$ eupied nearly the whole ground; and under| sand Osage Orange plants of one year’s growth, 
2 every shade tree, and for about two rods in| which I wish to set for a hedge on the road an 
$ width along the fence, on the south and west| otherspring. I would like, if you or some of 
2 side, where the forest timber had cast a shade, | the readersof the. Farmer would tell, the best 
£ not aspear of wheat could be found, but in| manner of setting the hedge, the distance apart, 
é place of ita heavy growth of chess! Your|the manner of preparing the soil, &c, for 
; correspondent “Listener” oan make what he} which I would be much obliged. 
§ pleases of these facts. Prove Att, Salem, Kenosha Co, Wis. D.R.B. 
Z Stevens Point, Dec. 5, 1853. Prepare the plants by cutting off tho roots 

{Thot when the brains were out the man would die, | 0 about 10 inches, and the tops to within 2 or 
And there 4 eat eon a oe ee 3 inches of the roots; put the ground in-good 

And push us from our stools. [Maebeth. | condition by deep plowing and raking off all 
So with this chess question, There is no set-| turf, grass, weeds, &c., to the width of three or 
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j four feet ; draw a line in the position and direc-| which you can lay before the readers of the 

tion in which you wish to set the hedge; dig a| Farmer, if you choose. 
> trench with the side under the line perpendic-} From 13¢ acre { raised 700 bushels of sound, * 

E ular, as deep as the length of the roots. Take | excellent potatoes, of the “Trout” and “Irish 3 
Fa basket of the prepared plants in one hand, | Grey” varieties. There were no extra pains 3 , 

} and with the other set them upright against the | taken. They were lightly manured with long 7 
perpendicular side of the trench, from 10 to | manure, and héed but once, and that thorough- = 

16 inches apart, if the hedge is to be double, or | ly. z 
from to 8, if the hedge is to be single. We! My entire potato crop, this season, grew on § 
prefer the double hedge, set after the following | about 11¢ acres. They are worth, to me, two = 

manner, this shillings per bushel. This estimate pays for = 
= = = a se . - = x = * - Ss a‘ all the labor, returning back the secd, and < 

alternately, the rows being about 10 inches a- ee oo ee ee 5 
att, and the plants from each other at the dis- lars, besides the growth of 150 apple trees that § 

tibabeve Scationed. stood in the same field. Z 

Letanother follow you, and with a spade push |! am aware that it is out of season for an = 
the soil to the plants, and press it gently with article on potatoes—but never out of sesson for 3 

the foot. IF the soil, after rains, should settle | 28°04 article of potatoes. As an article of = 
away from the plants, more should be brought diet, it is used more extensively than all other § 
up, so that the water shall not soak the roots, | °s¢t#bles combined; and, to the farmer who 2 

The plants should be kept clear of weeds, | lives near a good market, or has a large stock, 5 
and the ground should be moved occasionally | bis potato crop is, or may be, as valuable as = 
around them. No fence, or any thing, should | 7% other. How frequently the remark, a £ 

be placed nearer than four or five feet, as it | WoW rather do without bread than potatoes”; = 
would so shade the plants that they would not | °% when out of potatoes, how frequent the ex- : 
thicken out at the bottom, a point most desira- clamation. “we feel as though we had nothing 2 
blein the hedge. to eat.” Since it has become so essential an § 

They must not be trimmed the first year, but | “ticle of diet. and it may be made so profita- = 
at the beginning of the second they can be cut ble, why so little interest manifested by the § 
back to four or six inches of the ground; and farmers generally in its cultivation? Why so z 

daring this year, a second cutting back of the great a disparity between this and other vege- $ 
upward shoots may be made to within four or | ‘#ble crops? Why is it that we often find on- 2 
six inches of the previous year’s wood, by a ly from one to two hundred bushels of potatoes 3 

lair of garden shears; at the time when they | STWing, where the soil, with good cultivation, < 
get to be about two feet in length, and the side | W0Uld warrant us 45 bushels of wheat, 50 of 5 
shoots eo cut asto give an even and straight side | Datley. 75 of corn, or 80 of oats per acre? = 
tothe hedge. Each year afterwardsthe hedge| The impression has gone forth =) 
should be perfectly trimmed, to give it the encouraged by ‘many a Western ee tine $ 
shape and thickness which is desired. It must | Wisconsin soil is not adapted to raising pota- = 

not be trusted too soon to turn cattle, for if| t0eSi aud this objection is often urged as.a ve- < 
they get breaks through it they will be apt to | 77 Set1ous drewieck ee Nar os i 
enlarge them. Nothing makes a more beauti- soil. Bat what element is lacking? or, with é 

ful, safe and desirable fence, when properly set what is our edt! overcharged? 2 
tad taken care of, than does the Osage Orange. Those who complain of stinted potato crops 3 

Ti ney Gis Wntineana  Dowe id are not all agreed as to what or where the trou- z 

‘Large vs. Small Potatoes. - ble is; but they generally are agreed in a fem 2 

— things; and first, that small potatoes, or even 2 
Mxssrs. Eorrors:—I had flattered myself | chi‘s of potatoes, for seed, are just as good as 5 

much pleasure in meeting with you at our State | large potatoes. Also, that it is just as well, or 2 
Pair; but was necessarily and unexpectedly | alittle better, to do all our spring work first, 5 

Prevented from attending. I was intending to | and then plant our potatoes. They are agreed } 
have presented a few specimens of potatoes, | that it is not best to hoe their potatoes very 
but mast content myself now by giving you a| thoroughly, and some, 1 ‘should infer, were op- 
statement of my potato crop the past season, | posed to hoeing them at all. These complain- 
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eee ers, too, are generally agreed that it adds very | Why is it that Legislators are so loth to do any 0} 
much to the flavor of the potatoes to leave them | thing for the advancement of the dearest inter. 

> in the ground as late as you ibly can in the | ests of our land? Why is Agriculture left to: é gro you possi i 
s fall. That is, in order to havethem mealy and | struggle on unaided, while eo many minor in. 3 
2 nice for the table, let them shave all the bene- | terests are fostered? There is no end to legis. i 
€ fit of our fall rains, lay and water soak thro lation in behalf of the so-called “learned. pro. : 
é 5 : 
2 the months of October and November, till those | fessions,” in behalf of railroads, and of other i 

which are exposed, or lay near the surface, have | public improvements. Schools of learning of} 

> become quite chilled or frozen. every description are built up, where -every : q P' » vy: 
3 Now, brother farmers, I have but a word or | thing is taught, except Agriculture—and who } 
: two to say at present in relation to this subject. | dares deny, that on Agriculture ev other { ; Pp gr) ery 3 
4 Sooure to-yourselves a variety of Potatoes | calling depends for success ? > y ‘ | gs dep é 
2 — the Jargest, healthicat ond best of nm are | “We have literally educated lawyers, minis. : 
2 none too good for seed. Feed out your little, ters, doctors, merchants—whea shall we have ‘ 
so ubby potatoes, but never use them for seed. | tiperally-educated farmers? Farmers, we have ? 
é Plow your land deep; plant early in the spring | fed and clothed all other men ever since the } 

mist ui aan 2 the last, peed | creation, and we have been paid off in ignorance ? 
: plauted—hoe them thoroughly Just beire Se, —ignorance of our very calling. We are led ‘ 

3 blossom. Af you plant in season pney te ap | by the xose from our cradles to our graves; { 

2 ee seen ak ce ee Pee Dea j and none are-so much to blame as we. Way, 7 
5 Sane aad keep them in a dry place, as cool = | we always bear the great burthen of taxation, j 
é poe fee ey a eae and instead of going ourselves, we suffer law- i g you will no longer complain of a stinted or yers, gentlemen, and fops to go to the Legisla { 

é ae omit r ti ie he ee ves ture and tell us what we shall be taxed for; 3 

3 : 4 ee 7s a pf a ad oh plane and they invariably require us to fork over, for { 
§ a con? peut ea tan aa? ual the advancement of their own peculiar self-in- : 
e is \ ih) te terests, or to gratify their passions. Apropos— { 
: cae Berea eae pies ae i han ja lawyer gets angry with a Judge, prefers: 
2 eat Sr aot oe eae " | charges, the Legislature examines the matter, ‘ 
z it, by saying, that have raised beets this sea- and we, the bone and sinew of the State—ne : 
z <2 nie ates a . pie eae 6 Jarmers—have to pull cur purses and advance ‘ 
$ cances each. ‘Who iy duck itlees forty thousand dollars to carry on the quarrel, ’ 
é C. B. Hawes, which ends in smoke. Letus go to the Legis- | 
z Randolph, Wis, Jan. 4th, 1854. we PRN ety me ravaites : i 

5 : ‘ 2 I have somewhat gone wide of the question. } 
5 Ui Mises, Heitoes, L-wish to, enquire wheal od sheeditarn pee pee can! 
; Sherapasonsny of the rear ses Be cnet, be induced to provide for an Agricultural Col- 3 5 have ever used any of our Wisconsin Peat for | lege? Without waiting for casket teil 
$ fuel? If so, will you tell us how and when to ne ba, i pees cunicenls ae | 
2 eats i assertion, F 
g a 4 air warene’s ie Fie hee - van | waked up tothe real importance of the subject, \fj 

5 cere FRE P| our legislators will, consider the endowment of 
: this subject, I, for one, feel.quite interested in an Agricultural Institution the next great pro im 
? knowing all about it, either pro or,con. Bie step which beiiches. ia é must ‘ $ c.B. d 5 So No instrument is so well fitted to bring the | 
2 For the Wisconsin and lowa Farmer. | subject before the community, as the “ Wit 5 z , r ing | 3 Agricultural College. consin Farmer.” Let it be loud in advocating 
$ Messrs. Eprrons:—Is it not possible to in- | the project. Racine. c 3 
‘ duce the Legislatureof our State to make pro-| Rewaaxs.—It is hoped that the present Leg: { 

\3 vision, this coming winter, for the endowment | islature will listen to the suggestions which the J 
of an Agricultural College, and the purchase | Executive Committee of the State Agricultu- (iy 

of a Model F: to ‘be connected therewith ?| ral Society judicior laid before them, and J. om, y 
{t might be an additional department to the | take action thereon, favorable to the interest 
State University, and perhaps ought to be— | of the farmers. ; bt od 
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¢ ints into offal. Keep- constantly before the 
Stock Register. sults pee ee found 

Po gt pe gen | to be hereditary, it will be worth much to coun- ¢ 
3 Improvement of Stock. . teract defects: bat on the other hand, if any $ 
$ Tosuch as intend to breed cattle of decided | defect is. found to.be hereditary, it will require ¢ 
{ merit, and we hope there are many, it is impor-| much. attention, and a long time to correct it or 2 
Stant they get distinctly before their minds} banish its influence. Now and’then, through ¢- 
§ what it is they wish to accomplish. The seve| some “freak of nature.” or,. rather, probably, > 
} eral good points of the breed to which they are established, but not well: understood, laws.of ¢ 
about to give their attention, should be well| nature, such an-event may happen;.and’ they ; 

; understood, and should be so well combined in| are the more likely to-do. so where there.does 2 
i their minds as to form a deau ideal of excel-| not exist a clean pedigree. When this-dees oc- 3 
3 lence, which shall serve asa type tothe attair-{ cur, the animal had better be introduced to the $ 
{ment of which their efforts shall’ be directed. | shambles, or put to.other service than that of $ 
} They should then learn the true principles of| continuing his species. 3 
{ breeding, and the manner of their application} Great Perseverance, patience, care, and time, > 
; inthe management of'stock. They are then| therefore, will be necessary. to secure a stock ¢ 
prepared: to select the animals which shall] which shall manifest its perfection in every in- $ 

: serve as parents to the improved breed. These| dividual. Hence the importance of commenc- 3 
: should possess as many: of the desirable points | ing early, and with the best possible animals, 2 
K of'as near pure blood, or thorough bred, as comparatively regardless of their first cost. $ 

; possible—remembering, that it is safer to breed} Many think that every desirable improye- 
{ from: comparatively inferior animal, from a} ment can.be-made by selecting the best from Q 
well bred herd, than from an accidental good | our native breeds, and propagating from them 3 ‘ 
one from an inferior or questionable one. only. Great improvement could thus be made, § 

In coupling tHese animals, thcy must endeay-| no doubt; and if, at the present time, there > 
or to counteract the defect of the one by an| was no better way, as in former years there $ 

excellency in the corresponding part of the| was not, this would be worthy of the highest : ’ 
other, and vice versa. : commendation. But who wishes to go or eom- $ 

It is generally regarded of more importance, | mence back sixty or seventy years, (for it-will ¢ 
that tho male animal should be perfect, than| take the whole of that time to bring our ma- § 
the female, though: each should be well bred.| tives up to the present perfection. and: perma- 3 
Weare of the opinion, however, that the fe- nancy of excéllence of our already: improved $ 
male has her own impress to make on the off-} stock,) simply to travel over again the tedious 2 
spring, which can scarcely be regarded -of| and difficplt path, which is.alrendy surpassed? $ 

less importance than the impress of the male.| Why not commence at the Righest point yet ~ 
Henee the importance of thorough bred-.fe-} reached and within our power, and press on- 2 
males and of established pedigree. We. feel] ward and upwerd? But it casts so mueh, says 5 
‘fe in, recommending males of moderate size,jone. Very true. We have reason,.to know 2 
Possessing a fineness of bone and limb, consis-| that it costs much in.the outset, and might seem z 
‘ent with a proper masculine vigor and energy. | to him who thinks only of the pecuniary result 3 
With fudlness of carcass and ripeness of points, | to himself personally, not to Fay, But what is < 

© as to embody great substance within.a small| the cost of money, compared with this sizty : 
Compass, rather than those of great size, while| years-of labor and anxiety? We should almost g 
they are wanting in other more important re-| as soon think of putting a money value on the 2 

We reets, We should seek size ag one of the de-| struggles of our Revolutionary fathers. We § 
fe" ble qualities of the: female rather than of| should sconer think of reaping out vast fie'ds é 

ve male. If the male sclected dveed well to| of grain with the hand sickle, and thrashing it 5 
i fenales, we should have no fenrs-in.employ-| with the hand fiail, and of grinding it in a ; 
as his services to the second, and even the} mortar, than of relying on our native stock for 3< 

ird, of hisown getting. . Such practiog, when | the highest perfection of our cattle, We should.:2 : 
ere isno hereditary taint,:will produce a de | go back scarcely further in the one process than. 

rable uniform:ty. Ever be careful, under all in the other, and at the «nl of our efforts be 
i ces, of any tendency to-run valuable} behind even the present im; r)vement, and with 
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this important difference, that with the ma- tion,” 11,956—are all red, as rich and deep as 

° chines a few days would serve to correct the| any Devon. Mr.) Jonathan Thorne, of. Dut- 

$ evil; but with the animals, the tedious revolu-| chess Co., New York, imported on the same ; 

: tions and processes of nature must alone suffice| ship with mine, the “ Herman,” nine head of g 

2 to correct the error. the purest Durham blood probably to be found 3 

2 There are other important considerations on] in England, seven of which were red, including z 

> this subject, which must remain to another the celebrated bull ‘Grand Duke,” which he} 

5 time. purchased of Mr. Bolding, Lancashire, for one < 

2 The inereased demand for improved cattle! thousand guineas ($5,080,) and a splendid hei- ; 

§ and horses, as well as of sheep and swine, and/| fer, descended from “ Midas,” (435,) purchased < 

2 fowls, even, indicates an improved state of} at Earl Ducie’s sale for, I believe, something 

£ mind among our husbandmen, and that they are like five hundred guineas; the remaining two { 

2 becoming really interested in this branch of| were roan. 3 

5 agriculture. These facts have induced us to “Yon say, ‘We shall be pleased to notice any : 

2 give considerable attention to this sabject—| effort on tke part of the farmers, to prove ? 

2 We wish to make the Farmer the means of] thestock of the State.” If you will eall upon | 

2 diffusing information on this braneh, of $0) me, probably I can show you the best long- : 

3 much importance to our Western farmers. wooled sheep in the State—a yearling Cots- } 

2 We, therefore, invite communications on this) wold Ram, which purchased of Mr, Cother, { 

$ subject from those who feel interested. We} of Oxfordshire—which, for size, symetry, and 7 

2 should be pleased to be furnished with the cuts| weight of fleece, I think, cannot be beat by any £ 

3 or drawings, and pedigrees, of good animals,| sheep of his age. 1 imported, also, a pair of ; 

f ; that we may insert them in our paper. Those} pure bred Shropshire Dewns, one of which, the t 

wf $ who have good animals would thus become! buck, unfortunately had his shoulder broken > 

2 known to our farmers, and the commuaity will) on the passage, but is likely to recover. He is £ 

$ know where to look for what they want. Pedi-| from the flock of Sir Wm. Heathcote, Hursley } 

fi Z grees must be of unquestionable authority, and| Park. ‘The passage across the Atlantic was a : 

if { 2 properly certified to. stormy one, consequently my stock arrived in? 

$ ayyed a = xs sa 2 a koveidataionen 5 ponte? = oe st pois 4 naveTh they i 

é such as you ry day. z 

5 Durham.or Short Horn Cattle. Muskego, Waukesha co. Joun P. Roz. } 

3 Messrs. Eprrors:—Your October number ig f é 
‘ contains an editorial on the “Short-horns” or Remarxs.—It was not our intention, though : 

? Durham cattle, giving, I believe. a correct de- the language may have-been such as to convey; 

2 scription of the peculiar qualities and features the idea that red‘and white or roan were: the: 

2 of the breed—although, I think your remarks only coloxs:of therough {orod“Durhams- ey 

2 upon their color are caloulated to mislead the intended to have said that the colors: are either 

5 uninformed by conveying the idea, that all red, white, or both mingled, and often in such 2 / 

$ pure bred Durham cattle are of a red and white Tmatther 85 to a the color called ‘roan: ae 

3 or oan color, A few years since, roan was the th® time of penning the article aliuded: to,,w?: 

§ prevailing color in England; since then, some had in our ee deep red Short-hort ; 

$ few breeders, by breeding from animals of the| heifer. We are highly Pletsed © en 
§ lightest color, have herds almost wholly of Mri Roe has made such commendable ene | 

3 white cattle, whilst others, following the re-| Prove the'stock of the State, and trust tat 

8 verse—i.e. striving to attain a deeper, richer he wat not be without his reward, in the esti- ; 

3 coler—have produced as good a red as we see mation of his brother farmers. We shall og 

2 in'the DEvoa's yok WOE the see pad Uns wits] Seemere, to Near Sheen REET Tos setae Sime 1 j 
2 are equally pure bred with the roan, time, on the subject of cattle, or any other. { 

2 _ 1 have this fall imported three pure bred). egy Young stock should be moderately fed } 

3 Durham calves, two heifers and one ball, from} wich grain in-winter, and receive generous stP 
= the celebrated herd of Mr. Geo. Falkner, Ro- plies of long provender,-it'being essential to 

y thersthorpe, England, which are red, as nearly keep them in a ‘fair condition, in order that 

® pe rae, of his At are. Hs neter bulls—| the formation of muscle, bones, &c.,may be en 

) Heetor,’ 9200; “Dictator,” 11,356; “ Protec- couraged and continuously: carried om 
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$ THE ALDERNEY COW. ; 
:. The above engraving isa tolerably good) year, her last calf being more than one 3 
3 likeness of a Jersey cow belonging to Exr-} year old. She dropped her next calf on § 
{Jan M. Reap, Esq., of Tewksbury, Mass.|the 17th day of May, 1853; the whole > 
3 Mr. Read’s statement will be received by| quantity given by her since, I'am unable ¢ 
i all who know him without any grains of| to state. The next trial of her milk for > 
§ allowance. He presented the cow at the} butter was made in May, about two weeks ¢ 
2 late Show in Middlesex county, and took| after she calved; in’ seven days she gave > 
§ the first premium, and his statement tothe} 110 quarts of milk, which yielded 174 Ibs. ¢ 
2 examining committee we give below:—[N.| of butter. The Iast trial was had within 3 
¢ K Farmer. the last two weeks. She gave in nine days { 
? “My Alderney cow, Europa, is eight} 85 quarts of milk, and the yield was 16} 3 
< years old, was imported from the as of| pounds of butter, equal to 12} pounds per { 
: Jersey, in 1851;—she calved in October,} week. 2 
{ about two months after she came intomy| “Her keeping through the winter was ¢ 
? possession; the average quantity of milk} 2 quarts of corn and cob meal, 1 quart of $ 
é given by her the next nme months, was| shorts per day, and good hay; in summer 2 
: hine quarts per day; the greatest flow in} good pasturing, with the addition of ‘grain, $ 
j the same time, was 12 quarts per day; her| occasionally, through the drought in July 2 ' 
; milk has not been kept separate from that} and August last, and two quarts of meal’ $ 
{ of other cows, except for the purpose of} per day while we were testing the proper- 2 
§ testing its properties for butter. The first} ties of her milk for butter. She has had ¢ 

trial was in August, 1851, about two weeks} no meal at any other time during the sum- ? 
§ after she arrived in this Yankee land, and| mer; her greatest flow of milk the past ¢ 
g about two months before she calved. I} summer was 17} quarts per day. * é 
¢ found by this trial that 4 quarts of her Evan M. Reap.” ¢ 
2 milk would produee a pound of butter.— — ; 
$ The second trial was in Febrwary, 1852;| £2” Milch cows, in winter, should be ¢ 
? Wewere then’using for the family chree| kept in dry, moderately warm, but well ven- 3 
§ pints per day’of her milk, andthe balance| tilated quarters, fed and watered three ¢ 
2m seven days” produced ‘eight pounds of| times a day, salted’ twice or three times a > 

butter.” One’ more trial was had in the last| week, have clean beds, be curried daily, and 
af October ofthe’ same year, ‘and the re-| in addition ‘to their long provender, should 
‘Bult'was 13} pn’ Serie Ge as receive succulent ‘food, morning and eve- 

‘had “at this‘time given milk over one} ning. t 
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t ; Now, what is the remote cause? What quality 9” 
Yortioultyre. ee ie potatoes contain which £, 

Ro ee ero eee OO ly to vegetation? If moisture 3 
3 For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | was the only requisite to the life and'growth of 3 
3 Setting Currants and other Cuttings. | the cuttings, that was certainly afforded in abun- © 
§ Mxasns. Eprrors:—As I have not troubled| dance. A philosophical explanation of the mat- 2 
3 you with seribblings of late, you will permit ter, although it may be very simple, would cer- 3 

2’ me to ask you and your correspondents to give tainly gratify and benefitime, and perhaps ma- ? 
$-me some information in relation to setting cur-| ®Y of yourreaders who might fall into the same 3 
= rant and other cuttings. It was an old practice | €or as myself Please give us, in the columns 3 

| 3 -in New England, when I resided there, to stick | of your valuable paper, the best method of set- 3 
2 potatoes upon the ends of the cuttings put into| ting all kinds of cuttings, and oblige 3 
5 <the ground—to afford moisture, it waa said, in Yourob’t servant  Soromox Lomparn. 3 

2 case of drought. Some persons placed potatoes Greenbush, Dec, 21st, 1853, 3 
?-or oats around the. roots of trees when trans- Remarxs—The custom of sticking the shoot 3 

? eee for epee sey ce ims gerd ra of peaches, apples, or even einai gooseber- > 
: tadiraias pie oo ee sisi eS aa ries and grapes, into potatoes or wax, or any oth- 3 

— Sects eee z : % ee sustain i such shoots live and § 
. When a boy, Irecollect I carried the princi- grow, it is in spite of this treatment, rather than 5 
2 anak ecg Gre’ from any aid such substances afford. These ¢ 
5 eae eee 2 fata near MY 12") substances not only: prevent the shoots so treat- > 

| SATE OTL seein pr 
& npetartensd WARM T pissed too atone: dae ee eee een em pleat lini 3 . their,own peculiar. flaids—many times rendered 5 
{ those around which I placed none.. Whether poisonous by decomposition, andtby new chem- > 

2 or not there is any philosophy in the idea,I can-| ical relations intowhieh their elements enter. 2 
5 not tell 3 but I would be pleased to receive some In most cases, propagation by cuttings is on- > 

2 eT pitta Na use| ly applicable to such species of plants as readily $ 

3 x, so, as the Southern oe say, which a4 “ iil peep nee ey aoa 3 
2 means, without-anything. _ Perhaps you or yor The best time to tak eishlA. 5 3 
+, correspondents haye abetter_way of doing it ; lyi ‘4 tat tim bee Sette: merce 2 
5 if s0, let the public have the benefit of it,, 1| /¥ late autumn or carly winter, never later > 2 rill gs eateries waka ae iment.which than January. . To preserve them till the time 3 

: Tepeeetiomerin en of pining, i easy ig By oie be } 
= Last spring I,received some fine currant cut- Dunediaa ieteartit ix aipth, Ont of Cours, wath 4 5 3 Sings degen Uieiiter 1. Waylon, of shebor- mound of earth drawn up over them, to turn off 3 
2 gan fn tried eect tei the water. At the earliest favorable moment 3 

} tioulturists in. Northern Wisconsin;—and.when | "the spring they should be planted, in a soil so > 
$ Isetthem out,,I dug some potatoes which had omen ws ae a Jes ro Coen 5 $ remained in the ground during the previous win- at it retaint cient humidity to support $ 
 derlaed Steed asa game ake aie een the shoots until new roots are formed. They 2 
2 raphe Dineen eS ee i should be inserted so deep that only two buds 2 cutting, supposing that potatoes which had been P 7 tw 2 
£ frozen and thawed ‘would be more juiey, and te aoe meee x z om Sates a0 3 
} consequently afford more nourishment than| O"S? S€¥ C@R De Pl ira Spe Vane, 2 those kept in the cellar... The result-was, every 80 that they shall be within the reach of heat 2 

5 eutting died, although planted in rich,,mellow | 274 3 3 
2 soil ; while those merely stuck into the ground] We have-not reom to speak more particularly 3 
3 flourished exceedingly. I never took, more} #t this time. We will only add that which is $ 
¢ pains in putting out cuttings than in that in-| important at this time of the year, which is,the ¢ 
} stance, and I never experienced so.cemplete aj #me of taking the cutting, and the manner. Of § 
¥ failure. Butwhat wos the cause ? I have. no| the first we, have spoken ; of the latter, we 

doubt that the death of the cuttings was caused| Would say—that the cutting should be of ripen- 
by the potatoes—butthat is the immediate canse,{ €d wood,and taken off with a portion of the,
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preceding year’s wood. Side shoots should be} To grow cranberries from the seed is not so 
taken so closely to the maim stem as to secure | easy, though not difficult. The pumice of ripe 

the collar or enlarged portion of the wood at | cranberries planted in fine soil, and duly cover- 7 
} the base of the branch, Roots are more readi- | ed and properly weeded during the first season ; § 
dy thrown out, also, if the cut Be made immedi- | after which it is well’ to transplant them, aa é 

jately below a bud. We:shall be pleased to | above.. $ 
2 hear from others on this interesting branch of — é 

‘ $ Horticulture. Prorirs or Frvrr-Rarsuxe.—When the ¢ 
eared = farmers about New York. began to plant ¢ 

; % s Te See eae * | orchards, every croaker cried out oe the g 
x Cultivation of the Cranberry. markeb-would be glutted with fruit, how is ¢ 
5 aay 3 it—Mr-. Pel, from:asmall farm, is annually = 
< Messns..Eprrors :—Will you please inform me raising $4,000 by sales of apples alone.— ¢ 

j through the columns of the Farmer, as to the | Qne man, Mr..Reynold of Del, keeps two $ 
spe emt ef cultivating the Cranberry—time | steamboats to take his fruit to. market— é 

3;of planting, preparation of the soil, kind of soil, | Tig freight for one day last summer, over > 
}o- In this part of the Prairie we have nume-|+he Amboy Railroad, for peaches alone, ¢ 
j Tous pieces of low, wet land, and very rich in de-| amounted to $1100. While 90,000 bas- > 
) cayed'vegetable matter. Is this good? kets of strawberries were- sent from New ¢ 
; Yours, respectfully, _ J. W. Busy. | Jersey across one road in:a day, and whole 3 
§ Fairview, Jones Co,, Towa, Dec. 1853. carloads of’ blackberries and whortleber- ¢ 
§ al re ries. Don’t clear up all the briar patches, ¢ . 
i Mrssns..Eprrors :—If you, or some of your Ka good time is-coming, Boys,” when dimes ¢ 

} correspondents, will tell me how to grow Marsh | will be-pienty as blackberries—{ Unionville 
§ Cranberry plants from the seed, you will dome | Journal, 3 
) avery great favor.. Attex Tarror. iy é 

‘i ee ee: To:Cure Wovunps in Frurr Trezs.— § 
; Remarxs—Wehave had no practical experi- |The following directions were published ¢ 
§ ence in the cultivation of the cranberry, but it|by William Forsyth, King’s Gardener in § 
} is said to be perfectly easy of cultivation. In| England, many years ago, and have often = 
j Place of any knowledge of our own, we-will |been found valuable: “Take one bushel S 
} condense what we may have learned from oth-|of fresh cow dung, and half a bushel of 2 
) er sources, and hope if.any of our. readers are | lime rubbish from an old building, that from g 

able‘ that they will give us the proper informa- | the ceiling of rooms is preferable, half a 2 
tion, Cranberries can be' raised upon.most any | bushel of wood ashes,. and two quarts of + 
soil, but the best is in low meadows, where but | fine sand. The three last articles to be sift- > 
little grass grows. They ean be raised, howev- ed fine, and then mixed with the first, work- < 

; er, in dry, sandy pastures... The way is, to se- |ing them together until the mixture is very ¢ 
} lect ithe best kinds, such as the flat, dark red smooth and soft like paste. The tree is to $ 

} ones, which are the richest and greatest bearers, |be prepared by carefully Temoring all de- ¢ 
, Take up with a spade a.turf that contains a | C@Y' ed or injured portions, down to the sound ¢ 

; plenty of vines ; dig a hole of the: proper size, | fresh wood,. leaving the surface smooth, ¢ 
{ and put the turf with the vines init, treading it |FOunding off the edge of the bark very 3 
§'down with thefoot. These can be placed from |S™mooth. After this, the above plaster is to $ 
§.throe to,four feet apart. A.shovel full of sand | be spreadivery carefully and smoothly ov- ¢ 

and gravel should be thrown over each hill, to |@T the cut surface, and somewhat beyond, é 
make all even and smooth, leaving.the vines just The plaster should be from an eighth tog. 
barely uncoyered,. They can. also be raised half an inch thick, and smoothly and thin- $ - 

from. seed, but it is easier and safer to raise|!Y finished off at the ces After the ¢ 
from the plants. The planting should take-place plaster has Been spread, it should be dusted $ 
in the fall or-early.spring, and the hills should | Ve’ with a mixture of four parts of dry ¢ 
have sand and:fine.gravel supplied from year to ashes, to one part of fine sand once in twen- ; 

year. There is no special prepasing of the soil |‘Y 2%. thirty minutes, until the moisture is 
by plov.iag or digging, the natural-soil being the all absorbed,.and there is a,smooth dry sur- 3 

bectiadapted for the growth of the: planta. face... 
PINAL NAIL CARL LILES, /
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Saw Dusr ror Oxcuarvs:—A correspon-|as to other varieties of cultivated fruits, 
dent of the Dollar Newspaper gives the follow- | removes in a great measure the objections 

$ ing as the result of an experiment with saw | urged against the thorn, by nurserymen.— < 
' 2 dust, ashes and manure, around fruit trees [It has generally been asserted, and no { 
} £1 put fresh stable manure around one row |doubt truly, that while the scion of the ? 
i $ and sawdust around the next; around another | pear does remarkably well, and makes ad 
i $ aed I pe arene a Ee en rapid growth on the thorn, the latter is not ? 
i su ith wel en barn . s 

5 acauad in at eotae aren at well and | large enough to secure & good sized and SS 

£ planted the ground with corn and potatoes— | healthy tree. Butin dwarfing: the size isa ; 

> The rasult was, many trees grew very luxur- | secondary consideration. Very productive ¢ 
£ iantly, but the trees where the sawdust was, | trees are obtained by this method, and they 5 

_ roy ia hbk ing ower am te are vary goneraly prefered eotuoquence 
§ also, that the part of the orchard planted to |Of their being less liable to. in; -y from > 
2 potatoes grew greatly better than that part winds, more easily managed: an requiring ¢ 

£ planted to corn. The soil, a clay loam” far less ground, Thorn stock, also, are $ 

2 ee pee ily obtained, whereas quince stocks and ¢ 
f S$ To xeep Peacu Tress rrom Frenz- ney li : 2 
j ¢ inc in Wiyter.—A very intelligent gen- pest epacey anon, sath ehwinnt ane 
% = tleman, who is at present traveling in Eu- y h Y, an fo mn 1 fod ge 

“ 2 rope, and occasionally corresponds with the : a ingen en Fa eiend Ab ap 3 
f 3 Now Marks Meening, Post using sini ee eee ; 

: 2 Which he paid to the Agricultural College Te 3 
: : of Hohenheim, in Wurtemberg, obtained |, BORERS a a: 

¢ the following recipe to keep peach trees ee FSO SS SNORE ANAND 7 
é from, freezing in. winter, which is practiced | Ot cloth, covered. on, one side with; lime ¢ 

. See unt saaktation: whitewash, in which one pint of salt is > 

go« Strip the peach tree as soon as possi- addad to the pailful, wrapped around the < 
7 > ble after the fruit has been taken off, of all trunk of the tree 20.as to extend two inches z 

2 foli age. ‘Then dig deep all around the tree, below, and six inches above the soil, will < 

2 for three or four feet in circumference.” effectually prevent the ravages of the bor- + 
2 "The Garden Inspector Luccas stated tBat | Unless hhe has previously imbedded him- ; 
2 he had used it for several years, and had ire yee ed ate 
< found that it never failed. He gave as the facti se aan mee a neh aa 2 
> theory for this remedy the following: a eee i 5 ie eaathe” aid as é 
{ «The leaves being taken off’ will prevent | Po'= — wee ie oe oS 
2 the swelling of the buds, because the leaves with that substance. 4 2 

§ operate on trees as the respiratory organs, | Now a the best time to prene ap- 2 
3 and are, therefore, apt to impart life to the ple trees, as ores in the — 2 

/ § buds during the warm: days which gener- wounds will have time to dry Bue ¢ 
| $ ally occur in October or November. The | SP™PS opens, and by painting them: before 2 
: é digging around the trees destroys those tie: egies 7 eee es 
i 2 Toots which are easiest affected by the out- prevented—z. c. x. [N. E. Farmer. 2 
i 2 er atmosphere, and their destruction pre- eee § 

' $ vents the sap from starting, sri Jets in naan ae —— omar a 2 

2 oF SS , ais area emer aa flavor if picked cay matured in the house. 3 

- 5 Mr. Lueeas is stated by the visitor to be | The exceptions are very fw. Some which } 

i § avery intelligent, practical horticulturist, | Prove only “second or third rate, when al- 3 
; 2 of deservedly high repute. He showed lowed to remain till they soften ‘on the tree, 2 

7 $ plenty of trees well loaded with fruit of | become rich, melting and delicious if house 3 plenty 2 
i 3 good’ quality, that had been. treated as ripened. Gathering the frait while yet'3 

: 2 above, while other trees, left to themselves, | bard, will in vearly all’ cases Pose oS 
! = were almost entirely barren—{Mich. Farm. greatly diminish the rotting of the core; + 
# ae which otheswise nearly destroys the value 

Pars on Tuorn Srocxs.—The 'pre-|of many early sorts 
i sent system of dwarfing fruit trees, which | Winter pears eters trees 3. 

qr 'is said to be applicable to the pear, as well ‘as long as safety will allow, and:when ¢ 4 = ea ng : 
ee Fe RUROINI NINN NN SES
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ered, should be kept in acool room till near |iast. In Missouri, near Hermann, there ® 
their usual period of maturity, when the | are 500 acres; in Indiana, 200 or 3005 int 

5 ripening is to be completed in a warm | Illinois, about 100, and in Kentucky the 3 t 

$ room, at a temperature of 60° to 70°.—|same—making about 2,500 acres in all._— 2 
¢ They should be kept covered to prevent|It is estimated that Indiana, Ohio and $ 

} shrivelling. Some cultivators have whol- | Kentucky will this year produce at least < 

{ ly repudiated winter pears, merely for want.| half’ a million gallons of wine. The yield $ 

3 of skill in the management of their ripen- | on some of the vineyards will be equal to z 

2 ing, or the want of a good cellar to keep| 7,000 or 8,000 gallons—allowing 2,400 5 

$ them in. Some sorts, however, as the | vines to the acre, planted about three feet 2 
é Beurre d’ Aremberg, require but little care; | apart, in rows separated by a distance of $ 

3 others, as the. Vicar ot Wakefield, need | three feet. Mr. Robert Buchanan, who is 2 

¢ particular attention. But the transfer from | among: the most successful cultivators of’ 

5 the cool to the warm room is of great im-|the vine, this year obtains about 800 gal- : 
2 portance to most, and will convert tongh jlons of wine: from each: acre of his vine- + 
$ and hard specimens. into those which are }yard, which will nett him about $700 per 

$ juicy, melting and excellent—[Thomas. acre. Some other vineyards will do equal- 

$ Grape Cunrure at tux Wuxst——The ye Se eae 2 
? Cincinnati Columbian, in an article upon} Facrs m Grare Cutrure.—E. A. Me-.3 
$ the grape interests of the West, says:— }Kay, of Naples, N. Y., gives, through the < 
? The third year‘after planting the slips, | Horticulturist, some interesting facts in re- > 
§ the production of wine may be commenced | gard to the mode adopted by him in the : 
? from the fruit. There is more expenseand | cultivation of an acre of Isabella grape $ 
5 labor in commencing the cultivation of the} vines. The vines were planted five years : 
¢ grape, than is probably attendant upon the | ago last spring, one vine to a square rod— 3 | 

¢ planting of the usual crops, but less after-|The holes were dug about two feet deep < : 

2 wards. From one acre, well planted with | and six-to cight feet across. In the ‘bot- $ | 
é healthy vines, probably from six hundred | tom of each these holes was placed half the 2 
¢ to one thousand dollars’ worth of wine may | carcass of an ox—a drove of eighty oxen $ 
é be produced in good seasons. This wine | having died in the neighborhood while on 2 
> has generally brought one dollar per gal-| their way to market. The holes were then + 
¢ lon here, but this year will probably bring | half filled with good surface soil. Sixteen 2 

2 twenty-five cents more, loads of leather shavings, which had been 3 
¢. Notwithstanding the immense annual | accumulating at a curmier’s shop, were then 2 
3 inerease of the quantity of wine manufae-|divided equally among the 160° holes, ¢ 
§.tured in the West, the price continues to | which were then filled by surface Soil, mix- 2 
$ improve, and it must do so as the wine be- | ed with the leather. .A bushel of well-rot- 
comes more generally known. This year,|ted stable manure, mixed with the same ¢ 

5 notwithstanding the increase of wine made | quantity of charcoal dust, completed the; 
¢ inthis neighborhood, the price has raised | preparations for the vines. He states. that? 

$ nearly twenty-tive cents, and the demand | most of the vines measured. last spring, a Q 

¢ for wine is much greater than last year.— | foot-in circumference, some of them fifteen $ 
$ So must this demand contixue increasing. |inshes, and one seventeen inches. He al- < 

§ _ The crop this season has been very fruit- | lowed them to bear considerably the past. 

$ ful, surpassing, in fact, any former yield | season, and the quality of the fruit was. su $ 

¢ known in the West; the wine will be: very | superior as to. command fourteen cents a > 
$ pure, and demand great, pound, when most grapes of the same kind 2 
2” In Ohio there are about 1,500 acres of | were selling at the same place at twelve and 3 
§ land exclusively devoted to grape-growing, |a half cents a pound. The crop of the? 
¢ between 300 and 400 of which are near | present season he estimated at 20 Ibs. to the 5 

$ Cincinnati. Within twenty miles of this | vine, or 3,200 lbs. to the acre. He states ¢ s 

city, including a part of Kentucky, on the | that he-has: repeatedly dug down ‘to the { » { 

‘opposite side of the river, there are 1,300 | bones, and found them “compketely sur- ¥f 5 j 

aeres, arid double quantity of vines. More | rounded with a net-work of living, fibrous 3") 
have been planted this year than there were | grape roots.” : 

PIERS II NA ANAL A ANNA ANI ENO . “s
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Forthe Wisconsin & Jowa Farmer. Statistics of Iowa. 
Oxen and Horses—Comparative Tike ras oe a — Having inour January number given impor- }° 2 _ Mrssns. Enirons:—An article appeared in’ tant statistics of Wisconsin, digested from the : H } Your paper last spring, upon the eomparative| Gensus Report, we propose to do the same in 5 | ? valueof oxen and horses for agricultural labor. | this for lowa, and in the next, or March num- + i % The writer stated, that the ox, well taken- care ber, for Minnesota. 3 

2 @f, Was equal to the horse for that purpose. I Total population of Iowa, in 1850, 262,214 ? 2 8m satisfied that such is the fact, from the} Bornas follows, viz.: 
> amount of labor performed by a yoke of oxen Main 113/En ‘ * 5 . gland, 3,785 § IT have had during the pust summer. They N. ataxia) 580|lreland,. 4/885 2 > have plowed 53 acres of land, only 6-acres of| Vermont, 1,645|Scotland, - 0,712 ; 3 Which was ol i Massachusetts, 1,251|Walk 0.352 2 h old, or land in-erop the past year, Rhode Island, 256 Beaten, 7,152 3 2 the balance heavy sward land, and broken as Connecticut, 1,090|France, 382 : 5 deep as was possible, and’turned it over, (from | New York, 8,134/Spain, 15 2 9 to12 inches deep.) The dragging was most |New Jersey, _1,199|Portugadj ary d 2 Of Bt performed by them with « 32 tooth|Ecunsylvania, 14,744 deed Te ' ~ 3 “Geddes Harrow,” being assisted part of the Maryland, 1,888HHtaly, ars = time by a pair of 3 year old steers. The break-| District Columbia, 70|Austria, 13 3 ; ing was done with 2and-3 year old steers, to as- Virginia, 7,861/Switzerland, 12 2 F 2 sist the oxen, (one pair of each,) and sometimes ai be INewway 361 2 with a pair of horses instead of the steers.— Georgia, ar 119/Denmark, 19 2 The oxen, however;trayeled every furrow with Florida,. 51)Sweeden, 231 3 5 the plow,and have done morethan three-fourths | Alabama, oe 180;Prussia, 83 3 5 ; . Mississippi, 138/Greece, 1 ? of the whole d:agging, much of which was done Loniai 183)Asia. 2 3 in the hot weather. They now weigh 3906 lbs., Texas, 10|British America, 1,756 : 2 and in addition to all the other work, they| Arkansas 163 erie 16 

$-drew in my hay and grain, and drew offsthe anne; ih erie aie vi j 2 land a good deal of stone in the spring, for| Kentucky, alte ass ¢ spring,-for! Ohio, 30,713/Other Countries, 124 3 } Stone walls. The keeping during the spring Michigan, 521 —) 
¢ months was hay and 3/ of a bushel of Ruta Ra- patina, 19,925) ee Foreign, ae 3 
> ga8,each, per day; after the roots-were gune, | Mllinois, | 7,247/Unknown, st 3 12 quarts of oats each, with hay, fed regularly, ae Eas Bia pina 47 2 2 and watered three times per-day; and tied:up Wisconsin}. 692/Insane, 40 3 inthe stable with as much> regularity as the California, 3ildiotic, 93 
2 horses, and the yoke taken-off at noon to rest | Territories, 135 payers, "ad ce 135 . ee a 3 them. When grass became of good length, 80} pata) Native. 170,620] support, $5,258 } 3 they ‘could Gil themselves in an hour or 80, 20| Assessed valuation of Real Estate’ $91,690,642 > 3 grain was given, and they continued ' in good True or estimated value, 137,247,707 
¢ flesh and spirits,and are now capable of doing} Acres of improved land, 24,682; acres of re 3 asmuch work, and Zook in as good condition as unimproved land in. farms, 1,911,3$2.- Total, 

: é in the spring—although they then weighed 2,736,064. 

{ 2 9080, making 74 pounds difference Like too| "Caan value of land, impreved and unimpror. He 5 many of my brother farmers, my cattle have ed, $16,657,567 ; average cash value, per acre, fi 3 generally done most of the work, while my | $6,09. 
eh 3 horses get the most of the grain; but Ivam Horses,38,536; Asses and Mules, 754; Milch f 2, Well satisfied, thut the ox, for agricultural labor, Cows, 45,7045 Working Oxen, 21,892; other fe 5 ‘ a i 3, is underrated, because he is unfairly dealt by. cattle, 69,095, Sheepy140,960; Swine, 323,247. is, > Yours truly, Geo. O. Tirrany. Value of Live Stok, $3,689,275. S» 2% Milwaukee, Déc; 20, 1853. en 
& > ———— 3 A'gentleman in Danbury, Ct, has in- ‘ 7. t8 In the garden-of E. R. Pierce, of En-| vented a ball, which is-so constructed, that F field, Ct., one pumpkin.seed, self-sown, produc- | when discharged from the cannon, or rifle, and i ed 13 pumpkins, weighing as follows: 1: of 43] strikes its mark, it explodes and does a second © Ibs, 2 of 35, 2 of 32, 5 of 30, 1 of 28, 1 of 27.! execution with a charge of shot contained with- 4 ‘i and } of 15—total, 397 lbs. in the bal’. = 
ee 7 NNN NSN PR NOE ND EIIN SS EER A DS : BS
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Pe ake sia The sh 5 RS 
Hale's Spike Extractor. ' (about half a pound) which thave been dis- 

iar | solved in a small quantityof hot water, are 

Ba aks added, and the skins‘left ‘to steep all night. ¢ 

¢ fight They are taken-out in the morning, and § 

3 Rack hung over a pole to dry. When all the ; 
: i ibelte alum water has dripped off, they are spread ¢ q 

3 bay ela out on a board to dry, and carefully stretch- 

é Hi ti ed with the hand from time to time. Be- < 

3 Hie! ia fore they are thcroughly dry, a composition = 

? It iad of two table spoonsful of alum, and the ¢ 

5 Hen a same.of saltpetre, are gronnd to powder, in ? 

2 Mies q a mortar or otherwise, and sprinkled eare- < 

5 a a fully on the flesh side of each skin. They = 

2 Mig ees are then placed the one on the top of the < 

g fy hee % other, leaving the wool outside, and hung = 

: h He ie upon a rack of salts, in a barn shed, or dry 2 

5 ay 4 | airy place, for about three days, or until 2 

3 ee ; they are dry; they should then be turned < 

g ie a A ae a every day. After this they are taken down $ 

5 Leabet | aes Eee and the flesh side scraped with a blunt z 

g Co ee resi knife, and each skin trimmed for a mat— 3 

? a ay tae A H aul ff >| The flesh side may then be rubbed over ¢ 

i Fi 1 Sh SE tl li) lis ss | with pipe clay, beat with a switch, and will $ 
NN AER ete tM BA 2 eae e 

2 eat a then be found supple, of a beautiful white ¢ 

2 Mase FA color, and fit for a door mat for a mechanic $ 

3 Mio eal or prince.—[Mark Lane Express. ¢ 

3 Nh ayti ai Ea peg plt 5 é 

8 EY AOCOZLCLY = Psriops or Gestation 1x Doxsestic $ 

2 This machine is intended for drawing | Axnrazs:—It is frequently very important $ 

3 Spikes from Railroad ties. It is the inven-| for farmers to know how long the different ? 

2 tion of Danten Hate, of Hinsdale, N. H.,| domestic animals go with young. Tre fol- ¢ 

3 and has been secured to him by patent— lowing table is believed to be very nearly 2 

2 Its construction will be readily understood | exact: 3 

§ from the engraving. The advantages of} Mares, - - - 11 months. £ 

2 this invention are apparent; the iron rail} Jennet, - - - SEO $ 

5 being the fulcrum, a ready and permanent} Cow, Hous Hob we Go yee) ¢ 

2 bearing is thereby atall times secured, which} Goat, - -.- - 44 “ $ 

‘ greatly facilitates the work, and is there Ewe, - r - a8 2 

$ fore asayingin time, The spikes are easily] Sow, - - - - 4 # ¢ 

5 drawn without cranking or otherwise injur-} Bitch, - - - a é 

2 ing them in the least. It can be used in} Cat, = - - - 8 weeks, “$ 

§ all places where other tools can be used,} Rabbit, - - - 4h « é 

= and in many where others cannot. Rat, - eS = - 5b « $ 

. ii & 3 tt “« S 

2 Wanrre Suexe Sarvs ror Door Mats: Benet Pig © ss ¥: “a Of : 

} —Take two long woolled sheep skins, and sate ee : we 

§ make up'a'strong lather of soap; the sign} Toe period of incubation of domestic 3 : 

$ of proper strength is when the lather feels| fowls is: weit ¢ 

g slippery between the fingers. When the} Swan, sult tru. A @eweekal § 

$ lather is cold, wash the skins carefully in] ‘Turkey, 2 Poa big tag 

é it, squeezing them between the hands so as| Goose, = 3 z 4 « ‘ 

$ to take all the dirt out of the wool. When] Duck, - - +6 « é 

this is accomplished, lift out the skins and} PerHen, - - - ~ ie 

wash them in cold water until all the soap| Guinea Hen, - -  - aerate 

is extracted. Have'a vessel of clean cold] ‘CommonHen, - - 3 “ 

water teady, to which'some alum and salt| Pigeon, - = - -  - aie 

ae
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5 cgi eres 
| $ Clipping the hair close to the body of} Hxsnry F. Frevcu, associate editor of 4 
; 3 saddle and harness horses has been recom-| the N. E. Farmer, says:— 2 
ee ¢ mended and practiced pretty extensively] 7 ja three shoats in ie tants tone aie 

2 within the last few years. The effects like-| full blood Suffolk, one a half blood, and : 
$ L ee hee Es o sa a co’ | one native American, from a drove. I had 2 

cece E ee —_ crop of _ * — sowed 3 

$ «If the owner,” says he, “cannot suffer SEE, ute hea 
. 2 along coat of hair, and will have it shorten- a a —. Be picking Be 

2 ed, he must never allow the horse to be| oy ac inte heed apes 
| = motionless while he is wet or exposed to a Wises Prwapaly’ We bola ¢ 
; 2 cold blast. He must havea good groom ope Doucr, out * doors a — $ 
| { and a good stable, Those who lure both SOMME Shue pa aee oe ion 
a § seldom have a horse that requires clipping; . 25 

oe ? but when clipped he must not weatlcibes -_ a a See. ae Ring 2 
. = A long coat takas up a deal of moisture SO ree ne ee eener nou BOdINg ¢ 

| $ and is difficult to dry, it affords some de-|* handful of salt. | We have slops from the 5 
fe 3 fence to the skin, which is laid bairto every | Hus? now quite enough 1 Keep one ors 

$5 2 breath of air when deprived of its natural Be) RS 2 
| < covering. Every one must know from boiled oe ou gi i I ae} 

2 himself whether wet clothing and a wet peel bi ke a a, ey wey s me 
§ skin, or no clothing and a wet skin is_the| (> i, ae ai ee Shs ae a ve 5 
$ most disagreable and danyerous. It is 3 5 iis a iol ee tif eona eee 
§ true that clipping saves the groom a great a re bushel of posites oo ae maak § 
: Geal of labor. He can dry the horse in fi ; th ps tity of ek a 2 
® half thetime, and with Jess than half the |} “vine, as thesame quantity of potatoes, ° 
3 exertion, which a long coat requires; but it Ma : i aa pr ti ee Said fest $ 
é makes his attention and activity more ne- I ion ahb'eg cnt Git We ‘than a, at g 
3 cessary, forthe horse is almost sure to take thd’ no aes oF eel be fa vdrstl a 2 
2 cold if not dressed immediately. When ‘alt Taya hand iar Sal 7 A é 
3 well clothed with hair, he is in less danger, |") ‘Witt’ pease aood a tLioe Gall nagk 2 

| 2 and not so much dependent on the groom. oe oi a ak ie ia ee = pe g 
j 3 These observations contain. the whole ra- ¢ rk Sas sera yacare nag ft: a3 
, 2 tionale of clipping, and show it is inappli- good nee y Whick ‘ill ‘kes Y debd ‘al: 

; 2 eable to farm horses; and as country grooms | . ze antag of them be ead to the 2 
’ | £ are generally qualified, clipping would Pring, Ae: th her old pork g 

: 4 prove but problematically. beneficial to the which fod o ioe cer ermnte ee at 
2 saddle or harness horse of the farmer. which fed on farnips uvtil within = month, 2 
2 Farmer’s Guide. | but as he was expected to aid the festivi- 2 

H 5 fe eee ties of Thanksgiving in the house, it was ¢ 
r 2 Cxeesz Maxtne. I was much pleased | thought best to put him on a corn-meal ? 
} ¢ with the article on cheese making in the | diet. § 
} 5 Rurat, of July 23. I have practiced cheese| It is said in the “Complete Body of $ 

i; ¢ making in Vermont as therein described, | Husbandry,” published in England a hun- ~ 
i: . } but I have found from experiment, that/dred years ago, that sheep fattened upon $ 

is é there is a greater saving in reducing the | turnips, should be fed on other food, two ¢ 
i 2 night’s milk to curd, without leaving it to| weeks before they are killed, or the mutton z 
a g cool. I put the rennet into the milk as|will taste of the turnips. It probably ? 
i 3 itis brought to the right temperature, and|would be prudent, for those who prefer $ 
iN é in forty or fifty minutes have the curd |their pork and turnips on separate dishes, ¢ 
YS § draining until morning. I found this me- | to attend to this hint. $ 

Ef thod. advanced the products of forty cows, ——_——~ 
it about 29 Ibs. per day: in quantity and all} (L7~ A bushel of plaster per_ acre, sown 
ie as much in quality—A. Batpway, Belvi-| broadcast over clover, will add one hun- 
we dere, Il_—Rural New Yorker. dred per cent. to its produce. , 
os OSE M
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hr ee eee 

. the fire hotter? But the man who burns 
Doinestic Economy. wood does just this and nothing else. rae 

2 —————————____ | Now isthe time to look well to the cows 5 

3 Work for the Month, which are soon to calve, and the mares which 2 
‘ ‘ o tr sae areto foal, and the sheep which are to lamb, 3 
= m ere in} sth 2 

3 Read over that ae ee be done; ele So eee = ee 
2 Soneither this travel may seem to be lost, young, and that they are properly fed with ex- 3 
2 Nor thou to repent of this trifling cost. tra food. There is much in the old saying of <¢ 

$ Thos. Tusser. | the old woman about these things. Just re- 2 

2 They who would thrive by farming, must member, therefore, that there are now two ¢ 

$ Jearn to improve their time properly, to do ev- | mouths, and perhaps more, to feed, and that the = 

é ery thing in its season. It is idle to expect a) Young of animals cannot do without food any 5 

2 manto be a thriving farmer, who is habitually better defore they are born, than after. No fine ? 

$ neglecting to do what the time and the season calves, colts or lambs, well formed and of right 5 

? requires of him, and who acts without any sys | §ize, can be brought forth by half-starved pa- 2 

£ tem or plan arranged in his mind. The influ-| rents. 3 
2 ence of such a man upon those around him, es- It sometimes happens that cows are costive a 2 

$ pecially upon hissons and his hired men, is week or so before and after calving. A few ¢ 

3 unfavorable, both to them and to him. They | Toots and some oil cake daily, will be of great 4 

$ soon learn to do as he does, whether the course | use in such cases. Sheep should be looked to ¢ 

2 is good or bad. Many are really ignorant of closely during this month, It isa trving time 2 

5 the proper time to perform certain work, and for them. It is well now to look over the po- $ 

2 are thankful for any suggestions in regard to tatoes and feed out the small and decaying 2 

$ the time for doing these things, and are quick-| ones. See that the ratsand mice are not get- 5 

~ ened in their good purposes by such sugges- ting more than their share of the grain. Give ¢ 

2 tions, and all is made about their establishment the fowls plenty of grain, that they may have ; 

£ to look promisingly ; while others are so heed- something to make heat of, and not be frozen.— ¢ 

3 Jess, that seven thunders would not be suffi-| Cut applescions, and trim trees and grape vines, 5 
2 cient to wake them up to their duty, to them- if you have not already done it. Get the hot g 

2 selves, to their cattle, and their farms. We bed frame ready, and be preparing the bean 5 

§ trust, however, that none of this latter class| Poles, and all the little fixings wanted to sup- ¢ 

3 are among the readers of the Farmer, It is to| port and protect garden vegetables next eum- 5 j 

$ assist those who are ready to do their duty, that | ™er- Those of you who are fond of the luxu- ¢ 

2 we make these suggestions for the month. Any| TY of ice in the hot days of summer, to cool $ 

£ labor mentioned for last month, and which, ow-| Your milk, now is the time to prepare for put- 2 

2 ing to any circumstances, was not done, should | tingit up, while it is beautifully and solidly 5 

£ be attended to immediately, especially the wood | chrystalized, and you will thank your starsa 2 

2 for thesummer. It isa well settled fuct, that thousand times next summer, that the Farmer { 

$ wood pays a handsome profit to be cut up and just gave your memory a jog on this point. e 

2 properly seasoned a year before hand. Don’t Im these fine winter evenings lay out all 3 

z forget this. Farmers also make a great mis-|Y°UF plans for next spring and summer opera- = 

£ take in drawing green wood to market. In the tions and inform yourself thoroughly upon the 5 

5 first place, they do not get so much per cord, | VY best way of doing these things. makeup < 

£ and they cannot draw so much to a load. It is| Y°Ur mind what you will do, and keep right 5 

= estimated by those who have had the means of straight forward, and success will be yours. 2 

§ knowing; that every cord of green wood con-)  Huwrs xo Srock Rarsens.—Mix occasionally 2 
¢ tains 1443 Ibs. of water; so that the farmer | one part of salt with four or five of wood dshes, § 

3 who loads his team with a cord of green wood; and give it to your stock of all kinds during 2 

2 hing as great 9 load as the one who loads his/ summer and winter. Green and fermentable 4 
£ team with a cord anda third of well dried wood. } food produces flatulency, and this mixture af- 2? 3 

This carting water to market is nearly as bad} fords aremedy. it is said that if horses are 

astocart liquor home. Again, who would think! }iberally supplied with salt and clean wood 

it good policy to put. on the fire several good | ashes, they will neither be troubled with bots 
chunks of ice with his dry wood, just to make nor cholic. 
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To Curr Wants on Cows—In the Farmer’} To Coun Brrr.—To each piece of beef of 
| (weekly) August 13th, I noticed a subscriber | tolerable size, two heaped tablespoonfuls of 
| 3 answered my inquiry, « What will cure warts | beaten saltpetre, and four or five of molasses— g 

/ on the teats of cows?” My remedy is as fol- | Rub this on all sides well. After cach piece 5 
; 3 lows: I tried walnut shells on the shoulder of |has been gone over, rub well with salt. Lay $ 

i 2 acow, where the warts covered a place six | the bone side upin a tub. Let them remain g 
3 inches square, I took the walnuts, cut the {eight or ten days; then pour from the beef all $ 
2 shells off, and pounded them (the shells) up 80 | the bloody brine. and put it into a large pot, ¢ 
3 that I could press the juice out, and rubbed the adding as much water 2s you think will cover Q 
2 Warts with my hand and juice for about ten | the beef, Make the brine strong enough to float ¢ 
3 minutes every day for a week, when the warts |an egg; then add to it a cup of saltpetre and 1 § 

) 2 began to be quite loose, so that you could pick | pint of molasses ; let it boil a few minutes, then $ 
e them off quite easily. Before applying the |set it aside till next day, that it may become § 
2 juice, I rubbed the warts so as to take all of perfectly cool, when it must be poured over the 2 

: § that I could; the last time I put on the juice, I | beef after your pieces have been closely packed § 
) rubbed the warts till the blood came; now the |in the cask. $ 

aa 5 warts are all gone, and the place looks as if PICKLING BEEF IN QUANTITY. $ 
| 2 none had ever been there—[N, E, Farmer. Take 9 galls, of water, 2 

5 To Keep Honssrapisn—If you want to keep 9 Ibs, salt, half fine, half coarse, g 
< > horseradish, grate a quantity while the root is : eee stows 3 

2 in perfection, put it in bottles; fill the bottle Bie mien. = : $ 
| 3 with strong vinegar, and keep it corked tightly. 1 oz. pearlash. 5 

3 You may thus have supply at all seasons. Boil these materials together; take off the 

2 To Bou. Fnesn Porx.—Take a fat blade bone | Scum as it rises, When cold, pour it on your ; 
3 of country pork, commonly called the oyster ; | beef, well packed in the cask. $ 
? take out the bone, and put veal stuffing im its| Rub your beef with fine salt before you pack 5 

: 5 place, wrap it in a clean cloth, and put it into a |t. é 

2 Saucepan of boiling water with a little salt; let} Remepy ror Wounns—Take tho leaves of ¢ 
; g it boil slowly for about an hour and a half, or | theelder tree, and make astrong decoction, and § 

> an hour and three quarters, according to the | wash the parts injured from one to three times ¢ 

7 . size; it should, however, be well done. Serve |a day, and you will not be troubled with worms § 
{ 2 it up with parsley and butter poured over plen- jor fiies on the wound. ‘This is a good remedy g 
{ § tifully. This isa most rich, and at the same undoubtedly, but it cannot be used in winter, 
f 3 time a most delicate dish, equal to boiled fowl} elder ointment can be. Scrape off the outer j 
bef $ and pickled pork, which indeed it greatly re- | bark and throw away, then take the inner bark $ 
= 2 semblés, Jor elder sticks and boil it in at the rate of a 3 

, | > How 7o rerar Lanv.—As the time for pre- |8t0ut handfultoapintof lard. This will make $ 
ee 2 paring lard is now upon us, and it is of so much |@0 excellent ointment. To makeit a salve, add 5 

i > importance that the process be done well and |a little tar, or rosin, or beeswax, or both, enough 
ee . properly, both for its sweetness and that it may |to make it sticky. It is equally good for man 
a > keep without spoiling, we recommend the fol- {or beast. An ointment madein the same way 

: 3 lowing mode as being best. We clip it from | with grated earrots, instead of elder bark, is 
f > the Scientific American : equally good ; some say better. 

ta 5 7 The trying of lard is. an important branch | Barranxra should be first rubbed gently with 
Ee 4 sect infoteeaon. Water, be it remembered, |® Woolen cloth and sweet oil; then washed in 
P $ should never be made use of in this process, | warm suds, and rubbed with soft leather and 
; 2 since it cooks the fat and makes it soft and lia- | whiting, ‘Thus treated, it will retain its beau- 
is 3 ble to become marred rancid, Put the aaa ty to the last 

% > e jon poe sae ‘tt ane Geter: > Suet Rs all the round if 
‘ § let alittle of the fat try out, after which, put | 4 Nagin aoa aeaseuiasiens 
ie 5 the fat over the fire; with such precaution there | © jopped and pac lown in a stone jar, 

4 } isno danger of the lard’s scorching, and no | oovered- wlth molasses. 
i.) need of water, but the lard when fully cold, will! g-pDo not wrap knives and forts in woolens. 

Fs be found fine firm and solid, which cannot be ‘Wrap them i ae Steel is ine 
Ys the case if water be made use of in the trying | Wrap them in good strong paper. 

bo out.” jured by lying in woolers. 
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ee ee 
' * Smrra’s Grocraruy.—We had set down to ‘ 

E 0 j i 0 rs i a b ) e. eto notice of this popular work, but: the i i 

Acents axp Crvss.—In reply to the daily following, which we find im the Janewille,Ga- ¢ i ; 
$ applications made for seeds, we can make no zette, reflects our own views so exactly, that we © ey 2 = eta @ ea) 

§ promises, except to subscribers, before the 25th pees — oe a8 79 ap hemeson oo é nen st 
Scr’ March. “At that time,’ packages’ will be |°1ins sbis Geography, the: best work ,.of.the ¢ eo 
2 . kind extant: $ ES 
$ made up and forwarded to clubs, according to as iaca Csamuiiiba ese wilteaket € pa 
5 i ist: i S 5 a 
5 the terms of oor Premium list; ce which, | this excellent school book, and do not hesitate é ¢ ba i 
q the surplus, if any, will be for sale in small | to recommend it fully to teachers in our prima- $ DORE 
2 parcels to first applicants. All who want seeds | ry and higher schools. It is arranged, like the = Fc 
} had better form themselves into Clubs, and thus eee ellinhed a a. $ ae: 
> Seo and is em! is! ith new il- ¢ a3 

: secure them beyond any contingency. NeW /justrations throughout. The population of $ 4 
§ Clubs may not only be formed, but new sub-| places isin accordanee with the latest census, $ et 
$ scribers may be added to those already sent in and all the new political divisions are given— ¢ a 

3 tomake up Clubs, or to Clubs already forward- A complete compendium of ancient geography § 2 
é ed, from time to time, and receive their quota eset roam aaltete es ant oe < ‘i 7 

2 of seeds, as if all were forwarded at the same | containiug twenty-six different maps and twen- } aus 
¢ time. ty-five very valuable statistical tables. The < FA 

2 We invite every person, into whose hands oe more excellencies than we have 5 heed 
§ this copy of the Farmer may find its way, to “ soon pakee eek: Darieh I < q id 

2 consider himself an active, working agent.— ewe aURSEST & Co i ere: Seer ¢ 34 Ba 

§ Show it to your neighbors—solicit them to be- hefoand, with alk other kindajof school bosks, é sal 
? come both subscribers and co-workersin behalf at the bookstore of James Sutherland, in this § . 

3 of its circulation. Don’t be afraid of soiling city, and at all other bookstores throughout the < 

; or wearing it out—we will send you duplicates, See $ 

} clean and tidy, to replace them. All who in- Unirep Stazs’ Acricurturat Soctery.—The ¢ 5 

} tend to form Clubs will”see the importance of | Second annual meeting of the U.S. Agricultu- § 

$ immediate action. Read Prospectus on the | Tl Society, will be held at Washington, D.C. ¢ 

? last page of the cover. on Wednesday, February 22d, 1854. § : 

$ “iO ericens dv. zie Racie Cox Aa Socters. The objects of the Astociation are the follow- ¢ 
2 : . = am ¢ 
«5 for 1854: Henny Cortins, President, Caledo- ae Fi ‘Tiineuiaskin theta 5 i 

? nia; Cuartes K. McEacuron, V. President, ie nega ee ee or ee 5 
4 é experience in the Science of Agriculture. ¢ 

5 Yorkville; Exiemares Cuam, Treasuer, Town | rhe union of themen who desire to advance $ 
? of Racine; Cuas. Cremenr, Cor. Sec’y, City | to its legitmate rank, this mostimportant of all ¢ 
$ of Racine; Joun F. Gray, Reo. Sec'y, Ray- | human pursuits !~and 5 
? mond. The increase and extension throughout our > 
= : Executive Committee. country of a more cordial spirit of intercourse ¢ 

§ City of Racine—Alex. Mosher, A.G. Knight, | between the friends of Agriculture, by whose ¢ ‘ 
?R.M.N ‘orton, N. D. Fratt. countenance and co-operation this Society shall é 
2 Town of Racine—Eliphatet Cram, H. Beebe be elevated to a position of honor and usefal- = 
: " P Be a | ness worthy of its national character. 2 

5 Pp Pleasant—Richard Richards, David S.| Business of importance will come before the £ 
25 meeting. A’ new election of offic ersis to be ¢ 
2 Caledonia—Peter Van Vliet, Julius Wooster: | made, and in which every. Stato and Territory 5 
3 °Raymond--S. O. Bennett, Wm. Howe. is to be represented $ 
3 Yorkville—Wm.Stock, D. D. McEachron. Applications will be laid before the Society i i 

3 Dover-—Wm. Bul-ock, Fred’k Droughr. _| for the holding of Nutional Exhibitions in dit é : 
3 Waterford—Samuel C. Russ, Arch. Cooper. | ferent parts of the Union. 2 
$  Rockester—Solomon Blood, Richard E.Ela. | Delegations are respectfully solicited from $ 
§ _Barlington—E. B. Brown, Henry N. Per-| ali the Agricultural Societies in the country, $ 4 
3 kins, and the attendance of all Agriculturists who ; 

Boots anp Sxoxs.—All who wish to improve | may find it convenient to honor the occasion 
their understanding, are referred to the adver- | with their presence. 
tisement of Buckingham & Richardson, sign *Marsuart P. Winer, President. 5 

jof the Bre Boor. Wiuiam S, Kina, Ree. Sec’y. : 

PI
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Deatu or Jas. E. Tescuemacner, Bosron.| §3§~ Our thanks are due to the Secretary of 
—The Agricultural press is frequently called | the Illinois State Agricultural Society, for a 

j j 5 to mourn the loss of some of the best and ablest | copy of the Report of the Northwestern Fruit 2 

i g of the promoters of Agricultural science. Not} Grower’s Association, We have marked seve- ¢ 

| $ only the various branchesof agriculture, but of | ral places for further notice. The Address on ? 

2 general science, have experienced in the death | the occasion is characteristic of its author, and < 
4 of Mr. Teschemacher an irreparable loss. He} adapted to the place—mellow, ripe and juicy, ? 

2 happily combined and caused each to shed its | while it melts away as you contemplate its ex- § 
§ glory over the others, the character of the scho- | cellencies and wish for another bite. 2 

: ~ lar, artist and naturalist, while he was a practi-] Raruzr Foxy.—The Dee. No. of the Farm- 5 
2 cal tiller of the soil, He edited Stockhard's | er’s Companion, of which Chas. Foz is the prin- 2 

; § Chemical Field Lectures, and enriched them by | cipal editor, has an article from an English pa- $ 
: 2 notes. He was the first to promulgate the im-| per, to show that the fox is the farmer's best ¢ 

EF é portant principle of the absorbtion and power-| friend! Ab, brother, who Betts that is nota > 
ae 2 ful retention, for the use of vegetation, by clay, | side thrust at our Ho(J)mes in the face of Scrip- < 

oa ¢.of the valuable alkaline salts of potash, soda] ture. The Farmer’s Companion is the best ev- $ 
iz 2 and ammonia, the discussions on which, by Prof.| idence to us,, that one Fox isa friend to the 2 

. § Way, have created so much interest in Eng-| farmer. Don’t take such a round-about way > 
ie 2 land. As early as 1842 he performed a series | next time to speak your mind, brother. 3 

| 3 of experiments to determine the wae OPPON-) is Gera sistig taotvan teen? Aa: Socrery, 2 

See eee and ri 1845 published ® pam-! Micu—We see this work noticed in the Dee. $ 
: phlet, setting forth its value in its true light.— No. of the Companion. Will not the editor of 

$ sgh — done more by their knowledge the last vol., or the Secretary of the Society—it 5 

2 eee makes no difference to us evenif both—send us ; 
$ Graver Hovses.—The Prairie Farmer has|aseries of the Michigan State Agricultural ? 
2 a good article on this mode of building lately | Society’s Transactions; for then the general ¢ 
= patronized by Messrs. Fowler & Wells and the | and local editors of the Farmer would each have > 

. é Rural New-Yorker—for it never originated | a series—we feel no small interest in Michi- ¢ 
§ with them—and were we Joszpn Goopricu, of | gan matters—and thus the Transactions shall ? 

A 2 Milton, in this county, the well known Gravel | receive due notice at our hands, and J.C ¢ 

{ $ man, we would cast a stone at them for daubing | Hoxaes shall not be without his reward, either ? 

with untempered mortar, and for getting up a/| as editor or Secretary. ; 

2 house of eight angles instead of a dozen gables} gg We should like tosee prices attached, as ¢ 
£ and calling it a good house for poor people, in-| far as convenient, to the animals noted under > 

: 2 stead of ‘poor house for any body, even cattle. the “Stock Directory” of the Farmer's Com- ¢ 

t ; 2 The Prairie Farmer aval the right view Of! panion. It would be of much service to those ? 
] é the case, and who montan ty mee has ever seen wishing to purchase. : 

5 the inside of one loaded with icicles and perpet- area) Seca Regeeesecee = Preis comets 2 
ro 2 ual frosts. We cannot conceive how so good a of: Cambridge, has lately:in a  cmalat Sci. 3 
SF ~ man as the originator—we know him—could oo net 5 

{ £ ever have fathered so mean an idea of the quali- spon descr} hess mew basis of fab fren: Cal- 2 
Hy pe 5 ifornia, which bring forth their young alive as 2 
ie § ties of a dwelling. That Fowler & Wells a aS her litter of pi 2 
M 2 should doit, is not strange to any one who un- et eS 
i § derstands phrenological bumps. But it is al-| | Kenosna Co:.Acnrcuurunar, Socrers.—This § 

; 2 together a too rusty concern for the Rural, al- Society held its snnnal meeting Dee. 5, 1853, 

? 5 though it delights in rustic affairs. Condemn | *M4 elected the following officers for 1844: 
% $ us toa miserable log house, but never to one ee eietaiR maniacs! 5 
i g of these perrennial iceries. Viee Presidents. & ie < 
She SNRY JOHNSON, Corr main . 2 ie 2 Avz—There are 233,000 barrels of aleman-| F'J"Bacsne Radice g 
. u‘actured in Albany, yearly. This requires} |G. N. Towsuen, Treasurer. 

; the consumption of 600,000 pounds of hops, (37 Three- fourth of the entire labor and 

F fe worth 35 cents a pound. The number of per-| capital of the United Statesare employed eith- 
gee sons employed is about 700. er directly or indirectly, in agriculture. | 
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‘Tus Geneses Farmer, for January, was | Porvtar Epvucation: For the use of Parents 4 My " 

early on hand to receive our compliments, with | 9nd ee — for arene Persons of both a | 

$ the same dignifed looks ever, but with ashort.| fntendent of Public Instruction in Michigan, a 
} tailed coat, and no buttons or braid. It isde-| author of a practical spstem of Book-keeping, + ey 
§ eidedly quakerish—“ plain and becoming”— etc., etc. z aes i 

? This is an old favorite paper of many ; always A work of the above title has been put into } i as rf 

$ stern and severe in its language, yet very re- | our hands for examination, and we seldom re- > j " 4 

2 liable. Dr. Lee isa tried and good soldier im | ceive u book, which so fully meets our wishes § } a 3 
£ the warfare for the highest good of the farmer. in all points as this. This is deservedly a pop- 2 : ail eS 

€ Tue Prats Fanwer—within a year as old ular work, and is destined to tell well on the 3 Bn : 
2 as the Genesee, and always fuller, freer, and | minds and bodiesiof great aaalSitadlon who will, < , a 
¢ better natured; never striving to Le over- | under its benign influence rise up and call its $ Ss 

2 learned, but ever juicy asan orange, and fresh author blessed. It treats on physical, intellec- < t % i 

5 as a nowly laid egg. This is our nearest broth- tual and moral education, and ‘should be in 2 i 
5 er, of the “Farmer” family, and we have pecu- every family and school district library of the ‘ oy 

$ liar feelings towards it—always wish it well, Union. It makes a sound body the only sure ? ua 
é and loving to see it in every family. It is so basis ofa sound snd.» It is itself sound in all > Ss: é MY 
$ near (W) right, when it speaks of us, that no its principles and exhibits the heart and head 2 aan 

2 one would think that some luckless Wight was ofS goand wind. $ aad 

$ at its head. We thank him, however, for his| [7 It is stated that the pest of New Eng- < ages 

2 considerable” mention of us, and especially | and Farmers, the white daisy, may be exter- 5 ae 

$ the Dr’s opinion of our Miller. The “Old |minated by Guano. If it isin land that can be z | 

§ Doctor” can say a good thing when he keeps | Plowed, break it up and sow 250 pounds of gu- $ ve 

2 his eye on the Mark ano per acre, with oats or wheat and clover— é q 

$ Dr. Cuerver, speaking of the book entitled If it is in pasture, sow the guano with half a > 5 : 

2 @Up the River,” by F. W.Shelton, says: “The | bushel of plaster to each hundred pounds of = 

5 author’s experience of Shanghai hens and roos- | 8"? and the daisies will disappear. Or, if ¢ 

2 ters is not solitary. That breed of fowls will | they don’t, agood deal of guano will disappear, + i 
$ do better, and be more naturally admired, in a | *° make room for further importations, and 2 : ‘ 

& country where Jow-wow makes a favorite dish, keep up the price— Boston Post. > ‘4 
= than in more refined and civilized regions. We| (3 An Ohio farmer says, that gapes in 5 ef 
£ have reason to be content with our own hens.” | chickens is caused by lice getting. into their 2 x 

| 2 We regard that as a fon! criticism. mouths and turning to worms. Herecommends $ 
S Tur Hows Crecuz—A Weekly Parlor Jour- | Putting fine tobacco in the nests about a week é 7 

2 nal, Devoted to Literature, Science, Rural Art, | before the chickens are hatched, to drive off } 
§ andthe Organ of the Sons of eet the lice. 2 ‘ 

: ee toe -B.Qut | Another hen fancier says, that onions chop- $ ; "| 

2 This is a clean-looking, small quarto of eight ped fine and fed to chickens ong or three times ¢ 

: pages, of pleasant contents. it has half a dozen F weeks rae ae eae and remedy z 

é large birds to kill with one stone; which, how- we apes, in ae of the thro one ane % 
2 ever, has an abundance of ammunition enve- eons mete 3 of nearly; all. the diseages £ 
$ Syed dn tteldiesebatcngfirovided the bicds oah |ESTTS> BeT Oe. Mimomians, with shale 
§ : : winter food to keep them healthy. 2 
2 be got into a line, so that one shot shall deal ee c i = 

§ death to them all. It hasan eye—aye, anda Tou—Raising igets booming) auikeie-besi- > , 
2 palate, too, for we are a witness—for Horticul- | 2¢8S im Massachusetts, and well it may; for 5 

tare. Suffice it to say, that friend Quiner has | ¢ 8cre of good ice will yield as much clear > : 

2 the will and the mind to do the right thing, |™Oney as six acres of good wheat. The ice ; i 
$ and he certainly pulls a sufficient number of | ¥8¢d in California comes principally from Rus- = g 
2 strings to make some of them effective. Our |Sian-America—a region that grows ice large $ ENE 
< fear is,that some of the game will go off with | enough for first class mainmasts. . “ane: 

only a scattering shot lodged in some region dis-| g39~ Thorough preparation of land is abso- 5 

tant from the vitals. lutely necessary to the successful and laxuriant q ; 

GF All wet land should be drained. growth of the crops. : 
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Horricuttorat Review—~We invie the at- (The laborer who wastes half his strength 

i + tention of our readers to the Prospectus of this} in working all day with a dull saw, because he 
3 work, in another column. We have often| cannot give a shilling or afford an hour to get $ 
2 spoken in high praire of the Review. It is the| it sharpened, will waste at least thirty-four = 
3 work for Western Horticulturists. cents per day, or six dollars per month.— Alb. £ 

| $  Lumerr.—All in want of this article we | Culeivator. é 
i g would refer to Mr. Ross, of this-city. .He has LUMBER. : 

- . 3 @ good supply and assortment. See Advertise- FOTICE TO FARMERS.—Now receiving ‘ 

z ment. at the Rock County Lumger Yyxp, di- > 

> Our Younsrsr Sistex.—Governor Bigler, of | "ect from the Michigan Mills, e 
| ; California, comparing that State with others,| 120,000 ni - eee arene Lik. 2 
' 5 ‘i nt: WELL seasonep. Which will be sol t 

5 “— - anne ee fi LAR LESS than it can be bought at any oth- ¢ 
> ,, (In horses she is in advance of fifteen of 6, vard in this city. Call immediately. i 
5 theStates; inmulesof twenty-six States; milch |“ iF3> Yard on the mest side the river, directly in = 
> cows. of twelve; in working oxen, eight; value front of the Academy. ry S 
2 Of live stock, of twenty States; barley, only} sanesyille. Jan. 1854. ROBERT ROSS. = 
2 equalled by New York; and more than one-| "7? epi egti 
3 half of all produced iu the Union; wheat great-| VALUABLE BLOOD STOCK - 
5 er than ten of the States; hay, exceeding nine FOR. SAL“ es 
5 of the States; mining, without parallel; fruits, “ ae = : Semanal ie tn teat en (PE, eh DEVON BCL, 2 yer 2 half of them in quality produced. ’ ; abs deat 
2. There isa capital of $105,665.668 employed A eae area tain importer of Devon = 
4 inagriculture, real estate and improvements.— 7 1 2 $ 
§ Her mines are yieiding at the rate of $100,000,- Bee. one as ee Mahe Bute $ 
2? 000 a year. ‘From January to the 30th of aoe hens. P “base + ibaa eal p 2 
3 May, 1853, there entered 436 vessels, 242,033 ances Oe ae ae dtc teawidy:s 

> SPU earea stan eens Onn ee represented, and will be sold for Casu, or, if ; 
3 A Great Live Traw.—The Binghampton | desired, on time, with good security. g 

4 epublican says, a train consisting of 32 cars of J OSIAH BOND, : 

? cattle, 25 cars of hogs,and one car of geese and| ae a Kenosha, Wis. 2 
§ turkeys, drawn by two powerful locomotives, TABLE OF CONTENTS. 3 
¢ passed east through our village this (Saturday) — Page. = 

S$ morniag. The cattle cars would contain about | Agricultural College, 323 
2 13a piece, making 426! The hoz cars 75 each, a Cow, a : 

2 making 1875, and the other car any quantity! Currant and other Cuttings, how toset, 36 § 
2 of geese and turkeys. Cranberries, Cultivation of 372 
2 Peruvian Guano—The last advices from| Clipping Horses, 422 

Europe contain some interesting information aos he Horns, 5 2 
3 with regard to the guano at the Chincha is-| pacts in Grape Culture, 39 
4 lands. There are three of these islands off) Fruit Raising, Profits of 372 
5 the coast of.Peru, and there were exported | Flax, es 
2 from them in 1850, 118,352 tuns of guano, and| Farmers, a way to Benefit, % 3 
a. * : Grape Culture, 39 $ 
2 in 18d}, 189,024 tuns. In 1851, 150,635 tuns Gestation, periods of in Domestic Animals, 41 = 
§ went to England, and 38,371 to the United] Osage Orange, 30 2 
5 States. Last September one hundred vessels Pxen and Hover Ganmparatine value of 4 é 
2 ii iti ears, gathering and keeping o: é 
p mere banding ce mmstieg tp toad Peach WPiots t keep from freezing in winter, 38 $ 
> Unrrep Staves Fanms—There are 118,457,- Pigs and Turnips, 425 
¢ 622 acres of farm land in the United States im-| Potatoes, Large vs. Small, 31 
> proved, and 184,621,348 unimproved, worth in| Recipes,&c, _ 44¢ 
2 the average $10 per acre. The average yalue| St™@W, Disposition of 28 § g Stock, Iuprovement of 33 5 
2 of the farm lands of Massachusetts, Rhode Is-| Sawdust for Orchards, 3s é 
¢ land, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and ! Statistics of lowa, 40; 

{ Pennsylvania, is.about $30 per acre; those of| Spike Extractor, 41 3 

New Jersey averaging the highest, ang those of | Sheep Skins for Door Mata, _ 
i : ‘Wounds on Fruit Trees, how to heal, 37 

Pennsylvania the lowest; Maine, New Hamp-| wheat and Chess, 30 
shire and Vermont average about $15 per acre.| Work for the Month, 43 
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} K MILLER, : 3 i in division ¢ ! 
3 a D LATHROP 3 Le ey a ss = a rorecuie oa rire § 
2 | TERMS,—50 Cents a Year in Advance; | main division path, of just proper width to pass = 4 
“de same rate for & larger number,” All subscriptions | to and fro easily, with two or three cross paths, : 
: icone, withthevolume and back numberssup- | are abundantly sufficient. The rows may then ? i 

iF ADVERTISING.—One page, first insertion, $6; for extend from one path to another, giving the ¢ 

"eh ptnequent veton, lng inn one set 8; | sreatest facility for cleaning them, and a much : 
less shaw one year, @3 3 one pase, net your su pale better appearance to the garden. 8 

2 kuntes (rwelvelines or lees) poryear, £6.03 lesstan | A great variety of vegetables of each kind = 
» ue eae cicet Insertion, $2,00 ; for each subsequent in-| <hould be cultivated, and of a goodly quantity. = 

2 With proper care, the garden and the poultry 7 i 

t yard will, with very little expense, supply the < . 
; a Tents fae Bis sano ty fuisanotceet 2 | 
2 Weare surprised when we consider how few | delicacies. A scarcity of vegetables and a want: < 
Z good gardens there are “among farmers. The | of variety, together with the everlasting salt > 
é garden is, or can be made, the most profitable | pork and salt meat, good and nice in due quan- < 

2 partof the farm. No portion of the farm fur- tity, drives many a farmer’ssons and daughters 5 ' 
{ nishes so much, in proportion to the expense | fron the enjoyments and employments of rural é | 
: laid out, for the supply of the table, and at the it See to it, then, farmers, that you have > ' 

{ season too, when it is most desirable, as the | good, early, slaw and nice radishes, that make 

5 garden. re thing else on the table relish so well id eS 
; There are, also, other considerations which, | and early peas and string-beans, that make one ¢ 
; in an economical point of view, renders ita pro- | look for salt pork. Then look out well for the ¢ . 
{ fitable portion of the homestead. Much of the | early ash-leaved kidneys and lady-fingers, so 2 i 
2 work can be done at odd spells, and by the fe- | mealy and nice; the summer squash and the ¢ 
‘ male portion of the family. Our wives, if they fone lima beans, together with early beets, = i 

2 are what they should be, always take a pecu- | tops and all, and the compact Savoys that, well < { 
liar interest in the garden. It is a good place | vinegared, gives a gusto to the salt beef. Then 2 i 

; for the hired men before breakfast, and “when | comes the cucumbers, the sweet corn, the Bos- ¢ Hi 
; itrains too hard to work out of doors’ It is | ton marrows,that, with chicken, whether Shang- 7 t 
; true, it should be managed quite different from | hai, Cochin China, Surrey Dorking, Poland top- < 
; most of the gardens of our farmers. In many | knot, or what not, sit so coolly and graciously > 
p OF these there is a great want of a system or | under your old-aldermanlike waist-bands. 5 
: plan of planting and managing. To manage | We are altogether in favor of good gardens. > 

E the garden in the best possible way, it is well }Do you remember those beautiful potatoes, so ¢ 
to draw up a plan of it’ before hand, and allot | numerous and so various ; those splendid beets, > 
each portion, in proper quantities, to its proper | sugar and red ; those golden carrots and big- é 

| kind of seed. These seeds should be previous- | headed eabbages ; the sweet corn and fat $ i 
ly selected of the very best kinds, and then the | squashes which carried off the prize at the last 2 
very best way of cultivating them should be | fall Fair in old Rock? and which made the > 

learned and put into praetice. The right time | mouths of the ladies, even, to water and wish ¢ 
for planting or sowing each kind of seed should | that they could have such to cook and serve up § 
be known. Some of these, such as lettuce, cab- | for their liege lords. Well, there is not one of 2 
bages, cauliflowers, radishes, peas, &e., need to hyd that knows beans and is not a cabbage- 5 
be put into the ground as early as possible, | head,and would help himself to squash, but can 
while others’ fer other purposes should be plant- | turn up what will beat them this next summer. 

ed later. The old practice of throwing up here | A better country than this Western does not lie 
and there and any where a bed, so narrow that! out of doors; and if the farmers of the West, 
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with their wives, do not'surpass all other people | is to be covered with sash and glass. An old 
¢ in the excellency, variety and quantity of the | window does very well, but one made to a 

2 garden products, it is because they are to blame. | does better. These should be put on so as to ? 

= Just make up your minds, then, for good gar-| slide,#r be hung by a hinge, so as to open for ‘ 

2 dens, and look well to the monthly work in the} watering or dealing with the plants in any way, : 

§ Farmer. and to let in air. The outside of the frame : 
2 — - —__ should be banked up if the weatherbecold. 
0 FS! = If desired, a cheaper covering may be made < 

> SSAA Re ee = | aiier the plan published in the March number ; 
a ees | Of Jast year. This is a transparency, made by : 

2 = aes Ss oe | stretching cotton cloth upon a frame and brush- 3 

im ee BSS SRSE | ing it over with a composition made after the ‘ 
| SEA; — SSeS | following directions: To one pint of boiled : 
2 FT EAA. | Hinseed cil, add one ounce of white wax—hest, | 
5 EAS WAS | and when thoroughly mixed add half an ounce : 
: 8 ONS . Be | of sugar of lead ground with a little oil, One : 

: = \a a ==——.~ | or two applications of this mixture with a brush 7 

g ——e——— will render the cloth transparent. This kind of { 

: Hot-Beds. | covering possesses some important advantages ! 

5 lt is quite a common opinion, that Bis| over glass. The plants do not require watering | 

z are an appendage to the town or city garden| °° often,—grow more healthy than under glass 

3 alone, or to the gardens of those who have | —?0F are they ever struck down or checked : 

2 more money to spend for vegetables than the| in their growth by the heat of the sun, still have : 

5 farmer has vegetables to sell for money, andj plenty of light. 5 

2 that they are rather a curiosity than a necessary $ 

5 aid in the garden ; and, in fact, that they do not = : 

2 belong.to the farmer’s garden at all, and are fst = i 

5 outof place there as much as a pair of gaiters SS aes : 

2 or kidsin the plow-field, We think this a mis- Ai Aer ei te i 
£ take. We believe if any body is entitled to eat) Agi pes AA ESS ae ; 

3 the good things of the soil and of the valleys) ——————_—————————- i 

= and the hille, fis the farmer, and we know that| gia eceeelck | 
2 by a little attention—we do not mean seer | SSS sa ; 

= for it will cost the merest trifle—{it is true, the| | Hot-beds should face to the south or south- | 
5 farmer must know how, and that is what we] ¢ast, and should be in adry place. To prepare a 

2 wish to show him)—the farmer can have hista-| the hot-bed itself, after deciding upon its posi- 

5 ble supplied the season through with the choi-| tion, sink a pit some 12 or 15 inches below the | 
2 cest vegetables—and we shall show in.another | £erface, of the size of your hot-bed frame ; fill; 
= place, with the choicest viands also. If we can| the pit, and a little more, with fresh manure (9 

¢ but awaken in your mind, reader, the resolu- from the horse stable, that has been placed in a ‘i 

3 tion to have a good garden, the foundation will| heap and turned and mixed several times— BR 

2 be already laid, and for the more successful| Tramp it down hard, and then cover it evenly : 

$ prosecution of the superstructure, you will be| to the depth of from 6 to 8 inches with rich, ; 

2 greatly helped by the advantages of the hot- fine mould ; place your hot-bed frame over the |B 

$ bed. This can be made by any one of you that whole, and in a few days all will becowe nice- | 

2 can naila board to a post. Hot-beds can, of| ly warm and fit to receive your seed. If the 

5 course, be larger or smaller size—one from six mould has become white, or gives off a rank | 
2 to eight feet long is sufficient for most, while] smell by the time you wish to put in your seed, | 

5 one four feet will do for many. It should be| Put ina little fresh mould. It is well to sow ; 
2 from three to four feet wide, two and a half to} your seeds in rows, and label them with their | 
§ three feet high on the north side, and the south| Proper names, that there may be no mistake‘; 
2 side about half that height, and the ends should and mark the place of your rows. : 

slant from the back or north side to the front or| Be watchful and water properly, and give air 

south side. This can be made of plank or| in warm day Do not sow the seeds when itis 
fg boards, by nailing them to four posts or pieces} very cold, tut wait till the coldest weather is 

of joice, putting one in -each corner, The top" surely past. 
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{ COTTAGE IN THE RURAL POINTED. STYLE. g 

3 This cottage is suitable for a moderate sized | neat verandas with square columns, and aporck é § farm house, or a residence in the suburbs of a! over the front door, supported by brackets— = ; S city. Roof projects 3 feet, finished with Car The frame is of light timber, and covered with = ? mental verge boards of 1 } inch plank, and] planed and matched boards, from 9 tol! in- < 2 
ches wide, put on vertically, and Battened © | ; ia over the joints with inch boards 2§ inches. = ¢ 
wide. The windows are ornamented with = 4 Lad Pp hood mouldings. = H | 8x98 5x96]! The floor plans are arranged as‘ follows: z 2 é A, living room, 13 ft. 6 in. by 17 ft. 6 im; ; 5 ——4 B, bed-room, 12 by 15; E, dining-room, ¥4 } ' i hy 14; R, library, 14 by 15; C, parlor. 15: > . £ by 18, connected with library by sliding < k | “6 doors; D, hall, 8 by 18; G, kitchen, 14 by ¢ | K 4x18 i 15; W, wash-room, 9 by 9 ft. 6in.; P, pan- > 1 5 
try, 5 by 9 ft. 6 in. Principal story, 9 ft. = BD | } 6 in. between joists; chamber story,8. ft. > p MAMI The cost of this structure, with cellar un- g ; Vili —— —— der the whole, will not exceed thirteen hun- $ ; dred dollars when completed.—fMerwin = 5 ae Austin, in the Horticulturist. 2 > B E arn z { ; 18xI2 “xia axes Perroreum Sprinc.—A new petroleum ¢ 7 | or oil spring, has been discovered in West- 2 l ern Virginia, near the forks of the eile 2 3 ; : % —— river. It was found in sinking a well for 2 ‘ 

|| salt. Instead of sait, however, the spring ‘ | A commenced blowing out mineral ail, and has = ‘ Ieaxie3 c continued to furnish it at intervals upto the > ‘ mxIs present date—about 14 gallons of oil being = i 
produced every fifth day. The Christian < ; D Advocate and Journal says, that the stra- $ . oP 8x8 tum yielding the oil lies parallel with the > | | Bs a es % bed of the river, is generally near five feet > / = ae thick, and is reached in various places by j LI] sinking pits 30 feet into the earth. Some esa Pits, fifteen feet square, have yielded one - 
hundred and thirty-five barrels of oil, but by / GROUND FLOOR. all are not alikerich. 
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( For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. _| operation very much, The alkali removes at 

Killing Hogs: grease of theskin. * ~ t 

> In this operation its minor parts are of more The best instrument for scraping the hair is g 

S importance in saving meat than is generally an irgn candlestick. After the carcass is hung ; 

> supposed, as on them materially depend’ the up it should be thoroughly washed, with oold ¢ 
© quality of the pork. water and scraped in the direction of the hair 5 

2 My own experience has led me to observe until it is thoroughly clean, The ashes assist 7 

© that the common practice is too negligent in in this operation very much 1n the more effec- : 

these particulars, as convenience and despatch tually removing the excrements and other im- ? 

< seem to be the things desirable. The idea that purities of the skin, which being already of a { 

2 pork will be pork any how, let it be well or putrescent character very soon imparts this - 

< badly slaughtered, and the contrary is not tendency to the flesh. If the hog is quite fat : 

known until the soap-boiler is called in to re- and deep through theshoulders, they should be ? 

~ lieve the household of the loathesome mass— divided to the depth of four or six inches (ac- : 

‘Whereas a little reflection upon the physical cording to size) This is for the purpose of al- < 

: structure of the bog, and the chemical change |!owing those parts to cool, which, if not done, : 

he is subjected to in becoming good wholesome the retained animal heat, particularly that part 2 

© pork, may have saved many a farmer his sup- in contact with the bone, causes it to sour and : 

= ply of this all important staple in the farmer's | PO. ‘ 
< store. The next process is cutting it up, which va- $ 

° The hog should be fed regularly up tothe ries according to taste and the apropriation of 2 

time of being killed. They should not be al~ its different parts, but mever should be done 5 

£ lowed to run or be dogged before sticking, as until the hog is quitecool and stiffened. Nev- _ 

this worries the animal and inflates his eystem | ¢T Pack it while it contains any animal heat, or > 

with an unusual share of blood, which being |9°Y frost. é 

< highly charged with those gasses which are One bushel of salt is considered enough for + 

> themselves the elements of decay. Onthecon- |® barrel of pork. Be particular in using new { 

< trary the animal should be caught as quietly as and clean salt. Select a clean barrel, not one ; 

° possible with a strong hand and turned imme- that has had spoiled meat in, or beef, or fish i 

© diately on its back, as in this position the knife | barrels Cover the bottom thoroughly with ; 

> ean be thrust more directly to the desired spot. salt; having cut the pork in pieces’asnearly in i 

The custom of cutting crosswise of the throat [ie as may be, five inches is the usual thick- > 

> previous to making the longitudinal incision, | m¢ss; commence by packing the rind next the 7 

should be avoided, as it makes an unnecessary | barrel and pack in as close as possible, Some } 

> and bad looking gash. luse a pounder to force the pieces more firmly / 

<The knife should be directed at an angle together, which retains the meat in its place } 

> little less than forty-five degrees, on a line with against the buoyant tendency of the brine while { 

. < the carcass, and to about one third its depth jee out of the barrel, and leaves less room } 

® towards the shoulders,and upon withdrawing | for brine, theless of which, and have the meat / 

© the blade, its keen edge should be lightly press- | cured the better. Cover this layer with salt } 

> ed so as to widen the gash enough to permit a | proportioned to the quantity to be packed, at ‘ 

~ free flow of the blood, when the animal should | the rate of one bushel to a barrel: Suffer no } 

be allowed to get up This, if done right, will | bloody pieces to go in, soak aud wash every i 

< avoid the necessity of entering the knife the thing of the kind thoroughly, as blood, from tts } 

> second time; which is a torture’ to the animal, | nature, will spoil, salt cannot save it. i 

5 and often horribly mangles the shoulders and| Jp preparing the idee take & clean vessel, | 

¢ causes the blood to clot in the wounded parts. | put in a quantity of salt and pure water, stir ; 

> ‘The carcass should be sealded as soon after |it until it will buoy up a potatoe, then let it i 

< it 1s dead as possible, for very soon commences | stand at least twenty-four hours, skim occasion- j 

5 q fermentation of the matter in the entrails, ally, when ready for use dip it carefully from : 

j, which, if too long delayed, will impregnatethe | the dregs‘and coven the- meat entirely. Let | 

whole carcass and increase the chance of its | your barrel stand in.a clear, dry and cool at- 

spoiling. A quart of good ashes added toabout mosphere, not near any vegetables, as the meat 

fifteen gallons of scalding water will assist the | will absorb any of the surrounding impurities. 
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By attending to thesepparently small mat-| I see it stated in the Noy. No. of the Farmer, 

ters pork can be kept safe and sweet the year | that an editor in Angelica had been presented 
round. A.B. | with a tomatoe weighing 2 Ibs. Now I can $ 

{ Beloit, January, 1854 beat that a “leetle* I picked one from my $ 
}  Remanxs—We commend theabove excellent | garden, last fall, which weighed 21¢ Ibs.etrong. ¢ 
j article to the attention of our readers. Itis | It was of a large variety, and of a pale red co- 3 
? from one who knows whereof he affirms, having | lor. S 
; been much engaged in the packing of porkand| I may, probably, at some future time, give a > 
5 other meats. This is the stand by of meat to | few hints in relation to agriculture, &c., in this 3 
é the farmer, it is therefore important that it | partof the eountry ; and, for the present, re- 2 
2 should be made as good and palatable as possi- | main, yours, R. L. C. Minurr. g 
é ble. Old Mission, Iowa, Jan., 1854, 3 

5, en oT 2 ‘ For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. = 
‘ Clean Your Seed Wheat. Sweet Corn for Cattle and Hogs, = , 
5 Farmers, can you take oats out of your seed | Messrs. Eprrors :—Being one of your sub- 2 
; wheat? 1f you can, you need not read this; if scribers, I have often noticed calls for such to > 

+ youcannot, you had better readit and act ac-} write for the Farmer. After hesitating for a < 
{ cordingly. Perhaps the plan is knowu East, as | long time, in consequence of my inability, I = 
> my informant, Charles Pearce, is a worthy and | have at last concluded to respond to the call.—— < 
|. ingenious Vermonter, but it seems not to be My first effort will be to inform you of my = 
: known in our Western country. The opera- j Success in raising sweet corn. é 
5 tion is as follows: | Last spring I planted three-fourths of an 2 
;, Set up at asuitable angle any sort of flat | acre of the small variety, which, being well 
: boarding—say an old door, but one large | tended, flourished well, and threw out many ° 
enought to let in the « elephant”—hang over it | shoots, or suckers. As soon as the ears were * 

: acoarse Woolen horse blanket ; then open your | set I commenced feeding it to my hogs, cutting = 
i bag and throw well up upon the easel-like fixin | it close to the ground, and found that they eat + 
: portions of the wheat intended for sced.— | the stalxs, even to the largest butts. As the 7 

+ Should any oats come down with the wheat, | stalks beeame more tough, and the ears larger, = 
> then your door stands too erect, and therefore they left the butt ends of the stalks, in a mea- € 
} must be leaned farther over, until the seed| sure. Being a Yankee, 1 thought best to save : 
; Comes trickling down into the box or sheet just | all, so -1 commenced snapping off the ears for < 
| a3 free from oats as you could wish for. When | the hogs, and cutting the stalks for my oxen. 3 
f hecessary, liftoff the blanket very earefully, | Thisinduced my hogs to fatten very fast, and < 
; take it to a distance and shake it; then go it | served well for feed for my team. I must say, $ 
f again, brother farmers, until you have sufficient | it was the most profitable crop Iever raised. I g 
seed for your purpose. But all this will not | saved quite a quantity of seed, and intend to 2 

} Prevent oats from appearing in your wheat field, | plant quite a piece next spring. I think it <¢ 
unless you feed your horses during seed tine on | would not be profitable to plant more than one > 
ground oats; then you may expect to see wheat | can feed before late in the fall, as it will not < 
which is wheat. harden on the stalk, nor dry in the crib, but is > 

In respect to clean grain, I am like the tray- | liable to mildew in wet weather. $ 
' eler who told the waiter, that “as a naturalist,} If suceessfal in this attempt to merit your > 
he was very fond of flies, indeed, admired flies. | notice, you will probably hear from me again. = 
He was also very fond of soup, but preferred Metomen, Wis., Jan. Farmer & Mecuanic. 2 to have titem served up separate” Rewanxs.—The raising of sweet corn, espe- ° Waupan, Wis, Feb., 1854. Scorra. cially of the Stowell Evergreen or Old Colony, = 

For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | to be cut and fed out to cattle and hogs in the > 
Bic Tomarogs.—I think, with the aid of the | fall and early winter, and to milch cows when § 

information we can get from such a paper as | the grass is short and frost bitten, is one of the ¥ * 
Yours, that we ought to do a good business at | most economical and profitable Processes of the 
tilling the soil—for we certainly have excellent | farmer. We hope many ‘will be induced to 
*0il in this country. try it. These two kinds of corn mentioned sf 
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very prolific, and completely eaturated with | until their noble, generoffs, loving gallantry (not 

saccharine matter, which furnishes an abun-| ridiculous flattery) induce the confiding dames ¢ 

< dance of, rich and palatable food for-cattle and:| to accept the last kernel. And these noble ? 

5 hogs. , knights feel it to be glory enough to be sustain- { 

; SHANGHAI HEN. ed by a continual feast of pride and vain boast- } 

3 ing, consequently are found wanting, when put ; 

2 - in the scale, of solid weight—possessing more ? 

; 2 ee the light leanness of vanity. ; 

Pr | All the pullets have laid freely for more than > 

; MM lien months, and, too, in houses in which the 2 

2 i A mi cocks, during the late extreme cold, have had 5 

‘ Wy their combs and wattles badly frozen, which : 

> Wy q also has tended to lessen their weight. : 

3 Brahma Pallet, hatched June 3,.’53, 8 ib 7oz. ; 

; “ «, 2 “jaiy 4, 7 7 2 

2 n y, « Cock, “« «im, Tit 3 

é Z Buff Shanghai Cock, « «7% Tacoy, 2 

5 Pm J « «Pallet, « ae og, ag 

3 ¥ RedCochinCock, “ “7, 8 7 : 
er ee alte. Ang. 55 "67s 

¢ eles leg « Cock, « July], 8 6 ; 
§ . A: « « Pullet, « «1, TG 

2 = Saal ra . | Gray Chittagong O’k,« Aug. 2, 8 13; 

5 = ae —" Sie § 

1 SS=[=—-_ —_ ~ In aggregate, 3.2 3 

; NS SS = M. Freemax. } 

Weights of Blooded Fowls. See eee et = 
§ Tam much pleased to see in the last number For the Wioousin & lowa Farmer.-— ; 

§ ofyour paper, the plan adopted by Mr. Chas. Pumpkins. : 
5 Smith, of Waupun, not only to ascertain who ea, | 
5 ‘has better chickens than himself, but the com- Messrs. Epitors :—I see it going the rounds ‘ 

2 mendable spirit he evinces to procure such if in the papers, that one Daniel Pease, of Edgar- } 

: for sale; and as Ihave some idea of changing | t©¥2, Maine, raised twelve pumpkins from one * 

3 my residence, and if so, will dispose of my va~ seed, ihe eight largest weighing 15 pounds each. : 

3 rieties of. fowls, and at reasonable prices ; hence, | Wael, that is “some pumpkins” for Maine to 

é for his information, comply with his request,and raise, but not much for Towa, j 

§ give the weights of some of mine, though not in I will tell you what I raised from one seed, , 

3 high eondition—having heretofore injured and | {f you will not scold too much. Here you have 

2 lost several of my best birds by strong feeding. | it: From one seed there were forty-three pum: : 

¢ I now keep them on a short allowance—a light | kins. We picked off and put in the cellar, 

$ feed of corn in the morning, and the after part | thirty-nine, the average weight of which was‘ 

@ of the day cabbage leaves, boiled potatoes and | eighteen pounds, making seven hundred and tro } 

$ wheat bran.. I have no doubt I could add a) pounds. If Mr. Peasc can‘ beat that he can | 

2 pound, at least, to each in 12 days, by strong | have my hat. L. SBrert. 

3 feeding. Makee, lowa, January;.1854. 
2 One pullet is older than Mr. 8.8 chicks ; six 

$ are a week or two younger, and two are four or Rewarna—We know. -that Dea. Woodward, 
5 five weeks younger. of Beloit, Wis. raised.forty-four ripe, and 

{The Brahma and buff Shanghai’ cockerels twenty unripe pumkins-from one seed. What 

5 have each had a territory assigned them, and | ¥@8 their weight we-do not know. So much 

$ promoted Pachas with an Oriental Haram, in | for Wisconsin. In: fact, it is‘of no use for 

which “happy-go-lucky® event they display | Eastern folks to boast-of any great, or tall, or 

such sublime politeness,. by. strutting in their | numerous products. Granite is good to build J 
gaudy attire—which well becomes their noble | houses of, but not to make crops. The Great ! 

figures—gooing and caressing their concubines, | West furnishes great things! 
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j ‘e ¢ in each breed for which premiuzns:are offered, a Stock Registes < with their numerical values attached, should be ee | made out by cach Society, and put into the 4 Ee Points of Cattle. hands of its judges, and they be required to ° 
: We have noticed at all the Fairs at which we ee — ee ee a 2 : have been present, that much difficulty occurs fae: (eieltdies anivaal ie a an 5 2 among the judges of cattle—and the same is Se een Societ sire olMew 3 : true to a greater or less extent with other kinds y. ae Gal : 1a a gee iS lie ‘ of stock, and horses, even,—from the want of a hea eal ea ee ee ee a k ite and distinet know] i 3 5 F = a oz Ae FRE og sepia advancement of its stock raising or grain grow- * sala diedst ase we: . Rabati ie ae ing interests, and the Wisconsin State Agricul- > fea and ay Se a ileal tural Seciety, second only to the first in its ap- é Peo Se ception of | Prciation of the true principles of breeding ; a h oe is =“ dem ii Aen °" stock, and the raising of grain, have both taken 2 = pea coe ee < a oofeP™ | measures. to erect a-standard for the judging of : } tion will, as a matter of course, have its charac- cattle. This should be formed by a proper 2 
Seen ben ockind a stale | combination and a just appreciation of the porta 5 Pe ene fennel the desirable to cultivate in the different breeds of ° eres Wash basecn sped by the judge animals. This standard “does not, and should ¢ Ee whe has bees scoustomsd te eeaey and aot not, bring the different breeds into competition 2 Sages hy Sioking ‘pan iemamive, frame, | Te aie This, when it is'done at all, 2 f Op eqpere form, aud. the Doe, ce element should be under certain regulations, also formed = ; of the princely Durham, will be quite another by each ‘Society'for itself-and modified from = thing from the conception of the judge who has | time to time, as the cattle interests &f thecom- been aecustomed to the comparatively loose nes raraeenisa by the Soeiety, require. : fame, the thin hind-quarters, and the gent It was our intention to have presented in this; sacar sepestanee of the:Ayrehires; but who | 1110 what we consider a just scale of : on a ee ra points for one of the improved breeds of cattle, 

7, re 8 ._| and to follow it in future numbers, with a scale ¢ other judge has been accustomed to the beauti- of points for’ each bieed: ilinatrated byienora-2 ful form.and color, and the well knit frame sf Z ee aD pairaale Ge : hi brbed, > = § the sprightly Devon. His conception of a good | 5% °° 800 animals of each breed, and accom- > animal, therefore, will differ from that of eith- | Pavied by remarks with respect to the value of z wh tid Breer fu diree! each-to the farmers of the West. But we have z 
j ao i _. ;, |Justdearned that we have the honor of being 3 What we wish to say in these remarks, is, | appointed a member of the eommittee, whose 2 that the judges, when they come to examine the | SP rim toegocs weal ciiae an eo 

eS etal notinbiorallvsanneconsat- | ire Gomintiics unre Gin See 2 ly have their opinions formed with reference to deem it, therefore, improper for us, mamler thane’ = 
the same standard. From this fact it is that the circumstances, to make public our peculiar views 5 
decision which has been made by one set of, judg- | pefore they have been revised and improved by = 
& one year, is liable to be reversed by. another judgment of the other members of this com- + set of judges the next Year, both set being actu- mitteee, whose decisions are so. intimately con- ated by the purest motives when the-change, | nected with the highest. improvement of our ¢ which is the ground of this reversion, is in the cattle. --When this is done we shall immediate- * 
persons of the judges,whilathe respective and re-/ 17 perfect our intention, .We hope it will be ¢ lative characters of the.animalsremain the same. dense ane > 
A necessity:arises, theretore, in order that justice Salinipareaareee g 
may be done to all parties, and allcauses of un- g@ By stabling-and shedding stock through $ 

pleasant feelings among competitors be remoy- | the winter, asaving of one-fourth the food may é 
ed, that there be some standard, fixed and un- | be effected ; that-is, one-fourth less food will 5 
alterable by any one, even the judges themselves, | answer, than when the stock may be exposed ? 
and only alterable or capable of being changed | to the inclemeneies of the weather. x in its features, by a vote of the Society award- eee 

ping the premiums. Thissraxparp, which should | (a Keep all the stock you can provide feed 
p°ousist of a,concise list of the. important points | for, in order to have abundance of manure. 
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For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. | manner in which our State Fair should be y 

Premiums on Foreign Cattle and Fruits, | managed ; but, unless we are very much in er- ' 

2 Messrs. Raskoast a eaasenshiinternabed an ror, he ismistaken with regard to our last Fair. } 

gies a 4 We were present and headed the committee of 

your paper, snd thinkit is received gees judges on cattle «nd poultry, and i1 these de. 

< Pleasure and profit = aay seighburkoeds) athe partments there certainly was nothing of the ? 
2? advancement of Agricultural knowledge should nikeneseueii siicuiad an: : 

§ commend itself to every one Agriculture has We. : ee - i 
8 z ealso paid great attention to the fruit, and ¢ 
2 been the chosen occupation of many of our . E 

- 2 Gidea anttteae The inf a 1 were not aware of the fact to which our corres. } 
2 wisest = es ae : - z oe & ae | pendent tudes. Cattle onned out of the State < 

$ Sone jons on the mind is to elevate and re-' and first raised out of the State, certainly : 

2 ated Pte the! comme bana j should not take premiums. We do not think, i 

¥ poantif = a hi Bee a a however, that catt/e should necessarily be raised ; 

¢ eae a a . = re ade ie ea in the State to entitle them to premiums. We : 
> steht caer raavh ated ene ee | wish to encourage the importation of improved : 
5 to sustain animal life, but flowers and fruits in | cattle among us. We think it, therefore, wise : 

$ profusion, to please our eyes and our palates’ | +, oar premiums for such cattle. But they : 
) As weregale ourselves by the fraits which our | seitana weaadeea auhtnd sista wiiéco thefirecive | 
§ own labors have been instrumental in produe- | a prize ‘ 

5 ing, do we not enjoy an independence and a a : 

? pleasure found in no other station in life?— Shelter Your Sheep. i 
5? —— $ 

; aha we me enppeestally, potace foe ae] A Mr. Childers selected two lots of Leices- : 

2 of a superior quality, can no longer be doubted. | ter yearling wethers, of 20 in each; one was : 
§ The past year’s experience has proven the fact. | placed under shelter in a yard, the other fold- : 

2? We only need energy to compete successfully | € in the field. They all received the same : 
2 swith any other ‘State in the Union, in the ex- food, 12 Ibs. cut turnips, as many as they could ¢ 

4 vi 2 % 2 eat, half a pound of linseed cake, half a pint > 

é tent and variety of Agricultural productions. | of parley, a little hay, and salt per day, for ? 
$ Our State Society, although young, is doing | each sheep. At first they each ate about 19 Ibs. Z 

£ much to incite the people to endeavors in that | of ere a bed hes nbereres mere hie $ 
2 eee ; aes : in the shed eat 2 Ibs. api ss, and in the 9th : 
: direction. But in one thing it has failed, and week, 2 Ibs. apiece less again, oa er ts ba : 

g until it shall change somewhat, many, we fear, | seed cake there was a falling off also, of nearly * 
4 will be deterred from competing for prizes. one-third of the amount given, viz.: 13. 3 lbs. { 

: ee | a Gayiteoni the lot. 4'Uhaee in the field com 2 2 * : a day from the lo! ose in the field con- ‘ 
: ’ That animals just brought from other States | sutied the same quantity from first to last.—- ‘ 

2 shall take precedence of those belonging here, | The respective weights of the two lots wereas ; 

$ does not seem fair. And that prizes shall be | follows: \ : 

2 given for fruits brought expressly from a Michi- In the shed, In the field. 5 

3 gan Nursery, (as at the last Faira great pro-| 5 caeees Ibs. 5 _ : 

g portion, more than half, of those drawing the} ‘April ioe 239 ° 220 12 : 

$ first prize were brought,) is not just to those ets, — a i 

£ who have reared their own with much labor and Gain, 56 6 36 8 3 

$ expense. If such is to be thecase, he whocan The gain of the shed fed sheep over the field ¢ 

é gather the greatest variety from all quarters— sk pan a salerstieng aelisronieaen a. : 

2 if hebo a Nurserynan he has the better op-| iy one-fifth less food, made above one-thinl > 
¢ portunity--must invariably carry off the hon-| more progress. i 

§ ors from those who are in fact more deserving. In another experiment of three lots; one: 

2 Should there not be better arrangements with entirely covered in, one under a shed in the : 
2 ato ous in th Fins yard, and one entirely exposed, all of them ; 

¢ FORARH 0 DENCE ROMMEL, SR e case of aN-| having a pint of oats a day apiece; the first i 

2 imals, actual residence; and, that those pre-| consumed onan average between Nov. 18 of : 
5 senting fruit, certify that they have grown it me years i ao ou of ey sone Te: : 4 

3 1: th t .. | Ibs. of cut turnips and other roots per day, and ; 
3 themselves, rather than to allow them to bor | increased in live weight 2334 Ibs. per sheep; 
; row from their neighbors or from other States. | the second consumed 11 Ibs. of the same food, | 

Yorkville, Wis., Jan., 1854. Justice. | and increased in weight 25 lbs. ; the third fe * 
" " sumed 17 Ibs of cut turnips per day, each, an\ 

Remarxs.——We approve, in the main, of the increased 23 Ibs. live weight in that time. ‘The 
views of our correspondent, with regard to the! several lots, it thus appears, did not differ 50 
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much in their growth as in the case reported by | cat of the flesh of some of those wretched- 1 ME Chater, Bit haroemas.a Bulls greater |ly poor animals if they were slaughtered ? 
: thom. ‘These experimehta would tend toan as | And why should we not feel the same re- 3 : sumption that twice as many sheep can be kept | Pugnance to use their milk? Let us be ? { upon the food, under perfect shelter, as when | more careful in feeding those useful ani- 3 
jentirely exposed. mals properly, and keeping them comfort- 2 
: rae ch Cc able and clean, and in good healthy condi- 5 
: acne ey toms tion,—[Mr. Gowen’s fi at Mercer. = 
: Go where you will, you are sure to be 2 a § 
{ shocked at the scenes at suffering and ne-| Wivtertnc Domesric Awnrats—The $ 
; glect these patient animals are made to en- | Country Gentleman, after speaking of the ¢ 
; dure, oo pales irae Bea foam losses from bad wintering of farm ? : or yards. riven out after milking, or eration r 2 5 
{ bogie home to be milked, they never fail aries tae va ee a — > 
fof being run, whipped or cudgeled by |*°t © TWles something hike the following: = 
: some unfeeling boy, who seems to think} 1. To shelter all fodder well, that the = 
: it part of his duty to deal them as many | weather may not waste its strength. 2 
: blows as he can while within his reach— |} 9. To shelter well the straw for litter, 3 
’ Then but too often follow the blows of the | that it may be always dry and comfortable. ¢ : nilker, should the poor animals wince un- | 3. To feed regularly, both as to time and 2 

F > the pressure on teats, lacerated perhaps | quantity, that the animals may never fret 3 
} by thorns, or made sore from other causes. | jo, delayed meals,.or from stinted supplies. ? No wonder that this treatment, with scan- 4: 'Rorete : Siva duodibedrot © 
; tines of food and sometimes of water, re- ia iaitte ei er ae ei * . 3 
duces the cows to the wretched condition th : f ie aha animals may not become 2 
in which they are but too often found in | VY ‘rom campness. 5 
every quarter. Seta farm hand toclean| 5 To keep their places of repose clean 2 the cow stable daily, to curry and brush | @d their hides well curried, that they may 5 
the cows, and he will be apt to think you | 20t suffer the discomfort of filth. 3 
‘fool, or that you mean to degrade himn—| 6. To provide ample racks and feeding { 
if he comply, it will be with reluctance, and | boxes, to prevent a waste of roots, meal and. 
itis quite likely that he will take more out | fodder. 5 
of their hides, or pat more into them, than| 7, To give special attention to growing 2 
you bargained for. Ask the-same worthy | animals, that they may not become irrecov-° 
to groom your horse, and he will not fail to erably stinted. 2 
do it cheerfully. Why this prejudice, this anne g 
folly? Does not the cow stand in a more} Anovr Cows.—Every one has felt the 
lteresting relation to us than the horse ? | inconvenience of having his cows calve dur- < 
He works for us and carries us, to be sure, | ing the night.. In all seasons, but especial- $ 
but then do we partake of his flesh and ly in winter, this.is exceedingly annoying, ¢ 
tlood while living, in the shape of milk, |and not only: demands. continual, useless 
butter and cheese? and do we slaughter | watching, on the part of the cow keeper, ¢ 
lim for beef when we suppose him failing | but very often indirectly causes the death : 
strength? No. Well, then, why isnot | of €he calf and its mother. Now, it has é 
ihe same attention paid to the cleanliness | been ascertained by a person living in the $ 
fad health of the cow as is bestowed upon | neighborhood of Utrecht, that a cow with é 
the horse? ‘The same care that produces | calf, milked for the last time at night in- © 

fine a condition in one, could not fail of | stead of in the morning, calves in the day ? 
ving the same: effect upon the other—jand not at night. Out of 30 cows on 3 
dT say that it is the height of folly and | which the experiment was tried, only three > 
live injustice to ourselves to ‘withhold | or four are mentioned by Mr. Numon, Pro- ¢ 

Fes attentions from the cow. She is a| fessor of Agriculture at Utrecht, as being ?- 
WPecond wet. nurse to us and our children, exceptions. Asconfirming the above state- 5 

Fl if this nurse be in ill health, will not j ment we may mention the fact, that a large y 
milk,cream and butter be imbued with | farmer in the campine has also tried the g 

#* condition? Would we be willing to ‘same plan with success.—[Eastern Gazette. 
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Treatment of Live Stock-. | and potbeles—these again, when they are) 
. —. : suddenly put upon a-more liberal diet, be. * 

z Tlie following extracts are taken .from a san Table to Pais camaliies ledch as! 

< paper by Cuthbert. W. Johnson, Esq. F. | purgative, congestive. fever, abortion, epi- ; 

2 RS, in the Farmer’s Magazine. We are lepsy, and various. cerebral affections — ‘ 

3 happy to strengthen whatever views we | When the dulk is insufficient, and the qual- : 

$ may have put forth; by so high authority. a th ape tion is, impaired; thus ' 

¢ The subject is of great importance and will Sadia eons aol en eee 
2 ce eet 7 time, to cause distension, constipatign,. and ‘ 
- ‘0 be so by every one who has.cor- | fardel-bound, and afterwards dysentery.— : 

> rect views of the animal-economy. When cattle. ane - put up to fatten, about : 

2 Let the keeper of live stock remember, oe a or third year, the evil effets. 

< amongst other things, that the food of cat- i th y rg feeding-are apparent by the: 
5 tle requires to be of a certain dult—the eee of time required for fattening. In; 

= stomach requires a certain mechanical stim- mm : cows more than in any other kind of 

2 ulus, which the bulk of the food naturally os e, an. unusually large supply of foods 
2 imparts to it. Occasional over-feeding pepe not only to.support the condition ‘ 

2 produces derangement of the digestive or- ahi =i ae but. also an overplus from ; 

5 gans, hoven; and diarrhoea; habitual over- |“ Th 5 e milk may be formed. aoa 

3 feeding produces an enlarged liver, puerpe- nan insufficient food produces thin- ' 

é ral fever, black-quarter. holes = of ee 

2 Deficient Food.—Animals, even.. before pen ah are 
oe E 5) : ‘ ility to the at- 

3 birth, are affected by: insufficient food:-in- | tacks of the fly; purgative, dropsical swel 
3 sufficient food. during pregnancy, besides | jinos, hydatid, os brains 4 Lege 
3 2 z : gs, hy in, typhoid fevers, 
2 rendering the young. at the time of birth | praxy, and scab. 

= small and weakly,_has also the injurious ef- a = 

feet of curtailing the provisions necessary | 15.” ange of food—On the advantages of 
5 for its future sustenance: the milk secreted this we need not dilate,. or its preparation, 

12 mall @e aemsty. or de bocomendecetic (on Serene eee 
> in bulk is poor in quality; nor will even mefeeding 

2 the most liberal aliment given after the birth Exposure to awet:—Hts most uniform ef 

> of the young one always remedy the evil. fects are a tendency to diarrhoea and mus 

Surely, then, it-is false economy to put cular relaxation; there is a marked tenden- 

3 pregnant cows on an over-restricted diet. ey to anasarea, and cedamatous swellings 
: Remember, too, that there is no period in observed amongst men and animals’ Jiving 

2 the life. of an animal in which the effecs|im moist localities. Wet weather is apt 1 
2 of insufficient food are more prejudicial induce theumatic enlargements of the 

3 than in early. years; thisis far too often the joints, foul in the feet, and quarter-ill: In 

> case with regard to calves ; the calf, after a sheep, the ill effects of exposure to rainy 
2 week or ten days, should be liberally sup- weather are still more decided than in-neat 

2 plied with milk, and'for six or eight weeks cattle; in them it produces diarrhoea, af 
2 should receive only new milk, from 8 to 10 fections of the feet, enlargements of the 

S pints per day, divided into at least thyge | joints, scab, braxy, and rot. 
é-meals; then skimmed milk may.be wae. Cold.+Exposure to a moderate arhount 

2 ally substituted for a part of the new milk|of cold, and. for a limited time increase: 

¢ —milk should, during thrae or four months, | the vital energies, and invigorates the or 

2 form its principal focd; then the calf may | ganic functions. In excess it has exactly 

3 be gradually accustomed to other sorts.of | the opposite effect. It then exercises a set- 

3 diet, especially, to oil-cake. Calves should |ative or depressing influence, inducing 

2 be housed at night before-the weather be- | slowness of the circulation, feebleness of 

2 comes cold and inclement,_ after. their first|the respiratory organs,.diminished power 

j, summer's grass. Young cattle are geno- } of generating heat, coma, and death—@ , 

rally placed in sheds or courts,but their | These are.the syrptems which manifest ; 

feeding often receives too little attention; | themselves in severe winters, and are sel) 

the result is unthrifty coats, lank limbs, |in all their stages by shepherds, whose pss 
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ture- grounds are unsheltered, and exposed | unless stagnated. The treatment of foot- 
to-piercing cold and scourging winds. rot is simple enough, even to the most ig- 

; Shelter—Want of shelter exposes ani-|norant, and it can be most easily cured by 
2. mals to sudden and excessive changes of | the following instructions: First: The foot ¢ ¢ 
i temperature, and to the heat-abstracting | must be carefully examined, and every por- ? 
+ influence of cold currents; it necessitates |tion of the horn that has separated from g 
{ the consumption of a very large allowance |the parts beneath thoroughly removed; 5 
: of food, and when, as is usually the case | then apply with a flat stick the composition é 
{ with animals badly sheltered, exposure to|named below, giving it a rub. After the $ 
? cold is conjoined with exposure to rain and | animal is properly dressed as stated, place ¢ | 
5 all_kinds of weather, the necessity for an |it for three or four hours upon dry straw, $ | 
} increased supply of food will be still great-|and not on slacked lime as many propose, ¢ i 
¢er. Insuch circumstances, an unusually | which ruins a great number; be sure and $ 
2 large quantity of materials is expended in | not let the sheep go amongst the: wet be- 2 
¢ the maintenence of the animal heat; and | fore the time, as that will destroy the dress- $ 
2 if this extra expenditure be not compensa: |ing, and support the disease: Dress the 
¢ ted for by an increased quantity of food | animals once in two days, but generally $ 
; the animal necessarily loses weight. A-| the first dressing will cure; except when ? 
¢ mongst the other diseases procuced by ex-|the rot has gone to thenerve. Foot-ret $ 
§ posure to cold, are rheumatism, pulmonary |composition, to be placed: im, an earthen 2 
{ consumption, scrofulous tumors, increased | vessel, and kept covered exeept when using :.§ 
5 loss of ewes and lambs in the lambing sea- | Gunpowder, verdigris,. blue stone, equal 2 
¢ son. quantities, to make tire powders like a stiff 5 

: Treamwent oF Foor-Ror. in. Surer— ene As aoomsaaimniner tects fib es 
2 There isa disease very. incidént to sheep, ae ga emia Magaine z 
5 ealled the “foot-rot.” For the production i pe $ 
2 of the foot-rot, we-must have-soft ground, b —— ieee a enemas g 
+ and it does not seem much to matter how oe a soodes ee ard oi sis 
> that softness.comes about. In the poachy | “S%mns §' 4 ee oe eta ! 
: and marshy meadow, in the rich and deep iu an pee sy ho ae or rie nar $ ' 
> pasture, and in the yielding sand of the | cm ane = ae oe ee a OW | 
é lighter soil, it cannot perhaps be said that | °°S Lee bent, Aca i Comm. and, put ¢ | 
5 it is almost equally prevalent, but it is fre- week it ware d th , epee tx aunaees 2 
£ quently found; nevertheless, soft and mar- |" # eestor Baia a suis ae ne | 
> shy ground is its peculiar abode.. The first oe ee : if Pott “i BYE 3 i 
2 symptoms of the disease is the lameness of : Mit! ae gre Re WOR YeeRy ne g j 
ithe sheep. On the foot being examined, |/"*# ae gate. br Pe ceene Ae r 5: ! 
? amorbid growth is almost invariably found ; pas a Se Wimi ee oat & oy be 1800 g? i 
§ the foot is hot, and the animal shrinks if it Hal eas ‘Calif B.) ae men | eee § 
jis firmly pressed.. It is particularly hot | 5 a id ja meee of bi wr fe sa | 
3 and painful. in the cleft between the-two, nae SiG ToD aCe. & Sev Ot ORS: Sees 
2 hoofs. There is always an izcreased: se- | 2U" red umes. sustes aon 1 Degas 2 
¢ eretion usually foetid, and often there is a for a farm ae os d er a aoe 5 i 
2? wound in the coronet, discharging a thin ee or. ete y aie aa ee ¢ | 
$ stinking fluid; sometimes there is a sepa- ; obbated 6 cy E oe hi om ee s 
? ration of the horn from the parts beneath. ae ue Ibu on Brice 
{In comparatively often: cases, the hoof ce = he "the gate, self age ye | 
3 seems to be worn to the quick, at or near ah at on Me a good a Hastening : : 
é the toe. ‘The- lameness, rapidly increases, | ¢, aa mh Oe ts led. into an << 
2 and-often to-such a degree, that the sheep ee ahh ge wb pees > — $ 
2 is unable to stand, but moves about the rod? id one e _—, og teen Hun- 2 
j field on its knees... Of one thing the flock-| / ths e =tits - Ea ae eA j 
owhers may be assured—that the foot-rot |" ber tae 1 Sate a a ae Foe 2 : 
is exceedingly infectious; if.it once gets| jr ean tatch good { 
into a fick, it spreads through the whole , “PS° @n¢@ { 
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| é < Bailey Sweet—Growth ea somewhat & - 
if 0 2) iC U j Ty re 6. slender, curious; fruit good; next to Jersey ik 
3 oo | Sweeting—the best sweet apple I have seen. : 
- Notes on Frnit Culture. Jersey Sweet—Lost more than half the trees = 5 — 2 
= Mrssns. Eprrors:—The following communi- |! set-—they appeared to be tender—but those $ 
> cation was received from an amateur friend, in| that got started have done well. Fruit best of : 
© answer to a request that he should forward some | #ll sweets, to my taste. : i 2 

: 3 notes fe the Farmer, It acceptable, please} Yellow Ingestrie—Fruit small, beautiful yel- : 
ae . low, form perfect, quality fair: Worth culti- : < insert. F. K. Puornix. 3 » : 

; Delevan Nursery, Jan. 23. vating to a limited extent, if only to look at 
fe Drop D’or—({should be Holland Pippin—F. : 

2 dent of the value of my opinion, I have con- Sens mer Seba Gane ae a: 
> eluded to comply with, your request, and give | “7° 9" Teasonable expectations. Can't stop to 

oh inaproesions of our Inst year’s, fruits, — grow straight, but spreads itself just as it hap- $ 
: Ae. coe cae wer forty varietioa of apples, from pens—and such loads of fruit as they bore last 2 
3 trees got mostly in 48, ’50, and 750. About all fall! Fruit large and fair, pretty tart, but fine s 

5 1 shall name fruited last season for the first : rhe Greist 2 
3 en ur pr , i 
2 Sone eae eer es cow Harvest | C7@venstein—Trees set in “48 and 749 had 2 
5 White Juncating —(May be Early. on "| two apples. Came fully up to its gieatreputa- 
> —¥.K. P.)—Has borne three crops, bears well, eee 3 

£ fruit always fair. Pennock——Fruit coarse. 2 4 
S$ Harvest Red Streak—This is one of myif-| ome Gris—Too eoail: : 
2 vorites ; trees got in’48.and’49_ bore full; trees Queen Ann—Medium. size, purplish, early : 

} grow well, fruit fair and-excellent, very tender winter, good. Trees setin 49. I think it will 3 
2 and juicy. good bearer. : 
: . Red Astracan—The most beautiful apple I tie ee sili? : 

‘ have eet aoe os Some Seale ag Belmont——One of the little trees 1 got of you * 
; setin ’48 and 749 bore y Ces peauti- | 22749 was very fullof fruit, Quality good. 
i ey WhiteNov to) tay: testers beaati | soatsly Fannet 4 hinkese will Aoi well ‘eke’? 
2 fal Shade ‘tree, Fruit very fuir, and some specimens qnite large. = 

Carolina’ Red ee ape ™Y-| T feel much interested in this variety, and, from * 
5 self to speak of this fruit, but must say, that it what Ihave seen of it, [prefer it to Gott: 

é is, or was here, decidedly Bi best me nel keeper I have fruited. : 
3 . oa ea ae aee Sakae Sm pe ee peere we Winter Pearmain—One of my favorites; mild 2 2 bea rus! flavored, very rich. < 
= Keswick Codlin—This you know ig an. old] Blue Pearmain—Large, very beautiful, We = 
2 favorite of mine; bears right along every year. | had but few; I can, therefore, hardly give.an - 
< Some have affected to despise it, but it has Spiniow, Nah at Bees, 1 think it not equal to 5 
2 spoken so well foritself that it has silenced all) — @o7aen Russet and Baldrin—Opinion’ sus- é 

> opposition. pended. The boys have eaten them. & 
: —Fruit large, fair and good;| 2. I. Greening—Trees root grafted, bore well, © 

3 sae un iy S eae and such beauties!—I have not seen their like < 
DORE MEy clits Lins this side of New York. < 

: _ Holland Pippin?—(Fall Pippin—F.K.P)—| Green Everlasting—This much despised fruit * 
* Bore a few specimens, ‘arge and good. has yet some good qualities. If not @ fine des- 
2 Colvert—New to me; tree very thrifty and | sert apple, it keeps well, and the tree is an ear- > 
= of most beautiful, upright form. Had some Aniconstent ee en ea little fruit, : 
2 half dozen specimens on tree set in 48, about not Jarge, but fair. E 
*: the size and color of Holland (query, Fall)| Fumeuse--Excellent, bears well. Fs 9 7 z : 
2 Pippin, somewhat elongated or. conical; flavor A ee ee small, but had ona 2 
Zu : ae few specimens; rate. c 
3 talldegond, Aebink aiwall Brovp valwaPlG.f, | Velvom Delihewer—angddien at my Suvpeiton: © 
¢ Autumn Stramberry—You. may recommend ‘Tree a good grower, and when grafted on seed- }, 
¥ this to your customers with perfect confidence. eer PM cor eh a early bearer. i 
© Iti fect jewel; trees set in fall of ’49| Fruit truly excellent. Se ait ig et The Northern Spy has not yet frnited. 5 

‘ yen beg i Burlington, Wis., Jan. D.Martuews, \\ 
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3 HOUGHTON’S SEEDLING ‘GOOSEBERRY. : 
3 This Gooseberry is said to be a cross between | bearprofusely. Mr. Cahoon, of Kenosha, has g 
$ our native Gooseberry and some foreign kind, |a single bush that covers a spaceten feetsquare. ¢ 
2 and was originated by Mr Abel Houghton, of, The berry is not so large as some other va- $ 
$ Lynn, Mass. We have cultivated this Goose- jricties, but the skin is thin, flesh fine, tender, ¢ 
i berry two years, and have found it ee and of a delicious flavor. It is in good = 
3 great bearer, and the fruit of fine quality—from | condition for cooking about four weeks. Z 
= : | ae 2 
2 ae small =~ obtained cipenec amas a Catirornia Cranserntes—We have exam- < 
2 uae oa cone Mee 2, = a ae Of ined three odd looking fruits, which go by the > 
3 qa cen oa es 8 foot a ce 1 Be" |ahore name, which were raised in Walpole, < 
5 ost, meaty chasers. Of; fruit: something Mass., from seed sent from California. They > $ i _ ie above. hook something like an enormous potatoe-apple: < 
t This Gooseberry excels all other Kinds as a|pejag about an inch in diameter, round and j 
Gorn Its twigs ae long, straight and slen-| very full, with a smooth, green skin, cn 
(der, and should be tied up on a trellis, the | with a dry film, for defence. It is said they 
(ysame as a grape vine in order to make them | will yield abundantly—{Portsmouth Chron. ) 
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Time for Gathering Cuttings. .til early in the spring, when the frost has ren ls 
=e : the ground. F 

2 Messrs. Eprrors:—-I see it alway: . von Grape cuttings should contain three buds or $ 

§ mended by Necseryaee that cattings sho more, and shotld be one foot in length, cut é 

2 be taken off late in the fall, after the aoe within half an inch of the lower end; leave the ¢ 
$ drop, or very early in the winter. Now, I wish | +55 bud even with the surface, and raisea slight z 
g i ioqeinn, why +. Serr *- a ae mound over it, covering to the depth of an inch. { 
g tings vo long «timo before planting: | Mulching should not be neglected, but watering > 
2 planted cuttings taken from “ee bushes, after may generally be dispensed with. 2 

¢ the buds were ready to open in the spring, and Aztalan Nursey, Feb.’54. J. C. Braytoy. 5 

> they lived and did well. A Svunscrwex. peti é 

{St Paul, Min, Jan.,1854. Transplanting Fruit Trees. : 
£  Remanxs.—In reply. to the above, we submit aa H g 

5 ication fi . ton, whois well] Mr. Error :—bhave noticed of late, in the + 
; Se es ree ato a ae jn-| Papers devoted to the agricultural interest, sev- > 

9 posted onthe sulject of ouronestepmsen! eral methods recommended to farmers and gar- ? 
5 quiry: deners for transplanting souk oN and_shrub- ¢ 
< a + - bery. They are all very good, but still I am ¢ 
5 os —— a ~—_ suljet a pease disposed to follow my ‘old plan, as, when it has 5 
5 cold in winter, all cuttings designed for spting| heen well followed out, it has never failed to ¢ 
3 planting, should be taken off of the parent} succeed well,.and produce thrifty and prolific > 

2 stock in the autumn previous, if possible. If| trees and shrubbery. 2 
Z : = he shoot will have parted The course which I have pursued for some < 
¢ deferred till spring, the s ee thirty years past, in setting out fruit trees, is to ¢ 
£ with a portion of its vitality, according to the] dig a round foie’ about two and a half feet deep ¢ 

5 severity of the cold and changeableness of the by pues or a es oe This ele Ifill up = 
She . . 4), | to within a foot of the surface with most any = 
3 winter season. Every intelligent reader will, iiedict reid veosidisl ataidace such asthe > 

2 doubtless, admit that a cutting should possess rakings of my garden and yard, corn butts, chip < 

£ all its juices uninjnred, to enable it to produce} manure, leaves and rotten wood from the for- < 
4 hich the plant] ¢st, or even sawdust, shavings or tan bark.— * 
3 poets eee a a ae : 3 ou This I cover with about two Poh of surface % 
§ or tree is to depend for support, from Y| earth, and the hile is ready for'the tree to be } € 
é leaf buds. . transplanted. I take up the trees with as much ¢ 

< ‘That the winter reduces this vitality, is evi- . we ae s will eae a ae aed i 
<: ometimes ig a nc! ut a foot deep ¢ 

3 se en a har steodiee, ‘eee ieee around the trees to be moved, before the Sat Z 
£ not entirely killed, always make a dwarfish/ freezes, cover the trench with brush, and assoon ‘ 
2 growth after a severe winter, and are more dis-} as “ — has frosen to-the see of a few > 
< tok than after Jd, | inches, witk a crowbar tip over the trees with 7 
é posed to die if prorat pas = | mult. | the earth attached on fas Peas and remove them 2 
2 temperate one, like that o: P to the holes previously prepared. I have never ¢ 
5 The effects are the same upon shoots used as} lost a tree marsnlaied in a Sama and they * 

2 ii h are left above ground, upon the| have invariably succeeded well, and many of > 

2 nee a, 2 2 Gasca ase aE them have produced fruit the first season fol- $ 
2 parent stock through winter, me lowing.. The vegetable substance, with which 7 
2 ones more, and the hardy ones less, hazardous.| J partly filled up the holes in which I set my ¢ 
= Ourcommon currant.is a very hardy shrub,} trees, oe decays, a affords sa nourish- ~ 
5 °. . | ment for many years, forming a loose compost > 

5 sane ee be aon aurea ss which the tender roots easily penctrate. ay $ 
> ter the leaves fall, with success, if properly My. fruit frees hare yielded well the past sea- $ 

£ planted. son, although but little fruit has been produced / 

5 recom: i 7 ‘ss on Mr.| in this section... Perhaps some may say there is < 
2. payee ne Se too much labor required to Taree ea plan. I¢ 
% Lombard’s communication, in. Feb. No, instead would ask if it requires any more labor than it + 

: $ of a “frozen or thawed” potato, which can = = three times oe : 

2 have no favorable effect, give the ground about} way ?.: For I notice some of my neighbors - 
4 : * inc | Who follow the old method, are obliged to set ¢ 

$ the cuttings, after planting, 9 coat of mulching Snake cates Gver two'or Ubes tines balove e 

2 (old straw or leaves,) sufficiently thick to pre-| they succeed in making theirtrees take root and { 
$ vent evaporation: from the surface. live. Besides, my crac is full ten years in $ 

> Some of our foreign gooseberries, the grape. advance af. others set out at the same time. a 

- &e., are more or less tender, and should always My shrubbery I transplant in the same man- ; 
F befor ero coll ‘whatiler Wid et ner, only on asmaller scale as to the size of the 

be taken off before sev ate holes and the amount) of dressing. —_H. P. D. 
jm, and buried in dry ground, out of sight, un-! —[Maine Farmer. . 
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Grape Cunrure 1x tHe Onto Vatzer.| with millet. Cover closely with a stone 

"The manner of cultivating the vine in| cover well fitted and cemented. Over this 

> the valley of the Ohio, is a matter in which| paste a thick paper, and let it be hermeti- 5 

2 many will. feel an_ interest. im all parts of| cally sealed so as to entirely exclude the 2 

> the country. A hill with a southern ex-| air. In this air-tight jar the grapes ripen ¢ 

= posure and adry; calcareous soil, with a| fully, and acquire a flavor seldom attained 2 

3 porous subsoil, is preferred. Wet or spon-| by any other method, and are preserved for < 

é gy lands are avoided: The-cuttings should | two years in the best condition. 2 

= contain at least four joints, and be, taken meneame — z 

2 from wood well ripened;. should be set out} Cranperrtes—It now appears to be = 

3 ina slanting position, with the top eye even) very suceessively established that the cran- 5 

& with the surface of the ground, though cov-| berry, (Oxycocus Macrocarpus) can be ad- 3 

sered with half an inch of light mould,. if) vantageously cultivated on uplands as well z 

3 the weather is dry. Pruning is done from! as on and around our swamp lands— 5 

3 November to March, and cuttings are pre-| On some upland fields in Massachusetts 300 

_ 2served in cool cellars until the ground is} bushels to the acre, of very fine fruit have $ 

= warm and dry, or mellow. The first sea-| been obtained. 2 

2 -son’s superfluous shoots are: pulled off, | There are three varieties of cranberry— > 

> leaving but one or.two. to-grow, and’ but} barberry, the cherry, and the bell. ‘This é 

2-one eventually. In the spring the vine is} Jast species is the variety which flourishes = 

> eut down to asingle eye, and one stalk or} upon dry soils. Its berry grows much in: 

>-eane allowed to grow, tied to a stake—no/ the form of an egg. In its wild state it is $ 

2 suckers being: allowed to grow. The sec-| found on the border of cranberry bogs, ? g 

2. ond spring after planting, cut down to two/ spreading its way to upland soil. The ap- 3 § 

Sor three eyes, or joints, and the third year! proved method of cultivation is to plough 2 i 

?.to four or five, pinching off laterals and} the land, spread on a quantity of swamp $ 

5 tying up. This year, two stalks are trained muck, and after harrowing the soil tho- 2 

2 to the stake, and some grapes will be pro-| roughly, set out the plants in drills twenty < 

= duced. The vine is now established. The| inches apart, hoeing them the first. season. $ 

? fourth year, prone requires good judg-| After this, no cultivation is needed. In ¢ 

$-ment. “The best shoot of the former year} three years the plant will cover the ground ? 

2 is eut down to six or eight joints, and fas- —provided the soil is too poor to encour- S 

$-tened to the adjoining stake. in a horizon- age the growth of grass or weeds. 5 

tal position,-or bent over in the formm.of a) “The cultivation of this fruit is highly re- ¢ 

= bow, and tied to its own stake. The: other| commended, asit is-very remunerative, the 2 

3 stalk is cut down to two.or three eyes, to] erop being quite a.sure.one, the yield large ; 

& make bearing wood for the next season.—| and the demand unlimited. The time for < 

$ "Mr. Buchanan favors the bow system.—) planting is either in October or November, < 

§ The time recommended for tying the vines] in the spring, from the opening of the sea- 2 

2 is when the buds begin to swell and look! son to about the 25th of May.—Cheago é 

5 white. Tribune. 2 

3 The cultivation of the - grape has .been a 2 

2 carried on to a high degree of perfection in} We saw on Saturday, in tha green house of $ 

3 the Ohio valley. O. F. Winchester, Esq., Court street, the most ¢ 

2 —— beautiful flower that has ever come under our < 

2 PRESERVATION .OF Graves.—A traveler] observation., It isa tropical plant called by § 

2 who lived at St. Petersburg during the win- the natives “Espiritu Santo,” (or Holy Ghost,) > 

3 hat he ate there,- the and was sent, to Dr. Totten, of this city, by his z 

5 {SBF Bean, states t H a brother Col. Totten, of the Panama railroad— < 

§ freshest and most beautiful grapes he had | q duplicate of which was given to Dr. Code, cf ¢ 

2 ever seer. To preserve them they should| Philadelphia, last spring. It is a most remark- > 

be eut before being sien ripe. Do not able exile a pene. fears aaa poms : 
§ siete has repre- 2 

g: handle the berries; reject: damaged One cae Aa ak white dove, with outstretched ¢ 

then lay the grapes in a stone Jar holding wings, richly mottled. Its delicious:fragrance, 

about thirty gallons. The mouth should} and long peried of remaining.in blossom, com- 

be narrow, so that the grapes-will nat touch | bine to render it a:most-desirable plant.—New 

each other. Fill the spaces between them | Haven Reg. 
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; LILIUM SPECIOSUM. : 
3 This flower is described in the «Soil of ie of grafting or budding, we are astonish- é F : South’? as being the most exquisite specimen of] ished that the Japan lilies have been so Jong Z p + Flora’s dominions, “It isin itself a perfect bo-| finding their way into Southern gardens. It is $ ‘ 2 quet, blending more of the true prixeiples of | considered a tender bulb, and is only cultivated Z i. : beauty, than any one hundred flowers we ever in green houses at the North.” $ ¢ Saw. What the dimond is among gems, this AsGunrdneya= Aas apple has been pre- $ : ¢ lily is among flowers. Its perfume is that of| sented us which has no seeds, and the tree £ ' < the most delicious violet, and its colors mock on which it grew, with many others, had g 5 deseription—the most delicate violet melting in- nosh isco ie ake spring. “The pulp is = 5 to white, studded all over with golden dots, | cxeeedingly firm, and of an excellent flavor. ¢ feature cance inte ate epithe ue ee Se nee ., (very Slight appearance of a core. We % q 3 ita slender stamens, look like jewels hung in 2 j i 3 midair supported ty airy hand. "The igh [ono hee Feacouas Of Tending some- 5 price of the bulbs, have thus far confined its ually obtained by driving the pith out of 5 || SIDS alfa aaa fie ny of thre nur 3 : small, not larger than a small tulip, but as they et ian tear cr a on re Pe mate? 

; z . zl ing about reek, As suc’ are ¢ P ; multiply ar in our open grounds. we see no| 579 to be very prolific, and sure hearers, it > i 2 ee cases ert pit may be well worth the attention of fruit 2 :. oe <A sae =m — 'p- *e | growers to investigate the subject. Such 2 ; 2 re noise seg urishes best in a san- apples would be far preferable to the com- é sea ae liver ,,| mon ones for eating, drying or cooking, if , : fea dine at ase tiene chabert equal in quality and size; the trouble and ? 5 { March ; they bloom from May until August,| whcte of the core being saved. ct i and when we take into consideration the little [Bloomington (Ill.) Herald, ia care they require when once planted, propaga- eh, ee i o 4 i} ting themeel by their off . | &~ The young leaves of the black Currant 3° : ting ere a are sometimes dried and used instead of tea. NL PRAISE NON NSAI AN gl S
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() Abstract of Proceedings of the North-| quality; would not recommend it for market; ; iy 
western Fruit Growers Association, | 20amateur should be without it. ee he 

Mr Wight has cultivated it for three years; 4 i cae 
2 ly a agrees with Dr, Warder as to its growth and + | ee 
z c\ y quality. 3 a4 
5 ¥ aN 4 Mr. Galusha has cultivated it for several ? j e 
5 Yy years; too tender with him; more tender than < Per 
: y a Hovey’s Seedling: never fruits. 8 es aa 
é Uy [84 Mr Watts--At Rochester, N. Y., it was ve. } - 3 3 y 
g Vy yj Zi ry profitable last year as a market fruit; the > { | a 
§ YY Ma 4 present season has been too dry. : ee i 
5 fe Wh No vote taken. é Ne ee 
5 Mf); My Mr Dunlap has cultivated Strawberries 20 one 
2 Mh | } i) p years; now raises but two varieties: the Large > Bh’ 
g " YY Early Searlet.and a variety he received as ? be 
. i, pf Methven Scarlet. The fruit of the latter is of ¢ PHS FS 
3 yyy a bright scarlet color, somewhat later than the + sat 9 
2 other variety, and rather acid. 3 : * i 
= McAvoy’s Superior—Was introduced by Dr. ? es 
5 Warder as a very productive variety, of large { a 
3 size; he had but oue fault to find with it—the § nl 
¢  Srrawnserrtes were taken up as the first} leaves turn brown in August. 5 eee) 
< business presented. Mr MeWhorter said it promised well with > ae 4 
$ Large Early Scarlet—Mr. Stewart, of Quin-| him; fruit of a superior quality. 4 Se 
5 ey, esteemed it a very productive and desirable| | Mr Edwards, of Burew—t'he leaves have ¢ 3 7 
> variety. | turned brown in August on his plants, but are $ aie) 

2. Mr. Brayton found it the most profitable ya-| 20W healthy, and young leaves are of a lively 3 a ri 
$ riety he had tested. | green color; one of the easiest varieties to > 3 aA 
S Recommended by Convention as desirable ; | ‘ansplant. Ee es ; Se 
2 one of the most profitable _Mr Watts—It is highly valued at Rochester. 8 ee 

2 Necked Pine—Mr. Shepherd had proved it|__Dr. Warder--The variety figured in the } i 4 
= very productive, and to continue longer in sue- | Horticulturist is Longworth’s Prolific. He 3 
2 cession than any other variety he was acquint-| considers McAvoy’s Superior worthy the pre- ? “geee 
5 ed with. Has had larger berries from ic than | ™ium awarded to it, and moved that the Con- : : 
> from Hovey’s Seedling ; it is perfectly hardy. | vention recommend it for further trial in the ¢ : 

2 Mr. A.R. Whitney has had it in cultivation | West. _ j 2 4 
} five years; considers it better for market than Carried. é 
5S any other variety of his acquaintance. Jowa Male—Mr Edwards said that it bore a < r Ra 
2 Mr. Brayton thought the specimens on exhi-} good crop once in three years. 5 § 
2 bition as Necked Pine were the Large Early! Mr Richardson found it in flower late in the > Bj 
§ Scarlet, just recommended fall, potted some of the plants, and had fruit ? f ig 
3 Mr. Edwards, of Bureau county, cultivates through the winter. é ii 4 
5 largely the variety on exhibition ; has had one} Dr. Warder has often found blossoms late in sa 
2 hundred bushels this year from a little over an | the fall; sometimes berries are sold at that sea- 3 BH 
2 acre of land; decidedly the most productive | son in Cincinnati from the open ground. The ; ot 
{and profitable he has yet tested; received it| [owa isa curiosity ; will sometimes beara full 2 a 
= without name; by some has been called Large | crop, at other times scarce at all. £ 3 
> Early Scarlet—so described by J.P.Eamesin| No action taken. 3 1 
2 current volume of “Prairie Farmer;” he is) Hudson.-Mr Dunlap finds it a very uncer- 5 ¥ 

< now satisfied that it is the Necked Pine. tain bearer. 2 

$ Recommended by Convention as worthy of] Dy. Warder--In his locality it is one of the < 
= general cultivation in the West. best market varieties. equal in size to Hovey’s. $ 
2 Hovey’s Seedling—Mr. Dunlap thinks tool) Mr McWhorter—Very hardy ; superior in > 

5 tender; not worthy of cultivation in this re-| bearing to all others. 2 

3 gion. Mr Edwards, of Bureau—Is unproductive; < 

> Mr. Brayton--It is tender in Wisconsin. worthless on that account with him; had plants + 1 

2 Mr Stewart, of Quincy--It is hardy and ex-} from Cincinnati. $ ed 

£ cellent in this section of country. Recommended for general cultivation in the 2 eat 
= Mr Herrick--Is very unproductive with him} West. 2 . 

S Mr Perkins has cultivated it five years, and} Myr Dunlap offered some remarks on garden ¢ ; 1 
2 considers it first rate. Strawberry culture. Recommended to plant in > a 
¢ _ MrStetson has cultivated it and the Early| the spring, on ground trench plowed twelve to 2 : 

§ Scarlet; finds Hovey’s Seedling of poor qual-| sixteeninches deep. In the fall cover withtwo + eek 
>» ity. i or three inches of stable litter, rake off the Bos + 

No action of the Convention taken. coarser part of it in the spring; after two years Sek 

. Burr,s New Pine-—Dr. Wardner thought it a| spade under one half the ground ; thus renew et 

poor grower generally; medium in size, of good! the plantation for many years. a 
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. Mr Edwards, of Bureau-—-Would usenoma-| Mr. Edwards, of Bureaa——Experience and 
nure on good prairie soil; has known a rank | opinion coincide with Mr. Holmes’. . 

+ growth of vines, without fruit, when manured| Mr Galusha thought we would discredit the 3 
| 2 highly. Convention by recommending the Black Cur- ¢ 
| < rant in general cultivation. 5 

5 Rasrserries. Mr Dunlap would recommend only for wine, é 
> Ohio Everbearing—Mr Kinney has had three | jelly and preserving. - 2 

£ crops this season; esteems it highly. Passed without action. 5 
~ MrShepherd--Bears in succession with him; Gooseserrirs. 5 

$ prolific and very hardy. Houghton’s Seedling —Mir Holmes has culti- ? 
| 2 Mr. Coleman has seen it bear abundantly ; vatedit three years; bears sparingly, with few § 

| = Sonsiders it very superior. 1 : exceptions; thinks position or exposure affects ¢ 
< Recommended by Convention for its extreme its bearing. 5 

> hardiness, productiveness. and exemption from | }4y Stewart has tried it for several years: : 

2 UahIBEY <p Sosket fet oer ae bs has bore profusely every year ; knows no other < 
2 | De. Haskell introduced a ye'low variety, | variety equal to it. Moved to recommend for ¢ 
¢ brought by him from Massachusctts; resembles | ,.neral cultivation. Lost. $ 
< in form of berry and growth of plant, the native |* 44, Dunlap has cultivated a small red berry,: 

) = black thimble berry; very hardy, and best in| which succeeds tolerably well, but often mil- : 
j > quality of fruit; has cultivated it fifteen years ; dews ; knows no name for it 7 2 
} 2 always hardy. i [ sees ¢ 
} <_ Mr Ellsworth has it from Dr. H.; esteems aptenee pre ee came wacicty 5 free fepm g 

= itthe best he hasany acquaintance with. Messrs Ellsworth and Colby—Experience ? 
> Mr Stewart is familiar with it ; tender only | same as Mr Holmes’. ? 

;' in Soathem exposures and govere winters. Mr Hanford—Almost invariably mildews ¢ 
fy 2 Mr Hathaway cultivates it with some half] it) him, ¢ 

k 5 dozen other varieties; finds itthe most produc-| “4 member (name not noted) has seen them 4 

t > tive; hardy, except in severe winters. on low prairie soil entirely free from mildew, 2 
, : Recommended by Convention for general | while on higher prairie they mildewed badly. ¢ 
; ¢ cultivation in the West. < The President said that no Gooseberry was $ 
‘ 3 Red Antwerp—But few of the members ac- | known to mildew near the Lake Shore, in the $ 
; 2 quainted with it in the West; and by them pro vicinity of Chicage. é 

: i ? nounced very tender in the plant. Samuel Edwards has had bushes badly affect- ¢ 
| if 2 Voted as not suificiently hardy for general | ed by mildew for several years; this year gave ¢ 
rt < cultivation. them a very severe pruning, mulched with § 

. Fanmnaen coarse hay, top-dressed soil with well-rotted 2 
2 ‘ barnyard manure, salt and leached ashes; no ¢ 

i 2 ‘Red Dutch—Messrs Dunlap, Coleman, Ga-| mildew. € 
‘ = lusha and others, considered that there was no} Mr Mason has two varieties free trom mil- ¢ 

bof = material difference between the Red Dutch of | dew; another variety in his vicinity free from $ 
i = the books and our Red Currant in common cul- | it; a fourth mildews badly. 2 

| F 2 tivation, when well manured and cultivated. Mr Wight has Crown Bob and White Am- ¢ 
= < This the Convention recommended for gen-| ber; his neighbors have red, green, white and ¢ 

be 4 < eral, good cultivation. yellow varieties; none of them ever mildew; ¢ 
> White Dutch—Mr Dunlap has often brought | sil rich and moist, the only reasons he could ¢ 

a: 2 from Eastern nurseries bushes under this name | sign for their exemption. s \ ims S 
a ~ They have generally borne berries of large| Mr Colby inquired if soil drained easily ¢ 

t = size and red color. from near the surface. a y é 
a $ Mr Ellsworth—The fruit is superior to the Mr Wight—it does, but is always moist— $ 
| t ? common white. Soil is very fine. Gardens are generally ele- > 
Ha 2 Mr Holmes, of Rockford—The growth is | vated from six to twelve feet above Lake Mich- ¢ 
a § more upright than the red; fruit of superior |igan. Some cultivators prune severely, others ¢ 
{ 4 5 quality. 3 not at all; always bear well. -Houghton’s ¢ 
ie = Recommended by Convention for gencral cul- | Seedling needed pruning, or tying to stakes, to $ 

| 2 vation. peer falling to the ground and taking root; > 

£  Vuctoria—P: too little known in the | it is then a good bearer. 5 § 
|; f 5 West. cree Mr Cahoon, of Kenosha, Wis, has a bush ¢ 

‘a | : : _—Ditt of itthat spreads and ¢oversa space ten feet ¢ 
: § Black Naples—Ditt. = 7, | square. < 
H 4 Mr. Ellsworth considers it as identical with ‘Mr Holmes thought on sandy soils it would 5 

% Black English. fidew: his soil i s 
! 2 _ Mr Stewart, of Quincy, has caltiveted Black | be exempt Sromn calle Rid otis Hey ened, < 

Ce g English ; is unproductive; has a new variety |" Gq motion. of Arthur Bryant, discussion of 5 
¢ in bearing this year; a profuse bearer. Gooseberries was eee 5 

Lge Mr Herrick—Good only for medicine. ‘[To be continued.] 
ns Mr. Holmes, of Rockford, considers it supe- eee 

He rior for wine, jellies and preserving; twice as tg” TheCurrant is a native of Great Bris 
(23 productive as the red or white. tain and the North of England. 
i 
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; THE BOSTON MARROW SQUASH. 3 - 4 

é ‘The above is a correct representation of the] spruce, cedar, and fir, some of the trees of : i Ci 

§ Boston Marrow Squash. The usual size of|nearly and perhaps quite equal size. 2 I Fa 

2 this squash is about one foot inlength,and from} Gen. John Adair, of ‘Astoria, informs me ¢ Ae 

> six to eight inches at its largest diameter. It|that about three years ago he bought a? : : i 

2 is of deep orange color, with almost scarlet/hundred thousand shingles, all made from ¢ ; Bo 

$ streaks. We esteem this variety of squash | one cedar tree, for which he gave fifteen > : dl 

2 above any other, both for beauty ‘and quality,|hundred dollars in gold. $ FP 

§ It isthe most popular kind carried into the| The forest trees of Oregon are remarka- > : 

2 Boston market, and always sells for a higher| ble for their straightness, Toftiness, and ve- < Fos 

§ price than any other variety. It will be ob-|ry gradual diminution in size. They are ? Rot 

2 served, that the seeds of this squash are among destitute of large branches, and have com- é ae 

3 those we propose to distribute as premiums.— paratively little foliage. Two hundred feet > ; 

} We obtained the seed from Messrs. Hovey &|in length of saw-logs have been cut from a < es 

$ Co, Seedsmen, Boston, in the spring of 1853. tree, the smallest end being sixteen inches > qe 

2 ———- in diameter. Lewis and Clark “ measured 2 pee 

: Tue TREEs oF Onrcox—A fir tree|. fallen tree of that speries (fir,) and found 5 Jae 

5 standing on the farm of Judge Spas at|that, including the stunip of about six feet, £ a EeRY 

2 the Cathlamette, twenty-five miles above|it was three hundred and eighteen feet in el 

§ Astoria, on the Columbia river, has the fol-|length, though its diameter was only three 2 oy 

3 lowing dimensions: Diameter, five feet a-| feet.” [N. Coe, in Horticulturist. 5 & 

$ bove the ground, where it is round and nr § 

é caeshe ee pry to the ei limb,| Prouric Sxexr.—A recent letter from Z ae 

5 112 feet: eight of the tree, 242 feet.—| J, ; aS 2 

j 11 feck baie aly aight, dltiushes|.~ Leland, Bristol, Kenosha, ca, Wisy ; 
2 very gradually, and the whole tree is beau-| “YS g 

5 tiful: yet in this respect not singular, for) “One year since I purchased 50 sheep of = 

3 our forests are composed of trees lofty, | the coarse wool or common kind, (which < 

} straight and beautiful. came from the South.) Of that number : ‘ 

¢_ A spruce tree, standing on the bottom 34 were ewes. I puta fine wooled buck £ er 

5 lands of Lewis ‘and Clark’s river, ten miles| with them, and the result was 38 lambs.— = gs 

§ from Astoria, measured accurately with Of those which had lambs, 9 had 22, 6 Z ahd 

§ the tape five feet above the ground, is 39|had twins, 2 had 8 each, and 1 had“4.— > ae 

§ feet in circumference. The place of mea-| This is true to the letter. All lived but ¢ elt 

§ suring is above the swell of the roots.—|two—the one having four lost two, All = are | 

The trunk is round, and with a regular and | were undoubtedly dropped alive, for when I <a 

slight diminution runs up straight and lof-\found the ewe three were living. Tf any Bie 

ty. We did not ascertain its height. Nor|of the sheep rearers can beat this, I will Pe 

is it “alone in its glory,” but in a forest of try again next spring.”—[Exchange. 
rae 
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rn Fi 
ing of your seeds till somebody else has got i Domestic Econoiy. them all, or till you can make no provision for # i ao” eee 1 thew securing them, because it is too late. Make up § g Work for the Mor your mind to have as good a garden as any of 2 2 In every month, ere in aught begun, your neighbors, and better, if possible. Now ¢ «Read over that month What avails to be done; | will also be the time to see that the cattle are & > Sp neither this travel aay. seem’ > not trampling up your grass lands, while they + g i it. v5 } 2 nr ahve! to repent steer ae Tusser. | are soft during the latter part of this and thro’ : | 3 ests : the next month. Meadows are greatly injured * : Though it is impossible in these monthly sug- | te ™ 2 sae dad ae } 3 gestions, to lay down rules which ghall be ap- nti Mak It me well, too, now to look 2 

2 plicable to every individual’s case, further than | #bout ing the seed of your spring aad — > 2 what is embraced in the general one, “do all | TPS if you have not as yet done it. Select < 
things in due season”; yet, while we hint| Well your seed. Do not sow or plant that which 5 z Strongly at things to be done, we would advise | § deteriorated in the least. Use full and heavy 3 | 2 every one to use his thinking as well as his | Kernels. Tt is well, also, to change seed with § 5 corporeal powers in improving his Jeisure hours | fatmers a little distance off, that there may be 3 ; 5 in forming plans to be perfecied in future action, | @ benefit from the change of soil, Plants as 5 2 Well directed effort accomplishes so much, and | Well a8 sheep, are fond of a change of pastures. } 

5 does it so much more sstisfactorily than that per- | Calculate on raising something of a variety of 2 
| 5 formed withouta previous design, that: no work | TPS that if thereis a failure of one there may é f ¢ of importance should be undertaken without | 2°t bea failure of all your orape: weit ie 5 being previously well digested in the mind. The middle of the month will be a good time 3 fie 2 Thisis the month when all the kinds of stock | *® cover the asparagus bed and the strawberries g f = need to be looked after dlosely. The cows will with manure, if it was not done in the fal, A 5 2 be dropping their calves, and the ewes their | #aV¥ coating of pretty well retted manure, for 2 

: 5 lambs, though we hope the latter-ill generally the asparagus, and a tolerably heavy coating of 3 ! ; be delayed till the next month. These cows | Chip manure for the strawberries, 3 ‘ 2 r a é i : and ewes, and their young, must have the best! Cops ror Preserving Hams—A writer in the eS ; of care. A few carrots, beets, or potatoes, with | « Farmer's Companion * gives his method of 3 ' 5 C oil meal, some green bough, where they | preserving smoked hams in cobs, thus :—“Hams 2 f ; can be had, dic., for sheep, to get both the pa- | can be secured and sweetly preserved through $ | i 5 rents and the offspring well started after this | the summer, by packing them, in cobs in the 2 . g period of much risk.and importance oe both— | hottom of the cask 3 then, hams and cebs until 3 ian This Period safely passed, and nothing but a | you finish the whole, Be particular that they ¢ | < Promising future is before the animals. It is | do not come in contact with each other, Une $ d > importantthat cattle,and especially sheep, and | broken oobs I would prefer, but broken ones 2. ie ; still mere especially these having lambs, have | selected will answer, It would be necessary to < ht = good dry places or yards, in which they can lie | take them out once in summer, and give them a 2 k { down. Sheep are inclined to stand out in warm dry rubbing, Your cask should stand upon a § / f > Showers, and get their fleeces well filled with bench, in el cool cellar, Haying packed in ? ia < water, then when:a change comes they are in| this way, the cobs absorb the heat and air suffi- 5 / i . = the worst possible condition to bear it, They | cient to keep them fresh and fine, It has been 2 is 2 should, therefore, be kept under sheds in rainy | my practice for more than ten years to treat $ i ’ 3 weather until they have passed the period of | my hams in this way, and I have never lost one. 2 re < severe-cold. You take them out perfeotly clean ; not plas- § | 2 Now isthe time actually to begin to put things | tered, not ashed, not. greased ; neither is there 5 i i 2 to oo im the garden ; to make the hotxbed, ae chaff to be swept off, Cask to be cov- 5 : 3 and im the latter part of the month to put in the | ered.” 2 i f 2 seed of such vegetables as are wished early,| gg” Put new earthenware into cold water, $ ee > such as cabbages, radishes, tomatges, lettuce, and. let it heat. gradually until it boils—then cool 2 ve : cauliflowers, peppers, &c, In another article again, Brown earthenware, particularly, may $ a i y we shall Speak fully of the manner of making be toughened in this way, A handful of rye or i ‘is these hot-beds, Look well to the compost heap, | whegt bran thrown in while it is boiling, will te that you may have the proper manure for Your | preserve the glazing so that it will not be de- ey several vegetables, Do not delay the purchas- ‘strayed by acid or salt, : 
Ve | x SMO NEE NENA MENEAME HEY Uta NAMA Mh HAE dg Naa NaN , y
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j Suemxmne aNp Swetuinc or Mear ix tHE} To Orarmy Honzy.—Melt the best kind with : ay ; 

Por—When children, we used to be told that | water over a water bath, add the white of an eo PhS 
2 pork, beef, &c., killed in the old of the moon | egg, and boil it to throw up the scum; when 7 + 7 ; . a] 

2 would shrink in the pot; and if in the new, that | the sum is remoyed; the water must be evapo- ¢ : f 

3 itwould swell; and a great many good honest | rated, and the honey brought to its former con- 5 ~ ee . | 

2 farmers religiously observed the waxing and | sistence. 2 en 

3 waning quarters for their periodical packing. | ¢g§~ When molasses is used in cooking, it is 5 : ce 

2 That some meats ehrink, while others swell, is |a prodigious improvement to boil and skim it ¢ } oh | 

5 a fact too notorious for cavil; but that the mogp | before you use it. It takes out the unpleasant 3 ee 
2 is to be praised or blamed for this agency, we | raw taste, and makes it almost as good as su- < t aH ; 

$ most fully deny. The true causes of these | gar. $ . aa i 

£ changes is found in the manner of feeding ani- | ggg Newironshould be very gradually heat- < a 

3 mals before slaughtering. An animal that has } ed at first; after it has become inured to heat it $ rai 

2 beon long and well fed, until the fat has become | is not likely to crack. é Ro 

$ fully charged with solid matter, will on expo-| Jypran~ Loar—Two quarts of fine corn meal, $ rf 4 bl 

{ sure to-boiling water, absorb a portion of it, dry, one table-spoonfal of salt, one and a half é sme. 
: and consequently swell the dimensions of the | pints of flour, one pint molasses, one pint but- 5 or 

{ flesh ; while that which has been hastily, or but | termilk, one tea-spoonful saleratus ; mix well, g re 4 

; partially fattened, will diminish in cooking from | and bake about three hours, slowly, in an iron > ee 

{ the abstractions of the juices which occupied | pasin, 2 2 7 re 

3 the cavities or spaces between the lean fibres— | To Rewoyr Grease rnow Booxs—Lay upon : ei ty 

2 This is the whole secret of the shrinking and | the spot a little magnesia, or powdered prepared = Bee 

} swelling of meats. It will thus be perceived | chalk, andunder it the same ; set on it a warm 3 x 

i that one carcass of equal weight may differ [ae iron, and as soon’as the grease is melted, it 2 ’ Es aH 

§ materially in value from another of nearly ‘the | will be all absorbed, and leave the paper clean. 3 ral 

og apparent, quality. Eggs from well fed | \ jsxprxq Surer.—The proper place to brand g J 
2 hens are also much more rich and, substantial is on the top of the rump y eg es shark atiay $ 3 

3 than those produced by hens sparingly ee be seen from any position the sheep may chance § . 

} The latter will invariably be found meagre and, 46 in, and that it may not be obliterated by’? 4 
greeny: ea 3 b their crowding together. The size of the letter $ 
3 Cororine or Burrer.—Of the various recipes | 444 not excecd t incBeisnin 33 ai H 

2 for giving the proper color to bptter, the “Prai- ie ARSE ERROR one es exert q : 
Bee chan dber pe ¥ 3% ai jshould be put on without handling the sheep $ ‘ 

sh Fares Suprares ts o Fence cae [ab all. ‘The tar should, be in a.shallow vessel 2 i 
the use.of carrots, and very judiciously advises | 4, 4 handle; the sheep should be in a close f 

2 that they be fiven to the cows. Butter thus lien (easily made with feeding boxes,). when a 

2 colored, we think, will not only possess the de- | 0. nay be branded and = Dae eS , 
sre "y may randed and counted ina very ¢ H 

5 eon Bd en ree ae letare time, without laying hands on them. : min 

2 Vay ‘es Ecas,—About two years ago I tho’t Cure For Fouxprn—Mix ‘one pint of the seed $ 

3 Iwould pack some eggs in charcoal. I pound- of the common sunflower in the-animal’s food. 2 : 

2 ed the charcoal, and packed them in the same | #5 Son aS you discover symptoms of founder. 3 ‘3 

> manner as recommended, in oats, ashes, salt, &c. Cemuxt—The best cement ever used for ¢ 

£ The result was, they kept perfectly good, and | roughcoat plaster, on the outside of buildings, ? 

3 these when used were as fresh and good to all |is made of clean, coarse, sharp sand mixed two $ 

{ appearances, as new laid eggs. I have tried | parts, by measure, with one of good, fresh slack- ? 

2 charcoal, says the above correspondent, with the | ed, stone lime. If the sand is not entirely clean, ¢ 

£ same result, since —[Agriculturist. put it ina tab or trough and stir it until every ? 

$ © Po Proxre Ecos —The eggs should be boiled | particle of clay and vegetable matter is washed ¢ gig 

: hard, say ten minutes, and divested of their | out. We have seen this cement used, on the > q 

$ shells ; when quite cold put them in jars, and basement walls of dwellings, and where it has { x 

2 pour over them vinegar—sufficient to quite cov- | stood for six years without showing any signs > 

= er them—in which has been boiled the usual | of decay. 2 

} spices for pickling, tie the jars down tight with {™ Clean a brass kettle before using it for N 

bladder, and keep them until they begin to | cooking, with salt and vinegar. sae 

\change color. It is the best pickle made to be} gqg7 A workshop, where tools can be kept, is 

jeaten with cold meat. an indispensable appendage to a good farm. s 
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: Turesuinc Macuine.—Geo. P. Brown, of 

Editors fable. Fond du Lac, Wis. wishes to hear from some + 

i g —_——_—__—_———————— | farmer who has used Case’s Threshing Machine 3 
i g Fill up the Clubs. —the two horse Tread Power, with Cleaner ? 

¢ We find upon our books the namesof a large | attached. He wishes to know whether they > 
= number of Post-offices, to which are sent from | work well. : 

¢ ONE to SEVEN copies of theFarmer. Now] pur Swan Frowse of Venzuela, when in 2 
| 3 letall such lists be increased to clubs of ten or fag) bloom, resembles, in one position, a Swan { 

z a ° Sots ' é ¢ more, and thus each subscriber will receive, in with closed wings, and in another with out- ° 

. 2 addition to the paper, a package of seeds. We | stretched wings. The interior of the flower is ° 
3 vee say, that thereare but ey, organized exceedingly beautiful, Venezuela also pro- © 

a oa estar etd eres i | duces a flower called a pigeon flower—it is like 2 
2 which aclub of at least ten subscribers cannot a bird’s nest in shape, while its stamens and 2 

é be obtained for the Farmer. petals resemble a pigeon at rest. 2 

t 2, = Wer a * Asnonitarel Rocety > The act has gone into effect in London, 5 
i f npndnvely tere pmapiend rm Wannebago coun- | which requires that factories, mills and manu- 2 

2 ty, TIL Among its officers we recognize the | 6 aries of all kinda shall barn their smoke— $ 
= names of several with whom we are acquaint- Coal smoke is declared a nuisance which ought ” 

ss, > ed, and whose interest in Agricultural pursuits see atcieind and Gate te Gaviemied Ge eS 
~ and in the breeding of improved stock, isa sure Bet . 2 

i < *, - > ? > guarantee of the complete prosperity and suc- : 
: = cessof the Society. We feel so much personal fe pat Co. Agaicustanas Socrert—Offioers 2 

> concern in this Society, t! ish it all gage nls 
i 2 A ead shall wee es ae : t 6 Geo. W. Green, Beaver Dam, President. < 
i 2 ey ee T. B.Sreriine, [ron Ridge. V. President. =< 
4 2 Fairs, and witness the success of ourfriendsin] & ¢. Hott, Beaver Dam, Secretary. $ 

: i 3 their laudable and commendable enterprizes— | Jorx Ricu, Juneau, Treasurer, i 2 
i 2 Winnebago has the means and the intellectual Executive Committee, < 
i 3 ability, to compete with any county any where. | First Dist. Obadiah Crane, of Leroy. : 

~{ > The “Prairie Farmer” for February has _ ao eat eae one : 
i 2 an interesting article from the “Agricultural 4th do Clark Lawton. of Lowell. ‘ 
t % Gazette, (Eng.,) showing that the ShortHorns,| Sth do G. C@Gunn, of Trenton, ? 

| ; 2 instead of decreasing in value, never stood so} 6th do Ephraim Perkins, of Juneau. 5 
\ i} 3 high in the estimation of breeders as atthe| Muxnesora Acricutrurat,Socrety.—A Con- z 
a 2 present moment, whether on this side or the vention was held at St. Paul, January 4th, to ¢ i. ; , s 
fe} + other of the Atlantic. form a Territorial Agricultural Society. Wm. 2 

2 Hotcomr, of Washington. was called to the < be >  Wuear wx Minnesota—The average yield % ‘ a 
j i t 2 of wheat in the neighborhood of St. Anthony, | Chair, ari says) a af Fiepniper, i $ 

2 fs said to beabout thirty bushels to theaore, | WY H- Morse, of Washington, were appointed; 
i 3 : ; ; ecretaries of the Convention. 2 i {At Pembina and Selkirk, wheat yields 35 bu- : 2 

: iH > Shels to the acre, is sown in the spring and fit ae ei mista (Ps en ¢ 
: 2 1 [St cenegt itll ee Nas 4 caer ee His Excellency, W. A. Gozman, President. $ 

a | ; i J. W. Sexxy, of Ramsey; R, M..Ricnarpson, ¢ 
a 4 _ Prorrrante Hexs—David Depue, of Pitts- | of Benton; S, M. Coox, of Dakota; Joux H. ‘ 
has $ field, Washtenaw Co, Mich, has 160 hens | Srevens, of Hennipen; R. Watgox, of Wash- é 
te 2 which he has kept the past season, 120 of which ington ; and Wa. H. Nosxss, of Seatt—Vice + 
i N 5 he kept shut up ina yard, embracing an area | Presidents. 2 
: ie 2 of about 182 square feet. They have been fed] Dr, A.E, Ames, of Hennipen, Secretary. 3 

Le & upon oats and barley, as their principal food, | ¢, H. Parker, of Ramsey, Treasurer. é 
3 2 with corn once a week. From the hens he has Executive Committee, $ 

ne $ sold twelve hundred and forty dozen eggs, and B. F. Hoyt, of Ramsey; - 
a estimates that he has used one hundred and W. R, Brown, of Washington ; 

Ny ‘ twenty dozen, making in the aggregate thirteen Re E Sone auc 

a Jamdred and sixty dozen. Win. 8. Allison, of Dakota. 
if 
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Towa Srate Acnricutturat Soctety,—The | ted by R.R. Gilbert, and published by R. Spaul- i ; £ 

following is the list of officers for 1854 : ding, Dubuque. Terms $1. It is quite spirit- SS ‘ 

3 T. W. Craccerr, of Lee, President. - ed in its manifestations, and will do much to + { Y 

2D. P. Insxeer, of Wappelo, V, President. awaken an interest in the important subject of > a 

§ J. M. Saarrerand C. W. Stace, of Jeffer-| Education in the West. We commend the 5 | M 
? 2 : Hie 

; son, Secretaries. Journal to the teachers of the West, excepting = i ri , 

5 W.B. Cuaxpertary, of Des Moines, Treas. | the last page of Fun and Humor, which is not £ ie eat 

: Besides these, there is a Board of Managers | sufficiently elevated to correspond with the ? { ay i 

> consiting of three from each county. | character of the other pages. 5 ie 

5 Size ov American Ternitories—Utah would; Anpruss or Wa. S. Kine.—We have just : , = 

5 make twenty States of the size of New Hamp- perused, with exquisite pleasure, the very able } bs a 

2 shire; Nebraska, fifteen; Indian, twenty; | and edifying address of Wm.S. King, Esq. ed- ¢ a ; 

a North-west,’sixty-five; total—one hundred and : itor of the Boston Journal of Agriculture, be- } # righ 

¢ twenty-six States. Should these Territories | fore the N. H. Agricultural Society. We wish = E 4 1 

2 have an equal population to the square mile it could be in the hands of all of our readers. { b rs 3 

5 with New Hampshire, they would contain a| We have marked several passages, which we 2 i ns 

2 population of about thirty-eight million souls. shall use hereafter. It ably advocates the ap- $ ea 

5 What a destiny awaits our country. | plication of Science to Agriculture. For sev- £ i Z " 

: Berorr Courzce Mostuzy.—We have re- \eral reasons we can truly say, that it isa reyal > ie 4 

; ceived the first three numbers of this paper. | production. 3 H ts 

5 published by the students connected with Be-| Tse Moyracy Visitor anv Granrre Faru- 2 aa 

5 loit College. It is made up wholly of original | =x have been merged in a weekly; under the ¢ HH 

3 matter; nine numbers corresponding to the title of the Granite Farmer and Visitor.C.E. 7 : iy 

; months in the College year, constitute a vol- Potter and Levi Bartlett, Editors; $2 per year. § SH 

5 ume. Terms50cents. We have watched with | It is devoted to Agriculture. News and General ? 

3 much interest the progress of this paper, and | Intelligence, and one of the very Lest family : { 

5 have read attentively, not to say critically, the | Papers we know of Weadvise all Ni ow Hamp- . * 

2 several numbers as they have appeared. Tho’ | shire boys in the West to secuce its weekly ; = 

3 we confess to a degree of fear and doubt as to visits. é | 

_ the result of this attempt to sustain such a pa- Panror Magazine, for February, 18 received 2 i 

3 per—strengthened, doubtless, by the fate of ma- | filled with sound and useful literature. This 5 i is 

5 ny similar efforts in older instftutions—yet, we monthly has attained a high character among = f 

; are happy to say, that these are being dissipa-| the literary works of the day, and is a si fea- 3 } a 

} ted, as we find each number evidently better | ther in the cap of ‘Western ‘enterprise. Ip 18 > ‘ 

2 than its predecessor, and bearing external evi-| not awhit behind any rot its ma ore g ! 4 

5 dence of a healthy existence, and internal pro- | — Each number is handsomely HiearsS é 

? mise that the fountains from which issue these | with a steel plate and ‘wood sea Ad- S a 

$ gushing rills, at first, perhaps, too much a dress een Sah een e 5g 4 

2 i Moo: — eg 4 i 
& pregnated with pent up vapors, are not of ehal- | = ced oie aie ' x 

5 low depth, or soon to be dried up, or farnish | ly worth while for us to speak of this = é | 

2 any thing else, when their current is fully es- We havef often called attention to it. Every © i 

§ tablished, than crystal waters healthful to the | body, almost, sees and reads it. “If uny of our = { 

2 nations. We heartily commend the paper to! readers do not, we advise them to order it forth- 5 4 

5 the patronage of the public, and solicit for it| wich. a: caleuiaeaineaaned 2 { 

2 friends and patrons. We trust that the paper ‘ODEY ADI us : ; : 

5 will be able to sustain its present character, | hand, with its usual es filled with the : Be 

3 modified only as its age and experience shall choicest productions of literature, and appro- > j Raa 

5 open to it a wider, deeper, and a more real and priately embellished. 5 { 

2 earnest field of labor. We are pleased with| Tu Axotent Laxpwanx.—A monthly, de- j 

5 the views entertained in the article, ‘Profes-| voted to Masonry, Literature, General Intel- : a 

2 sions rs. Business Life,” in the last number, | igence, M.H. Marsh, publisher, Mt. Cle- 5 ee 

and are inclined to transfer it to our columns. aoe Mich, Phas: ages Bis Landmark ‘eee 

lowa Jourrat or Epucatios.—We have re- nity , but contains plant that will interest the 3 

ceived the February No. of this periodical, edi-! general reader. j 
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ee | ‘ Norron’s Liverary ayn Epucatiorat. Re-| lage. It, possesses an excellent water power jj 
| } GISTER For 1854—We areintlebted to the au-|and the finest stream of water we have ever ¢ $ 
| i } thor and publisher for a copy of the above/seen in the State. The ~country about the ? 
| ¢ named publication. It is of great value to ey-/ Falls is diversified with prairie, openings, and < 

t $ ery literary person, and those who feel any in-|dense forest of pine, maple and other kinds of 2 
} 2 terest in the progressof knowledge throughout | timber. é 
f ¢ the world. It gives an account in full of all! 3 The awards of the juries at the Crys. ° | i ¢ the public libraries in the world, a full account | ta) Palaceare announced. The whole number $ | | 2 of the interesting proceedings of the Conven-|of silver medals awarded is 115; of bronze, ? ; } ¢ tion of Librarians, held at New York last Sep- 1,186. The number of exhibitors who receiv- : i = tember,a vast amount of literary statistics, also|ed honorable mention is 1,210. < j é alistof all the books published in America in| —— ee 

2 1853, and alist of the publishers, together with| Beleit Nursery and Garden. i | 2 a list of the English mblications for 1853. HE. Proprietor has now on hand a choice : 2 an aN eee 7 collection of FRUIT and ORNANENT. { | < ee ee gas: a y a ..| AL TREES and SHRUBS. Among them are ; 3 and his ay Hactte, Roget er wit ne Standard and Dwarf Apples, Dwarf Pears,’ 
" $ are ae ery: zis Going good work for Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Quinces, Grapes, ; i { Education and Literature. The latterof these and 2 good assortment of Goosenennirs, Rasp. < 

i : works, however, we have not seen, but hear well berries, Currants, Srrawperries, &c. Also, = i $ of it. We hope that we shall soon be favored |a good Variety of Evergreens, Roses and other 2 . fi 2 with the numbers that we may speak more ad- ee and Shrubs, all at very rea- : 
} § visedly. Mareh, 1854. H.T. WOODWARD, Jr. < 
t 3 Tue Journar or THe N.Y. Strate Acricut- SS SS ee z i 2 TURAL Soctery, ALvany.—We have received TABLE OF CONTENTS. Case Z ie = the number forJanuary. This is a valuable About Cows, es é ' f ¢ and important Journal, especially to the mem-| A Curiosity, 2 64: ' 3 bers of the Society and of the State. The N Senet the Peerage of the N. W. ad 2 ( $ . % J z 'ruit-Growers Association. bie ae g Y. State Agricultural Society, like most of the Rigen Marrow Squash, " io 2 ; } institutions of the Empire State, is conducted Cranberries, California 61% $ ¢ on enlarged principles, and isa worthy exam- Cuttings, Time for Gathering, 62 > bed : ple for the imitation of other State Societies, oe 3 ~ z } i ! $ and its able and discreet Secretary a pattern Deneene ee 37 : be 2 for other State Agricultural Secretaries. Domestic Economy-—W ork for the Month, 3 a <= = Recipes, &e., 68 > ' 2 {2 Weare indebted tothe Hon. Charles Editors’ Table, 70 : be | § Durkee for valuable Congressional Documents. | Foot Rot in Sheep, Treatment of 59 2 te: 2 The Patent Office Report for 1852-3 is as valu-| Fruit Culture, Notes on, 60 : 

ie 4 able as any of its predecessors. That is some eee a : ba 2 Praise; but we hope to see theday when we Grape Culture in the Valley of the Ohio, 63 2 I i 5 can say more than that even. With the pa-| Grapes, Preservation of 63 é } ; 2 tronage of government, this should be one of antes, ¢ 8 5 i 2 th i Se ear 2 
f ; 3 e ae oe as well peegeeiia documents Hogs, Killing and Curing Pork, 52: it 2 presented to the farmer. It is now hardly Lilium Speciosum, 64.2 ae ey < equal to the Transactions of most of our State LiveStock, Treatment of 58: a 2 Societies As itis, however, it is a duty of our Bile Core, Treatment of 2 3 i 2 i i umpkins, 54> ; | $ representatives in Congress, to see’ that they Petrolium Spring, oie a 3 are abundantly distributed. Points of Cattle, 55: 

® 2 Tue Waracca Sripit—This is a new pa- Premiums on Cattle and Fruits, p6 ¢ ; ¢ Prolific Sheep, 67 ¢ i} 3 Per, published at Waupacoa Falls, Wis, by| Shelter Your Sheep, 565 Bf: re ¢ the Messrs. Redfields. The Spirit is well got | Sweet Corn for Cattle and Hogs, 53 2 j a up, and will render good service in bringing | Seed Wheat, how toClean 53 if 
aH into notice the advantages of its locality for | Lmatees, eo ae \ Fel il Transplanting Trees, 62 FY ee new settlers. We were at Wanpacca Falls] Trees of Oregon, 6743 i Ee three years ago, and found it then a smart yil- Weights of Blooded Fowls, 5a. 4 
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3 SS ee ei it eae 
2 MARK MILLER, 2,,). : producers and increasing the consumers—and > ee Be 
2s. P. LATHROP { Bditors and Publishers (Fe obstructing the importation of grain from 2 ; Be 
2 TERMS, 50 Cents a Year in Advance: | those countries which have usually furnished to 3 Ne ee > Five copies for $2, if directed toone Rosi Office, andat g i ° 
2 the sau rate for a larger number. ‘Ail subscriptions | England and France large amounts, The fol- ¢ , ce Bie 
2 oe withthevolume and back numbicrssup- | lowing language, by a writer in the Mark Lane 5 er 
3 pe ee ce page, eee ee Express (England), corroborates our views: ¢ i ed L 
2 page, first Insertion, 4; for each subsequent heertion, | “Should the Principalities be occupied for > ae 
© fg, 88 dutier ge SL shh oze 40 | cannot boa doubt but they wil experience & 3 ee ees oe eee uty" | detcient crop next Yea, af well ase adjine£ eS 
2 sertion, 50 cts. ing provinces of the belligerent parties ; co that 5 etal 

daring 1855, the provinces: of the Black Sea : es 

: ~Demand for Grain. ise. ie 
> Inthe January number of the Farmer,'we| ‘We feel the importance of urging upon our, > ae 
5 spoke.of the prospective demand of grain, and | farmers the duty to themselves and the coun- ¢ ea 3! 
2 the probable high price it would bear, and gave | try, of being’abie'to meet, to some extent, the ¢ d oy 
3 some of the reasons for our opinion. What we | demand which we are confident will be tiade 2 34 
2 then said was with reference to the selling of /upon them for grain. We do not say, neglect $ ee 
¢ grain which the farmers already had on hand. | other things, other crops, stock, sheep, &e. ; but. ? a 

+ We are gratified to know that our views have | we do urge the duty of not suffering this op- q 

< been fully realized, and that our farming com- | portunity of bringing into the West millions of > ae 
? munity are pocketing the gold for their golden | dollars in exchange for grain to pass unimproy- 3 z 
¢ harvest. We wish now te call the attention of | ed-by the farmers, 2 a 
> farmers to the subject again ; not now, howex- | While were on this subject, let us* also re- ¢ 3 
< er, with reference to the sale of the crop ,of } mind you of the importance.of sowing the best ? Ny 
; 1853, but to induce them to: enter largely into |of seed, and of putting it in in the most approv- § aR 
< the raising of grain of all‘kinds, which it is |.ed method, whatever be'the-cost. Be assured, # ra 
2 possible to do, the coming season. <s far. as | the money will be refurided to you in the qual- $ “ake 
£ We can learn, there was not a common breailth | ity and quantity of the-erop. é % 
$ of winter grain put in last fall, The cireum- TSS etoian a $ iad 

{ stanees controlling the market were not then Poultry. : 2 | 
5 sufficiently developed, certainly to farmers in| It is a well settled fact, thatno animal on the $ ‘ 
£ general, to serve as a basis for their then future | farmet’s premises gives so great an increase for é i 
2 Operations, These are now sufficiently unfold | the amount of outlay, as the domestic hen ; and $ 4 u 
{ edto render it certain that the demand for | yet no animal has been more traduced, vilified 2 

> grain must eontinue to be great, and,can only | and slandered. She is banished from the pre- $ 

¢ be met by an abundant crop the coming season, | mises of many who are unable to live without é 
2 The continued wet weather in England, during | her productions, and campelled to seek her ¢ 

2 the time for the sowing of winter grain last fall, | scanty means of living about the guarded and : 
> will necessarily render the crop there in 1854, | picketed premises of others who feel themselves 4 
2 less than its usual amount ; so that, from this | under the necessity of suffering her to live, but < Rata 
= cause alone, there will be a demand from Eng- | who will pursue her with clubs, brick-bats and aan 
5 land upon the United States for grain, In ad- | stones, if she unwittingly takes a kernel from ? ci 
5 dition to this, the war in the Banubian Pro- | the crib, or picks up acrumb from the grunt- $ , { 

3 vinces, whieh now seems to be-a settled fact, | ef’s superabundance, Peculiarly adapted, by | 
() will greatly increase the demand by causing a|the-many excellencies of character which she GEN 

“ less amount of grain to be sown, in the territo- | possesses, to be an occupant of the farm-yard, ¥ % Fig! 

|\)ties of those engaged in war—diminishing the ! her existence is a necessity rot only to the(. ae 
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| i farmer himself, but to every duly-provided-for | stead, goes to the miserable sheep-killing whelp 

ee family. In her excellencies of character she| of a cur—is duly prized and disposed of by 
ine >) much resembles the gude huswife. Her mate, | the fowls. : 

ae. 2 desirous of being doubly useful, assumes the) As to the variety, we think-well of every kind ? 
4 : 3 responsible position of acting as the rustic’s) that has tolerably well marked the distinctive © 
1 é night clock, giving him, with nice precision, the | characteristics of any of the improved breeds, { 

5 several watches of the night, and the early, but| Most of our native fowls, like our native cattle, $ 

j 2? preper alarm for his resurrection in the morn-| haye been actually run out, and, as the boys : 
| § ing, duly to commence the labors of the day.—| would say, run inte"the ground. They are like © 
oe 2 He isalso a perfect pattern of the gude husband, | the miserable Hottentots in Africa, despised ev- ? 

£ and we commend him to the consideration of] en by the monkies “and the inhabitants of Is- g 

I ! 3 all surly and improvident heads of families. hani’s “mud cabin,” in England so despicably ° 

¢  Fowls not only offer us their dzily contribu- degraded that they are passed redemption. é 

tion to the pantry and the platter, but — A farmers not being alike in their likes and : 
g yield up their lives ata moment’s notice to u 4 dislikes any snore thautctiser! people, the ail- : 

ae é regen ine oureaiges see) sept didi ferent kinds of fowls will by them be received < 
ie oe of the best of viands. ___ | with different favor. In the village where gar- > 
f ¢ We therefore undertake to urge the claims} dens are numerous and contiguous, and there Z 

| } $ of the domestic hen upon the farmer. Her | are nearly as many hen-haters as hen-husseys, © 
} 5 wrongs, to which we have alluded, like those] no other than the « Knickerbocker’s” Up the ? 

é ‘of women, have become grievous and loudly call | River cbrrespondent’s round-about-short-tailed ¢ 

if = for a reform. She has been too long the con-| cogz kinds should be allowed. These Cochins, 7 
Ih < stant and unwearied benefactor of the farmer, Shanghais and Chittagons, &c., are so heavy and ‘ 

, $ and furnished his table with too many tit-bits| so short-winged that they are unable to mount = 
ie ¢ not to receive-at-our handscertainly justice, if | 2ny thing bat.a low roost, and much less a re- © 

rt $ not generosity. She has been condenmed be-| spectably high fence. Again, they are soquiet, ? 

ie: é cause she would not give us the egg a day;| andso domestic, and so civilized in their habits, : 
f 2 through the week, and <2: Sunday two, with-| and have such a just conception of a hen’s duty ? 
a é out the least furnishing of material on our part. | and sphere, that they win the admiration of all 3 

t : Egyptian like, we have refused the: straw and/ who are more influened by the idea of -utility 

} 2 demanded the bricks. No other animal is £0/ than the less profitable one of beauty. Tothose, : 
we 5 treated, and, in the warmth of our plea, we must | however, who can afford to have an eye to beau- ? 

oe { say so abused. Ready as she is to give us by | ty, while they dd not wholly forget the useful, ¢ 
a I § weight daily, more than she asks at rag hands,| we can recommend the prim, nicely rigged / 

jr ¢ she ought to be allowed an opportunity: of ren-| Bolton Grey ; or, the beautifully dressed, varie- ¢ 
) { § dering her efforts of service to the farmer. gated and top-knotted Poland, though very er- a 

2 So much in plea for the hens. ratic in‘ her habits, vetoing all confinement, and $ 

ie i $ It will naturally be asked, what is the par-| backing it up'by-a total refusal of eggs. To 2 
ae 2 ticular treatment they should receive, to do| those who can afford to give a greater regard to { 
ere $ them justice ; and then, what shall be the kind, | beauty than utility,and are willing te put up 
) io { out of the great nuniber of varieties, that we | with what they can get in return for good looks, + 

H | f. § should choose? ‘The treatment is about alike, | we recommend the royal and aristocratic black / 
4 5 whatever be the kind, modified only’ by the} Spanish, with his broad red:comb, contrasting } 

ait € consideration that some, from their erratic| strongly with his rich and glossy black plu- ? 
fe 2 habits, will better supply themselves with food, | mage, and the magnificent and lordly Guilder- : 

i 4 § and therefore will not require to be furnished | Jand. But mind you, if you-wish to dance to 2 
i | 2 so abundantly as other kinds which are much | this tune you must pay the fiddler. q 

: f § morequiet in their ‘habits, and explore daily} We are glad to know that there is more in- ¢ 
i 2 much less territory. terest taken in the ‘breeding and rearing of 3 
ap $ The great thing to secure an abundance of| fowls among us than formerly. ‘There are ma- { 

ae ¢ good rich eggs—for eggs, even newly laid ones,| ny good fowls in the State, and we hope there } 
ce 7 ; differ greatly in their qualities—is variety of| will be more. “We hope that those who have } 

ie food. All kinds of grain, meat, bread, potatoes, | fowls of the improved breeds, will labor to dis- 
ee é&c,, &c., come ip play, Whatever usually finds | perse them. “We shall be pleased to notice all 
Ce a proper place in the swill-pail—but often, in-| such efforts, antl to advertise them. ‘We shall 
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ihre afew eggs of some buff Shanghais to dis- | chimney, which can thus be run up to the de- . i | #i 
‘ pose ef to our friends, at low prices—they to | sired height, and be as firm as any other part d ; i ss 

3 be-seeved in the order of application. | of the building. Opposite where the flue en- 5 x 5 * 
£ (eee et Di ters the chimney, a space should be left 6 inches 2 : | at 

2 ps * |by 8, through which the smoke enters the $ fs z! 

: Building Smoke and Ash Houses. | smoke house when the kettle is not used for z e Hy 

g Messes. Eptrors:—Having had occasion to | heating; when it is need: fer bolling food or > : : Fi ty. 

2 build a smoke house the past fall, 1 sought in | heating water, this is elosed by a sheet iron ¢ } tt i} 
2 yain for one from which to copy in the con- | stide. The draft up chimney is elosed in the z { ra Lr 

? struction of mine, and was consequently left to | S*™° Way bya slide, when the smoke is driven < i z 
2 contrive one entirely on “my own hook,” and | entirely into the smoke house when needed, by : a ; 

2 Tsueceeded so much to my satisfaction, that | Moving it. These slide doors should be fitted ‘ 5) Es tte 
§ herewith send you a plan and description of it. | when the work arrives to this point, by laying : cee 

> | two small strips of iron’so that the upper slide £ ee 

; ch | will work free, and thesmoke door can be made + ‘eae 38 

5 fee | to slide while the mortar is soft, and will move < ge et * 

é Ee | catty afterwerds. The arch can have a sheet $ iB nh 

2 Pe | iron door, which will auswer all’ purposes, or a < rd 

es bt | east one hung on hinges, which is better but $ i FY 

CO ce ee re a aH more expensive, é ee 

5 Foe aoe ea uf | The chimney should be 12 inehes by 4,in- } : yal 

eon me ce | side, and ran upas high above the house asthe < Ses 

5 esate Bet NG | taste of the mason may dictate, and finished > a 

2d Era (a Pia Ay FF} | with a border as upon any small house. 2 ea 
z Fane PSE tree a | | | Asthe walls are erected, pieces of 4 by 4 $ | 

2 {pS * scantling must be put in cross ways of the 2 i 

SS = SSS | building, two pieces 4 or 5 feet apart and so + 

. that the upper face is level with the top of the 7 : 

i PLAN OF ELEVATION. | wall; and two other pieces 1S inches below them, 5 : 

2 This smoke house will contain all the meat | then pieces with hooks driven in, rest on these, 2 | 
5 necessary for a family of large size, (say at | and can be put in as they may be needed—2 by § { 
é least 8 or 400 pieces.) and is also an ash house 4, with a row of hooks on each side. 2 yi 
? and boiling apparatus for eooking food for; ‘Three-or four pieces of iron should be plac- $ 3 Bd 

¢ swine, or any other purpose for which a caul- | ed across the arch, sufficient to support the é ] 

2 dron kettle is needed. | wood and keep it off the ground without being 3 i Ft 

S The house is six feet by eight feet on the | close enough tothe kettle; to prevent puttingin < i 

2 ground, and should be 3 feet in the ground, and | ® sufficient quantity to heat up when desirable = “1 
$7 feet above, making the walls. in height, 10 | to do so. $ (eS ee 
2 feet from, the bottom to the top on the inside—} The advantages of a smoke house construct- } 

$ The excavated space is used for an ash house, | ed‘in this manner | hold to be these: Perfect 5 4 
é and’the deorshould be 33 feet or 4. feet from! safety as regards the meat getting heated; 2 ss 

5 the door sil to the bottom of the smoke house. | more meat can be put in a building constructed g f 
é Door 34 feet high, 2 feet 4 inches wide, inside | in-this way, as the smoxe enters it deprived of 2 3 
¢ the casings. all heat which can do the least injury, and fills 3 

$ The cauldron kettle should contain 2 bar- | it from bottom: to top with thick smoke. By 2 ‘ 
? rels, if designed for scalding very large hogs, | conducting the heat around: the kettle, before = i 
§ but for 250 or 300 hogs, 14 barrel kettle will | entering the house, all-the benefit is derived in 2 ae 
£ belarge enough. This should be set in an | both heating the kettle and lettingno heat into * Ciepet 
$ arch at one end of the smoke house, and the | the house. é } | 
¢ draft from the fire should go once around the In killing hogs, whether the day is windy or $ i 

kettle, in a flue, before it is let into the chim- | calm, you can make your caloulations, regard- } riety 
ney, and this will be’ about two feet from the | less of these; and in scalding your hogs, neith- as 

ground. The end of the house where the chim- er be annoyed by fire or smoke, ‘as all are who weak 
ney is built should serve as one side of the | scatd and dress hogs'in the usual way. A con- ‘1 

Bete 2 
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| cern of this kind will last Jong enough, say 25| year, from the same farm? Do I plant my 
i | { Z years or more—will cost about $25, all told,} corn deep enough in the furrow, or should the 

i } ? and is worth—a good deal—to boil up potatoes, | plow be used once or twice going through, for é 

4 § roots, or other food for swine, make soap, &c. | the purpose of stirring the soil deeper? 5 

i 2 A four inch wall is sufficient, if the building] Now. sirs, my neighbors hold a variety of 
< is not larger than mine, as above specified, | opinions on these matters—all founded on ex- } 

> (brick,) and the floor should be made by mixing] perience, and all ‘equally sanguine in their < 
i 5 one bushel lime to bushels of clean gravel.—| views. Believing that vegetation is governed : 

| 2 Let the lime be well slacked and the gravel! by fixed laws, as much as any thing else, and £ 
| § mixed in; then plaster the floor two inches/ that these same laws hold good under all cir- > 

? deep. When hard (in three weeks) it will be| cumstances, yet, | inquire, why should the re- { 
| $ a stone floor, and outlast the maker, even if he! sults be so different? I have applied manure, : 

; 2 beat Methusaleha century or two. which has caused a great growth of straw, : 
 . Milwaukee, Feb. 1854. Gxo.O.Tirrany. | which generally rusted and caused a small 

é ee eet Hi crop. At other times a little drought has in- } 
tae 3 For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | jured it; at another time a little too much wet ? 

| 2 Miscellaneous Inquiries, has caused it to smut or shrink, 1 have seen = 
} : Messrs. Evrrors:—Being a plain kind of a| ®shes and lime recommended, and have applied é 
i $ farmer, and an unpretending sort of a ma, | them both, without the least sign of advantage : 

2 and having been a reader of the Farmer for!+ Now, sirs, can you give me some system { 
f £ some time, I beg leave to propound scme ques-| Adapted to the quality of my soil, and to such : 

q 2 tions in relation to-my business. I have en-|Temedies and manures as are within my reach, ¢ 
t i 5 deavored to glean the necessary information | $° that my business may be more certain, reli- 3 

| ‘ < from your paper, but your communications are| ble and lucrative. A.Buovse. { 
t 1 $ mostly of a learned character, and consequent-[ Rxxarus.—The above communication offers { 

eS < ly abound in names and technicalities which| us an opportunity of saying some things which : 
: ; ; $ my early opportunities do not, unfortunately, | we hope may be of service to some of our read- ? 
{ 5 2 afford me the means to solve. “| ers.. Though we have an inkling that A. Blouse 5 

oe! § havea prairie farm of an average quali-| knows better, than his letter would indicate, how ? 
| i 2 ty. My winter wheat has generally failed, | to manage a farm, and that for him, personally, $ 

i $ and spring ditto. My corn crop has generally | We need not so much to reply without “names 3 

2 2 been good, with the exception of some spots in| and technicalities,” yet we shall speak as tho’ } 
ie: § the field inclining to sorrel, where it would be| he did just as he says he does, for there are ma~ 

| 2 thin. ny that do, and shall endeavor to make a few + 

‘i $ My usual way of plowing is to commence as| P/2it suggestions, which, if followed by A. : 
i j 2 early in the spring as the frost will permit; and Blouse and others who farm it like him, will : 

bow 3 plow on the average three inches deep, and sow gradually bring about a better _Btate ot things. 4 

} i | 2 about one bushel and a half to the acre, with We oe eee Se "dl hated ee a 4 ? 
‘ . somewhat acquainted wit louse’ ay z 

i i 2 ays st NR ee have often thought of its needs. : 5 3 

{ f 2 chine, four rows at a time,.and tended by the suis oH = Bee ind da ce ie 5 aie 2 cultivator generally three times through. My Pp cee which has been done ‘an’ your Ixnt 3 
ta $ average crop is about twenty bushels to the every year, from the first time that it was brok- : 

ie > See =e en up, till the present, with very light manur- : 

2 Serenmhile pon streapeatiy eivessccmniant AF; d none at all at others; and } 
eae 3 ty, sixty, and even seventy bushels to the acre.| yo g 5 
{ 7 2 “ the removal of the whole crop has wholly rob- { 
i ce abet sire, why cannotI do thesame? What! bed the surface of some, and nearly so of many 3 
i j § isthere in my. Process that is wrong? What) more, of the essential elements of a crop, and < 
ie 2 kinds of manure is best, and in what quantity ?| jeft only those elements to abound whieh fur- 3 

ae g What tims in the season is it best to apply it,| nish ingredients upon which sorrel and other 2 
re 2 and in what condition? DoI plow too early or| pests of poor soil thrive. The ashes and lime $ 

a a: y too late; too shallow, too wet,ortoodry? Is it| applied were good—very good, as far as they } 
ie te necessary to drag any more than enough to coy-/ went—and doubtless furnished the basis for the 
ete erthe grain? Js there anything wrong with| most of the crop you have received: We should 
ve i t the seed which ! have usually sown year after| advise the use of the sub-soil plow to the depth, 
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the first year, of five or six inches, and increas- | great extent, which has given us our varieties a 
ing by two inches yearly, till it become both |of wheat. Most every variety is improved : { i it 

2 impossible and unnecessary to go deeper, and |when grown upon the natural wheat soil of < Bas 
¢ continue the application of the ashes and lime, | Central New York. This will be true on some § } 3 

} if grass and root crops are to be grown. If|of our best wheat soils; while on others not so 7 ' a 
§ grain crops are desired, we should, in addition, | peculiarly qualified by its elements for wheat, $ eee 

2 recommend a manure richer in animal products, | it will certainly depreciate in quality. 5 1 ri Et 

? such as the droppings and the urine of cattle, A poten g PAsee 

$ well composted with muck, which, in your case, For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. ° { 4 mo 
2 is not convenient ; but the soil from your fields Criticism—Farmers—Education. é } BS ef 

$ will answer equally well to absorb the urine, 1 2 se * 

2 but does not add so much to the value of the Messus. Evrrors:—I think your remarks on ¢ oie Ab 
$ manure so composted, as swamp muck. Mr. “Prove All's” letter on chess raising were % ag 
2 Inregard to the time of applying mannre : rather too sarcastic. I fear you have not suffi- ¢ a ss . 

§ This depends so much upon the kind and state cient patience with the ignerance of your cor- $ = ; é 

? of the manure itself, and the object desired to |Tespondents; and, perhaps, if you notice me at H * 3} 
$ be accomplished, that we can only say, general- all, you will come out on me; but I don’t care, $ es 

2 ly, that for summer crops, well rotted manure, 1 wish to say something to you, and claim a § A 

2 and for winter crops, fresh manure from the | kind of right, inasmuch as you place yourself eo 
2 stable is to be applied at the time of sowing or | before the public—and I believe you have in- ¢ y 4 

£ planting the crop. Fresh manure can be ap- | ited farmers to correspond with you and with > : fel 

3 plied in the fall, at the time of fall plowing, if | one another, through the columns of your “Wis- ¢ al 

$ its effect is not wanted till the crop comes on |consin Farmer,” as a medium. 12 mi 

? which is sown the next spring. The simple} I know that Agriculture, in its popular sense, 5 aM 
£ principle to guide us is the fact, that wellrotted |isthe grand foundation upon which manufac- $ ee 
3 manures act immediately and quickly, while | tures and commerce depend for their support é Si 

4 those that are not rotted, or what is called long |and prosperity. I respect Agriculturistsas the § X 

> manure, acts more slowly and for a greater | first benefactors of mankind, because they pro- ¢ 2 

< length of time, a duce that which is necessary to thedaily exist- . 

5 _As to the tue of plowing : some are in favor | ence of all others in civilized life. And, to be ¢ | 
= of fall, while others are in favor of spring plow- | good farmer, in the full sense of the word, 2 
§ ing. At the East, in most of their heavy soils, | jg the highest limit of my ambition in worldly ¢ a 
5 we should much prefer fall plowing, and never | matters. I know, too, that you Agricultural : eas 

} plow inthe spring till the ground become quite | eqitors try to flatter us zeal Agriculturists, as H 
g dry, But here at the West, most of our soil is | being very “intelligent farmers.” To be sure 
2 abundantly light and friable, (in truth, ‘the we are intelligent in some things; but what do § 

4 eipaieoe Coney wil wet Sat So ee we, as a class, know about science or literature ? : “ot 

2 and spongy for most crops,) so that we may | wi on or where have we had, or do we have, an $ "1 
2 plow just when we choose, provided it is not so ¢ : . > 
2 Bee hE Weide Wht like’: wadletim ther awads opportunity to investigate the abstruce laws of < 

5 A + Physical Science? Someof us know something ; i 

3 ae ae a res _ oo ef of the more obvious laws of Nature, and some . * 

é bal: Scepnar i Se of us but very little; red have a been train- > 

$ ~ .« « |ed to habits of dee] ht and accurate in- ¢ 
ee ara eee ee er eit soins oa educated mind to : 

= With our soil as with the making of putty, it is | "~ Ay $ 
é probably never spoiled by treading it too much seize a thought, and strip it of all extraneous > 
3 inthis way, though enough is enough. We be- ideas, and to hold it steadily through a long $ ; 

§ lieve most of our crops in our light soil are argument How many of us can hee tee 
3 greatly benefitted by rolling after dragging — remote ond hidden fact by a long chain of log- $ ate 
2 This gives firmness for the roots of the plants. ical deductions, or by a difficult and tedious > 4 

2 The necessity of change of seed has become analysis by mathematical reasoning, or by a 5 

2 a'well established fact. Change of feed makes careful series of chemical manifestations ina> be 

fat cattle, and it is equelly true with the pastu- labratory? We have not had an education ; eel 

rage_of crops. Some seils, however, like some sufficient to. do these things, or even to under- | + 

pastures, are much better for furnishing food | stand them when done by others. It is neces- “4 

than others, It is the difference. in. soil, to.a! sary that the mind should be schooled, trained. 5 
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drawn out, and expanded by'a long course of] Some of us say, “sow two bushels of winter 
+ severe and continued application, before it can | wheat to the acre;” some others say 1 is $ 

os = successfully grapple with-the facts themselves, | enough; and I hearda farmersay, “hethought > 
} 5 that are laid before us by others whose whole | one bushel sufficient.” Some of us say, “sow 2 

2 lives are spent in- ascertaining them. How | early”—the last week in August; others say 3 

3 many of uscan arrange, in consecutive order, | “that the middle of September is early enough.” < 

2 the few simple facts necessary to demonstrate | Now, we are-all certain that me are right, and > 

| 5 the 47th-proposition in the 1st book of Euclid? | with some of us the pride of opinion is so 2 
| = How many of as know that bone (when divest- | great, that we had rather lose our crop of wheat 5 

} > ed of its ‘soft parts”) is pretty good phosphate | every year, by rust, than to “acknowledge the z 
= of lime, and that phosphate of lime occurs min- | corn” and sow early and thick and have a good > 

; > eralized in beautiful crystals in some localities? | crop. e 
} ~ Do you suppose some of us know a little about | Professional men are obliged to know some $ 

¢ Botany? but what do we know about Hybrid- | facts, but we farmers are content to doas we Z 
‘ + ity? Some of us have seen mules; (andl sold | have been accustomed todo. Any old, explod- > 

ian > a pairthe other day, 2 years old past, for $225.) | ed notion is good enough for us, provided it < 
I ) = Have any of us read Dr. Morton’s, or any oth- | has the sanction of previozs custom by our fa- > 

> er papers in the “American Journal of Sci-|thers or by ourselves. The old man who put < 

: = ence and Arts,” on the subject of hybridity |a stone in one end of the bag, and his small 
| > among animals? Have we any experience in | grist in the other, I have always venerated; < 

era = hybridizing flowers, plants, trees, or fruits?— | hecause, he, in the first place, broke over the > 

tae 2 Are many of us acquainted with the writings | unhandy practice of his father, and taught his 4 

U Z of the immortal Downing, or with any similar | son a new idea; and, in the second place, he ; 

; { works? How many of us are aware of the | showed that he had observed more about the < 
re > definiteness of class, order, genus, and species, |laws of Equipoise and Equivalents, than was 3 
; bs 2 asmade by God himself, and discovered only | generally known. He was a liberal minded ¢ 

hi > by Naturalists? You say, “not many”; very | philosopher compared with many ef us, Re- 3 

f { well. Is it strange, then, that some of us think | guicscat. . s 

> that wheat turns to chess; while our powers of} You, or some other Agricultural editors, in- 2 

k { eritical research, and our means of information | vite us to experiment and to observe the result. § 
t = are so dull and limited? But we who say that | A man should be well educated to experiment 2 
| | = it does, do not all believe it. intelligently,—a single result does not establish ¢ 

: i f 12 There is a trait in human character that |a rule; it is only bya continued course of va- : 

a 5 seeks for notoriety, and if it cannot gratify that | ried trials, under all the influencing circum- 5 

a ; ambition by discovering some new truth, it will | stances which are apparent, that any thing like < 
eB 5 by denying something that is known, or by dif- | a rule may be laid down; and, then, some sub- : 

ie, | < fering from others in some way. Judas sought | sequent discovery may show that the excep- ¢ 
apt! S notoriety, and so did Benedict Arnold and |tionsare so numerous and strong, as to very $ 

; i : Georgy, and so does John Mitchell, and so did | much weaken the integrity of the rule. And, é 
i ae > theman who pulled up the stool of wheat, and | then, I think it requires more real and practi- $ 
; i : < said he found chess growing from the same | cal knowledge to make correct and useful ob- { 

| 5 root. Did hemacerate the mass, and examine | servations im farming, than it does to experiment. 5 

: i = critically with a powerful magnifier, to see if|The man, after studying Geography a fort- 2 

ie 5 the roots of the chess did really coalesce with | night, went almost into extatics at the wisdom 5 
| 2 those of the wheat? No; such men are never | and gooduess of God in constructing theearth, < 

F : . scientifically critical. Mi. “Ptove All” as-| when he observed that large rivers generally * 
i } = sures you that there was no chess in the seed | run by large cities, and that mountains, rocks-* 

ig © he sowed; but did’he assure you tliat the whieat | and deserts were placed where the country-was 
ae ae £ did not kill out dead, and that there was no |not very thickly inhabited. g 

i 5 cheas in the ground when Ke sowed the wheat? | Farmers’ sons should be educated’ in the 2 
} a if ; It is much easier to-say that chess grows from | Physical Science and then in the Agricultural 
is ty i wheat by quoting that which is very obvious,| Arts. The time is coming, when Agriculture 
ae i i than by demonstrating that which is really | will be done up, even in thiseountry, by scien- 

‘ a abstruse. tific farmers, who will condtct it ona larger’ 
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scale than now ; and, taking advantage of eve. For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. 4 : a 

ry known principle in Nature to aid them, will ‘Weather Observations. + 4 | e > 

> doit cheaper—or, in other words,with more} ,fesses, Eprrors:—I send-you the aecompa- = 4 | 4) 
3 ° ; 2 : Fi 
5 profit tothemselves ; and they, will, by such nying Table for publication, if-you deem ‘it ~ i a 
2 means, crowd eut from the business all the ig- | worthy. “Dhe observations were made witha = Oe 
5 norant, slovenly, and small farmers in the | Thermometer that believe is very near cor- = t Th , 
é country. I say, the time is at hand—even.now | rect, Theinstrument was hanging exposed, in = ’ rf Hy 

> Comine i the shade. 1 have, for convenience, used the < ae 
2 Isthere no way possible, to erect and com- sign — (less) for‘below zero. 4 ES 3 

= mence a school in your beautiful and central] Pye observation cf January 23d, of this : Pe + 

2 village,in which oursens may be taught Math- winter, was madeefter the cold had sensibly ‘i Pie A Bat: 

3 ematical, Physical, and Chemical Science, and | decreased the night previous—as far as I could é Ps, si 

{ the practical part of Agriculture, sufficient to | judge by-my feelings, was'decidedly the coldest *: ae 
$ enable them to do it up in the best known man- || eyer knew. é es Fy 
g ner? If such aschool could be sustained a} Ag] am a great enemy to cold weather, I : Hi Bei 

> while I think it would be eventually able to | have been more particular to note down, from ‘> ot 

{ sustain itself, (I know of some who will say |time to time;'the coldest days of our-climate ; *: 2 13 
3 NO, to that idea.) Then Mr. “Prove All” | and, as there are perhaps others as “tender” = f a 
; and { will send our sons, and, possibly, when | on this point,'it may-not be amiss to let them = , i 

> you receive a communication, from them, it | know how low a temperature they can stand : ec 
+ may be worthy your acceptance without eriti- | and yet live. i ( bs 

si cee ae N. Woon. | 4 74BLE Showing the Three Coldest Days * Ps 
2 a ” ° in each Winter, for Nine Successive Winters: .% aoa) 
: Remanxs.—Let no one mistake the above ar-|1845-6 Dee. : 9, at8 o’elock, Am, — 18° : ca 

> tiele, which is wheat for chess, for we know the « 20, Tees eas ash 
~ seed and can affirm svhereof we know. Feb. 26, ne o ae 
3 ————r—r 1s46-7 Jan. 7, a “it: ea. 
3 Disranck ror Pranzinc Trers—We re- nig, as Sea RS ; 
2 cently had occasion to calculate the number of “16, oe © Els etna ee 
< trees that an acre would contain at given dis-|1847-8 Dec. 26, gs 3% = —Rii 4 
~ tances, and we know that the following table Jan. 9, So ii eS —12 : Rt 
S.may assist the farmer or gardener who ex- 8 « 6. 5): av, 38 gy: 
2 pects to plant trees or vegetable this winter or eer i= ne sg « 6 eae 
¢ next spring. An acest sreun contains 42,- Feb 1s, g « he: PE othe SH 
£060 aquare feet; at these distances apart an ‘ a ee y 
$ acre will contain.as follows: 1849-50 Dee. ee Z ye da a a ig ee : 
2 Feet. Plants. “ g4 +8 yh elgg RE Fe 

Se Aly eindiie Nailin sot ies So AROOD + gern. gitar aque eploat ma Lee ange ‘| Bo ARG rir te Sree ite Jc Lente 111 10,860 Di cat cor catahen a fra e 
§ AE Sl seih sil hey unail aril) 1 0890 oe oe ee ee 
5 Rabgtiict. anul aio ais wot eeibect « GOED 3h, af lS Sa = 
2. Si Hien ali St si - .4840 [1851-2 Dec.15, Zao . —19 ¥ 
Soi ei ten Uatoge of h te Poe So teethve dubs fs hk sam eae 
£5 engi iy bitenie nome ot meet bon 1nd Jan.19, 8 © 235 
2) 748 a) Use riage len ee: 1.210 |1852-3 Jan. 26, 8 ¢ en ee 
po appa toe alavaid Sovosjoii ati ds yee Seah 818) th eed eaegnd: 
> 10 ged inked SeeteRis 1a 435 «og, 8 Bi Sige ADL 
2o eppiriany: oisipe) Hitde iis [iano 90ND | pgaig 9 wisn ceentaencatent 
848 a ARGS exal Wit, xi “5 au | a ae 9 « Git er 2O, 35 
bo gral gt equate ont 20 Slates OB Dei Hcg Baie Bc’ § 
2 20 a Fa OAL 5 Iowa ie 103 x 2 Pah 
a eg tone ont enreat 20, 98 Burlington, Feb. 17, 1854. D.M. : ‘aa 

: te Ruexety ahs bonconi a Lonazviry or Farmers—It appears from ~ 1a 

£2 anos: oN tacdin Sikh et 5 59 | the Massachaseats Register of births and deaths = " 

PS Pq shae oti cle od 48 | thatthe duration of the lives of agriculturists = Bet 
{ 40 - pp ete ia 27 {| was13 years above the general average, nearly feces 

The number of beds or plats any given di-| nineteen above that of common laborers, and Bk 
mensions ‘contained in an acre, may be reckoned | 19 per cent. above the average age, at death, of 
the same way.—[Ex. mechanics. . 
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j eee 
t 4 he [one] can carry in his breeches pockets, ana 

5 i ook Regi st @ r blowing on them all at once, so disturbing his + 

| ; Large Priced Animals. neighbors, against which there should‘be some : 
é s — _, |law.? We should as soon think of ranting a- 4 
¢ We noticed in the last number of the Prairie | cainst the eating of a dish of oysters, while we : 

: Farmer an article headed, Large P: riced Sheep, | endeavored to satisfy the cravings of hunger % 
| ¢ With remarks following, rather ridiculing the | with a dish of pig-tail soup, because the oys- ‘ 

| = idea, that an ewe ean be worth from “$15 to $40 | ters rost 80 much, and the pig-tail could be had + 
| ; ahead,” and rams from “$500 to $1000 each,” | for nothing. The truth is, there is a judicious ; 

2 and says: “One thousand dollars is agreat| course to'be pursued by every one desitous of ¢ 
5 deal of money to be bound up in one sheep’s | improving his steck, and this is found no more ? 
é hide ; it will buy a section of government land, | j, the buying, selling, or owning of worthless + 
3 sk ed mone; ms epi = ens farm | eattle or sheep, than in the paying of an-ex- 2 

é ae 5 oe uy 2 travagant price for a valwable animal. Indeed, ¢ 
i ¢ great many things with a thousand dollars, that | the former course should -always be discarded, ? 

ei 2 we want before the one sheep” ; all of which | while the latter may be sometimes encouraged. : 
| ¢ is very well, with certain limitations. There is | nnn a 5 

} < no doubt there is some cheating in the selling | Importation of English Cattle into the 2 
4 2 of cattle, horses and sheep ; and in what busi- United States. 

< ness is there not? There exists the same, and — aes 
i 5 no more, reason for urging caution upon our| The following article is taken from the Jour- 2 
) $ farmers and breeders‘of stock, in the purchase | nal ofCommerce. It is now genetally admit- $ 
i 2 of new seeds, plants and grains, and of improy- | ted that we have as good cattle in the United 2 

2 ed fowls, sheep and cattle, .28 upon-the. com- | States as they have in England. ‘The importa- $ 

i $ munity in general in the purchase of lots im a | tions of 36 and ’40 were made for practical : 

‘e £ city, or of the necessaries for a family at a gro- | purposes by practical men, who had spent ma- 5 

i i] ? cery store. ny years in the attempt to improve our native 2 

| a 2 We protest against the outery of some of our | stock. The experience of breeders with those 

tide 2 agricultural journals against the purchase of importations, and with those of more recent 2 

¢ improved animals, seeds,or machines,-because, date, has satisfied them of the comparative val- { 

ae } forsooth, what is usually esteemed a high price | ue of the former. It is for crossing that impor- ? 

ae 2 is asked for them. “We would hope thatidue | tations are now made, and the cattle sought for ; 
zs 5 caution will be exercised by those wishing to | at such great prices: R 

2 f £ improve their herds and flocks in the purchases | The snes ae vad erst Bee 5 
be < 3 ‘ : ti come quit uent im $ 
I , Z they make for this purpose ; but it is NeCesBATY | ears os cco aA oe - Cterent ‘divection, ‘ 

| $ that they should know that no truly desirable | and blood horses were all thego. Priam. Glen- ? 

be " é animal, or seed, or machine, even, which is wor- | coe, eee of that stamp, = 2 

} fe 5 thy to be possessed at all, can be obtained for a | pure = at enormous prices—Io,- 5 

eg mpc open vic ccs ee nal geneenn len neta hcg | 
ft ¢ others need a warning voice is, thatof buying of | not only in the northern but. also in the south- $ 

; { 3 strangers to them and thase who are without a re- | ern states, and the importation of well-bred cat- 2 

a ts 2 putation, which is to be hazarded by a false re- ae hogs has been pursued with more ~ 
is i : 2 presentation. As faras onr observation extends, agen NET eed eae mei eees ai 

bE ¢ there is abundant inclination, without further en- | once an immense difference between them, and 3 

aoe 5 couragement among our agriculurists,to be satis- | yet the care, attention, and expense required to ; 
{ i ¢ fied with their already numerous varieties of raise the former is no less than for those of : 
ea z . - ._| higher grade, One is an ornament to lawns < 

es > Pharaoh’s lean kinds, in the form of pork-upine | and an object of interest ; the other almost a dis- 
i : ¢ land sharks, mulish nags, bristly ovines and | grace to the poorest farms, The profit which * 

iad { $ dromedarian miilkers, This sneering at the attends the raising of higher breeds is far great- > 
i 4 2 purchase of a valuable animal, for the purpose = and it ever increases the pleasure derived < 

i" ? ‘ = o 3 om farming to have the stock of a superior < 
ob $ of improving any of-our different kinds of stock | quality. In a late celebration ‘attended by ¢ 

2. £ and benefitting a whole community of farmers | breeders of fine sheep, it was stated that those 5 
ie ; thereby, down through endless generations, be- | from the United States were the purchasers in } 
i 4 j cause they cost more than some one of the mis- Siioerkoetyr aire tapecliii —_ aes 

Ue es erables, too common in every community, is | pow going on, must be extensively felt in the 
i bs what we call “buying as many tin whistles as | production of fine wool in the Thited States, 
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: fn etal cally, has become eminent ee ee of the practice, and its I Wak decile may 5 “yl 

© Inerous and superior breeds of nsintothat coun-| the health of the ae acquainted with 2 re 

= ‘Mestipe the ee inte ens radical Bey | conclusion, oe se tendo who have 2 eas 

z Ay wena somne/noble cattle f hthe Durham, and| several  diserimina in no instanee 2 , 

£ Wete beautiful in shape, ih the Durham, and me trial, and that in no i é Hy 

é teechcoracedt W: is seat-| made the sa familiar, or which has 2 ‘hl 

3 Shea oe er Bathgate, who with which I - Erte cheers: 3 a 
5 tered Sree eer has been engaged in this fallen ae staat. with other than 2 Cae 

2 lives there, tury, speaks ek of tion, has-it been ionsin which ¢ 
‘ 

business for half a cen for ‘milking. Stock o ults. ‘The proportions in g 4 

5 hei the best for breeds have | the best rest be given, are one ? * 

< being arseng ire, and Devon d 3 ts. should be gi 2 : 

: , Ayrshire, a " = mn: lent 
he salt ¢ 

; lees veneer eas prt cal fo evn of ahh 
< tations of the Derham have is good; they are should be fine, and the ashes dry ie ae 
3 rong, aud peers a Oe ck, not.only oe oa from coals. If thought iaitiey B two or = 

2 considered the: bles. Col. Morris, increased in quantity, os 

: the shambles. Society, be in : 
Try it, < 

ry, but also for State Agricultural ‘a may ts, instead of one. J 2 

Peer chelate toch’ oe sae ere bre pee if it doth not “do good 5 | 

2 Thegesitiag ore Span gevand hi a farmers, and see 
: a 
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_ Aili hey teed some mode of Hae sr) "heey costa mapplod ne « quanta ¢ 4 
: of choive ai to dispese of their sur- sufficit of the mix! eet the recep- % 

5 of jble them land, 
rece 

; een! ‘without disadvan tae forsee come aes abject the ‘salt to injary in d 
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Pedigree of Prince Albert $4—Roan- The Dairy and its Producte. 1 ae 
eee ee 

} On the opposite page we presenb our readers} a+ the last Q ly Meeting of the Rock ¥ i ey 
3 with a cut of one of the best Short Horn Bulls County Agricul Society, the subj 5 ary 

> in the United States, for which we are indebt- ee en eee air 
? is essay and discussion, was the Dairy. Theessay >: iy ie ot 
} ed to the sons of the owner, who are not with- read by Mr. F.8, Eldred, of Joh 5 ee ae 
{ out distinction in their application of the prin- 2 y a fi Kas ik oat natown, though 5 ' Th it 

3 ciples of science to the arta of husbandry and | Concise and farmer-like, furnished many valia- 3 a 
5 ieresaite ey hints to those present—ths: good Hise of 2 $) i 
5 cate which we hope to see taking effect m every 5 NaS , 
3 Bred by Dr. Arthur Watts, of Ross county, a Ey see ; 
2 Ohio. Winner of the first premium, and also buttery and cheese-room in okt Rock, and ex- 3 ! ce ike 

er sweepstakes preminm,. over all compet tend their influence far and wide. We antici- 5 cae a 
3 tors, at the Ohio State Fair of 1851, and sold to | pate the pleasure of laying before our readers 2 hes 

3 and now owned by William Bebb, of Fountain- | either the whole essay, or extracts from the 3 ae 
2 dale, Winnebago county, Illinois. aie: ‘edhe tute thn 3 ae 

2 Prince Albert 3d—sire, Prince Albert 2d;| 7,” . A aatepaet ey i 
+ dam, Lady Paxton 2d, by Prince Charles (2461), HAVE eR Sy es 
$ imported by Ohio Company. Gr. dam, Lady | Farmer, of the following enquiries, made to the- 3 gel 
$ Paston Ist’ by Comet Hall [1855], imported | meeting by-the President, and solicit replies toe 2 2a 
2 by Ohio Company, and sold for $1505. Gt. gr. | them from thre several readers of the same: & + 
2.dam, Blossom—imported by Ohio Company, [ : % = ‘ oH 
2 and sold for $1000—by Fitz Favorite [1049].| _ What is the average amount of milk ape day, > | 
3 Gt gt gr. dam, by a grandson of Brampton | ftom your cows, during the time of giving 3 taf 
5 [54]. Gt gt. gt.gr. dam, by George [1066]. | mill.” 2 Me 
2 Prince Charles [2461], Roan—bred by Wm.| — What is the average length of time that your 3. + poe 
§ Whitaker, toe by Ohio Company ; got by | COWS give milk ? E a5 
5 Norfolk [2377]; dam Spinster, by Meteor 2d| What feed, in connection with grass, gives the 7 po 
> [2305]. Gt. dam Elvira by Baronet [774]. Gt. greatest amount of milk ? 2 ‘i 
2 gr. dam Emerald, by Meteor [432]. “Gt. gt. gr.) ” What feed furnishes milk the richest in but+ $ s\< 
2 dam Levinia, by Comet [155], bred by Charles | ter, and what in curd or cheese ? aft § 
£ Coliings, and sold at his sale for 1000 guineas.) Wrottreed of h: Scindanatia? 
3 Gt gt. gt. gr. dam, Lilly, by Collings, son of} 4), oe coca at eee eee { 
5 Favorite... Gt. gt. gt. gt. gr. ata by Collingsson | ° aoa quantity of milk, and what the best $ H 

3 of Favorite. Gt. gt. gt. gt. gt. gr. damsby a: Bull qnajity ? i i 2 i 
3 of Mr. Chassman’s, Gt. gt. gt. gt. gt. gt.gr.dam| _Whatare the desirable points in a great milk- 2 
2 by a Bull of Mr. Grinston’s. er, and what in a good milker ? $ 

= “Prince Albert 2d was sired by Prince Albert | , What is your experience of Guenon’s method + 4 
2 li aaa, imported, Arabella, (sold with her of determining a good smilch cow ? 2 { 
? calf, to Dr. Watts, for $1200,})/by Victery. Gr.| How man: yunds, or qu: of your ge H 
2 dam Sally [546], by aioe a of Minor milk, on ea esate: ales age butter 25 5 
g (eal). Gt. gr. dam, Old Sally, by a.grandson | Yow mueh milk will makea pound of cheese? > 
§ of Favorite [252]. Gt. gt. gr.dam, by Punch) iit in Seis Be ace $ 7 
x (531]. Gt. gt. gt. gr. dam, by bes [319]. batter, pun by, what a saree ‘ic ki good 3 sin 

: erp Te ese secures 2 

2 ; Rte acne ee tre tee In which month can you make the best bat- 2 
2 Messrs. Mitrer & Lararop :—I want to buy | ter ? Q i 
5 a few good sheep, if I knew where togetthem.| What are the effects of scalding the milk on 5 ‘ 
2, When you publish stock for sale, if the price bara of the butter, and the ease with 2 

{was attached, we could then know whether we which itis made “to come” ? 5 
2 are able to buy. This, you are aware, is a new ! These are.questions of great practical impor- ? 
$ country ; the land is broken and rolling, but | tance, and the object of bringing them bvfore ; 

2 the soil is rich and dry. . I think it one of the | the dairyman is to secure the benefit of his ex- 2 

= best sections: for sheep in the. world. . I make | perience for the guidance of others. We hope 3 | 

? this statement confidently, from my own know- | that we shall receive many concise and con- ? “eek: 
$ ledge. I am 65 years old—was raised. in Eng- | densed replies to the above enquiries, for publi- § i 5 
3 land, and have lived in all four quarters of: the | cation in the Farmer. In the meantime we 3 
¢ globe, but forrthe last 36 years inthe. western | would recommend to the consideration of all g s i 
z country. T. Goopz. jan article on Dairying, in the 2d volume of the > ‘ae 

Veraque, Bad Ax co., Wis, March, 1854. en of the Bae Aa Society, foes 
——————<—<—"_ y B. F. Adams, of Fitchburg, Wis. Many sug- ee 

tag Cassius. M. Clay recently purchased a cow gestions there will be found very valuable to 

and a calf, in Cincinnati, for $2,300. the Western dairyman. " y 
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ij : € ' from that time, in the fall, l'gathered half a 
Horticylfyre. lmushel off framtwo trees: It was on new brok- 

} . J enground, and the two trees that bore stood ; 

5 pe she Wiessner en TI Kaseah and never had a limb taken from them ? 
é Boot, Grafting. until after bearing. They grew very low and 3 
2 Messns. Eprrons:—As I have been ,in the sprangling. B. E. Mack. i 

| 5 habit of speaking my mind freely on the sub- Turtle, February,.1854. 3 

| 2 ject of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, 1 send er oe i 
| a few lines to you on the subject of Root- Fruit nea 2 

z Grafted ‘Trees, especially the apple- I know . as ting, &c. 5 

' 2 that my.remarks on this subject will differ} Mxrssrs Enyroxs:—As the time is at hand } 

2 somewhat from some of my warmest friends, | for planting fruit trees, I thought a few lines ¢ 

2 those particularly who are engaged in raising | on the subject might, beof useto many of your } 

= trees tosell. send you the .remarks of the| readers; and, therefore, with your permission, Se 

i 2 Boston Cultivator of November 26th,.#653, un-| I will furnish a few thoughts on the subject. 

‘ © der the head of “Fraud in Fruit Trees.” In the first place, the trees should be young { 

: | ; : Tne Worcester Spy calls attention to the| and thrifty—from three to six years old—with ; 

jae $ fact, that many of the fruit trees soll by tray-| well-balanced tops, and with as entire roots as { 
| i i 2 eling agents are worthless. These trees are| possible. Large trees should not betransplant- 2 

| i i 5 said to be manufactured. in the, State of New | ed, as it is next to impossible to procure roots 3 

jae 2 York by a short process called root-grafting.— | in proportion te the trunk and top. and the con- 2 

a S It ia done by taking the roots of trees, in the) sequence is, that the tree is checked in its } 
{ < winter, and cutting them up into short pieces, | growth for years, and the.fruit which it may { 

i : z into each of which is grafted a scien. They are} bear will be inferior to the.fruit grown on a tree : 

= then packed away into the cellar till spring, | transplanted -while young. é 

; i > when they are set out, and in two years they! The time for trangplantiag is as soon as pos- ; 

ie. gj answer to cheat the greenies with, who buy] ciblein the spring, after tle frost is out of the ¢ 

ie ie. > trees of irresponsible, strolling dealers. They} ground. By,waiting until late in the season, 3 
i 1 = willgrow very well in the Nursery for three/ you lose nearly one year’s growth, as the i 

se 5 or four years, like trees raised from suckers, ground does not have time to settle around the 3 

ff ; but like them, they. soon come to a stand, as-/ tree before it should start to grow. ? 

i : ; suming the appearance and decrepitude-of old] In taking trees from Nursery, you cannot 3 

a : {= trees. Many kinds, naturally good bearers, | avoid breaking some of the roots, and these < 

on > grown in this way will hardly bear at all:—| should be cut off smooth, near where they were $ 

iy 5 Now, as we are situated in about the, same| broken, and the topstrimmed in proportion to a 

ie | 2 latitude, the above has been my experience.—| the roots. If this be neglected, the roots will 5 

aie: $ The Newton Pippin, English and Roxbury) not furnish food enough for the branches, and 2 

ie > Russet, and a number of other kinds 1 might| consequently the tree will make little or no : 

} 4 3 mention, which I bought as root-grafted trees, | growth the first eeason. i 

} i 2 are dead, or no better, Scions taken fromthe} In setting your trees, you should dig a large ; 
hit : game, and.grafted into good seedling stocks, are| hole, from four to six feet.across, and two feet é 

/ hi i‘. - now doing well—most bear the third or fourth | deep; then put in .cne basket of well rotted $ 

i { ; % year—and, as far as I have tested them, I do} manure, mixing it with soil; then put in a few 3 

; j < not think there isany part of the globe in which | inches of soil, making it highest in the centre; 3 

ee 3 they could be beaten. then place the tree.in the centre of the hole, ¢ 

a { | would-eay to every man that has a farm.| carefully placing the roots in their natural po- 5 

‘ j > send to a seed store, and get a pint or quart of| sition, snd fill well pulverized soil around them, ? 

ap i £ apple seed ; let them soak over night in warm|so that there will be no vacancies left around 3 

(ee > water; then put them in a box.well mixed with | the reots; the upper rosts should be held back z 

ae en { moist dirt, and set them out of.doors . Just as| until the lower.ones are covered. After the 3 

; i 4 quick as the frost is out of the ground, sow] hole is. filled and packed, the tree should be ; 

ete: them 4 feet apart, in drills, so that after the| mulched with coarse litter. By planting trees 

u 4 ‘| first yoar you can work them with a cultivator. | as above directed, you will seldom have a tree 

i 4 (y1 mixed mine in this way in April; five years| fail to grow and do well. 2 
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& ; For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer, rection Sous the town; and on its low banks ; 3 " 

Setting Currant Cuttings. the peach tree grows luxurantly, but never ea yt 
$ —_— bears. On the gravelly ridge above the valley, ee 
? Messrs. Eprrons :—I noticed in the February | the trees bear bundantly. The editor of the > Bee) 
= number of the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer, an | farmer states that in a distance of a fourth 2 Be 
§ article on setting currants and other cuttings—|0f mile up one of these ridges, he passed < ie 8 
s 2 dittees ticin Me, Earhart, “froma peach barren to a peach plenty.”— < hie aet 
{ As my experienee. differs . S| (Exchange. é eT 

3 and from the remarks on the same article, I will eee 3 a An) 
? state to you my mode of cultivating the same.} _Tnanspuanrine Trees.—Mr. James T. ¢ Bie 
3 Im the first place, select the tallest and larg-| Worthington, at Chillicothe, through the = te. Be 
2 est growth of the past season, and place in sand, | columns of the Ohio Farmer, gives the fol- = } ee 5 
$ or bury them in a pit until the first of May ;|lowing method for transplanting trees, : i Ack 
2 then prepare the ground where they are intend- | Which we ceeommend for triab by our read- 3 pes Hes 
§ ed to be placed, by pulverizing it finely to the, ers. For if’ the result is as the writer says, < i Ro iF 
? depth of six inches. Cut the buds from the| there-must be great advantage in the me- 3 a: 
§ cutttings even with the bark, as far from the | thod proposed: : : be | 
2? bottom as they are placed in the ground—they| Some fifteen years ago having more than } Et 
{ should be set. six inches in the ground. Cur-| one hundred trees to transplant, mostly < ha 
} rants should be three feet apart. In this way | fruit trees, L had the holes dug in the month $ es 
£ they will grow straight, and will not send forth | of October, and planted about one 'third of 2 es 
} sprouts from the roots, and’ will need no. pru-| the trees. 5 ae 

re i Failing to procure all the ti I desired = Meh 3 ning, and will grow much larger than the com-| | *' ig to p re e trees I desi 2 peas 

$ mon way of growing them. in time, I was obliged to leave the holes + Bee 4 
2 Greenfield, March, 1854. J. Paswrr, | Open all winter, much to my vexation, as z “5 
5 oo they made v very unsightly appearance on ¢ el 
5 Sites fox Peach Orchards. the Jand. ale ; $ si 

3 Intelligent cultivators have been long fami- | ‘The next March, however, T procured . 
? liar with the fact, that the peach crop more uni-| about one hundred trees, transplanted = i 
§ formly escapes the frosts on hills and exposed | sixty or seventy of them in the holes dug < : 
2 locatities, than in warm valleys, O2 hills, the|the fall previous, and the remainder in 3 | 
3 wood ripens early and becomes hardy, and the | . ee : 5 ! 
? trosts are not so sharp, although the cold winds | boles-dug itm the spe A few of the S 
: may be felt more sensibly by animals and men. | trees planted in October died, but all of = y 
{ We have long entertained the opinion, that by | the trees planted in the spring lived; and 2 ear 
$ aselection of aspect, anl the adoption of shel- |] observed that all those planted in March, < 
¢ ter, there is scarcely 2 county in the Northern | in holes dug in October, made a much : . i 
2 States, where peaches might not be raised with Fash Oa: th th: : : f 5 
2 considerable uniformity. By shelter, we mean | OF Vigorous growth than any o} the oth- = 
{ shelter from the sun on frozen trees, more thun | rs I have repeated the experiment on a = ‘ 
$ mere shelter from the cold. larger and a smaller scale almost every = 
i e late number of He Seaniie Sane sere year since, and with uniform success; the = 
? nishes some corroborating facts on this point, | ; . . 5 
¢ which we condense for our readers. Charles _— noe oniy growing. better the first year, = 
2 Richardson of Maachester, N. H., who culti- | but continuing far to outstrip in growth and = 
$ vates a fine garden, succeeds in raising the best | vigor, trees planted in holes not exposed to < 3 

g Pesahes nome aro cumple shaded | the frosts and atmosphere of a winter, = 
{ on the south aud east from the sun, the roots, | which seem to-prepare the ground for the : 
2 body and branches being kept at a low temper- gpoun 3 
€ ature, while his other trees were barren. The roots better than any imechanical means 2 
§ fine peaches which excited so much atteftion whatever. z 
2 at the Horticultural Society’s rooms, in that] One word more, as the orators say, and © 
j city, pee by ALC. ae iS P. ware, Thave done. It is not desirable to plant : 
£ were from trees protect from the sun on the[ ¢_« * doa 2 
§ east and southeast by brick walls. A tree in fruit trees me than an inch pr two m di- 2 F 
£ Concord, on the top of what is called. “The | meter, they will have fruit but little if any = 
3 Mountain,” has borne abundantly the best of | sooner, and in after years are apt to be- < 
é Bes for rent years, eo ina very|come unsound. I have now an apple or- > 4 
é exposed situation, and is surrounded every win- 3 ; 2 

; ter with snow banks several fect deep, which, a ees ae a ae dug $ Ge 
melting in the spring; keeps .the fruit buds| ‘“ . Fy POSS, Nearly 'e trees 0! 4 

back til they are safe from the frost. which bore fruit this season, and many of é 

‘fg Walpole, in Mass., is celebeated for its fine| them bore last year, though the average ; 
Peaches. T'he Neponset rans in.a northerly di-' size wiren planted was not greater than # 
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; of an inch in diameter; and another apple| _Roration or Crors iw THe Ganpex.—Rota- 
iy orchard of 70 trees of the same size oe | tion of crops is equally important in the gar- 

| hoes x bore’ this sea- den ason the farm. The English gardener } 
i ¢ similarly planted in 1844, bore tl 4-\ hol is that the perennials—Currants, Goose- ¢ 

= son several hundred bushels of choice fruit. | berries, Raspberries and the like, should be § 
3 I would say then, dig your holes in the | rotated—that they should not hold one spot 2 
¢ fall or early winter in a proper situation, once 7 2 rae anes ae nat be Fenpred : 
2 | in less than 3 years, In all gardens rotation { 

} $ nok 00 ek por too much ex) e | in crops should be attended to if we would get § 
¢ small and vigorous trees, manure them! proper return for our labor. Good garden- } 

| = with a bushel or more of rotten chips each; | ing requires that two crops of similar _charac- > 
| ¢ cultivate the ground to potatoes, or other [ter should not follow each other. The cab- 

} $ root crops, and you will have good healthy bage plot, the bect bed, the carrots, the onions, § 
£ ndifraiit th 4 or S:yenre “ab fartielt: &c., should alternate--neither of them be $ 
= trees, al renee y' planted upon the same ground two successive ? 
3 Yours truly, Jas. T. Worrnmncton. | years. 3 
¢ —{Granite Farmer. It is well to keep all those vegetables like in ¢ 
é ann —— nature together, viz—The legumes—beansand < 

t * How.to save Cunraxr Bosues.—On | peas in one quarter; the brassica—cabbage and ; 
2 returning home after an absence-of a cou- | oan; ae ina por ee ithe eitow Z t eae 2 fe ae onions, turnips in a third —the carrots; beets ¢ 

| é ple.of years, some four yee sinee, I found | snd parsneps ina fourth, &c. In-this mode ¢ 
boi ¢ my eurrant bushes, which were in rows ON | they look. better and are more readily alterna- ‘ 
i : £ the outside of my garden, overgrown with | ted: 3 
a ? witeh-grass, and was informed by my better | ‘The following rotation in the garden is the : 

ae? < half that she could not welcome my re-| oneapproved of in England. — t 

ae 2 turn, with a glass of currant juice, as her = de econ) cabbages; cauliflowers: and. Be 
} : bushes had yielded but a very few currants aot Reang sad Pew 2 

| 2 the season past. [ could not think of Jo- 3. Carrots, beets and pavsneps. - é 

ie £ sing them, as [ was too fund of theirfruit,| 4. Turnips, potatoes, onions and savoye.- 3 
| i > and, besides, they had cost me much labor. ei ees S eeoctiert seipe aang : 

i > i < > elery is an excel reparatio! aspar- 2 ; ; $ Digging them up and rooting out all the betas nt sad cailiidwers: P’ : 

ae 2 grass was too great a task, therefore I) “Paris are a good preparation for cabbages { 
i ¢ thought I would try and smother it out— j} and greens. 5 
i 3 L covered the earth around them to the} Cabbages are properly to be followed by : 

~ 2 depth of. two or three inches with tan bark, Pe Gcaate apasie? Ges disk ease ies 5 
é . oo si a § x aS 

iz . £ eee ite a > dose eee ce ante pare the ground well for potatoes, carrots, beets + 
a= < the centre of each bush. It operated to a} and parsneps. } 5 
a | $ charm,—the grass was exterminated, and} Vines reqmrea light sandy soil—exotics— 7 

2 the next.season I spaded in the tan bark, | coming from the sandy soil of Africnand South { 
3} and since then my bushes have yielded Bee eres pt eee Aveprorat| 

ee é bountifully ~ Lar satisfied that vegetable vine. They will grow well on richer sorl—but + 
i 3 dressing is equally as good, if not better, | the growth consists rather of vines and leaves ? 
: 2 for trees and shrubbery than barnyard | than of the ee But even of vines ¢ 
a: é. i e! ing,— | they should alternate with other crops. e 
a . eee eee T save for field crossing; Thus in gardening it is allimportant to keep = 

; , : [ene Mae a upa “Rotation of Crops.”—Granite Farmer. 7 
ta dh: com so ps. 5 ree 5 by > Mupewsp Goosesrraies—Cole, in his fruit 3 
me a 5 ook; says, “to prevent mildew and produce| C¥aRcoat,—Pounded charcoal, or the.refuse > 

an | 2 good crops, select a cool soil and airy situation. | Of the heap, should be thickly strewed: over £ 
i = Cultivate well and deeply; prune well. Lay | Very place where filth is allowed to accumu- < 
i 5 salt hay, sea-weed or other litter, with one on| late. [tabsorbsthe bad smell, and makes an < 
i 3 ‘two quarts of fine salt to a square rod around excellent manure of what otherwise would not > 

i ? the bushes. Lime and sulphur, incorporated | Bly be useless but offensive. . It also prevents 7 
{ = into the surface soil are govd preventives| the larvw of insects from.beooming flies or < 

‘ S-against mildew. .Wken by a white-washed- moths. Pigs like to eat charconl, and are : 
42 5 fence or wall they are not soliable to mil-| thought to fatten on it; and in the course 5 
a 3 dew. Wood ashes, sifted on, when the leaves | 0f the summer months, 1 frequently have a Z 

i ; sre.just out, and ouce or twice after, is al- bushel or so at a time thrown over the ae z 
+. oe I so good against mildew Spent. tan around It makes the manure so much more valuable 

eBs the bushes is said’ to prevent: the effects of | that I find it worthéwhile to buy it for ie Bsr 
i ide gooseberry caterpillars that are sometimes de- | Pose; and in sedoing the pensare never offen- 
a ' eirustive? 5 sive—[Am..Agriculturist. 
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Ce Bers 
Abstract.of P:oceedings of ‘the North-| Recommended by Convention for general 5 

X western Fruit Growers Association. cultivation. i i Be 

} — _ Elton-—Mr,.Stewart, of Quiney—With him ? ia) 

‘ [coxtixezp From, PAGE .66.].; it is one of the finest; fruit as large as blaek > { a 

$ ce ‘Tartarian, and tree as hardy. 2 ie 

$ << 3 Mr. Shepherd—One of the tender- 7 Heer 

? ES 3 eh est trees in. his loeality ; on this ac- < ‘ ei PaY 

7 SSSR I A eount, fruit difficult to obtain. < iy nt) 

i Fas i Samuel Edwards—His neighbors and $ i Toe r 

z = 2 . himself bad planted. many of the El- = ‘ 
5 e : aa \ ton.8 and 9 years since; knows of ¢ tee + 

: £ a” \ gly one tree now living of the lot, < bi EB ak 

3 § f \ and that quite feeble ; had borneafew BASE 

pfs i fine. Cherries this year for the first; * ee PS 

7g / \ will never. bear another crop. § a 

S / : ‘Mr. Hatliaway—tender with him. ? ; DEE 

cy. i , No vote taken, é es 

$2 f i. Black Tartarian.—Mr. Stewart would * a 
é i ‘ 1ecommend as very hardy. : ae 

¢ i ! 4 ‘Mr. Ellsworth bas cultivated it eight = = 

5 i \ years, principally on Mazzard stocks ; 2 2: 3 

; | Reems. tree hardy, but not a free.bearer. € 4 Ee 

2 m4 q z Mr. Hathaway has, it. thriving well ¢ ‘ Pt 

2 Z ; mea on Mazzard stocks ; birds get most of > ane 

é \ ‘ the fruit. 2 A Fs 

i | = Mr. ————had no difficulty with ? fest 
‘ aoe Y it on account of want of hardiness, on <¢ ad 

3 B «Morello stocks, if outside bark is kept < oi 

: = ‘ loose by scraping and washing with ¢ pe, 

< = 803] aa $ ey 

e Mr. Coleman finds it to succeed as > f itt 

$ well as any other. 2 

5 Passed without action. . 3 ee 

é - Bigarreau, or Yellow. Spanish—Mr. & en 

§ Goleman has had no sucess in raising it in the 3 } } 

5 Cuerntes. | West ; thinks it will not succeed here ; knew it ¢ i 

3 _ Kentish, or Early Richmond—Mr Edwards of | gine at the East. $ ; 

$ Bureau, has fruited it for several years ; Bese! Mr, Brayton has seen it and.the Black Tarta- < Ht 

2 profusely ; fruit fine forculinary pope sells! rian grow side by side; the. Black Tartarian ¢ Bee 

2 readily in any quantity at<$4 a bus! el. Trees taken by birds, Yellow Spanish not troubled.— $ aie h 

2 planted Jast year bore several quarts this year-| He moved to recommend for general cultiva- - oH 

3 pee piah pee i deecaueanae ctv |tion, Carried. é Baa 

2 r. Wakeman has cultivated it four years; : . conounced b: € q 4 

2 finds it a profuse bearer ; dry prairie soil. peda cit uland pronounced, by several rd Het: 

$ "Mr. Hanford hag it on common Morellosuck-|"™paceed without. action. z = 

¢ ers; a good bearer; dry prairie soil. a Mr. Stewart, of Qui $ sa 

$ Mr. flarkness has found it the only Cherry |, American Heart.—Mr. ei Nahr 8 Sar: ait 

© that could be cultivated successfully in his sec-| 228) had it bearing several years ; a good oe: { 

} tion of country. {constant bearer ; tree as hardy and vigorous as $ =| 

>- Mr. Coleman has seen many -varieties in th e| — hens fone he.have but one variety, this i 

2 west, ed_on Morello suckers; he -regards|S¥0™ oa Be ie ae 

‘ the Geta as the best bearer he has seen tree}, Mr. Hathaway: sultivates * had thecatt it < 

very hardy, more so than any other. | hardy until two years since, one ar, eos = 

2" eeommended by Convention as-best for mar-| by late spring frosts ; last spring lost others ¢ 

2-ket and culinary purposes. j from RAINE, CONES é 

. May Duke.—Mr. Coleman—In Tazewell coun- No action recorded. ae ; 

5 ty bas seen it succeeding finely. Mr. Loomis believes we shall not sneceed in ¢ § | 

= "Mr. Stewart has. it Sane ‘well on Morello/ the cultivation of the Heart and Bigarreaa va- pee | 

? stocks ;: fruit of superior q iality. - rieties at the West, until we form low heads to ? 4 

>> Samuel Rdwarde—Fruit is very fine when| the trees; thinks it would ee murs é a8] 

¢ you can get it; is much. troubled by birds. and | thé bark, and trees would bear younger. im & j 

5 seeks bears ‘about half as much ‘as, Kentish,| commends root pruning in September and Oc- 2 i 

$ and sells ae for double the price. . . tober. : Db 

2? Mr. Shepha -rit is fine in his vicinity ; thinks} Mr. Stewart has.had but limited casi ie 4 

it too liable to be taken by birds: only three or four years; had a tree o' itnight’s * 3 

Mr. ——— thought it one of the best ofl Early:. Black winter killcd ; the .root semt up a Bit 

Cherries; better: on Mazzard than Morello ;| sproutiwhich was budded with Black Tartarian 
with him more difficult to propagate than any |root-praned, and‘eventually . died ; had_ others. : 

other; more difficult on asad than Morello.|share a similar: ite; would agree with Mr, ae, 
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Hi Loomis in recommending low heads. Now pro- | tarian-on Morello ; atthe point of union bud i] pagates on the Morello seedling stocks, and suc- Ot eight inches over the stock. Li} ¢ ceeds tolerably well. . Kinney’ has best success budding early, ' < __ Dr. Warder—Allexperienced and skillful cul- | and start them at once. 3 ~ tivators at Cincinnati are in favor of low head-| Mr. Overman—Buds from 15th to last of June } 7 = ed trees, and prefer to work them at or near the | —earlier the better—and get growth the same : 

= surface of the ground, on Morello stocks, season. ? 2 President—the Morellos are the best stock || Mr. Truesdell—Has budded in spring, soon ? | = he has tried for the Dukes, etc. J.J. Thomas | as bark would peel, from scions eut in Novem- ¢ | < has written him that he believes the Mahaleb| ber, and Reet in moss ; have done well ; head : | = Was the stock for the West. back when buds show signs of starting. : | 3 | Cherries need dry bottom, and the bodies of} Mr. Brayton and others—The time when all : j > trees shaded on south and west sides; heads | scions should becut, : > should be lew. Mr. Overman—Has commenced badding in 2 | Mr. Fahnestosk—Has found decided advan- | April, and continued until October ; did not see ! ¢ tage in working near the ground and forming | much difference in buds uniting with the stock, : ¢ low heads ; have trees eight years old, branches | In early budding, head down soon as buds be- 3 within a. foot of the ground ; were the most | gin to swell ; if possible, bud on wood of the : 2 beautiful, thrifty trees in his neighborhood— current year, aud head very close ; very suc- 
>? The black knot has shown itself last year_on | cessful. “Experience in budding from last year’s © ! 2 the Black Tartarian and one other variety. The |scions such, that, with Cherries articulany, he ¢ ; < soil should be dry for Mazzard stocks. Only | should haye no more to do with it; with Ap- : } § Dukes and Morellos sueceed well on Morello ples it does better. Can mature buds of pre- a 3 stocks with them. Have grown on Mahaleb | sent year sooner, by pinching off ends of shoots ? : = stock extensively ; nario trees seven or |a week or two as 5 Bid 2 eight years old ; heads formed near the ground ;] Mr. Fahnestock—We bad Cherries and Pears : se é fine trees, and the eee finer than when ences: the last of all budding, Bud Maz- : 4 ¢ grown on any other stocks. Thinks the Maha- stocks second year; commence from the Ph $ Jeb as good ‘a stock for orchard trees as any, | 10th to 15th of August; finish in September ; : 

3 with the advantage of superior hardiness ; | scarcely any fail. Be ? would do tolerably well on low, wet. ground ;{ Mr, MeWhorter—Cherries have their growth : es 2 has seen no disease affect trees on the Mahaleb. | finished in Auguat with him, and cannot be z i < Mr. Kinney has no experience in. fruiting | budded. é f § choice varieties. ‘The trees have died on Maz-| Mr. Stewart, of Ogle couxty—Have budded : i. 3 zard stocks, but stand well on Morello and Ma- | 15th to 20th of August, with good success, : i 5 haleb ; the latter grows very thriftily with him;| Mr. Stewart, of Quiney—Once budded in ? i. 2 has had it winter killed after very thrifty growth May from last year’s scions, headed down in ? i ? in fall ; notcommonly injured af all. two weeks ; all died; has lost over ninety per = } i < Mr. Elisworth agrees with above testimony | cent. of ne grafted late in the season, in % ; § in favor of Mahaleb stocks ; they are very pro- | nursery. ie May Cherry seedlings grow moie: > } t *} ductive ; succeed well with him on warelly regionals, with him than the common Morello, = i > soil, and on prairie soil, with gravelly sab-soil ; r. Brayton buds Cherries ia July ; never do > i 2 has lost 2.stock of trees on low ground in ase- | well later than that. E. i, ¢ vere winter ; lost none on Morello, but it is too! Mr. Ellsworth—Bud on Mazzard in. August + £ liable to sucker. and till 10th of September ; after that om Maha ~ ; Mr, Brayton thinks if we would use Morello | leb ; then Pear on quince ; all succeed well. z N § seedlings for stock, wé would not be troubled} Mr. Thecus Bethe first Cherries on Maz- = i > with its throwing up suckers. zard last yeu August 10th; finished Septem- / i 2 Mr. Coleman inquired if the Mahaleb suck- | ber 23d; look fine ; dry outit budded.early. { # ered. Mr. Shepherd inquired if any one had tried = Fi 5 Messrs, Kinney and Fahnestock have never | the experiment of strippin, off outer: bark ef : if © seen it sucker. Cherry trees, as Sesame by Prof. Turner? ? i? $ Mr. Shepherd hasseen one only. Mr. Dunlap—A neighbor had ‘two. fine trees > | = | Messrs. A. Bryant and Overman—When the | May Duke and a Heart Ghey:_sripped off < aa 2 Morello stock is worked near the ground, and | the-outer barit and scarified them consi erably < £ trees make a thrifty growth, it is not liable to | in June last year; they were loaded with fruit ‘ ie < sucker, this year. ? i = Mr. Truesdell has trees six years olden Mo--| Mr. Truesdell—before seeing Professor Turn- °° i } ello stocks, hardy and productive ; do not | cr’s article on peeling the Cherry, tree, he lost = t > sucker.. several trees by winter killing; since then he ¢ i ¢ _ Mr. Negus has Black Tartarian four years on | has peeled off the outer rough bark ; loses no ¢ i ¢ Morello; no suckers; took up one year old | trees now. x 
¢ suckers, grew them in apreety rows one year} Mr. Stewart believed bark necessary to a tree = i § before working ; they make fine stocks. as the skin to an animal ; would expect to kill ? x 2. Mr. Elisworth—Trees on Morello stocks bear | trees by stripping them. e , | / y better than on Mazzard, but have suckered bad-| Mr, A. Bryaut—It would in the fall of the ie ly with him. | year, but noi if taken off in June. ; Ne ss Mr. Fahnesiosk—Do not bear better with |” Mr. Ellsworth has tried wray piag trees with ie ae them ; none but the Dukes aud Morellos take | cloth, as had been NeSoniinantied’s it was no ny : readily on Morello; knows atree of Black Tar- protection ; the winter of 1851-52 lost several. i 
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2 Ba af cee hater sera teak ete et 
: PLAN FOR AND GOOD GARDENS. 2 ei 
g — 2 eh 
{ Messrs Eprrors:—There are few who are /tomatoes: and SM SM SM SM the places for ? 4 
} so utterly and shamefully destitute of taste, as/small miscellaneous vegetables, such as onions, ¢ 
5 to be incapable of admiring a good garden—|lettuce, salsify, parsnips, carrots, &e, &e— $ 
2 Yet, notwithstanding the ease with which they | These should be in the plot, marked by the cor- $ i 
< may be had, and the real and abundant com-|ners F', F,F,F,and the lines P P, P P, the = + 
§ fort they will afford, many, very many, have|only paths in the plot or in the garden. The ? | 
3 never known what it was te have one. With) plot F F, &c., should be marked off in lines t8 ¢ 
? them, the idea of a good garden is synonymous}inches apart. This is perhape most conveni- $ ; 

{ With something either quite beyond their reach | ently dene with a marker made of alight piece > Ba 
{ or entirely beneath their notice. But their! of scantling, 3 feet long, with a fixed tooth at 2 i 
3; Maker did not consider the garden beneath His|each end, a moveable one in the middle, anda 2 i 
} notice, or he would not have made it the birth-| handle or pole 44 feet in length. Let this he ¢ 7 i 
2 placeand abode of the last and noblest work of|drawn by hand, as straightly as possible, across } 3 
¢ his creation. The garden has even been the/one side of the plot, and redrawn in the same } 
5 chosen spot of the contemplative Philosopher | marks till they are well defined and perfectly 2 ‘I 
> and the Statesman. straight ; then mark towards the opposite side 2 S 
2, An eminent writter has well said, “that the/of the plot, keeping the inside tooth on the § i 
2 improvement in gardens, always keeps pace/last line drawn—this will guage them so that $ 
; With our mentaleulture” [t must, then, have|they will be parallel, which is as-essential to > 
5 an important bearing upon the intellectual fac-|the beauty of the garden, as that they should 2 “¢ 
3 ulties, which is, of itself, a sufficient reason for| be perfectly streight. Let asmany of the lines ¢ 
? More attention being paid to the-subject. in the middle as are wanted for a path, be tak- ¢ 
4. The size and location of the garden may|en, and‘9 lines be marked in the middle of the $ 
5 be regulated by circumstances, ‘he garden| plot, crosswise of the others, and let the three ? 
3 Should be located where it will be seen, so that| middle onesof the 9 be taken for the other 2 
2 it may not only be easily watched and pretec-| path ; let 3 lines.also be drawn across each end § 
2 ted, but seen and considered as an ornament to| of the plot, that is, parallel to the line 11; the $ § | 
¢ the premises; and substantial and efficient| plot is then ready for planting. Sow 3 rows of > i 
5 (ornamental if practicable) fences be in every |earrots around each one of the squares SM, 7 5 
3 instance constructed around them. Plans for|defined by the corners J,J,J,.3; fill up the ¢ 
2 the arrangement of gardens are numerous, and | squares according to convenience. Remove the 5 Ff 1 
< many of them are both tasteful and convenient. | middle tooth of the marker, and lay off the $ a 
5; One which I have made and tried, I like as well| places for eorn, peas, vines, tomatoes, &c. The 3 
5 as any I have seen. corn Will, as the season advances, form a bean- ? j 
} Let be the side nearest the house; C C|tiful background to the garden ; the peas will jer: 
the ground for raising garden corn; P P PP.| define the sides, and the tomatoes divide the A 
at each end of the garden, be the places for! plot from the cabbage and vine patches, and the 

Fa peas; V-C VC, the places for cucumber andjcarrots will form a fine border around the i. 
i) melon vines, cabbages, potatoes, &; I, 1,1, I, squares of the plot F F. G. M. Power. ; 
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| not to be without interest in your business— 
i} r Domestic Econoiny. Farming“will thus*be to you one of the ao 

it 5 Work for the Month. interesting, profitable and pleasant pursuits, and 
3 — you Will feel well disposed, from the crown of * 5 Jn every month, ere in aught begun, arr) | your head to the sole of your foot, towards your { 2 Read over tnat month what avails = = e 
2 So neither this travel may seem to be lost, | neighbor farmers, and will be glad to meet them 5 

Nor thou to repent of this trifing cost. | at all of the meetings of your county society. : | S Thos. Tusser. | We wouhi like to have the farmers this year 2 
| 2 Mostevery farmer has seme dreaded job on/ raise as much grein as they ‘can without putting j 
| hand, which he knows ought to be done, oti a hindrance to other interests, such as the stock : 

2*er for the beauty or productiveness-of his farm, | and dairy, We think it important and desira- £ 
5 ‘There is a marsh that ought to be-drained, and | ble, too,that they-chould raise a variety of root = 
= thus converted into a valuable s1eadow ; and| crops, and test ‘their fattening properties this < 
3 there is his broad prairie and rich river bottoms, | fall. Set out fruit trees abundantly, and study $ 
= now all open to the hérds‘of cattle balongiag| the best manner of doing it; spend the wet : 

' § to his-neighbors, who rcarcely own a foot of! days in putting-out-all kinds of the best forest © 
! 2land,end from wltich ‘his cows are driven and trees about your'houses and homes, and along ; 
| ; compelled to travel’helf-a dozen miles daily to} your fences and ténd-sides, and may success at- 5 

im 2" obtain the proper materials for butterand cheese, | tend your efforts, if you make any, as we know Q 
' = which should be properly enclosed and duly | shame and confusion will if you do not. $ 5 " is 5 : ne 3 ‘a 5 poctected for tis oT sane disse en wel) ee! Svipxur ror Lick Carrte.—aAt this season $ ba dug, for the convenience and health of his fam- z 5 5 : tape ere from the brook, | of the year cattle are more likely to be infested © 

ap q ily » instead of using water fom_the brook, with those pests, lice, than at any other, A } € which is the common reservoir of barn-yards sin ndent of the F: 5 0: a: a8 
$ and road-washings, better calculated much for | °"7*P® wie Ree ee ? ee 5 .)_| aremedy much more simple and safe, to our } i. = his farm than family, or his corn than lus chil-} “* site § a “2 iGren ; there is a priisie to be broken unti“an| mid, than the external application of tobacco : 

| i 2 opening to be cleared, and both made ready for | Bp Irchine tes 9 as aoe. t i ¥ , . “6, m agricultu- ¢ | 3 S wheat crop next fall 42, dio, Now léhng tao-| 223 saint end shaabtt dleo froth neighbor who ; i = klethese in right good earnest, and win a glori-| has tried it I therefore tried it myself, on some { oe 3 ous victory, one vastly more profitable and hon-| calves that were literally covered with the ver- } } 2 orable than that of Palo Alto, and which will Seed esrewasn eooeo ee 8 f es j 5 scarce ression, ? 
3 give us much more internal Good feeling and was, not a louse cle a ian in two weeks. { = external.good looks. There is nothing so pro-| I fed a spoonful to a calf in meal, two or three ¢ tt 3 fitable, gratifying, and satisfyng to the farmer| times a week. Whilst giving it the weather 5 

| 2 himself, as such real improvements. Let no one honk the falta cn. dhe, salves, treated oul ob 2 ‘ , : 3 delay any longer to sce that his feneos are in| Poh Table to tale cold sad voonive injury” ; tf ¢ good condition, that the catile are kept from 7 Tw. § 

! 3 his meadows, that his farming implements are) Beer Tra—When one pound of lean beef, ? } : all in prime order, remembering that hired meN| free of fat, and separated from the bones, in the 2 
hf 3 love to use 2 good implement, and handle it}! guciy chopped state in which it js vsed for beef : } I - with much more dexterity than a dilapidated, sausages or mince megt, is uniformly mixed with § 

ee > clumsy concern ; measure off the ground and its own weight of cold water, slowly heated to ? a 2 make the plans for your premium crops ; eal- bailing, and the liquid, after boiling briskly for = 
z ulate'on'windiing the prominin his tell Sor ets re forte, ial GeRinby datregen ad Wel S$ 

f 2 best Kitchen garden ; secure some of the new from the coagulated albumen, and the fibrine ? 

i s end improved varietiog of seed ; introduce VP"! naw beooming hard and horny, we obtain an + | > on your farm a pair of good Shanghais, or get equal weight of the most aromatie soup, of such 3 
i derresoretia tere rane written sat] Strength a8 eqnmot be obtained even by boiling } 

eae 2 your hens, bsud tiie me ey 8n¢'| for hours, from a piege of flesh, When mixed 2 
ae s lead them to love their rural ‘bonie ‘and rural! wish salt. and the othes usual additions by which ¢ 

3 = Pursuits ; buy a Suffolk pig; purchase a Shprt- soup is usually seasoned, and tinged somewhat { 
ie a hora: Derpa. sk yrebireno (J etveyis4G aw nn darker by yneans of roasted onions or burnt su- a bull ; if you have the means, get some South- gar, it forms the very best soup that can in any 
im ig downs, French or Spanish Merinos—see that way be prepared from one pound of flesh— 
ae they are all Q, K—and we will watrant you! [Liebig. : } 
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Corn Breap—We commend the fol-| earthen vessel. over a slow fire; add thereto 6 ‘aes 
lowing to the eaters and lovers of corn ean cat anle a into slices, and an 

\ Gao: ese will presently dissolve. Then add, seria- 3 " ee i 

: 2 tim of tallow, 8 o2.; 2 oz; ¢ + ee 
2 Toone quart of sour mille add two tea-| \ornish 4 on feoigianss a weonetlan ees 
$ spoonfuls, well stirred in, of finely pulver- imanedinnal The boot th seta ted aera 

> jzed saleratus, two eggs well beaten, one ta- Be ee ad ie alist 
! ble-spoonf tat bipcn sugar, and a piece be treated, are to receive two or three coats > i ry) aN 

$ of batter as large as an exp. Salt to suit| With @ common blacking brush, and a fine pol- 2 a H 

¢ the taste, and then stir in the meal, mak-| #2 #8 the result. 2 i | ‘ 
} ing the mixture about as stiff as for pound Norrittovs Breap.—Boil half a pound of § 4 é ae) 
é ae Now comes the great secret ‘of its| Tice in three pints of water, till the whole be- é % Cl 4 
3 ness. Bake quick—to the color of a|°omes thick and pulpy. With this and yeast, 4 ie He 

ehlight brown. Eat it moderately warm, | and six pounds of flour, make your dough— 2 4h (2 
? with butter, cheese, honey, or sugar-house | [n this way, it is said, as much bread will be 5 oe 
{ molasses, as most agreeable to the palate.| made, as if eight pounds of flour, without the é iy rs be 
}—[Am. Agriculturist. rice, had been used —[Am. Agriculturist. 5 eh 
} Seradann ari ed Brrz or Mav Docs—An English journal $ $ oH 
3 Be ze B a Feed ra Uae says, that an old saxon has been using for fif- 2 > 
3 3 ”| ty years, and with perfect success, aremedy for $ | eal 

i the bite of mad dogs, by the agency of which ? FP 
3 “The method of roasting is obviously | “he has rescued many fellow-beings and cattle ¢ ‘ a 
{ the best to make flesh most nutritious—| from the fearfal death of nydrophobia.” The = i 
j Butit does not follow that boiling is to be| remedy is to wash the wound immediately with ah 
: interdicted. If @ piece of meat is put it} warm vinegar or tepid water, dry it, and then 2 oil 
} cold water, and this heated to boiling, and! apply a few drops of muriatic acid, which will $ Siu 
3 boiled till it is ‘done,’ it will become hard-) gestroy the poison of the saliva, or neutralize é i 

:erand have less taste, than if the same it, and the cure is effected. § , 
{ piece had been thrown into water already| 7) = Wy, $ 
j boiling. In the first case the matters grate- ‘Wootens should be washed in very hot g 

2 ful to the swell and taste, go into the ex- re: and not rinsed. ‘Loke-warm water shrinks 5 4 
$ tract—the soup; in the second, the albu-|‘?°™ 2 a 
 menof the bite coagulates from the surface| Curr ror Corxs—A correspondent writes ¢ 3 
; inward, and envelopes the interior with a| thats pint of alcohol poured in his boots caus- > et sf] 
: layer which is impregnable to water. Inj ed all his corns and calluses to peel off, leaving € eee SI 

§ the latter case, the soup will be indifferent, | his skin smot® and soft. If this be so, aleohol 2 
é but the meat delicious,” in the boots must have an effect contrary to $ ae 
2 Genaan Yeast—The yeast prepared by the| the usual one, for we have knowm many indi- ¢ | 

3 Hungarians will keep for a whole twelvemontb. | Viduals to get tremendously corned with less 2 d 
é During the summer season they boil a quanti- than a'pint of alcohel, largely diluted with ¢ 
3 ty of wheaten bran and hops in water; the de- Croton.—[Scientific American. > %: 
2 coction is not long in fermenting, and when| OF The oftener carpets are shaken the long- ¢ ; 
} this has taken place they throw in a sufficient| er they will wear ; the dirt that collects under : 

§ portion of bran to form the whole into a thick | the mgrinds out the threads. \ 5 
z paste, which they work into balls that are af-| If you wish to” preserve fine teeth, always 2 

§ terwards dried by a slow heat. Whenwanted | clean them thoroughly after you havé eaten $ 
; for use they are broken, and boiling water is| your last meal at night. 5 : 

{ poured upon them. Having: stood a proper F tAtmcae Heauta ror Cuttprex.—Give 7 ear 
2 time, the fluid is decanted, and is in a fit state| them plenty of milk; plenty of flannel; plen- je 
5 for leavening bread.—[Johnson’s Encyclopedia} ty of air; and let them have plenty off sleep 5 $ 
2 of Agriculture. and they will seldor! if ever, ail'ahything— 3 
} To Prepare Warer-rroor Boots—Boots| That is, milk is their best diet; they must be 
and shoes may be rendered impervious to Water | warmly clothed ; nist be much out of doors; 
“by the following composition: Take 3 oz. of} and must be always allowed to sleep on till 4 
permaceti, and melt it in a pipkin, or othe, Saey awake of their own accord.
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i s: I> We would call the attention of our = 
| i \ Ed ‘ fo t 8 i ab j Ce ers to the advertisements of our Beloit friends ‘ 
| 2 EE = Jean patrons. The establishment of Love & : 
; : $ Premium Seeds. Stone (successors of Barker & Love) is one of } 

2 _ Dinrortons ror Prarine.—Plant the corn, | the oldest and most reputable in the Rock Riv. | 
i 5 Squash and cucumber seeds, as early as the sea- | oy Valley. Wehave lately visited this exten. } 
| 2 son will permit—say about the 10th or 15th of sive and well conducted establishment, and can} 

j ¢ May. The first week in May, as stated on the say, from personal observation, that every thing : 
| z Seed-bag label, will be too early for this lati-|i, done in the most workmanlike manner— i 

if g tude. Should the weather be cold and wet, the | They have in their employ long-tried and skill- } 
2 Seed may rot in the ground. We find on re-| fy workmen, practical engineers who under. ? 
5 ference to our memorandum, that we planted | stand their business. Their Mower received : 
z last season on the 23d of May, but we would | . medal, with special approbaticn, at the Exhi- / 
§ recommend a little earlier planting. bition at the Crystal Palace, and also receiveda ‘ 
2 _ Plant the corn on rich, warm land, at least 30 | premium at the trial of machines at Geneva, { ' 5 rods from any other variety; and the other N. Y., last fall. We commend them to the pa- ‘ 
¢ seeds 8 or 10 rods from each or any other va- tronage of the agricultural community. i 

} 3 2 a Rolfe, Strong & Co., who know well what ? 
: $ _ Bsvorr Sunscrimers are requested to callon | are the wants of the family table, and how | 

2 Prof. Larunor and receive their seeds. they can best be furnished, gladly avail them- i 
i 2 Tue Census, unabridged, has already been | 8¢lves of every opportunity to do their custom. ; 

, $ laid upon the desks of the Members of Con- | ¢?s 4 kindness, and that in a gentlemanly way, 5 
i 2 gress. An abridgement more convenient, and | 20d while they provide for the inner man, the ; 

= quite as useful for many, is in preparation.— | Wants of the outercan be abundantly, satisfac- } 
4 2 Each member will have for distribution nearly torily and tastefully supplied at the j 

: i } a thousand copies of the Abstract. This will} Brtorr Crormxa Esranusnwent. 0. A. } 
. ¢ make a book of about 600 octavo pages. is O. K. and always on hand, and is just asi 
i 2 _Prosrxcrs or 1#z next Cror or Wixren|good natured and gentlemen!y when you f 
} 3 Wueat—-Bap Sprinc, &c.—We learn from | Purchase as when you don’t. If you aresuffer- 5 

| f > some of the farmers, says the Detroit Adver- | €4 to leave without a fit, “like a duck’s foot in ; 
tf 5 tiser, that there is fear that the growing wheat | the mud,” just give it up that you are indeed : 

tf 2 crop has been considerably injured within the | a crooked stick. 5 
: i = past four weeks, by a coating of ice, which.has| At the Beloit Bookstore will be found not | 
pot < covered it most of the time since the Decem- | only good books, rare books. cheap books, latest « 

| 3 berand January snows went off. The fall books, and all kinds of stationery, music, &c. / 
£ growth has mostly been killed by the ice, but j but what is worth them all—an honorable and : 

a 5 whether the roots are affected, cannot be ascer- obliging man. ; 
tf < tained until warm weather sets in. We trust} Doxrsric Manuracturss Excouracrp—- § 
i f 2 the fears are unfounded The following is from an exchange paper: 3 
ia 2 Tae Proves, Loow ann. Anvi.—We have! pany Exustriox.—The Committee of the ‘ 
a 3 Peceived the February No. of this valuableand southern Central Agricultural. Association, : 
ai ¢ Tehable Agricultural, Mechanical and Politi-| pave authorized to offer the following premi- ‘ 
a ~  } ¢0-economical journal We want the January | ums to be awarded at the next fair in Augusta: ? 

; $ Be: Bie edieis one Of Samos, cernrat ant 1st Premium, a silver pitcher worth $50, for 3 { orthodoxical of the journals devoted to the in- the handsomest and finest baby two years: 
‘a 2 terests of the farmer and mechanic. .All its | old. ‘ 

I 3 readers, while they admire its ability, do not], 9d Premium, avsilver pitcher worth $25, for ; 
' i 2 always find themselves able to coincide with the handsomest and finest. baby one year old. 5 

bie | 3 its views on some matters of politicaleconomy.| 3d Premium, a silver goblet worth $10, for ? 
be ; Wecommend this journal to those who, wish | the handsomest and finest baby six mouths old } 

ee a de povted, up on the Taxit antereste, The children are'to'be clothed in. domestic 
\ : i ta A steamship nearly one-eighth of a mile | fabrics, and' the premiums to be awarded under 4: 

ib 4 : long is building at Liverpool. ‘the direction of the Executive Committee. e 
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Tra or Rearers.—We have received the | also expensive to allconcerned. I would there- | oy 

following proposals from Mr. Wright, and tho’ | fore propose a general trial on something like i Be a 
j ? we find nothing in them to object to, yet they | the following plan : ; a ; 

{ do not seem to us exactly to meet the diffi-} Let several State Agricultural Societies $ ql 3 
2 culties of the case. Could not a committee of | unite, each appropriating $200 or $500, and ap- é 4 a 

IB { the U. S. Agricultural Society devise a plan | pointing one or two committee-men, in whose ¢ “eee 
JB 3 which would meet the demands of the case ? | experience, judgment and fairness, entire con- ? Wed ai 1 
IB { We are decidedly of the opinion that it is im-| fidence could be placed. Let the committee ¢ ! i ce 

} portant, both for the interests of manufactur- | make their arrangements as early as possible, ? L i 

[E ; es and users of reapers, that the matter should | opt their rules, and appoint time and place ¢ ey 
BB : be taken in hand. It is so much a national | of first meeting, They might beginSouth and 2 E he 

5 matter, that zs falls within the precincts of the | proceeding North continue the trial for weeks $ eed ae 
2 National Society. If not done by this Soeie- lie necessary, leaving out one machine after an- © mae) 

5 ty each State will have to be at the expense of | other, asits inferiority became manifest, $ ee 
re re ee | ‘The committee should haveall their expenses 2 a Fa 

: Cutcaco, Feb, 7, 1854. j Paid, and perhaps compensation besides; and $ q BH 
¢ _Mrssrs. Eprrors:—Asa manufacturer, I de- | the cost of removing reapers from place to place 2 oH 
? sire to enter my protest against any more pet- | might alse be borne by the committee, in order $ j M 4 
é ty trials of reapers. They cost a great deal | to enabte every builder to come into the trial; ~ BH 
2 and amount to nothing. The decision at one | and for this reasonI would not require any $ eee 

¢ trial is reversed the next week at another, per- | entrance fee, though some of the larger build- ¢ ic 

2 haps with the same machines, and often ao would doubtless be willing to contribute to $ Cae 
§ competitors can show their defeat was owing to | the general fund. If five or more societies can ¢ a f 

2 some extraneous circumstances, as not having | be got to unite in'such a trial, I will contribute : b ] 
3 asuitable team, bad driving, or unfortunate | $200 to $500, or as much as any other builder. ¢ td 
¢ management in some way. The surplus fands should be divided to the ? “ai 
§  Areaper trial is not like a horse-race, where | best machines, say half to the first, one-third to $ Be 

é the sole object is to beat, regardless of every- | the second, and one-sixth to the third, tobe paid > et 
3 thing except the coming out ahead ; it is, or | in plate or money, as might be desired by the 5 Sel 

ought to be, to ascertain surely which is the | winner. 2 ‘BBs al 

: best machine, and not so much to benefit the} Tosave time and expedite arrangements, I ¢ iy 

¢ owner as the farmers, who wish to know what | would suggest to parties interested to corres- 7 By 

} kind to buy. pond with Col. B. P. Jounson, Secretary N.Y. § hl] 
{ How absurd is it for any set of men—I care | Std Agricultural Society, Albany, N.Y. I > ‘eek 
é not how great their experience and judgment— | have not communicated with him, but am quite $ ey 

$ to take from three to adozen reapers, perhaps = his interest in agriculturai matters wil! ¢ : A 
¢ allof acknowledged merit, and by the cutting | cause him to bear the labors with cheerfulness. $ Syl 
$ of two acres each, as was done at the Wooster, | Yours respectfally, J. S. Waicurt. é ae 
2 Ohio, trial, where mine was defeated; or even| [> Our thanks aredue to John A. Kennicott 2 } y 
$ by cutting five or six acres, as at the Richmond, | & Sons for « Catalogue of their valuable col- g toe 

£ Ind, trial, where mine was victor, decide posi- len of Fruit and Ornamental Trees— ? : 
3 tively and absolutely that one reaper is better ; Theirs is a welt known Nursery, of good repu- ¢ 

< than all others. tation, conducted by judicious, honorable and 3 4 

{ Such atrial might show whether a reaper | sateen “pam 824 § i 
2 Would work or not, but to judge between rival | OF In Rome charcoal is principally used for i 
j reapers, of which there are over twenty of e:- | fuel, and you will see a string of twenty mules ¢ eae 
§ tablished reputation, each having its points of bringing little sacks of it upon their backs, 2 Peak 

¢ excellence ; along and thorough trial must be | When one mule would draw it all in-a cart— > H 
2 requisite, to see how they work in differont | But the charcoal vender never had a cart, and g aa 
E Kinds of grain, and under varied circumstances, | 5° hhe keeps his twenty mules and feeds them. : ie 

and how they wear. A trial to be decisive} ¢3§~ The number of persons in the United. al 

should go through an entire harvest. One, too, | States engaged in commerce, trade and manu- 744 

that was thorough and reliable, would be equal- | factures, is put down at 1,596,265; in Agricul- ae 
ly available in one Stateas another. They are’ ture, 2,400,588 ; Government Offices, 24,066. i 
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it a $$ sS™E iF = e 4 
i Sheep Shearing Festival. CLASS C. « 

j Pp —— For the best Shearer, $6 00 
i | $ We received the following Premium List| For the second best do. 300 + 
; $ and Regulations for a Sheep Shearing Fes-| The Committee of Judges in this Class will § : 5 P ig ig C ; 

} 2 tival after our paper was wholly made up| be announced on the day of the Festival. 2 

‘ for April. We shouldte pleased to makesome| Rules to be considered relative to the ten Ewes. 5 
2 extended remarks, but, for want of space, shall The Committee, in estimating the expense of 2 
5 be obliged to defer them to the next number.— Foening) sheep, ee ponder the anneal oa 5 
3 * of keeping sheep at one dollar p undred § 

} 3 sane sarees ~, cea aie es pounds; and the standard weight of Ewes at 3 
/ ° ? of our State will immediately make their ar- eighty pounds each. Shoulil any lot of Ewes ? 
| 3 rangements to be present on the occasion: average less than the standard, the Committee 5 
} 3 Wetrust the farmers of our State will ap- pe eee eee of keeping as though 5 

5 “ . Sak . they weig! ull weight. 5 
‘ preciate the enlightened and judicious views The sheep are to be weighed by the Com- § 

5 of the Executive Committee of our State So-| mittee in themorning, before tke shearing, and ? 
« ciety, and'tne liberal plans which they devise] the sheep are to be shornin the'presence of the 5 
% to elevate and bring to perfection e branch | Committee. > 

| > re icricuitiarall ae sata ee After the wool is properly done up, and be- 5 
> = e ve = ._ | fore weighing, the Committee will fix the rela- } 

j 2 _ The Executive Committee of the Wisconsin| tive value of wool, per pound, on each sheep. 4 
j § State Agricultural Society, being aware of the| The Committee will be very particular in re: } 
: 3 uncertainty and doubt thrown around many| G%Td to the condition of the wool. Should ak > 
¢ 5 . . «,q| Wool, from unavoidable causes, or from careless } 
i 2 reestees — —) have determined washing, or from the use of any foreign sub- ? 

2 toinstitute an Annual Sheep Shearing Festi- stance, be found to be in bad eondition, the ? 
i 4 val, for the purpose of affording an opportuni-| Committee will make the necessary deduction } 

| > ty for determining with certainty many of] before weighing. } 
> ess caltens . of Py ; Nosheep will be allowed to compete unless } 
z a SES i they have been well washed within two weeks } 
: The Festivat for the present year will be] previous to the time of shearing. ; 

' 3 ae = vee on care For the best single Enes. ) 

" = day. dork dongs 2 eee -_ 2 So-| The Committee will take into consideration § 
| ; 5 ciety, whem the following premiums will be) size, build and constitution, quantity, quality } 
tt > awarded: and length of staple, and what will pay the ? 

i 2 peas A. greatest profit tothe farmers of Wisconsin. ; 
2 For the best 10 Ewes, two years old or over, 3 

| 2 that have been wintered and are owned in this : For = nest Beak ss 5 
a 5 State, that will shear the greatest value of wool| |The Committee will consider aize, build, and 5 

4 - > of one year’s growth, in proportion to the ex- constitution, and the general appearance of the 2 
3 3 pense of keeping, and irrespective of bri aj animal, and the quantity, quality and value of ; 
- 2 Premium of Twewry-rive Dotvars will be| the wool, and what will pay the greatest profit ; 
| 2 awarded. : to the farmers of Wisconsin. j 

, + Forsecond best do., $12 50 For the best Shearers. ) 
" 2 For the third best do, 6 00 The Committee wili take into consideration } 

it 5 For the best dot of Lambs, tke pro- time. workmanship, and the condition in which 
j 3 geny of the 10 Ewes, 6 00 | the fleece comes olf the sheep for doing up.— } 

: 5  Forthe second best de. do. 400 | Each competitor to shear at least five sheep, 2 
i = Ths Committee of Judges in this Class will/ All competitors for premiums on sheep will { 
i 5 consist of Reuben M. Norton, of Racine; Ben-| be required to become members of the Society, ¢ 

ie jamin F. Pixley, of Janesville; and Horatio! and make theirentries by the evening of Tues-.} 
| > Hill, of Milwaukee. day, May 30th, 1854. Each competitor must } 
and 2 Each cempetitor will be required to shear his} give as full adescription as practicable, in re ? 
} ¢ own sheep, or te provide a shearer for that pur- | gard to the blaod and pedigreewhether Span- ? 

y < pose. ish or French Merino, or Saxony, &.; or, ifs; 
4 > The shearing will commence at 10 o’clock,| cross, with what blood crossed, &c,; with the § 
t 2 A.M. manner of keeping; the quantity of hay and } 
f 2 CLASS B. grain fed per hundred sheep during the winter; } 
f 2 For the best Buck, 2 years old or aver, $15 0C| with an estimate of the cost of keeping one ) 

= For second best do. do. do. 0 0( | hundred gheep per year; What his general ay- { 
' > For best Buck, under 2 years of age, 10 0(} erage of wool per head is; also, the average } 

> For second best do. do. 5 0( | per cent. of loss2s on one hundred sheep per } : Pf ep 
For best single Ewe, 2 yrs.old or over, 6 0( | innum; also, the number of lambs raised to 

eo For second best do. do. 3 01 | ‘he number of ewes kept, 
ea The Committee of Judges in this Class wil All competitors for premiums as Shearers, 
13 be announced on the day of the Festival, will be required to become members of the So- (i 
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ciety, and to signify to the Secretary their in- |. Premium Shovel Plow Cultivator ae 
tention to compete, hy the evening of Tuesday —___ aes 
May 30th, 1854. - pee subscriber having been engaged for the ¢ ‘ea 

5 Persons intending to compete for any premi- past two years in the manufacture and ¢ eau 
$ ums at this Festival, are requested to inform | sale of the two and three Shovel Plows. and < * 
2 the Secretary as soon as. practicable, in order | having received the first Premium at the Coun- ¢ ie Ny 
{ that suitable arrangements may be made for/ty Fair of each year, would say tothe Farmers = a et 5 
§ their accommodation. ? s of Rock county and vicinity, that he is manu- 2 3 “| FEM 
5 Good pasturage and shelter will be provided | facturing a large number this spring, and, 2 Bhat 
= by the Executive Committee. with the fullest confidence, would ‘recommend = i uF 
{ Inestablishing this Annual Festival. the Ex- | them as being the best kind of Cultivator in $ he ee 
; ecutive Committee trust that their efforts for| use, being constructed so as to scour and keep = ie 3s 
{ the improvement of the conition of Sheep Hus-| perfectly bright in any tillable soil—having 2 a Pe 
3 bandry, will be duly seconded by the furmers'| given entire satisfaction to all who have used AR 
¢ of Wisconsin; and that there will be a full] them. ¢ i hes 
< representation of all breeds of sheep, andtheir| For saleby J. A.'Wood & Co., Janesville; > Be 
< various grades. 5 .,,, | Pisher, Cheney & Co., Beloit; S. Harlow, Brad- ? SORE 
> Persons desiring further information with | ford; and at the residence of é ae 
> regard to this Festival, can communicate, eith- B.B. OLDS. < eh < jf ‘ 2 2 
le ome or by letter, with the Secretary! Clinton, Rock Co., April 1st, 1854. $ Ph 
gat ison. —- TG ea 

5 Avnert C. Incuam, Secretary. Beloit Nursery and Garden. * ' ud 
: State Ag. Rooms, Madison, March, 1854. Ts Proprietor has now on hand a choice $ Fis iH 
{ Carrte Fam-—A mee ing was held at Cam. collection of FRUIT and ORNANENT- 7 aa 
S bridge Dane county, on the 5th inst., by farm-| AL TREES and SHRUBS. Amongthem are ? iG 
S ers residing in the towns of Oakland, Lake| Standard and Dwarf Apples, Dwarf Pears, Z a 
¢ Mills, Deerfield, Albion, and Christiana, for| Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Quinces, Grapes, os 
{ the purpose of taking into consideratjon the and a good assortment of Goosrnerrtes, Rasp- 3 : ear 
$i = > = Berrigs, Currants, Srrawsenriss, &c. Also, > Bol 
 atility ef holding a semi-annual Fair at Cam-| good variety of Evergreens, Roses and other ¢ hay 
> bridge, which resulted in the farmers and oth-| Ornamental Trees and Shrtibs, all at very rea-“> oH 
é ers favorably disposed, unanimously resviving | sonable rates. ¢ q 
5 to have their first exhibition on the last Tues-| March, i854. H.T. WOODWARD, Jr. ¢ sf 
¢ day in March, 1854, and their second on the | 5 
} first Tuesday in October following. ts object TABLE OF CONTENTS. Pa, é 
5 is to buy, sell and exchange stock and farm Autmatadpaceobaleat a : eel 

¢ Products. The farmers in our vicinity are| Abstract of Proceedings of the North- = % 
¢ showing a praiseworthy disposition to emulate} Western Fruit Growers Association, 87: Sey 
¢ the progress that other counties around us have | Bull Prince Albert 3d. Pedigree, 83 ¢ £34] 
¢ made, and are making to improve their stock Criftcism—Farmers—Education, Tes q 2 .,, | Currant Bushes, how to save 865 4 2 and other farm products. We hope they will] Currant Cuttings, how to set, a5 f fer 
{ goon progressing, and vie with each other in | Ckarcoal, 86: eis 2 = 2 : "| ¢ introducing the best breed of horses, cattle, } Dairy and its products, 83 ¢ H 
§ hogs, sheep, ete. Joseru Frace, Pres't, |? oka forthe Month oat aa 
¢ re mt . n ¢ Gro. Dows, Secretary. English Cattle, Importation of into the © He “I 9 nes | United States, ‘807 s 
2 BALL & POST'S —— rane x 92 ¢ 4 
> ruit Trees—Planting, &c. 842 { PREMIUM CULTIVATORS. | Firmen Longevity of” 792 
§ NHE undersigned having purchased the right | Grain, Demand for, 73 3 4 
4 of making these. Cultivators for this part} Gooseberries Mildewed, 86 2 ge 
2 of Wisconsin, is now prepared to fill all orders | Good Gardens and Plan for, — 89 ¢ i 
¢ for the same, on short notice. Gardens, Rotation of Crops in $6 = v 
€ These Cultivators “have been thoroughly | Miscellaneous Enquiries, 76% 4 
§ tested, both in this and'the Eastern States, and | Poultry, it : 73: ae 
$ pronounced the best article of the kind in use.| Peach Orchards,Sites for, SS z ‘ 
2 Having taken the first Premium, at every State | Root-Grafting, pau SH ‘ 
¢ and County Fair, at which they have been ex-| Smoke and Ash-houses, Building of 75 § bi hibited. ~ Salt and Ashes for Stock, si ei 

PIXLEY & KIMBALL are my Agents at | Shecp Shearing Festival, 94 or 
Janesville, and will have them for sale through | Trees, Transplanting, _ 85 i 
the season. ISAAC ATWOOD, | Trees, Distance for Planting 9 79 4 
Lake Mills, April 1, 1854. Weather Observations, 1 79 i 
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| YOUNG ST. PATAIGM | 
; Z The above engraving is a very true likeness] $5 the single leap; $10 the season ; and $15 ¢ 

$ of Youn Sr. Patrick, who drew the First | fo insure a mare with foal. < 

} 5 Premium at the late Rock County Fair; also,| Parting with insured mares, before known to = 

# 2 the Sweepstake Premium over all other horses| be with foal, forfeits the insurance money. > 

- 2 exhibited from other parts of this State, and a| Public daygand a reasonable time for moving ¢ 
5 Ps 2 y' é 

ie 5 number of fine horses from other States. the horse reserved. é 

\ 5 This high-bred Horse is 5 years old; stafids! Care will be taken to prevent accidents, but < 

f 7 2 16 bands high, and is of a dark chesnut color, |no accountabilily for any that may occur. z 

bf = most beantifally dappled, and was got by the| {7 Tho well known horse, YOUNG BELL 2 
£ celebrated imported horse St. Patrick. grand-| FOUNDER, will also stand in comhection with < 

f 5 son of the English Eclipse, who was the best! St. Patrick, at reduced rates, £ 
i H ? horse of his day, and produced* more winners April, 3854. GEO. 8.RUBLE. + 

a ¢ of the Turf than any other horse. Eclipse} 2 ————_—____.__________- g 

i < was bred by his Royal Highness the Duke of} HORTICULTURAL. 2 

4 § Cumberland, and was got by the White Turk, | [YRUIT TREES, Shrubs, Plants, &¢.; Dwarf < 
2 son of the Godolphin Arabian. St. oo Pears, Plum, Cherry, Quince, Apple, Grape, * 

i r ¢ dam was the famous mare got by Col. Hous-|Gooseberry, Currant, Raspberry, Strawberry, = 
} 3 ~ ton’s celebrated imported horse Scipjo, aut of| &c. E 

Ld £ the famous Eclipse mare owned by Judge Mor-|  Canoon Pye Puan, which has produced sin- ¢ 

ar & gan, of Virginia. No horse, theréfore, can he} glestalks weighing over five powads—price from = 

re 2 of purer blood. ‘ 3s. to $2 per root. . 
i ¢ _ This fine and high-bred horse will stand for) Ornamentai Trees and Shrubs, = 

a { breeding purposes, during the present season,| 80 varieties hardy Roses, choice Prize Dah- 
ie § commencing April 10th, and ending July Ist, !lias, Herbaceous Flowering Plants and Bulbs, < 
a 2 as follows: WOON Phloxes, Verbeneas. Petuneas, &c., &c. § 

i i 2 Mondaysand Tuesdays, at the stable of N.| Wewill fill any order beyond our own choice > 

le "Ey £ Olmstead, Cottage Inn. selection, which can be supplied from the yards ; 

ie ae % Wednesdays and Thursdays, at the stable of/of Dr. J. A. Kennicott, Chicago, and B. P. Ca- if 

ra ies Col. T. Stevens, Western Hotel, Dodgeville. | hoon, Kenosha. i 

ah ) Fridays and Saturdays, at the stable of F.| Yard sonth of R.R. V.U. R. R. Depot, near 
BE 2; K: Blodgett, Central House, Mineral Pojnt ;/ Monterey, Janesville. Io 

i en (‘) at the following rates: J March, 3854 Geo. J.& S.H,Kettoce 
re ame 4 g 5 

ie ae 
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{ MARK MILLER, 5 of rib, 4s affording space for a capacious sto- ¢ ‘ 
? Editors and Publishers. 3 a ; 
? & P. LATHROP } mach; the proper setting on of thetail, so that } i: + 
2 TERMS,—50 Cent: xX A 3/no i . i = i * 
2 pive copies tor Gait diterted woone Pest Oiler onda: | Boze of the rump is lost; the straightness of eS 
2 the saune rate for a larger number. All subscriptions | the legs, full and muscular to the knee, are ? i eas 
2 Pare withthevoiume and back numberssup- good points, which can be understood and pro- 6 Fak 

Z ten ee Re ee perly appreciated only by close observation; ? so a 
% page, first lusertion, $4; for each subsequent insertion, and even when sensible of their‘ importance, § ee 

iz eet Ghaiarnies Bin tch ee aio: salt) how difficult to combine them all in one ani- = ee BAR 
ie » (twelvelines ‘or less,) per year, $8,50 ; Tess th ; i 2 i i es eae ? oaeear, Getinesrions 2005 foreach . salina mal; hence arises th2 necessity of patient, un 2 ay 

2 sertion, 50 cts. tiring perseverance, a. steady pursuit of one = Lay 
_——S>SSSSS= SS | object kept constantly ’in view—virtucs not 3 d Ee 
? Forthe Wisconsin owe easily acquired by men who are always “ sell-? ch 
; Cattle Breeding. ing out,” ever changing, or by those who make 3 ‘ a 

{The attainment of any degree of eminence haste to be rich. "We owe theimproved breeds < 4 4 
: in the breeding of horned catile requires, pro- of cattle cf the qresent day to 3 oe = z cag 

: bably, more skill, care, and judgment than any Sudement penphays apne he Stee e nee 3 Bs i 
. other branch of agriculture. Not only must whole lives in-the study and pursuit :of this < ey 

S the stock breeder possess a well trained eye to | apes GES ALY See eee He 3 bak 
P take in at a glance the whole contour of the | P'¥ SEES Se ae ee # ‘4 
é animal, and a practical knowledge of the par- sened some defect, or developed more perfectly 4 3 

E ticular points of excellence developed ia a |*°™® good pone pocty bards aoa matters 4 
E well bred animal; but also a nice diserimina- | 12 the estimation of too many who rear cattle, § ] 
, tion in handling; to judge not only of the mel- and wholly escaping the notice of the general ae % i 
E lowness.and softness of the skin, but also of | Observer, yet of great importance to the scien- 8 as 
: celular tissue and adipose matter beneath — tific breeder. Y y nt Fl 
> This knowledge can only be acquired by prac- An eminent English breeder once said, af 2 8) 
E tice and close observation. Books may con- | ter early half a century spent in improving 2 fy 
S vey an idea of it;-but proficiency can alone | the shape of the head, without sacrificing any $ fy 
: be attained. by the study of livingmodels. Ev- | good point of the carcass, that he could retire = Pet 

: en the hair, when soft and silky and of suffi- | from life with satisfaction, having fulfiHed his 2+ ens} 
F cient quantity, is asure index to the practiced mission in the accomplishment of the end time? =] 

eyeand hand of a kindly nature beneath, as |View. Another observed in the writer’s pre- ¢ Pi 
F certain as the soft and pliable hide—showing | sence, that. he had been steadily pursuing -one 2 awd 

4 disposition to take on fat readily. The full, | object thirty years in developing the ‘vascular 3 4 : 

prominent eye, beaming with placid intelli- | system, thereby perfecting the handling pro- 2 
F gence, bespeaking not only the temper of the | perties of his herd, and with no small degree $ 
agimal, but much of its fattening qualities; the | Of satisfaetion, directed attention to a bull of 7 
wide, open forehead tapering to the muzzle, as | Very masculine character, showing great stam- $ 4 

denoting the muscular character of the male; |ina and strength of, constitution, unrivalled } me 
the clearness of the chops and throat, the | Proportions, yet combined with richness and 2 Hy rH 
Width and depth of the brisket, as showing the | mellowness of. handling ina superior degree, 7 | 
amount of room allowed for the vital organs, |S an evidence that his well dirceted efforte 3 eh 

the heart, lungs, &e.; the straight, level back, | had been crowned with success. ; <4 
With wide loins and hips, showing not only an The foregoing remarks will apply chiefly to | 

aptitude to fatten, but to lay it on where of the | the selection of proper animals from which.to 34 
most value; the roundness, breadth and depth ! breed; but this, though of the greatest impor. q 4 
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| j i tance, is but the foundation of success—as So For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. 

1 muzh depends upon the rearing of young Wheat and Chess. 

tT t 5 stock, the quality of their food, and the care ae i 

| i 5 and attention they receive, that many, like the Messrs. Eprrors:—In your February num- : 

Hi £ “gold Dutchman,” consider the brecd of the hog | ber notice the experience of Mr. “Prove All” 

i 2 trough of more importance than the breed of | on the subject of Wheat turning to Chess. I ¢ 

i = the hog. Few animals can bear cxtraordinary | beg the privilege of sending you my testimony ; 

} 2 forcing at an early age, without being liable to | on this subject. T am not unmindful of the < 

| ; = disease; so, on the other hand, the best bred | great amount of evidence on both sides-of this = 

| f } animal cannot thrive ani develope himself un- joohie and of the great danger of running : 

} i £ der astarving process, which, if it do not de- into an unprofitable controversy, and would - 

2 teriorate many herds of native cattle subjected | not trouble you with it did I not believe 1 am ; 

; § to its influence, is from the fact, that they are in possession of information that will, or ought ? 

I 2 at so low an ebb that to retrograde is impossible: | to, lay this matter forever at rest. g 

$ except to sink in death. Cattle, to arrive at/ During the great controversy in the Gene-: 

' 2 the greatest perfection, should be kept in a | see Farmer, anumber of years ago, my father } 

} f 5 uniformly thriving condition, not pampered | and myself tried the following experiment, to 

| * g when calves for three months, and then turned | satisfy ourselves.on the subject: We went to $ 

aa. $ into a wild pasture to shirk for themselves, at | an open-place in our peach orchard, which had ; 

i ; 2 a season when the grass is tough and wiry, and | been in sod a great many years, and which is a 3 

' a = the softest-cdibles within their reach are oak | good soil, inclining towards the west. We took : 

i { grubs and hazel brush; not subjected to the [er the sod with the spade, and then loosened ° 

$ surfeit of a luxuriant pasture for three or four | up the ground to a sufficient depth; then we g 

, = months in the summer, to be followed by a | stuck down four rows of stakes, about twenty : 

i 5 scanty supply of poor hay-the next winter—/|in a row; and at the foot of each of these : 

id } § The farmer who commences the improvement | stakes we planted one grain of wheat. When ? 

} is 2 .of his stock, will, if judicious, commence at the | this wheat came up, we went and dug down: 

; t f $ same time, if not previously, to improve his pas- | and saw that each of these grains of wheat had : 

a 2 ture, the quantity and quality of the grass, the come up and were growing. We then let it ; 

a ¢ quality of his hay, the comfort and warmth of | rest until it had got pretty well rooted, when ¢ 

ae : his sheds, and his facilities for stock water. we repaired to it once more, and cut off some } 

i han § Some begin by considering blood everything, | of it, and stamped some, and twisted it off at } 

: ‘ 2 but after a few years mismanagement, come to | the top of the ground, and in the spring we } 

aoe { the equally erroneous conclusion, that there is | did all that our neighbors told us to do to? 

i 2 nothing in blood, but feed is everything; con- | make it turn to chess; but ail would not do.— } 

| i §. sequently, they go to work forcing worthless | When harvest came, there was not a single dl 

? animals, wasting their corn and grain upon | head of chessin the patch, nor was there a great : 

a} E 5 sach as have not the nature to manufacture the déal of wheat either—for under such treat- 2 

Rig 2 food into beef, nor the sense to lay what little | ment as it received little could be expected, 

i 3 fiesh and fat they do grow upon the right Now, if Mr. “Prove All” wants any better { 

3 : § places. sa - " 4 evidence than this, he will have to get it up : 

a 2 The prerequisites which the writer considers | himself, for we have nailed our flag to the mast ; 

f 2 necessary to ensure success, are, a taste for the | on this subject since that time, In conclusion, : 

eite § business, skill and judgment in the dilligent |] would suggest to those who believe in trans- ; 

14 2 prosecution of it, well bred animals to begin | mutation, that if they would take the trouble i 

a é with, good pasture, comfortable sheds, goc@, | to select a number of young plants of wheat, : 

I 4 ¢ nutritious winter provender, and good water. | with the kernel attached to the roots, and re- : 

ae 2 Muskego, Mareh, 1854. Jon P Roz. set them in a suitable place, and subject them ° 

| P $ Remarxs—We are greatly obliged to the! to such treatment as will promote the attain- : 

i h : author for the above valuable communication, | ment of their object, and let them make a:can- 5 

i | ; and hope to hear from him often on the subject | gid statement of the result, then their facts | 

wig of stock and. stesk’ ee will be entitled to respect and cqnsideration. 

Pay Inexanp is said to be increasing its agricultu- W. Laruam. 

ee ral prospects, though its people are diminishing. | “Mt. Tabor, Ohio, Feb, 12, 1854. 
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For the Wisconsin & Iowa Fanner. ‘al . icultural Society 
Messes. Eprrors:—I am sorry to see that a - vere eo — fe 

? gentleman with a cognomen as significant as} Atameeting of the Executive Committee of 
s that of “ Prove All,” should accuse “A Listen- the Walworth County Agricultural Society, . 
2 er? with “distracting the world about chess”;| held at the Court House in Elihorn, on the 2 
$ and Iam still more sorry to sec him put forth | 17th day of March, A. D. 1854—present, Dr. ¢ 
2 a“story” to distract the world still more on|J- C. Mills, President of said Society ; John é 
5 the subject, veri(ying the old distich— Williams, Vice President ; Hollis Latham and ¢ 
$ “The faults of our neighbors with freedom we blame, | Peter Golder, Secretaries; William Hollins- }  Buttax not ourselves, though we praciice the same.” | head, Treasurer; Orra Martin, H J. Starrin, $ 
2 ButI think no rational man will doubt the]. W. Carter, and Hiram Cross, Managers. 3 
3 truth of “Prove All's” story, it seems so eve-| On motion of Mr. Hollenshead, § 

_ ~ ry way likely to have taken place just as that Resolved, That the Committee proceed to z 
| § gentleman says. I can also believe that the| make out so much of the Premium List as re- $ 

4 whole 5} bushels of wheat sowed was hand-| lates to Farms and Cultivated Crops, and that ¢ 
3 picked, grain by grain, so as to preclude the| the remainder of said list be deferred until the § 
3 possibility of a single “chess kernel” being) next meeting of the Committee. é 
2 found in the whole lot.~ I can also well believe Whereupon the following Premium Lists 
3 that just such a result ensued as “Prove All” | were agreed upon: g 
2 describes. New land, especially wood land, is FARMS, 2 
$ not exaetly the kind of land I should have Awarding and Examining Committee. Orra < 
2 chosen to experiment on I should have se- Martin, of Spring Prairie; John Williams, of = 
: lected elean land, as well as clean seed, in or-| Darien; Jacob Burgett, of East Troy. 2 
é der to have brought forward a plausible “sto-j F ae best improved Farm, not less Te ot é 
5 ry,” confirmatory of “Listencr’s” doctrine, and}  g, Souda 5 
2 not “new land” and clean seed, to establish a| Third best, $2, in Agricultural Books. 2 
? negative. Any person wishing to compete for the above $ 
£ “Prove All” does not seem to be aware that | Premiums, must enter their name,anda brief  _ 
2 Chess (Bromus Scalinus) is one of the native] description of the farm, with the Secretary of § 
£ wild grasses of the American continent; he| the Society, or one of the above named Com- ?. 
2 may find it on the Prairies and in the open- mittee, on or before the 15th day of Junenext, § 
3 ings abundantly; he can find wheat growing and, if not a member of-the Society, must also : 
¢ wild no where, because it is not a native. No pay the initiation fee of one dollar. Imme- § 
4 one will wonder, then, that “ along the fence, | diately on the application being so made, the < 
é Where the timber casts a shade.” no wheat,| Committee will proceed to examine all farms : 
$ but abundance of chess, was found to grow;} co entered, and will report on the same at the < 
2 hence we find the “facts” do not subvert “Lis-| Annual Fair. $ 
§ tener’s” doctrine, nor add much strength to the GRASS AND BROOM CORN. 5 
§ Position taken up by “Prove All.” Committee—M. R. Britton, Spring Prairie;; 3 Albion, Feb., 1854. James Cuarge. | AugustusSmith, Troy; Joseph ‘W..Seaver, Da- g 
2  Remarxs.—Though we are obliged to our| rien. $ 
: correspondents for the above articles on the} For best 5 acres of Clover, or Timothy and é 
£ subject of Chess—for we think they have the gees i Sacces! #3 3 
3 right view of the matter—yet we wish to guard | ying « Wisconsin Farmer. $ 
§ Against entering into a discussion which, from] persons wishing to compete in this class, ¢ 
2 the circumstances of the case, will be almost must give notice, as in the foregoing class, in : 
§ Recessarily an endless one, Men differ in| tine to have the crop examined before ma- ¢ 
z their views, and will till they seo eye to eye. turity. ~ $ 
2 IF The Stevens Point Pinery says it thinks GRAIN AND ROOTS. § 
§ a Traveling Agricultural Lecturer a better in-| Best five acres of Winter Wheat, $3 00 ¢ . os Second best, ba é ee 1 50: stitution for the people, than the endowment of Third «? eee ee +. Wis: Farmer ¢ : 

an Agricultural College, as the first will bene- Beat dceecrts of Spring Wheat, 3 00 
fit the whole people, while the latter will only |od best “ “ « “ 1 50; 
help a few of the aristocracy. sa & « « «Wis. Farm 
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Ee five acres of Corn, 3 00 {at cutting out work in the Moon or in the Isle 

+ 4 oda gat ae = ee a of Sky. To usean old salt, or sailor’s expres. 

Pee ange cran oe ee on sion descriptive of a fresh water sailor, they § 

3 2d best. “ a = 100/;2t¢ always found in everybody’s mes3 but in ? 

iga% «& ae Wisconsin Farmer nobody’s watch. The end of all this will be, ¢ 

$ Best five acres of Barley, 2 00 | if not timely checked, that the true Disciples : 

eee ree « * 1 00 | of improvement will become lukewarm when 

3 sac a NR Wisconsin Farmer | they see the position assumed by mere profes- 2 

5 ee —. of Potatoes, a oo sors and pretenders.”—[N. E. Farmer. : 

= SA; 3% usd « Wisconsin Farmer th re 3 

: Bost 74 acre of Carrots or Beets, a 1 00 | he Legitimate Profits of Agriculture. ; 

2 arr Te cre of Onions, 2 ieee ‘We take the following remarks frem the g 

[eee Wie. Farmer | Hon. W. C. Rives’ Address before the State = 

i The articles exhibited must be accompanied | Ac. Society of New York: 3 

3 by a detailed description of the soil, mode of] 47, .ing glanced in. a rapid, and, I sant 

$ culture, expense, and the land measured ; also, sensible, S oes imperfect manner, ee mame? 

pee be measured. Proof | of he circumstances in our national genius § 

5 of the statements, satisfactory to the Commit-| 4,4 character that appears peculiarly aus- 2 

2 tee, must bemade. Samples of all of the above picious to the progress of Agricultural im- j 

$ crops must be presented at the Fair, of at least provement in the United States, allow me } 

2 3a bushel each, in boxes, to say afew words on the subject of great 5 

2 On motion, the Committee adjourned, to meet | practical concernment to all who are en-? 

3 again at the same place, on the 16thday of gaged in the pursuit of agriculture,—I 3 

Jame next. mean its fair and legitimate returns in the ; 

2) EE Laren, Secy. J.C. Mutts, Pres't. | form of profit. Agriculture, as we speak } 

5 Quackery in Acriconrurg.—We have re- of it here to-day, is not_a mere pastime or ; 

5 ceived a copy ofan address delivered at the amusement. It isa branch of the national 2 

3 late Fair of the Mercer Co.‘ (Pa) Agricultural industry on which a large majority of the 5 

2 Sooiety, by James Gowen, Esq, of Mt. Airy, people of the United States _ rely as their ; 

= Mr. G. hos been long and extensively. known means of support, and to bring up and ‘ed- } 

< asan intelligent farmer and.as an enthusiastic ucate their children. _Like Se other : 

g : F : ° | branch of the national industry, therefore? 

2 zealous friend of agricultural improvement; | - * for? 

5 eg cunign eneaiaen at aa dee tela 
. = oeer the labor and capital employed in it. An} 

2 such asouree—sound, practical sndipointed = opinion has somehow or other gained ; 

5 Among other things, he is yery-severe Upon | oround that the agriculturist ought to be } 

g = self.styled:Professorsof Scientifie Agricul-|Content with much smaller profits than : 

2 ture—men “who will. presumptuously over- | those to be derived from other employments ? 

< whelm you with strange terms of agricultural | }ecause he leads, it is immagined; an easier 3 

5. chemistry, taken from Liebig and Johnston, of |}ife, and his pursuit is supposed to be less } 

2 which they know not the import themselves.”— | liable to hazards and vicissitudes. ‘What- { 

2 ‘That his censures are in the main just, wedo | ever political views may be entertained of } 

> not doubt, for there has been, as Mr. G. says: |a farmer’s life by those who have never ; 

$ “Too much of this plating and gilding, of late. |tried it, the farmer himself knows that} 

$ Men who never tilled a piece of land, planted a | there is no pursuit well followed, that de- } 

£ tree, raised or exhibited an animal inall their| mands more untiring industry and more } 

2 lives, are now, by false coloring and idle pre- | ceaseless vigilance, and none more precar- { 

2 tensions, transformed.into Tullsand Loudons; | jous in its results, from the necessary effects 7 

= leaders at Agricultural clubs and Sccieties, of the uncertainty of the season on the ; 

< where their twattle and profession pass. fre- | the fruits of his labors. Burke, in the re-} 

} quently for sense and- experience, with those markable paper to which I have already 

that know no better. Some of these are-ever | alluded, speaking experimentaly as a farm- 

displaying their operations over a vast and|er as well as from a wide survey of _hu- 

(QP soundless field:—while others of them are busy | man life, says that “It requires ten times| 
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ee 2 more of labor, of vigilance, of attention, of | ten thousand pounds more than twelve eb skill, and of good fortune also, to carry on | hundred ayear.” ‘This isa profit of twelve i ; : 5 the business ofa farmer, than what belongs ;per cent. Sir John Sinclair, twenty-five : Be i § toany other trade.” A famous school of | years afterwards, speaking from reports 2 fe 3 § political philosophers, the French econ-| made to the board of Aguiculture, by farm- ¢ 4 He : } omists, have contended that no kind of labor ers in a large number of the counties of é ys H : 5 § but that employed in the cultivation of| England, says that “the profits of farming ¢ wa > } the earth properly deserves the name of | onarable farms rarely exceed from ten to Z fee 5 ¢ productive, however useful they may be in | fifteen per cent. on the capital invested,” < oie > $ other respects, because no other species | which, it is added, is little, considering that : oe ji } ¢ of industry, over and-above necessary ex-/ few employments are more subject to casu- = AB : § penses of continuing itself, contributes any /alties than farming, or require more unre- z ot S ¢ new value, as that does in the shape of rent, | mitting attention. These profits, too, it $ ocd > } to the mass of the national wealth. Adam | must be borne in mind, are the profits of 2 aa Dy 3 ¢ Smith, the great oracle of modern econom- | the tenant farmer, after paying rent to his < 4 rel > $ ical science, while denying this doctrine of | landlord. That the profits of farming in } Bel 5 é the French economists, yet maintains that | England have not diminished since the iS ea ; § agriculture is, in its nature, the most pro- | time of Burke, and Sir John Sinclair, may > hi : ¢ ductive of allthe branches of national in-| be safely assumed; and that they are not ¢ Bah ) $ dustry, “adding,” to use his words, “a Hess on the continent, in all cases where a 2 a ; 2 much greater value to the annual produce | like system of liberal and intelligent hus- 2 aha > Fe of the land and labor of the country, to eel bandry has been steadily pursted, admits 3 RSH 2 real wealth and a revenue ofits inhabitants, | of but as little doubt. The able and ex- 2 = R ) $ than any way in which a capital can be| perienced director of the model farm at > Bs, ¢ employed.” “Without going so far as Ad- Crignon, in the neighborhood of Versailles z pail : i am Smith or the French economists, the | (Monsieur Bella) informed me,a few months 3 shih EP : agriculturists may at least claim equality | ago, that the agricultural profits of that es- z ‘| BP § with other pursuits in a tendency to pro-| tablishment were 14 per cent.; und as it is $ 3 [2 mote the national wealth, and fairly aspire | the property of a Joint Stock Company, = -! [By < to a measure of remuneration for his labor | and all its accounts are regularly audited = ) : and capital, to be determined by the same | at the close of the year, there can be no- z | IB} < rules of proportion and the same principles | thing of the vagueness of the conjecture in ¢ 5] BB of equity. this result. z “fl 3 Whether this measure has been yet ful-| Ihave desired to present these facts to = rH ‘Bp ¢ ly attained in practice to any considerable | your consideration, and to that of other ag- é 5 extent, either here or elsewhere, is, I ap-| ricultural brethren generally, because I am { ay ¢ Prehend, a matter of great doubt. Still, convinced that much mischief has been 2 Tel ¢ the standard of agricultural profit in some-} done to the cause of American foe § = } parts of Europe, where both skill and eapi- | ture by the erroneous notion that has so 2 1 g tal have been largely applied to the cultiva- extensively prevailed in regard to the natu- 2 an 3 tion of land, is, I am persuaded, much | ral and just rate of agricultural profit, and } wy ¢ bigher than is generally imagined. When | which has placed it, by some supposed and 2 } that shall be made manifest, the American inexorable i of the social economy, so 3 { agriculturist, enjoying so many peculiar} much below the profits of other employ- 2 $ advantages in his position, will not, I trust, | ments of labor and eapital—even as low a3 3 ¢ be content to rest in any degree below it. jtwo and a half and three per cent. Tke g é Edmund Burke, writing in 1795, and in | efforts and the energies of agriculturists $ i 2 that same representation te Mr. Pitt, which | have, in too many instances, been dwarfed 2 BH { contains so much matter for the instruction | by the influence of this widely propogated 5 a é of both theagriculturist and the statesman, dogma. We see how little foundation it 2 4 § says that “a farmer in England, who cul-| has in principle or experience. In agricul- 3 : ¢ &vates twelve hundred acres, cannot proceed | ture, as in all other pursuits, industry and ; 4) with any degree of safety and effect, with a| skill are entitled to their reward, and per- } fe smaller capital than ten thousand pounds, | severingly exerted, rarely fail to secure it a5 and he easnot in the ordinary course of| If the English farmer makes his twelve per #. i culture, make upon that great eapital of !cent, after paying rent to his landlord, 
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i . . . . : : . s ” American agriculturist, who, in a large ma- | received its highest development and most i | : ¢ jority of cases, is his own landlord, and in | useful application. And when in this mu- a8 t ? Saving gains his rent, should make yet | tual fraternal school we shall have learned § ft 2 more. Let him always keep before him | from each other the true secret of agricul- 2 i f 3 the highest standard of profit, and, in pro- | tural success, so far as depends upon human { 4 j 2 portion to the clevation of that standard agency—that to untiring industry must be } \ 3 will be the degree and success of his agri-| added knowledge; to knowledge a vigi- / | , 2 cultural improvements. | lance that looks into every thing; to vigi-: | r 3 Happily there are living examples in our | Jance a prompt activity that is ever before- ? an 2 own country to show that agriculture, here | hand in its work, aud has no such day as} { | 3 and elsewhere, may be made to yield a fair | to-morrow in its calendar; and to activity ? 1 2 and adequate revenue to those who are en- | a provident and predisposing foresight that 5 ; $ gaged in it. Men roust be able to live by | has everybody and everything in its place, ? ; é their calling, whatever it is; and in this [psyaredis take advantage of the fortunate } $ age of free competition and active industry,. fugitive moment; to foresight an indomit- } } = no business that, in the significant language | able perseverance that knows no discour- } 5 3 of the day, doesnot pay,. can or. ought to | agement, but like that son of the earth who : th 2 belong pursued. Itis buta poor and pue- | is the true type of the farmer, gains fresh { j $ rile ambition to be a proprietor, unless one strength from eaery fall, and acquires new } » 2 ean make his property avail for his support, | vigor in every conflict with difficulties; and ; : = education, ae, comfort of his family. To perseverance a sound and judicious liberal- } 2a = such of us, therefore, as may not have been ity, that does not withhold expense when it / i = equally fortunate in the career of agricul-| will be returned in abundant production } ; } ture, it isa great consolation and encour- | and permanent improvement, remembering } = agement to known that there are those, and | “there is that which scattereth and yet in- } i i Zin every part of our great and happy |creaseth, there is that which withholdeth } PP] = country, (Iam proud to say that there are | more than is meet, but it tendeth te pover- : ed 2 Such in my own State) who, by their indus- | ty;”” when we shall have learned all these } oe ; try and skill, their intelligence and liberali- indispensible lessons of the farmer’s craft, | } i 3. ty, and a happy combination of science | we tust not forget that even with them all? ae 2 with judicious practice, have achieved the | the fruits of the husbandman’s labors de- { { : 2 highest success. Their example is a bea- | pend at last for their consummation on the } aie 2 con light to cheer and direct us. One of | favor and blessing of Heaven; and that in! aa £ the most useful offices of State Agricultural | this as in holier things, “ Paul may plant } i 2 Societies, such as that over which you, Mr. | and Apollus water, but God giveth the in- ; f $ President, have now the honor to preside,-| crease.” } 2 and which has taken so noble a Jeadin the a AE: Plt 3 cause of agricultural improvement, is to| Corn Stark Hanrvester—The Rich- ; 
eee > make these guiding examples known to all. | mond Enquirer thus describes the model | =| 2 History has eae called philosophy teach- | of @ machine for harvesting corn stalks: } 

eae 2 ing by example. but there isno branch of| “Between two wheels there is an axle, to | | ; ; ¢ human knowledge in which so- much is|each end of which is attached a knife for a ? taught by example as agriculture. The/| cutting each row of corm ‘To the axle is | 
tae £ practice ‘of the best farmers, it has been | also attached shafts for the horse which | i € Well said by the leading agricultnral wri- | pulls the machine. The horse walks be- | i 3 ter of England, Mr. Pussoy, is the aecumu- | tween the rows of corn, and the knife Just j ae 2 lated and varied science of age. Acknow- | on the inside of each wheel cuts the corn, i § ledging as I do with gratitude, and in the | which falls on abed or place to eatch it, in i j 2 most unreserved terms, the obligations of |@ manner resembling the Operations of a) a § agriculture: to professional science, I must Wheat reaper. The bed which catches the | ; 2 yet say that farmers are in the main the | Corn, opens to the centre at the pleasure of | e = best teachers of farmers, and that through | the operator, to discharge the corn in bun- | iy the medium of agricnitural societies and |dles.. We are informed, that with one man bid agricultural journals they have been organ-| and a horse, the-machine will cut 20 acres RE: ized into a grand Lancasterian-school, in of corn per day. It is the invention of a eee which the system of mutual instruction has’ citizen of Illinois.” 
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‘ and conclusions: ' Stock Register. |i they peace a» good consttuton-tna 
+ — Sheen Hushandr> | are as thrifty.and.as hardy: as any native or im- 2 
' Sheep aiushandey: ported aoe whatever. is e S 
$ Large numbers of sheep are being brought] “2. They attain a great age—having been ¢ 
£ into our State and the West the present season, | known to reach twenty years—and may be de- $ 
$ and among them there are some very fine ani-| pended on as good breeders till twelve or fif- ° 

£ mals. It has now become a well settled ques-| teen years old. $ 
‘ tion, that we can here, at the West, have, and| «3. They have large, loose skins, full of folds, é 

¢ keep at less expense, as good sheep, all points| especially around the neck and below it, on the : 
2 considered, as there are in the world. Feed can} shoulders, and not unfrequently over the whole 3 
{ be furnished in greater quantity and better in| body ; the wool tbickly covering its surface, > 
3 quality, than at the East; while our climate, |} the forehead, cheeks and legs, clear down to i 

£ though to some extent severe in winter, is not} the hoofs, giving the fleece, when shorn and $ 

$ so much so as in Vermont where the best sheep | spread out in its ample dimensions, the appear- ¢ 
¢ and in the greatest numbers are found. Itis| ance of having been taken from the carcass of ¢ 
§ also quite a well established fact that sheep in-| a huge buffalo, rather than so small an animal 3 
2 troduced here will improve in carcass and a-| as the domestic sheep. $ 

5 mount of wool, while the fineness of the sta-! «4, The fibre of the wool is very fine, quite 2 
é ple is but slightly if at all affected. It is quite| equal to the best Merino in Spain (?), and is $ 
5 important at this period of sheep husbandry in| the yery antipodes of that-of which so much 2 
{ Wisconsin and the West generally, thatall who} complaint is made by the manufacturer, of be- § 
e intend to have:any thing to do with the busi- ing harsh, dry, crispy -and wiry. The fleece : 

ness of sheep raising and wool growing, should opens of a briliant: creamy color within, on a $ 

> become thoroughly-versed in the qualities -of) skin of rich pink, and is soft, glassy, wavey, and > 
the various kinds of sheep, and be able to judge very even over the whole body ; is exceeding = 

© of their fitness.from the possession of certain] close and compact, and has-a yolk free from = - 

; qualities for our climate, markets, dc. gum. and easily liberated when it comes to be £ 
i Although we think very highly of the long-| washed, but which protects the wool from the $ 
{ wooled classes, such as the Leicester, Cotswold, | weather and keeps it free of the dead ends that 
5 &c, and the middle-wooled Southdowns and |.gre so objectionable. It becomes of the purest 2 - 
{ Bakewells for mutton, and some qualities of| white when scoured by the manufacturer, and = 
(; their wool; yet we are confident that the kinds} still retains its mellow, oily touch, so grateful to ¢ 
: of sheep for the great body of our farmers, are| the handling of good judges, Its felting pro- ~ 

; the Spanish and French Merinos, with their/ perties are beyond dispute, making it a choice = 
; crosses. Of the respective value of these two| material for the manufacture of fine cloths.” 

f, classes there will, as a matter of-course, be 2/ 4 strong prejudice is too apt to exist among = 
difference of opinion. We think well .of both} he Spanish wool-growers against the French < 

¢ of them, and regard the farmer fortunate who! yferinos. We have felt this prejudice or fear > 
; is in possession ofa flock of either, though their | ourselves, especially in regard to their constitu- ¢ 
; number be small, We have not had, perhaps, | tion and capacity to thrive, without extra feed 2 

p Sufficient experience with both of these kinds,!anq care. Our fears, however, are all dissipated $ 
in respect to all their several qualities, to speak| 5, 9 familiarity and experience with them.— £ 

p Very authoritatively with regard to theirrespee-| We never have seen hardier or healthier sheep = 
; tive merits, or to decide the question of superi-| tan the French Merinos. It is doubtless a fact = 
jority. Yet'we have given some considerable} ¢1,.¢ the best breeds of Spanish Merinos will 
r attention to the subject, and have arrived at the! .hoar as much woolas the French, in proportion 5 
conelusion rather in favor of the French Merino, | ty {he size and, perhaps,of a finer fibre; yet © : 
or of a eross between the French and Spanish, | the French are far superior in their noble ap- 
leaning towards the French rather than the| pearance, arid in some of the quallities of their 

F Spanish. Hlecee, 2 
The following account of the French Merinos| The ost of raising a pound of wool of these £ 

and their produce bred in this country, which | two kinds, we think experience will show to be & 
‘was prepared by the editor of the American Ag-| the same. The greater weight of the fleece of 

Teulturist, after having spent mueh time in ex-| the French would, in the view of some, give 
amining them, corroborates our own observations! hem the preference. 
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i The present high price, however,of the French | $50 value to each lamb, over several other 

/ h ; Merinos, especially the pure blooded animals, | Bucks which Ihave used. The value of the 

1 f ¢ We fear will be an obstacle in the way of their | Buck depends upon the number and quality of ¢ 

) i { very abundant introduction into the West.— | the Ewes, and quality of the stock which his 
é We are happy to know, however, that a few of | progeny may maintain. § 

| i $ the very best animals of this kind have found] We have several millions of sheep in the ¢ 

i § their way into our State. 5 3 United States, and I am quite sati:fiod that the ¢ 

i $ We have taken some considerable pains to | improved Merinos from France are to be ix- : 

; é learn the true value of this breed and the first | troduced among nearly all the flocks of our £ 

i 2 costs of Bucks and Ewes, selected from flocks * eke 3 
i 23 Zi ‘ country, ina very short period of time; and } 

| | 3 in France. Mr. Jewett’s letter, which will be | those who enlist first in these improvements, ? 
f $ found below, embraces nearly all the resul F 3 P aa 
i ,eo Dee eee ca ee esullts | are first to meet with success. 3 
} $ of our enquiries. Mr. Jewett has made frc- I Z bey 2 : 

5 oie iiss 4c MBirope, as calbo SA: Taistor made a purch:s2 of seve:a’ fine pigs, bred < 

j 3 = a eae aia site ae *| by his Royal Highness Prince Albert, also a } 

; + In connection with this article we wish tocall ee - oe partiof them, fromthe i 
i 2 Gis Ginttion of Gur wecleener and (acaba Aviary of her Majesty the Queen—which I > 

, § gre a se in. i Bs : 

; § terested in sheep, to the State Shcep Shearing, brought along with me. I paid for “ of them, 5 

4 £ t» be held at Whitewater on the 3ist of the ee England, $538, and this was ‘considered ve- 5 

? present menth. Some fine sheep will-there be enue t pete reniern compere wane ey 2 
1 ) = exhibited, and perhaps opportunities offered for were sold for. 1! saw several sold from $100 to Z 

a 2 purchases and sales. $260 a single bird. The pigs which I have are = 

] = Sree on the noe or Suffolk breeds. The best : 

, $ 3 : reeds sell from 20 to 50 guineas a pair, in ¢ 

| : Sheep—French _Merino—Cost, &e, England. I ‘have, aise, at arti direct from ? 

in $ Frrenp Lataror:—t only arrived home on Spain, shipped at Lisbon. 5 

: i y é the 11th, from a tour of four months through | It has been ascertained that more rain fell ¢ 

| a 5 several Agricultural districts inEurope. in England, during 1853, than for any one year 3 

ae j £ I was much interested'in perusing your kind during the last 200 years. This large fall of : 

; _ = letter of the 18th ultimo. I havenot time now rain is the cause of the failure of the wheat : 

‘oa ~ to reply to your several questions whieh you crop of England and France. Many sheep § 

| i $ have made to me,on many leading points con- were dying off with the rot in Great Britain, 

oe £ nected with the rearing and management of caused by the long continued wet. Wool is 

aa $ live stock, &c.; but I hope at some future pe- sure to sell well another year. Let Europe do : 

hol / 2 riod to take them up in detail, and give youmy | the fighting, and we will furnish them with < 

3 experience quite fully. bread and clothing. S.W.Jewerr. : 

€ ‘Ihave made three voyages to Europe within Middlebury, Vt. March 14th, 1854. : 

Ze ? four years, and within that period shipped a- te ole Be ce 2 

f 5 bout. 750.pure Merino sheep from Havre. At Scab i Bhendahid Gon aie 2 

ie ‘¢ this time I only bought sixty-nine, most of nee : g 

| eee >} which have arrived, or are on their passage ov-| Messrs. Eprtors :—I have long predicted that : 

: | 2 er, to land in New York. our broad Prairies would be covered with vast } 

it 2 Sheep of all descriptions have advanced con- | herds of sheep. This isalready being realized : 

if : ¢ siderably in price in France, as well asin Eng- | by the hundreds and thousands which are an- 7 

i © land. You ask, “What should an extraordi- | nually being imported hither. With them we 4 

oe Q nary Buck, sach as Mons. Gilbert has used up-|may expect the importation of various dis- } 

i 2 on his own ewes, be worth here?” You can | eases, particularly the scab and foot-rot, As < 

I ¢ better judge than myself, what a good animal | these are more contagious and more fatal than : 

{ | = of that class is worth in Wisconsin, Mr. Gil-| most any others; and as the scabshas burst { 

} = bert asks from 2000 to 3000 franes ($400 to 600) forth amongst us from imported sheep, I send : 

ae ? for his best Rams; and some of my best cost the following as a preventative to such as are : 

1m Ee 2 me over $400 each. The difference between a | liable totgke the disease, and as a remedy to 

Yee very good Ram and an “extraordinary .one,” | those which have-taken:it. 

‘eter: may be several thousand dollars. I have one A sheep infected with this disease may be 

i if i Ram that tups 200 ewes each year. He adds/ known by itsrestlessness and violent rubbing 
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7 against‘ony thing in its way, together with the __ For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. : a ‘ 

frequent application of the hind foot in seratch- Doctoring Domestic Animals. . A ate 
¢ ing the neck and shoulders; also, the biting Rua iiviatincshl derstand that $ bea 
3 and tearing of the wool with itsteeth. Onex-| aig not receive my ‘Sear: senteciaele ae 2 a itt 
z amining the sheep an eruption of small, red | therefore send you another. I wish those gen- 3 A ae < pimples or pustules will be found—and if time tlemen who think it worth their time to. ele é e Fl + + 
} sufficient has elapsed since the disease has ap- the Wisconsin Farmer closely, to understand § See 
< peared, some of the pustules will have been that they cam always obtain a information § F Hae 
3 broken, and“th> matter thus discharged will they may desire, in respect to the diseases 0 $ as i oN = t, ich i : : SIehs Fnon name wo derived” ‘The Seee of thee | eweculs sheep or other meio a8 $F 
é imal will be seriously injured both in its growth, atic naa 2 es Ria 
2 by the matturated infection, and by the loss of wee: bes fa exploded ideas and nostrums. but § +. pet 
$ wool. If long continued, the health of the an- foanded ‘en e ataiad winetplea aad é Een 
: imal declines, it pines away rapidly, and death practical initdidene: eee ns $ A a 
: speedily seizes its victim, and relieves it of dis- The recipe now desired is to cure Scab in. § at 
: tress. sheep, which is as follows: = He 
g Cure,—Take from fifteen to twenty-five lbs. Strong Mercurial Ointment, 1 o2. 8 Ft 
; of tobacco-toa hundsed sheep, according to its Hog’s Lard, 10 oz. : ef 
3 enn of aah see se te and __ The above is sufficient for twelve sheep, and 2 ay 
< gh'ys Pour a portion of the liquor | it is better to divide it into twelve arts, so that 5 aes 3 into a forty gallon cask with one head out,or hi 2 x . P a* - ¢ ei 
$:- what is abeut the same thing and -more conve- xeegetallihe no mistake ene std Gia) sate $ ee 5 : nidnt)! take’ a commen molasses hogshead and your sheep fold, with- help; divide the wool é 2 iRe 

§ saw one end off about one quarter of thelength ees bre atee _ ae > $ as Sif 
<:0f the hogshead, and use the largest part for ORs O Sas eed Selle dowmens < : 2 = Z shoulder, and half way down ench:hip.; apply 2 ot ;-the liquor. Take a trough sufficiently long and the ointment equally along all the li Hai. ¢ a 
3: Wide to receive the longest sheep, with one-end tamdone thi 3 a aoe eee a ¢ s aH 
2 open placed upon the top of the hogshead, with = : cals hat aoe "ii = ‘es Sa i Pp — $ a 
$ long and strong legs in the other, to sustain it ae de : eeu ae sla a — ¢ aH 
2 and also to give it a proper pitch towards the fe Hs oe eee, ¢ a) 
§ hogshead. When the liquor is cool enough, oe pores aces eee “fl 
é pour in a gill of spirits of turpentine, and then ae oe a e : " at es a § # a 
$ commence by taking the sheep by the head and aii ecritabins a in its = eae ¢ - 
i fore legs and souse it in till almost,fp to the aa tagi Dey ee ee : {Aly Gent ai ity eats Seal tee ee ce will surely affect the whole flock. $ a z e) dressed 3 oath j-every partis saturated with the liquid; then a ay aac rept the-whole § a) 
lift it out carefally into the trough and rub off| Give those ee esa and airy far 3 sith 
2 othe Hquor till it will not drip. The trough will sul ee ey cold = yt eae ene ee = aa 
7 Convey it back into the hogshead, that nothing en Ae se aoe eee g an 2 -will be lost. not dcr ert eee $ a] 
2 : prescribed, and not to repeat it within ten days. > 3 ae should be add 10 5 fae * g 
239 ie toes aacthle cat a of seid ona is little ch te bet all will be cured with q . 
?.pentine. The turpentine will float upon the oa nea? Soy nad d that all 2 3 e puMiniar be examined in about two weeks from the time : + Surfaceand, consequently, will principally ad- of dressing, and should there beany d = 
<hare to the first ten or twelve ; the liquor, also, ting them, d hi * 7 oe aed | 
Swill be diminishing and weakening} therefore cae om, desag then With the foTiowing : e 
 botinghould be replenished, Flower Suiphar, | 10x) é =i ae The flock should be carefuily watched every Spts. Turpentine, 1 drehs. >. forone sh é eed { Week, and if'any remaining appearanceof scab] Olive Oil, 1 oak — § aM 

is to be seen, they. should be dipped again.—| This ointment requires no particular atten- j cil 
The remedy is effectual, if thoroughly applied ‘ion after using, but may be repeated if, neces, 4 

; y oy) Seweet N. Hawes, | sary . C.Lorrvs Marna. , a 
Fond da Lac, Merch, 1854. Beloit, Apr'l, 1854. mae i 
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| ] Small vs. Large Horses. ver, all of. which perished or were otherwise 
; The followi The. ti 1 killed. ; The next importation was also bro’t : 

; 4 5 6 oowing oD. comparative value! t4 Florida by De Soto, in 1529. In 1608 } 
} 5 of large and small horses is from the New) the French introducedthe horse into Can- : 

| t ; England Farmer: , ada. In 1609 the English landed at} 
’ 5 ‘The arguments may all be in favor of] Jamestown, in Virginia, having seven horses ? 

; 2 great size, but the facts are all the other) with them. In 1629 Francis Higginson 5 
$ way. See are more liable to stum-| imported horses’ and other domestic ani- ? 

i 2 ble, and to be lame than. those. of middle} mals in the colony of Massachusetts Bay. § 
| § size. They are clumsy, and cannot fill) In 1625 the Dutch Company imported ? 

| 2 themselves so quick. horses into New York. In L650 the § 
} $ Overgrown animals, of all descriptions,| French of Illinois were in possessson of a ? 

i ? are less useful in most kinds of business,| considerable number of horses. 5 
i $ and less hardy than those of a smaller size.) According to the census returns of 1h50, } 
f 2. If theory is to be resorted to in order to} there were 4,335,358 eorses in the United ; 
| + determine such questions, we sugyest to the} States, exclusive.of those cities which were } 

} } 3 lovers of overgrown animals, the following:| not returned. The four and a half mil- } 
ce The largest. of any class is an unuatural/ lions of those animals in the United consti-} 
} growth. They have risen above the usual] tute.a proportion of one to five of the in-{ 
5 3 mark, and it costs more to keep them in| habitants. New York has one horse to } 

> that a. than it would were they more! seyen persons, Pennsylvania one to six and ¢ 
a i ¢ on a level with their species. six-tenths; Ohio one to four, Kentucky one } 

l 3 ‘Follow Nature,” is a rule not to be for-| to three free inhabitants... In Ohio and ? 
H 2 gotten by farmers. Large men are not the} the new States of the Northwest, the in- } 
: 5. best for business. Large cows are not the! crease of horses has kept pace with that of } 

2 best for milk. Large oxen are not the best ¢he population. 5 

i ake § for traveling. Large hogs are not the hogs} ‘The number of horses in the United { 
I ; 2 that fatten best, and large hens are not the| ss ates is more than three times as large as } 

Efe | 3. hens to lay eggs. that in Great Britain. A. recent report in ; 
it i ; - Extremes aro to be avorded. We want! France shows that there are in that country 2 
} i $ well formed animals, rather than such as} 3.990,000 horses. 2 

fh ee z have a — oe — carla SES icine § 
oe $ seem to:the theorist, short legged animals) Fy yoexma: Hogs..on, Waeat.—On the { 
ee : invariably prove to be better travelers than} 411, o¢ October last, I shut up nine small : 

ie § any. Short legged soldiers are betterion hogs, weighing on an average 160 pounds ‘ 
bet : 2a march, and_.officers. say they endure} gach. I commenced feeding them on swill } 

¢ hardships better than those of longer limbs} o¢ wheat meal, and fed 10 bushels, ground { 
2 , On choosing a horse,.take care by. all without being bolting. I then had my } 

1 oe : means that his hind legs 2 short. Jf they wheat bolted, and saved the head of the : 
e = are long, and split apart like.a_pair of di- bolt, and fed the balance, made into swill, } 

: viders, never inquire the, price of the horse| 1) T had fed out the coarse feed of 148 : 
a § dealer; run. for your life,and make no offe:| ,ychels; and then fed 20: bushels damaged : 
Fa: 5 Renee Be taken up. ‘ al wheat, and killed them, and found, after : 
' : : orses that are snug built are not. al- selling my flour and pork, and deducting } 
PBS = ways fast trayelers. Tt is no easy matter) 11, value of the hogs, when.I commenced, ? ee + to select a horse that is perfect in all points. at $3 per hundred, (the price of hogs’ at { 
ee g a and tough horses are not fast on Bt that time,)‘and the damaged wheat at 56 ; 

tee : . The fastest trotters are not alway} cents per’ bushel, that my wheat brought § 
i 5 Sale for Vey me over 90 cents per bushel. _ } 
ae ¢. Tae Horse werar Unrrep: Srares.— F, Danrortu,, Olivet, Mich. 3 

: The ee says: ; There can be no com that. damaged } 
pe ¥ Phe first horsés brought into any toi] wheat is for fatting hcgs, but that it j 

; ; the tenitory ‘at. present’ chabeae a is eee eich tr weight, to peas, corn 
ze eis United States; were “landed “in Florida by | or barley, we are disposed to consider some- 

pe Cabeca de Veca, in. 1527, forty-two in num what doubtful—[Rural_New Yorker. _. 
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? horse owned by- Potter & Miller, of aes) measured her 12 miles in an hour. $ aul 
2 Wi { % 3 i 3 Orit 
pai te ee ef ae SPe-| 1 In Italy you will see. the farmer, break- $ je 
2 eee a siscolch ae < = Tone 28 up his land with two cows, and the root of = ‘Sh: 
$ known the old Black aes S38 oe oe jtree for a plow, while he is dressed in-skins $ 4 

{ ay of his colts,and doubt whether we have ever with the hair ont. In Rome, Vienna, or Ores: 5 . 
§ seen a better fac-similie. of him than is arg Pm irae heath creer 5 ie 

: pay ats Hatsor Bitggeet Po kos comnts one, nor his ae before him. But he places $ ey 
t attained’ the greatest celebrity of any living "¢ end of tie saw, upon the ground and the 3 3 md 

} horse in thecountzy. This has long been our| ther against-his breast, and. taking the Hee 5 aay 
; eae A _|in- his hands-rubs‘it:aga‘nst the saw.. In Flo- ¢ ae 
* ae ee nnd, being a Vermont Trence, a city allel wilt: the\iteiunphs of axtj Sy 
ou Yi # Kind of personal interest and pride | there is not a single augur, and. if a. carpenter es! 
anit, Young Black, Hawk’s dam is also’ well | would’ bore‘a. hole, ‘he does it with a.red. hot any 

| Known to us, and’ is. of Messenger blood. She| poker! eo bil ia 
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H | e Yellow‘ Gage.—Mr. Shepherd thinks it unsur- 
| Forticuliyre. peers’ even by Green Gage ; tree tolerably 

= ly. 
| bstract Proceedings ‘orth- ~Brayton—The flavor. is sweet and deli- ? WT 1 al of Pr of the Nort cig Ee cae and a good bearer, i § western Fruit Growers Association. Others, names oot ania agreed in above ex. ¢ , { 5 a 7 ressed opinion. 3 i 3 Coommz> row rags. 68] >| Pressed opinion 

id < PLUMS. Coe’s Golden, Drop—Mr. Shepherd—Fruit 3 j snake —| fair and good ; tree a tolerable good bearer. 3 | 3 ine ee ea eee of iG po Mr. Hanford—Has fruit with him one year; ‘ 
] ; 3 under this name in his.vicinity ; he is dtterek a crop in Wis- 3 | i 2 ing what he is certain is the true Bolmar’s Wash- cones ; Saithenaiot = eet P 5 

i 2 ington,; raised from twenty to, twenty-five bu- 3 cee 3 
i > shels the present year ; sold readily at $4 a bu- Voted to recommend for general cultivation. 5 

; i } shel, whilst other cultivated —- ou at half pe phage een rat of fair : 
} that price. His trees are on sandy prairie, | quality ; a bearer. 2 2 

; but Title elay in the soil, sheltered by awake Mr. Suophend Fruit of fine quality ; tree ; 
h 3°on the north; in other localities and exposures | hardy and productive. he ; 

ee 4 2 in his vicinity they succeed eee Sand} Voted to recommend for geners} cultivation. ; 
i 2 in large proportion, seems to peculiarly | Green er Stewart—Better. with him } 

ee é adapted to its most flourishing growth. than oa f a 3 
} g . Stewart, of Quincy, has, cultivated it a} Mr. es when he can. get it, g 
i t 3 little fora number of years ; with him proved| Mr. away—Tree hardy and productive ; 
i ; § ‘a tender tree and poor Tare He hae re- | fruit very a . — ae be destroyed by 3 ? ject i = reuli¢ other varie' 3 H 2 oar Ellsworth has some of the trees ; never “Voted to ssehaa tend dae ae cultivation. } pref gots anytonik Lombard.—Mr. Stewart, of Quincy, thinks he : | fare ap eareged See emer eee ee | i 5 , mK . 5 3 = fe teat. wall ondert oo es 7: iis, if any, but would not favor cultivation of : 

2- No action recorded. sip rsd tose extent. _ Peas 2 
bod §. Duane’s Purple—Mr. Elisworth has found it) ., Mr. Wakemag thinks. highly of it; has seen ? } fe} 5-hardy as any a yery large, and of fine fla- ee eee beside other varicties, 3 
3 oO. 3 ise Sb Mr..S. Edwards considers it most profitable of [eae § _, Samuel Edwards—It hag borne resdil it #6 | market Plums. Several characteristics recom- + 

1 j 3 aa nennon; wold in Pera y at 96 mend the tree above most others ; it 18 perfect- 2 Sei 2 - ded. ly hardy in our severest winters, aprofuse bear- ? ¢ eestor teenie vated it| oh fut less Hiable to rot, and resists attacks of ; ee 3 _ Red Gage—Mr. Wakeman has cultivated it} cyyculio better than other varieties. g i 5 eeverel bina 3 it is a good bearer. _ :. Recommended by Convention as first rate for * 5, Mr. Shepherd The fruit is of good sine, bat) market, i i 4 5 is rather acid, and coarse texture ; second rate ; ae ae: i 3 i / 5 tree hardy and productive ; does. best on sandy hi apg co at ae Esteems 3 
3. soil, Brpokes hiss tress Sifieen years DL poate Std. Senate of, Byreau—With him does ; § Mr, Brookes has viald Pl has not endure tite cold’ of a-severe winter. 3 by —— eat eee re cos Voted to recommend for general cultivation, ? ie 3 _ ae ey ees Oe Se mohing, where soil and climate are adapted-to. it. é i 2? Passed, without action. Pine : 
ga ancce Impure loge Me, Pregl Is Of Ty tel cube ieaemmacismeinerah 2 = § profuse bearer, fruit fair, and of. good — Me Fy erioaa aa eke auuiisine oe tas 5 

iz 2 Mr. 8, Bdwarag— Wier iter has. proved very far south the Plum.could be Sica culti- ¢ 
; : 3 is at eee eee ce | vated. He thought: it should- not be recom- < ; 9 es ee nee, ohided toe Otecaleniienll® tite 41 de- 

ir 7 7 3 ; beyond that Jet the:Peach take ita place. : a 3 Mr. Hasemay—pcpmence in regard $0 fla- | Beene eee since, a neighbor of his en- ; 1 5 = ee aohael cullivutio closed a Wild Plum thicket, as a yard for swine ; ? haa g Ve to recommend for.gen: ie ation.’ |'trees bore full cro} every year ; "never troubled { I 5 ttiding’s Superb.—Mr. Stewart, of ‘Quiney— | py cureulio,. whilst other thickets about had ¢ i 2 The tree does not flourish; becomes. black at} fruit nearly all destroyed by them. Four years ; i 5: the. groaned ;,80il, rich upland prairie, _ since the hags were turned out, and the ground $ i ¢  Other.eultivators’ experience the same, pfoptlidtell to other uses; the first year after { He 2 ure eke the trait was mostly destroyed by ¢urculio— ¢ re ¢ in unfavorable soil ; with him the tree is one of Hemaved that the Elum be not recommended ; he inne eee for cultivation south of latitude 41 degrees — 
fo action. nded, Lost. 

ees abe * Italian Damash.—Passed as too little leiown | Mr: Hathaway ‘asked: Mr, Harkness if the 
es at the West. : 1 Plam-iwas healthy in his locality 7. op ae 
# a f OLENA LSE LOYAL LL EDR GAOL SDAA NEAL TIRE é 
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| 110 WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER. ' 
| 
a For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | take the same form of tree as represented "f 

| Houhton’s Seedling Gooseberry. the specimen from Mr. Downing’s stock, if 
tl 2 — properly trained. This we are now trying to : 

a { Messrs. Eprrons:—In the March number of |do. It will be observed, by: reading our re. : 
5 } 3 the Farmer” I perceive you have given a re-/marks inthe March number, that we do not : ‘ 
H : ‘ presentation and description of Houghton’s | claim the accompanying cut as an exact repre- : 
i j ¢ Seedling Gooseberry, obtained by you from | sentation of the fruit grown upon our bushes, x] 

j 5 Mr. Cahoon, of Kenosha; and you take the op- | We say, something like it. Z 
| ¢ portunity of recommending it very highly. 1] Our bushes have all been transplanted this : 

HY} i } am led to suspect that you are in error respect- | spring, which gives the one sent us by friend © 
i = ing the identity of Houghton’s Seedling and | Peffer an equa? chance. We will observe the : 

= the root which you obtained from Mr. Cahoon. growth of both and report the result. é 
: i = Five or six years ago I obtained a Houghton’s ee 5 
: / = Seedling which had originally come from Down- Dwarf Pears. 3 

g-ing’s Nursery under that name—and the! hore is probably no branch of Horticulture : 
ee 3 bunches of berries exactly correspond with | 1516 justly claiming the attention of farmers : 
ee: { your pictorial representation; whereas the | a. market-men generally, than the cultivation : | } fruit, and wood, and habits of the tree I pro- of Pears on Quince Stocks; the maxim that 4 

ieee. $ cured from Mr. Cahoon under the name of trees will not succeed well for any length of : 
i 2 Houghton’s Seedling Gooseberry, correspond time where they are grafted on any other than ‘ 

a § with your letler-press description. their own species, does not apply here. as many * 
' 2 I herewith send you a three-year-old bush of | varieties of the pear grow vigorously, and bear : 

i 5 Downing’s Houghton’s Seedling, and a branch abundantly of delicious fruit and more exqui- ? 
2 of Cahoon’s, rooted. I have found a great dif-| site flayor than on their own roots, The im- 3 

| ; £ ference between the two—as to growth of wood pression that had prevailed to some extent, un- : 
leet ? and fullness of crops. The berries on Cahoon s favorably to the cultivation of the Pear on the : 
| ae = are shorter and rounder, the clusters not so | Quince; has rapidly disappeared before the solid ? 

Bey 2 large, the leaf thicker and more glossy, and arguments contained in the large dishes filled : 
. i a $ makes more wood than the Eastern kind— | with luscious fruit, thus grown on trees but re- 2 

RE 2 Both are very hardy. cently transplanted and exhibited at. our-late 
} : Thope you will be able fo grow a fail-crop of | Agricultural Fairs: One-of our enterprising ° 

{ ! ; 2 berries froin the bush I send. You may do it, | farmers, John Chambers of Burlington county, ‘ 
bof $ I think, by heading-in the top some. You can | being sensible of the scarcity of pears‘and the : 
3 ¢ then compare the two, and give the result to | facility with wh’eh they can be produced on ‘ 

2 te 3 me, or, which would be better, to the readers | dwarfs, set out an orchard of one thousand trees } 
| ¢ of the Farmer. about two years sires, and at our late Fair at © 

; 3} _ Ialso beg your acceptance of a Yellow Egg| Mount Holly exhibited of his crop thirty‘nine : 
it ¢ Plum tree. Tite scion was cut from the tree, | Varicties of —* of great beauty, reflecting : 
Ae 3 for the fruit of which Ihaye obtained four pre- | ™uch credit on his energy and good treatment, : 
: 2 miums, viz.: two at State Fairs, and two at ew for which he obtained the highest premiums, 2 

f ' ? the Horticultural Exhibition and County Fair Ee ee : 
a | = respectively. Also, [ send a Moorpark Apri- spectators that they possessed reak ore 25 ti £ : well as. beauty, he offered theim at_publ’e sale, : ~ cot—one year old from the bud, and full of : 3 
aie £ blossom buds, but which were killed by the ex- | ‘ie finest being Duchess d’ Angouleme, went : fq . off readily at four dollars per dozen,.the next > 
i £ treme cold of January last. I had not taken |- ‘ pS y 2 . in value, St.’Michael Archange, Louis Bonne d’ < 

‘ 7 $ the precaution to protectthem. The last men- J eee Bb. 4 
{ ¢ téZ . s fersey, and other choice varieties, descending ‘ 
j tioned is budded upon a Wild Plam stock. in rite by 1 atti! Suiits Papas ‘of 2 

aie 3 Pa ih, Fepest, Gen. B. Pevesn, least value-were elosed out- at-fifty cents per ; 
4 2, Pewaukee, Wis, March, 1854. ee . t 

i ; |. Remanxs—We tender our thanks.to.Mr-|_. Yhe inoculation should be. near the ground, : 
it Peffer for the present referred: to... The arti-!so that when transplanted, union: may be tke | 
i ” ¥ cles came safe to hand,and.bave been carefully | place below the surface. Heamay not yet be ac- 

cee Planted, Wo are inclined to the opinion, that | certaivied how long they will last, but we have 
ee. the bushes procured from Mr, Cahoon will | records of them over one hundred years (old, 

i Ff OLE IO A Ne Od ae eee Ne Ee San he hal Ss “ 

iF
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WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER. 11 Fy 

—— ney SOOT! eee ees Fae and still healthy. My own treesthat have been | How tone wie Seep revarn Viratiry £ vat , standing in the orchard about five years, have | rw THE Grouxp ?—Innumerable: instances aay $ hy 5 } borne half a bushel each at a time. In New |of vitality of seed being retained a long se- ¢ 3 i z England itis stated that pear treeson the quince | ries of years, when buried sufficiently deep = A i if { root, which are twenty-five years old, produce | to be beyond the germinating influence of 2 eh : 3 annually a barrel or more of frait each, and ap- |sun and air, are given, 3 Pte 
5 § pear destined to survive a5 longias. atiy “on the b smbewhieati fatilid it the hands of the ¢ cae i ? pearroot. As they adiit of close planting and mummies dug out of the pyramids of ? ies ie ; ¢ mature their fruit within one or.two years from Egypt, are often cited as instances of the < oe a : } the time they are transplanted in the orchard, long endurance of this vitality. Other in- 2 ates : j large profits may be taken from an acre of | stances may be cited, and the experiment < xl ty 3 $ ground before any return could be obtained tried by throwing up earth from consider- > See ; g i 'S se oe 3S = i ¢ from them on pear stocks. In planting an or- able depths, when plants of different kinds s oe : ¢ chard for myself, I have set the trees 8 by J? | will often spring up, frequently of a spe- = a j 2 feet apart, which give plenty of room for driv- cies not then growing in the neighborhood. = be 
3 ¢ ing @ wagon between the rows to apply manure, | Te Boston Medical Journal quotes from the Be) : 2 and will require 453 trees per acre. . |Philadelphia Examiner an instance of the 2 oa 3 5 Since the peach crop has become so uncertain Hoss Keepiig of the germinating powers of : Ba 2 ? in this vicinity, and the dearth of choice fruits |,1° ad : ; 2 Bish 5 4 'y> a ee a, {tobacco seed when deposited deep in the < Pd : } in our markets, I know of no other fruits so earth, the principal facts of which are these: > ar $ 2 easily raised in the open field, giving as fine a | py, Stoakley, of Northampton, Va, relates = ats i § Prospect of a rich reward to farmers and mar- | the fact of a gentleman in his neighborhood, 2 on i ¢ wet mep poDwari Hears. who, in plowing his land, last spring, deeper < te : ¢ —{Farmer’s Jour. Wrrutaw Parry. | than usual, came in contact with a brick 3 : 2 aaibatee a ie wall, which on examination he found to be = tea § ; orticutTuRaL Hixts.—To preserve pla ae : Acne = Sal . é trees from black knots or excresences, cut them anne yore of he ae of a rc 5 f 3 3 Off several'times a year—ent and keep cutting. | Which had formerly stoo there, and had : ts : {To prevent the cherry crop from being spot- | been before unobserved by him, though he 3 oF i ? ted by the curculio, Keep the ground from |had cultivated the place for a number of = "aes : £ grass. years. S if 3 : The best remedy for bugs on melons and d ie : oa 5 "i i $ squashes, isa cheap square box covered with Supposing that he might find something 3 “a : $ gauze ornetting. ; that would make a good dressing for his 2 say we: 4 ee aaenane evergreens, vee /farm, he duginto the place and came to a = hel $ ¢ to will result in suecess—neglected in failure : | 5 « £ is ; ¢ this is, removing plenty of earth with the os eee oes a s g $4 ? goots. on his field. In a short time he obsorved ¢ ak é 2 :, Mulching and watering the raspberry on | where he placed his manure, a beautiful-and : ay : ? light soils will usually double the size of the | thrifty plant, which,. on examination, he = hae a ponknEroune — 8 foot igh in autumn, | found to-be ‘tobacco. Now. this plant had $ a ; ¢ is an infallible remedy against mice. 2 3 _ $ BY 2 Mulching young fruit trees is one of the best |ROt been cultivated in that sectioa for more = ee) “BP; operations for this country, but the litter must | than a hundred.years, and it is fair to. infer : H ¢ be removed eary in autumn of the mice will | that this seed had lain dormant as long asa 2 val BE { Playhavoc. century, retaining all i's vitality and ger- = we Se Raila aekeebe a minating powers until this time, when, ba- 2 i geese 8 pire Basan in a Tecture ‘upon | ing planted in a situation where all the re- < = trees me: £i gard 2 : ¥ = 

2 family of the rose,-which includes among its | 1¥itements were at hand, it started up and $ 4 } Narieties not only many of the most beautifal | grew as thrifty: asif it were but a year old, i { 2 flowers which areiknown, but-also the richest | © ‘This jg “an interesting fact in. vegetable : ee g fruits, such asthe apple, pear, peach, p ry, &e, | Physiology. Nature, ever careful to keep ! £4 ane ar ee ee ae entree <7 | up the differeatapacinct oemeliodee & ; $ nemely, that no fossils or plants belonging to ; UP L-Species. ganize mee, & iu 2 this'family have been discovere] by geologists! | in the first. place, makesall the arrange- = i ? This he regarded as eonclusive: evidence that | ments neeessaty for continuing the species = ¢ the introduction of this family of plants upon ‘nthe perfeetion of ‘the seed, packing with- 4 the earth was coeval with, or.subsequont to the | ¢45 Feet compass ’alt the material ‘re: | Sreation. of man, to whose comfort and happi- € "PNGS> aleineits'thub atrong ‘and = I Bp seaer ae een es eta, Presi | quia, NES lemme oe a | dence to contribute, , leposited, will remain dormant until called is 
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aes into action by the united influences of heat Statistics of Minnesota. 
1 3 OE ae Jos Total population in 1850, 6,077 | 

} 5 The Dairy. Born as follows, viz.: 2 
| 2 ee i 5 3 
| } 2 Themilk cellar should be deep, well venti- N Heapshire we eae an i j i { lated and dry, the bettom covered with: stone | y, 3. s 2 | S £ 2 s ‘ermont, 100\Scotland, 39% 
j { 5 flagging; well rammed clay is preferable to} Massachusetts 92|Wales, Qi 
a} i } brick, unless they are elinkers—soft common | Rhode Island,” 3/Germany, 141: 
| 2*brick absorb milk and other Nquids coming in | Connecticut,’ ‘Sheiace 29: 
i 2 contact with them; from-which they cannot be | New York, - 488|Spain, : 1: 
a f } cleansed; which will soon contract must and New Jersey, 115/Belgium . 1: 
| | 3: mildew—tke smell of which, like all other foul Pennsylvania, 227|Eolland. q 163 
| 3 airin the room, will be imparted to the cream | Delaware, "3 Italy, 13 

2,and batter. Over this cellar should stand the Maryland, 31lAustria 12 
{ 3 Dairy room, with shelves to set milk upon in| pistrict Columbia, 3\Switzerland 22: 

3 Cool weather; the cellar to be used during all Virginia, ” 59|Russia, 7 9: 
§ the extremes of heat and cold. N. Garolina 6 Norway, nS 
2 _ Set-kettles should not stand in the Dairy! § Carolina,’ aces i: nae . ¥ . rolina, |Denmark, : 

‘ 2 room ; neither should churning, cheese making, Georgi 4'Sweeden. 4: 
ee 2 or cleansing milk vessels be done there, but in z= fone q > > Alabama, 6|Prussia, 33 
| ij 5 ® convenient room near by. Louisiana, 4\British America, 1,417 ? 28 3 Cream may be kept most perfectly inawhite | Arkansas’ 11/Other Countries, oases 

a 2 oak vessel with a tight cover, and a faucet or | Tennessee. 21 ae 
t / 2 tap near the bottom to draw off the milk be- Kentucky, 71\Fotal Foreign, 2,048 ¢ 
feb | 3 fore the customary duily stirring. Ohio. ” 242|Unknown. 224 
i 5 . Butter will come quickly at any season of Michigan, 4)\Deef and Dumb, Oo: 

ry > the year, if the cream be at the temperature of Indiana, 2 39/Blind, o: 
| 2 from 65 to 75 degrees. Minois, 38jInsane, of 

¢ The kegs for packing butter should be made} Missouri 99\Ildiotic, ai 
2 of white oak, bilging in the form of casks for ina 81 $ 

bape 3 the more perfect exclusion of air,and conve- | Wisconsin, 301 $ 
} — 3 nience of transportation. If the butter is nct. California, 1 ? 

t 3 to be sent toa warm climate, or a foreign or | ‘Territories, 7 z 
; , ; distant market, the bilging kegs should have . z 
ea moveable covers, to accommodate inspection ;. 4 § 

; ; : § they should be soaked in a strorg brine made etal Piaiite, 40 ; 
Lt 3 fecm pure salt, ia order that justice may be| Acres of improved land, _ 5,035 2 
j : 2 done to the purchaser, in tare, and to save-the | Acres of unimproved land in farms, 23,846 ¢ 
{ ' 3 butter from being spoiled to the depth of one ee § 

5 -or two inches all round, from its coatact with Total, 23,881 ¢ 
i. ? dry wood. The best of family butter should | Cash value of land, impreved and : 

be put into kegs of from 25 to 50 poands,asan| unimproved, $161,948 00 : 
| 2 extra price will be obtained for it. Large ke; Average cash value per acre, ‘761 < 

3 are only suited to retail business. No salt Horses, 861 Assesand Mules, 14 $ 
f 4 2 eater on ae sides or bottom, between | Mitch Cows, 607 Working Oxen, ea Z 

; 2 _ Im the manufacture of cheese, a preference pikes Colle, ane Sheep, : 
is sometimes given to that kind of salt which ¥, = Live Stock 859. < 

i 3 is rejected for butter. Wehave remarked that | Value of Live Stock, $92,859. é 
3 } glauber salts—the salts of lime and magnesia,| This table of statistics will, perhaps, be less : 
; i 2 (which constitute the principal impurities in| valuable for Minnesota than a table of the : 

eS }gpamon sl) prerent ate.trom Banting se Kind front any of te her Waters | | gives it -the appearance of richness, and the States, as in the three last years since the Cen- i 

3 pungent bitter taste which they tinpart to it, | sus was taken, there, has been as great an in- ! 
ae 2 is an improvement in the estimation: of some. | crease of all items:mentioned in the'table, and ? 
i 3 <od-tNetnos aeete salt should be | probably more, in’ proportion, than inthe oth- 5 
ji ; son Siskin er States. It is fortunate for Minnesota, if : 
{ 3 Cost or Livinc 1 Puri.—The Paris cer- | she has yet only, oné,fool.. We hope tha Cen- ; 

: . respondent of the New York Express, says: | 8u8 Report is not in-error here. g 
a - © I begin to understand why people are eco- Ee } 

i nomical here; they would be ruined if they) [2 A farmer in California, whose farm is 
i Were mot. Why, butter is 56 cents a pound, | located ‘on the American river, last year sowed 

ae 3 Coffee 49, beef 40; sugar 20,-and. every thing | 160 pounds of wheat,-and obtained therefrom 
‘i elsc in proportion.” : 170 bushels, 
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WISCONSIN AND IOWA ‘FARMER, 113 zi % ee eee ee oI ¢ We would urge the importance of eulti¥ating-a oH . Domestic Economy. variety of root crops—they are so valuatls for A So OT | feeding to stock in winter, and especially the. 3 Ps } Work for the Month. spring. Put in abundance of beets, carrots, $ ai 

é In every month, ere in aught begun, rutabagas and turnips, 2 : Pi i £ Read over that month what avails to be done; We would suggest the importance of scak- é * Fi } 
} So neither this travel may seem to be lost, ing all seeds in water, and rolling them in pla - 5 ES una 
¢ Nor thou torepent of this HIRING On ter before planting. Plant some potatoes and ? a 
2 pein ig a ae re orn for san ae get re best kinds. Plant £ me i is is the last spring month, and y i | plenty of beans and squashes, radishes and to- ¢ ay 
? tle things, but of great consequence in their re- | matoes, cucumbers and melons—and fight the > Sik 6 { sults, are to be thought of and promptly at- | bugs as you would the Russians, with all man- 5 at bs 
3 tended to. It is important as well for the health | ner of dust and ashes, tobacco and turpentine ; § Pa 
g of the family as the cleanliness of your domi- | hut, which is best and surest of all, seize “by *$ Sa 
j eiland the good looks of your premises, that | the throat and choke to death every ug-ger of $ e = 
gall remnants of roots, vegetables and waste them which has the-audacity to show himeelf é my 
2 aA fee in ips Lista ave secg prt Uri es, “Every morning, and noon, 3 ya 
2 winter shou! removed, our potatoes, de- | and ‘night, have a regular famil: atherin, a) 
3 signed for cooking through the summer, should | around each hill, -and eat etry ey of : ; Eat § besprouted and the decaying ones assorted out, | child, from the nother downwards, to pire 3 i 
¢ and all things in the cellar be looked over and |em to death. This is our way, and its effec- $ ey 
§ newly-arranged, swept out and thoroughly | tive as well as effective. Although a Naturalist § a 

| ¢ whitewashed. Some of you, by so doing, will | by nature and by profession, we do hate all : a 
g save a fit of sickness of some a the mem- | kinds of bugs, whether they inhabit the beds maa 
z bers of your family, anda doctor BS large bill— | of our house or of our garden ; whether they 3 Cl 
¢ the most unprofitable of all bills—into the bar- | suck the blood of our children or of our eu- ‘si 
= Rake up yom yards, clean out the priv- | cumbera. We give every soul of them that we ; 

¢ ies, put down drains to carry away the slops | can seize a dwelling place in spirits. ; 
5 from the kitchen to some Place where they can} Jp planting potatoes do not select the small ¢ 
g be mixed with other fertilizers and used epee juste nor cut them, nor cover them with too ; 
: the garden. See that abundance of deodorisers | great depth of soil, nor hill them up in culti- ¢ 
g ieee anes ee eerie = charcoal dust, | vation, Had we room, we could give our rea- é 4 
5 P ter of paris, oa sprinkled about where | <ons for these suggestions. $ z 
3 there are any offensive odora. : | In the cultivation of all your crops, don’t for- § “4 
3 The accommodation: of the family having get the Fairs next fall. The Premium Liste $ 4 z been looked to, the pig-stye, hhen-house and i wit} goon be out, and you will see what aglori- $ 
5 oe ard should all be put in good condition. |ous chance there is for every one of you. § eye 2 There is no animal,unless it be a degraded man, | ice the.calves, Iambe, pigs, colts and chick- 3 at 
5 that does not appreciate proper arrangemennts | on. all‘a growing ; put down carefully that May ¢ 
é for health. ae and June butter, that is to get that round pre- 3 
§ We have already urged the raising of as large | mium next fall, and remember that we intend ¢ s 
2 quantities of small grains:as possible, and of as jto buy it and eat too, if it is right. It is our 3 
§ goodvarieties. It is no less important for our | custom to live upon and to possess these fixings é 
2 farmers to do their best with their corn “crop | at take the first premiums. This is what 2 Steet eates to ae g - ae 
2 ing of corn for fodder, and that they will try to ta An agriculturist who has tried: the § 
5 get the Stowell Evergreen, as it is so well | ¢xperiment satisfactorily, says that a few seeds : | 
¢ charged with saccharine matter, and will give a | of the tomato dropped into the hill with cy- } 3 
5 greater quantity per acre, and is more relished | cumbers, or a tomato set out, which he says is ? 

¢ by cattle than any other kind. We see it ex- | the better mode, will keep off the black fleas 3 
§ posed for sale at the stores, and we [Dr. L.] | and stripped bugs, as they dislike the flavor of ? 

have a few ears to spare to our friends. This | the tomato. 
can be planted for the above purpose quite ad-| §3§7 It is said that a few drops of kreosote on oe 

| vantageously on sward land, though, of course, | brown paper, put in the holes of rats, will drive G 
this is not the best way to get the greatest crop. | them away, 
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| 1l4 WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER, ¢ 

| f - Eps. Farmer:—Do you know any remedy| Bxoccori—Brassica Aleracea. var-—This is 
j j for the swelled throat-in hogs. I have some/a species of cabbage with Jong leaves and 

a i 7 Sick—throat seems swollen—loss of appetite— | cheese-like heart, which is very tender and de- 5 
} é difficulty of breathing, and die. What is the|licious. Sow in drills half inch deep and six e 

i] ) 2 disease, and what will cure? RozerrIsrep. |inches opart, in June; transplant into rows 5 
{ f §  Wawkan, Allamakee Co., Iowa. thirty inches apart each way in August, and > 
| : 2 TRemanns—We have heard of the same com- use the hearts when they become full grown, q a f $ plaint among hogs before. As to what it is which willbe in O8tober and November, The 2 

| £ called, or what the causes are which induce it, | leaves are not foruse. Broceoli delightsin rich 5 
} $ we can get noenlightenment. One tablespoon- loam, and is best in wet seasons—{Cottage 2 

i § fal of saltpetre, two of sulphur, and a quart or | Garden. 3 
| 2 two of charcoal, mixed in a pailful of swilland| Wasuine Barxs—The Horticulturist gives ¢ 

; : ¢ given to four or five hogs, has stopped the dis- | the following as the best for this purpose.:— } 
. ; 2 ease in some cases within our knowledge. We/Hydraulic cement, one peck; freshly slacked 5 
| § think the disease contageous. We know of no- \ lime, one peck; yellow ochre, in powder, 5 Ibs.; 2 

; I ¢ thing better to keep hogs in a healthy and /|the whole to be dissolved in hot water, and ap- ¢ 
; ; thriving condition, than to always give them | plied with a brush, 2 | 

‘ee { free access to ashes or charcoal, or both—a dose} To Paysrrve Srrawnerrirs 1x Wine.—Put 5 
i 2 of sulphur occasionally is good. We have of-/ a quantity of the finest strawberries into a bot- ¢ 
ea g ten seen hogs, which were kept in a close pen, tle, and strew in three large spoonfuls of fine > a : leave a trough of corn to feed upon a shovelful sugar; fill up with good sherry. ¢ 

if $ gap Se eS To Wasu Movssetive pe Laine.—Boil a ¢ 
| g Cone ror tue Birr or a Mav Doa.—The} pound of rice in five quarts of water, and when 3 
i 2 Platteville American has been favored by Rev. | cool enough, wash in this, using the rice for ¢ 
| ae Z A. Bronson, of Prairie du Chien, with a cure soap. Have another quantity ready, but strain 4 
bt 2 for the bite of amad dog, which, from its sim-| the rice from this and use it with warm water, Q 

| } , § plicity, if effectual, should be in the possession keeping the rice strained off for a third wash- = 
ae 5 2 of every person. “It consists of nothing more jing, which, at the same time, stiffens, and also 5 
= ' $ than a strong tea made from the bark of the| brightens the colors.—[Lady’s Book. é 

T g Toot of the black ash, to be given as 8000 28! Curz rox Gauns In Hokses—Add a pint § 
i 3 possible after the bite, and continued for sever-| .¢ strong vinegar to a cubic inch of chalk; 3 

¢ aldays. Mr. Bronson gives = layers ofa when the effevescence ceases, drench the horse > } sheep and of two boys being cured by thisrem-| \ ith the liquid from a bottle. 3 
/ £ edy, after having been bitten by a rabid dog. b wie § 

[ 5 A single half pint of the tea had been et To Exrract Past om Grrast es eee é 
é to the sheep after it had “laid down in stupor, sree spinats of ig and transfer =a 5 : é apparently never toget up.” And such was its to the paint spot, in sufficient quantity to dis- 5 

i < effect, thatin half an hour after, the sheep was charge the oil and gluten. Let it stand some 2 
! £ grazing, apparently as well as ever. One gill oars, then anh Ls For large VF ae ; 

P4 ; { at a time, three times a day, was given to the | PO's, apply ithe spirits of turpentine with a ; 
a ' $ boys for about ten days. Mr. B. says they ex- | ®P°2E¢, if possible, before it becomes dry. : 
} i £ perierced no evil from the bite, and 18 years} To Exrracr Sraixs rrom Sitx.—Essence of 5 

; 2 after they were enjaying good health, Mr. | lemon, 1 part; spirits of turpentine, 5 parts— 2 
, $ Bronson further adds, that the same remedy is | Mix, and apply to the spot by means of aliuen § 
; 2 infallible in snake bites, whether in man or |rag. é 

I < beast, as he has tried it’ aud never knew it to} Sucar Vixtcan.—Water, 1 gallon; sugar 3 
{ t 2 fail. The remedy is simple and within the 114 pound. Dissolve with heat, (sxy about 75° ¢ 
| : reach of all. Pahr.) then add yeast, 1 ounce. Ferment, de- : 

f f $ [BT One of the best things for dinner is an | C@ut the clear, and add cream of tartar, 1 o2.; § 
f / 2 unsullied table cloth. We care not what the| bruised raisins, 1 oz, Let it stand until sufi- 
i i ¥ viands may consist of, if they are not served up | ‘iently sour, 
\ 4 ; on “pure linen as Cordelia’s voice,” they lose} Egsevcr or Viorets.—Aleohol, 1 pint ; orris 

i their attractiveness and become nix, powder, 4 ounces, Mix. f
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wa ‘ of agreeable and cheerful ladies from Janes- ae, 
. Ed ‘ to r s i ab j e. ville, We would like to mention their names, re a 

aay ~__ | but we have not their permission. We willsay é a 
re Ho Sypownans7 We aa upon our subscrip~ | this much, however, that they gratified «all $ ee 
eR PS PERE OS GF aekeN lost-offices, aboard”? by their fine singing, sweet voi d $ ne 
¢ where the number of subscribers to each is|.. ; e ae ge . ee ae et es ep, : tich jokes. They are each of them worthy of $ E Re iy 
eseeeoepense.  gaatio them. to, premium being a good farmer’s wife. Some of them, ? 5 5 
é seeds, but where there appears to be no Agent, iat kA: Cane aatied th ck We 2 gt oe 
§ to whom we can direct them for distribution.— ae ep aa 2 Gay {the nsines have bees ecnt’in by several sagt hope the others will meet a better fate. Did g q 
ear ee oe iiinceSaluns acting a ween: circumstances permit, we should feel inclined ¢ eee 

feral Agent. Seeds have been done up for all |*° 7ealize that hope! Ahem. 5 ay 
$ such lists, and will be forwarded whenever or- Escezents 1x THz tat or Cxantes I—The é = 1 § dered by persons who will receive and distri. |D¥d of the sunflower before it expands was then ¢ eae 
2 ite Ghent dressed like an artichoke, and eaten as a dainty, } io aes 
§ d the pounded seeds of the nasturtium were ¢ ere 2 Sexps—O pore 2 se eae = eed Savach | tought preferable to mustard. Evelyn praises $ aay 
2 entitled to them—but all who do not receive Fig ily Oe apple’ antler, Scala Ptah 2 Tue or baked in pies like the artichoke ; it was then ? ch 
3 them this spring, ‘shall have them next fall.— . > et + Clube entitled: to first pecuiie parkawes aed sold in our herb markets, but probably for a ¢ ee 

§ receiving but one kind of squash seed, will un- | NPP a ene dn eae - = as te ScaarebindT iat to be Sie Based Marrew. 3 Carduus Marie, or our lady’s milky thistle, ¢ ay 
2 cohsidered tha'beat Pas ow. ©18 | which made it to be esteemed as a proper diet 3 ery > st of the two, and hence sup- | ¢ The bi Idd. hs calle deat 3 ee Sy sties the ‘place of both... W. for nurses, e burr, also, he c: lelicate and ¢ 2s 
Chere eee ee . We have not sold a wholesome,,when young. The young leaves of > sf ¢ ingle eqoash seed of either kind, but have dis- |e ash ‘were a favorite pickle, 3 tal 
¢ tributed nearly a el amongst our patrons. te 2 Sit 
3 The demand has greatly exceeded our expecta- Castes Sree oa a 5 : ® tions. commend fe & Post's Cultivator. If you $ 2 
cig . . st . i want an implement that will take out the weeds, $ at 
é ed 0. Umtox Rartroap—We have just pass- | -55¢ and branch, and at the same time give the 2 é ed over this road, to the Garden City and back, Ee era all Pixley & & 
§ and though not known as an editor of the Wis- es nas Baiipes ap as S ae at z Kimball, of this city, and buy one of these Cul- 2 “i ¢ consin and Iowa Farmer, and not being laid un- tivaioea ae advert. é +I 
§ der obligations by any courtesy usually extend- § “4 
2 ed to the corps, till our return, we are happy to Snover Prow Cuxtrvator.—Those who pre- : 5 € say, that, aside from the Beloit branch i fer the Plow to the small-toothed Cultivators, > aH 
$ this was in as good order as could be ey for corn and other crops, should use this im- < 

§ we found the road in fine order, and every thing Deere ae eee ee ae i 
@ Managed in a gentlemanly and business like nee Bey Sot tsee Demee WG Haro Deane 5 = 
: manner, and with despatch. The conductor on - highly — eee 3 
§ the way down—Deacon Harvey—is justly a fa- ee ee 2 
¢ vorite with passengers, and an honor to the sta- |_| Wreter, Meticx & Co—We would call aH 
} tion he occupies. At Chicago, we were intro- | the attention of farmers to the advertisement of $ 

§ duced to Mr. W. L. Newbery, who gave us | ‘is company. Judging from what we have ¢ 
j some idea of the amount of business and travel | hea'd from those who have used this Horse $ 

there is now being done upon their i. Itis Power and Thresher for four years past, we 2 
3 immense. We have not room for statistics — should think it the best now in use. We can $ 

We called upon our brother editor of the Prai- | CoMScientiously a our Western firmats in g 
rie Farmer, and found him all and just what | W@™¢ of such machinery, to purchase of this 5 4 
the lively, but conservative, columns of that pa- | °™P@™Y- § i} 

per; full of good common sense and reliable} Maxny’s Mower, manufactured ai Rockford, = 
teachings, had indicated to us. We conceived | Ill. The advertisement of this machine will be 2 | 
the idea, from what we gathered, that the Prai- | found in the advertising columns. We believe 5 3 
tie Farmer is paying well, as well as doing a | it ranks among the first machines now in use 

good work. On our return we were made hap- | for reaping and mowing. Tx 
py by the very gentlemanly attentions of Con-| Gover for May, is already on hand, and just : 
ductors Hunter and Valentine, and a company as attractive as ever, only a little more so. 
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| Sorpiers or rue War or 1812—A soldier } Milmaukee; and finally, several Meterological 
i | | who enlisted July 28th, 1812, for five years, and | Tables from observers im different parts of the 
Hi : 2 was honorably discharged on the 19th of May, | State. 3 

| : § 1814, a private in Capt. Paxton’s company, en-| The volume is illustrated with four litho- 2 
a ‘ 2 listed at Louisburg, Virginia—desires to learn | graphs of animals and several cuts of fruit; a § 
WW f $ the address of the surviving members of said | very excellent lithograph of * Bishop,” a Devon 2 

j 2 company, officers or privates, as he wishes to | Bull belonging to A. P. Lyman, Esq., of She- 3 
a 3 prove his identity at the Pension office. His | boygan, which serves as a frontispiece to the 2 
i | ! 2 name is Jacob Snell. Address him at Hart-| volume; a pretty good one of “ Kate, a Short } | 5 ford, Washington co, Wis, or his Attorney, | Horn cow belonging to Harvey Durkee, Esq., : 
i ¢ George E. H. Day, Milwaukee. of Kenosha ; a fair one, one of two draught hor- } 
| | § O> Papers friendly to au invalid soldier, who | ses belonging to Simeon Ruble of Beloit, and : 

4 } $ served his country faithfully on the field of bat- | one which we think does injustice to the horse, 3 
| 2 tle, please publish this card. “ Badger Boy,” belonging to A. F. Pratt, Esq, : 

! 3 Tus Horticuntunist axp Journat or Ru-|0f Waukesha. We take this occasion to say, } 
? raw Arr axn Rurat Taste: Edited by P. that in our opinion, the poorest possible way of ¢ 

ie § Barry, Rochester, N. Y.; Published by James | obtaining a good portrait ofan animal is by da- ° 
Tsim 3 Vick, jr. $2,in advance. This is one of the | Sucrotyping and lithographing. We commend ; 

i i $ Journals which, as the Nurserymen say, “is | this volume to the people of the State with a? 
Bat 2 true to name” It is conducted by one of | degree cf prideand congratulation to our farm- ; 

f $ the ablest Horticulturists, and published by | ers that our State, so young iu its settlement, is ? 
a $ one of the most liberal publishers. Its beauti- | yet so advanced in its agricultural progress. 3 

z ful and tasteful pages please the eye, whilst} Tue Farmer’s Lanp Measure.—This is one ; 
| § their contents feast the soul. In this work we | of the most convenient and cheap little works } 
| heb} 2 find Science, Art and Rural Taste beautifully | for the farmer to carry in his pocket, that we { 
: t § combined, shedding each its glory over the oth-| have seen. Much time and trouble can be 3 

ee j ers, forming one perfect whole. We could not | saved by cousulting it. It is one of those things 5 
{ es: § do without the Horticulturist. It is essential, | that soon saves trouble, travelling and trotting ? 

i é almost, to our good humor, and certainly to our | enongh to pay for itself adozen times. We are ; 
i 4 $ correet taste. indebted to Messrs. Cook for a copy of the g 
i 2 Transactions or tax Wis. Srate Ac. So- | work. 5 

2 ciery.— We areindebted to A.C. Ingham, Esq} Tae Western Faurr Boox:—Exuorr.— : 
ie 3 the active, intelligent and gentlemanly Secre- | We are indebted to the enterprising house of ? i 2 tary of the Society, for the 2d Vol. of the above| pn & B. Cook, Chicago, for a copy of the above { 

3 work. This is well got up; cleanly printed on | work, “We have long waited for it with high ? 
3 good paper (we wish it was a little clearer,) by anticipations, for its author had the means and : 

} 3 Beriah Brown, State Printer, and handsomely the ability of makinga better book for the hor. ? 
- 2 bound in muslin, all made to correspond with | ticniturists of the west than any other person; } } 3 the ist volume. It isa volume of nearly 500 and what is most gratifying to us is, he has : 

3 Pages, and thongh not so large as the Volume | done it, In our opinion it is the best book for $ a z of transactions of some State Societies, yet we | us who wish to grow fruit at the west. It is : 
I 4 hazard the opinion that there is not another of exactly and entirely adapted in its instructions } 

3 the issue for the year 1852 that can equal it | ¢, our climate and to our wants. é 
2 in the value, importance or ability of its con- set : g 

" 3 tents. We on here the Report of the Ex- erates LonierilleS onguat see ae inst, . 
i 2 ecutive Com; the Address of the Hon. Levi aya tf etiam ee ty mal epomsained eas § j S Fiabbell at a x 1 Fair: R _| the crop of 1853-54 will little if any exceed 3 3 Hu a nnual Fair; Reports of Com that of 1852-53 g ‘i 2 mittees and statements of Competitors at the i _ ss 2 i j 2 Gxhibition ; Accounts of different Co. Ag.Sc-] | TH® Casxet for Aprilis received. This is ; { 2 cieties; Communications of great value on va- the most attractive little Monthly, for children, 3 

\ ‘: { rious subjects pertaining to Agriculture, to the that can be found. Address, E F. Beadle, j 
i , | number of twenty-two; a valuable catalogue of Buffalo. 50 cents per annum. 
i f the Fauna and Flora of the State by the dis-| Horticurruran. Review anv Borantca 
Mh tinguished naturalist, I A. Lapham, Esq., of | Macazint.—We have received the Fcbruaray 
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number of the above work—too late, however, | valuable material. 

to notice in our March number. We have not Transactions or tur N. Y. Srate Acrt- 

2 seen the January number, and hope we shall | cururan Soctery—1852.—We are indebted to 2 

5 be put in possession of it by the publisher— | our kind friend, B. P. Johnson, Esq., the inde- > 

{ This work, though a metemorphosis of the far-| fatigable Secretary of said Society, for dupli- 2 
§ famed and favorite Horticultural Review, can | cate copies of the above work. These annual 3 
2 hardly be considered as having entered into 4 / volumes are becoming a standatd work of re- 2 # 

$ higher state of being, as in the case of most ference, and are invaluable for this purpose— 3 & 

{ metamorphoses, for, instead of laying aside, it | tp the present volume we have an interesting é | 

2 has acquired a tail thereby, which we hope will | an faithful sketch of the progress of agricul- 3 a 

5 becumbersome only in name. The truth is, | ture in the State, a full account of the exhibi- ¢ <4 

$ the Horticultural Review needed a metamor-| tion of the Society, and of the interesting and 3 3 

{ phosis, not in the editorial department and cog-| important trial of the implements at Geneva. < i 

3 nomen of the concern, but in the publishing | 4 peculiar characteristic of these volumes, as 2 3 

{ provinee. The Review was already in its per-| far as we have seen them, is an Agricultural $ = 

? fection, and winning not only favorite budsand | survey of some one of the counties of the State. ? Se 

§ odorous blossoms, but golden fruit for its edi-| we cannot forget the interest with which we $ = 

{ tor—for all of these are associated with the perused the survey of Seneca county by the : 

3 name of Dr. J. A. Warder, and will ever be— /jgmented Delafield. The donor will please ac- $ 
 Weconfess to a degree of squcamishness to the cept our thanks. 3 

7p eilaeset she engnnmen,-_Botarieat Magazine: To my Frrenps anp Corresponpents.—After 5 i 

Res te owes 2 a Peo oa the middle of this month my connection with ‘ 
2 Atany rate, we wish, for the dignity of the Beloit College will cease, and I chall enter up- 5 ae 

2 long revered name of Horticurruran Review, | 9, the dutieg#f the Professorship of Chemis- 2 Ey 

: that the Doctor will forthwith hold a counsel try and Natural History in the University of § a 

g of the regular faculty and decide upon the im- Wisconsin, located at Madison, to which I have é +3 

2 mediate operation of amputation. The num-| } oon lately appointed. My friends and eorres- 3 

{ ber before us bears all the marks of the sur-| pondents, and those who exchange with me, 2 at 

? passing ability of the old, and sustains well the | will therefore please direct their communica- 3 : 
3 fame of the new editor. J. W. Ward, Esq, | tions to me at that place. S.P.Laruror. ¢ : 

3 Has been known to us for some time as an able | =————_—_— 5 4 

3 Botanist and a.gentleman of science. His de- TABLE OF CONTENTS. é a5 

3 seriptive catalogue of the Plants of Ohio, when greatest Society, Walworth Co. Pp a9 2 ‘ Ms 

é complete, will be a work of great value’ We) ajtract of Proceedings of North-West- $ aes 
2 prediect for the Review, under the management | ern Fruit Grower’s Association, 105 3 3 

$ of its present editors and leading publisher, | Agriculture, Legitimate profits of 190 2 4 

? nothing else than the complete success it so Agriculture, Quackery in 100° ¢ th 

{richly merits. It has our decided approbation cattle Bresdines a3 es 
i ~| Corn Stalk Harvester, 402 2 ee 

i JourNat oF tar U.S. Acricutrurat Socte- ee Doctoring, ae 3 : 

§ Ty, Nos. 3°& 4: By W.S. Kixc.—We thank | Domestic Ecoonomy—Work for the Month g * 
2 the editor for a copy of the above work. In} —Recipes, &c., 113 $ 
= many respects these are valuable numbers of a | Editors’ Table, 115 > 

é s — meeenre pacorees eonincas | ee ee hton’s Seedling iio 2 
3 inits merits. Our anticipations have not asyet | Horses, Small wlbaese 106 2 

2 been fully met. This is nota fault to be at-| Horse in the United States, 106 3 
£ tributed to the present editor. Our wonder is | Hogs, Fattening on Wheat, 106. 2 : 
2 how he contrived to collect, arrange and pre- Hassesvoinaisisck Hawk, ae 5 hie 

3 pare this amount of matter in thirty days !— Minnesota, Statistics of 112 = y 

¢ We hope, for the konor, progress, and perma- | Pears, Dwarf 110 3 (| 

$ nency of our National Agricultural Society, pa Hates an = ; 

that early and suitable arrangements will be Sheep—Fre eee Mela Cost, Ke, 108 

made to secure papers of the highest value and | goah in Sheep, its Cure, * 104 

of a national character for the fature numbers: | Seed, how long wi!l retain vitality,. ub Fad 

We shall draw upon these numbers for some | Wheat and Chess, 98 ee 
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i = eg 2 i REAPERS & MOWERS leven ground when Mowing, adjusting itself to {} 
{ ; For the Coming Harvest of 1854, ay eet wae Bae ake _ ' at o evel | | ; MANUFACTURED BY at the Se me sat lowered to cut with. : | } 

inan inch of the ground, or raised to cut to the : { J. H. MANNY & C0., Rockford, il, | heigh i 1 movi Pi 3 . s ight of 18 inches when moving alon; ee 3 Sonne ling every other implement in bath oe ; § MaAsars IMPROVED PATENT AD.-| 2d tangled grain, and all kinds of grain as: 5 JUSTABLE REAPER and MOWER| Well as grass, wet or dry, without clogging; : i 2 combined and SINGLE MOWER.—Six First | Will eut Flax close to the ground, or gather the ; 1 / § Premiums awarded this Machine the past year, | S°¢d, and also Timothy and Clover seed. 5 i | $ and Medal at the World’s Fair, N.Y. First} Two Knives are furnished with each Ma. : i $ Premium at the Illinois State Fair for reaping | chine, either of which may be used as rire : i g and mowing, in connection with eight other} —one a Sickle, the other a smooth edge—the : | 2 Machines. First Premium of Silver Cup, at} latter being introduced for cutting very short < | § the Indiana State Fair, for mowing, in compe-| and fine grass, and will avoid the use of the: : > tition with six other Machines. First Premi-| Reel in cutting any kind of grass. A Reel is ‘ | 2? um at ee ae a First Premi-| furnished with each Machine. : ¢ um atthe Mclienry County Fair, Ill. First 2 i ii = 5 Premium at the Putnam County "Pair, i1.— ditt tes tas Sno tetas cab, or ee on : 5 First Premium for reaping, in competition with | ever made use of, affording greater protection : , 7 Hussey’s and McCormick’s Machines, at the|to the knives as well as by thar shape and : j g great trial in Mt. Holly, N.J.,in July. In| sharp edges assisting the cutters materially ; . : § 1852, awarded at the New York State Fair,| by their double caps, and the recesses, aoeath ' ; First Premium of $50. for mowing in the great | er with my Parext Lozence-Suarep Sickie 5 t : fat at cae N.Y, in competition with | and Kxive Brapes, produces the greatest facil- > i 2 eleven other Machines. At the Ohio State ity in cutting, and renders clogging under any ¢ Fair, First Prize, a Siwver Mepar, and at| circumstances impossible. Though the Ma-: a § Chicago, 111, on trial with other Machines, a| chine is more simple and of less weight than ‘ | 3 Goup Mxpat, for the best Reaper and Mower.| many others, yet it comprises greater strength | é _, This Machine has been subjected to the most | and means of durability, occupying but little : | 2 rigid tests and thorough triala possible to be! room it is easily stored when not in use. One : | 3 made during the last two years, and in various| minutes time is sufficient to convert it from @ Reap- i 
2} 2 Parts of the country; and, though all other Ma-| ey to q@ Mower, and vice versa. Ail the change : i. 2 chines of any note, without an exception, have} necessary is to insert or remove a loose plat. | | < endeavored ab ea) yet in every trial ma-| form which holds itself to its place without : i: § ny have proved worthless, and others very in-| bolts or substitutes. The driver is farnished : bf $ ferior, while this Machine has triumphed with | with a good comfortable seat and foot piece, his : } 3 entire success over all its competition, and. the position is nearly over the driving wheel, there. < : 2 indisputable testimony in its favor from more by placing more weight upon the wheel and ‘ ‘ than causing it to run with increased power; his : 

j 3 EIGHT HUNDRED FARMERS, position is also favorable for observing the en- : 
: who have used the Machine; all fally corrob-| tire operation. of the Machine, and seeing the < 

§ orating the high awards made to this Machine | Stain Deing cut for the binders and the grass : 2 in 1852 and 53: and now what may be ex-| cut and spread uniformly over the ground, and : 
$ pected for 1°54? é all this at the rate of from ten to fifteen acres : 

| 5 Having made valuable improvements the past prneny: ithe ye ne apstelie ered eeticient 5 | $ season, and now with still increased facilities lise Sk ae t ‘aes ite oaee ae, > for manufacturing, the Machine will keep ahead be ir es ai = aby ? Creich ing as £ : 2 and far surpass all others the coming season —| °° ee Tle platters Pant ue eae a 3 3 2 A large number will be made—probably TWO or ide fis eb Pe caged nae ce oe eS a 3 THOUSAND—yer it is feared that this num- stesia By ihbaie OPabe Nee Ouseos 2 i | > ber will come short of the demand. The im- _ ee ae Ree i : ? provements made in the above Machine the sich icael peers pana aaah oh. = 
: { Past year, atied to its heretofore valuable con- apes in es mae nade eae i < struction, and with its previous good success, i ivered i a $ gives to farmers now the most alle assur Beye oan ba cervered a. geod shape. fer i ? ance of its beiag the most perfect, practicable oe z 3 Seige ot = re oe 4 {i 2 and valuable Machine invented, and it eontin- ai a a Patan seoieeieiee: het se 

i $ ues to stand as it has ever stood, the only com- hide 7 th mae x ae athens a i 3 plete and successful combination of REAPER| 0% S438 the case with Aetchum’s and some < } 2 : ; =| other Machines, The weight of the combined ¢ 3 and MOWER inthe world! as well as being Machine is 800 I ingle fo! ‘ing, 650 Ibs. < f the best Siren Macumwe for either purpoe,| so seatial Ista ad 1 Clore { f excelling in simplicity of construction and 0:| The Machines are made under our own su- i operation, in facility of management, in eonve-| Pervision, of the best materisls and workman- ie  nience, in lightness of draft for two horses, in| Shiv, and WARRANTED to cut all kinds of. : having no side draft, in its adjustability to un-! S°a88 a8 Well as oan be done with the Scythe; 
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Wand-to reap all kinds of grain as well as can be ' Premium Shovel Plow Cultivator ( 
done-with the Cradle, or any other implement. | leer 

T "TERMS—Same as heretofore. Atacines HE subscriber having been engaged for the. | 
‘:delivered where ordered, with transportation past two years in the manufacture and > 
$ added. Cash price, $125; half cash and the|sale of the two and three Shovel Plows. and < j 
2 other half on the 1st December following, $135. | having received the firstPremium atthe Coun- ¢ 
{ [To meet the wants of those who have)ty Fair of each year, would say tothe Farmers + i 
¢ on hand certain kinds of Reapers that will not |of Rock county and vicinity, that he is manu- 2 et 
< Mow ; or who may only want a Mowinc Ma- facturing a large number this spring, and, = A 
¢ caine, we will furnish our Machine adap‘e!| with the fullest confidence, would recommend < g 
& simply and exclusively for Mowing, at a Cash|them as being the best kind of Cultivator in < 5, 
© price of $110 ; half cash, and the other half on|use, being constructed -so as to scour and keep > & 
$ the ist of December following, $120. perfectly bright in any tillable soil—having = * 
$ Dealers supplied by wholesale. Farmers| given entire satisfaction to-all who have used ¢ Ee 
? within reach of Waddam’s Grove, Iil. can be|them. ji = g ig 
‘ supplied by P. MANNY, of that place. For sale by J. A. Wood & Co., Janesville; = be 
é J. H) MANNY & CO, | Fisher, Cheney -& Co., Beloit; S. Harlow, Brad- > FR 
§ Rockford, March, 1854. May:3t ford ; and ar the residence of : bis 
$ B.B.-OLDS. 2 £ 
¢ AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. Clinton, Rock Co., April Ist, 1854. $ Be 

¢ FORKS, Scythes, Smiths, Rakes, Scythe| "PEE People’s Patent Office. < 2 
¢ J’ Stones, Rifles, Grain Cradles, Plows, Axes, This well known establishment is still car- = u 
§ Grind Stones, Cauldron Kettles, Agriculturat|ried on under the personel superintendence of > = 
§ Furnaces, Shovel Plows, Hoes, Hay Knives,|the undersigned, by whom all the necessary ? 3 
¢ Shovels, Spades, Picks, Mattocks, Crowbars,|drawings, specificutions, and documents, for < x 
? Wheelbarrows, Patents, Caveats, Designs, Foreign Patents, + @ ; 
¢ HORSE RAKES, &c., are prepared Ashes the utmost fidelity and > s 
¢ . ..|dispateh, on very moderate terms. 2 ae 
‘ Pe —— Persons wishing advice relative to Patents or ¢ oF 
€ - Inventions, may at all times consult the under- < ae 
( Shelf and Heavy Hardware, | .jened mithout charge. either personally at his * Z 
§ Iron, Steel and Nails; Glass, Sash and Patty ;/ office, or by letter. To those living at adis- $ Ss 
§ Stoves and Tin ware, for sale at wholesale and | tance, he would state, that all the needful steps 2 = 
¢ retail, by A.P,& D, WATERMAN. [necessary tosecure a Patent, can be arranged = a 

¢ Beloit, May, 1854—6m by letter, just as wellasif the party were pre- ¢ 
2 —_———__—______ ____ —— | sant, and the expense of a journey be thus say- $ a 
5 BALL & POST’S ed. When parties wish to be informed as to > x 
$ PREMIUM CULTIVATORS. the probability of being enabled to obtain Pa- 2 ei 

é — tents, it will be necessary for them to forward ¢ pe 
{ HE undersigned having purchased the right | by mail a rough outline sketch and description £ bse 
3 T of making these Cultivators for this part|of theinvention. No fee or charge is made for + s 
2 of Wisconsin, is now prepared to fill all orders | such examinations. 4 4 ? : 
? for the same, on short notice. Private consultations held daily with Inven- ? x 
¢ These Cultivators have been thoroughly|tors from 9 4.m. to 5 .a. All consultations + i 
§ tested, both in thisand the Eastern States, and|and business strictly private and confidential. $ ; 
$ pronounced the best article of the kind in use.| Models from a distance may be sent by ex- 2 3 
? Having taken the first Premium, at every State press or otherwise. Zz -] 
{ and County Fair, at which they have been ex-| For farther information apply to or address, < zy 
5 hibited. | post paid, ALFRED E. BEACH, 5 S 
? | PIXLEY & KIMBALL are my Agents at | Editor and Proprietor of the People’s Journal, > Ee 
? Janesville, and will have them for sale through | Solicitor of American & Foreign Patents. | = y 
¢ the scason. ISAAC ATWOOD, | People’s Patent Office, 86 Nassau st., N. York = t 
¢ Lake Mills, April 1, 1554. | < ; 

é | 9 3 i 
{ Beloit Nursery and Garden. | _ THE Raohe % JOURNAL. a record of 3 4 
‘ Ts Proprietor has now on hand a choice | Science, echanics, Invention an griculture. z 3 

‘ | collection of FRUIT and ORNANENT- Published Monthly. Every number contains < e 
: AL TREES and SHRUBS. Among them are 32 pages, beautifully printed-on fine paper,and > . 

£ Standard and Dwarf Apples, Dwarf Pears, profusely illustrated with splendid engravings, * i 
< Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Quinces, Grapes, forming at the end of every year two fine-vol- 2 ay 

3 and a good assortment of Goosxnerries, Rase-| umes, comprising nearly 400 pages, with about © a 
ae C Ome: Re aanrenes, &e. 4 Shes six hundred elegant engravings. Terms only : t 
a variety of Evergreens, Roses and 01 + . = pets Trees and Shanks, all at very rea- One Dottar « Year, sent by mail. Specimen Be 

% sonable rates. Copies 123 cents. Address as above. i 
March, i854. H.T. WOODWARD, Jr. | May, 1854—3m i 
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| ! 5 OS EE ee A Bye | : 
i. f XT é a y A BD 3 a » WOUNG St. PARTAIaAM, | ‘ 3 eae 5 

ee : The above engraving is a very true likencss} $5 the single leap; $10 the season; and $15 = 
+ 3 of Youne Sr. Parricx, who drew the cate insure a mare with foal. z 
§ } ? Premium at the late Rock County Fair; also,! Parting with insured mares, before known to ; 

3 the Sweepstake Premium over all other horses | be with foal, forfeits the insurance money. 5 
i 3 exhibited from other parts of this State, anda| Publicdays and a reasonable time for moving : 
i? § number of fine horses from other States. 'the horse reserved. é = } _ This high-bred Horse is 5 years old; stands| Care will be taken to prevent accidents, but < 

2 er 2? 16 hands high, and is of a dark chesnut color, |no accountabilily for any that may occur. > i 2 mest beantifally dappled, and was got by the) gg The well known horse, YOUNG BELL : 
§ celebrated imported horse St. Patrick, grand- FOUNDER, wiil also stand in connection with : £ son of the English Eclipse, who was the best St. Patrick, at reduced rates. 5 

i } horse of his day, and produced more winners | April, 1854. GEO. S.RUBLE. 3; ¢ of the Turf than any other horge. Eclipse} —————___________ et 
& was bred by his Royal Highness the Duke of. HORTICULTURAL, 2 

: ¢ Cumberland, and was got by the White Turk, | [YRUIT TREES, Shrabs, Plants, &c.3 Dwarf > { } ? son of the Godolphin Arabian. St. Patrick’s j (pet Plum, Cherry, Quince, Apple, Grape, { [ } ¢ dam was the famous mare got by Col. Hous- Gooseberry, Currant, Raspberry, Strawberry, } t t 2 ton’s celebrated imported horse Scipio, out of &. 2 
i, § the famous Eclipse mare owned by Judge Mor-| Ganoon Pie Prant, which has produced sin- 7 i Ho & gan, of Virginia, No horse, therefore, can he gle stalks weighing over five pounds—price from = 
f ! 2 of purer blood. ~ 13s, to $2 per root. 5 i r ¢ _ This fine and high-bred horse will stand for Ornamentai Trees and Shrubs, : 
I 1 { breeding purposes, during the present season,| 80 varieties hardy Roses, choice Prize Dah- 3 
i i ; commencing April 10th, and ending July Ist, \Jias, Herbaceous Flowering Plants and Bulbs, ? 
i i Z 98 follows; Phloxes, Verbeneas. Petuneas, &c., &c. £ 
H 5 % _ Mondaysand Tuesdays, at the stable of N.| Weill fill any order beyond our ownchoice = 

PS £ Olmstead, Cottage Inn. selection, which can be supplied from the yards 3 
3 5 Wednesdays and Thursdays, at the stable of,of Dr. J.A Kennicott, Chicago, and B. P, Ca- t 

{ Col, T. Stevens, Western Hotel, Dodgeville. hoon, Kenosha. 
‘ _ Fridays and Saturdays, at the stable of T.| Yard south of R. R. V.U.R.R. Depot, near 
i b K. Blodgett, Central House, Mineral Point ;|Monterey, Janesville. 
i at the following rates: March, 1854 = Go. J. & S.H.Kettoce 
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ous ; AND 3 8 : : wes i 5 oy re § ae | MORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. : aa : : SS 
ie é 40a : : VOL. VI. JANESVILLE, WIS., JUNE, 1854. NO.6. : ! ns sai : £ Sean STN REED oy TA OR Se *| ere ee ee ee 2 ag : MARK MILLER, ee - cthor, was not.of sufficient length to allow of 2 abt et : $. P. LATHROP } Baitors cee ame fs very great amount of work being done, or ¢ s A TERMS.—50 Cents a Year im Advance; | researches being made, yet the Report contains 2 ene ne eeeee eee cose Ane | much that is of interest and importance, especi- € ge it : ? fo commence withthevolume and back numberssup- |ally to those living in the region of the mines ? ia igh 

plied. : dani| Sa i nee 5 Kee 
: ADVERTISING.—One page, first insertion, $6; for and others interested generally in the Survey, $ = : mantis beter oe ae eee insettion, | ‘The previous and valuable Government Sur- 3 Pa 5 less than one year, #3; oue page per yer, a mie veys of Dr. Owens had determined the kind of g Apa i e suntee (rwcieotings Cri ec ee ges less than |Tocks and their order of position, so that our 2 Se gue years, frst insertion, $2,005 foreach subsequent in- | s¢aq Geologist as little to do in this direction, é a : SES ars -aiall ec nhoontind ad 9 A, land can enter directly upon the important and § 3 PMO RUMI Te stampa soe practical part of the work—the investigation of ¢ ES : State Geologist’s Report, | the mineral contents and the organic remains of $ § i Tt will be remembered, that under an act of | these rock formations—on the one hand render- é sh f 2 the Legislature of 1853, authorising a Geologi- ling the Survey of economical, and on the other 3 ey cal Survey of the State, Prof. E. Daniels, a gen- | of scientifie value to the State. The former ob- = ata tleman well known to the people by his previ- ject has thus far very properly occupied the at- £ j ead ' ous lectures, received at the hands of Gov. Far- tention of the Geologist. é aii well the important commission of State Geol- | The Report is a duodecimo of some 80 pages, § ® i : ogist. In our-opinion, no late act of our Legis- | written in Prof Daniels peculiarly easy style 2 a lature is more intimately connected with the and plain manner, containing chapters on Tur 3 a commercial and -agricultural interests of the Grorocy or tHe Leap Moves, Leap Verxs oF 2 ed: : State. Not only is its physical condition de- ea Svnrace Isprcaroy or Verxs, Wonk- ¢ Be ‘termined by its Geological character, but the fixe or tue Leap Veixs, Propectrvexrss axp 3 2G) pursuits and the habits of its people A cor- | Vance or rz Leap Vers, Zrxc Ones, Acricen- ¢ ay : Teet Geological map of the State would be the | ronan Caracrry or tue Leap Recroy, Miyenat- $ : ai best possible index of the relative value of its | OGY, &e. é f different districts for particular eeonomical pur} ‘We are somewhat surprised at the amount of 3 ae : poses. The processes of Mining, Engineering | matter which the Geologist has contrived to 2 9 and Agriculture—the three great operations compress into so small a space. The chapters 3 “4 : Which are to be carried on in the State—can be are literally a series of both Plutonic and N. ep- ¢ ar ‘prosecuted to their greatest perfection only j tunian rocks, allof whose fissures and crevices Beh : When the Geology of the Siate is best known, are crowded with rich metaliferous veins, in- é rea! We have, therefore, felt more than an ordinary | jected by the foree of a vigorous mind, or stud- $ pete interest in the prosecution of this enterprise, | ded with crystals sublimed from the crucible of 2 aS and have locked forward to the appearance of | , glowing faney. g 4 . this Furst Report of the Geologist, with earnest In the first chapter we find that the lead re- 2 ; longings. Though ata late date, we have, thro’ gion of Wisconsin comprises an area of 3500 < the kindness.of the Geologist, been favored with square miles, in the S. W. part of the State, in- = a the wished for document. We have greedily cluding the counties of Grant, Layfayette, Io- < H devoured its contents, and are ready to lay be- | wa, Greene, and the western portion of Dane. ve * fore’ our readers its most important parts, prin- The rocks of this region are all stratified in z 7 ‘i : ; ciples and precepts. their charaeter, and are arranged one above the > Bs According to the provisions of the bill author- other, in an invariable order, in the following = we izing the Survey, the attention of the Geologist | manner : ard has been confined, thus far to the Lead Region. | 14, Clay, from 10 to60 feet thick, ' I The time from his appointment to that when it| 24, Thin bedded hard, white limestone, 300 Beh become necessary tomake hisreport tothe Gov- | feet thick,; . By 
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j f 3d. Shole, of blue or brown color, called the | limestone, the most common fossil of which is 

| I Nucula Shale. Owen’s lingula. The fissures in this rock are 

j i. = 4th. Thick bedded gray limestone, 200 feet | sometimes expanded so as to form large concs, : 

| io 2 thick. - for which the region of the Mississippi is so : 

- $ 5th. Thin bedded blue or brown limestone, | much noted. These fissures are the great rc- 2 

' i 2 50 feet thick. positories of lead. Thisis the true lead bear- g 

: 5 6th. Yellowish thick bedded limestone, 25 ft. | ing rock, and i's characteristic fossil is the well- ? 

2 thick. known circular, or sun-flower coral (coscinopora * 

/ £ 7th. Sandstone of various colors, 40 ft. thick. | suleata). é 

i : : 8th. Limestone intercollated with sandstone.| The 5th formation is that of the blue lime- } 

| : $ This whole series of rocks has an inclination | stone, and, according to the opinion of the Ge- : 

| £ south-easterly, at the rate of 10 ft. to the mile. | ologist, is the equivalent of the blue limestone, : 

{ f 3 The Report contains a colored and very in- | so abundant! at Cincinnati, Ohio, and identical ‘ 

} ‘ structive section of these formations, and also | with the Trenton limestone ot New York. The ? 

} > one of their inclination. fossils are abundant and well preserved. The { 
2 The origin of the first stratum, or the clay, | Seminary at Platteville is constructed princi- ? 

! ; 2 is attributed to the decomposition of roeks,| pally of this stone. g 

aes ¢ which formerly occupied its place, which view | No, 6—the buff-colored limestone; and No. / 
' . 2 is thought tobe corroborated by the occurrence | 7_the sandstone of various colors—have no- : 

. t . init of flints and lead ore. We should be in-| thing particularly worthy of note in them.— < 

| 5 clined, however, to attribute its origin to the de- | The texture of the latter varies from the sofi- $ 

f £ position of matters at the bottom of the fresh | ness of incoherent sand to that of the most so- 7 

ry , 3 water lake, whose existence, the Geologist | lid rock. It is exposed in the valleys of the $ 

i { thinks, is indicated by the fossils which are | principal streams and crops out at various places : 

i $ found imbedded in it. It isin this clay that| between Madison and Mineral Point. $ 

ie 5 Sehae so eee eee animals of gigan-| The last formation—No. 8—which is men- { 
e: eS ee ae ‘ tioned in the Report, called the Lower Magne- ? 

$ A remarkable fact, respecting = 7e- | sian Limestone op Orentie exposed only isthe £ 
‘s. 2 gion, is the absence of drift, so abundant in deepest valleys of the lead district. eos 

| F 3 peety SFery, Deraon oF tie Bree able concretionary structure is observed in some : 
i 2 It is to the 2d formation, or layer of Tock, of the layers of this for wmation—often:thres ft. ¢ 

. that the mounds, so called, which consist of in diameter—which have been mistaken for { 
} ; 5 rock, owe their origin and are produced by the « petrified logs’? Small eavities, lined with S 

5 wearing away of the rock about them by aque-| innate Is of quartz, are of frequent. oc- : 

; 3 ous and other agencies, these being preserved | currence and liar to this f GinwOne > 

! 2 by two causes—their greater hardness and| o¢ tne most int ing, ag well as important, : 

5 higher elevation. This limestone is rich in fos- questions in the Geology of Wisconsin is, whe- : 

3 Sils, the most common of which are the chatn| ther this rock will be shown by the Survey, ! 

i f : Coral, petrified nut, and petrified honeycomb, a | now going on, to be a lead bearing rock in } 

5 they are commonly called. workable quantities, according to the conjecture c 

i i ¢ The 3d formationis that of the Nucula Shale, | of Mr. Owen. Its texture and position are fa- } 

i t 5 and is one that has been brought to light by | yorable to the presence of lead. Special atten- ; 
ia t 2 the survey,and is of a very interesting character | tion has been given to this formation by our ; 

f q 5 to the Naturalist. It is generally rich in fossils | Geologist, and discoveries have been made ¢ 

© of various kinds, A singular fact in regard to| which corroborate the views of Dr. Owens.— ; 

; § all these fossils is, that they are very small as | Should the further researches of the State Ge- : 
2 compared with the same species and typesfound | ologist realise the present hope, and metamor- } 

+ in the rocks below. Huge chambered shells of | phose our faith into substance, a sufficient addi- : 

i } _ 2 the lower rocks, often six feet in length and | tion will have been made to the present value ; 
i i 3, two feet in diameter, are here represented by } of the lead district, to pay the cost of the Sur- : 

; t } forms rarély exceeding three or four inches in| yey some half a dozen times. The Geologist : 

ee: j, length. will show himself to be well entitled to the en- 
It is the 4th formation, however, which forms | viable cognomen of Subsoiler ; for, like the 

{ the prevailing surface rock in the lead region. | originator of subsoiling, by which a large por- 

i Its upper layers consist of very hard, whitish | tion of our land is doubled in value, he will 
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ee 
have just doubled the value of the lead dis-| cattle, and hence is deposited by them through 
tricts. This is indeed one of the steps in the] their ranges, 

5 great process of subduing the earth. It is owing to this quality that so many opin- 5 
2 [To be continued.] ions are had about its origin. It will lie in the 2 : 
$ eee und for years without ve; etating—and one ¢ 
3 For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. wee tipittent process to this end is, that it § : 
é Chess Again. should be thoroughly and repeatedly frozen— 2 x 
; cae the more saturated the soil during the winter + § 2 Messrs. Eprrors :—I noticed in some of your the better. This process we all know kills : & 
§ late numbers, a short discussion on the subject wheat, while at the same time it is necessary to § = } of Chess, and from its importance I was flatter- develope the germ of the chess, 3 is 
$ ed with the hope of seeing it continued. As- It is found near shade trees, where cattle ha- 2 ve 
} suming that your columns are open to enqui-| hitually collect and tramp the ground hard, ? xs 
{ ries and the investigation of all subjects per-| which, retaining the surface water, is favorable ¢ # 
2 taining to agriculture, I will take the liberty of | to its growth. The same may be noticed near = ap é offering some opinions derived from observation the fences where are cattle tracks, and where ? * 
3 and reason upon this subject—and, I must says} tne soil becomes packed by the turning of the } oh 
5 there are/towr that passien commanly the obecr- | isn in plowing; And where inthe fieldal? x 
2 Vation of the farmer, clouded inso much mys-| pave generally found it in the foot-prints made $ aa 
g tery, as this ; and none, perhaps, that more par-| by the team when dragging—although filled up > if 
3 ticularly develope opinions and Prejudices *8/ by the drag, yet a portion of the soil remains $ 
{ diametrically opposed to theory and science—| parg packed at the bottom—and the seed would ? G $ and hence it is desirable to hear what may be remain, as it were, in a cup inelined to retain ¢ 35 
z said in relation to it, for in establishing an agri- water, and consequently is under the most fa- > = 
3 cultural truth as commonly opposed by error,| vorable circumstances for its growth. § x 
2 Tesults in more good to our race, and aggregate! ‘That chess will produce chess, I know. 2 é 5 benefit to our country, than would be the dis-] That it has been found growing on the same @ Ss 
2 covery of another California, stool with wheat, I have heard, but never seen. 3 rr 
§  Chess—in Botany Bromus Secalinus—is de-} ‘That it does no harm when sown with wheat, { “f 
2 Scribed as a grass which commonly grows a-| J do not believe. § ¥ 
é mong wheat, and having in many respects the! Those things, in connection with the confi- 2 e 
2 Peculiarities of that grain, but is adapted to a! dence we must have for our reasoning basis, in } f { greater range of climate, and prevails more or those fixed laws which control and direct the ? uF: 
3 less, under all circumstances, where other gras- organism of plants, I can see no reason why } §. 
¢ Ses grow. this plant should be an exception; and when, ? 
3 _ Tt may be found in our timothy bottoms bear-| atso, from an examination of its habits, it is © af 2 ing a single seed on astalk not longer than your found to possess no peculiarities distinct from om 
3 finger. It is also found in the most distant wilds} its class, but, on the contrary, produces its kind, $ : 
2 where wheat has never been, and also in our and is produced by no other. mB) 23 
} ¢ommon woodlands, where deer and cattle have Beloit, March, 1854, 3 oa 
? ranged, in a larger or lesser stage of growth; eee > ty) 
¢ and there are few grasses more hardy in their For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. 3 3 nature, and are ‘more influenced by circum- Messrs. Eprrors:—As there has been much ‘ 3 

stances, than this, retaining at all times its dis-| Controversy among the farmers, regarding g 
3 tinetive features, from the size of adarningnee-| Wheat turning, Ge changing, to chess, I will 5 
2 dle to that prolific growth under more favorable] state that I have in my possession a well filled 3 
$ cireumstances of cultivation found in our wheat| head of wheat, with plump kernels, and on the § ; ? fields. stem of which, about in the middle of the head } ras 
5 The grain itself, like every other perfect grain,| among the wheat, and attached to the same 4 
£ possesses a complete germ, and consequently is| Stem, a bunch of chess, containing four plump ; : 
3 capable, as it does, of producing its kind. kernels; which any one can examine by call- g } 
¢ Ithasa hard and brittle encrvstation, that ing on me, in the village of Whitewater, Wal- 5 er 
makes it almost impervious to water, which| worth county, Wis. The wheat was raised by as 
renders it notso liable to vegetate under the} True Rand, in the town of Lagrange, in said as 
ordinary: circumstances that attend the growth| county. Prosren GRanute. + 
of wheat, as well as prevents its digestion by] | Whitewater, Wis. May, 1854. = | 
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| G For the Wisconsin & Iowa Fanner. | building can injure it, as the two coats firmly % 

i | 7 Double Plastered Walls and Ceilings. adhere to each other, and cannot easily be brok- ¢ 

: — en off without breaking the lath between them. < 

f S Messrs. Evrrors:—As yours is a journal| I believe it to bea cheap and easy way of § 

- through which all are invited to give their ex- | rendering dwellings and other buildings warm < 

i > perience in relation to Agriculture, Horticul- | and comfortable, as any person can apply the 5 

| ¢ ture, and, in fact, all matters pertaining to the | outer coat, it being between the studs and en- ? 

| > well-being of society, I will give you a few | tirely cutof site when the siding is on. Ceil- ? 

| - facts connected with my experience in relation | ings may, no doubt, be rendered strong and © 

> to the subject heading this article. When I | warm in the’same way, if done before the floors © 

i f £ speak of “double plastered walls and ceilings,” | are laid down. : 

1 1 mean one or more coats of mortar upon each| In erecting new buildings, it would be an : 

i side of the laths. improvement to apply the outer coat before the : 

In the spring of 1853, I had oceasion to re- | inner one is entirely dry, as theadhesion would - 

; = move the siding from the front side of my house, | probably take place more speedily, and the © 

iam thereby exposing the plastered wall upon that | wall be more firm. Nor will storms, under or- 

om © side of the building to the weather. As I had | dinary circumstances, injure the wall after it 

: : suffered somewhat séverely from the cold win- | becomes dry. Some portionsof mine has pro- ¢ 

i ’ ; ters of Wisconsin, having emigrated from a | bably been wet a hundred times, and the effect 5 

> Southern climate (Mississippi), I determined to | is only a few smalleracks or checks. The wall 

if try an experiment, which, in my opinion, would | is still bare, and can be seen and examined by © 

> promote the comfort of myself and family dur- | any person until covered, which will probably < 

ing subsequent winters. And, as I believe, the | be done in a few weeks, by lathing and plaster- - 

io practice of that principle which my single ex- | ing upon the outside of tlie studs. 1 should < 

2 > periment, instead of a series, has in my opia- | prefer, however, to have my siding or other 

| : : jon, established, will promote the happiness of | outside covering, prepared and put on as soon 

bE Se the citizens of our northern climate generally, | as the plastering is dry. This plan is perhaps 

| : > I freely submit the facts to your perusal and | not new to all persons—to some it may be;—; 

ie : for publication, if you think proper. and I shall be satisfied to give even one person 

Upon the outside of the laths which had been | anew idea, if it tends to the promotion of his 5 

; plastered upon the inside, I put a heavy coat | comfort and happiness ; as he who possesses the 

5 of common plastering mortar, making a solid | means of benefitting his fellow-men, and with- 

bod ; 2 wall about an inch and a half in thickness.— | holds those means, fails to discharge his duty 

> The splits in the lath allowing the inside coat | to mankind. Soromos Lousarp. * 

i 2 to clinch upon the outside, to which the outer} Greenbush, Wis.; May, 1854. i 

; > coat firmly adhered, thereby not only strength- ——————— § 

\ 2 ening the wall, but rendering it tightand warm. For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer, 

i" 5 Having satisfied myself upon the point of Threshing Machines. 

} i © strength, 1 afterwards—more by negligence —_— : 

: i i > than design—had an opportunity of testing the| Messrs. Eprrors:—In your worthy ‘‘Farm- ; 

i H 2 comfort of the experiment. Having built a pi- er [noticed an inquiry from a Fond du Lac ; 

? azza upon that side of my house, which protect- | eorrespondent, in relation to Two-Horse Tread ° 

q § ed the wall from the storms, | permitted the yall | Power Threshing Machine and Cleaner, man-° 

> to remain without siding during the whole of| ufactured by Mr. J.1. Case, of Racine, and in 

: 3 Jast winter ; and was muchsurprised to find that reply to such inquiry I will say, that I pur- : 

; i 2 theside spoken of was equallyas good a pro- chased one of said Machines in 1848, and have © 

i § tection against the cold asany other side of my used it every season since on my farm and for: 

; 2 house with siding and inside plastering. my neighbors, and find it a very durable, eco” ’ 

i is § Ido not wish to exaggerate the benefits of | nomical and labor-saving machine. ; 

j 2 my experiment, as 1 have no indacement so to| The amount they will earm in a season de- ? 

2 do. Itcan be very easily tested, when erecting | pends upon the grain, and the manner in which j 

t y new buildings or repairing old ones. When | they are run. T heard’of some that made from 

4 / the two coats of mortarare on and thoroughly | $1200 to $1400, last season, with the Tread 

" i dry, no jarring in the farther completion of the ! Power.
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() Mr. Case is also manufacturing Lever Pow- | of forensic warfare, shining in a hioher g 
fer Threshing Machines of the largest size, sphere, as a flaming patriot and an Gilice Bes 
: which I consider the best Lever Power now in holding politician. Dick has not the taking 2 ey ? use. Wx. G. Rozerts. | way of his brother Tom; he is notso quick § 3x : PS. When Ihave more time, I will write |to perceive a thought, nor so ready to speak ® 2 
{ for your intelligent paper relative to the time of | it, but heis a clever promising boy of excel- 2 ie 
2 letting Bucks run to the sheep; and I hope | ent parts, and in the opinion of his kind fa- 2 Ree {it will be fairly discussed, as Ithink the subject | ther has too much talent to be wasted oncorn * Bi ? avery important one, on account of our late and eattle—so. Diek ismadeadoctor. Har- 2 ae 
© Wisconsin springs. W.G.R.  |!Y; poor fellow, is a good humored dull boy, : 26 : Mt. Pleasant, Racine co., May, 1854. who never thinks until his mind is jogged, ME 
: cae ee and is very slow to get his lessons: in short * te The Farmer's Low Estimate of his Calling heis an oaf, and his good father comes to the 2 Sea ? ze conclusion that he is not fit for any of the ? aa : We take the following from Judge Bate’s | other callings, and so he will let him follow ie 
‘ letter to Bronson Murray, Esq.: farming. No attempt is made to educate ° 3H 

$ . . | him for the business of his life, and in all ¢ aa It seems to be a very common opinion | )-.,):4 ‘ s § as s inlfastetiallgnt oie eee iee tral Cos anien ce cnt? likelikood he will never learn more than the < Fs 
< ing and sleeping; or, if not exactly so, that Saas tne al a ey : 3 Be 
? it may be caughit by simple contact, as men . earn tea ey Xa catehidiscnsdas tia’ taal Labats that a nace than to talk of oxen, and delight in the goad. ¢ ag 
‘ okeadi Gok een se Salus Med Men seem to forget that there is as much > ait 

“hence the pursuits of agriculture, (except atte eed ete plowman Sa & 5 a 
: as an oceasional amusementand costly play- Da ee Tes 5 “ail 
© thing of the rich,) has been unwisely and |" aes a cee aoe ta é ct : unjustly consigned to a low place in the live by, agriculture is surely the best and 2 ei 
? seale of social life. We cannot east off from patest ofall occ paLions 208 ee Aa a 
£ ourselves this folly and injustice, and saddle | rorn-e rasa Wis iti Bren 2 hi 
: it upon our government rulers, as we do Sar ee ae ven noods neni z “ 
: most of the public evils that beset us. ‘The ee emer ce eres cnc eu $ Bi 

: fault is at home. It isa noxious weed that sear ae soos ee woe : et 
} gtows spontaneously in almost every gar- nae ocean naqevemene ithe 5 $3 i i eo g ie Pf 
Z oe abe ae Tee be eg ea rr cultivation of the earth, an the present gene- 2H 
? might be a rather painful search,) and we atic Witnessed inthe thousand an ; nie 
; shail be very apt to find that nine men in | 4° Of chemistry and mechanism, and in ; ay i eon ae : the subjection of steam and electricity to ° Bee : ten—uneonciously it may be, without NY | the common uses of man. 2 se} 
5 premeditated wrong—place agriculture be- fe ine ss Be sae 
? low most other respectable occupations. Feepine Povurry.—Prof. Gregory, of © : 
2 Observe the worthy farmer—he is a man | Aberdeen, in a letter to a friend, observes : g ee 
: whose good sense, sound judgment and skil- |“ As I suppose you keep poultry, I may = sae 
: fulindustry have made him the owner of | tell you that it has been ascertained that if © 
: broad fields, fat cattle and the breeds of | you mix with their food a sufficient quanti- > 
: Sheep, hogs and horses. He has earned a|ty of egg-shells or chalk, which they eat : 
: high reputation for practical prudence and | greedily, they will lay twice or thrice as ma- : 
: Wisdom, by the good management of his |ny eggs asbefore. A well-fed fowl is dis- 2 f 
¢ own affairs, He has three sons—Tom is a | posed to lay a large number of eggs, but § shi 
: Very smart fellow, quick of thought and|cannot do without the materials of the 2 es 
; Prompt of action, with a confident manner | shells, however nourishing in other respects 5 7 
: and a ready gift of gab. Now, a hundred |her food may be; indeed, a fowl fed on : } 
; to one, the misleading vanity of the doat-| food and water, free from carbonate of lime, = 4 

ing father will overcome the prudence of|and not finding any in the soil, or in the | 
the wise father, and he will make Tom a shape of mortar, which they often eat on. 4 
are with the confident hope of seeing | the walls, would a no eggs at all with the a 
his brilliant son, after winning the honors | best will in the world.” } 
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i Y Cay Sors.—Many people have a great | eompesition, their action may often last for 4 

} : ¢ repugnance to a “clay farm,” on account| seven or eight years. They yield excel- 

> of the adhesive character of the soil and | lent results, especially when made intoa ; 

2 the difficulty of working it at all seasons | compost for potatoes, turnips, hops, hay, : 

2 of the year, it being cold and clammy in| and, generally on meadow land. Hairs : 

2 the spring, and hard and unyielding in the ed on meadows, are said to augment, ; 

| / $ summer plowing. Those objections are the crop three fold; and the Chinese, we : 

} ) 5 Sener true; yet, from long observa-|are told; are so well aware of the very ; 

> tion, we are convinced that naturally good | great value of that manure,that they care- : 

i 2 clays, particularly those based on lime, are | fully collect the hair every time that they : 

Ss among the very best and most durably | have their heads shaved—and the opera- : 

2 productive soils we have. For permanent | tion is performed every fortnight—and sell ; 

i § grazing and mowing, none are so retentive | it to their farmers. _ Now, the crop of hair : 

; 2 of the grasses, or furnish so m aay varieties | which every individual leaves at the hair- : 

t : 3 of good grasses together, as clays. For| cutters yearly, amounts to about half ai 

; & wheat, the strongest clays generally pro-| pound ; reckoning, therefore, at thirteen 

cae 5 duce the surest crops, and the plumpest, | millions, the number of individuals who in : 

; F & brightest berry; clay loams produce good| Great Britain and Ireland, are undergoing } 

| ; 5 barley, oats, Indian corn, beans, and all the | the process of shaving and hair-cutting, we : 

i ; 2 different families of roots. When properly | have a production of about three thousand : 

3 worked, clays are as easily managed as the| tons of hair—that is, of manure of the : 

if i 2 light loams, and they greatly outlast them | most valuable kind—since it represents, at ; 

: $ in original fertility, and retain for a much / least, one hundred and fifty thousand tons 

} ; ? longer period the manures which are ap-|of ordinary farm yard §=manure—which 

if ij 5 plied to them. Deep fall plowing, m might be collected almost without trouble, : 

‘3 ; 2? “lands” not more than two rods wide, is| but which on the contrary, such is our care- | 

i. F 2 the truo method of cultivating clays for lessness or indolence in those matters, is, 1? 

he 3 spring crops at the North; and if summer| believe, invariably swept away in our streets ° 

2 5 fallowed for wheat, the breaking up should | or sewers, and utterly wasted.—Farmer’s ? 

2 F 2 not be deferred longer than the early part| Manual. 5 

} 2 of June, and that should be done in the Pe eee eeu ; 

> most thorough manner. The after culti- Amoust or Lie Carrizp oF BY VA": 

| . § vation is comparatively easy. It is true, rious Crops.—lt is calculated that the a- : 

7 > that this operation requires a stronger team mount of lime carried off the soil by ten : 

: 2 than to plow light land, but the additional bushels of grain and the straw on which it” 
: 3 expense of this is only a small per centage| 1s grown, 8 AS follows: § 

i § upon the increased value of the coming 40 bush. Wheat and the straw, 5.13 Ibs. 

E > crop, over that of lighter soils. The te> e oe Bie, me ea a 4 

‘ 2 nacity also with which clays hold on the e an Barley be aga “> 

: $ soluble parts of manure, permitting no-} 10 do, Oats’ do 387 6 
: £ thing to escape with the percelating waters aoe io Piste Emin. 4e74 - 

i : 3 passing downwards, is an invaluable. pro- 00 Ibs. . af 

Ha « ports, not belonging tothe lighter sandy, or] 3099 Gq. Flame” aasa 
f —_—, joams; and when thorough un-} 2900 do. Red clover, 43.77% § 

i; 2 der-draining: is added, they become, in re-} 2000 do. Meadow hay, 9295 “ 3 

: 2 pans = best lands we have for gone-| 2000 do Cabbages, 945“ 

: eee £a J. M. Congdon, Chel Mich, has 
I f $  Huxts as to Maxure.—Hoofs, haiis,| three last spring ¢ ickens, that are without ; 

ne j 2 feathers, skins, wool, contain more than | feathers but well covered with stiff down, } 

i cy 3 fifty per cent. of carbon, and from thirteen which, at a little distance, has the eine { 

; - 2 to eighteen per cent. of nitrogen, hesides| ance of coarse hair. The wings an tails | 

tf sulphur, salts of lime, of soda, and of mag: | have quills, which appear as if they had 

i t nesia, These substances hold, therefore, | been stripped of the feather. a. are 

} ; the firat rank, as it were, among manures; healthy fowls and part of a brood of pure: 

: and as a long time is required for their de- Shanhais. 
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Se a : Stock Register. Why we do not Wash our Shzep. oe 
é oa 3 Thesentiments of the following letter are-so ? Be ? Z Rook County Stock. much in accordance with our own views, that § Tk : g it from an old paper, and present it to > ig : 9B Wehave lately looked at some very good | ¥¢ take it Paper, and present it to fe i 3 cattle and sheep, owned by different persons our sheep re We believe this washing of (3 Seeks 3 { who are giving some attention to the improve- sheep, since the introduction of manufactures z j ea {JB : ment of their herds and flocks. Dr. G, W,| Where the wool is almost entirely worked, is 5 # an IB { Bicknell, of Beloit, has lately introduced into | °2¢ of those routine Practices-to be laid aside - 7a i } the county near a dozen head of very fine Short | the moment we take a proper view of the sub- + ae ee 3 JB ¢ Horns, consisting of the well-known Bull Tre- | Ject : g a sa i § mont, formerly owned by J. P. Reynolds, Ili-} Eprrors Anrany Cuutrvaton :—Our fathers z ee 2 IB £ nois—and one of the best stock-getters known practiced the cleansing of wool while it yet re- 2 Tee : JB 2nd some six or eight thorough bred Heifers, | mained on the sheep's back. “In eee eae es tae : JR ; and several grades. The Dr. will be pleased to up to the mother and daughters to be first $ % i Hf 

< = P ig} : J ; stow these cattle, which we regard as a great | wrought into rolls upon the knee, by hand- > ype 3 { acquisition to the stock of old Rock, to those cards, or more Subsequently this labor was per- 2 i i 
{J £ who would be pleased to look at them, pemes een oe = nes 5 Se ? 3 A isown cloth. But-n wi wi $ woe a: Mr. Jeremiah Roberts, of Rock, has shown us produce, to be handed over to the manufactur- 5 ioe {JB : tire full-blooded Devon Heifers, and a year- er; and can therefore wisély dispense with the 2 ell > ¢ ling Bull of the same breed, together with some unpleasant task of rolling our sheep about in 4 any 2B: nice calves ; also, a fine brood mare and two eee = wash ee their backs, ¢ eso IS ee ee Th : subjecting them and their offspring, in many ‘ ae Fe oe oe ee ei b eeeret on cases,-to the exposure and risk of life; and oh ify; and sheep show wi ry the side of aborigi- lasting injuries are frequently contracted by < ae SBE neds. the men ‘who are thus-exposed-to the cold ele- 2 rth 3M: © Mr. Bostwick and Mr, Henderson, in the nerth | ments of a sheep-washing. $ oe ABE: part of Beloit, have also shown us some good ie nas sagt earn Fi i: 5 e expos ‘ ost any other, 3 a mE hep especially the latter. One of the best and studiously avoid walking through or stand- = Bin SJR { Merino bucks that we have seen we found in ing in the water, though ever so shallow. § He 29S his flock. The wool of some of Mr, Hender-| The dense fleece, peered wi snina} oil, § Rin, 3 JB: 800’s sheep is very good. With a fair infusion | Wise nature has very necessarily provided them 3 ay BS of French blood to give it moisture, softness | Protect them in se oe, ane snelise — 3 ca (9B: and weight, it would be difficult to surpass Suan nae ae cuca 2 eH AB; it in excellency. Esquire Noggle, of Janes- | ing shorn, and he will die. $ : 3) SJB; ville, has also lately introduced into the coun-| As Wwe riew Ke it would Be ac cone aon. snd 2 ay fp; '¥ seme excellent sheep, of both the French |More se, to lead an army of soldiers into the ; a 1 i i water, one by one, to wash his clothes while ? 7g ; ; and Spanish Merino. Mr. Fletcher, of Johns- remaining upon him, as to partly cleanse a ¢ wn (J: town, has also some very excellent Spanish and | fleece of wool while. growing upon those ani- § ee {HF improved Spanish Merinos. We have not, = Prey ee ren : 2 ae) i: however, examined Mr. F's flock, with the ex- e have dispensed ‘with washing our wool ¢ fast SE cones : upon the sheep for the'last three seasons. The 2 eal A cepeonat a tow. ewes, which passed through manufacturer deducts one-fourth, or more, to § oe HEE our hands to him, 1 ut speak from samples of | make it equal to the average ef washed fleece $ ae RE Wool shown us. Their wool is certainly very | wool. We give it asour opinion, that this habit 2 = good. Mis not be cuntinued through another genera- Q 2] c 

10n. 
$ {BE _ It is our intention to look at and notice all ef- Last season, and the year previous, I import- < BE forts of our farmers to improve either their |ed from France 583 of the pare merino stock. $ al ‘BBE ‘rms or their different kinds of stock; and if | The cost ¢ them is 80 consi! eeeEe ee 2 F | 3 ing |20t care about undergoing the ris! ealth 2 ei] a - af Gi TORE Oe niheny nay re aby, Guns and life, nor the continuance of an unnecessiry < te} SBE ni WD icc 1 nese oF other lines of improvement, | ind disagreeable habit of plunging them into ¢ asl (Be Just let us know and we willeertainly go some- | water every spring, to partly wash the fleece, $ | “BE what out of our way to take look at it, and | inasmuch as it does not-save the ‘manufacturer $ “ih j y 2 it, F s ‘ME tejoice with you in the same. 7 task of a more ‘thorough -dleansing. a a aimee fact, these imported sheep are so ean mele D 4 £6fi stro it wonld be attended: with peg cr a : tS Donot feed your pigs sour milk, if you ty and fatigue to handle them in the water.— ia Can spare sweet. _| The reasons which we ‘have presented, are, I a 
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j % hope, sufficient to explain why we do not pay most eligible for holding the Cattle Fair— 6 

j the annual tax 2 Sopeeniax oe habit of ek Springfield is centrally located as regards the t 

| { { ing ourselves and our valuable sheep, simply SRT OS = x 

z na the purpose of washing the fleece. ’ cattle region; it is most convenient of aczess : 

°  T might farther say, that there is at present by railroad from almost every point of the : 

= a bounty offered to those who half wash their } compass. The means for accommodating, at > 

~ wool, or let it run three or four weeks before it very moderate charges, a large number of per- : 

“ js shorn, after washing, to obtain weight.— le. Pri ite h ib av 

i Those who make this a practice, will obtain | S05 are amp'e. rivate houses will be opened < 

] t > as much, or within a cent or two per pound, for for the reception of guests. There are also { 

their wool “ it is, as ae recy eussien ious eighteen cities and towns within reach by an 

| * neighbor, who puts up is wool ina clean state. a s sa oi = 

Weybridge, Vt, Jan,’53, 8. W. Jewaer? poe a on the railroads, on which extra = 

_+ trains will be placed to accommodate such as : 

National Cattle Convention. wish to go elsewhere for lodgings, : 

i ' — > “ About twenty acres of ground have been 

{ y - We have received the following Circular | enclosed, and more than three hundred stalls - 

; * from the Local Executive Committee of the | win] be prepared for the shelter of cattle dur- : 

: é National Cattle Convention, to be held at |ing the Convention. 

: > Springfield, Ohio, on the 25th, 26th, and Q7th| «Jt is expected that very liberal arrange- © 

b z days of October next. It is our intention tobe | ments will be made by all the railroad compa- 

ha present, if we can arrange our matters so to| nies, both for the transportation of cattle and » 

La: = do, and shall take pleasure, as far as in us lies, | the conveyance of passengers to and from the = | 

s > of contributing to the interests of so Jaudable | Fair. a7 

1 = an enterprise. Ohio has no mean reputation & We respectfully solicit your attendance on 

| , for the quality of her cattle, a ay nat the occasion, and that you will furnish us with 

ie ; < have exhibited a most.commen oe an = such aid as you may feel disposed in making : 

ie : : liberality in the present arrangement for a Na-| crown the objects, time, and place of the Con- 

a. i tional Exhibition of cattle. we can anticipate | vention; and if you have improved stock of « 

2 > nothing else than a most pleasing and profita- | cattle, of any description, we cordially invite 

} ; = ble — i moe ee efforts. We | you to enter them for competition. 53 

i - would urge the importance of as many as pos-| «4 y 5 € : 

‘i sible of our citizensattending this Convention, é a Sea ora pa & copy of Regu: : 

, oe 4s: * «| lations will shortly be published. 
and of contributing their quota to the Ehibi- $ 

oie = * «Very respectfully, yours, 
tion Wisconsin, though young, has some very : : 

fine stock,and she ought not to fear to show hei 5h annans é 

' i DE en a eas . C M. Carr, Local Ex.Com.” = 

= hand. A great and a lasting benefit would ac- Cuaypuen Rozsrns, 

5 crue to her citizens generally, should there be ——$—narnrnwnrnn : 

i a good representation from their ranks. We| Fann Horses.—Since in the Blood Horse is ? 

, hope soon to be able to publish the list of pre- rand ‘ peoan ake of he boree.in é 
: sal : ighest perfection, too much can ly be said ; 

3 = offered, which amount to $6000: of ‘the importance of a liberal dash of blood in : 

i } 5 & Sprincrietp, Ohio, May 3d, 1854. {all grades of horses. On the road it is neces- ¢ 

i S «Phe 25th, 26th, and 27th days of October | “*y, — ed = pies or eee ae oe Batre tell < 
a . _ | wonderfully. rm ith half or three- < 

Fi " = eave ne eee smoniee States As: quarter bloods, can plow his half acre a day : 

{ ricultural Society for holding its first Cattle | more than with common farm horses. He can - 

Convention, in the city of Springfield, Clark } safely reckon that his d/ood will haul his load ; 

f > county, Ohio. some miles farther aa day than a common ‘ 

> ee x wae :,|team. This is so. eory points to it, and ; 

Sy Ris thousand dollars will be distributed 1M | experience has proved it; and if the farmer * 

} > premiums for the best stock of the various | can actually increase the value and efficiency : 

y breeds of Cattle subject to competition, without } of his native power, without increasing the * 

i > territorial limit. number of animals or expense in rearing and ¢ 

; ¥ 3 ee 5 * _._, | keeping, is it not as much a matter of good 

: ? - The Executive Committee of the United | policy and good husbandry so to do, as to im- 5 

; | 2 States Agricultural Society have been carefal | prove his land, and raise large crops by extra ¢ 

| j * to select a time that will not, so far as they are ed whl ene extra ae age m 

é i ¥ aware, conflict with any of the State Fairs or peed ad tr po rtain $0: aioe! s a] 

! <¥ other meetings of general interest ; and after | horse than a poor one [DN ¥. State Ag. So- 

i ‘S due deliberation have selected this place as the | ciety’s Transactions, 1851. 

j u
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: “TEN THOUSAND’—Freich Merino Sheep: : ea 
; The Freneh Merinos originated from a Book | Farms Improved by Keeping Sheep. = ES 
2 of sheep selected for the purpose of a present ——- : a to the King of France, by the Queen of span To some extent, keeping sheep is found to : eS 3 
: in1786, from the yery best Merino blood in|improve a farm, as they consume much feed Z a 
: Spain. These were divided into two flocks, and | that is left by other stock and lost, and at the ‘ ot 
: intrusted to the care of the most skillful culti- | same time enrich the ground, and give it a bet- 2 BH 
: Yators,and no pains were spared by gentle-|ter and smoother appearance. This is shown : ee 

? men interested in the production of the finest | by instances quoted in the Transactions of the 2 : : 
: quality ef wool, in perfecting this breed, till) Norfolk Agricultural Society, whieh we relate < Fe 

; how, after the lapse of near sixty years of eul-| in brief :-— i it 
; tivation, they are, perhaps, unequalled by any| A man having a small farm, formerly kept 40 eat 
sheep in the world. shear cree eo cael one sar and had food { 2 

3 Pe les s : enough for them the year round. The price of } eH Bs The quantity of wool protluced by them an a wool falling, he sold his sheep, and fics num- + 4 ‘a year is very great, In a flock belonging to} ber of years has leo other stock altogether— < iif 
: Mons. Victor Gilbert, and which reecived the | He now keeps but three cows and one horse the é oy 

} great gold medal from the Ministers of Agri ead ane Fs ch poms Sane fay ; aM tS ete : " very little hay—not half : 2B : culture in. France, the produce from the best enongh to keep mothe cones he has the same ? ‘; a 
> Sheep was from 20 to 27 Ibs. each of fleece’ wool. | amount,of pasture and mowing as when he kept 2 Seas 
; This’wool is long, fine, and silky. From this} the forty sheep in addition to the other ofa z Uae 

© saute flock there bave been several bucks and| and yet his farm does not look near.as well as $ ae = . ied, -.| then. He used to raise turnips among the corn ¢ Ry ; ewes imported into the United States by S. W=| gor his sheep to eat in the winter, and gave them = 495 
: Jewett and J. A, Taintoryand-one or two others| besides,.a tew bushels of grain. The lambs, = C 
{ with whose-importations we are not so familiar. | however, more than paid for his extra feed, . oe 

The Buck “Txx Tuovsaxo”—of which the}, Another farmer, for a great nnmbet of years By ; hen gk e i .. | kept about sixty sheep, eight or nine‘ cows, (or < "at 
; above portrait is) faithful representation—is | other stock equal,) one pair of !oxen ‘and one“: ity 
: twoyears old; and: received the highest prize |horse. After ‘keeping the sheep fora number ; a 
¢ atthe Vermont State Fair last fall.. He is own-| of ee he found ba. cape then peep as lange é ra 
z wie . " a steck onhis farm wit 1c 8i eep, as he < +h : 4 by 8. Wi Jewett; Esq. of Middlebury, and | ood Keep whliqut then bet ear? iecwiht that’ a 
: Hon. Henry 8. Morse, Shelburn, Vt. they had improved wie farnvito —— a 3 ey 
5 eee =) jown support, .To. steck.a farm entirely with .> ss 

j Canrors.~Besides its: nutritive properties {rere ould ont be 2; Bap table, as sookeep. Be i ¢ a 
a as imited number—yet it. would Ta 5 , iuaeatent contains Pepsic ‘acid, (and, promotes) (nit* Sibel Phe ohject te Wey Gao fo pal 

'; digestion. | Carrots arealso.capita} winter feed, | consiime that /partof the ees arly: a 
)and.the! best) winter medicing forthe horse. | titted:tax'shbep, and which ether stock will not a 
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| eat, adding at the same time enriching elements | they were fed through the floor. In the 
| = a ae ae ae ae spring I took them out, and they looked 

} for other aie may be impeeat by Reeping = like rats. They hadn’t grown a pound.”— ; 
bit § small flock of sheep upon them apaee of the} A farmer of our acquaintance was some ‘ 

: ¢ time, and the opinion seers fairly supported time since driving a fine mare. We asked ! 
> both by reason and experiment—{ Wool Grow} him how she became blind. He told us ? 
$  Rarstne Catves—A New Mernop—While| that he put her and two other three year : 
2? ona short visit to the farm of Mr. D. M. Cro-| old horses into a perfectly dark stable in ? 

| ; well of his ton, fom days goon atten the fal and inthe spring, soon afer they 
| § sale, which, to 4 in this eet ae eae light, they went pine blind — 5 

5 has the appearance.of novelty, and seems wor- | hese illustrations show conclusively, that ; 
| é thyot the consideration of stock pores light is necessary to every living and grow- : 

¢ _ Mr. Crowell took his calves (all heifers) last | ing thing. Our barns are not light enough. : 

o Seenke Fagen sores oe onsour milk at] Qar houses, too. many of them, are too : 
5 of food during the summer, taking good care dastitute of 00 Parents pursue a blind : 
2 to feed them uniformly, but not very abun- and benighted course, when they encour- ? 
2 dantly, so.as to keep them growing thriftily,| age their children in living housed and im- { 
§ without forcing them too rapidly. In the fall| prisoned, when they encourage them in en- ? 

} 2 they.were put in the stables, and fed on hay,| veloping their faces under impenetrable / 
> and a little meal, increasing the quantity of the = * . Ei 

t $ latter gradually, with a view of ‘fitting them veils, lest their cheeks should blister. You ? 
} 2 for “Beef,” in the spring, at one year old or a| cannot blister the cheek of a cherry ora ; 

§ little under. i peach. Better remember that the ruddy ? 

) ;anuee em alrn obs, yoangoxznean| low of priceless healthy and the Ife and 
ie 2 alive, They will probably be eee eh ecaran ee. i ae eoacan abc g 

3 Soon, say next menth, when we shall see how exist in perfection, unless in full and free 5 
2 such’ Beef? will sell, and it will be relished| exposure to air and sunlight—[Toledo : 

i ji S bythe lovers of good ‘eating. For ourselvcs,; Blade, 2 

t 2 ie ue ey find pater menria to de- eer § 
: 5 cline a dinner from one of the best.ofthem—} ‘fnre Hoes.—A few days ago we saw ? 

> We understood from 5 who is making : > ? 
5 8 ths trial by way of oe that eh at stall 70, Quincy Market, eight of the = 
a : S quite satisfied thus far with the present at-| finest porkers of the season. They were ? 
a > tempt..to..raise Beef in one year, and that he| the property of J. Fogg, Esq.,.of: Deerfield, 
| ¢ intends to renew the experiment another year, | Macs—% Suffolk, but one year old, and the ? 

g Sy = rset ine Sapegremecece ees eee weighed 2,428 pounds. They were fed ; 
$e eer on equal parts of broom corn seed and In- ? 
> Inxent ror Awnrats.—We are often} dian corn, both ground, until the first of : 
< impressed with the gross neglect of other-| January, and after that time on corn meal ? 
5 wise intelligent men, in not.securiug abun-| alone. ‘The first premium was awarded ; 
¢ dant. light for animal life To the -animal | these swine at-the-Franklin- Cattle Show ? 
5 and plant alike and to each and every hu-| last fall. The weight given above was af- : 
: man being, light, as well as warmth, is ab-| ter the shrinkage-had been deducted. We ? 

I ‘ solutely indispensable. Put a: plant in a| have never seen a finer lot of pork,—[N. < 
2 cellar and it, wiJl grow up colorless, flexible, | E. Farmer. ; S 

: > healthlesa Put it:in-a dark-place, and yet ——— ¢ 
§ 2 give it air, and it will hardly do better—|] Hun Roost Gvaxo.—Every man’ who : 

> Yet pesple will attempt to bring up ani-| keeps'a hen, has a small guano factory, < 
: mals imprisoned and housed:‘: In some pub-| which may or may not be made useful to-? 
5 Ee-remarks we -had occasion te make, we} him, ee ane factory pru- < 

4 { stated that a pig would “not grow, if de-| dently or carelessly. . 3 
5 prived of light. We soonaftermet an old| | What-is Peruvian. guano? ©The drop- < 

i! 2 gentleman, and he had lived sixty years} pings of sea birds that flock about the is- ; 
if without discovering the fact, and the first} lar ds-on the Peruvian-eoast-~ ‘Phese sre Z 
{ 5 Parte SAANEE HA us Veloso Wee pings having colleeted there for—hundreds j 

‘ ae teld me a my. pigs would not grow. | of years; and there being but little rain oh 
| ; “Two-years ago ee in my on netaaoetenanen quantity of this {- 

i barnysiz pigs It was-warm but dark, and | material is ‘found, and is‘now being W) 
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WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER. 131 ra ee a 3 brought to England and this country, by| How To make tHe Butrer Comz.— es 
the ‘hip-load. ‘Were it not for the snows| Mr. Hditor:—I noticed in your valuable ay 

{ and rains on the coast of Labrador, and on | paper of Feb. 1 Sth, 1854, an article head- } es 
§ some of the islands on our coast, the san.e | ed “Why don’t the Butter Come?? I $ a 
2 material could be found in abundance | have waited until now to see if some one Z es 
5 there. would not give the information which Mr. § ak 5 A a les, of Columbus, Ohio, in- as :_ By keeping your hen on the roost, or | Joseph H. Welles, U us, Ohio, in- ¢ Tee 

Pentaho ko tel celegeeahanciietecsas; | a ; oe Oe ee Peay 25 tis: Frorn- troubles his cows. I have been in trouble ? 2s ee - like his several times, and have as many $ aus : woe oe bet soe pl Page times found that a little nitre, oa g te ; § made ini ; g i § cent number of the New England Farmer, coeieinal hae beim ti ceuacent ee $ oe 
5 recommends te io ea a rae from a in a dose not more than a tablespoon even § i Re 2 Stove and fire-place, into the hen-roost, an full, given every other day, for two or three = B 4 } with the addition of plenty of sandy loam, times. It is equally effectual in. summer < “ya Se Se ame eee wa thea vias: Pulses & at nee A 2 droppings of the hens; an excellent ma- pamela et E wh é Sha 3 nure, equal to guano, would be made. He si [N. E. Farmer, SAREE Se 
3 Ghinke teen a flock of thirty hens, half a Se - 3 tal 
§ ecrd of good manure could be easily made, Gein Weip a a Z ors Di 2 a 2 which would be equal toa cord of stable| . Seat ce Me Otay See Rae 08 Digs 2 was 2 giemred: ging-machines is now being agitated, and § a g we find many English farmers advocating ? Ee 2 their use strenuously. We have made ar- ¢ SE 2 Fravp iv Borrer—The Boston Her- rangements for trials of some of these ma- “ABE 3 ald, in an article on this subject, says un- chines, and hope at an early date to be able g 74° 2 principled. speculators have been, and are to: place-the results before our readers. 3 ‘3 5 still, at work adulterating butter prepared| 4 ig well known that when the price of ai for the market—though the blame is gen-| jabor js low in England, farmers find it to : ae ; erally thrown. on the dairies From evi-| their advantage to preserve spade-culture. * ia 2 dence that has come to our knowledge, says The crops<are «larger from-a spaded acre © | 

; the Boston Herald, we are persuaded that | than from a plowed one, and the rate of ? +7 3 this adulteration is extensively practiced — this increase is so well understood among ; BS ; 
3 A correspondent who has purchased and many of the English farmers, that they : ee 2 tested the base article, writes as follows:—| have a price at which they will always : iy 
; “A new fraud appears to have been dis- spade in preference to plowing. ‘This is 7 ‘ene 2 covered Tis “butiermakinge The fred ie) doubtless “due to the fact that all’ the wo ; PY j this: The butter-maker adds a substance | tion of the spade is upward, and it does not > to : Which appears to be of a vegetable nature, | tend to compact. the soil; whereas, with : wt 5 to the real butter... A dealer of whom! the plow, a certdin amount of force com- } ‘ae 3 purchased a few lutyps, told me that the €X-| pressively applied, must always be acting ? - oe 2 pressman who delivered the butter to him upon the po a furrow; and. an equal a. ; ee 

3 from . Greenfield. acknowledged that when mount in the form of friction compacts'the * 3 ; they clinen the cream, it is now: an almost | face of the soil on the Mind’ cide of the aa } Universal.custont-to-put rennet into'the but-| ow; and it is for these reasons that spade < 1 { ter, mitk to turn it to’ a cheese, and so work | culture leaves the -land-in better heart.— ‘ + 5 it with the batter for market, increasing the | Machines then’ which imitate more closely 2 <q ; quantity about:thirty per cent.' I discov-| the action of the spate, than that of the $ oa 5 ered the fraud by melting the butterim the plow, may possibly be so made as to be- ° ey 
2 oven, and found that the substance opel | coms. valuable implements. They are at : 4 aE ethane weight was  left—| least wortliy of fair investiggtion—[Work~ * a Tlie person of whonI purchased the -but- | ing Farmer, : 7 a ter’says that/this’ fraud is'very exsbenisd Vey, | oe Sei atte ed a ase oy tied oy 
practiced, "espacially for the New York.) gay Brazoria,.Texas, exports annualy 4 market,” ~ » © nearly million dollars wo:th of prodace, 4 
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1 | « | Mr, Montague bas raised some Catawba vines, 

| Horticonstyre. j but the fruit never ripens enough Cees 

} Cia ey Ss a i ee 
| } ? Abstract of Proceedings of the North- | ae ere sine with him ten days ° 

} < 7 ati: i r an ; never loses any on account ? 

< western Fruit Growers Association. | sane ripening ; decidedly ars in his lo- : 

: 3 x pace 109. ee 5 
$ CPORERRERR FRI EMCR J | Mr. Holmes—It does not ripen as evenly as + 

> GRAPES. the Isabella. : 5 

j > Fsabella.—Mr. Stewart, of Quiney, deems it | Mr. Elisworth proposed to remedy this by - 

j 2 unworthy of cultivation in this section of coun- | Temoving the leaves so as to. expose fruit to the ° 
< try; has a tolerable erop this seazon, the first | SU”. Has practiced it ; believes the flavor of 

3 time for four or five years ; generally an abun- all varieties is much improved by it. mee § 

3 dance of fruit sets, but is destroyed by the rot.| | Mr. ———_has received yines from Cincin- 
> Mr, Loomis—It is every thing that could be nati, which did not sueceed well ; since raised > 

2 desired in his vicinity, vines from cuttings, which are much better. : 

> Mr. Brayton—Fruit good in his section of Mr. Edwards has brought many trees from < 

| = country ; young vines need protection in winter; the South ; thinks them more tender in winter « 
3 when gincaatto bearing, they flourish well. | than when raised as far North as we wish them 
$ Mr. Elisworth—Has vines four years old, eee 2 has seen a single vine of Cataw- 3 

? which have not been protected winters, nor suf- at Cincinnati, that is never praned, bearing ? 

? fered for want of it; even the severe cold of annually ten bushels of fruit. 

| 2 the winter of 1851 and °32 did not appear to|, Mr. Colby hasseldom seen the Catawba come : 
4 injure them; soil, ordinary prairie, with ‘admix- | to perfection two weeks later than Isabella ; « 

if 5 ture of clay. when perfect, considers it the best of the two. 

a 3 Vice President, Bryant—His experience has Voted as best, where soil and climate ripen : 

if 2 nee similar to Ms. Slovaks ; thinks it of lit- | the fruit in perfection. Z 

& < se ti i mM, exce) y : 

: P Ra chouaeee ick Re ene _Llintgn Mr. Truesdell thinks unworthy of : 
3 Mr. Brayton strong], the importance cultivation where the Isabella ripens, S 

> of eee tenes in woes naturally too wet; Mr. Holmes has raised it several years ; when 

| 3 thinks most of our land in the North-west is fully ripe, considers it oqnal-ta Isabella ; very > 
’ 2 rich enough for the successful cultivation of the hardy vine ; fruit rotted this year. g 

i < Grape. Tt was passed with the Diana, as not suffici- < 

3 Mr ‘Montague has grown the vine for several | ently known for the action of the Convention. © 

| > years ; proves tender with him ; never sueceed- Geave Witebe. 7 

\ ; > edin raising any fruit ; clay soil. 3 { 7 : 

3 “Mp. Galusha—Thrives finely in his yieinity;|_ President thinks it will be an important crop 
i > considerable sand in soil ; gravelly subsoil. in many parts of the West, where soil is favor- ? 

: ” Mr. Holmes—Needs no protection with him ; able to their cultivation ; called on Dr. Warder 

2 succeeds well; soil sandy ; on clay substratum | te give the Convention, a synopsis of the mode < 
: amounts to nothing. of culture at Cincinnati. $ 

3 = Mr. Brayton—The fruit ripens later on clay | Dr. Warder—The important first principle is 2 

2 soil. a dry soil; if not _so naturally, must be made © 
> Mr. Arthur Bryant—Any fruit ripens earlier | s0 by underdraining. When growing in its na- < 

{ on sandy than on Ser tive State, with the ground covered with leaves, 

> Mr. Stetson—The Isabella is the best variety | the roots are near the surface, of the ground, - 

+ with us, and thrives well. but are not when cultivaied. 

: - Mr. Herrick cultivates them on prairie soil,| In the vicinity of Cincinnati, vineyards are * 

2 clay subsoil ; sometimes rot, but generally gets | planted largely on hill sider, land is’ trenched 
fa geod crop. = and thrown into benches nearly level. On ley- < 

. 3 r. Truesdell—It is good with him ; in wer eb land would plow deeply, with common plow, + 

= cold winters may need protection, but general- and follow with subsoil plow.; Holes are made = 

Sly mone is necessary; soil sandy, very little | from three to six feet apart in the row: rows » 

? ee six feet: eee ‘twe cuttings are planted in each = 

2 Mr. Finley considers it quite inferior to the | hole, with the tops inclined toward each other, « 

< Catawba. the lower .ends,some eighteen inches apart, with = 

= | Mr. Edwards, of Bureau—With him on:com- | the upper eye barely covered ; keep ground ; 

= mon prairie soil, no ¢and, the Isabella succeeds | cleared, but prune none, the first year ; if both ° 

5 much the best, vines are hardier, produce much | grow, remove one of gee rare ‘ : 

* move fruit, which r'p2ns earlier and better, ° ‘The second.year, in early spring. before re : 

2 Voted to recomniend Isabella for general | starts, ¢ at back..o 02¢ &: aa force the gro é 

5 cultivation. into one main shoot, hash treatin a stake, < 

; = Catawba —Mr. Brayton has cultivated «for | but ¢ut off no wood at the main shoof, merely + 

} ; > several yvars ; have Fpoiied. well thi your fost shorten the ends of other prominent shoote: "> 

: : } the first time ; vine is ier with him than Is- | "The spring of: the third year, just before the j 
: P abella; thinks when we have along watmsea- | buds swell, .cut back ito. two, eyes; after these 

i } son, they will ripen iti his section (Tatitude 43°); | haye-put,out-shoots pinch in ene, to form sua 

f ; from his proximity to Lake Michigan, frosts t6 Yaibe Dearing wwoot'on the next yea; let eC. 
4 ; are late. to at nollie vine otber grow. Je 
f H 3 
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a fonetle nieast ont beck angie shot fe good clear soft water between the times of us- {jj S nu sound wood, an ay it in a bow to the next] ; . ee 

4 stake ; the spur is cut back to two eyes ; if they eh the preparation, nae the growth of the 4 a iM 
z offer to bear, let them. young leaves is so rapid, that unless sup- 2 a : The fifth year the bearing shot is from the| plied with water, the sun willscorch them. 2 tye 
3 spur left the year before, and so on, ad infini-| [ ysed a common watering pot, making the = eae 5 tum, ‘eat ee eos +e * "Tf a spur sets too high, becomes sickly or ic| *Pplication toward evening. Managed in = ae z lost, one is raised from a water sprout which is| this way, and the weeds kept out, there is = toe : suffered to start from near the ae never any necessity of digging over the < By 5 Pinch shoots with eth and ae = sum-| bed, or setting out new. Beds of ten years * Ea 

> mer pruning ; go over the yineyard just before + x Baap? 
: entes eee shoots off, two. buds above| 4¢% Rot only as good, but better than those < Sas 
2 upper bunch of Grapes. Some vignerons pinch | two or three years old—{Maine Farmer. = yaa 
cif simtiiodiataly? above the upper cluster of i rT < ig 

{ Grapes ; he does not approve this plan ; Grapes | The Strawberry Question. = See : do not ripen as well; coe healthy foliage} : — 5 eae 3 rary Deceenty, for the le of the ee At a meeting of the Horticultural So- = : ah fare is necessary in pinching to not tear out the | i, nt * a] 15. x 3 ‘aM : Iwud, butito’pinch, it off little distance. frou wal a a ey ace ec aaa 2 # i { the bud. Pinch in the: laterals to where you} \¥@tder made the following report upon : “a4 
5 wish the bud to start next year; take off the| the Strawberry question, which was order- aa : Very inferior bunches of Grapes early in the} ed to be placed on file and entered upon > aha é seazon, The superfluous wood is tied in al the minutes: 5 ea 
é bunch to the top of the stake with a wisp of F ? 2S : straw; as it grows beyond this, it is thrown FINALITY ON THE STRAWBERRY. : BY 
5 across the top of the next stake. 7 * é aaa 
: The Gee use a yery heavy two-pronged W il d or cultivated, the Strawberry ye = a 

£ hoe in loosening up the ground deeply in vine-| Sents in its varieties, four distinet forms or “Ae 
2 yards in sarly ppne, ii 7 ik Sane characters of inflorescence. 2 a a 
é From the Doctor’s illustration of the labo- ee Z a2 3 Beery =! 
5 site tiature of the operation, all present read- First: Those called P, ‘stillate, from the z at 5 ily admitted the superiority of a following fact that the stamens are abortive, and rare- ? pat 
; las recommended by him:] ly to be found without a dissection of the : Br 
5 As soon as weeds get fairly started in the| flower. These require extrinsic impregna- ? < 
} spring, he would take a small, or medium-sized | tion, : g 2 
; jews and throw the dirt away from the vines ; : ‘ att g ph : Ina couple of weeks, with the same plow throw| Second: Those called Staminate, which = oy 

; the dirt to the vines, The balance of the sea-| are perfectly destitute of even the rudi- = yy : son would use the cultivator instead of the com-| ments of pistils, and are necessarily fruit- 2 4] 
; mon hoe, which the Germans use. © Cultivation k oy 3 Sad 
: should be shallow in July and August. oa 4 . é st 

3 [To be Continued.] Third: Those called Hermaphrodite or 5 5 
$ ea perfect. having both sets of organs, stamens : % 
: Manvre ror Strawperrmes.—While and pistils, apparently well developed. — : aM 
5 on this subject; we may as well give those} These are not generally good and certain : an 

of our readers who wish to cultivate a ‘bed,| bearers, as we should expect them to be— ? be 
: only,.of strawberries, the following mode} With few exceptions they bear poorly, ow- 3 oF 
? of manuring them, as practiced by a culti-| ing to some unobserved defect, probably in ¢ Bist 
: vator in Philadelphia, and. communicated the pistil. One tenthof their flowers gen- 2 aS 
’ to the“ Friend’s Review,” published in that] erally produce perfect and often very large ? fia 
: city. The writer hada very productive bed] berries. $ 3 - 
; 30-by 40 feet,. d saphed, says he, about] —Yourth: A rare class—a: sort of subdi- * 4 
» once per week, for e times, commene-| vision of the preceding; has not only her- = i 
: ing when the green. leaves. first. began to] maphrodite flowers, but also. some on the = ty 
} start, and making. the. last penieation just | same truss that are of the pistillate charac. = rey 
: before the plants were in full bloom, the} ter; and sometimes.-in-the-same plant, a 2 ay 
> following: ration ;—Nitrate of potash, truss will be seen, on which all the. flowers = a 

_ (sips) glat salt and sal soda, (car- neta. Salto lyric | i x 
5 bonate. of. so B one pound, | ni- ow these four. divisions are na/ural and’ = Bu! 
trate ammonia, one quarter of a pound—| real; they.are algo founded upomperma- aa 

dinsol ing themajn ep sale Yain water.| nent characters/so far.as we have been able: wy 
Ong third’ of ‘thisva3 applied ata time:| to discover, after a most.thorough: investi« {2 4 

when the po twas dry, J applied! gation, extending through a Jong’ séries j ; 
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iee TI a aa cae e 
years, during which millions of strawberry American Pomological Society. ) 

| blossoms have been examined with the se-} py. seh sessi = : aed 
| 2 verest scrutiny. Other fi may exist, ja poke of this National Associa $ 

and it is not claimed to be ioxpossible that | mn Wil held at Horticultural Hall, in the 3 

> we may yet find a seedling whi ‘ch shall have | &*Y of Boston, Massachusetts, commencing on < 

: the general character of a pistil/ate, that Wednesday, the thirteenth day of September © 
> may show an oceasiomal perfect or her- Pore poe oa : 

i : maprodite flower, #8 a peculiarity of that} tis incenaed to make this assemblage one of ‘ 

} > individual, but we have never yet observed | the most interesting that has ever been held in - 

| 2 such a variety; and further, we believe, | this country on the subject of Pomology. All © 

| 5 that whatever impress, as to uliarities | horticultural, agricultural, and other kindred < 

2 of foli esete; at, fafa jations, of N we £ of foliage, pubescence, habit, inflorescence, associations, of North America, are therefore : 

| 2 or fruit, each distinct seedling may receive requested to send such number of delegates to « 

¢ with its origin, it will be retained in its in-| this convention as they may deem expedient. = 

L 2 crease by runners, so loag as the variety re-| | Pomologists, nurserymen, and all others in- : 

é mains extant. Seedlings may vary from | terested in the cultivation of good fruit, are © 
‘ oe ey go 2 

en 2 Oe passe but —— will not AS mr also invited to attend the coming session. é 

ica! 2 rially different, except by accidental mal-| Among the objects of this convention are the : 
7 2 ormation or by on of unimpor- ee : i 

ea § tant organs. To ascertain from practical experience, the = 
: ; 2 On motion, adjourned. ee aa of pee in different parts of 

} 2 7, our widely extended country. To hear the re- < 

a 3 meee seer Sec’y. ports of the various State fit committees and < 
| 3s = m a comparison of resul to learn what = 

| 5 Roor Pruxrxc.—Some experiments that | fruits are adapted to general cultivation; what > 

| } ¢ have been made im this mode of pruning iat glee pop bgt magn pocalities g 
i 2 trui ? v ‘ietie: ‘ise of being wor- - 
a g ae ome Ode ri rated oh thy of dissemination ; and especially what va- : 

ie 5 cesstul. ir ave not borne for} rieties are generally inferior or worthless, in > 

ae ¢ Some yess, have been rendered _produc-| all parts of the Union. : 

a i ; tive by shortening their roots. The pro-| In order to facilitate these ohjects, and to col- : 

2 ; $ cess is, to dig a trench around the tree five | lect and diffuse'a knowledge of researches and : 
; 5 or six feet from the trunk, sufficiently deep | discoveries in the science of Pomology, mem- - 

; 2 to expose the roots, and then cut them off! bers and delegates are requested to contribute - 

§ carefully. Fill the trench with a compost’ specimens of the fruits of their respective dis- : 
j g a pine ae slacked lime, tricts; also papers descriptive of their art of © 

$ peer va - wat 7 ay covering it| cultivation; of diseases and insects injurious to $ 
| 2 P nt evaporation. vegetation; of remedies for the same, and what- < 

4 St ae a _ = a valuable | ever may add to the interest and utility of the $ 
: $ pear tree of his, nearly ceased to| association. ‘ 

§ Coe, _ made = peered fine crop last} ‘The Massachusetts Horticultural Society : 

| g ae y ae : 008: aie o = has generously offered to provide accommods- < 

j 5 ee ea eee the trunk suffi~! tions for the Society, and also to publish its 7 
boy § ciently deep to expose the roots, and filling) proceedings freeof expense. : 

; 3 in with the cinder and dust from the-black-}" ay packages of frdit'iutended for exhibition : 

1 $ smith’s forge, and-covering it with earth.— therefore bé addressed eee 2 

} 2 The body of the tree was scraped: and Fy eee eerie a osae aes | 
: washed. with strong potash water.—{Farm the American Pomological Society, Horticultu- © 

g gcc "| yal EPA, School street, Boston, Miss. ;” where : 
2 ends, Artizan. i ‘ ; f : 
2 4s a committee will bein attendance to take charge 

j 2 jpg A-cortain remedy for-bu soot an hte sg 
f § found in simple yellow Beotch: sania gees ere Sees 5 
i $ sprinkle itcon-their J i wills 4n- forward certificates of their several delegations ° 

i j = them,-and there-wilk- be at once a gen- Bee Bae a woes oes oes ec i 

; f stampede: among: the: bugs: E! have ? Rollins US ai tnod) % 

fda bind ittwenty yoarecwithout fail) /02-i «||: cq Woe GME ba Ee 
i : —-[N. E. Farmer...) |) G..Goopaicn::] ! Boston, -Mass., ‘April 1, 4854. bal t 
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3 RAMBO.. APPLES—Domine and Rambo: DOMINE. 5 fay 3 —— 5 att 2 For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. } stem of the fruit if.the fruit is: shaken. off, 7 aie ¢ Messrs. Eprrors:—I send outlines of two which destroys the blossom buds for-the next 5 Be! : Apples which are sometimes confounded togeth-| crop. 2 Se 5 er—the Domine and Ramlo. The followingis}. Thetrce isa free grower and good bearer 5 fe i Downing’s description of the Domine: here, thus far—generally worthless when root- ? i $ “Fruit of medium size, flat, Skin lively | grafted, but is an excellent variety to work by 5 Bf “ : greenish yellow in the shade, with stripes and buddingor grafting at standard height, g BS § splashes of bright red in the sun, and pretty! The Domine does- well. root-grafted. The > a 2 large russet specks. Stalk long and slender, | bark does not burst in my Nursery, even when 5 us 3 planted in a wide cavity and inclining to one| young. A very promising variety for general 2 Be : side, Calyx small, ina broad basin moderately | orchard culture—keeps wellthrough the win- 5 est 3 sunk. Flesh white, exceedingly. tender and] ter. Seeds ina somewhat eld ie 2 ay { Juicy, with a sprightly pleasant, though: not eee S 9 3 high flavor. Young wood of a smooth, lively, Aatelan Nursery, April, 1854. : i ? light brown, and the trees are the most rapid Remaxrxs.—Such articles as the above are of 3 ns 
5 growers and prodigious bearers that we know great value to’ those who are ~ ing any-.atten- 2 fay { —the branches being literally weighed down tion to the culture of fruit. T e observations 2 Ti 
3 i it27 ‘of discreet and unprejudiced Herticulturists < Sa } by the rope-like clusters of fruit? ; 3 he 2 Ranbo.—Size medium, f .d, flattenea: | 2°° of vastly more value than long-winded ‘and 2 fe 
Bowe _ Se ee Seen; useless dissertations on topics foreign te the in- < perl : skin, yellowish green—in the shade, streaked < o, = terests of most farmers. : $ "5 ; and marked with red, in the sun, with nume- ph, Omar Tete Pa tres i 2 Fi 2 a ; UNING NAMENTAL Tuees.—Ifa tree has > aoe oe gray = ene ae aad plenty of sunshine and air, with a'congenial ° =e }-Specimens, open in large'specimens ; flesh white, soil, its beauty will be perfect,'and the pruning < i : 
5 oP yellowish: white, ténder, generally a rich} knife shania never touch it Whot an add to§ 4 } Sub-aefd fiaver; a little variable in quality ;| the grandeur of a tree stan ling alone in a yard, > ay 8 ont 3 fi sae ca ora field, or by the roadside, where it has had > a j Granular-. Season-frem October to January: nity to de i oe'in H directi § pal ? A S Eee thr iat aeat opportunity velope | alt directions. § a ; Maysometimes be ‘Kept through the winter.| Could symmetry and proportion be more ‘com- < me : holds on;to the tree until-hard frosts, but is in. plete? Let the man who has a passion for‘ as + jured by'being permitted to hang laterthanthe trimming and spoiling trees, study these models. .);; sit az The Iimbs are none too many, nor too long, dF Hy {) first of October. The fruit should becarefally Tin ce ‘ an i @. : ao ate + igo hang none’ ‘too low, ‘not ca ry “> i ( Picked by hand, asthe fruit spurs are very think othgewise., Pruner, “spare that. tree; 5 brittle, and are apt to break off with the fruit! touch not a single bough.”—[Ohio Farmer, _ Si | 
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j 4 Transplanting Trees and Fall Plowing. | wet or too much exposed, plant small and 4 
j ae .,: | Vigorous trees, manure them with a bushel 

tae Mr. James T. Worthington, at Chilli) or” more of rotten chips; cultivate the : 
} 5 cothe, through the columns of the Ohio | ground to potatoes, or other root crops, and ; 

i z Farmer, gives the following method for ee will have good healthy trees, and fruit : 
© transplanting trees, which we _fecommend in 4 or 5 years at farthest. 

; : for trial by our readers. \ For if > result Janes T. Wortuyeros. 

F is asthe writer says, there must great} This reminds us of a conversation which 

} > gr SRI the ae ee a shan 22 had a few days ago, with aneighboring : 

e iG di Poe y aoe " ne ‘ tly | ftmer, in which he informed us of the ef- 
Seta asic - _— a ane aS 6 - fect of plowing land in the summer or au- 
_ = arose, J in ted faba = hat: | tumn, that is designed for wheat the next > 

y : or snd penile [spring The statement was on this wise. 

5 : ‘oe a I the trees T desired |H@ commenced plowing in the autumn, ° 
i; [oo ct ical aot 7 h eke | and after plowing a while, made up his mind ° 

] : = val eS ee we a the holes | that he was injuring his land by plowing it : 

‘ g PR L eee much - my vexation, 28 | von it was SO dry, and that he left the © 

| 2 ey aged a very unsightly appearance on plowing without finishing the last land that : 
; é ‘The : March, however, Ts proc qj bad been commenced. The field remained 

: : he next March, however, ©’ procure: jin that condition until the next spring, and : 

/ ; about one hundred trees, transplanted | ag then sown to wheat, after finishing up : 
: 2 sixty or seventy of them in the holes dug ithe plowing. The result was,that the land : 

: the fall popes and the remainder. in | plowed in thestimmer dry weather, yielded : 

ie : holes dug in the spring. A few of te at least ter bushels to the acre more than : 
| i Z pte piatios pute me ctl all . bg which was plowed in the spring; and : 
j : the trees planted in the spring hyed; ane) he concluded by telling us that he thought < 

| : I observed that all those planted in Mareh, | 15 was making as good as ten bushels of : 

i? 2 in holes dug in October, made a mueh | vont by a day’s plowing in summer or | 
i: 5 more vigorous growth than any of the oth-| oy autumn, ; 

a 5 icheye rropeniodishe Ae eee on @| "Tho statement of Mr. Worthington in 

4 i larger and a ponies ale mane pins the Granite Farmer, is quite analagous, 

| : yee eee bi ay wae ©! and is abundantly worthy of attention.— 

; 3 Gees Not ON Faw E: tne, the tirs eet The effect of the atmosphere, of the sun, ° 

3 bat gontinuing far-to outstrip ia grant and | ain and frosts upon the land after it is - 

: vigor, trees planted in holes not exposed to| ened, will unquestionably be productive : 
} > the frosts and atmosphere of a_ winter, bE predtFesalts and aunald LE tested = 

© which seem to prepare the ground for the [Walwo rth County Reporter. ; 

: roots better than any mechanical means se Sh Apso ‘ 

; Whatever. Pzacn Tres Worms.—A correspondent : : - nréspondent : 

; = --One word more, as the orators say, and| 44 Perry, Wyoming’co., N. Y4 in reply to ° 
; : have done. It is not desirable «to plant} iy, inquiry of « i” jathe ‘Rural. New : 

> fruit trees more than an inch or two in di-! yorker of March 25th;! says!—* My “fa > 

s, seaetbn) theyzenll madeseeeet soa Hee e any | ther has peach and apple orchards in Indi- : 

2 > sooner, and. > oot beara coe — ana, ‘To preserve the rootsof the trees, he 
§ come unsound. 1 have: now PP isin the habit of putting about, half a bu- 2 

: chard planted in March, 1849, holes .dug | shel of the stems Teta around. each : 

in December, 1848, nearly all the trees of tro, He lays,the stems,around the root - 
: which bore fruit this season, and many of} o¢ the tree on top of the ground, once in - 

; thembore aaah aeoee the “than? two years, - This plan has never failed to ; 
; ; size ‘when planted was not greater than 2/ protact the roots from all insects, dc.” ,.... > 

t 2 of aninch in. diameter; and another apple p zhe Tals Gow Ni insects a , 
Hl + orchard.of: Saas same «size ‘and ere wae ee ecranindinenae 2 

} ; simil in 1844, bore this season’ ne, the augur struck upon Trunk of a 

itd sesar petal teatids of choked that | cypress tree lying at a:distanee of 150 fest be | 
' Fk Jon avian oF ys - low the surface of the ned, and.also, slow () 

i i would Say then, dig your holes in the fall) several beds of firm ‘ise tag Pa of. which. 
eof or early, winter in.a propersituation, not: too! was over thirty feet iii thickness." ets eG) 
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oooh thought necessary to keep themin the dark for q ee 
aK ae {the first few weeks, but experiments have not a ae 

° p> pb (Sh | confirmed this opinion. Itis welltokeep them ” Oe 
2 Sa SS}, j cool at first, but the exclusion of the light is = nage 

: HA Ye ye {not necessary to their perfection. The water ~ a3 

: g Lon SGD | should be changed occasionally, as it becomes _ ae te 
i Nai pwoe ‘impure, which is readily done by taking the - ae 
i CRD ES | bulbs and roots out and rinsing carefully both | ea 
3 BSA eh ore | the fibres and glasses. Single flowered varieties ay 

: \\ 74 BO) RW | ie 2 ‘ie ie 
: oe EN aa are generally preferred, as their colors are Be | 
_ NGZG Cl2>, Gex | brighter and their beils, though smaller, much - Sie 
g ij £5, r3 ‘Yap ae Wa (aa es more numerous.—[ Rural New Yorker. a 
¢ \ : ater | ai rn : ce 

: Ha oe s oe | ToDesrroy Catervittars & Pracu-worms - Ss i 
5 EM RS See sect Sey —For Caterpillars—Apply coal-gas tar, with a ee 
5 Hi t bs Sc ne | Ns i painter’s brush, inserted in the end of along, - Pe 

i (i ‘ ES } Ei fi i 3 j light pole, to the nests, on their first appear- © od 1 
: \ FS is epee ji} ;anee. The tar is so obnoxious to eaterpillars, + is 
: Pe, BY < if | that a single application expels them from their * i 

3 N 3 tf | nests for the season, ‘eH 

2 NY NERS es © Py | For the Peach-Worm—Apply common tar, ‘ vei 

; Ne aAee eM ay | that has been boiled until it becomes pitchy. to - aia 
Z 7 y 9 {the stalk of the young peach trees, defore the ung 
5 ; yr | worms have entered the bark. In planting a hal 
: SS | young orchard, the tar should be applied be- * Sys 
: ave ah ie i fore the trees are put in the ground, from the - 3 ‘i 

é eee | junction of the root and stalk, some nine or < at 
8 i i \\\ " ten inches upward. This application should * pat 
é f ui) | be repeated annually, by removing the earth = ‘ 

5 M/ ; near the body of the tree, and applying the tar. © 7a ; “A W | Y : pplying Be 
é 7] ie ; not hot, but warm enough to put on with a at 
; ahh yak \brushorswab, * *# * * * : a 
5 iM i i NEA | The tar formsa pitchy coat, that effectually c al 

2 i Hl fi | prevents the worm from entering the bark. It ait 
é ri ri \ " | also averts those sijght casual bruises near the : Eo 
2 Ir i} 4 | " ; root, from which the gum exudes that nourishes * 4 

i U We i I \ | and protects this mischievous pest in its infan- < be 

: i cli V4 i fl ‘ey. This application of tar will also prevent 2 ei 

: NW f A i) | mice and rabbits from eating the bark off young < oe 

: Qe Hi f | fruit trees—[Plow, Loom and Anvil. ; 1 
z \\\ ry, { ——— ? fae! 

s { aH | Discovery or Corree.—About the year1258, - - 3 

2 la dervish, named Hadji Omer, was driven out = ie 

§ Ayers | of the community of Mocca. Hunger induced < s 
: ————— him to roast the Kakiva berries which grew > 
3 neal |near his hiding place. He roasted and ate - : 

: | them, as the only means of sustaining life— $ “ae 
:  Hyacinths in Pots and Glasses. _| Stecping them in the water which quenched _ mh 
: . Peer aul _._,_ | his thirst, he discovered very agreeable quali- > ay 

5 The prettiest way of growing Hyacinths in | ties, and also thot this effusion was nearly cqual < ny 
2 Windows, is that represented in the cut—in| +, sola food. His persecutors, who had in- : a 

¢ glasees, without earth, and allowing them the | tended him todie of starvatien, regarded his i i 

nourishment of pare water only. F ill up the preservation as a miracle. He was transmuted a 
glasses with rain or river water,until the bottom | ; - 2{ 
of the bulb will touch i a iis S11 into a saint. Such are the facts xentog to a 

it, and constantly P| coffee. There are now supposed to be 3000 ri 

the glass as the bulb absorbs it. It has been | coffee rooms fn Constantinople. 2 
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Bee, ®& Bexs anv Frorr Trees—A_ writer in| mer knows that a well greased wagon rans 

| a literary journal of Paris, states that the | much easier than one imperfectly greased, ¢ 

ti} 2 bees greatly improve the fructification cf) and that different lubricating materials have ? 

i 2 fruit trees. Orchards in which several |more or less beneficial effect, but no one < 

5 hives are kept, always produce more fruit|seems to know the precise mixture that } 
: = than those in which there are none In should be used. A very slight difference ¢ 

; ? the Provinces on the Rhine, the fruits are |in this material would save alarger amount ? 

i = more abundant and finer than in any oth in the cost of the power used to transport ¢ 

a 2 er part of Germany, and there it is the cus- | agricultural and other products, than has 
< tom to keep large quantities of bees—| ever been appropriated by the general gov- : 

} 2 Plants, too, which bees visit, thrive better | ernment for the benefit of agriculture— > 

= in the neighborhood of hives. Stearine, one of the constituents of fatty ¢ 
i a 5 $rererrrrnn substances, is now made in Ohio and else- > 

2 Wrerer Frax—The Secretary of tke! where, in large quantities, and is as hard as > 

$ New York State Agricultural Society, has |spermaceti, withstanding the sun’s heat in 
z received from a Russian gentleman by the |summer, and presenting at all times a lu- { 
5 name of Falkersabort a sample of the seed | bricating surface when heated and attach- } 

} 2 of a variety of winter flax, A larger quan-|ing itself firmly to surfaces Might not ? 

ea $ tity is promised, which is expected to ar-| this material be mixed with grease, varying 

: 3 2 rive in the fall. The same gentlemen also|the proportion according to the season of? 

ae 5 promises ¢e send some of “the seed whese | the year, so as at all times to secure the e 

i ee 2 weed furnishes the persiese powders for kill-| presence of a lubricating material more 2 

a F § ing insects of all kinds.” i lasting than the ordinary mixtures, and at ‘ 
; ; 2 Tis vetoes claimed for the winter | an eventual cost scarcely greater, while its 2 
| < flax, ave set forth as follows: increased efficiency might render its use { 
i " 2 a, Besides it has the advantage to be | profitable ?—Working Farmer. 2 
Sook. 2 sown in the fall, nor subject to be sown eith- eS 2 

at 5 er too early or too late, as this is often the] Tues To BE Founp ovr.—Nature is 

aa 2 case with the spring seed, and has alwaysa | not exhausted. Within her fertile bosom 7 

| ; i 3 failure of the crop in its train. there may be thousands of substances yet ; 

toe. 2 8. That the winter seed shoots sooner, | unknown, as precious as the only recently ? 
2 3 yet before the weeds come out, which lat-|found gutta percha. To doubt this would 5 

{ ] 2 ter are kept back by it; it is early ripe, and | be to repudiate the most logical inference > 

Scan be brought in before the hands are |afforded by the whole history of the earth. z 

1 of 2 wanted for other agricultural operations. Corn and Grass excepted, nearly all our } 

} ’ $ ¢. Inorder to prevent the shooting in|staples in vegetable food are of a compara- : 
2 the fall the seed must be worked in by the |tively modern discovery. Society had a $ 
= plow, as late as possible, and then the seed | long existence without tea, coffee, cotton, ¢ 

} 2 is not damaged neither by 20 degrees of | cocoa, sugar and potatoes. Who shall say ; 

i $ eold (Reaumur). In the spring, as soon as there is not a more nutritious plant than : 

> the field 1s dry, it must be lightly harrowed. | the sugar cane, a finer root than the potato, 3 

: é It shoots with the first rays of the warm |a more useful tree than the cotton? Bur- ¢ 
| 2 sun, and is already in flower when other | ied wealth liesevery where in the bowels of ¢ 

© spring seed is sown, and before the insects the earth, which needs but the true divin- 2 

/ 2 can do it any harm. ing rod of organized action for its discove- < 

} ¢  d. This winter seed is glossy, but dark | ry—{Athenium. 2 

{ 2 and mixed with black grains, yet all shoot. —_ Ae $ 

i é It is agreat deal more oily than the com-] A New Canr has been discovered, by $ 

/ = mon seed. which a horse can be made to draw a load : 

| g ——e———oo | one-half heavier than by carts as at present + 

i 5 ‘Wacow Grease.—What a curious cal-|constructed. It has font wheels; when ? 

i 2 culation it would be, to ascertain the dif-|the horse is harnessed, the foremost pair 3 

i i. ferent amount of force required to draw a|come to about the middle of his body.— t 
aa loaded wagon with the boxes supplied with | The weight is thrown on the axles, and the 

} ; each of the different eee in turn| vehicle is constructed so that part of it 

i H now used for greasing them! Every far-|covers the horse up to the neck. 
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W Ingredients of Different Parts of Corn.| Is mz First Mix Porson ?—A friend ES 

—— informs us that Mr. H. B. Wyman, of Syd- Ps 

$ We have all noticed that when a rat, | ney, lost a valuable sow not long ago, in : * 
Z mpi or acme gets holt of a rene of | consequence of giving her the first milk of 5 i 
3 In corn, he eats out the chit and lets | a cow after calving, and asks if it invaria- 3 3 eI 

¢ the restalone. It has generally been sup- | bly causes such trouble if hogs are fed on 3 F 
5 nea fee ~~ by them, hecenme it? We believe a does. We one } ee 

? the chit was the softest part. is may | year gave some such milk to a sow that was : ee 

3 be one reason, but a scene chemical = Tare, It made her sick and she cast § Bi 

2 sis by Dr. Salisbury, of Albany, shows | her pigs before Ler time, all of which were : Re 
3 that it is also by far the richest and most) dead. We were told that such would be $ Rie 

£ mane pen of the wis ari the result if we fed her with it, but were 2 BG 

3 , therefore, a mouse gets into a full bin | faithless) The next year we fed it to an- § i 

Z of on. be as os fe be ae ae other under the same rece ~ the 3 s 
$ in cracking the harder pa of it, when lt the sam i eing { ae 

? the softer and richer mane of it can be had Aaa ‘We mana that. Tale aay ener > ea 

: fora tenth part of the trouble which it re- | imenting, and have never tried it again.— g ee 

z quires to grind the whole. Last spring one of our neighbors who had ? Ke 4 

2 tt VE 2 the Plough, Loom and An- avery fine sow, fed her with a pretty gen- 5 oh 

2 vil, ears a compose ae it cere | erous portion of — milk, she ey oa : ee 

3 materially wi e rest 0! kernel, in|ly became sick and came very near dying. ¢ Sag 

2 containing a very large per centage of oil 2 iMains Farmer. f Doge $ ay % 

£ and albumen, and a small per centage of ae é ae 

: starch. ‘The oil amounts to from 26 to 30! Meron Bras, Tornrp Fry, xrc—The § of 

; per cent, and fhe apace to poe 17 to| gaily dusting of choice melons, cucumbers, ¢ al 

i ise cent, o a e dry matter, «while the | carly turnips, ete. with powdered charcoal ? cad 

< starch ranges from about 10 to 124 per| or other black powder, will materially pre- ; ot 

3 banc tha Con inte park tidecil vent injury from the above insects, as they a 

baaes ie eats = eat bei ae | will not frequent plants ei treated. __ g tk i 

1 aoe z : albu-/in the season, when grubs arnoy cabbage 2 ie 

: nen Ht Eee Aste eae sheen aoe and other small plants, slices of. turnips may § es 

: mealy portion affords a little over 3 per Sone a ee ee ; oi) 

2 cent of oil, and a little less than 2 per cent daylight, and may easily be removed.— + eine 

= papa wivlo i Culears ey Slight salting of the beds before plantings g bs 
5 s ae: | will also deter grubs from annoying the ; 

[IIE hein Shey in he ely | planar il amere hematite | 
2 sis in a tabular form, as follows:— J | er from the beds—{ Working Farmer. 3 tt 
5 : SS Sao g "ie 

5 apn Oren saperapenit on is the small Bapvezr Srarz Saawts.—Home Man- : fe 

é ot a: r opt ig ben eecen ufacture—Mr. Burke, of the firm of Wal- ¢ ae 

5 ou . ie : oes “98 50 | tet Burke & Co. proprietors of the Mil- = je 
2 Gluten 5 62 055 245 waukee woolen factory, exhibited to us yes- g ve 

$ Starch, 43 96 54 65 11 80 terday a specimen of the handsome shawis 2 ea 

Bee 16 96 91 50 17 70 manufactured at that establishment on the < at 

§ Gita P 8 56 3 80 8 00 | Water power. It was of fine, soft texture, = a 

2 Fibrin 474 450 7 05 | and tastefully colored. He informed us ¢ 7H 

$ Albumen 1 26 160 16 40 | that the company have already made some = ai 
¢ Casin 008 040 130 200 of these shawls, and find a ready de- ; ae 

¢ ? mand for all that they can turn out.—[Mil. 2 bal 

é wae Parent has been taken out in Eng- Sentinel. > Hi 
‘for making artificial leather, by sub- exter tone aes j ne 

jecting to a peculiar process any of thesub-|_ “Tug Burpey or Hen Lay.”—A Shang- } st 
stances having the properties like those of | hai hen in Cleveland, laid twenty eggs in et 
such a hydro-carbon fourteen consecutive days. * 

ry’ as gutta percha. y' : 
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¢ ‘ | rowof fi that itean be examined with-() 4 |rowof fleeces, so itcan be examined with-() 
| 7 Doiestic Econoiny. ie its being necessary to pull over the whole : 

/ Le ee ee ee Ores a SON VOTE hee Thelambs must be made minus their ‘ 
5 Work for the Month. j tails, and something more—unless they are ewe 

r : a ap mbs, or are desired to ept for future use. . ree i. nee | lambs, desired to be kept for fut 
« In every month, ere in aught begun, | i - thers 

| £ Read over that month what avails to be done; Pete i hee aoe ree a ae San a6 — 
> Soneither this travel may seem to be lost, eae beleft two inches in length ; oe 

| Nor thou to repent of this trifling cost. of the lambs saved as bucks, three inches— 
/ ¢ Thos. Tusser. | Enough of the tail should be left to the animal 

5 ‘This is an important month in its operations, | to protect the parts from the weather and flies, 
/ to the Farmer, Gardener, or Horticulturist — jand to be decent. After the sheep have been 

: Grain, vegetables, and fruit trees of all kinds, | sheared—especiatly if they are fine sheep—we 

: will, if the present fine growing weather con- | should, by all means, recommend smearing them. 
| 2 snes, be making mapid growth, and with them “Many feel a prejudice against this process, 

} 5 noxious and pesti!ential weeds of various kinds | which we believe will be done away by more en- 
: Will vie with each other to gain the ascendan- | lightened and just views. It is a great protec- 
> ey; and unless checked by the timely and thor- | tion to the sheep, and cure for, and prophylac- 

‘yt < ough application of the hoe and euitivator, will ie a pra tt al aes any 
He soon claim and take possession of the soil.— | kind; while the quality of the wool is improv- 

/ F < Crops of ruta-bagas, carrots, bects, and other jed, or at least kept in its primitive and natural 
f > Toots, will this month require special atten- | excellency. 

; tion, and if they do not receive it, will be| This is the month when most of the cows 
} _ Worthlese. Every possible destroyer of weeds |and brood mares should be served by the male 
| ; Should be put in active operation now—the | for next year’s offspring. We hope farmers 
/ - plow, drag, cultivator, rake and hoe should | Will sparg no pains or money to see that their ‘ 

F > each do well its part this month. A victory (bariee and coms eenecialy the series persion é 
o : iv - of t —are serve improved stock. It is 

‘.: ' tat aa ees ee mie for us to ike quite a faint 

hid 2 The gantener, or whoever has a garden and |and a better spirit and view than formerly is 
io < wishes to gather from it things new and old | coming to prevail in this respect, and important 
| : through the summer and fall, will this month j are the results. 
{ > plant corn, beans, peas, cucumbers and melons, | One word to the boys; you who are to be 

; inorder to have that pleasant succession so | farmers—and we hope much better ones than 
> gratifying to the palate, and so pleasing to the | your fathers—you must not forget that you 
good wife. Few things contribute more tomake have something to do. Just see what fine beet 

§ a good-natured housewife than a sucecssion of | carrots, cabbages, or tomatoes, what fine chic. 
= good things from the garden. See then that |ens, or nice calf, or colt, or lamb, you can bring 
2 she has abundanee of crispy lettuce, tender jto the Fair next fall. There isa great chance” 
; radishes, sweet beets and golden carrots— | for every one of you. We hope you read the 
> Beets for winter use should be sown this month, | Farmer and will profit by it. We want youall 

: and cucumbers for picklinz—and be sure th:t to surpass as cultivators of the soil and as pro- - 
: they are all picked when they are the size of j ducers of good stock. 
s your finger, or else we wont buy them. You nnn 

* must now trim the tomato vines and stake them | Cunise Burrer.—We find the following re- 
3 up, and cut off their ends, that they may ripen ,cipe for curing butter, in a Prize Essay by Mrs. 
2) well and soon. Bush the peas and pole the | Thrail, of Canada West :—“To 32 lbs. of well 
| beans; and, remember, if it is dry weather, Pett butter, add 3 oz. of the following mix- 

i ?\that a good hoefng is equal to a small shower. |tare: 24 Ibs. salt, rolled fine; 6 oz. saltpetre; 
fi 5 To the wool-grower this will be a lively | 21. loaf sugar, rolled fine;—these ingredients 
f : month. The sheep must be nicely and propei- | to be well rubbed in a mortar, or rolled, till 2 

ly docked, or tagged, then well washed—unless they are thoroughly mixed. The butter, after 
' you think as we do, that it is a poor practice | having been well worked, to te put down in 

ft tor fine sheep—then sheared and the wool well stone jars; over the top a strong brine to. be 
i ; Y) done up and arranged handsomely in a double ! poured, and the jar to be kept well covered. @ 
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Jevement Necessary rv Cooxrye.—A person | dainty dressing for puddings, “short cakes,” Z 
devoid of judgment and palatial taste cannot | fruits of various descriptions, and various forms ais 

? serve a savory meal, however abundant the ma- | of prepared ferina, than any or all other combi- > s 
§ terial may be, or of whatever richness. A well | nation of sauces, and as a seasoning for vegeta- 5 ye 
2 prepared dish will recommend itself to the fas- | bles it is almost indispensable. In the prepara- 3 I 
§ tidious appetites, though plain its ingredients: | tion of fish it is equally good. It is far more ? es 
? when one of luxury may be set aside from | healthy than butter, into which it js rendered 4 Pa 

{ mismanagement in cookng. All the “cook | after much fatigueing labor, and therefore much 2 ay 
? books’? ever written, of themselves, never made | cheaper. Remember, I am writing for farmers, £ ze 
{ a good cook ; and these, joined with the requi- | else I might feel guilty in holding a tempting = bi 
} site articles, in the hands of inexperience, can- | bait to those who cannot reach it. For pies and £ ans 

{ not produce a good dinner, the first and most | cakes 1 would never use lard, and seldom butter; = eo 

} often overlooked requisite for which is, that the | could cream be obtained, not strong cream, but 3 es 
{ food be healthy. As a community, we have a | fresh sweet cream—svceet sour cream when ne- = aS 
; horror of consulting physiological demands in | cessary—[Correspondent Mish. Farmer. 3 Pes 
; Tegard to what and when we shall eat; andthe] prose Quixcas—A new faet in domestic 2 os] 
j consequences are that health—sound, vigorous economy kas been communicated to us by Mrs, ? 5) 

¢ health—is rarely to be met with. When grains, | B. Shutleff, of Chelsea. At the usual time of + Bs 
3 fruits, vegetables or meats are used, let them be | gathering quinces, they put into barrels filled = ey 

§ of good quality, neatly prepared, cooked the | ith water and placed ina cellar. A few days ve 
} proper length of time ; the intensity of heat be- | since they were opened, and the quinees found : ey 
; ing of great importance, and served when “just | perfectly sound—not having decayed in the 4 eg 
 Tight;” on these points there will be but little |jeast, We are indebted to Mrs. Shutleff for a > a 
i variation among good cooks, however much they specimen of the fruit which has thus been kept Z ay 4 

5 may differ with regard to seasoning. Many through the winter, and had just been prepared = i 

2 dishes are rendered indigestable and-unpalata- with sugar in the usual way. It has the aro- ¢ i 

$ ble by cooking too slowly, or being overdone, ma, peculiar fiavor, and all the qualities of fresh 3 Ft 
: or being kept warm when ready for the table, quinces. From Mrs.8.’s experiment, we should ? a % 
¢ in consequence of too early preparation. The | think this mode of keeping quinces an impor- 3 bs 
: importance of having each dish ready in season tant desideratum.—[Boston Cultivator. : eS 

; = as the drabit .of serving good Garrs ry Curcxexs—We do not vouch for the * Hy! 

t nes eee “a ag ere efficacy of the following preventative of the + te 
; whether eaten warm or cold ; in fact, this de- gapes, so destructive among young chicks, but ? cali 
; Dessaalnoe Saco abe putierees thers 4re | it may prove of some benefit. We copy from + 53 
< few articles but what are greatly injured in the | 1. oxehange. Lice changing toworms issome- > 4 

2 fineness of their flavor by being «kept watw.” | tying new to us—[Maine Farmer. ; ey 
. Lo ‘were sane aged eaten epic, sate, Deans cf prevent gapes in chickens, put some fine 3 4 Fi 
j at least might have an occasional meal. A full |. ),a000 in the nests abouta week before hateh- 4 te 
§ YE ae eae ing, to drive off the lice, as it is the lice getting : e 

i hoes ond ae sige te ce mie ao into their mouths and turning to worms, that * r 
g the apparent famishing condition of the female endeliei wan tiie mance: 3 Si 

§ intellect. When the palate ‘s the wo:shipped 8 ep 2 a 
3 idol, the mind must bow subservient to it,and| Trcxs 1 Surer—A correspondent sends us 5 iM 
{soon becomes a degrade, famished slave.— | the following remedy for ticks in sheep, whieh > } 
} Not only the female intellect suffers, man’s | he has successfully tried fora number of years: é g 
é does scarcely les ; he must first labor useless-| “Give the sheep sulphur with their salt thrice > = 
? ly hard to procure dainty articles and he then |a week for a month before shearing ;—say 2 Q x : 
3 over-eats, which produces mental stupefaction | lbs. for twenty or thirty sheep. Sulphur is ve- > oa 

? by the demand the stomach makes on the yi-|ry beneficial for sheep otherwise.”—[Ex. = ea 
Q tality to enable it to discharge its heavy bur-| Lemon Water.—Put two slices of lemon, > a 
3 then. thinly pared, into a tea-pot,a small piece of the < | 
¢ Asarelish among farmers, where it is usua’- peel and some white sugar, pour in a pint of % at 

ly to be found, I know of nothing more plea- | poiting water, and stop it close two hours. | 
sant than sweet cream ; and in the vast array eee e 

of dishes to which it is adapted, I place it at| 1 A joker says, that cords of wood given ‘ 
the head. In use with sugar, it forms a more | to the poor, are re-corded above. } 
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| ; « Commerce or Evrorzan Nations— Who has tine Edifors Table. the Greatest Stake in War—According to the 

4 i: 2 on OF Dn a) 7, | Boston Courier, the value of the merchant na. ¢ 
: 3 Preaums—The award of eae a will be | vies fof the Continental nations is valued at 
4 $ made known in the next number, i $150,000,000. That of the merchant navy of ! 

| E, ¢ _ Crops rv Grant County.—J. Lewis, of Pi ‘atch | Great Britain is rated at double that sum. It } 
a 2 Grove, Wis, writes us May 10:—*The winter | is evident, therefore, that on the very rational { F g Wheat looks very well, what little was sowed. supposition that a state of peace is conducive ' 
F } There was none sowed on the prairie lands— | to commercial prosperity, no nation in Europe { 

BS g We have nearly given up trying to raise it, On| hag so strong an inducement to abstain from : 
: § account of its repeated failures, except in Some | war, as Great Britain, Russia has a coasting | 

| i. $ sheltered ee = ie aan ies mane lit-| trade, giving occupation to upwards of 10,000 ; 
> g fie es ee ah; net ne Dee ae vessels, the merchandise composing their car- : 

{ § ee E ee ms Hey Pp eee er goes is valued at over ten millions of dollars. ’ 
/ 2 Se DEE Seen oe es Ne Pee The Black Sea is the chief seat of the Russian ; + ¢ came up rather thin on the start, on account of = § ‘ : 2 te dry, backward weather ; but the att caine [ee trade. France has upwards of 14,000 ( 

i ie. Z ip < sy, | merehant vessels. Holland has about 1800 ves. ‘ (ice 2 are causing it to spread, and it has a fine, heal- i = rien - 
iptae £ thy appearance, and promises fair for another nels, Narysy ke peme ee } iy | § good crop. This is the greatest day’s rain we dom of the Two Sicilies more than 10,000; but : 

t 3 é have had for the last six or eight months; the neither of these last, owing to the small size $ 
55) a s ground is completely saturated with water.’ | 0f their craft, equal the tonnage of Holland, ; 

| ( > ie: Spain, Prussia, Greece and Austria, each hav- { / i = Messrs Eprrors :—In. my communication to | « = i j i < e ing about an eighteenth part of the amount of : | ? ¢ you last month, for tho Cure of Scab in Sheep, me : | ! 2 : z tonnage of Great Britain. ¢ | i 5 you have made an error in the second recipe— 5 
Lt e 3 é Ihave sufficient confidence in the first, and do] Srare Acntovnronar Socrery.—-The third } 
2 F = not expect that the 2d would be regarded, but | annual meeting of the State Agricultural Socie- : 
‘s. i ¢ Ido not wish to be misrepresented. Youhave/|ty took place at the rooms of the Society, in 

j ; iF. = put “ Flour of Sulphur, Spts. Turpentine, Olive | Madison, on Wednesday, the 17th of May, for § 
a Hr § Oil” This recipe would be perfectly useless— | the election of officers and the transaction of | 
} i: > turpentine will not mix with oil, and would be| other business. The following persons were : 
} ; L ¢ useless if it did, as all men of medical skill are | chosen officers for the ensuing year : i 

} 3 $ aware. You will find, by readingover my com-} Pyesident—Eisua W. Eperrroy, of Wauke- ‘ 
j 4 ‘ munication again, that itis Spts.of Tar, not| sha. ; 

e 2 turpentine, and I shall feel obliged by thiser-}  y7;,, Presidente { 

et § ror being corrected. James Bentixa, of Marquette. ‘ 
: ¢ Some of my farmer friends may prefer Mr Sauvet W. Jorer, of Iowa. H 

: if $ Hawes’ cure of 25 Ibs. of tobacco in solution’ Narnanret B. Crapp, of Kenosha. i 
eos § which I have no doubt would cure the Scab,| Secretary—Axpert C. Ixcuam, of Madison. H 

ie $ but is a dangerous and poisonous liquid. 1| Treasurer—Samczi Mansuaxt, of Madison, ; 
i ; ¢ have seen many animals destroyed with tobac-| Executive Committee— i 
: 2 coinsolution. Those who wish totry itshould Samui 8. Daccert, of Milwaukee. } 
hed te not begin with their French Merinos, but some Ricnarp E. Exa, of Racine. i 

j 4 @ animals of less value. C. Lorrus Marmn. H, N, Ssaru, of Sheboygan. ' 

$ OF Taking the last census as the basisof the|  A-F- Sau s a j 
< ¢alculation, there are at this time about six am rears : { y 2 es = AS Taxzor ©. Dousmay, af Waukesha. } 
> hundred million dollars worth of live stock in z4 } 

H ; : ji Gronce O. Tirrany, of Milwaukee. { i } ¢ the United States. Their value exceeds that the Conatitutio a | 
‘ 2 of all the manufacturing establishments in the| An amendment fo the Constitation was mate, | 
f a, § country, and it also exceeds the capital employ- providing for ba cing, oe a { 
1 3: Saati obtain both inland and foreign | Society hereafter, on the third Wednesday of {B. 

te EF 1a'4850 = = : December, instead of May. 

am fl Bn add ar in the State of Penn-|  Tinmediately after the election of officers the i ic: sylvania 24,340 weavers, while in all the other 
j States and ‘Territories there were only 8,532, | T°W Board met and perfected arrangements for i me ‘he next Annual Fair, which will be held at 

I i BRS oe rrr en etna 
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Milwaukee on the first Tuesday, Wednesday| [3§~The Shawl Goat of Thibet, from the iy 6 
and Thursday of October next. The Premium | fleece of which the finest Cashmere shawls are ¢ is 

? List and Regulations will be ready for distribu~ | manufactured, has been successfully natura’- ¢ kes 
é tion in a few days. ized in Chile. The Peruvian Government has $ es 
2 Sueer on Smanrs—A correspondent enquires | recently concluded contract for the introduc- é i 
3 of us where he can obtain one or two hundred | tion of about eighty animals of the pure kind, $ tes 
{ sheep, for keeping on shares. with the object of propogating the stock in the ¢ ey ; Sremp Macuivrs—Richard Olive,of Mound~ | Mountainous districts of Peru, where it is be 2 ih 
5 ville, Marquette co. Wis., inquires for a small | lieved they will thrive as well asin the high $ & ; ? Stump Machine—a machine that will draw a| table lands of Ladak and Thibet, the regions of > St 
$ stump about a foot in diameter. A ent and de- | their origin. g Pe 
? seription of the best Stump Machine we know Tatrow, Taztow.—There is now apparent- 2 me 
$ of, may be found in the 3d vol. of the Farmer. ly a fine field about to be opened for the sale é ES é Provexper Mut.—W. Emerick, of Crooked | 9° any extra tallow that our tallow dealers may ¢ *S } Lake, Marquette co., Wis, wishes to know where | have on hand, or our farmers be able to raise > ae 
j hecan get the best kind of Mill for grinding during the war between Britain and Russia.— $ ‘ 3 provender, and what the price may be? Wel| In 1852, no less than 64,578} tuns were impor- ? ae 5 know of no better or cheaper Mill than Ross’,| ted from the latter country by the former.— ¢$ e 
? See advertisement in another column, All this supply will now be cut off, and the ? an 
$ More Wisconsty Mansis.—We were shown soap and candle makers of England will have 5 a 
2 a few dayssince, a beautiful specimen of white | to look about them for supplies from some oth- ? es 
§ Marble, found in Richland county, in this State. | er quarters.— [Scientific American. 5 ¥ 
j The quality appeare! equal to any of the Mar-| Frau 1x Frour—The New York Express 3 e $ ble brought from the East, and we are inform-| aqyiseg purchasers of flour to have every barrel = ey 
j ed by R.M Millor—who had the specimen— weighed, many frauds in the weight having ¢ Pe 
3 that it may be obtained in almost any quanti- lately come to light. In some cases the weight 2 ie 
z ty, with but little labor, Some person, with a| p44 been found to fa!l some twenty pounds be- $ a § small capital, might find it profitable te go into tow the standard. Just now, when prices are 2 Kg 
g the manufacture of marble in Richland county, so extravagantly high, this is a consideration ¢ rat 5 —[Mineral Point Tribune. not to be overlooked. 2 a 
§ Wisconsin Grass Serp.—The Fond du Lac] urwauxze Srntiner.—We would refer the 3 dl 
2 Herald says, that Mr. Munger, of Albany, reader to the Prospectus of the Milwaukee Sen- 2 al 
; has shipped during the last six months, about | jin¢7, The Sentinel is one of the most desirable $ ra 
; 1,800 bushels of Grass Seed to the Eastern newspapers we know of. It always contains ¢ i 
§ market. Wisconsin Grass Seed commands the} the latest news, both foreign and domestic, that 2 Bi 
highest price in the Eastern States, in conse- can be obtained by telegraph or otherwise, up $ pa $ quence of its superior quality and freedom to the moment of publication, S ry ? from all foul seeds. sis Ve f 2 Gopey for May is received, which reminds é ES) 

3 Fixe Buoopep Hoxsr.—The fine blooded] ys that one more number will complete thecur- § st 
: horse, St. Patrick, owned by Mr. G. S. Ruble, rent volume. The next volume is promised 2 a 
é may be seen at the stable of T.K. Blodget, in| with many improvements. We can’t see where- © be 
2 this village, on Friday and Saturday of each | in any improvement can be made; but depend 7 a ¢ Week. Farmers who desire to improve their upon it, Gopry does, or he would not promise $ ids 
2 Stoek, will do well to cal! and seehim Few it; so, renew your subscription at once. Pras- < { 5 horses come nearer our idea of perfection than pectus in our next number § H 
2 St. Patrick.—[Mineral Point Tribune. Parton Macazine, Cincinnati—Monthly— : =H 
¢ Four Trave—The Berlin Mercury. says that | $2 per year: Jethro Jackson. The May No. 2 ea 
§ the fur trade of that section is quite an impor-| of this decidedly popular work is received — § #3 
¢ tant one. During the past year $12,000 worth | The contents are interesting, and evince a é § 3} 
have been bought at that place, comprising] steady improvement in the work. A new vol- — MH 
Linx, Bear, Otter, Mink, &c. One firm ships | ume commences with July. No one will re- ca 
these furs directly to Europe—[Milwaukee| gret two dollars paid for this Magazine. Pros- Pe 
Free Democrat. x pectus next month. rH 
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i | ETE <Gi.-< . ~ ggT HEMMER? =u) ieee i g Jornxat or Tue U.S. Acrienmpnar Socters. TABLE OF CONTENTS. ey 
; _ i sj = re age. kt | ; ‘We are indebted to some one-ye eee Animals, Light for, a ¢ 

| 2 the Seerctiry—shame on our postage laws.] Abstract of Proceedings of North-West- 3 4 > which makes it a penal offeace to put one’s | ern Fruit Grower's Association, 132.3 
4 > name on a paper or pamphlét which hesends to; Apples—Domine and Rambo, 125 : 

- a friend—for a copy of the first number of the | Bree, Femedy Be a 3 > : aiid a ; al < i above named work. + Tbiswaluable to us, as it, Butter, How to mate it come isi i - €mtains the proceedings of ¢ye first nieeting>| Bees and Fruit Trees, 2 138 2 
5 and has in several artielesof much value. We) patie cnvralion, eben 128 

i : toe ir Nos. 3/ Coffce, Discovery’o: 137 ¢ 
a ee eee nS aes a Caterpillars and Peach Worms, to destroy, 157 > and 4. Will the Secretary send us No. 2,/ Corn, Ingredients of different parts of © 139 - : which we have not yet received ? | Chess Again, 123 : 

We would solicit our readers to become mem- | Calves, Raising of | 120 : 
= bers of this Society by paying to the Treasu- | Hote Reruns Work for the Month re 

{ = rer the sum of $2, by which they will be en-| Editors’ Table.” 142 
; : titled to its Quarterly Journal. at the—Low Es‘imate of his calling, 125 ° 

3 aia ake soe «| Flax, Winter 138 ¢ { ; Peorrz’s Journar.—This is one of our moss Guano, Hen-roost, / 130 2 
if > valuable exchanges, for several reasons: The} Horses, Farm 198 

12 * matter is very good; the engravings very nu-| Hyacinthsin Pots and Glasses, 137 3 
tf merous, (50 in the May No.,) and in the very | Hogs, Fine 5 z..430: 

| ~ highes: style of the art—illustrating in a very | Tee, eos of Carried off by Various 196° 
! faithful and beautiful manner, the several me-| yyi}x. Feds first poison, 895% 

ie * chanical arts—natural and artificial,-agzicul-| Manure, Hints as to" 126 
j 2 tural arts and implements; fruits, flowers and | Melon Bugs, Turnip Flys, ete, iso. 

: grains; and animals, from the spider and igu-| pedir ec Pruning ioe - io 
i4 2 &na up to sheep, cattle, horses and men. $1/ Peach Tree Worms, i253 
a ¢ per year. Root Praning, i ist: fh 

i. F é j Waeat at Two Do.tans a Busner.—Three | one ee : Plowing, ee ee i ae [EF 
i} > times in the present century has wheat reached | Sheep, Why we do not wesh 127 5 | : the high figures of two dollars a bushel in the } Sheep, French Merino—Buck “Ten Thou- 2 EE > 5 valle: in dae d 129: } = valley of the Genessee—in 1846, by reason of s ae —:. 2 

tock, Rock Count; 127: # : t a remarkably cold summer and a very short Shawls, Badger sees 139 if 
2 corn crop; in 1836, by a aomewhat unpropi- Strawberry Question, 133: & 

{ : tious season and neglect of agriculture for the; Strawberries, Manure for is 133 ¢ 
ql > purpose of trade and speculation, compelling Sheehy di aums Laprored Dy: keeping BY a 

: the large importation of breadstrffs from Eu- Seite Cliy SPT 396 ¢ 
2 rope; and in 1854, by reason of short crops in Threshing Machines, 124 : p 

i ‘Western and Central Europe and the war be-| Trees, Transplanting and Fall Plowing, 136 : 
$ : Te Things to be found out a 138 :# Russia ‘and ‘key.—[Rochester A ries oe se _ ie see gee = 2 a t uae — Walls and Ceilings, Double Plastered, B28 5 2 Eg" The dggregate vatue of boots and shoes Wagon Grease, 138 5 

5 made last year in Massachusetts is $37,000,000, Tar ast GAGS GSS aT C : § 
' iq > er moredhan all the other States combined— A : 

i) i and far exceeding that of any manufactare in PREMIU. M CULTIVATORS. 2 j ! S ithe Commanweslth. HE undersigned having purchased theright 
: 4 * of making these Cultivators for this part : : 

} 5 Sixcurar Srocx.—Robert Smith, Esq, of] of Wisconsin, is now prepared to fill all orders ‘ 
* Woodford county, Ky., who owns a splendid te ane, short. ae a a ; 1 

} i: £ gy in that ion. h: large d of wat ‘hese Cultivators have been. thoroughly 2 € ; é = ier a : sna oe he h ee 3 a € tested, both in thisand the Eastern States, and / : } ; Spon bis domain, by -wiitey he tiss half domes: | onounoed tha best arficle of the kind in use: i } ticated a flock of wild gees®~ He first procur- Having taken the first Premium, at everyState > ff ' 
‘ ¥ ¢ ed eleven and cropped their"wings, which re-j and County Fair, at which they have been ex- ° i 4 PP g3, taiioaae 9 : §. 

fi ; j claimed them for a season. They migrate | hibited. ‘i : 
: }) northward in the epring with their full edged | shesviile and will knee thom for ole teen 
t j 2 young. The flock numbers two hundred and} the season: ISAAC ATWOOD, t 
: “) eighty, and it increases annually. | Lake Mills, April 1, 1854., - 3 
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NORTHWESTERN CULPIVATOR. NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. 
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> VOL. VI. JANESVILLE, WIS., JULY, 1854. ~ NO.7 © 
| 219, 
: ee 3 Editors and Publishers, |€Xtent, or through notonly the Buff-colored é 
) f ad bale & Limestone, but even into and throughout the { 

MS.—5 ts i ance: rer Maeneat f eee ie ricco Se ence ear sR AMeanes: | Lower Magnesian Limestone of Geologists — { 
} the same rate for a larger number. Ali subscriptions | We hope, and have reason to-expect, that these * 
; san Withthevolume and back numberssup- views of the Geologist will be substantiated by < 

; ADVERTISING.—One page, first insertion, $6; for | further observation. Z * each snbsequent insertion, less than one vear, 65 3 half’ hee ts ait 
} page, first insertion, $4; for each subsequent insertion, | <A noticeable fact in regard to these lead veins * 

Papen e en Ott ee Tes "eat, S24; halt /is what is called “gronping.” A vein is rare~ ‘ 
} square, (twelvelines or less,) per year, $6,50 ; less thay | ly seen alone, but is usually associated with < 
e eee eee for each subsequent-in- | vera) others. Among’these one is more pro- 5 

) ae ee RO | ductive than the others,and is thence called the ¢ 
> Geology of Wisconsin--Geologist's Report |“ champion lode? The whole are known as a $ 
) — a “gangue” of veins. Several of these gangnes © 
p [contixvep Frox PaGE 123.] are often found near each other, and connected : 

i} iy ten orks by cross courses, and form what 3s called the ? 
i LEAD VEINS. 3 : 3 aS 
) In determining the value of a metalliferous alpaca as gba eee Partie, 06 < 
} district, the first point to be settled is the modes h; b ne sy = ca 2 ee m ae ‘ 
, inwhich the oresoceur, There are several ways Te eae ae ena ET es 
R in which the ore of different metals may occur orimian of ihe Seologics mame ob eee sees 
i in rroke allot eckich aa step oe so regarded will yet be found to be rich in 3 

, two classes—those which are contemporaneous, aietal, i ‘ . 
; and those whieh are not so. The former, al- There wee prone, marked Erndeios Taare 
P though they give promise of an abundant yield, the perpendicular and the horizontal. The first : 

p yet being usually of limited extent, never tra- ee is em downyand BE aceries of BroMsy, 
versing different rocks, fail when pursued for Which gives aiid af sip-sag ocurse. 18 va7c 

E any great length of time. Much time and la-|7!° in breadth, from a mere seam to an hun- > 
ieee Bock lost in prosecuting mining ope- dred feet. It is sometimes cut off by a tabular « 

5 rations upon such deposits. The latter usually mes ce zok, gehich je. called the, © Pp peck/” « 

teach through a great depth of different rocks, poet casas Sonal = cap Rock the Sssareas 
as well as horizontally, to a great extent. The found to he pened ad .35 tency called eitte 
{ most distinguished mines of the globe belong gopeningy These, ‘qpenings, are..20b ales . 

to the lntter‘clasé, Tt is to this class of mines, | 1/°4 with metal, but offen are empty, in some ¢ : 
| according to our Geologist, that the lead veins pustancop yu eane. lapgec care «hte peas one 

of Wisconsin belong. This view is fully cor- these qpeninge often. cote peeshen agai 26 $ 
TORBEe nae Geolo, ists, and. abundant! their bottom, and the veins are then, in the ex- > 
ee the au ta in th ies y pressive language of the miners, “ pinched.”— 
a eat he Se Filca) toa gee AP Other openings, however, are found beneath, é 

bearin; » bea 
those which are found'to be the most fruitful, is | "18° 8 adufinitum., sie 

east and west—though there are north and south The second class of veins-are spread outin ¢ 
eins, as well as a few which are called «quar thin sheets‘between the -layers of the rock and ‘ 

terings” or « ten o’clock ranges.? pzallch eat ¥ s 
The horizontal extent of some of these veins| Each of these kinds of veins seem to have a > 

is sometimes as much as four miles, and their | Special Geological position—the first being con- « 
width from a few inches to fifty feet, while | fined to Gray Limestone, No. 4; while the sec- j 

| their depth—the most important point of value | ond are rather characteristic of the Buff-colored 

f—teaches clear down near to the beginnings of | Limestone, No. 6. 
p things—in other words; to almost an unlimited! In the perpendicular veins the ore is accom- 
B * 
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H panied hy no material usually called «vein | allow of such perversion of knowledge. He 

: stone” ; but the horizontal are generally asso- | that knows his duty and does it not, shall be 

f % ciated with some mineral matter, which is the } beaten with many stripes—and here is a lick or 

i > matrix of the ore. There is a great variety in| two for you, gentlemen! . : 

i; § the composition of this matrix, and the man-| There are other chapters in this valuable Re- $ 

i 5 ner in which the lead is arranged with it. No| port, upon the Working of the Lead Veins, f 

r é particular kind of matrix or manner of arrange- | Productiveness of the Mines, §c., but what we ; 

i > ment, however, being characteristic of the ore’s | have said must suffice. We could wish that ; 

\ f < being either abundant or scarce. each of our readers had a copy of this Report. ; 

i § In his observations the Geologist has made it | It would well repay them for a studious peru- ; 

} 2 his prime object to find out what is, rather than | sal. § 

2 how came itso, The latter question we expect] We would congratulate the Geologist if itis i 

i 2 will occupy his attention more especially in the | not too late, on the success of his labors and § 

i : future reports, or certainly in the final one. the appreciation given them by the people, and : 

i é The next chapter of the report is occupied | wish all success for the year to come, looking : 

3 in giving the various theories of the manner in | forward to the appearance of the second Report i 

; > which the lead was deposited, of which there | with the same interest as for this first. : 

] 2 are four: By solution; by injection ; by sub- ———~ ? 

: > limation ; and finally, by electro-chemical action Hay-Making. t 

i $ —each of which, according to our Geologist, eee i 

| i | ‘a 3 doubtless, had something to do with the matter. The season of hay-making is near at hand, 5 

2) Minds ths Bekd at aspen Titicaca) af Sok tome cena ene ip ene ce Pe 
= ada asks: er final insoioned thane an inp | eat Prorat may, Rat, be: oupiof place ae this 5 

| é following order, the general character of the ane ‘ } 

| | 2 ground, such as being cut into frequent ravines The grass crop is one of or most valuable i 

5 2 or easy depressions ; the presence of ~ float” or crops, and upon the use of it, dering the sum- { 

i | a < «shovel mineral” ; veins, stones of any kind ;|™° and autumn, we are dependent in a great ; 

| ie 2 the growth of vegetation in a linear direction ; degree for the support of our stock ; for our z 

i lf } and the presence of the “ masonic” or “lead milk, butter, cheese, beef, mutton, wool, ée.; { 

3 i > weed.” These are the ordinary, tangible and and during the winter months the food derived ‘ 

{ | $ reliable evidences, founded upon well known from grass, in the form of hay, continues to us, : 

| ) i 2 relations of things—and experience has proved though in a modified form, all the above advan- } 

t 5 their genuineness, Our Geologist mentions oth- tages. _ : $ 

ie: 2 er processes, such as the “divining rod,” the The ingredients of these substances, however, ° 

i fi 3 “tinkembob,” upon whose practical value, in do not exist in the grass or hay in the same { 

} 9 > the “absence of all positive knowledge” he could combination as they de in the animal, but are ¢ 

| 2 not venture an opinion, Mirabile dictu! . No | Separatedand recombined by the digestive pow- : 

ae 2 man could with less temerity and greater cer- | °™ and other functions of the animal. } 

| 3 tainty, and more “positive knowledge,” have These nutritive principles exist in the form of i 

| f ¢ ventured an opinion on the practical value of | Sugar, mucilage, gluten, starch, &e, These a- } 

ae 5 using the divining rod and tinkembob in the dis- lone are retained ti the body of the animal for { 

ee 2 covery of a lead, than our Geologist, and yet the purposes of life, while the bitter, extrac- > 

i he did it not. It is a little remarkable that two | tive, and saline matters only assist or modify { 

1 I = of the most important publications of our State, the process of digestion, and are voided with ; 

2 and those which will be the most widely dis- | the woody fibre. The woody fibre seems only ; 

> tributed among the agricultural and working to give bulk to the food, by which the stomach 5 

! = classes—-we mean the Transactions OF THE is distended, and its muscles brought into more : 

q = Srarp Acricuureran Socrery and the Awxvat | active exercise, and the process of digestion ‘ 

f ? Report or THE Gxotocist—should have lent | more perfectly accomplished. { 

} © the weight of their extended influence in favor} The great art of hay-making, therefore, con- } 

i 2 of such oft and long ago exploded fallacies as | sists in so preparing the grass that it may not { 

H © the “Water philosopher,” “water witch,” “dow- | lose any of its soluble ingredients, but pre- } 

‘ i ser/? “divining rod,” and “tinkembob” ! Gen- | serve them in their integrity. This involves 4 

t ¥ tlemen, this will not do. You know too much | knowledge of several things, such as the age or} 

; & of true philosophy thus to wink at error, and | period of the grass when it has in its composi- 3) 

{ ; science has too great claims on your services to | tion the greatest quantity of these desirable in- 
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gredients, and the manner of curing the grass| out evenly over the ground, that it may all be ('} » 
that these may be preserved—for the more a-| equally exposed to the sun’s rays. Hay is ft : 

¢ bundant these nutritious materials are, the bet-| greatly injured by some portions being too long + ‘ 
§ ter is the fodder. exposed to the burning sun, thus being browned £ & 
2 It has been found by experiment, that when} and withered, while other portions are not suffi- © % 
$ the grass first springs from the ground, the ciently exposed. That mowed by machines is ¢ # 
2 chief constituent of its early blades is water—| usually sufficientlyspread. All the grassshouid * * 
§ the amount of solid matter being comparatively | be brought nearer and nearer together as it be- : ‘ 
? trifling ; as its growth advances the solid mat-| comes more and more dried, and should never, * i: 
§ ter becomes more abundant—the saccharine and | when partially or thoroughly dried, be exposed 7 f 
2 other nutritious matters existing in the greatest] to the night’s dew, without being put into * - 
§ quantity and perfection at the time of flowering. | «windrows” or foot-cocks.? On ee ald 2 ‘i 
? If the grass should be cut at this period, and| ing day, if fair, these should be opened for a + : 
§ carefully dried, it will be found to have double} while to the sun, and frequently moved while > z 
2 the amonnt of nutritive matter, which it would| drying. As soon as sufficiently made, it should < % 
§ have if allowed to attain its full growth, and! be housed or secured in the stack. é 4 
2 ripen its seed. It is not to be expected, however, that we $ g 
3 It is obvious, therefore, that the proper time} can give rules agprcani im every case for the 7 % 
3 for cutting grass for hay, is when it is in flow-| farmer, but the following principles, from the 9 
) er. If the grass is cut at this time, the further! Cyclopedia of Agriculture, will be found of the ¢ a 
2 change of the nutritive matters, which usually greatest importance to guide him : s % 

; take place in the ripening of the seed, will be “1st, He must remember that the chief point < 9 
3 arrested and the hay will’ retain them in the] i; to preserve the hay from dew and tinne : } 
2 best condition for feeding Stock. ter washes away the soluble salts and other ¢ i 
; on next ee ee is, how to cure) matters, and, when in the stack, will cause fer- 5 # 
} the grass so that these useful qualities shall be} mentation, and that injures the hay by destroy- < 
4 Preserved in it. : b ing some of its most valuable properties ; there- ‘ " 
3 The great trouble in the Process arises from | fore, bring it into windrows, or make into foot- 2 ' 
; the difficulty of removing the water naturally) cocks at night-fall, and never open it in the § 
5 in the plant, or which it may have absorbed morning until the dew has evaporated. 2 
? from the atmosphere without washing out or ae : 5 
g decomposing these soluble constituents. This oe und eae 36 She, eee eat 5 : 3 ean be done perfectly only by artificial heat — favorable, the less it is disturbed the better, and 3 a 
2 The quantity of water which usually remains the longer it will retain its native powers. Hay Z q 

? in hay, even after it has been dried in the sun, ee Deer : — - Poe sgreat, amount of 2 a 
varies from fourteen to twenty percent. If the its nutritive qualities for many days, nay, even g ; 

2? quantity could be reduced to the first mention- ro Yarke TACT ga OF? eS aoe 2 
§ ed amount, readily and quickly, in the sun, but with the ae ee eee ibe : f g i 
2 little improvement could be made in the pro- therefore, the weather be: unfavorable, it eo 2 
§ cess of hay-making. But hay usually contains be better not to tedd the hay at all, me Crewe 
$ amuch greater proportion of water than this, ae over the swath, If repeatedly dried and $ 

é and when it contains as much as twenty per wetted again, it mon becomes aielees ; — é = 
5 cent, it is very liable te ferment, and the result} 7°" of meddling wath hay aust Reqscns $ e 
2 is, that its sugar, ce. are converted into aleohol showers ore ts Meee a ieee * 5 is, ; 
3 and carbonie acid—of no sort of use as food to for bet oe ot ” = 5 
2 the animal. Could the grass be submitted to| '#¥-cock than thus exhausted of its nutriment, 3 4 
5 120° of heat, the greater portion of the water and epee ys Gee, Bee. parent. $ 4 
2 would be removed, and all the constituents of| “3. Take care not to allow it to remain long é 4 
5 the grass which render it valuable for fodder, under the hot beams of the sun without being $ * 

{ would be retained in their integrity. ‘This,| turned; this will preserve the color and fra- 2 ‘3 
} however, cannot be done unless by Greely’s| grance of the grass; so that, without baking it ¢ * 
3 method, by the use of steam, and that is hard-| too much, (thus destroying its virtues) it may } 3 

ly practicable with us at present. The question | be so dry that as little heating” or fermentation . 

for us now is, how ean we nearest approximate | 28 posstble shall occur in the stack, remember- 3 
tothe comect principle? It the grass is cut| ing also that coarse grass does not require so 4 
With seythes, it should be tedded or strewed! much ‘ making’ as fine, succulent herbage.” | 

i
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4 ° Stooking Grain. will be understood without any other explana- G 

i eee sa tion. 

i { _ After grain is cut and bound, the next oP") "7:5 may do for themethodical Swiss, but it t 
1 2 ration, preparatory for stacking, is to dispose won't duno how for the go-ahead Yankee—he ‘ 

i 2 of the sheaves so as to thoroughly cure the > i * i 
I $ ; - could n’t stop to stick the pole if the sheaves ; 
f 5 grain and straw in the best manner, For do- Sonia Nang thimssives onthe 2 

. 5 ing this there are various ways, some of which Bee ee 5 

‘ § were described in the August number of the For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer, = 

; ? Farmer for 1853. There is another and still Wheat, Chess, Suggestions, &. § 

{ more expeditious plan, which, after seeing it ese : 

! é tried, we think the best: that is, to place the Messrs. Eprrors:——I have been very much : 

© sheaves two and two in a row, and left without interested in the discussion upon this subject, : 

; 2 capping—from twelve to eighteen sheaves in but it hasbeen continued for some time without < 

$ one shock. The workman should take one settling the question, and doubtless might be ; 

i 2 sheave in each hand, and chuck the buts firmly continued for a long time to come without & ; 

5 to the ground, leaving a space of eight or twelve feoting any special results. Ihave looked with ; 

‘i ¢ inches for the air to circulate around ; then interest for each new number of the Farmer, ' 

: $ bring the caps together, and the thing is com- hoping to find something that would be conclu- : 

: ? plete. The ends should be to the north and sive, but have been disappointed. It is true, § 

: é south, so as to give to the sides an equal share that ¢ Prove All’s” article amounts to almost i 

€ of sunshine. We saw a great deal of wheat positive proof, but he has not proved but that ° 

§ cured in this way last harvest, and the plan was the chess might have been in the ground. So{ 

2 universally approved by those who tried it—| also in W. Lapham’s article, strong testimony; ° 

$ Grain put up in this way will be ready for} but because his wheat did not turn to chess, it ‘ 

é stacking much sooner than if done in the old | 4oes not prove that it never does. ! 
i $ way. Now, brother farmers, 1 have a suggestion | 

| § tomake. I discover by some hints thrown out 

i $ by our gentlemanly editors, that they are get-‘ 

g Z ting tired of this Chess business, and “a word | 

2 g to the wise issufficient.” 1 would recommend 

fi A that every farmer that fecls interested in this : 

? 3 Gi subject make a trial of this in the following | 

i maaner: Sometime in the month of August q 

i $ 4A Fi or September, select a spot of ground, and scat- | 

i 3 4 is ter some heads of wheat on it. Mark well the { 

2 Y J place, and wait for the result. The fall rains | 

i S g will cause it to sprout and grow. That will | 

2 as Sle settle that question. Then let us drop this sub- 

: $ Li ject until the result is known. Farner. | 

z 53 3 3 Newark, Rock co., May, 1854. ; 
Ps ‘ —<—<— eee 

: : fi i ¥ Asurs on Porators.—A statement has been ; 

i > a se published from Mr. Barrett, of Cayuga, that he i 

f z 4 € and his neighbors had prevented all rot in their | 

i > 5 potatoes for several years, by simply sowing | 

} ¢ "A ee ® ashes over them at the rate of from two to three 

: > y a bushels per acre, once a week for about six 

i ; Gi re eS weeks, commencing immediately after the sec- 

t S 2 WS SS ond hoeing. Rev. Lyman Smith, of Charlotte, 

: yy me Vt, confirms this statement ina letter to the 

$ q ) New England Farmer. He says he has pre- 

é = vented the rotting of potatoes by sprinkling the 

: ee tops with ashes as soon as they made their ap- 

—S— — pearance, a tablespoonful to each hill; after 9 

\ 2 In Sweden they have a way of curing wheat, | shower, or upon a heavy dew. After such ap- 

i ‘as illustrated by the above cut, and which} plication he has no rotten potatoes. : 

i NOLO L OLLI LL OLLIE NIAAA
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ee eee SS <i 5 . a ® = ce % i For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | fitting and starting point,” «Council Bluffs,” | e 3 8 { Council Bluffs and the Country About. | (though on nearly all of the maps it is located k 2 

, ieee. over the river, in Nebraska,) where thousands * Se pues EARS _, | and'tens of thousands have bid farewell to eiv- ; 3 2 This country is situated on the east side of}... e aa pa e ete ilization, and started on their long and weari- © 3 the Missouri river, about one hundred and fifty « to Californi a ae $ nuiles immediately west of Fort Des Moines, the| pes) (° “Miformit Oregon, and Salt ¢ Bh > * . ES Ee ake, é " 
> eens Capital of Iowa, and includes the} “This city possessesa Charter from the Legis- ¢ a ) counties of Harrison, Pottawatomie, Mills and E : eit Pad 2 ? lature, and has its regular officers, Mayor, &c. < oF . 3 Fremont—all of which are bounded on the : 5 cs gr > ss a It has a population of about 2,000, but in emi- se > West by the Missouri river. soda eeaors ‘ < a § tein iie leat dienes Gols aia grating timesit far exceeds this. It has usually < gh 

2: Red <'Y | about 25 stores, some of which are wholesales 34 na settled, and most of the land is entered. ° Sid- g E Singh ate z < a4 $ cf : aS ‘;_| but in the spring (emigrating times,) it greatly ¢ es } ney is the county seat, and is a flourishing vil- am ae 1 2 = ) : exceeds this amount. There are several groce- ¢ & 5 lage of several hundred inhabitants. A news- rien, wilciy cae? bak Shee ik 5: ENS ae 
} Paper is published in it, called the «Fremont Eee: Gage ito: suse oT § bs) } County Journal.” sances are fading away, and they are not so nu- ‘ a 

} Mills, the next in rotation, is a fine county.— TSS) pe rayon ee ‘ tS } Nearly all the land is entered—but some good| The Missouri river is navigable for boats to § 8. 
} entries could be made yet by a person acquain- this city at all times, except when frozen over, ¢ is 
’ ted with the country. Glenwood, a handsome and for hundreds of miles above this. A num- < i, R 

) village, rapidly improving, is the county seat.— ber of steamboats have been here this roses § fe 
$ St. Mary, a small, but enterprising place, is sit-| 4 ewspaper is published in the city, oe 5 Es 
) uated on or near the Missouri river. It is but a| Weekly, called the « Western Bugle.” There is : ay 
} few months old. A newspaper is published in| #80 @ U.S. Land Office here. é ay 
2 it, called the «St, Mary Gazette.” The popu-| Several Railroads have been surveyed to this ‘ 3) 
j lation of the county is about 2500. lace, among which are the following: Fort é ? y Re eng « a 
; Pottawatomie, the next, is the most impor: Wayne, Lacon & Platte Valley Air-Line, and $ a 
) tant of all. Its population is between 4,000 and| the Rock Island & Mo. River R. R.; and, I ¢ i 
} 5,000, Itis a beautiful county—high, dry, roll- think, three others—two, certain. Some of the § i 
) ing and healthy, The soil-is very rich and | above have purchased land for depots. There ¢ re 
; deep, and a very loose, dark loam. It exeeeds| is 2 steam saw-mill, water, grist and saw-mill in ¢ ai 

} any thing, for pleasantness of cultivation, I ey- | the city, and numbers out in the county else- ‘ sa 
} er witnessed. Wheat, oats, Indian corn, rye, where—it being well watered. The Nish-na- $ st 
) buckwheat, turnips, potatoes, cabbages, and, in botna river, Mosquito creck, Pony, Pigeon, In- ¢ a 

; fact, any thing and every thing that will grow | ‘lian, and several other streams, run through ‘ i 

) in any northern climate, grows here Inxuriantly, | the county. There is a steam ferry at the cros- ¢ an 
i as far as-tried. Winter wheat sometimes win-| Sing on the Missouri, at this place. $ * 

) ter-kills, owing to there not being much snow] Harrison county, the last, is yet thinly set- ¢ op 
? here in winter ; but this spring, winter wheat is| tled, but is a good county, and tolerably well { 
) Very promising, and yet there was not much/ timbered. Magnolia is the county seat. Good ¢ ss 
? snow last winter. The country, I said, was} homes, no doubt, could be got here at Goy- § = 

} rolling, but not too much so for cultivation, ex- | ernment price, of timber and prairie ; whereas, 2 

; cept the Bluffs on the river. in the other counties, nothing but prairie is va- ¢ 

) imberis rather searce—and this is the on-| cant, with few exceptions. Farther north than ; 
} ly substantial fault any beingin the world could | this is very thinly settled, yet the ground is ca- ¢ 
2 find with the country ; but this will, I think, | pable of high cultivation, and efforts are now ¢ 
§ soon be obviated by railroad facilities. yCouneil | being made to settle the “Sergeant Bluff” coun- ¢ ‘ 
) Bluff City, the county seat, is the most impor-| ty, about 120 miles above. Here is the spot ¢ “s 
5 tant place in Western Iowa. It is situated about | Where Sergeant Floyd, of Lewis and Clark’s $ my 
} two miles from the Missouri river, with a smooth | company, of many years ago. was laid in his ¢ 
} Prairie bottom, from the city to the river ; all,| Wilderness tomb, far, far away from home, = 
or nearly all, of which is laid off in city lots,| friends and civilization. All of this country ¢ 4 
50 feet front by 192 feet back, and some larger, | Was then an entire wilderness. “4 
which sell at various prices—from $25 to $500.| West of the Missouri river is the far-famed 
This is the world-renowned “emigrant’s out- Nebraska, whose groves of timber, so beautiful, 4 
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# « i and rolling prairies, can be seen from this side to Forthe Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. e 

i # great advantage. It is not open for settlement Sowing Peas among Corn. $ 
i a i z - a ; 

if $ Yet bat = alee ee om, Messrs. Eprrors:—There is a practice among $ 

i 5 Flat-iron Heater. ‘| Southern farmers and planters, of sowing peas ; 

a — among corn, often “laying it by,’”” as the saying { 

lr The accompanying figures represent an im- is, Their corn is worked principally by horse ( 

dd : proved heater for fiat-irons, by F.S. Coburn, | labor instead of human labor. That is, they 

i ~ of Ipswich, Mass, and embraces a perspective | use the plow and cultivator in their varied forms 

i > view of the heater complete; a transverse sec- instead of the hoe. 5 

Ff tion showing an iron in the heater, also a plan Previously to the last working, they sow ; 

i > view of the cover, F. A is the shell, of cast-| among their corn a variety of peas called the : 

ie 5 iron, into which the flat-ironis slipped to be « Cow Peas,” which verge f fine for hogs, and i 

2 ‘heated. About one inch of space is left below | ‘a#lealso. Working the corn with a cultiva- 5 
> the bottom of the iron, and a quarter of an tor or shovel plow covers the peas, and they are ; 

i > inch at the sides. Through these spaces a left to matiwre with the corn, when the hogs are } 

BS ? desughtot etait, heated by the laup, CC,| Domined tn wartake ct them, son oe thereby ; 
: éirculates, and’ then escapes under the handle. kept in good condition, until near the time for ¢ 

$ Seas killing, when a little corn, properly fed, will ; 
i 5 €eare the tubes of the lamp, they pass through complete the fattening process. : 

Ee : ——— | Why would not the practice be a good one 3 

, < te he for our Wisconsin farmers, whe liye upon the 

‘i 3 ee prairies and openings, and cultivate their corn 3 

He z sd principally with the plow and cultivator ?— 

k 3 lf} Some varieties of peas would not, perhaps, ma- > 

i 2 ce ture, when sown in that manner, but I think { 

> 2 a others would. If so, it would be an addition of } 

a 2 one crop in the season, with but little extra la- : 

4 3 a bor, besides the convenience of having the hogs ; 

i, 2 i feed themselves while the peas last, which is { 

i $ A certainly a great relief to a lazy man. ; 

‘ z 4 ie TG all I think the corn would not shade the peas ¢ 

ti ; TE Lath enough to injure them, as crops in this climate i 

i é (A. | certainly do not require more sunshine than in ‘ 

i 3 A Co) the South. The cow pea is of a reddish color, j 

r Z TN TST when ripe; and of a coarse quality, but very ‘ 

, 3 HN Fl qi nutritious for stock. } 

4 z : The experiment ‘would be worth trying at ‘ 

q 5 the shell about one inch from the face of the any rate, The labor and other expenses are but { 

i" 2 iron. Alcohol is the fluid intended to be used, trifling. Sotomox Lomparp. | 

q 5 as it emits no smokein burning and gives off 8| Greenbush, Wis., June, *54. 5 

i < high heat. The apparatus weighs only about oo } 

i 2 3h Ibs. It is all cast in the foundry, excepting Sowinc Grass Sszps.—To those who are; 

i é FERS 22 =~ © | about laying down land to. permanent pasture ‘ 

i > the cover, F, which is of sheet-iron or tin, the | or meadow, it is highly essential that the land ‘ 

‘ ; edges of which are clinched over the upper | should be worked as fine as possible, and ren- ; 

| 5 edges of the casting. It isa simple apparatus — pee een and free ion reer 
/ 2 : 4 . e seeds should be sown ona calm day, (or : 

' 2 bid heating flat-irons by a lamp for dressing | ‘1.5 will be irregularly distributed.) and be ‘ 
‘ 2 clothes without the use of a coal fire. It can | merely brushed in with a “light brush har-‘ 

£ be set upon the same table on which the clothes | row,” as the seeds of many natural grasses are ; 

3 ave to be dressed; in this respect it is very | $° minute pee a deeply they can not ; 
i 2 * 5 . germinate. en the object is to obtain a fine ; 

> Sone ER and at the same time it obviates the | ciose pasture in the shortest possible time, the ! 

4 2 great heat of a coal fire in the furnace, which | seed should be sown without any other crop.— 
i is very oppressive in warm weather.—{Scien- | Permanent grass seeds should not be sown be- |i 

i: tific American. fore the fitst week in April,(May here,) nor la- 

——— ___ | ter than the first week in August, being easily 
i gag7 There were 24,000,000. lbs. of tea im-| injured yy frost when coming through the 

qa ported into this country last year. ground.—[Farmer’s Herald, Chester, Eng. 
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i For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. We would recommend our correspondént to % 
Bugs in Peas, &c. read Mr. Townley’sinteresting and instructive rs 

5 ee - article on the culture of the potato, in the last * en 
2 2 Heernek one a soleeier f volume of our State Agee Society’s 2 ef 
your Pere? T take tho liberty to propound 6 Transactions, though he may not accede to all * & ¢ few miscellaneous questions for solution, thro’ thucunent > ‘ aa 

> your columns: ES eis a 
1, What is the cause of bugs in peas? Cutting Wheat Early. é z 

2 cine ehere any remesiy for them? The best time for cutting wheat, so asto a 
5 _ Last spring I procured a Paper of Marrow- | sooure the greatest weight and value of both - ‘4 2 fat Peas—raised either by Risley or Parker, of grain and straw, has Reaudévoal by repeat- < “ig 

; oy York—which were freefrom bugs. This ed and carefully conducted experiments to ; aa 
2 spring nearly all of them werebuggy. If you, | he before it is fully ripe. About ten days ¢ 5 
5 or any of your correspondents, can furnish a] before this period, is the medium pointed : ES 
2 solution of this, I shall be pleased to hear it. | out by different trials in different countries. ~ ae 
5 3. What is the best grass seed to seed down Mr. Hannam, of Yorkshire, England, some > es: 
3 ® pasture with—with or without manure; and | years since communicated tothe Journal © = 
5 how will red clover do forpasture? Is clover of Agriculture, a detailed account of wheat * Pe 
Z and timothy good, to mix together; and, if so,| cut at five different times from “quite © i 
§ in what quantities? green” until “ dead ripe” covering a period ° a 
¢ + What is the best way to save and plant} of four years. That cut a fortnight before * Ee 
5 the seed of the potato? W. W. Visers. | it was ripe, gave an advantage in point of § Ki 
? Emerald Grove, Wis, May, 1854. weight of gross produce of 13 1-5 per cent.; = ee 
5 Remarxs—t1. The cause of bugs in peas is| in weight.of equal measures of nearly + : Pa 
? owing to no fault of culture, or want of health pereent.; in weight of equal number of 2 # 
§ and vigor in the plant, but simply to the fact, grains of 24 per cent. It was superior in § iH 
2 that an insect, directed by the instinct of its| quality and value of grain above the other * i 
$ nature, deposits its egg in the germ of the new | specimens 34 per cent.; and in weight of ‘ q 
é pea, which in due time becomes a bug. straw 5 percent. That reaped ten days : te 
$ 2. The only practical remedy known is late | before it was ripe was nearly equal to that < =A 
planting or sowing. The insect islimited to a| cut as above, which shows that the com. = ‘7 

§ certain period for depositing its eggs, which | mencement of harvest should not be delay- ° a 
é closes, in this region, from the first tothe tenth | ed later than a full fortnight before the ri- = +f 
$ of June. All peas sown after this date will pepe oe aan. £ the N.Y. Acrienl. * ae 
{not be likely to be affected. We have raised n the J Hons of the N. r.fignienl- - i 
2 peas for several years,and have had no bugs in eee “a ——s< ar 5 i 
¢ them, Those who wish to eat early peas, % Sb as eae g ae 
2 must put up with eating the young gruds also, a Pts = bore at = ‘cue 2 4 
2 for they do not become dugs till late:in the fall Stee ie et a rps Soeur é a3 
g . . y 5 sf 
} ay es recvarmend timotiny ant clas of Mr. Hannam. ‘The weight of one hun- * a 
§ eace dred kernels of wheat, cut when the “heads * a : ver. We prefer the June clover to the longer were mostly yellow, and still erect, with a é S 
3 variety, as it yields more and better feed—| py ‘of green in the chalf, ” exceeded ¢ fe 
2 With timothy and clover-we ‘should use eight that of the same number of seeds fully ripe,“ A 
3 quarts of timothy and four of clover to the two. grains weight—the one sample weigh- 5 ot 
j Acre. [See articles in the present number, on} 5 os ong the other 58 grains 2 ‘ 
; Grass Seeds and Sowing Grass Seeds] “Many other experiments have confirmed / 4 
5, 4 Late researehes and experiments seem to| 4),, above,.and proved that wheat cut from < ca 
3 have demonstrated'the fact, that under-ripe sets one to two weeks previous to its becoming > & 
i produce more vigorous an@ productive plants dead ripe, is plumper, weighs heavier, has © 4 
> than perfectly ripe tubers of the same variety. | Joss bran and more nutritive matter, than > i 
We should.sélect those, too, of medium size; | when longer unharvested. As soon as the a 
plant whole, and manure only with well-rotted | ctraw immediately below the head turns of 

manure. .The seed should be kept ina dry and | yellow—becoming hard and dry two or eH 
ool cellar. three inches in length —itis evident that 3 
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! no more nourishment can be received from 

the root, and that both straw and grain Ce aN gt atl 

i 2 must deteriorate instead of advancing in ——— é 

3 value. The straw becomes more wood- iT | Mid $ 

! 3 like in texture, and the skin of the grain i HM ; 
fi ? acquires greater thickness, as do all such UL ee: : 

1 > seeds at full maturity. The straw is worth A } ; 

3 nearly one fonrth more as feed for cattle, : } ; 

> than that which stands until bleached and 1B 3 

is dice = ; 

i » ET: : i ' a } 
} In cutting wheat while a portion of the) : i ™ i 

: * straw is yet green greater attentionis neces- = ; 

ie } sary to curing, of course, than when it is ful- New Center Table and Desk: 5 

i * lyripe. It is a good plan to let it lie in the _— é 

3 swath for a part-of theday, and the bun-| |The acormpanying cuts represent a new ar- ¢ 
it > dies should in all cases be made smaller |ticle of furniture. It is a table, writing desk ( 

: ; } sized. It will need also to remainin the and chair combined. The “Banner of Indus- ‘ 

4 > shock for a longer period, but if properly | try,” New York, speaks of it as a most desira- ( 
i ; Cec eat ee Pees ‘ 

> put up, little injury need be apprehended ble article of furniture adapted to offices, sit- ) 

BT ; from occasional showers, For seed, it is |ting rooms, parlorsand schools. ( 

ES » thought wheat should become fully ripe— | After the occupant is seated, the chair is { 

Ff 3 [Rural New Yorker, hooked to the desk part, and thus a very easy ¢ 

i > So ee _,__ {arm chair is formed. Underneath the desk is ; 
‘ 3 pees See ai ante ia a drawer. The whole is on socket rollers, en- ( 

if 5 as te the quantity of seed to be s er acre. | obling the person occupying it to move about ; 
i ‘ ‘ i 

4 ‘ The following pies Sn Howard, |the room without rising. When it is in'the ¢ 

. » Esq. Editor of the ‘oston tivator, answers | form of a table, there is considerable space to ( 
iB ; the general enquiries which are made: store articles of clothing or books { 

‘4 ¢ «A good mixture of grasses for hay, and the a beatae ( 

i 5 proper quantity for one acre, on soils of medi- Walling & Hodges, No. 202 Ninth Avenue, ‘ 

lis ? um dryness, is the following: are the Patentees and manufacturers. 4 

4 ¢ Red pom, : 8 Ibs. or 4 qts. ml } 

\ Herds-grass, or timothy, 8 gts. aT i 

z 5 Red-top, ? 1 bushel. — ¢( ae, ( 

2  “Insome instances clover is sown chiefly as (4 (ues | Il ? 

i 3 an improver of the soil, and as it will only oc- Hi] (i ‘i t 

 eupy the ground one or two years, it is best Hi Pre = t 

f 2 under these circumstances to sow no grass ty * ( 

> seeds with it, but to increase the quantity of 2 § 

clover sced to twelve or fourteen pounds to the _ } ‘ ? 

bi. ? acre. Where the land is unfavorable to clover, eal = ( 

4 5 that seed should be omitted, and the herds — 

ie ? grass seed increased to twelve quarts and the => § 

* red-top to five pecks to theacre. Clover being x ee. 

i 2 biennial, dies out more or less after the first We think they would be an acquisition; 

i > year, sat = space it occupies is filled with the |to schools—not only in reference to conve- i 

i » spread of the grasses. i ve: ‘ 

i >» "For pastures, on soils of medium quality ee ant sleneo arden andigoed apvertment « 

i > and tolerable dryness, the following mixture ey may requires little more space than some ( 

! 3 has been found to succeed well : forms of desks and benches, and this may be 4 ,' 

i 3 Red clover, 2 qts. benefit, by preventing the crowding of too ma-( 

'f , White do, 2 do. ny scholars in a given space. This article is; 

: , ear blue grass, : a well adapted to legislative chambers. ir 
i 2 2 es (| 

iq es bash: Ixpran Corn.—The Toledo (Ohio) Blade ef 
> « : a 

i Poa sau bro eee on Wet | timates the Indian corn to be shipped from To- ( 

f oo ledo the coming season at 6,000,000 bushels— , 

t Sxow, inSantiago, Chili, is sold at two dol- | The largest quantity ever shipped from that 

if lars per hundred pounds—and it is said that | port in any previous season was 3,878,047 bu- 
Li the contractors do not give good weight at that. | shols, 
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¢ wei; i : f 
ighed and their downward tendency taken e Stock Registor. by the scales under the even hand of the worthy 4 £ qua aiee so Cpe a Tees See President—a true Arcadian—assisted by his no- ¢ s ; Wisoonsin State Agricultural Society's ble compeer, the former Treasurer of the Socie- é 3 5 ~ Sheep Shearing Festival. ty,of both of whom all Waukesha sheepdom may § ‘ 

> Being duly apprised of the interesting devel- wicdiGneueer é 2 : opment in the history of our St. Ag, Society, as a coming on of over-alls, rolling up of sleeves, ¢ 3 
‘ eae in its having offered a ae dsome list and a whetting of blades which put to silence ¢ ; ; of premiums to the owners and exhibitors of the very bleating tongue, Every shearer with his ¢ 4 + most valuable sheep, at Whitewater on the 31st | °™'Y eating tongue. rete . § “ , ult, we packed up our duds on the evening be- sheep, and glittering steel in hand, waited the : 2 3 f x bs Stevan: | Stmmons. - The flushed cheek, the quivering $ 3 3 fore, took lodgings at the hotel of T. Stey StS, Fie dheaa neti hand and dew covered brow ¢ 5 ; Capitol, for some half dozen considerations, was | 'P? ee ¢ 5 : xs of those sturdy yeomen openly revealed the § 4 } up at two a. a. and seated ‘in the cars—started truth, quorum -magna pars f@;,inwardly and 7 Pe ; off at three under the-lead of the iron steed, a aie felt b feasts ee their Shee % é % new nag in these parts, was honorably passed | The ae dee = given Janda Tenia tet Y ; 88 a dead head by a gentlemanly conductor who silver greys, alias shearers, were put to the hides ¢ ; } has vastly more courtesy than some of his su- of the wooley heads, Soon they were disrobed é i FEE eae ee nee OO LI ote thainiflanainaeaniee ato é ; 3 with several other gentlemen of like stamp and | on, dering lambkins.- The quick elick-of the { 4 

: kidney. shearer’s blades was drowned in the merry ¢ & ; _ Ms soon as landed we were accosted by C.M. langh and joyous shout of youths and maidens $ z ; Clark, a former pupil, and a worthy young gathered round and the soft undulations of the ¢ ¢ ; man withal, was put on board of a double wa- shepherd’s lute drawn through the brazen ¢ ; ; gonand shortly set down ‘at the dose of his pipes of a martial band pierced the uppep air! ¢ 
ae eI M, Clark,-Esq. The family is a Then came noon with the kind invitation from $ 2 , Sood specimen of what farmar’s families can ke | those interested to all present and the “gentle= ¢ i > and what they oughtto be, After having filled men of the Milwaukee press? besides, toa § 

jan “aching void from a well spread boar sum-to-us-dinner prepared for the occasion and é z and offered our morning orisons, we took a paid for by the partakers. Toour rescue came $ i look at the farm, cattle, sheep, swine and poul- several friends, each with his acknowledged ¢ 4 
: by of car host. Mr. Clark has one of the best claim for our presence and service at his table j 4 ; farms naturally and artificially that we have| in discussing grave matters, such as beef, pork, ¢ x : Seen in Wisconsin. . It consists ofF00 acres with and mutton, together with'Pomona’s gift. We $ ; living water upon every quarter section, and a Were so fortunate as to find ourself at the well ¢ 3 > due portion of up, low and woodland to make furnished board of cur friend and patron, Mr. § : ; itvaluable both as grazing or a stock farm— Starring, incompany with such staunch friends ¢ id ; Wewere pleased to see a handsome flock of | o¢ Agriculture, Horticulture, and fine stock, as ¢ : ; Yaluzble Spanish Merinos, which Mrs. C. said | Mfossrs Webster, of Fox Lake, Willard of Janes- § i 4 had never failed to be profitable when all things Ville, and Gifford of Milwaukee. After strength- § € ; else came short. ening the inner man we took ahasty look upon ¢ q > A bern 140 feet long and due proportioned, the outer world about us, when we found our- $ a ; with a.basement of stable room and shelter selves ina beautiful cottage embowered in an- 2 i ; for stock, was being erected on the premises.—+ sient oaks and recent shrubbery with a freitful < q t As we left this rural home and cast our eye and neatly cared for garden attached, in which $ . ; back over the thickly clothed meadows and we could easily see the workings of the tasteful { j ficlds of living green, protected from invasion as well as frugal housewife, and the practical 2 3 ; by substantial fences we sighed that we pos-| Horticulturist and Pomologist. Mr. Starring ¢ a Sessed so little of earth. shows much skill in fruit culture. His trees are é ; On returning to town we found all alive and very fine. His farm we did not have time to look £ ‘ bleating. Under. the Society’s"eapacious tent | at, $ q 
were gathered sheep and bucks nota few. There When we returned to the tent we found the | was hurrying to and fro and gathering crowds committees earnestly engaged in the weightier E rushed around. .The sheep were all cornered matters of the festival, as they were weighing | jand the bucks tied. After they had. been | off the fleeces so white, so clean and so fine 3 
LLL NDE DAL eS a 
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The result and the basis of the decisions is pub- | Aeavy, but long and level; if she stands a little ( 

lished.in another column. long on the legs, it must not be too long; the 
This was a triumphant day for the Wis. St. | thighs somewhat thin, with a slight tendency ? 

> Ag. Society, and honorable to its officers. Its | to crookedness or sickle-hammed behind; the ; 

= influence on the sheep husbandry of the state | tail thick at the upper part, but tapeting below; : 

3 cannot be otherwise than valuable and perma- | and she must have a mellow hide and smooth { 
= nent.. There was also a goodly number of fine | hair, Common consent has given to her targe ? 
> horses, and several cattle present whieh were | milk veins, and, although the sabcutaneous or ; 

{ * worthy of commendation. milk veins have nothing to do with the udder, ? 
> The occasion gave us a good opportunity of | hut convey the blood from the fore part of the { 

ig seeing many of our patrons and witnessing the | chest and sides to the inguinal vein; yet a: 
a : suecess of their efforts, and renewing our ac- | jarge milk-yein certainly indicates a strongly ‘ 
; 2 quaintance with many old friends from Ver- developed vascular system, one favorable to se- / 
it ; mont, a State which has furnished Wisconsin | oretion generally, and to that of the milk a- : 
% | with more goo@%lood sheep, aud thoroug bred | mong the rest. The udder should be inclined ? 
5 5 Bucks, than all the world beside. After taking | +5 pe yather large in proportion to the size of : 
i ? tea. with our respected friend and pupil, Mr. | i,¢ cow, but not too large; it must be suffici- : 

: ; Rush Pratt, we took the evening train for Madi- | ent1y capacious to contain the proper quantity : 

| { Son, paying our full fare to a-dead head condue- | o¢ milk, but not too bulky, lest it should thick- i 
4 > tor, congratulating ourself on our arrival here | oy and become loaded with fat..‘The skin of 3 
7 ; a bsg prurehasod exraatona a ae the udder should be thin and perfectly free ‘ 
; : y eo ee ie ai ea from lumps in. every part. The teats should ? 
; : oa Se eee Nene eeeneen wee be of moderate size, at equal distances from ‘ 
| 2 i: each other every way, and of equal size from / 
i : : For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | the udder to nearly the end, where they should : 
1 ‘ Desifble Points in a Good Milch Cow. |runtoa kind of point. When they are too / 
: 5 omlneens Eorors;ia your. ‘April. number large near the udder they permit the milk to : 

: * some very important questions were put te your nee down too freely.. from the bag-and lodge 3 

; < correspondents, which I had hoped would have eee oe ee oe me Seen be ’ 
! been answered in your May number. I will |°*' pemeys oe Toe < oe eee i . : 

* now endeavor to answer one of them, viz. :~— | cannot retain her milk after the bag begins : 
; > “What are the desirable pointsin a great |*° be fulland heavy. The udder should be of : 

milker ?” nearly equal size before and bchind—if there } 

) She should have alongand rather a small | 8 2y differemee, it should be broader and ful- : 

- head. A large headed cow will seldom cither | Jer before than behind. 5: = ; 
> give much milk or fatten well. The eyeshould There are some doggerel lines which I re. 3 

be bright, yet with a peculiar placidness and member to have heard at the Veterinary Col- : 

¢ quietness of expression; the chops thin and lege, London, Slee and which stuck me at 
- the horns small; the neck should not beso thin {the time as expressing the greatest number of 

as that which common opinion has given. The peot points of a well madecow, that I have not : 

> mile cow may be thin, but it must soon begin to jrorcosten Giem, and am ee to pew thtem— : 
thicken, especially when it approaches the a ere ca j 
shoulder; the dew-lap should be small; t shee long a her oe pie fine in her horn ; i 

breast wide, and should project before the légs; |Shewstees it her pel ant talline ads { k 
the chine, toa certain degree, fleshy and‘inchin- | She's heavy in flank, and wide inher Join. j 

- ing to fullness; the girth behind the shoulfiér She’s broad in her ribs, and long in her ramp; { 

> should be deep; the ribs should spread but | A straight and flat back, without ever-a hump; | 
< Wide, soas to give as globular a form as possi- | She’s wide in her hips, and calm in her eyes; - | 
> bleto the careass, and.each should project fur- | She’s fine in her shoulders and thin in her thighs 
= ther than the preceding one, to the very loins, She's light in her neck, and small in her tail; s. 

{ aud must be a little wider below than above, cgerwide fo har direst send good at the pail; |i | 
i giving thereby as much breadth as possible to Shes a pulesy eae Fe oe et ee § 

=the most valuable parts. She must be well : C. Lorrvs Manis. 
@ fornzed across the hips and en the ramp—not TurtleGrove, May, 1854.
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Sueer Sueanine Festiva.—The following} How To Wixter 100 Seep From 

is the award of premiums: \\ | Two Acres or Laxp.—We have been ac- 

5 Class A. \} cused of inducing farmers to try visionary > 

§ _ For 10 best ewes, Edgerton & McCarter, of | experimeuts. We hardly know what mean- ¢ 

j Sone Merinoes—s25,. 7 ling those who use the word visionary would 3 

Se Soe ee aeide esa ata! oe |put to it in this connection, nor do we care. ¢ 

{ For third best 10 do, B-M, Rice, of Rich. Ww oe oe the ploring project < 3 
$ mond—same breed—$6. producing fodder enough on two acres of 2 

2 For 10 best yearling ewes, James Davis, of land to winter one hundred: sheep. But, 5 

{ Waukesha—same breed——$6. says Mr. Doubtful, it must be made very ¢ 
% For 10 best lambs. progeny of ewes exhibit-| 7 -. y 2 
¢ ed, E. M. Rice, of Richmond, $6. rich. Manure it generously—plough it ¢ 

: For second best 10 do. progeny of ewes ex- thoroughly—harrow it fine—roll it smooth ¢ 

2 hibited, T. C. Dousman, $4. —put on the markerand mark it into rows 3 

‘ Class B. three feet apart and sow Indian corn: in : 

é For bes buck, 2 yrs. or over, E. F. Williams, | drills. Hoe it twice, and after the second é 

£ of Cold Spring, $15. hoeing take-your seed-sower and sow be- : 

3 For second best do. 9 yrs. or over, J. A-| tween each two rows of corn a row of flat < 
$ Fletcher, of Johnstown, $10. tcaeiiecd ich i indled, © 

i Hen best single ewe, George Paddock, of Wa- ee a a ‘lt Ee er vai ie 2 < 
? terville, S10. ut it up; let it wilt, then tie itinto bundles. < 

g ae cecond best do. Oliver Salisbury, of Li-| and shock itup as youdo corn-stalks which 3 

= ma, $3. i 2 
See s you have cut in the usual way, and let them < 

$ ees aerline buck, Geo. C. Pratt, of| stand until. dry. It would not be strange: : 

} "For second best do. S. NV. Hawes, of Fon du if you had six tons of fodder per acre when < 

é Lac, $5: they are sufficiently dry to put into the : 

3 Class C. barn. This will be twelve tons, : from two ¢ 

é _ First premium for shearer, Chauncey Lewis, acres) Now, to winter one hundred sheep ¢ 

3 $6. you ought to have twenty tons of fodder, ¢ 

¢ 2d do. do. do. G.H. Canfield, $3. Yonhave got twelveof them aud want $ 

g 3d do. do. do. H. Heminway. 8 more, or four tons from each acre. The 2 

2 Forte Winco nul fowa Farmer. | turnips ought to produce this amount. Let ¢ 

£  Snesr ox Suanrs—Messrs. Editors:—I found | us see, Allowing abushel of turnips to < 

3 in your worthy No. of June, a cortespondent weigh 60 pound, in order to have four tons § 

¢ making au inquiry for sheep on shares. Will) on an acre you should raise 1334 bushels. : 

§ you please tell him and others, thet I shall have| Will not your land produce this amount 5 

2 from 400 to 600 sheep to let ‘or sell. We have after taking away the Indian corn crop. 

3 had good luck with our lambs this spring, so So you willhave your twenty tons of ¢ 

2 that our flock swelled to the number of 1200] food from two acres. But will the sheep eat < 

S head. Wx. G Roszars. | the corn-stalks? Yes we have tried that. < 

2 Mt. Pleasant, Racine eo, June, 1854. Just run the stalks through a straw-cutter = 

5 ie al and ballin ..., | and feed them out to the sheep, and they : 

3 B= A practical ms intelligent English will eat them all up. We have tried it, > 

j farmer told me oh a Ye pat oe COWS! and several others have tried it. Then < 

toa large well-bred bu ‘I nate se lowing} ram your turnips through a vegetable = 

{ summer, his cows gay Ay vag a third more) entter, and they will eat them all upelean. < 

B: milk than they did be a eke oe The sheep should be young-and hearty, = 

JB 2 enced the same result, Has not the law of! and have good teeth. Who will try the 

Jf. § nature something to do with it. Does she experiment this year? We are bound to, $ 

Bp: provide more liberally for a large ofspring ic one—[Maine Farmer. : 

[B  thana small one.” ‘This idea is quite new $n : 

IB < to us. Hasit been observed elswhere?) a" A Vermont ox is now exhibiting : 

WE = tis worthy of attention, for if such is the] at Cleveland, Ohio, which is six feet three < 

WB § fact, another evil of using small worthless! inches high, twenty feet from tip to tip, 2 

bulls is brought to light, and will help| girths ten feet, js in ordiniary flesh, and j 

eradicate them from our farms. If any of| weighs four thousand pounds. The pro- ¥ 

our readers possess information on the sub-_| prietor ix taking him to the prairies of Tt) 

ject, will they let us know !—[Farm. Comp. nois to obtain room for him to grow. @) 

£ preg IE NT
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ih ¢ - f = We think the most favorably of employing ; t- ¥ 0 rts ¢ U j 7 U i C. oe They ee convert the Aiden sities t 
5 Sst ~=S*é‘“«*oppers and locusts” into choice turkey and ! 

2 The Locusts. chicken meat. This is one of the ge Se- : 
; Messrs. Eprrors:—The locustsare unusual- | crets of living in this world, to convert our en- 3 

Hs > ly plenty in this locality this season, and ma- | emies into our friends ; making those original. { 
ie < ny fears are entertained in consequence of | /y our destroyers, eventually our Supporters.— } 

E 2 their destructive habits. Can you inform us | Success to all efforts in this line. i 
; through the Farmer, of any means to protect | - enn : 
? our gardens and fruit trees from their ravages. For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. ? 

© Rochester, June, 1854. S. Broop. Red and Black Ants, 5 
le Remarxs.—There are so many insects that i a nih RGA ERE i 4 > commonly go under the name of locusts, that I wish to inquire through the Farmer if you i 
He " weare somewhat in doubt what insect is al- | C4" prescribe a remedy to destroy both red and i 
i : -Indied to by our-earrespondent,” without. épeci- black ants? They destroy almost every thing } 

i. S mensbeforeus. We would be obliged to Mr. |i my garden. They destroy my rhubarb, : 
4 * Blood, and all of our correspondents enquiring | £°°¢berries and currants, also leaves on the ; 

| © any thing about insects, to send us samples in | ®PPle trees that I planted this spring. I pace i 
2 * small vials, and tell us all they know of their |* ama Te about the size of a flea, that is ; 

A S Ristite AV eican thee join our knowledge with pe thick upon all the plants, and perforates i 

a > theirsand both together may be able to settle | the leaves. A remedy to destroy them will be : 
i the question regarding them. j thankfully received. $ 
i ; ‘There are three or four kinds of locusts | My wheat and oats look remarkably well.— i 
a > which havemade their appearance inour coun- | Corn on the sod very geod. Our valley seems i 

i < try at different times.. The same means of de- | to be a prosperous place. and promises a good ; 
‘ etruction are to be made use of for every kind. | return. Emigration is fiowing in here every ; 

A . This is summed up under decepitation: Eith- | day, and thousands passing through for La : 
4 > er by collecting them on sheets or cloths pre- | Crosse and Minnesota Territory. ‘ 

if : BL for the purpose, and feeding them to | J. Nerraun +: 
i » Towls and swine, or by keeping a sufficient num- j Lisbon, Adams co., Wis. June, 1854: ; 

1 ber of chickens and young turkeys to keep é Hf your grounds clean tae weeks Baht | Remanrs—We have never before heard of : 
re cane very fond of them. {any such depredation upon vegetation by ants, } 
i 1n France, the people make a business of | as our correspondent here describes ; nor have ; 

collecting the insects sind their eggs, a reward be ever knoym them to molest fruit of any i 
: : being offered by-Government for their destruc- | kind, to any oe cecepe the strawberry.— $ ; tion. The locusts are taken by means cf a [oo are roguish in doors, (like the rest of the : 
; piece of stout cloth; carried by four persons, j children.) wherever they find eee: 
‘ - two of whom drawit rapidly along, so that the Small bits of camphor gum strewed about Places : 
K edge may sweep over the surface of the soil, they infest will drive them away. To drive : 

: © and the two.others hold up the cloth behind at | em from trees and plants, sprinkle the foli- i 
; an angle of 45 degrees. This gathers the in- | "2° Es os os Be PnUE, or a decoction of S 3 2 = a: 3 _z.,7 | der leaves, either of which are cheap. .To kill ; ii sects into winrows,from Which they ate sacked, th iy ihedecnets 4 eae 
; and afterwards dipped in hot water, to kill them,. smh, apply ipe desoction (made. strong} tot peo 

ie and fed to the swine. A similar mode-has been | D°S**: ‘To keep them from ascending trees, tie ‘ : ; employed in New England. a piece of wool around the trunk. 2 | 

i 5 Heavy stormso? rain often destroy them al-| The bug, from the description given, we are if. 
: most entirely. To catch them, they should be | inclined to think, is a small insect: generally fn it attended to this month, before their wings get | fund on theleaves of potatoes, and which, so ( 

‘: > sufficiently grown to enable them to fiy easily, fir as we know, is considered harmiess. To i ; 
i { when, if disturbed, our game would take to | Itive them away, try the same remedyas re- ¢ i 4 themselves wings and fly away. commended for the ant. It may be that a 
i 2 Most any method adopted must be general | sprinkling of ashes. when the dewis on, would 

i /) throughout the district to he of much service. ' Swer the same purpose. 
! bine. RE CONS p ent ONES CEN SRT ON 
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5 BIGARREAU MONSTREUSE DE MEZEL. 2 

3 The Horticulturist speaks of this Cherry | larger than Black Tartarian, obtuse heart-shap- é 

? thus :— ed, with arr uneven surface. Stalk, long and $ 

2. *The Bigarreau Monstreuse de Mezel, of | slender. Color—dark mahogany. Flesh—firm, = 

Bi ¢ which we give a portrait, proves to be a large | somewhat like the Tradescant’s Black Heart, - 

productive variety, and, as the fruit is firm, val- | juicy, and agreeable, though not highly flavor- 

[ uable for marketing. The tree isa ery seronge ed. The fruitis produced in yey large clusters. 

irregular grower—more so than the Elton, or | Ripe at Rochester, latter part 0 June and be- () 

> any other variety we knoy of, and, as far as we | ginning of July—usually fasts to the middle of 
) have observed, quitehardy. Fruit—yvery large, | July.” 
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IS WS Abstract of Proceedings of the North-| Passed without action. t | 

| Hi western Fruit Growers Association. Bartlett—Mr Stewart, of Quincy~It ob- ¢ 

i $ — sains general favor Where known; he deems it ; 

a $ [conTINUED FROM FAGE 133.) one of the best. Q 

ig > —_— Mr Brayton—At the North it is generally $ 

2 PEARS. considered very good, but subject santeetiny : 

- ?  Bloodgood.—-Mr. Brayton—-An excellent Jown when young ; fruit second only te Flem- ¢ 

18, 5 Pear; does not like the tree on account of its |ish Beauty, of varieties tested in his vicinity. ¢ 

i S dwarfish habit. Mr Loomis—First rate in his locality, nev- ‘ 

i $ Mr Edwards, of Bureau, has fruited it; an |er fails; bears too much on quince; considers : 

; > early and good Bearer ; slow, but healthy grow- | one tree on pear root of this variety worth a/ 

f 2 er; tree appears hardy, has never blighted. Jozen‘on quince. ¢ 

| lf 2 Mr Loomis—Fruit of first rate flavor; a ve- Voted to recommend as best for general cul- « 

| lie © ry desirable variety. : * | tivation. $ 

i : oe fruit; tree has not ; Plenish Beauty.————— Hardy, very : 

MSc eg rt; asow grower [th te"Woruleonquiee n 
i 5 Voted to recommend for farther trial. : Mr Colby had fine fruit this season on : 

ie 3 Dearborn's Seedling —Mr. Stewart, of Quin- | quince stock; succeeds well on it with him. 

AM 2 cy=The slowest grower of all Pear trees in) Mr Edwards, of Bureau—Somewhat liable : 

Be < his selection; despairs of doing any thing with |to blight; does well on thorn root. s 

a S it. _. .,__ |i Mr Stewart, of Quincy, has large trees, free 

2 $ Mr Brayton—Not a slow grower with Jim ; | from blight. 3 

ae > soil, deep sandy loam, Mr Humphrey—Trees hardy, snd it isa ve- < 

; ag 5 Mr. Shepherd—With him a moderate grow- |ry desirable variety in fowa. ‘ 

| ; 5 er, not subject to blight ; small size of fruitan} “Mr Fahnestock—With them a good grower ‘ 

¢ 5 objectiontoit. ~ Jon quince; budded at the ground, makesa beau- ; 

| 5 5 Mr Loomis—With him a fair grower, and | tiful tree. ; 

| i > hardy as any. Mr Danlap has a fine tree, ten feet high, on ; 

| it 2 Mr Truesdell—A slow grower, a very early | quince, this year bore one Pear. « 

i ¢ bearer; considers it desirable. Mr Ellsworth—Blights a little ;-has it on 

} < Voted to recommend for farther trial. Angers quince and on pear stock ; does well; ; 

a 2 Madeleine —Mr. Edwards, of Buréau—an | has examine! trees to see if they wére double - 

! | early bearer, but with him one of the most lia» worked; they were not. On some varieties of « 

‘ ; 3 £ ple to blight. quince no Pear will floarish. é 

| i ° Mr Truesdell and Mr Galusha—Very liable Mr Loomis has Pears of two years’ growth 

} bt > to blight: grows too fast on our rich prairies; | unfavorable variety of quince, not two feet $ 

=. > will not endure winters. high; would as soon think of putting them on , 

' rf ¢ Mr Loomis—Succeeds well with him. oak; on the Angers frequently gets more than 

i < Mr Montague thinxs it more important to |four feet the first season. = 

j © get trees that will live than those bearing very Mr Colby—Does well with him. : 

j > choice fruit; and trees liable to blight cannot Mr Fahnestock—AU varieties that thrive in ; 

2 grow the Madeleine. New York may not do as wellin the West.— ; 

By 2° Mr Colby—Of six varieties he cultivates, Until within four or five years they had believ- 

‘ © this does the best of any ; has never blighted | ed the books: that the Flemish Beauty would 

| a < "Mr Fahnestock—One of the best growets.— | not grow on* the quince; at that time they re- © 

G > The fruit should be considered with reference czived an importation of Pear trees from Andre 

to its season. As anearly Pear, it is one of the Leroy, of Angers, France; among them were 

= best; precedes, in time of ripening, the Blood. |some fine trees of itonthequince. They have 

ees = good. The growth of tree is very upright and |$:nce propagate! it thus, and found it to do 

i. S thrifty; should be headed back; can thus pro- well. Considers Angers quince stocks prefer- ° 

i > duce fine pyramidal trees. Of six thousand | able to any other variety for the Pear; the Up- 

ate’ 2 trees in nursery, none blighted. One of the right quinse is too slow a grower; others die : 

f = pest on this account. out soon, The Angers keeps up very nearly 

eee < “Mr Stetson—As thrifty a tree as any, and with the growth of the Pear. When heading 

ae 5 not subject to blight; one of the best market down budded trees in the spring, cut close to : 

eae. 2 fruits. the bud; the wound'then heals, and the bud { 

eee: ¢ _ Mr Dunlap—May be a desirable variety in |and stock form a per: fect'tnion. § 

} / § New York, but wont do here; is very liable to| Mr McWhorter had fifty varieties on pear | 

£ 5 blight. seedling roots, nearly all lost with the blight.— ° 

L ‘3 > Mr Ellsworth—Succeeds well boch on Pear Flemish Beauty promised well for o time since ; 

i 2 and Quince, soil light or heavy, not subject to blighted; commen: dry® prairie soil, clay sub- < 

eae ¢ plight; handsome gro wer and good fruit. soil. ‘ 

ere ‘Coleman—-More subject to blight than| Mr Truesdell never Jost a tree on pear root; | 

‘ i other varieties at Peoria. sandy subsoil. eo 

4 é Mr Brayton—Generally worthless in’ the} Voted to recommend as best for general cul- 2:8 

ij North-West. tivation. i] 
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Louise Bonne D’ Jersey—Mr Brayton has| a given number of trees of this variety than 
found the tree tootender for his soil and cli-| any other. 

4 mate. Mr Jennison—From a tree planted six years + 
§ Mr Shepherd—Cultivated as successfully in | since had a fair crop this year for the first. 2 
$ his section asany; grows well on pear, and re-} Mr Hanford has four trees that bore freely ¢ 
? markably well on quinee. third year from graft. (Query, on quince ¢ 
é Mr Loomis raises more trees of this variety | stock?—Sec.) No symptoms of blight. 4 
¢ than any other; fruit generally first rate, not| MrShepherd had fine specimens on tree two 5 
§ as good this year as usual. years from bud on quince stock. > 
$ Dr. Warder+Admired much for its beauty; Mr Ellsworth—-Experience same; a fine > 
2 flavor not quite as deliciousus White Doyenne ; | grower, both on pear and quince. 5 
¢ best onquince. At Flushing, L. 1, saw many} Mr Stewart, of Quincy—Has blighted with ¢ 
§ specimens, all cracked badly at the core, him, though not as bad as some others. $ 
< Mr A. Bryant has seen the same difficulty Voted to recommend as best for general cul- > 
2 when raised on trees two hundred years old; | tivation. é 

§ fruit so much injured -that not one could-be| Prince's St. Germain—-Mr 8. Edwards—with $ 
3 oe. a a. him very liable to blight. 2 

z CR0e, EET: 200 Easter Beurre.—Both passed as too little ¢ 
<  Seekel-+Dr. Warder has never heard any ob- | known in the West. 3 

§ jection! to it, except that when trees are old the| — Fyinger Nellis—~Messrs. Brayton and S. Ed- ? 
} fruit is too small; flavor unexcelled, if not un~| wards—Very liable to blight. € 
2 rivalled. Tree uncommonly hardy. one of the! My Loomis—Succeeds well with him ; grafts < 
¢ beston quince; has had growth first year on | o¢ thecollar;. considersit one of the best varie- ° 
¢ thorn of fifteen feet in the aggregate. i ties. s 
5 Mr Shepherd thought it a doubtfulvariety| Mr Jennison has frnited it, and esteems it 2 
2 om quince; Se ee highly. é 

2 Mr Stewart, of Quincy—Good grower, per+ Voted to pass it as good, but will not succeed $ 
€ feetly hardy, none better. cas in all localities. 5 
{ Mr Sep rele: One of the best varieties to} bo .52 Colmar-Mr Brayton has fruited it; 5 
5 resist light. ¥ ese ere a 2 
5 "Mr LoomisVery fair in our locality. pate ote it very promising; generally objected 5 

. : ee 0 on account of overbearing. 5 
¢ _ Mr Fahnestock—Fine on quince; grows as Mr. Hanford—Experience same. . 

5 thegiyas ah pear... Voted to pass as very good. 2 
Ee Eariy Berganot (probably local name).—M: 5 $ a . D3 . arly Bev gam am ——Mr > 
iB Washington,—=Passed a3 not sufficiently Brayton has a variety under this name; tree $ 
oe hardy, bears early, fruit fine, of sweet and de- 2 
2 Beurre Diel—Mr ShepherdA luxuriant | litious flavor. : < 

grower, and promises well asa good bearer. Mr Coleman has known several Bergamots; ‘ 2 er Pp s ‘gam ; 
$ ~~ Mr Loomis—Grows well with him on quince; | all but one variety quite inferior ; one~he 3 
> has many trees two years from bud, four feet } thinks same as Mr Brayton’s—is fine. ? 
? high, that have fine pyramidal heads. é No action taken. é 
{Mr Stewart, of Quincy~With him quite}  Hfosen Shenk—Mr Fahnestock introduced as $ 
§ subject to blight. one highly deserving cultivation ; fruit, size of + 
> Mr Fuhnestock-One of the best growers}! Beurre Diel;-ripens about the middle of Au- 2 
2 has one tree two yesrs from bud, which bore! ust; supposed a native of Pennsylvania... Vo- ¢ 
5 este pear like "i aa Stree = ted as best by Cincinnati Horticultural Society. 5 

5 presented:. Taking all its good qualities into}  s)-1don.—Mr Watts has been acquainted ? 
2 consideration, theyre Eee one of the best withit at Rochester some three years sg there 2 
2 Varieties; never it blight. | ¥ * . peation: 2 

¢ MrA. Bryant considers it quite subject to highly ieee ore ai ‘iin, 2 

§ fire blight; cultivates on rich, dry soil, clay} pe eommended for trial inthe West. $ 
§ subsoil; has tried mulching without success. Des Nones—Dr. Warder called attention to 2 
g ae Stewart—Experience came a8 Mr Bry~) + “pie Cincinnati Horticultural Society had 2 

2 Mr Loomis—A. few years since the blight | * presented by bony ne Hanchett & Co, : 
$ 'N. ¥.: theB of Syracuse, N. Y. created a great sensa- > 
> Die wes bad at Rochester, N.Y.; the ate tion there, on account of superior flavor, and > 
é fiiiane entively-exempt ; experience same in wig voted one ot the best of Hears. 2 

ana 2 r Fahnestock—The fruit is of good size, < 
2 Mk MeWhorter—One of the first to blight | cautiful golden yellow odlor,dotted with dark- $ 
2 oot nearly all his troes have died of) «spots. “he Societies at Boston and Pitts: > 
2 z 5 burgh-had the same action on it as at Cincins < q 
2 Passed withent action. nati. They came in possession of it four years ¢ 

White Doyenre.—MrBrayton—A slow gtow- | since from France. After its exhibition at 
er on pear stock. Cincinnati, they received orders from there, the 
Mr Loomis—Thrives well on “oak open- | same season, for one thousand of the trees; sent 

ings’; thinks more monty can: be made Nene to Francefor them=-could not be obtained.—, 
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For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. | well forthe purpose—and forward by mail to ¢) * 
New Insects. us, and we will remit the amount of cost in " 

3 _Messns. Eprrons:—Enclosed are some twigs Postage stamps. Will our friends remember f 
) of apple trees, cut from my trees—sonte set | this request? Send toS.P. Lathrop, Madi- ‘ bib 
, three years, and some one year this spring— |°™ Wis. A x ¢ bi 
» You will please examine them and the insect |_| The insect will be readily recognised by the $ ; 
} in them, which have entered the fork of the bud hole it makes into the small Hmbs, just at the 7 it 
} and stock. Yesterday, on examining my trees, axil or erotch, made by the leaf bud or small § ‘ 

} 1 found a black bug borer, about three-cighths | branch, and by its dark, rusty, Lrown color, ¢ i” 
5 of an inch long, which bores into the twigs almost black, being from. two to three-eighths ; % 

} about the size of a goose quill, entering always | °f 22 inch long. They may be found lighting * 
) ina fork, or just above a large bud, and de-| UPon the tree, and frequently in their holes in § 
} scend about an inch. They bore the pith en- the stem, s g ; 
3 tirely out, and thus must destroy all the small Thereare several specs of the Aphate, such § es 
} branches above them. Some trees are very |®S the Bassillaris, described in the 2d edition of ; : 

} much injured by them. To what extent they | Harris’ work on Insects Injurious to Vezeta- ¢ : 

} Will destroy my trees I cannot tell,as it is early | tion, page $1, which sometimes greatly injures ¢ a 
s in the season, and they are entirely new to me, | the shagbark walnut in New England; the Be f Py 
5 Will you, or some of your readers, inform me, | “@udatus, Bicornis, Serricollis,and Aspervicollis. : 2 
; it they know any thing about them, what will | These all very much resemble one another, and i 4 
) prevent their apparent ruin to trees if they |My yet be found to be only varieties of one or ¢ , 

; continue, &c., &c.? Also, what is the best me- | Wo species. { " 
» thod of destroying the bark louse and green-| We can, as yet, propose no remedy for their $ a 
: leaf louse? W. B. Ransom. Ate ne aes of them _ Baan Q i i 

5 ss the editor of the Wisconsin andowa Farm- ¢ ib 

; oo eee — Hi We aiags this will use them-up, at least : 

| mnogo gr pin econ MEh ers nd ows a se f 
peRe ee as se cisangtined ramnalogist) By a later <ieacalies from Mr. Racers i 
3 from North Carolina. He has also seen speci- | we jearn that they are found abundantly on i 
? ge naan om and ee Ee other trees. { 
? of Philadelphia, gave the name o: ate bicau- og me eg . 7 
> datus to one of the specimens from N orth Car- a = Na seca _- +2 sa ; 

2 olina. Most of the specimens from this region alee the foll ae language: “The time q 
> differ somewhat from the description given by of cuttin sasvecy! sel sbh effects the ; ls 
; him of the male insect, in Vol. ur., pp. 320-321 rpentio’ aaa au anid 88, yielded 4 

: ot set entene ¢F ie Roping ce Nnuire by samples of it. Careful experiments have Q be 
; Sciences. Most that we have seen may, how- shown with regard to wheat, that when eut ¢ uy 
} ever, be females. ss from 10 to 14 days before it is fully ripe, 
5 The habits of this insect are not much known | the grain not only weighs heavier but mea- 4 
2 to Entomologists. 1t is, therefore, very impor- anes more; it is positively better in quality, 3 4 

5 tant that all who have an opportunity should producing a’ larger proportion of fine flour i 

: wateh them closely, and note down their obser- | to the bushel. When the grain isin the 

3 Vations. We are indebted to Bradford Colley, | milk, there is but little woody fibre; nearly 
; of Beloit, as well as to W. B. Ransom, of Fon every thing isstarch, gluten, sugar &e..with é 

> du Lae, for specimens, and to the latter gentle- | q large per centage of water. If cut 10 or ‘ 
} man forthe preceding valuable observations in | 12 days before full ripeness, the proportion e 

5 Tegard tothem. We hope to hearfurther from | of woody fibre is still small; bnt as the # 
? him, as also from every other one who observes | crain ripens, the thickness of the skin rapid- # 
5 themany where. We hopeourfriends will take |]ly increases, woody fibre being formed ; 
> special pains to collect them from all the differ- | at the expense of starch and sugar; these ¢ 4 

ent kinds of trees upon which they may be | must obviously diminish ina corresponding 4 
found—keeping those fromthe same kind of | degree, the quality of the grain being of ¥ 4 

tree separate from the others ;—these can be| course injured. ‘The same thing is true as. q 
put into small vials—Homoopathic vials do to all of the other grains.” @ 

S a j
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¢ instructions there given,-follow them. Try to 

Domestic Econoiny. avoid as much as possible the getting of it wet, 

Fi eae ne ee Ca by cutting too much at once with the reaper, to ¢ 

z Work for the Month. be garnered before it isinjured, That is our ¢ 
2 

y $ 

S ane greatest objection to these reapers—thereis such ? 

$ In every month, ere in aught begun, a tendency, and almost necessity, of laying 5 

2 Read over that month what avails to bedone; | prostrate whole fields of wheat at once. The 5 

$ So neither this travel may seem to be lost, . t Tae ees d, by th Riil= =. 5 

3 Nor thou torepent of this trifling cost. matter show so arranged, by those using > 

2 Thos. Tusser. | the reaper, that hands ‘enough should accompa- ? 

2 We have few suggestions to make this month, ny f - bind’ and. statk perainty (belare aad ? 

= as most will be naturally and necessarily led to a poset 2 ° ne fama mere 

> attend to those things most important. The Take ese ea pec ae eae ee 

2 corn which has not, but should have been wed dig SS MRSA EER 
¥ out and finished before this, must of course be : aig 

5 attended to, and death dealt to the weeds which pe a oar oo mene 5 

2 have sprung up in their last struggle forte | Tn busy ‘bayiog and ee waa 2 

§ mastery before being doomed. Try the sowing that they are properly salted—certainly as of- ; 

5 of turnips between the rows of corn, after it ten as once a week—but don’t take Sunday for $ 

g has been cultivated for thelast time. Some get it, for we should be eorry to know that any of ; 

2? agood crop so. All the land vacated by the oo eee se Farmer—all such good men ¢ 

§ failureof any crops shoukl now be put into a OES ae Se Seal ee 5 

By chien on desirable and eo delisiousta the | ocr ws carpe ete ieee Pree 
2 form of griddle-cakes in the, winter. Haying, you come to turn them off from their dams but g 

2 by those who take time by the foretop, will be ae a Prtate 

$ promptly commenced and zealously carried on ook well to the garden, and oe that it is ¢ 

S till the barns are all well filled—by those who kept clean of weeds ; move the dirt among the $ 

$ have them—and till the stacks stand around ourrant and gooseberry bushes, and water them € 

2 the premises of those who are yet without barns, | With liquid manure, though not too strong § 

2 to more than the number of your grown up Cut off the ends of the tomato vines, and you ¢ 

> horn cattle—asure guard and impregnable ram- will have larger tomatoes, and sooner ripened : 

2 part to about every attack from their enemies. than otherwise, and more actual tomato. It a ¢ 

= Do not be satisfied with poor slough grass, thought 90 per cent of the comatoes grow with- g 

{ whose juices have long since been steeped out an 18 inches of the ground, while 90 per centof ¢ 

* and washed off and carried away by the waters, the vine, if left to mature, grows beyond this 5 

2 warmed and vaporized by the sun’s rays. We point © P g 

3 should as soon think of growing fat on the This is the month to plant pifs and stones of ¢ 

2 grounds of some old maid’s tea-pot, as of keep- fruit. Budding may be commenced this month, é 

® ing cattle on such trash. Read our article on taking the different kinds of trees as they come ¢ 

$ Hay-making, and just try this year and sce |intoseason, (that 1s when the bark of the stock + 

5 what a nice lot of nicely cured hay you will separates freely from the wood,) in the follow- + 

2 put up, and next winter your cattle and sheep ing order : Plums, cherries, apricots, pears, ap- 

3 will smile on you as a benefactor. Under Hay- | Ples, quinces, nectarines and peaches. Sow salt § 

£ making we might have said, that timothy may around trees troubled with the curculio, Dur- 

$ as well be cut just after the seed is formed, be- | ing the fore part of this month, the PADS VINES ¢ 

2 tween the milk and dough state. We prefer | Should be summer pruned, that the fruit may > 

£ good upland prairie grass to that from the be properly ripened mm the fall. Pigs 

2 sloughs ; but we prefer good tame grass to that Withal, don’t let youngsters forget the chick- > 

5 of any other, Grain is now becoming an ob- | MS Young turkeys and goslings—though of the < 

2 ject to save for the market; it is therefore de- latter, or their ancestors, we are no great ad- > 

© sirable tohave more and better grass and fod- mirers, A goose or a quack ever so well dressed, ¢ 

2 der for our cattle. is a poor concern about a farm-yard, or any oth- 5 

2 Most of the wheat is aleo to be harvested this | &" 72"4- unless it be the jail-yard. : 

month. Please notice the article inthisnum-| Covnrerrerr Aprre Tants—As soon as the 

ber, it the time for cutting wheat, and if your | pumpkins are about half grown, they are fit 

experience has not taught you better than the! for use. It you wish to make a green apple()) 
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tart, grate up the required quantity of raw | sauce over it when you send it to the table. 

pumpkin, sweeten and spice the same as apple,} Cauliflowers may be stewed in the same man- 

z and add to each pie about a quarter of acom-| ner, These arethe only kind of stews proper 2 
{ mon steer Seppe of tartaric acid, or one| for housewives. 2 

} teaspoonful for four pies. - ES 

£ Make this and bake it as though it were ap- = ie a eager eo aee ee 
§ ple,and if you do not name the fact, no one Ca tO eee water, with four eee 

2 willdetect the counterfeit when you bring it on moderately sized onions. When the onions are eis 

2 fie table. quite soft, the tripe will be boiled enough.— 

£ : Serve it with the onions in a hash-dish, with a { 
£  Couxrenreit Siicep Arrie Pres.Slice pump- | ), . . otras . i 
22 i : little of the liquor in which it has been boiled; é 
? kins thin, mix your sugar, and add about the : z 3 
2 B x S and plain melted butter in a cup. $ 
5 same proportion of tartartic acid as for the It will b tlyi d thus: stent ten. > 

: tarts, with just water enough to dissolve it;}_. ie b cae eel i ae ak = 5 

{ pour the solution over the pumpkin atter it | ES ESS a eee i ee 2 
5 has been laid in the crust ; spice it and dredge quor and replace it with a cupful of milk, roll 2 

cae z apis lump of butter in some flour, add a little $ 
< with a little flour, and cover it with paste as oe > S é 

3 though it were apple, and when you take it chopped lemon peel, Penner: and salt; mix all $ 

{ out of the oven forget that it is not made of well together, and let ‘it boil gently for about = 

} choice summer pippins, and it will take a nice ten minutes. This way of dressing tripe is ¢ 

? taste to discriminate between it and the genu- | both cheap and delicious. 2 

3 ine article. Breap Caxrs.—Soak some crusts of bread $ 

§  Covyrerreir Arrie Sauce can be made in| in milk, strain them through the cullender ve- < 

2 the same way ; but we find that a very nice ar-| ry fine, beat in four eggs anda little flour, just 2 

: ticle is made by taking about a fourth the enough to thicken the substance; add one tea- < 

: quantity of crab apples and slicing and cook-| spoonful saleratus, inix all up to make a thin > 

£ ing with the pumpkin, and a few frost grapes,} batter, and bake a the griddle. 2 

: give a rich color and add a still finer flavor, To Fix Canrers ox Froors.—The foreign : 

: almost equal to quince. The “detector” is of correspondent of the Newark “Advertiser,” in 5 

—— in these cases. writing from Florence, says: 2 

& Srewep Vecetasres—The following re- “Here iron rings are fastened’ in the floors > 

£ gipes for cooking vegetables we find in the| When the carpets are laid, and they have large g 
Seip i veg 5 
$ “Cook’s Own Bock”: hooks in the binding, for which these rings are > 

2 Srewep Carnors.—Serape and wash your | eyes; so that there is no taking out and nailing $ 

2 carrots, Scald them in boiling water; then| of tacks, and carpets are raised and laid as ; 

? drain them and cut them into long slips. "Stew noiselessly and easily as bed-covers.” 8 

{ them in milk or cream, with a little salt, pep-| Pumpxin Sauce.—Take four ripe pumpkins, < 

‘ per fand chopped parsley. When done, take| cut them in pieces and boil till soft ; then press : 

3 them out, stir into the sauce the yolks of one) out the juice and boil it downto molasses; then ¢ 

{ or two eggs and a little sugar, and pour it over| peel one pumpkin and cut it in pieces an inch > 

> the carrots. square; pour the molasses over them and boil € 

2 Srewen Brers.—Boil some beets, Then | till soft. [tshould be boiled in smooth iron : 

peel and cut them into slices. Stew them for} kettles, $ 

5 a quarter of an hour with a piece of butter) Pasence or Cenery.—Steep an ounce of cel- = 

? Foiled in flour, poate CR and parsley chop-| ory seed inhalfa pintof vinegar. A few drops é 

{ ped fine, a little vinegar, salt and pepper, and) of this gives a fine flavor to soups, and sauce < 
2 aclove of garlic. for fowls. $ 

5 Srewev Cansacr.—Having washed your] Fixe anp Water-proor Cement.——Ponr a é 

{ cabbage, cut itin four, and throw it into boil- | pint of vinegar into a pint of milk; when the 2 

2 ing water with some sult. When it has boiled} jatter has fully coagulated. clear it of the lumps $ 

é quite tender, take it up; squeeze out the water, | and let it settle, then mix the whole well to- 2 

and put the cabbage to drain, Then lay it in| gether; nowsift into the liquid quick lime, till } 

y astewpan with butter, salt, pepper, nutmeg, 2| upon stirring the whole we obtain a thick paste. J 

{) spoonful of flour, and a half pint of cream~—| This cement will permanently unite marble, 

() Stow it a quarter of an hour, and pour the} egathonware, china, &c. Vv, 

Dae, 18s 
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i @ ¢ theme, made to us, would convince ary sane(} 
! ? Edifors Table. man in half the time, that he is laboring under + 
I > | wild hallucination. They were too silly to ( 

e 2 ‘Mr. Newzann’s Apporntuents.—Many of | pe repeated; and we look upon the man with ‘ 

By $ ae and others, at Beloit, ar pity rather than contempt. , 

i - and Freeport, were probably disappointed in : 

i 5 not seeing Mr. Newzanp, theStrawberry man, epee Bocrery Zon | ACoLimaTz0m OF 
° with his plantsccording to his promise. The | sawtals.—A Society has lately been organized : 

| ‘ . . -, |in France, with M. Iradore Gloffroy Saint Hi- « 
iz reason why Mr. N. did not fulfill his appoint-| |. . M 

/ 2 “mente at the places here named, was his inabil- laire, as President, to promote, (1,) the intro. ° 
i cz 2 duction, acclimation and domestication of spe- 
: ity to supply any further demand for plants be-| ans > eae 

} 3 ° fore fall. He came short of supplying the de- | “°° eee either ee ee i 
] < ee ze is (2,) The perfection or multiplication of new 

1 mandhere. Mr. N.will be among you in the |" "7! * e : 

fall witha fall cargo. Of his coming we shall pomenee introduced ot Some 3 i 
1 " . Foreigners may unite with this Society, and + 

1 df 5 rR Sea ENE, we are happy to learn that some Americans t 

: | Terra Cuvrurr.”—We have received | have already united with it. Wehave several ( 

4 © from some source, a half sheet filled with no-/ animals in the United States which should | 

4 tices, puffs, &c., &e., of Russel Comstock’s ter- | come under the tutelage of this Society. Let 

= ra culture efforts, with notices that he is about | them be brought forward. : 

% < to visit some towns in Wisconsin and other} Dyucr’s Comrocyp Om or Sueep’s Coart- i 

= > postions of the West. We are sorry to see |ix¢.—We have received a can of this oil, which ; 

: + that our farming community in this region are | we have distributed to our patrons, and await ‘ 

+e 2 tobe troubled with these developements, which | their report of its value. Itis highly recom- ' 

4 . our Eastern friends have found to be nothing | mended to us by the best Eastern wool grow- ' 

a ; else than rank humbug. ers, and claims the following excellencies ; : 

: > We had intended to have nothing to do with} 4, rt will produce from one-half to one pound ; 
i < this matter of “terra culture, eGR, its author 5 wool more, per head, i 

i b = oe ween =e oo pt iis cease to| 9. Itisa sure preventative of the wool’s be- | 
} i < practice sas deceitful and delusive cece coming harsh and dry. . i i 

le > in the midst of our patrons, we feel called upon} 94. JE prevents the skin from becoming 

i" < by agense of obligation to our friends to warn parched and dry, and diseased therefrom. 

: > them of listening to, or trusting in the teast tol 4 Itwill destroy ticks and other vermin. | [i 

1 : the inducements or promises which this a 1t prevents attacks of cold and influenza, ‘ 
, gant quack may hold outto them. We would preserving to the aniraal its natural heat. ; ; 

if : not riskthe first red cent forall he has tocom-|" @ Jt isa eure for the scab and other skin ( 

f 2 municate. Wespeak from nopersonalacquain- | qiceaces, ‘a. 

: 5 tance with this Russel Comstock, or his disclo-| 7 yt enables the animal to endure a greater ‘fa 

f Z sures, but from testimony of the welbintormetl degree of cold without injury. i 

he 5 towhom he has communicated his disclosures’ ‘A compound claiming these qualities, and so [i 

3 2 Wehave before us not only the testimony of the highly recommended by those who have used it, ‘a 

1 5 best Agricultural journals East, but of many |i. worthy of trial. Mmurxcrox & Duncs, ‘fm | 
j 2 private and distinguished Agriculturists to). 1) ufacturers, Ypsilanti, Michigan. er 

\ 5 the fact of the whole matter’s being a down- iB? 

; 2 right imposition. We would sooner tolerate Prorits or Svr-so. Prowixc—In Sussex Se 

| 5 the Canada thistle, Johnswort, and white-daisy, | © Va, Mr. J. Steward plowed up anantiqua- (i 

rs 2 than harbor such a pretender in our midst. ted agin of pottery = the form of a jug, con- < 

3 We would warn our agricultural friends to look | taining about $5000 in gold and silver! That 
} ’ 2 well to their pockets, and hold fast to their |i the sort of jug-lery for farmers, and greatly ‘ ; 
ee = common sense. surpasses all the cornstock revelations of the; 

ea 2 Since writing the above, we have had an in- | #¢’7i-culture Comstock. a 
/ p $ terview with this “‘Terra-Culture Comstock,” | [2 Two thousand severt hundred and eigh- 

y f if which has fully convinced us that he is not on-| ty-four tons of copper were received at Sault 
aa ; 9 ly humbugging the public, but himself also— |} St. Marie from the Lake Superior mines dur- 

: } (Y) His extravagant declarations in regard to his| ing the year 1853. ¥ 

i : y 4 IMPOSE MEN ENING et 
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New Apvertisements.—We would refer the | and free from abstraction it can be made tho {> q 
reader tothe new advertisements in this num- | better. 2 4 

3 ber: Edwards, of Troy, has Suffolk Pigs for| The object aimed at by the author of this { . ‘ 

2 sale. Godey’s Lady’s Book commences a new | little work seems to have been (and we think le « ; 
5 volume this month; also, the Parlor Magazine. | has been astonishingly successful,) so to devel- : * 
2 Read the Prospectuses and subscribe for both. | ope the principles of Grammar as to exercise ¢ 4 

5 Ruble, of Beloit, can supply you with Thresh- | the understanding; to derive those principles, § 

5 ing Machines. A. P.& D. Waterman, of Be- | one at a time, in philosophical order, from easy $ i 

2 loit, advertise an extensive stock of Agricultu- and familiar illustrations; to make immediate ¢ 
{ral Implements and Hardware. Their prices | and repeated practical application of each, for ‘ : 
2 arelow. It will pay to go some ways to trade | permanently impressing the use of the same; ¢ " 

6 with them, if you want ony thing they have | and so to call into active exercise all the men- ¢ 

? got. ‘To those who intend to take a trip East, | tal powers as to make this too often dry and ¢ ; 
the Michigan Central Railroad Co. tell you | ill understood subject interesting to the learn- : : 

2 how easy and comfortable they can carry you.|er. Daniel Burgess & Co., publishers, N. Y. ¢ "4 

> Finsr Awsuat Rerorr or mp Seoretany | Warwonrm Cousry ixperrxoext—Thisis ¢ 4 
or THE Boarp or Acricuururr, Massacnv- | tho title of a weekly newspaper ‘recently com- é i 
Q seTrs.—We received a copy of the above work | menced at Elkhorn, Wis. by A. L.& E.J. ¢ : 

> long ago, and are guilty of laying it aside for | Faxsva. The Independent isawell filled and § ‘ 
2 a “convenient season” for an examination of el printed sheet; and if the editors live up ¢ ¢ 
5 its excellent articles, and it slipped out of to the plan marked out in their Salutatory, it $ 4 
? mind. It has, however, lately made its appear- | will be an anomaly in Wisconsin, and should ¢ k 
) ance, and by a close examination we find it as|be patronised. It won’t follow the fashions — § 3 
5 good as ever. The article on the Cranberry is | We quote as follows: : 5 

> the best We have ever seen, and exactly right.| «fp politics, we are emphatically what our ¢ | 
. The Secretary’s “ Review of the Past and Pre- | name indicates, Independent, disclaiming all ¢ 
} sent Condition of the Agriculture of Massa- connection with cliques or. factions, advocating ¢ } 

é chasetts,” is what we would like to see done in | the interests or the cnire counry, and ee j 
z s i principles of Independent Democracy. « 
; wey Statein the Union. The suggestions |" « We shall not descend to low personalities, ¢ 4 
> for improvement are gbod, and the Reports of | Billingsgate, or slang of any sort, in treating § i 
5 the Committees to visit the different County |ur opponents; but shall endeavor to treat Q q 
2 Societies, contain much valuable information. pes comminin on sree a1) Ue Wher eo.eRk : } 
5 The article on the Climate of New England, | [£2 It is said that North Carolina produces ¢ ij 
2 by J. C. Gray, is invaluable, as having estab- within its boundaries the staple of every State é Hi 

> lished beyond a doubt the fact, that the climate | in the Union, and is the only one that does it. « i 
3 of New England, and it is probably equally! gay~ There are in the United States 985 $ q 
) true of the other portions of our country, has | banks, including branches; their joint capital c if 
§ not changed a degree, certainly, for a period of | stock is $299,724,955, of which $6,688,996 is ¢ j 

; over two hundred years. held by foreigners. $ 

5 This Report isa valuable document to the 37 Russia came in possession of her terri- ‘ ; 
? Agriculturist. We congratulate the farmers | tory in North Americaby right of discovery, in 2 } 
} of Massachusetts and the Board of Agricul- | the sixteenth century, 5 ' 

? rh ee ereneratny tees, emclent, aad ex > There are now completed or under con- ‘ q 
} cellent a Secretary. : i « 
§ __ | tract, in Canada, fourteen hundred and eighty- « i 
2 Towen’s Evements or Grammar.—Such is | seyen miles of railroads. $ i 

z 25 "i 
2 ee ee me 98 ae a eo vi ae > The bottom of Lake Huron, where the : % 
§ ay ag er of water is 420 feet deep, is above the level of the ¢ ¥ 
§ Author. _After giving the work a thorough Range odecs, ‘ j 
? examination, we have no hesitation in recom- . 2 

mending it as Jetter adapted to the wants of] [£7 A bill is before the New York Legisla- ¢ 

mew beginners than any other work we have | ture to compel the cows to give pure milk and 

ever seen. Grammar is, at best, a dry study | not milk punch, and to punish the milk-men for {)) 

for the beginner; hence, the more simplified | leaving their cans open when it rains. , 
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¢ TABLE OF CONTENTS. . NEW VOLUME. f 
eT -| GODEY’S LADY’S BOOK! 

$ Ants, Red and Black, 156 
2 Reco of Proceedings of North-West- The July No. Commences Vol. XLIX, i 

> ern Fruit-Growers Association, 158] Subscribers can commence with the New Vol- : 
< Ashes on Potatoes, 148 | ume; or, if they wish, with the January num- : 

= Bulls, large and ae 155 | ber, as we can always supply back numbers. ~ 

© Cherry—Biggarreau Monstreuse de Mezel 157 | 9 HUNDRED PAGES of READING : 

> Center Tableand Desk, new 152 EACH MONTH! ; 

2 Council Bluffs and Country about, 149 The oldest Mavexins in ‘America, and th 

= Domestic Economy—-Work for the Month Castes BEE AR AMOS, he 
£ ” _Recipes, &c. 162 only one especially devoted to the wants 

= Editors’ Table, : 16. 4 of the Ladies of America. ; 

2 Flat-iron Heater, : 15 seepage ete saat 

|| Geogr Wisatn—Gelgiate Report, 13 |, 73mm a ESL 
2 Serine 150 |Since we commenced the work. We have, in 

: Gus Seeds, = 152 | addition to our many excellent features, anoth- : 

> Harvesting, Early 161 | ¢r one to add— $ 

> Hay-making, 146 A LIFE OF COLUMBUS, 
< Insects, new 161 | for youth, to run through the volume, to. be 

> Locusts, eine 156 | followed by other works of a like character, ‘ 

5 Milch Cow, desirable points in a good 154 | American in their nature, Wethink this new : 
2 Peas, Sowing among Corn, 150 | feature will be appreciated by our subscribers. : 

Peas, Bugs in z 2 ; 151 | All our celebrated corps of contributors will : 

> Sheep Shearing Festival, Wisconsin State favor us as usual with those writings that have : 

Agricultural Society’s 153 | made the “Lady’s Book” so celebrated thro’out 

Sheep Shearing Festival Premiums, 155 | our country as a literary standard. 3 
Sheep, how to Winter 200 fiom two acres i SPLENDID STEEL, LINE, & MEZZO- 

of land, : 15 |TINT ENGRAVINGS IN EVBRY NUM. : 
Wheat, Chess, Suggestions, &e., 14S/BER. They arealways to be found in Godey. : 

2 Wheat, Cutting early, 151 | ¢ @opey’s Lavy's Boox” contains precisely that | 

SSS oon) |for which you haveto take at least three other 
Y ry 2 a 5 

magazines to get the same amount of informa- SPECIAL NOTICE, [ress 
: ees this day aT Se TERMS. i 

= of the season, STRA will be ss algont $5) 

~ sold at the Har, Cap and Fur Srore on the aa siccies ory tee } 

west side of the river, ost person sending the club, making six copies, $10. | 

ey AT C : Eight copies one year, and an extra copy to ; 
Also, an immense stock of HATS and CAPS | the person sending the club, making uine co- : 

at greatly reduced prices. A good assortment | nies, $15. } 

< of SHIRTS, CRAVATS, SUSPENDER-|" Eleven copies one year, and an extra copy to‘ 
* BRACES, &e, very low. ie the person sending the club, making twelve 
> ¢gg~ Hats made to order. Repairing attend- | copies, $20. : 

- ed to, at the Sian or tue Bic Har. > “Godey’s Lady's Book” and * Arthur's : 

< Janesville, July, 1854. J. R. BEALE. |Home Magazine” will be sent one year for; 

3 aa ane L. A. GODEY, 5 
HARDWARE, IRON & STOVES. 113 Chesnut St., Philadelphia. i 

z R.J.&E.S. RICHARDSON, > Specimens sent if desired. iy i 

? Have now on hand a full and complete assort- BALL & POST’S } 

= ment of every thing in their line of business. PREMIUM CUETIVATORS. | 

5 BUILDER’S HARDWARE | HE undersigned having purchased the right J 

: A large assortment, comprising every. varicty of making these Cultivators for this part ‘ 

< of Locks and Latches, Pearl and Mineral | ¢¢ wisconsin, is now prepared to fill all orders : 
2 Knobs, Thumb Latches of every de- for the same, on short notice. 3 

< Ca 5 soi Joh moun These Cultivators have been thoroughly : 

5 OOF eta te rae ae tested, both in this and the Eastern States, and : 
$ TRON, STEEL, & NAILS. pronounced the best article of the kind in use. ; 

5 AIR-TIGHT, COOKING & PARLOR | Havingtaken the first Premium, at every State 5 

z STOVES, and County Fair, at which they have been ex- ; 

+ of the mostapproved patterns, Also, partic- | hibited. { 
ular attention paid to the manufacture of 5 ee = ie a thee = ; 

; anesville, and w: ve them for sale throug! 

TOK, SHEET IHOH & COPPER WARE [oman Ae aT WwOOR 
Janesville, July, 1854. Lake Mills, April 1, 1854. 
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SUFFOLK & ESSEX PIGS. FARE REDUCED! 

B. EDWARDS, of Troy, offers for | Time & Money Saved, § for Comfort Unequailed. 

; S. se%) choice a: of Sunroe and Ear ee ee 2 

5 Pies, bred from stock imported by ewis G. I! é 

2 Mortis, of Morrissiana, N.Y. They will be GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE, > 

} delivered, if requested, at Eagle Centre Depot VIA > 

5 free of eee eae vara tite MICHIGAN CENTRAL RAILROAD: ; 

{All communications addressed to ‘him a) Connecting with the Great Western Railway, > 

j Troy, es, wt = peomlly seed (Cand) and North Shore Steamers, to f 2 

; East Troy, June, 1854. wv Niagara Falls or Buffalo, from 5 

>” PARLOR MAGAZINE. shense yas the : 

‘70 THE FRIENDS OF WESTERN LIGHTNING EXPRESS TRAINS, : 

§ PROGRESS. Over the 2 

} The Parton Magazine is nota work pre-| New Yorx Centrat, N.Y. Crry, ¢ 

{ sented to the Daa aes sine i is Cananparaua ¢& Exsrra, Axp g 

) not a mere enperimon! est the probabilities 2 $ 

£ of success which await a firstrate WESTERN New York axp Ene 2 

{ LITERARY JOURNAL. It has now reach- é 

5 ednearly the close of the second volume, and R Al L = RO AD S. g 

} has attained a circulation as unprecedented as Th ito Ne ar 5 

itis entirely beyond the expectations of its rough to New York in 34 hours and Boston 38! : 

§ projectors. 10 hours in advance of any other route, and < 

;° We shall commence our Tarp Vorume| decidedly the most direct and pleasant = $ 
3 onthe first of July, with largely increased re- route for pleasure seekers for 3 

? sources, PECUNIARY and otherwise, and we} SARATOGA SPRINGS, MONTREAL, 
2 are resolved that the Magazine shall not be ex- LAKE CHAMPLAIN ANDTHE 2 

5 celled, either in the quality of its matter, or its WHITE MOUNTAINS. 2 

5 mechanical execution, by any Literary periodi- PRU Bete ovees nena é 

; cal claiming the favor of Western readers. ist MORNING EXPRESS at6 a. m. (except > 

) , In solicfting a comparison between the PAR-| Sunday,) connecting direct through to New 2 

}LOR MAGAZINE and similar publications} Yori ‘by Railroad ; also with Steamer. for : 
) issuing from other sections of the country, we| Sandusky, thence by Railroad to Mansfield, é 

} would ask the friends of Western enterprise a} Newark, Zanesville, Columbus, Pittsburg, $ 

} Pee estas ae cuty that! Philadelphia and Baltimore. 5 
; Eastern zines forever enjoy a mo- 5 

5 nopoly of Western patronage, or will they not ns ee saa 2 

) resolve that the TaLENTs and LITERARY ARILI-|  ¢ Y;) connect "Bath " ia or prene OF = 

} gy of thei own great and flourishing West Ses ie = — thence: to Noe York 2 

} shall receive the same share of encouragement me ani 3 a et eee ‘4 ee ¢ 

}and fostering care which is, with a just and ta Philad , ha B 4 oe NY. by itts- ¢ 

} proper pride, accorded to its commerce and pe = a ae ra altimore, Washington, ¢ 

) aanvractures? And we ask the question not een 2 

? in the spirit of petitioners, but to awaken a se- | 3d, NIGHT EXPRESS, at 83 p. 21, (except ¢ 

? vious thought or two upon our duties and inter- Saturday) connecting direct through to New ¢ 

2 ests as citizens of a vast and growing commu- York by Railroad. $ 

5 nity, whose resources for self support are un- — : 

? equalled. 2 Passengers for Lafayette, Crawfordsville, < 

{It is time that the West should produce in- | Greencastle, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Dayton, % 

$ ie as well as Bee ee ieed Louisville and Madison, by taking the $ 

} ent for home consumption. uch of i era- | . 

} ry products paivate to enhance the value CINCINNATI LIGHTN’G EXPRESS > 

2 of monthly periodicals published elsewhere — Over the Michigan Central Railroad at 6 2 

2 Let us try if they cannot find a like apprecia- | and 5m. a.m. connecting with the New Albany 5 

é tion in the pages of nome publications, on which | and Salem Railroad at Michigan City, will find ¢ 

} the labor and capital of the West are expend- | this the ONLY DIRECT ROUTE, and those > 

2 ed. for Cincinnati will arrive there AHEAD OF 

2 Look well into the pages of the PARLOR | THOSE LEAVING BY THE SOUTH- < 

? MAGAZINE. Examine the style and tenor} ERN ROAD THE NIGHT PREVIOUS! < 

} of its articles; observe its size, its price. its ob- tgeeis mene s rule er 2 

3 jects ; judge calmly of Yts claims to your sup-| [Baggage Checked through to Niagara = 

2 port. , Falls, Buffalo and Albany. 2 

ij TERMS.—Two Dollars a year, in advance.| THROUGH TICKETS sold at the Michi- 
| on, ute =, forme re bask smears of gan Central Railroad Office, at Janesville. 

e present volume to all w! - . 

“ SETHRO JACKSON. B. D. WHITMAN, Ticket Agent. 

jy 58 Fourth st., Cincinnati, 0. July, 1854. 
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! “ } The subscribers, for the last 16 yearsexperienced Threshersin Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, $ : 
f H Wiscousin and Lowa, would inform those engaged;or wishing to engage, in the business of ¢ : 

i g Threshing, that they have for sale THRESHING MACHINES better adapted to the West ¢ i 
* 3 than any ever before introduced. Together with the manufacturers we have improved from ¢ 

| M i year to year, until we have the SE: 

+e 3 Most Perfect Machine ever introduced im the United States. ¢ & 
ea } The above isa cut of the Separator, which took the FIRST PREMIUM and DIPLOMA § 
i; ; at the first Annual State Fair in Ohio, held at Cincinnati, October, 1850; also, at the second ( J 

i Annual State Fair, held at Columbus, September, 1851 ; and_at the third Annual State Fair, <¢ 7 
a ; Me held at Cleveland, in the fall of 1852, and at every County Fair where said Machine has been ¢ i 

i exhibited. In connection with these Machines, they offer for sale RUSSELL’S IMPROVED § E 
‘4 } DOUBLE PINIONED CLIMAX HORSE POWERS--heavier and stronger than any ¢ 

= } Power heretofore introduced. Also, Russevr’s Iurrovep Cany or Pirr’s Dounre Piston Pre-¢ | ) 
i > num Power, whichare greatly improved by new patterns one-third heavierthan those.here- ¢ 

1 } tofore manufactured. The shaft®in both Powersare lirge and leary, and are better calcula- § 
i ; ted for the West, where Foundries are scarce, than any heretofore offered for sale. We will ¢ 

} $ have patterns at Muscatine and Dubuque, Iowa, and Beloit, Wisconsin, should they ever be ¢ 
q ) wanted. We will also have Woodbury’s MOUNTED HORSE FOWER. This Power, be- ( 
j > ing mounted on wheels, saves the operator a great deal of time, as it don’t require to be taken ¢ 

ae 5 of the wagon. Unlike the Machines of other manufacturers, they are warranted not to throw ; 
‘ $ dust in the face of the feeder, as it all passes cut with the straw and chaff; the grain is con- ¢ 
i } veyed from either side of the Machine with an Endless Augur; tle Cylinders run on steel J 
} 2 pivots 3f of an inch thick, in brass boxes. All the Boxes and Binders, in both Power and ¢ 
\ 2 Thresher, are lined with Babbitt’smetal. In short, the subscribers are willing to test their Ma- ¢ 

3 chines with any others manufactured in the United States. They are manufactured by C. M. r 
? Russell & Co. of Massilon, Ohio, who have been in the business #2 years. They have the very if 
} best workmen in their employ, and take all the pains possible in selecting their materials and $ 

aes > improving their Machines. ‘The Machines are all ready rigged for use, with belts, levers, rods 4 
i ? and hooks. The subscribers will assist the purchaser in setting them in operation, andif they ; 

ae 2 fail to give satisfaction in all respects when put in operation, the purchaser will incur no obli- $ 
i i 9 ation to pay, and the Machine can then be returned. They will be sold on time by the pur- 4 
ae 3 chaser giving approved notes, and caf be had at G. R. WEST'S, Dubuque; C. WEED, Mus- § 

} > catine, lowa; and at SIMON and HENRY RUBLE'S, three miles west of Beloit, Rock Co, ¢ 
ne ; Wisconsin. Any one wishing particulars, can address G.S. RUBLE, Dubuque, Iowa; SI- ‘ 

ls 2 MON or HENRY RUBLE, Beloit, wis. We might add hundreds of certificates and letters } 
iA 5, of recommendation from Pennsylvania, Ohio, kc. but deem the Machines themselves a suffi- 
ke % cient recommendation. | [> Theabove Machine will be shipped hy Railroad from Chicago 

' 4 & to Rock Island and Beloit, and delivered at any point on the Mississippi river, when ordered. 
4 4 Beloit, June, 1854. G.S. RUBLE, SIMON RUBLE, HENRY RUBLE. 
7 $2 AGENTS,—J. P. Rocens, Cedar Rapids; R. F. Rincer, Walnut Fork; A. H. Maxzory, 23 9s 

i } us i Colesburgh ; J. M. Fripay, Davenport, lowa. W) 
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} MARK MILLER, : A not arriv-aecording to expectation, we put our * i is Edit. d Publish g to expe: we pi 3 iS. P. LATHROP } Baitors and Publishers fixings aboard of his team, determined to reap 5 7 5 TERMS, 50 Cent im Ady: re 5 ip, 2 ¢ | Five copiesfor @2,it directed toone Pon Oliceranas | one Denesit of our trip, and had a pleasant { d $ the same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions | drive ef some half a dozen miles, passing thro’ } ; (commence withthevolume and back numberesup-| the neat little village of Waterville, and’ by the 4 

} ADYERTISING.—One page, first insertion, $6; for | beautiful grounds and house of their district 3 F _ SME eet ceeeaet each eet @2 al | school, dlightilly situated upon the hanks of : { less than ove year, $23 one page per year, $50; halt | a pretty lake, having a nice carriage drive about = 7 | ee Satins Eee Coe: Bate it and alin the troon, A goatienall'iy ere ¢ £ pat et aa aa for cach subsequent in- | employed as teacher, on a regularsalary. Here, 2 
Seis zs I= our host rather archly informed us, he edu- < : —(_——[_—_—_—X—X—X——_———— 

: . . . z : es = cated his children, which, to us, then, furnished ~> 
t A Visit to. Summit. a ready solution of his interest in the concern, ¢ 5 
} We have heard much in praiso of the farms | *74 his Proper appreciation of its importance. > ‘ 
+ and farmers of Waukesha county, and of Sum- |. © ae we powers =~ eames ae 2 q 
; mitin particular, and had long been wishing pees ene eee of he meee Res cp 5 
; for an opportunity to visit them. This was |°" soberly enquiring of our hostesd about the 3 i 
? granted us afew days since by an invitation pea ae et rath: aoe a ae 5 a 
: from the Presidentof our State Society, to wit- eae ae Oe ee ees 2 
} ness the trial of a new Mower, which he was gst no such perponases had made there appesi 5 FE . ises ! 2 « about to introduce upon his farm. Thanks to |*™°° pare Ee ses Of Gorden we é c thaiaiivona “by whose instrumentality we are think as much of our children as we do of our 2 ‘; E B 2 a Es ss 3 ‘ F made quite ubiquitus. A few hours ride there- | !#™bs or our chickens!) tried to commisserate 5 é on took us from the hot musquito kingdom of a their condition, and could ‘but exclaim, how 2 +i 

é F feather bed in the University, to the cool hills ; #35! ; 2 ; and gréen fields of the valley of Rock river—=|.. After-a Syentiaattution and a round at the < ' ; On our way,.as the day dawned on us. its grey | toilet, we sab down with our rural host and his 2 
; light revealed to us the rich pastures, the broad | ¢x¢ellent lady, to a dish of delicious coffee, en- 5 
; meadows and fertile fields of Milton, Lima and | riched by the upper stratum of Durham extract, °3 Whitewater ;.while the fuller 2nd more fervid | 5° different from the chalk mixture of city cans, £ i 
tays of a brighter sun showed us the valley of }204.a plate of ham, well worthy of a farmer 3 : 
the Seuppennury and the renowned Eagle Prai- | esidence in some quarter of Suffolk or Berk- 3 
rie, and the richer. one just beyond—whose cog- | Shite, accompanied by Ceres’ best gift—the 2 
nomen has broken loose from our memory’s | Whitened loaf—all served in enamelled pottery $ 3 
enelosure—when, lo! the neighing of our steed | of the purest adamantine lustre, and upon a g 
indicated our approach to the Genessee station, | loth of snowy .whiteness,and in.a.room, teo, > ; 
at which place weleft the cars. Here we found | °f *efreshing coolness, shadowed over by the 2 ; 
our host, the President of the State Agricultu- | “lustering nee, and from which, by netting at 5 
tal Society, all fresh in cool linen, putting | *he door and windows, were barred out all pre- 3 ' 
aboard of the cars, to send off, some real Meri- sentation) .of bills from representatives of the $ j 
hos. As we put our feet upon the landing, we | ™uSquito tribe, 2 ’ 
noticed a large jar of fresh butter,and a couple} After ashort tete-tete with the good lady of § i 
ef hams ticketed for Madison, which, upon in- | the house, and a female friend who was spend- ? 
quiry, we found to have been brought from the | ing the day with her, and-a pleasant introduc- 
President’s Mansion—the “White House’ in | tion to a Mr. McCarter, brother of the partner 
truth. After a salutation from our host, and a| of our host, and a well-informed gentleman 

declaration on his part that the said Mower had ! withal, we doffed our beaver and laid aside our 
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i : 8 ministerial Saxony, replacing them with the | which the course material will be reduced to al} 

| ie. # proad-brim Panama and the light grass-linen. nice butryaceous or lardaceous mass, which § 

i = Thus equipped as the law of nature directs, we | Will cut fat next fall or spring, and make the $ 

{ $ commenced the tour of the farm, with our| crops look “green.” : 

f = host as cicerone. The farm consists of a little) We were much pleased with the arrange- 5 

i = over 800 acres, divided into fields of 40 and 20] ments of Mr. Edgerton’s for his sheep, to whose ? 

{ 2 acres. As we passed through the back yard, | care,{it was quite evident, he had given more ; 

| $ we observed the large piles of wood, all corded | attention than to the other portions of his stock. 7 

| 2 up near the -wood-shed, in which were all the| From the barn-yard, north, runs .2 broad lane, g 

i $ fixings for cutting and splitting the same for | in which his hay is stacked. From this there is 2 

i 3 the stove and kitchen, Adjoining this yard | easy access by the several small gates to the ¢ 

| i © was the garden, all fenced around and well at-| sheep yards, which are arranged, each with its ? 

a 2 tended to—proper regard being had in its -ar-| shed, on the east side of the lane. The sheds < 

/ : ; § rangement for the table, furnishing it with the | incline downwards towards the yards, and are ? 

] 4 2 green vegetables of the season, and the small] closed on the north and west by a close fence, g 

£ fruits so delicious to every well cultivated pal- | while they are open to the south and east. The ; 

3? ate. How strange it is that so many of our| yards are separated from one another by high ¢ 

£ farmers unwittingly deny themselves every | and close board fences. Between the yards $ 

i 2 good thing, and pertenaciously persist in feed- | open gates for the convenience of transferring é 

ba < ing themselves and their families on dry husks, | the sheep from one yard to another when feed- $ 

: ? when their gardens and their farms, if they|ing. There are ten of these yards and sheds, ¢ 

| ¢ would but let them, would bountifully supply | each opening by its small gate to the lane, and § 

3 them with the choicest fruits and viands. In a| each furnished with grain troughs, under the é 

2 corner of the garden we observed the “ busy | shed, and hay-racks, which are moveable, and 5 

ry © bee,” hard at word, laying up its honied store | by which, when it is desired, the sheep ean be ¢ 

' é for its magnanimous lord. This was on the enclosed under the sheds. All of these yards § 

i : § right of the back yard. On the left was the |.are slightly inclincd to the east. At the foot of z 

| ? dairy yard, in an extreme corner of which was | these yards, by a side cut, pure and running : 

i $ the domicil of the grunters. This was very | Water is brought from the Bark river, which ¢ 

i 2 well arranged, being of two rather low stories, | runs near by. This never freezes, and to it the ¢ 

: 2 put of good size—the lower of which was di-| sheep have constant access. Mr. Edgerton win- ¢ 

i, 5 yided off very well into pens for different pur- tered, last winter, 1100 sheep. These were $ 

$ poses, each accompanied with proper feeding } divided into nine flocks, one yard thus always < 

? troughs, which were approached from the out-| being vacant. At each feeding he always com- $ 

i £ side. The upper story was devoted to the stor- | menees by putting the food in the vacant yard. ? 

f 2 age of food, consisting of corn, meal, potatoes, | This he can do without being troubled by the ¢ 

f ‘ &c, We were disappointed in seeing no ar- crowding about of the sheep. Thesheep from 2 

q } rangement for the cooking of food. Weregard | the adjoining yard are then let into this first ¢ 

y § this a sine-qgua-non to every feeding establish- yard, when, with the same ease, he can place 2 

¢ ment, especially of swine. The hogs them- | the food in the second yard, to which the sheep ¢ 

i £ selves, of which there were some twenty of| in the third are admitted, and so on through the ¢ 

$ different ages and sizes, were quite respectable |+en yards. Each of these yards and sheds is ‘ 

r £ looking, but would not have suffered, in our| abundantly large for one hundred or one hun- ? 

: opinion, if there had have been a more liberal | dred and fifty sheep. Each shed and yard cost § 

} 2 effusion of blood, from the high-bred Suffolk | about thirty dollars. On the opposite side of 2 

i = or Essex. Through a gate which moved easily | the yard is the sheep-honse, where the sick may £ 

; 2 on its hinges, with no “jarring sound” or “gra- be attended to, and the various operations de- ? 

! 5 ting of harsh thunder,” we entered the barn- | sirable with a flock of sheep, and allin a warm ¢ 

| g yard, the great laboratory of fructifying ele-| and comfortable place. During the winter, Mr. Q 

j 2 ments to be used on the farm—superior to Edgerton feeds his sheep almost wholly upon 5 

| : : Mape’s super-phosphate, and cheaper than Pe-| clover hay, regarding it about as good fodder as g 

nie = yayian Guano, and more abundant and better | can be given them. Outof this flock of 1100, ‘ 

are for the farmer, if properly used, than either—| we think he lost only five, and some of these + ; 

jam ee aes a saw e greater portion, (and all should | killed by accident, searcely any by disease.— ( 

j 4 ve been, “ but, &¢.””) was handsomely corded | We commend Mr. rton’s Sees nts for 21} ( 

i } up and undergoing he desired Searestatie by | his sheep, and his inert of ene @ 
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MU eS eee consideration of all of our wool-growers, Mr. | the stump so as to wind up the short heavy q Edgerton’s sheep are almost entirely Spanish | chain, and then continue on in the even tenor of § ¢ Merinos, and those who saw his premium ewes their way, till the ? 4 { at the late Sheep Shearing, need no farther no-| [BR apes S pa stump ee itself Z tice of the quality of hissheep. We examined i QV and surrenders its § j { his ewes and stock bueks, and ean say that we | position. Thus 2 2 seldom see better. We never saw wool better they are removed, } 

{ put up, and in better condition, than Mr. Ed- | easily and rapidly. ¢ 4 2 gerton’s, and any seldom of so good quality. A rough sketch of 2 
} After having examined thus thoroughly this} |} this “cork screw,” % 4 i sheepish portion of the establishment, we made | {If as it was technical- ¢ $ our way through the various fields of grass,| II} ly called, we here ¢ 4 
$ grain, pasture, &c., &e., back to the house— give. Weare hap- ? : 
{ Most of the crops were looking very well in- py to know, that § 4 
{ deed. We greatly admired a field of 40 acres| | III this is the only 2 q 
} of club wheat, which promises a very heavy | i kind of “cork § 4 
£ yield, and one or two fields of yery fine clover, . 5 screw’? found ne- ¢ g 

2 just ready tobe cut, The men were cultivating | eessary to be used - 

< in one field 29 acres of corn. This was put in on these premises. g 1 

? by a drill. Mr. Edgerton does not think well In our tour we $ q 
£ of this mode, from his experience. It can be yin ag saw some preity ¢ j 
2 cultivated only one way, and renders a great| {IMP good cows and § 
§ deal of hand work necessary. The color of the | (gy brood mares, to- ? 
2 corn was a little too golden to suit our fancy ; STUMP PULLER. gether with colts $ 
5 but our shrewd host remarked, that he planted | and young cattle. Better, however, might be ¢ 
2 yellow corn, This reminded us of the fellow’s | introduced upon the farm, we think, with ad- $ 7 
¢ reply, when he was told that he would get on- vantage. < { 

: ly half acrop. He said he did’nt expect any-| Thus did we complete the circuit of the farm, > j 

3 thing more, as he planted to halves. A couple | and were well prepared to do justice to an ex- 9 4 
é of men were plowing, one with an ox, and the | cellent dinner, already upon the table when we ‘ 4 

3 other with a horse team—both good specimens | returned. The time between dinner and tea ¢ 
2 of farm teams. We were pleased to see that} was spent in discussing various agricultural 2 y 
5 the best and most approved implements were questions, with a gentleman or two—Otium cum 3 

é used upon the farm. Of the plows used, the dignatate at full length upon sofas and lounges. é 

{ Double, or Michigan, Plow seemed to do the | We were wakened to acorporeal consciousness é i 
2 work best. Whose were the others, we do not by acallto theteatable. We shall not soon for- 3 
{ now remember. We noticed avery simple con- get those bouncing, blushing strawberries, im- S 

2 trivance for pulling stumps, which Mr. Edger- | mersedin delicious cream andsugar,of purestray ¢ 7 
§ ton says works very well indeed. - It isso sim- | serene, and all dealt ovt in no stinted measures § 
2 ple in its structure, that we commend it to those } of hotel nicety, but in overflowing measures, 2 ; 

§ wishing any thingof the kind. It consists of a | pressed down and shaken together, which we $§  ~ 4 
2 log of some strong timber, from ten to twelve hope will be meted to us again. After tea, in 2 

¢ inches in diameter at the larger end, and eight company with our host, his wife, and the lady § 

2 to ten at the smaller, and about sixteen or twen- | above mentioned—to whom had been deeded 3 
£ ty feet long. To the larger end is attached a| on a former occasion, by our jocund host, quite 2 

2 very heavy chain, about three feet long, with a| a tract of land in section 37—we visited several ‘ 
{ very largeand strong hook at the free end,| other farms and places. That of Talbot C. ¢ 

é while at the other there was a ring sufficiently | Dousman, in Ottawa, seemed to be conducted 2 
§ large to slip over the larger end of the log or| much upon the same enlighteued principles of § 
2 lever, To the small end of the lever a yoke of | that of Mr. Edgerton. Mr. Dousman is also a § 
£ cattle is hitched. The manner of using it is as| distinguished wool-grower, and the improve- ¢ 
j simple as the machine, and acts on the prinei- | ments which are going on upon his farm, are of ; 

ple of some tooth hooks of the dentist. The| the highest order. We regretted that we had 3 

large hookis caught hold of some of the strong- | not time to look more into particulars. This we ; 
er roots, and the cattle are then driven round | mean to do at another time. We also called, 
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j a upon Mr. Worthington and his lady, who have | may well be those of the armless form of chess. () 

' i. a beautiful place and a small farm upon one of| When I endeavored to trace the connection + 

ia ? those lakes so numerous in this region, and s0| between this spikelet and the axis of the spike, < 

ie 2 exquisitely picturesque. In going from thence) it came off with its stalk, in a way that led me } 

3 2 round to Nashota, so ,delightfully situated in| to conclude that it had been artificially or acci- 

i 2 the embrace of the twin lakes, we passed sev-| dentally inserted, and had no organic connec- § 

i 2 eral fine and highly cultivated farms, all be-| tion with the wheat stalk. If you have any : 

j : ¢ longing to white people, as the g ‘ood farmers) more specimens, examine them for yourself, un- } 

i 5 here are technically called. From Nashota) ger a lens; or, if you can, send me another spe- é 

i ¢ home, dim moonlight furnished a better medium | gimen, and I will take care to conduct the ex- > 

| a aa an ES a natural scenery; | amination in such a way as to make sure of the Q 

} 7 £ than for exact observation of Bevoaieaal PTO-| connection, if there be any, which I doubt. 3 

} i 5 gress or prospects, A good night’s sleep, an Very truly yours, 2 

; fe ; early breakfast and a pleasant ride back to) pioe 1 armor. Asa Ghar. 
; i* = Genesee station and a quick passage home, ‘ 2 

> cleared up this, one of the pleasantest visitsim-| Reig ann Harvestine Trvorny.— + 

< § to the? country that we have made for some-| have often read questions such as these— £ 

2 eee served greatly to strengthen our | host time to put in timothy, how to put it 

i : ee Se SS zee 35 in, how much seed to the acre, when to cut i 
. : to enhance in our esteem the value and dignity it, and how tocure. Ist. Any time “ones 

coe. 2 of agriculture, and quickened our faith in the piansoiibegiaese th ; 
j ‘ hse aie! a the| tween the middle of September and the < 

; z actual triumph of the husbandman in subduing) adie of October. I have raised good } 

; poo meadow by sowing the latter part = No- 2 

; 5 : vember. 2d. I never sow less than half a } 

; 2 Wheat and Chess_ in one Head. bushel of seed to the acre. 3d. Icut when ? 

i = Inthe Jane number we inserted a letter from] the blossom is about to fall. 4th. What } 

ie ? Prosper Cravath, (by a typographical error grass is cut in the morning, I turn over af- 2 

i; 2 printed Granuth,) of Whitewater, stating that| ter dinner, provided the weather is fine ; 

pa 2 he had in his “possession a well filled head of with plenty of sun; if not, let it lay until : 

i 5 wheat, with plump kernels, and on the stem of the next morning or longer if the weather 3 

¢ which, about in the middle of the head among] '8 not suitable. I will tell you how I do, 2 

i. 3 the wheat, and attached to the same stem, a if the weather is good. The next morn- = 

F 2 punch of chess, containing four plump kernels.” | °S when the dew is of, Irake up into win- ; & 

oe < rows that which was turned over the day 3 

i g When we were at Whitewater,at the Sheep- before; after dinner I put it into cocks, say } 

ig i Shearing Festival, Mr. Cravath Was so kind from 150 to 200 Ibs. ina cock; the next 3 

j 3 as to present us with this head of wheat, which morning I open them, and after dinner I > : 

; z seemed, certainly at the first sight, to settle the} stack it, or haul it in the barn. g : 

, = Chess question. We were desirous of submit- + .5 : 

4 £ ting itto the highest authority in. the United ss ee pes jotes NS r heats : : 

k § States. We therefore sent it to Dr. Asa Gray,| found out to my own satisfaction that it ; 
f z Prof. of Botany in Harvard University, Cam-| goos better putin by itself. Tsow no oth- ; 

; } bridge, Mass. We make noassertion inregard| or kind of seed but timothy, as it brings ¢ BR 

P| é to this head of wheat, but submit to the peru-| the best price here. I plow my ground cB: 

2 : sal of our readers Prof. Gray’s letter in reply,| but once, 6 to 7 inches deep; harrow it ow: 

4 é in full. Ata late visit to Whitewater, Mr. S.| once or twice according as it needs it, sow } 3 

\ ? Marsh, Esq., informed us that he saw last sum-| my grass seed and roll it in. - 2B: 

a 2 mer several heads of wheat of the same kind. 4 ie: 

2 We should be glad to be presented with other od — pois Acsscin oe ae 2 : 

| is ¢ heads of the same kind for further examina-| eed js sown, from 13 to 2 tons to the acre. iB: 

‘oa 2 2 tion: I then let it lay three years and plow it u cB 

1 ie a Caaenince, Mass, June 10,1854. | —put the land in with what you please; t 

ae My Dear Sir:—I have just examined the] put in corn the first year, then oats, and | Mi 

a i head of wheat you sent. in.your favor of June| then grass. seed again. es 

e | | 3d. The “altered” florits are: not wheat, but! Quincy, Ill. Joun L. Moone. (My 

as. PPP PAPAIN tn IR ERE PEED DIRE 
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: A PAIR OF POLAND FOWLS. 2 

: “ft appears probable,” says Dickson, “that|fowl—the Spangled Polish, the Black Polish, 5 
5 the Polish fowl is a hybrid between the Crest- |and the White Polish. “The Spangled Polish,’ 2 | 
zed and the Spanish fowls. It is, however, says Bennett, “are birds of extraordinary 3 | 
$ quite unknown in Poland, and takes its mame | HeSuEy and extremely scarce.” This fowl pre- é 
2? from some resemblance having been fancied he jren a symmetrical and regular combination 3 
: tween its tufted crest and the square-spreading | of colors, namely,—a bright orange, a clear 2 { 
2 crown of the feathered caps worn by th» Po-| White, a brilliant green, and a jetty black, soft- 
3 lish soldiers. These fowls are exceedingly | ened down with a rich and pure brown, every 2 | 
| handsome, and remakably good for the table. | feather being tipped with white. Theprevail- ¢ | 
i The hens are excellent layers, and produce ve-|ing color of the hen is a golden yellow, with | 
Dry targe, finely flavore 1 eggs.” white spangles. In the cock the thighs are 

There are three varieties of the Poland | black, and are marked and spangled with black ! 
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: and golden yellow. The Black Polish is the Home-mape Guano.—The following is 

# well known shining black fowl, with » pure| from a communication to the N. E. “Far- 

+ white tuft on the crown. These Se mer;” it will be useful to many ae one? 

+ § bly good 1a; and have been styled by some, _ i 2 

2 “Bvery i The third variety is, in — readers :— < : 5 

; € color, a brilliant white, with a jet black top- Some years ago I thought I would try } 

5 knot. These birds are extremely scarce,— my luck in keepinga few hens. The house 5 

' ¢ ‘Their qualities are the same as the black Po- = oe : 

: Sa ee they are esteomed more beantiful. outside and inside, then filled in by saw ¢ 

2 Saw-Dusr as Lirrer---The above ma-| dust to make it warm. It is well lighted : 

é terial has been successfully introduced as | with glass windows, and well ventilated, and ‘ 

? litter for horses in ohio, instead of straw, | asmall stream of water runs through it— : 

$ and may be profitably employed for this | The roosts will accommodate about a hun- } 

2 purpose when the latier article is dear— | dred hens, that being the number Tusually 2 

3 The “Ohio Cultivator ” contains the fol-| keep. Under the roost I throw three or : 

2 lowing remarks upon the subject: “Sev-| four ox-cart loads of dry muck, chip dirt, ? 

§ eral bushels of dry“saw-dust are thrown | &c., which I haul over two or three times ; 

2 into the stall, upon. which the horse stands|a week with my manure hook. I bury : 

¢ during the night. In the morning it will | their grain in it, and make them work for 

2 be found that about a bushel has to be re- | a living, which gives them exercise in cold } 

$ moved—one half of which is manure and | weather. In the spring, I have a fine heap i 

¢ one half saw-dust, so well saturated as to| of home"made guano. If there is anything 2 

= contain a large portion of amonia, perform- | imported that is better to make our erops = 

2 ing the double office of absorbent and. pu- | grow, then I am mistaken.” 3 

£ rifier; thus the air of the stable is- kept Se gas i 

§ ee —_ en ee fie Apvantacs or Weepixe.—The follow- : 

: $ heap: is com) r. e has ap-|- . . i 

5 5 plied to his lift cy land, and reports met ing experiments, in England, show the ad- : 

$ it operates like yeast, making the ground vantages resulting from keeping the land ; 

3 very light and mellow.. In the morning | clean: : 

; 3 that portion of the bedding which remains| 1, Seven acres of light gravelly land ; 

| ¢ dry, is shoved up under the manger, to | were fallowed and sown broadcast; one : 

§ serve for an other night. acre was measured and not a weed pulled : 

: ? Another advantage from this material for | out; the other six were carefully weeded. : 

¢ bedding is that a horse which lies upon it |'The unweeded acre produced 18 bushels; : 

5 is much easier cleaned off than one which | the six weeded acres averaged 224 bushels 5 

$ lies on straw; the saw-dust entering among | per acre—a gain of 25 per cent. i 

¢ the hair brings away the secretions, when| 2. A six acre field was sown with barley, : 

: ; the curry comb and brush are applied, leav- | in fine tilth, and wellmanured. This weed- ? 

2 ing a lively coat. In warm weather it has | ing, owing to @ great abundance of char- : 

i é another great advantage, that. of being | lock, cost 12s. ($2 64) per acre. The pro- ? 

2? much cooler than straw, so that a tired and | duce of the unweeded acre was 13 bushels; : 

2 heated horse can sleep pleasantly, without | of the weeded 28 bushels; difference in? 

; 5 ineitements to feverish restlessness. ‘The | favor of the weeded, 15 bushels per acre, : 

$ establishment of steam mills in all parts of | besides leaving the land in so much better 

> the country, renders the material easy of ac- | order for the next crop. { 

2 cess to almost every neighborhood, and we} 3, Of six acres sown with oats, one’ acre : 

i :.doubt not, when its virtues are better | plowed over: and unmanured, produced on- : 

2 known, it will be generally applied to stable | ly 17 bushels per acre. The rest plowed ? 

$ use, asa means of. comfort to the horse, | three times, manured and weeded, produc- ; 

3 and also of turning-an otherwise useless ar-| ed 37 bushels per acre. Of this increase | 

¢ ticle into profitable account.”—{Scientific | at least 10 bushels may be attributed to ji 

American. weeding, and 10 bushels to the manure 

4 par Put not off till to-morrow what cultivation.—[Journal of West of England 

should be done to-day. Society. 
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a . ca thing, farmers do not half take care of thei 
’ 8 i 0 ek R ¢ S iS i ¢ f 2 stock—sheep in particular, They get = 
§ For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | die, and those that live through a long winter 3 
2 Sheep Breeding, &c., shear light fleeces, which makes the stock un- = 
i Mu. Laturor—Sir :—Being gone from home <o nae a ee oo leh = —o z 
3 considerably of late, I have neglected answer-| }; ance ae ee when in fact he is : a Bee Bee his own punisher, and brings the con: 3 < ing your inquiries. To do justice to them of hisat i es aoe 
: would require a volume. 1 will answer them eens oa ommaees Z 

> As to the blood of the sheep you bought, I Cases, Pambs in. the 

| would say, that the Pedigree is right, “Some co cee eS 
: —_ years ago, when Mermo sheep were in- well. My a mae eae 3 
{ troduced here, they were of the Spanish breed ; ji ea , 
2 but by judicious breeding, a med our FES a ee —— a ih 
5 ers have succeeded in getting up flocks of a! 3 Gilbert got his sa me ie aie chink 
5 much better quality than their original stock. | 79 yearsago, = thas stun ths a ea oe a“ 
There is a great difference, however, in pure ly iareaving cay dieu ane =a Sep - 

< bred sheep. Two farmers buy ewes equally | carcasse: ee fl a a oe ee eres 
j alike for goodness; one uses a small, light wool: : ee oe eae cuaihyoe 
2 fleeced buck, worth $10; the other seeks to get | French for Serer orcas Zale binaded. © 
$ aheavy shearer, gummy fleece, good constitu- that Mr ae vee Preece 
: tion, &e.,and an extra sheep—pays $300 for}. 4: ip ebaccea atk enery success = = fs cheek beta as Gare bred auaie ahd re: ing importation, and think them the best sheep 5 

2 male Let them breed in this manner ten a eres, it mses Rrencls buck on my SPae < years, what will be the difference in the looks ish ewes, and think it a desirablecross. They = 

E and real value of the stock at the end of that i = -— Senet see feey and 
3 time? Itwillbethis: Their ewes atthe com- ae E ae ane so auality of woul a 
mencement clipped 4 Ibs. per head. The one f nae pea gae dienes ports Z : that used the dry wooled, small buck, Will have | 11 sesse are Ren Ee ee eee 

5 a stock that will shear from 4} to 54 Ibs. per to thrive well on your EEG A as tes 
: head. Not much improvement. The other eel feraphieee, ae ae will be, aes cele 
; has got up a much larger sheep, thicker wooled 2 : gl é 
2 better appearing, ai kat skaara from 6 io ae es toga ‘hentier Han aajeed 5 
5 S Ibs. per head. Now, one man’s sheep is just ag © eet feat shoeaiinees oF Sour a 3 
2 as pure blooded as the other; but one sells his = ay: poo Sas ete Saas F 

: stock for $25 and $30 per head, while the other | “°°? © this. 3 
2 is glad to get $6 and $8. This, Mr. Lathrop,| 4 °04 deal depends upon the proper man- 
4 is the actual difference in blooded shecp, agement, care and exeenee som make, to obtain -: 
> Thave been 20 years in improving my flock, | good flock and a reputation asa breeder. I < 

5 and bringing them to their present purity, (if| ShOwld be glad to hear from you, and the pros- 7 
+ you please to term it so). The strict sense of prets of your country in this branch of hus- + 

5 the term, as it is often used, would be a ‘hard | bandry. 2 
2 matter to settle. Ihad rather speak of2man’s| Iam expecting a few choice bucks, from = 
> improvement upon his original stock. France, this spring, which I shall offer to the ~ 

2 L think that our highest bred Spanish Meri-| public, as I am raising and improving sheep = 
> nos are superior to those that were formerly | continually. Iam always ready to supply cus- < 
; imported from Spain, &«. We have different | tomers, or fill out orders. 1 am sendinga good > 
> classes of them, kuown by the names of the| mady sheep toIllinois, Wiseondin, and all the — 
= men that have improved them—such as At-| Western States. Merat Bincnam. > 
? Wood’s, Blakeley’s, Hammond's, &c.,&c. Some} Cornwall, Vt., March, 1854. = 
J of their ibest ewes they hold as high as $100 a 
each. (@™ The ehopping, or grinding of grain, to 

_ The first object, in order to raise a good an-| be fed to stock, operates as a saving of at least 
imal,is good eare and good keep. Asa genera, twenty-five per cent. 
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POINTS OF SHORT-HORNS. G 
as 4 = SSS See t 

: SESS Mi eS ee = 
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é See er i eS as fe) point? 

ese es St Ss : 

z A SHORT-HORN COW. 3 

2 The Committee of the State Society, whose} POINTS OF A SHORT-HORN COW. c 

© duty it was to report a scale of points to be us-| Pxpicnrr—Showing unbroken descent, on both 

2 ed by the Society, at its Fairs, as a guide to the sides, from known animals, derived from ¢ 
judges of the merits of different animals, have English herds, as found in the English or ? 

2 reported the scale adopted by the New York} American Herd Books, and without this, < 

2 State Agricultural Society, of which the follow-! __an animal cannot compete in this class. > 
3 ing are the points, with their numerical value,|3 Tym Hrap—small, lean and bony, tapering to ‘ 
{ for the Short-Horns: | the muzzle. - 

= The numbers affixed to the points described, | 
2 form the mazimum that is es allowed for 2 = Facr—somewhat long, ae fleshy: — 

2. Saas aasceee rasp a loa ile Nactfaal Cando) (Onl ee 
2 examination is deficient in any- point) so willl” T= Ure ss ot greatsigniteance oe 
5 the Judges decrease the number, even should Oe eee a ae eee, 
? moshing dp sillowedifer that point, nent,” from an accumulation of = adeps” g 

é Points madi wie whasestae taney and bkbexe- in the daek part of its soeket, which indi- > 

£ = ees ra 

§ fore common to a breed, though very valuable| sciiars Pei a ee a z 

> in themselves, are marked comparatively low,) at ee . Se | oy ¢ ne a oom 5 

2 because they are easily obtained and demand) C0") 3% Suite an ana e. 
= but little skill or attention on the part of the| ue a ~ om a at Bee a an es £ 

£ breeder ; nevertheless, an animal not possessing ae See see rs aa Secu s S 

= the characteristics of its own breed, must of se eye Peuays atte eee 5 

2 cessity be.almost worthless. On the other hand,|1 THE Honx_—light in substance and waxy in > 

3 it-will be observed that points of less value,| Color, and symmetrieally cet on the head ; : 

perhaps, in themselves, but which are charac-| the Ear large, thin, and with considerable ~ 

© teristic deficiencies in the breed, or at any rate| action. 5 

< difficult to sustain at their maximum mcahenre:|* Tue Necx—rather short than Jong, tapering - 
> are marked numerically high, as they go far to to the head ; clean in the throat, and full < 

§ complete or perfect the natural excellence o: at its base, thus eovering and filling out = 

j the animal. the points of the shoulders. 3} 

Again, for the above reason, it will be found|14 Tux Cursr—broad from point to point of ‘) 

that the same points, in different breeds, have the shoulders ; deep from the anterior dor- g ein 2 P. * 
different numerical yalues attached to them. sal yertebra to the floor of the sternum, M4 

3 
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eee 
i and both round and full just back of the|2 Tue Ta—flat and broad at its root, but fine 
r elbows; sometimes designated by the in its cord, and placed high up, and on a 
= phrase “thick through the heart.” These Jeyel with rumps. 3 
3 are unquestionably the most important/2 Tar Cararen—of.an animal gives style and 2 5 points in every animal, as constitution must beauty ;.the walk should be square and } 2 depend on their perfeet development, and the.step quick ; the head up. 5 
5 the ample room thus afforded for the free 15 Quaxity—On this the thriftiness, the fecd- 2 
: action of the heart and lungs. ing properties, and the value of the animal { 3 5 Tux Brisket—however deep or projecting, depend ; and upon the touch of this quali- 2 ; must-not be confounded with capacity of ty rests, in a good measure, the grazier’s $ 
5 chest; for though very attractive and sel- and the butcher’s judgnient. If the “touch”? ? 2 ling point, it, in reality, adds nothing to the be good, some deficiency of form may be $ 3 space within, however it may increase the} exeused; but if it be hard and stiff, no- 2 3 sirth without, Itis in fact nothing more! thing can compeneate for so unpromising a 3 
: nor less than a muscular adipose substance, | feature. Inraising the skin from the bedy, ? 
2 attached to the antenor portion of the ster-| between the thumd and finger, it aaa : 5 num, or breast bone, and thence extending} rave a soft, flexible and substantial feel, 2 } itself back. This form, however, of the! and when-beneath the: out-sprend hand, it $ § __Drisket indieates a disposition to lay.on fat | should move easily with it, and-under it, > g generally throughout the frame, and in this as though resting on a soft, elastic, cellular 5 
5 point of view is valuable. | substance ; which, however, becomes firm- é 
$4 Tar Snorrpsr—where weight, as in the} er as the animal “ripens.” A thin papery : 
2 Short-horn, is the object, should be some- 1 skin is objectionable, more especially in-a 5 
Z what upright and of good width at the! cold climate. 3 
2 peinis, with the blade-bone just sufficient— 2 Tue Coat—should be thick; ghort and mossy, $ 
3 ly curved to blend its upper portion smooth-} with longer hair in winter,-fine, soft and 2 
2 ly with the crops. | glossy in summer. 5 
£8 Tae Crors—must be full and level with the} 3 Tur Upprr—pliable and thin in its texture, ? 2 shoulders and back ; and is; perhaps, one |— reaching well forward, roomy behind, and $ 
& . of the most difficult points to breed right ico the teats standing wide apart, and of con- 2 ; 
<e in the Short-horn, | venient size. 5 

2.8 Tue Bacx, Lory aud Hms—should Le broad |POINTS OF THE SHORT-HORN BULL. } $ and wide, forming a straight and even line | As regards the male animal, it is only necessary Z 
ze from the neck to the setting on of the tail, | to remark, that the points desirable in the $ 
. the hips or hueks round: and well covered. | female are generatly’eo in-the male, but 2 
£°5 Tur Ruwrs—laid up high, with plenty of] “must, of course, be attended by that mas- 
2 fiesh on their extremities. | culine character which is inseparable from ¢ 
<2 Tue Pervis—should be large, indicated by the a strong, vigorous constitution, Even a ? 
2. width of the hips (as already mentioned, } certain degree of coarseness is admissible, 2 
3 and the breadth of the twist. but then it must be so exclusively of a > 
5 8 Tur Twist—should be so well filfed out in marculing description, asineyer; tobe die-'; 
> its “seam” as to form nearly an even and covered a the fewales of his get, 2 : wide plain, between the thighs. jin contra-distinction to the cow, the head of a 
6: : 3 2 1 de-| the bull may be shorter,. the frontal-bone 3 See era ne ane Welle: | roger, and thacestgiient aa acd strong--} 
S. cae <i . er, thatit may receive and sustain the horn > 5 4 Tne Carcass—round 3; the ribs nearly cireu~ Send aida max be excused if a little : 

: Bars and ecu se well beck, heavy at the base, so its upward form, its 3 
3.3 Tue Franxs—deep, wide, and full in propor- quality and oolor be right. Neither.is the > 
t tion to condition, 3 looseness of the skin, attached to, and-de- $ 
| 2 Tur Lre—short, straight, and standing square pending from the under jaw, to be deemed + 

with the body. other than a feature of the sex, provided it 
3 Tue Pratrs—of the belly, strong, and thus is not extended beyond the bone, but leay e8 

preserving nearly a straight under line. the throat clean and free from dewlap. 
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The upper portion of the neck should be full] possesses these qualities, how can we better % 

and muscular, for it:-is an indication of spend aportion of our time, than by discussing 4 

2 strength, power - and constitution. The | the question how to improve the symmetry of $ 

é spine should be strong, the bones of the | her form and the quantity and quality of her : 

: : loin-long and broad, and the whole muscu- | milk, and the proper treatment by which it is > 

z lar system wide and thoroughly developed turned to the best account. 2 

i $ over the entire frame. Ihave not been led.to regard the frame of < 

| é The Short-horns are heavy cattle, arrive ear- | the cow of so much importance’as the form of / 

4 5 ly at maturity, fatten easily, and are small con- the udder, the size of the milk veins, and other < 

i 2 sumers in proportion to their size. The cows | external marks, such as the quality of the skin, = 

i $ are generally good milkers, yielding a large hair, &c. Iam of the opinion that some breeds < 

i é quantity of rich milk, Their colors. are “red of cattle are far better for milk than others, and : 

H £ br white, or a mixture of the two, combining in| that any breed may be improved in the milk- 

: £ endless variety, and produeing very frequently, ing qualities by a proper course of treatment- 

4 $ most brilliant effect? Black, brown, or brin-| Probably there is no animal that has been so ‘ 

| i 2 dled, are colors which are not found among] much improved in any one particular, by do- 2 

i = pure bred Short-horns ; and whenever there is| mestieation, as the cow, in her capacity for } 

H © an appearance of black, whether it pertains to| giving milk. In a wild state her udder is small = 

: 2 the hair er nose, it is a sufficient indication that| and shrinks into an insignificant compass { 

: 3, the animal should be rejected, so far asitrelates} when the duty of suckling is over. But = 

: } to its purity of blood. when domesticated and kept for the sake of ‘ 

i 2 Several fine specimens of this very desirable | her milk—and that is drawn from her by arti- > 

| 5 and excellent breed of cattle have, during the | ficial means—the milk-secreting vessels enlarge, + 

i < past year, been intoduced into the State. Be-| and the udder expands, so asto become a prom- ( 

H 2 side those that we have noticed in previous num-| inent feature in the animal. In this manner, by « 

‘ { bers of the Farmer, Messrs. Ingham and Colvin, | constant exercise, the eapacity of the cow for ; di 

2 of Madison, have lately brought into the State | giving milk has been permanently altered and : 

f ° some very excellent individuals of this kind.—| rendered more suitable tothe demands which we ; 

2 We have not yet seen them, but others speak | are constantly making upon her. If we would - 

$ $ of them with much praise. We hope they will | still improve our cows as mifkers, we must fol- - 

a 2 find further favor with our catttle breeders. low out what has thus been commenced. Fail- : 

4 ee ing to do this, in my opinion, many in this and 

h 2 Dairy Cows. other countries are failing to, improve their oth- 2 

£ acs bets = 3 eters erwise choice breeds. < 

> Remarks:made by F. 8. Eldred, at the last Quar-) 1 is thought by many of our importers of 2 

: $ oy Meeting of the Rock Co. Agricultural S0-) toe, and by some of our best eee teas, : 

i 2 prize that in order to raise a good calf it is necessary : 

> The horse has been thought tobe the most to let it run with the cow through the summer, 2 

: useful animal to mankind ; but in this progres- and perhaps, in the meantime,-suckle it on an- < 

i > sive age of Railroads and Telegraphs, it must be| other nights and mornings, _ Others adopt this > 

* admitted that the cow is the more worthy of| course for the reason that it is less trouble to let + 

> our attention. She furnishes us nossonly with the calf do its own milking rather than do it - 

5 the substantial comforts of life, but that with- for them. Most-of those with whom I have < 

> out which-our tables-could be provided with conversed on this part of stock raising, justify - 

© but few delicacies. their course by saying, jt is the way that Na- ? 

> If there is any part of farming that comes] ture designed, and that we must not attempt to < 

* nearer than another- to .the old adage of the | improve the laws ste has, laid down for our ? 

boy’s eating his cake and having it too, it is the | uidance. : 

H £ keeping of .a good cow.. She-not-only gives-us| If this natural course is the best to make - 
in > the elements of our rich cheese and our golden | large milkers, why is not the udder of the cow = 

, © butter, without diminishing in value, but she is | as large in her wild state as when domesticated? ¢ 

i continually adding fertility to our soil, which | I might add, that if this course, which is thought i 

{ should not be lightly valued by any one who| to be indicated by nature, should be practiced W 
looks to the future prospects of our State as an | upon with any breed of cattle, I care not how-{! 

a agricultural district. If you admit that she | high their reputation as milkers, through a few y 
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a 
successive generations their standing as dairy| The way of turning milk to the best account 

cows would be exceedingly low. I have no| must depend, in a:great measure, upon the situ- 

4 objection to this course, so far as the calf is con- | tion of its produceryas regards market conve- § 

} cerned ; but I lay it down as almost an infalli- | nience and conveniences at home, &e. If an 3 

= ble rule, that it is ruinous to the cow asa milk- individual is so situated that he can sell his 2 

2 er. milk for two cents a quart, as taken from the § 

£ Tf butter and cheese are items worthy the at- | cow, he will find it more profitable than to man- 2 

3 tention of the Agriculturist, should not this | ufacture it into butter or cheese, at the present 5 

2 part of stock growing receive more considera- | prices, or as prices haye ranged for the last ten 2 

2 tion at our hands 2 Some-cows are better for ; years, 5 

2 yielding rich milk than others; and some give a] Of-the. pzvticular mode of manufacture of 2 

? large quantity, while it is poor in quality. The | either butter or cheese, I do not intend to speak. § 

$ daryman then must first consider whether he | It would take too much of your time, giving ? 

} wants quantity or quality. In general, near | you little or: no profit. Rules for-the dairy ¢ 

£ Jarge towns, where the demand for milk is great, | should be very minute—and then we need $ 
2 the object of the dairyman naturally is to keep | the school ofexperience, to become proficient § 

5 cows which will give a large quantity, without so | in this branch as well as any other branches of 3 

= much regard of what sort it is. For those who | Agriculture. However, I donot wish to be un- ¢ 

§ go for this,and yet have some honest scruples left | derstood that it is peculiarly difficult. It is not. $ 

2 about resorting to the pump, the old-fashioned, With a little practice, a reasonable amount of 2 

§ large framed, big boned Holderness would be judgment, and a good sprinkling of perseverance, 5 

2 the best: But the manufacturer of butter and | you need not fear. I think that our Agricultu- 2 

.£ cheese wants quality and quantity both. ral communities have not given this branch of $ 

2 A8 far as my own experience goes, I have | business the attention it demands. As a State, 2 

4 found our native cows, as milkers, full equal to | we do not make our own butter_and cheese, (or $ 

> the improved breeds ; though some of the best | cheese, at least) ; and as to the quality, that it z 

.  § milkers I have ever known were a cross of the | is not what it should be, most will admit. It $ - 

= full blood Short-horn Durham with our best | would be well for us to took, talk and think 2 

‘native cows. Ithink that our full bloods, es-| more upon this matter. The importance of 5 

Z pecially the Durham, can be greatly improved | making good butter, that will keep for a long 3 

¢ as milkers by proper management, and that in | length of time, has been, I believe, entirrly ov- 5. 

5 afew years they might be made to stand with-| erlooked by us, as a Society ; and T would ~~ 

= out a rival as cows for the pail. inquire, whether it would not be well to offer a $ 

2 Among our native cows are many superior | large premium for the best May or June but- 2 

< milkers, and many individual cases have been | ter? § 

= found which were eqral in yield of milk and Brother Farmers, I leave this subject—having 2 

5 butter, to any registered in the Herd Books.—| merely touched on its importance, and given a > 

2 For instance, the Cream-pot breed, built up by few general hints—for your consideration, hop- ~2 

= Col. Jacques, of Charlestown, Mass., whose ing that it may fall into more competent hands, ¢ 

2 calves are be-spoken at $100 cach. The cele- and be thoroughly discussed, so that it may 2 

5 brated Oaks cow, of Danvers, that gave on evi- | prove a lasting benefit to our Society; and 5 

2 dence, satisfactory to the Massachusetts Agri- through this means our land be made to flow, 2 

= eultural Society, 484 Ibs. of butter from the 5th | not only with milk and honey, but with butter ¢ 

2 of April to the 25th of September. And the | and cheese of the richest quality. 2 

= wonderful prize cow Kasiskill, Property ose Grasses.—The subject of grasses, which ap- 2 

? Danieleon, of Blithwood, N. Y., which received = = é 
? the prize of the New York State Agricultural pears to have .been hitherto neglected, is now > 

= pe? 6 ere eS i derable attention. Plenty of <¢ 
5 Society at Poughkeepsie, in 1844, on satisfacto- | *ttraeting const ‘ mets 
= A 5 good grass is at the root of all improved culti- > 
= ry evidence that she yielded, when.kept on a <tMTs = 5 
= P ied vation." Without grass, no stock, without < 
2 grass only, 383¢ qts. of milk per diy ; and that : a ? 
2 from the milk given by-her in two days, 6 a stock, no dung, without dung, no crops,” says 2 

i of batter were made-—being at the rate of 223 | *he Belgian: 5 

4 Ibs, per week. . When such cases turn up, al- oa , 

i) most by chance, why may not a ‘bteed of supe- ta Punctuality in engagomeny ange i 
Q rior milkers be established, and confidently re- cessary to an agriculturalist, as it is to a mer- 

Ytied upon, as itis known that like produces like?) ¢hant 
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¥f ofr f j G y j f Y fe. this operation is plain enough, but | 
4 lar time at which it ought to be performed re- 

é A Few Hints on Pinching. quires both Judgment and experience, in order : 

i g “ Train up a child in the way he should go,” . nee Rates she = a = é 
2? is a venerable maxim, and one that all good pa- | ; Se ee ae te gee : Recenter tary ne cin Tome mag fom, Ti 

—: 2 likechildren, require training.in their youths | yon formed plants, arrests the t aie aoe 
: the wise and skilful cultivator should aim at grow tall and lean by commencing with his z 

j . so thlpee Tate’ A shoot ae 7 right — young plant when only a fewinches high; and i 

BP RTecee ramp mitra [he ors opus peig er pnga i g 3 aya ular intervals in the plant’s growth, until he = 

| 4 2 too many who plant and cultivate = eith- | has secured such a profusion and regularity of ¢ 

" $ =. a, prune them once:a year, ay 2 Winter OF | }teral branches as to make his complete plant § 

| i 5 Sa os Ae re er aes ;2 wonder. Such plants are the most striking : 

i ‘ where nature has endowed a tree with-remark: | ae se oe pain gece suc aa ae : 

| 5 able qualities as to regularity of growth, they | ticutture. But this plant grower applies the ; 
i 2 gtow,up without that balance aud symmetry finger and thumb in season——he does not wait < 
i 5 Which is always pleasing to the eye and neces: | ¢;17 is plant has grown talfand misshapen, and ¢ 
; 2 sary to their vigor, longevity, and productive- | (oy goto work to reform it. As soon ashe { 
i i : ness. It should be well understood by every | sees well formed buds in the axils of the leaves, : 
i 3 rade puma sonst: — 7 he knows that by stopping the terminal growth > 

if g nisnats GE geithiroslanstank care acne ile! these buds will be forced into growth, and pro- © 

q 3 duce Jateral shoots. : 
; = pecially the case with garden trees, which ought “ = 

2 always to be bewutiful as well as useful. We In the management of trees we find it me 2 
2 do not mean that man should continually bu- common for one or more Lranches to start with é 

i 2 sy himself among. a few: trees, or waste his ened ne snate Gee Sneak é 
© time in frivolous operations, as though they | €” all other parts of the tree by 5 

j 2 were a hobby-horse which he had nothing to do | drawing and appropriating all the é 
t $ but ride; we ean countenance nothing of this | Putriment tothemselves. A slight 3 

2 sort, but we insist upon constant discriminat- | bruise or a Lend, perhaps, will = 
= ing eare, a look over the trees once or twice a | Jead to the development of one of é 
2 woek, in ordet that every defect of growth, | these branches ata point where é 
“<attack of insects, accidents, or diseases may be | 2° branch isrequired. Fig. 2re- ‘ S 

: 2 timely discovered and the proper remedy ap- | Presents an instance of this kind. . < 

; $ plied. There is economy in this, if people but | Thetree became slightly bent.and : : 
£ knew it, and all experienced cultivators do | this arrested the continuous flow £ 
> knoar it. of sap toward the summit; the $ 

: { The chief remedy for defects of growth dur- | C™S¢duence was redevelopment : 

{ - ing the growing season is the operation termed of avery strong shco', what the French dessig- 5 
5 pinching--nipping with the finger and thumb, leat very properly as a “gourmand” \t con- = 
2 [Fig, 1] trolled the whole tree, and left it atthe end of < 

5 | the season in the misshapen condition repre- > 

: SD Y RY iy | sented inthe cut. Now the careful cultivator ¢ 

j 3 RSS would have observed the first symptoms ofthese § 
3 .B) A) ») Sz results; that strongshoot pushing out with such ¢ 

i 35 : undue vigor would at cnze have attracted his } 
} 2 attention; and he would have placed his tree in ¢ 
| < C7 an upright position, to aid the regular ascent § 

j and free circulation of the sap, and have check- 
| ‘. . ed this misshaped shoot, and thus secured an 

2 ( (Fig. 1) the soft’sheots.. The practical part of /©4%2! distribution of growth that would have | 
} 

= le
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left him at the end of the season with tree| It should be remembered, that pinching has 
»  [Pig- 3.) something like fig 3. always a greater influence when applied early. 

? Ia the management of- trees | If we wait. until we see plump, well formed é 
& ++ trained as dwarfs, pyramids; or buds onthe shoots, the pinching will have com- ¢ 
eo / espaliers, pinching is an indis-| paratively little effect, 2s the buds rest, the $ 
§ pensable operation. In almost} pinched end will immediately push, and the 2 
$. ( all trees there is a natural ten- | prolongation of the shoots will be but little re- § 

c dency to grow most vigorously | tarded. But if pinched before the buds are ¢ 
é towards the top and at the ex-| formed perfectly, it takes them some time to ¢ 
; tremities of the branches, and | effect their growth, and by this time the flow of ¢ 
. this requires to be kept in con-| sap has been, in a great measure, diverted into : 
5 tinual check during the grow-| other channels; and even if the buds do break, $ 
é ing season, for if one portion of the shoot does not acquire much extension, as ¢ 
}.a tree be permitted but for a short time to grow | it most generally becomes a fruit branch. It is ‘ 
{ more vigorously than the others, the balange is | 0n this principle that pinching is performed to é 
2 destroyed and much time and severe measures Promote fertility; sometimes very bad resalts < 
¢ are required torestoreit: Inthe [Fig. 4. follow late pinching. Towards autumn a shoot ¢ 

f case of young trees that have sly furnished with well formed buds is checked, $ 
$ been cut back for the purpose of and immediately several of these buds push and 2 
? producing the pyramid form, it make weak, watery shoots that are killed by $ 

5 often happens that three or four the winter. These results are often produced ¢ 
¢ buds atthe summit push so vigo- by cutting scions for buds in the months of Au- $ 
$ ously as to draw all the sap from | gust and September. In some cases when the : 
? those below them, and a tree some- | tree is naturally disposed to carly fruitfulness, + 
} what like fiz. 4isproduced. Now | the buds become fruit buds; but in very many 3 
¢ if the uper shoots next the lead- | cases they start into growth. Grape vines are 3 
} er had been checked by pinching, very often urgedinto this anticipated growth ¢ 
? the lower branchés would have | by stopping the cancs at an improper pcriod.— $ 
‘ been favored, and we should have This isa point that demands particular care $ 

{ got a tree like fig. 5.- | in the management of both trees and vines. ¢ 
2 [Fig.5.] ‘In this way, under a great va} We have touched somewhat minutely upon ¢ 
¢ riety of circumst: inching is | this subject, in order to answer the queries cf = 

‘ Lee to Be ieee ae tig levered orceenenicce We should glad'y ¢ 

§ of pruning and of growth. At| S!vemore ample-explanations if space permit- 2 
eae this time the young shoots of trees ted, but we think-the hints we have thrown $ 
$ are pushing vigorously, and when | 08t Will enable intelligent amateurs to prose- ¢ 

z they have attained say two inches| cute the summer management of their trees 3 

$ in length, a selection may be made’| With some measure of success. One thing we ¢ 
é of such as ought to be preserved, | Must impress uy on-all who attempt to control 2 
$ and all others that have a vigor-| the growth or forms of trees, which is, that they $ 

é ous appearance muy be thecked at | Must study well the laws of growth in genera), z 
f » once. AN superftxous shoots, and the particular mode and habits of growth 5 
¢ however, do not need pinching; and bearing of both species and varieties, This é 

2 . therearea large number that ney-| Will appear. quite evident to all who will take < 
é er attain an7 considerable dimen-| *2¢ trouble to observe how much difference é 

é sions, and maybe left entire. These are easi- there is between the opening of both leaf buds 3 
$ ly distirgaised by the slenderness and small- and blossoms on different varieties of the ee é 
2 ness of their base. It would be improper to | Species. One variety of apple will have mace ‘ 

$ pinch these, as they donot affect the growth of a ee long Agere has opens 
é leading shoots, and ‘aid in maintaining the| Clabud.. The Northern Spy is as much as ten 2 
}-growth and strength of the parts where they days leafless after many other sorts are green. 2 

* The Belle @ Orleans cherry is in leaf and Ls- 
are situated; besides-they generally assume som ten days before many others. . We, quote 

the character of fruit branches in a year or | these instances merely to draw attention to this 
two, and may be pinched to good account. interesting and important point —[Horticul. 
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5 Abstract of Proceedings of the North-| | Early Barnard—Mr. Coleman—=A° very prs. 6 
‘western Fruit Growers Association dactive al pordy, variety ; ripens stcond week t 

: in August at ‘eoria. i : 

z [coxrixvep From PAGE 160.] Mr. Stewart thinks he has the ‘sume variety, > 

2 ast without name; esteems it very‘Highly; under / 

3 PEACHES. medium size, yet more deeply fitished. é 

2 _ Mr. Brayton thought it the best plan for the Several other members concurred in above © 
¢ Convention to dispose of them summarily, by expression. ee. F 

2 passing different varieties without discussion] Voted to recommend for general cultivation. ? 

© or action—the crop is 0 certain to fail—budded Early York.—Mr. Hanford-—First rate; too 
z P ;: f 

F © trees more tender than seedlings. He made a Pe a ee only aa she it bears : 
} ? motion to this effect. a full crop, etter be thinned out while 

= Mr. Hanford differs materially from: this fruit is small. 

i £ view of the importance of Peach culture, living Above expression concurred in by many otl.- : 

: = in a more favorable climate, where Peaches can | er_ members. i 

i 3 be successfully cultivated; Snow Peackr-and| Voted to recommend for general cultivation. © 

/ _ : some others more hardy than many seedlings. Early Tillotson—President-—-A shy bearer. 

' : < Mr. Stewart—At Quincy the Peach crop is} Mr. Dunlap--Proves so with me. £ 

{ $ of poh consequence, as all varieties suceeed} No action taken. 

| if 2 Well. fe 5 Large White Cling—-Mr Dunlap--With ° 

$ Mr. Jennison hoped the motion would not] him the very best, better than Old Mixon.-- 

; = pass. People in his section of country-were| This and the Tippecanoe are the only clings 
£ deeply interested in Peach culture. Com-| he intends to cultivate. rst 

3 mencing July 25th with Crawford's Early, they| “Voted worthy of general cultivation. 

¢ have a full supp:y of fine lusciousPeaches un-/ No actiom was taken on the Tippecanoe « 
é til severe frosts. During the severe winter of Cling, as Mr. Dunlap was the only member in : 

; < 185152 many trees were killed, an occurrence} o¢ the time who is familiar with it. : 

| © that seldom takes place. Some budded varie-|" 5011), grramb R nee { 

a ties more hardy than seedlings. Sold budded| yp (iy md cher ecommended highly by : 
; é Sarieties at $2 a bushel, when seedlings were+ Mr. Dantap and others. ; iS 

Cctantcenta =e _ Voted as superior to Old Mixon, free, which : 

«Mr. Brayton withdrew his motion. vipenept soins S00 iG 

£ Mr. Hathaway—Peaches pay for cultivation Mr. Stewart spoke highly of 9 Peach cnlti- { 

With him; had many choice varieties, some of vated at Quincy, under name of “Heyworth ;” ; 

£ them seedlings, inferior in quality tonone. Of| always bears when scedlings do; sells for a : 
= buddel varieties, had lost by winter killing all | dollar a bushel, when seedlings sell for a dime. ¢ 

f € but Early York and Crawford’s Early. Seed-|| Crawford's Late —Well known. 5 

; ‘ lings prove hardiest with him; recommended Voted to recommend for general cultivation. 

7 Planting seedlings from-choice varieties. Loca-| George Fourth—Mr. Dunlap. believes that 

¢ tion of orchard formerly timbered, but similar} there are spurious varieties cultivated under © 
¢ to prairie; strong foam. ___ | this name; thinks his genuine; fruit angular, : 

: é ee tice Sonn Saeraet many of the leaves have no glands; a superior / 
. . each. : 

@ branches of Horticulture. Prefers budded| Messrs Hanford and Jennison—Their fruit, : 
€ trees; has seen no seedlings that will compare! ond opinion of it same. < 

€ favorably with Grosse Mignonne, Crawford’s| Voted as best for general cultivation. $ 

: © Early and Late, Early Tillotson, or George leG, Me: St A Bexideca~ 

£1Vth. The Grosse Mignonne is the finest ¢ Grange-— Messrs) Stewart- and Jemniecn~: 
5 frit he is familiar with, consider the best late variety. 5 

; $ "Mr. Hanford—There are trees iu his viein-| No action recorded. i 
< ity twenty-four years old, in good condition;|| Heath Cling.—Mr. Stewart—Good at Quin- « 

$ with him cultivated varieties hardier than} cy; ripens well; very valuable for preserving. = 

{ seedlings. Thousands of bushels of seedlings} Mr. Hanford—Does uot ripen oftener than : 

« were rotting onthe ground in his vicinity, | once in six years. £ 

< which, if budded, would find ready market at} Mr. A. Bryant—Bears as well as any bud- = 

{ good prices. Grosse Mignonne one of thebest.| ded variety ; ripens-late, if at all. 3 

2 Would advise a slight elevation in seleeting}o-| Dr. Warder—Had supposed it would not ri- 2 

é wee for Peach orchards, to escape~spring| pen north of Cincinnati; does not always mr- 2 

< frosts. ture well there; at Louisvilleisa superb fruit, < 

% Early Rose—Has ripened with Mr. Stewart, thirteen inches in cireumference. : : 
5 at Quincy, the 12th of- July. Mr. Coleman has had it in perfection at Pe- > 

? But little known to other members. . as baad ee oe dollars a bushel for < 
<  Noaction recorded: ieee, delivered at Sc. Dou: 5 

Mr. Jennison—Late with him. if 
Cranford's Early —Generally known; and eer oe 

i Saale wiht wpeskelialiggtt ate ool ete es eens eo} 
qualities in fruit and tree.- Mr. Harkness—In the winter of 1843, eve- 

, ; » Voted to recommend for general vultivation.! ry Peach tree over two years old, in cultivated 
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ground, in Peoria county, was killed ; ingrass | Fine Fruits. 6 
land were not materially injured. —- # 

4 Gov. Bebb—At pene, Ohio, has found Our thanks-are due Mr. Geo. Peffer, of Pe- 

2 the hard-shelled Almond a more hardy. stock | waukee, forma very Ii e 2 

i {8 biid the peach on, than Peach seedlings; has} |; aa f ae — present of fenitcon- 2 
£ known trees thus propagated to survive severe | SURE © Ooseberries, Currants, and Rasp- ¢ 
$ winters, when those budded on peach seedlings berries The currants and gooseberries were > 
+ were all killed. - fine ; as to the raspberries, we cannot speak from ¢ 
? Mr. Dunlap—A word on the degree of cold + . Br = : 

# the fruit buds may eudure. A neighbor of his|* practical test, being fram home at the time, g 

hada fair crop on trees in grass lands two and for several days after their receipt ; but we ¢ 

§ years since; the winter previous, thermometer have the assurance of our detter half that they > 

2 indicated twenty-two degrees below zero. were nothing short of bi t-2 

5 “aes She nhand bas: bakPonohes on High lo: |e Agee pc cate aes aa aoa 
2 eation, sloping to north-east, when mercury had | | P a SRO ee ee 
2 fallen to twenty-six degrees below zero; a tol-|Tound. The amount received, (about a quart.) 5 
5. erable crop when it had stood at sixteen de- | Mr. P. says, was the product of a single pick- 2 

2 grees; though they ae encrolh ile when} ing from ten stalks transplanted last spring.— $ 

: ee or as twelve degrees. His trees are] Here we have an illustration of the ease with ? 

{ Mr. Harkness—Believes the severity of cold which every family, in possession of a square ¢ 
$ in winter, alone, has little to do with the loss| rod of ground, can supply their table with one ? 

: alten a Sereeaenare gros in| of the most delicious fruits. that grow. The $ 
? fall, warm weather starting the buds prema- ? : Ses at 

é turely, are, in his opinion, the chief causes of raspberry will grow and flourish in any posi- 2 
© the failure in Peaches. | tiomponly give it a rich, dry soil—at the side of ¢ 

? | Mr. Ellsworth--Cold in winter has -léss to| the garden fence—close up, where searcely any 2 
i do with loss of Peaches than the state of the | thing else will grow—at the sides of the build- ¢ 

2 buds when they enter winter. quarters; WO fet od aaox oud oP thé ehad g 

¢ must retard the swelling of the fruit buds in| ‘3% 1» OF out of the shade. g 

¢ early winter. | Two varieties of the gooseberry, (cuts of > 

‘Mr. Loomis—Peaches need cultivation- in| which are here given.) Mr. P. says, are three < 
2 his locality; are as hardy and productive as-in | years from the seed ont fh : . a 

¢ New Jersey ; thinks ground should be.kept asl? mut a eg ee < 

£ clean as for dwarf Pears. | letter. T. Ra to us. < 

$  President--Recommended Beans as 2 good Fig. 1. Fig. 2. > 

2 crop to plant in Peach orchard. < 

3 [To be continve+.] aS ie 2 

3 eet rl OW g 
{  ggg7t costs no more to raise one hundred , \ Ss i \\Na 3 
4 bushels of merchantable apples, than the same eI \ \\\ }) ea $ 

} quantity of choke-pears or indifferent cider f " ih hits z 

e-apples. if ‘a As > 
: OO ( i ay if g 

<. Satr ror Qurxces.—If you wish your i iy j ee 2 

2 @wince bushes to bear plentiful crops of ZZ g 

¢ large and golden fruit, train them with a . 3 

£ single trunk and a low bushy head, leaving] Fig. 1. Pale yellow, thin skin—smooth as 2 

= no shoots or suckers-to draw their nourish- glass, very transparent throughout; sweet fla- > 

5 ment from the main stem. Then dig up| vor. There was also a purple specimen like < 

é the ground well-in spring or early summer, | the above, except in color. 5 
$ and scatter from two to four quarts of salt] Fig-2. Deep purple, thorny; skin thick; 2 

2 over the surface as far as the roots extend ; | rich flavor—much like that of the strawberry. $ 

$ after which, spread a thick layer of straw] Both varieties were imperfectly ripened, < 

2 or forest leaves around them, and they will) having been picked from the bushes rather > 

§ take care of themselves until the. fruit har-| green, so their true qualities could not be de- ¢ 

2 vest, when you will be amply repaid for] termined. Houghton’s seedling, sent on the 5 

3 allyour trouble. Itmay be necessary, how-| bush, were shaken off before they reached us. 3 

j ever, when the fruit is well set on the}Our bushes have not borne a single berry this 
bren-hes, to thin it out.somewhat, : leaving} season. 

j only the fairest.and best formed specimens, eee 

evenly distributed, to prevent the limbs} {37 In Buffalo, one firm alone sold and ship- § 

trom breaking down with-their burden. ped over 4000 barrels of apples last fall. © 
2, 

= ped sree Ar eta inate Peas rere seas Estates Metals rgFtysatra last ralastn areal rasteetna terete 
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G How do the Trees Grow ? around the stem, remove the ground en- i 
T M, E + Wal qin EG tirely, and then apply two or three bushels ¢ 
: Mr. Eprror:—We have had in this| (¢ bones, which should always be preserved ; 
2 neighborhood, lately, quite a controversy; | about a place for this purpose, partially : 
; and we wish you to decide it, The ques- | broken up; and on the top of these add { 
3 tion under debate is this :—Does the trunk from one to two bushels of wood ashes, ac- ? 

é of - apple tree grow any in length? Sup- cording to the sizé of the hole to be filled, ¢ 
§ posing a limb-shouid be threefeet from | mixed with some hog manure and rich coil. ? 
g the ground, when the tree is ake reg old, | tn one year should this plan be pursued, a 

; will at be any higher atten years old? Or | naked change for the better would be: 
$ will it ever be any higher? If you, orany produced. : 

: of TOR CORSE a. “ith In pruning an old grape vine which has / 
i <a, one moote PONE Wy e cleared UP- | been allowed for years to take its own } 

; Topsham, June, 1854. course, it should not be topped too short, 
: Nore.—Wernever could perceive any | the first year. About 12 or 15 feet, ac-} 
3 lifting up of limbs after the first year’s | cording to size, should be left to remain;.? 
< growth. There are two kinds of growth | the lateral branches should be thinned‘out:; 
¢ In vegetables, one from within and the oth- | to one or two feet apart, and at that dis- } 
¢.erfrom without. A cat-tail flag, Indian | tance tied to the trellis firmly. The fruit 

{ «corn, &e., grow up from within. Cut one | bearing twigs found upon these should bo-! 
: of these flags off now in the morning, and | pruned down so as to allow about threc-! 
$ before night you will find it pushing up | buds to each;—and the work is done. : 
2 from the centre. A tree grows from the The best time to prune is at any period : 
$ outside. It inereases by layers placed by | before the sap begins to cireulate—say in 
{ action of the leaves on the outside. The | January, February, and first half of March. , 
¢ buds in the spring push outa growth from | No eaternal application to the branches : 
2 their centres, which is a growth of length. | will help their productiveness. Soap-suds 2 
¢ Ithas a pith,and wood, and bark, and from | applied to the roots plentifully, on washing + 
2 the pith push ont eyes or branches. There | days, are of great advantage—[German- 
¢ is but oue circle or layer in this,—the wood | town Telegraph. : 
: issoft and of uniform texture, and this year gan ager ar eres ) 

f < it grows in length and breadth, and at com- | ,. Cattvornta W ixs.—Considerable quan- Z 
Z é aoe Ae tities of wine are made in Lower Califor- ? 
; Mencemext of winter it. stops In the]. d th fueled ce Fadoreiiets 2 

t > meantime, it has sent downward, over the seas anc she ar a ‘he ae yA a? 
$ last year’s growth, a layer or circle of sap, | c iS sae fans o af . Sched: A a, 3 
: which hardens into new wood, and there- | MC" some ae a 3 a cot neespae: ' og ees co ee aa tetas ~ |The San Francisco Advertiser says that ? 
= Dyanna no dinge aro) peer the grapes are: thrown into a small box, ¢ 
¢ POE Hie amountaleposited 7 Take aout the size of a candle’ box, perforated 3 
2 aye oe se ig pees, ser body of at the bottom with numerous small holes. ? ? which forms a sharp cone, and split it care- Abcladgan tena dcecloce tite thea bee, 
£ fully through the centre. You will find d As ae a tl re rhe *, fl a8 tl z: 2 

$ the several circles showing thémselyes at fi aceite th Pogues aap al The = 
é the base, and coming nearer together until ’ 7 this sd ne Tecens " oe a a $ 

i § those of each year run together and come-| “Me thus produced is very Bupseand fod. ; 
: ¢ toa point, en} the leagth of-spee> between | Centaxr Bisurs—Prune Currants in the © 

$ the spot where they meet and the point is | winter to have them large; keep the heads } 
; the growth in lengilrfor: that year, built up | gpen, and the ue ea eg ane serer : 

é ‘from the os of the — —" growth, ia the autumn, at least once in ie two years, g 
; 2 which previous year’s growth has remained | and keep the ground c'ean and loose arotud % 

© stationary. Thus itis-built up, cone upon | the plants-till'after the fruit is ripe. This is 
$ cone, the interior cones becoming solidified | something like the way to obtain large and 
¢ and the pith obliterated —[Maine Farmer. | fir fruit—[Exchange. $ 
Se a 0 Duhamel asserts, that fruit grown on 

Reyovatixe Oxp Gaare Vise3.—The standard trees, is Faiiee poston es afl caren) fo 

best mode of renovating an old grape vine, | the same variety of fruit raised on espaliers or 
is to ‘make bare its roots for several feet! walls, or in any other way. 

i PLN NEL NINEMSN NNER 7 
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The Apple Tree Bark Louse. Among the nateral means which are provid. { Hee 
a ed to check the increase of these bark lice, ar i Shee 

’ ee me premeie eecnet the Bark birds. I have also found that these instore ee t i be 
¢ Louse, which is doing more injury to the ap- preyed upon by internal parasites T! b = 5 a 
§ ple tree than any other insect. Dr. Harris, in eae ‘i ees ee > 
Seas = . e 4 application for the destruction of the lice is a 5 % 

phisgeeetg paninseotys: SATE: wash made of two parts of soft soap and eight ¢ 8 $ ~*The limbs and smooth parts of the trunks | _ eee Stace aid a Seka ike 3 eee comptes, oamrtete | of water, with which is mixed lime enough tog 5 ax 
i ff Se lenmerca’ ist b ine gas | bring it to the consistence of whitewash. This < 4 4 

; “ae and pecsent 2 verg | 2 £0 be Put upon the trunks and limts of the : af 
2 te = eoeY = Lai 1 | trees with a brush, and as high as practicable, ¢ “RS 

: +3 prec lar nak eay | so as to cover the whole surface, and fill ad! the > oa 
2 a tonett A oon |eracks in the bark. The proper time for wash- ¢ & be 
[BS ue ere etn | ing over the trees is in the early part of June, : +i 
2 Og Te ENG weintee those ag | Nhentheiuseets are young and tender. “These 3 “eg 
i Bea bem a ae | insects may also be killed hy using in the same cabs 
i Ee sects aro’ torpitt: anTSP | way a cohurion of two pounds of potash in sev- 5 ie 
a parently dead." “‘They| _, quarts of water, or a pickle consisting of a 2 aa 
: a meesare about one-tenth | quart of common salt in two gallons of water.” ¢ : 
i ON of an inch in length, are Se ene ¢ " 

; yee of an oblong oval shape! Strawberries Six Months inthe Year. é 
3 Se gradually‘Geereasing toa | =e SMe é [hh 
i Gepeed poiutat onecnd, and arc! A lateammber of the New York Tribune ¢ i 

i Ad of a brownish color, ve- | Has the following description of a new kind 5 TN 
‘4 By ry near to that of the ofstrawberries. The matter is of great in- § nas 
5 e bark of the trce: terest to farmers, and indeed to every other ¢ a 
i Ae The first account that | “lass of the community. _ Hinge as 4 
5 bf we have of the occur-|, .“ We haveseveral specimens of this fruit i 
2 s fit rence of-bark lice on ap- lying upon our desk as we write, which $ 
§ — mle bees in tgs cnanten |S plucked from vines grown in the open 2 
3h ae ere ; | air aud fruit ripened without the aid of a ¢ 4 
} isa communication ‘by Mr. Enoch Petley, of hot house. The plants from which we ¢ 4 ? Bridgetown, Maine, written in 1794, and pub- plucked these berries were grown upon the ¢ | 

} lished among the early papers jef the: Massa- plastation of George A Peabody, about $ i 
j chusct's Agricultural Society. These insects |‘. miles from Columbus, Ga. and sent £ “ 
3 have now become extremely common, and in-} +, this city some weeks ago, where they 4 i 

i fest our nurseries and young trees to a very have been blooming and ripening ever < 

: great extent. In the spring the eggsare read- | ino, Mr. Peabody has five or six acres ¢ i 
{ ily to be seen on raising the little muscle-shap- | eovered with strawberry plants—plarts, not ¢ a 
$e] scales beneath which they are concealed — vines, forthey have no ranner—/rom which $ 4 

2 These eggs are of a white color, and in shape he gathers fruit and sends to market regu- © i 
} nearly like those of snakes. Every shell con- | Jar/y every day, for an averaye period of ¢ H 
{ tains from thirty to forty of them, imbedded in | siz months én the year; making them, by ¢ ; 
}asmall quantity of whitish friable down—| his peculiar mode of cultivation, produce $ 
{ They begin to hatch about the 25th of May, | abundantly through the long hot summers, ¢ 
} and fin'sh about the JOth of June, according | sparsely thro’ three or four other months. ¢ 2 
{to Mr. Perley. The young, on their first ap-|'The variety cultivated is the Hovey seed- ¢ 

-$ pearance, are nearly white, very minute, and | ling, impregnated with the early scarlet and ‘ J 
{ nearly oval in form. In about ten days they|so changed in theit character that they ¢ ‘i 
} becomestationary, and early in June throw out | manifest no more disposition to throw out $ ‘ 
£ a quantity of bluish white down, soon after | runners than the wild vines of the old pas- ¢ if 
} which their transformations are completed, and | tures in their uncultivated state. Mr Pea- : , 
¢ the females become fertile, and deposit their| body endeavors to conform his cultivation = ‘ 

eggs. These, it seems, are hatched in the| aS closely to nature as possible. He sets i 
course of the summer, and the young come to the plant inrows two feet apart with arow " 
their growth and provide for a new brood be- | of impregnators every sixth row, and in the { 
fore the ensuing winter. fall spreads a slight: coat of woods mould 
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® and covers the ground completely with | with molasses, which although hardly as 
leaves, but never afterwards digs up the sur- sued as ie inferior molasses of —— ¢ 

° face or applies any other manure. Grass | might doubtless be much improved by a { 
$ and weeds are cut up with the hoe, and | more perfect mode of manufacture than that 
2 runners which only occasionally appear are | adopted by the Mexican population. This ‘ 
3 cut away, unless the old plant is failing and | molasses is purchased there by those who : 

f ¢ sa ~ is oe a a new <r i. * gc = ae oer of § 
I $ Every day during the summer the vines |$1,50 per gallon. e beet of xis 

2 are copiously watered by the assistance of | co contains so unusual a quantity of saccha- : 
} 3 a garden engine. This is the principal | rine matter, that the manufacture of beet : 

> cause of success; of continued production | sugar is said to offer strong inducements : 
i $ and reproduction of fruit through such a |to gentlemen of mene ood capital to : 

t 2 long season. embark in the business. The only sugar : 
i ; We have seen upon these beds a growth | which is brought to Santa Fe now, is trans- 2 

2 of fruit ten times greater by weight or mea- | ported from the valley of the Mississippi : 
i 3 sure than all the vines and leaves produc- | across a desert of nearly 900 miles inextent : 
i > ing it, and at the same time upon thesame | —and the cost of transportation inereases < 

£ soila few rods off, a-growth of vines which its price about ten cents a pound, so that : 
f 3 would have afforded a gocd swath to the | the most inferior kind ranged from 19 to £ 
t ¢ mower, upon which there was not a single )25 cents in value. Labor in New. Mexico > 
; : eT ae = highly ee and P forth qm on to ight Euligs= per 3 
i 5 re vines. he other bed was nightly wa- | month. ie manulat ol sugar irom : 

i 5 teredand bore fruit. Dr. Hull, ‘of New. | beets has never been attempted there, prob- < 
i : burgh, has mulched his beds with spent tan ably because no one in the country has 2 
7 = bark, instead of leaves,and found it eminent- | the slightest knowledge of the art. g 
i ? ly beneficial, increasing the productiveness, a via at Gn eee IC 2 

3 richness of flavor,and length of time of bear- | _ ll SE aoictih a a 4s hard = : 
Zing. Thequestion which naturally suggests | atint ee cae Sj a es eal 2 

! + itself to the minds of all is this: Can we Pare Tinea, aoe: ee sais =f 
ft z lengthen the bearing season of the straw- oe ld a Ses Ea meee SHE 5 

; berry plant in this climate by pursuing the tae ass ai eee fee ee £ 
2 same course which has proved so wonder- | theysearriadion reg alexteat quite Se a 

: 2 aus ees ; |abie, when we consider the rudeness of the 2 
f = Ovysrer Suewts ror Favrr Trers.—-A |tools with which they worked, and the ‘ 

e correspondent in the Germantown Tele- | circumstances in _ Pai wenger. g 

FL | aged oe shor se ae < ne of the most effectual applications ee ee Lees Es 
a = have made to fruit trees in an old barren | of agriculture. Their cultivation was not so 

£ situation, is a compost in which finely brok- jrude, hewever, as one would naturally sup- 2 
; } en oyster shells were the principal ingredi- | PS?- They made a kind of hoe by tying 

Z ent, The oyster shells have generally a the shoulder blade of a moose, bear or deer, 2 
i 3 large per centage of saline matter attached | t0 2 stick or pole. bt 

: to them in a fresh state, with some animal 8 The land, =~ a foe ae by 3 

{eed mu ine” Bye ten ee | { : and niixing them with wood ashes, an al-|t : ‘ . . aS 
} £ anost immediate and decided improvement | They then planted their corn. When the ; 

: ? will take place. tree fell, it was burned into pieces of such } 
} < OO Jength that they could be rolied into a heap ¢ 

| $ A Pecuxtarity or Countay—It is said |and burned to ashes. In this way, by de- ; 
2 that almost all fruits, grams and vegetables, | grees, a piece covered with wood, was who- ¢ 

: ¢ which in the clear dry climate of New |ly cleared. An industrious woman could 3 
: % Mexico, are remarkable for their extraordi- j burn off as many dry fallen logs in a day, as i 
j ouy sweetncs. The common corn stalk ja strong man could, at that time, cut with 

, abounds in the saccharine matter to such jan axe in twoor three. They used a stone 4; 
(jan extent as to furnish the native population 'axe, made much in the same way as(j) 
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J the hoe above described, to scrap the char-| els. Up to 1610 and perhaps later, Eng- ‘a 

red surface of the logs, and hasten the] land supplied the colonies with the greater ¢. fq 

+ burning. This mode of clearing was com-| part of their breadstuffs. How changed is ? ia 

2 mon through the western part of the state.| it now! “All Europe is looking to us for ¢ 3 

3 In the eastern part, the tree was sometimes bread. The ery of famine reaches with the = 3 

§ girdled with the axe, and thus killed, was arrival of every steamer, and we respond ¢ tg 

5 allowed to dry, and then burned by kindling} by sending cargo in the wake of cargofrom } if 

$a fire around it as above described. our abundance to save them from starva- ¢ ‘i 

{They taught the settlers to select the fin-| tion. The bread sent to the colonies in ; if 

j est ears of corn for seed, to plant it at the] 1610 was not cast upon waters never more é oq 

3 proper time, and in a proper manner, to/ to return. Two hundred forty-four years } a 

2 weed it, and to hill it. ‘They were accus-| afterwards it rolls back in a continuous 2 8 

$tomed to dig small holes four feet apart] stream to gladden the hearts of half famish- ¢ 4 

2 with a clumsy instrument, resembling the| ed millions in England, France and Bel- ¢ +8 

$ one described, which, in the eastern part of} gium. The descendants of men originally $ ce 

; the state, was sometimes made of large| lashed and scourged from their shores, and 2 - of 

$ clam shells, Those living in the vicinity of| foreed to make their future habitations ¢ ca 

? the sea shore, put into each hole a horse-| beneath the shades ofan almost boundless ¢ 4 

§ shoe crab or two, upon which they dropped | wilderness, bleak, desolate and uninviting, $ i 

2 four, and sometimes six kernels of corn,| more human than the task masters of their 2 3 

3 and covered it with the implement with] fathers are now striving to return good for + + 

? which they had dug the hole. In the in-| what was considered an evil, by supplying : # 

§ terior, a few small fishes in each hill were} them with bread. = ; 

3 used as a fertilizer. Beans were pianted enn é : 

5 with the corn after it had come up, and] Recent Erecrep Housrs—The Lon- ¢ if 

2 grew up supported by it. Great attention] don Medical Times directs attention to the ¢ ; 

$ was paid by them to the protection of their] circumstance of many diseases oceurring in $ 4 

2 growing crops. Not a weed was to be} consequence of newly built houses being too 2 

3 seen in their fields, and the corn was care-| guickly inhabited. He says, that in various + i 

) fully guarded against destruction by insects| parts of the outskirts of London, a large é 

3 and birds. To prevent the loss by the lat-| number of new buildings are constantly be- ¢ 4 

) ter, a small watch-house was erected in the) ing erected, andseareely are they complete- 3 qi 

3 midstof a fivld of corn, in which one of the] ed before they are occupied. Five cases of ¢ a 

2 family,often the oldest child,slept and early} cholera which proved fatal to persons who = A 

5 in the morning rose to watch the black birds.| had recently taken newly built houses, came < ‘ 

2 It was their universal custom to hill the| under his superintendence, which he consid- > iq 

2 corn about two feet high, for its support, cred were produced by the exhalations from ¢ 

§ and spots may often be seen at the present] the damp walls and floors ané the fresh } 4 

2 day, which were evidenly cultivated by} paint. We believe that newly built houses, ¢ 4 

$ them, The colonists very generally imita-| when to quickly occupied, exert a very = | 

5 ted this custom, and it has been continued | baneful influence on the health of the oceu- = 4 

§ down to our own times. The men planted] pants. From the fresh materials which $ 7 

2 and cured their tobacco, which was, ordina-| compose the dwellings, deleterious exhala- < d 

} rily, the only plant they worked upon, the] tions arise, contaminating the air. Houses $ 

3 women managing all the rest.—[Flint’s Re-] ought not to be inhabited fora certain period < \ 
§ port of the Mass. Board of Agriculture. after their completion; and our medical ‘ : 

3 <a eee ee ae | ‘brethren should caution those within their < 

; A Noraste Historrcat Fact.— Wheat} influence, of the dangers to which families } ‘ 
2 was first sowa in the North American col-} are exposed by living in houses recently : : 

§ onies in 1602, on the Elizabeth islands, in} oyected. ee 

2 saeecee nae by ee aan time he a $ ; 

2 explo at coast, at has been just 252 . = é 

Sea ago, and since that time acigeias has} ee A highly pete oe al i 5 

been tlie inoréase’of this’coreal) that in the|'™2™™7es are increased in value, ané © tels ’ 
year 1849, according to the census of 1850, benefits prolonged, by admixture with plas- 7 

the product amounted to 100,503,899 bush ! ter, salt, or pulverised charcoal. 4 

1
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, This is generally, too, a time for cuttin, 
Donestic Economy . ditches pgs ae oe thousands eo 
2 _____ _________— | aeres in Wisconsin that ought to be drained this $ 
> Work for the Month. year. More draining is going yet to be doncin : 
g — Wisconsin, in a few years, and more of the best ¢ 
2 In every month, ere in aught begun, land in the world is thus going to be redeemed ? ? Read overthat month what avails to be done; than has, up to this time, been done, or redeem- 2 

ttn ce nee ns ces oem toes Ban al eis Sarid Deas OR eae 
: are te umepeB bol this te "Fon icegee too wet to be used at all, will soon, thus treated, ‘ 
> : 5 : be those which we esteem the most. Gentle- } 
g ae ay ad resan wrailiof coats Sey men, just lay your plans for redeeming these ¢ the time of the husbandmen, for some time in somshen “and ah ding thus largely to the wealth $ 

the fore part of this month. In our travels we | o¢ "your yaa and to that of thé State: : 
. pied happy to oe aay those portions of the! “Now isa good time for carting swainp muck : 
‘ pedo conlty) pone eironeh “ee we lo your barn-yards, to spread over your manure { 
3 have passed, give good promise of a heavy yield heaps, that they may not waste their sweetness ¢ 

" 2 of wheat, and if the fall should prove favora- lon the desert air. Remember, that manure ? 
§ ble, there must be a very heavy ene eco heaps should never be allowed to smell bad—its * $ Oats are also looking very finely. We hope the acabik “nat ty De aitwed by cy eta : 
g rains of the last few days (July 22d) will not fe g 

¢ materially injure the crops. Itis all important, Fit your ground this month for the winter ¢ of course, that great care be exercised in the se- ane rae arish’ to sow curly: fo farnk 

Se ote Sanson Ctupe fee tine Hey sere | aeedi far sicen a fear ee ee ¢ harvested in the proper time, (see last number,) worth while to sow quite largely for this pur- z 
5 rer are eeoretly weartered an well) es aleae Gow tice cae ate 
& thatehed stacks, or, what is better, gathered in-| or the fore part of the next. In our late visit $ 
2 to good barns. We know, however, that few to Mr. Edgerton’s and Mr. Dousman’s farms, : 2 are able to have sufficient barn.room to shelter we bah Pais ante ahd Sa aeeaca Malin er Z 
$ half of their crops, and therefore they must be rye, that Fade farnisticd x large amount of the 2 
¢ stacked. See, then, that this process is well best of feed for sheep, up to nearly the first of $ : done. Lay a good foundation for each stack, June. The rye is really better for having been : 
¢ either with rails or dry limbs, over which is] tus fed down, there being, consequently, lecs : 
2 Spread some dry straw or wild grass, that the | amount of straw, while there isan equal amount ? é grain may be kept dry till thrashed. When of kernels, g 
2 you thrash do not suffer the straw to bowasted,} Te garden will require much attention this ? 2 but take care to sec that that also be well sec | month,. Begin to select the earliest and” best 
& ed near by your feeding yards and barn, £o specimens of vegetables for seed, and place 2 
2 that it may be frecly used, not only for bedding them in proper condition for safe keeping— { 
‘ your cattle, horses, &e., in the winter, and thus Early onions and early pota‘oes must be gath- ? 

4, Keep them comfortable, “but also 2 oes "P| ered. Attend to the gathering of your herks. 5 
5 with the straw cutter and mixing with meal, desired either 2s medicine or for seasoning meats, ? ? &e., for food. The straw will, in both of these Stock of all kinds must be looked to, that { 
5 ways, be turned to most important and useful they are securing the proper flesh, and becom- 3 
¢ Purposes on the farm, while the elements iteon- ing fitted either for the market or for winter ; 
$ tains for new crops will be returned to-the soil quarters. Lambsand calves, especially, should : ¢ inthe most available form. Do not burn any be kept in a thriving condition, . g 
De ere py nb means yon SUSE] ay cules eee ieee oe 3 drive off from your premises all the volatile el- County and the State Fairs. We feel a deep { 
¢ ements, but render the inyolatile portions insol- interest in their prosperity, knowing as we do, 2 
2 uble, and thus useless, by the heat produced in that they do vastly more to stimulate our agri- ¢ 
3 ee combustion. + culturists, and put them in possession of the / 2 Weeds, bushes, thistles, &c.—if, unfortunate- right spirit in regard to their duty and privi- ; ly, these pests, under the “sqnatter sovereign- leges, than most are accustomed to think. Do 

ty” idea, have located themselves on any of not forget, therefore, to attend these Fairs, at} 
your fields,—may be destroyed Pretty effectu- | qo your portion towards rendering them pleas- a ally by cutting them short off this month. ing and profitable to all. a" | 
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ee eee 
Pz Prant Presenves.—Remove the outer }wheat steeped in turpentine. This is given 

skin, cut the stalk into inch lengths, put into | to them once in the morning when fasting, and 
; the pan, and simmer for a quarter of an hour ;| as a preventive against, instead of waiting for ¢ 
2 add an equal weight of sugar ; then boil for an | the arrival of gapes. I may trouble you again ; 
fhour. Hf a gill of best brandy is put in during | on this and other subjects relating to poultry, ¢ 
; the last quarter of an hour’s boiling, the flavor | should you think further communication like. § 
iis much improved. When done, it is the color | }y to prove interesting to your readers—[D.B, ¢ 
$ of Greengage preserve, and is quite as good fia- | ;, Poultry Chronicle. 5 

{ vored, with about the same consistency. Lice on Fowss—Remedy—Dr. Freeman, 2 3 
: Keepin Toxators—A correspondent of the | of Schoolcraft, Mich., a popular breeder of 5 
{ Massachusetts Ploughman gives the following | plooded fowls, writes us: “Should lice infest ¢ 
? method for preserving Tomatoes for winter use : | your nests, sprinkle in them cut tobacco, and $ 

{*Simply scald and peel them, put them on to they will slope to parts unknown instanter— { 
}boilin any thing convenient, boil until well | pare my word for it, when I clean my chicken } 

j scalded, break-up with a spoon, have clean bot- | coons F sprinkle in them a strong decoetion, 2 
; tles, well heated in an oven or otherwise ; then and will give every chick that a louse canbe ? 

; Keep the tomatoes boiling and fill your hot bot | round on. I have cleaned setting hensof them, 3 
z Me eee mote ‘lice them any | where no tobacco had been used, that were coy- ? 
ae a athe: ene pune places tharisany | ered with the tarnal critters—in four hours not § 

; where (except exposed to frost) wet or dry | one to be ween? § 
? place ; they need no further care. bs Paice z B Pee en a 3 

i «In tin boxes—fill and have them soldercd AINE AOR UMCe USES Car teetaaere 2 
g + ie es -,,| of the Ohio“ Farmer” has used a cheap and ? 2 up; drop one into water and sce which side | ‘ Py ee reetay fa aoe 
¢ swims best ; into the part out of water, punch arable painy for the exterior of brick dwell- 2 
} asmall hole, the size of 2 small shoe peg; place | MSs, Which has already stood several years, and 
i the boxes into a boiler hole uppermost, with | 8 now ansas ae a when ar By ae 2 
Z ater, and after beginning to boil let them | Consists simply of lime wash, with sulphate of ¢ 

i Soke = peg a ye ee of hot | #ine as a fixing ingredient. Any requisite > 

3 water drive a pog into tlie hole, with a drop of | shade is given by adding the colors used by 
i sealing-wax, and place where the outside will | house-painters. A clear and rich cream color 3 
2 not rust ; the small hole prevents them burst- | may be obtained by applying ycllow ochre to g 

§ ing while boiling, or at least from starting the | the common new brick. A livelicr and warm- ? 
? seams, which prevents their keeping. er shade will be added by a little Vent eae 5 
¢ Raspberries, strawberries, and any kind of | Burnt sienna may likewise be used. is 2 

> fruit, es be preserved in this way.” | paint is far cheaper than oil paint, — costs 5 
{  Trearuent or Garrs.—In one of the num-| but little more than common whitewash. 2 
2 bers of your useful publication, I see that al Asvaracus ron Correr.—A writer in the } 

} correspondent calls the gapes “an baeath| Lawton Gardener’s Chronicle was led to test 3 
i disease.” As I have yearly reared a large} asparagus as a substitute for coffee. He says: ? 

$ number of chickens, I think it right to <Bite | “The young shoots I first prepared were not £ 
Z that F have found spirits of turpentine, if not | agreeable, having an alkaline taste. I then 2 
> aspecific, at least an almost certain remedy for | tried the ripe seeds, and these, roasted and ¢ 
§ this complaint. 1 have administered it in two | ground, make a full flavored coffee. not easily : 
? ways, and both successfully. First, with chick-| distinguished from fine Mocha. Thesecdsare S 
§ ens of larger growth, by dipping a feather in | easily freed from the berries by drying them 2 
? the spirit and passing it down and turning it| ina cool oven, and then rubbing them ona § 

§ round in the throat of the patient, by which | sieve.” In good soils, asparagus yields seeds zg 

2 means the little worm causing the complaint is | abundantly ; and if they are charged with “tau- ¢ 

3 sometimes extracted, but nearly always de-| aine,” and identical with seeds of the en i 
2 stroyed ; and secondly, with young birds, drop- | plant, asparagus coffee may be grown in the ¢ 
§ ‘ae a few very small crumbs of bread satura- | United States at less than half the cost per : 

ted with the spirit into their pens, which, if| pound of the article now co largely imported. 

hungry, they will pick up quickly. I knowa| [PA lump of wet saleratus, applied to the 
gentleman, a very large breeder of fowls, who) sting of a wasp or bee, will stop the pain in a 
always gives his chickens, at six weeks old,! moment, and prevent it from swelling. 
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See FE 

E 0 j fo ft s I b j @ Nectures, itlustrated by extensive apparatus, inl 
a = those branches which are of the greatest impor- t 

3 Norra-Wesrerx Pomorocicar Assoctarion. bes ase ‘puppcation oe oe oe ? 
¢ The next annual meeting of this Association P = ae Brn 2 eae di e . e ae 

; 2 Will be held at Burlington, lowa, commencing| +70" +2throp, one of the : itera. the ee 
¢ on the last Tuesday (the 26th) of Sept. next, at ree aA fowa Farmer, will be particularly : 

} 3 10 o'clock a.m, and continuing four days. Bane ss as depactmeanirivr the mien am } 
€ Communications on any or all branches of] _ ee nonioe = pete oe! mtgcharics ees 
= Horticulture solicited—which, together with oe oe anpormne cearpsenn aio cet 
£ any boxes of specimens, may be directed to the ae ote Danxereuy. : : li 3 
2 “N.W. Pomological Convention, care of Messrs ae Cortese Seer ne = : : £ Avery, Burlington, fowa.” the pleasure, in Gee ae me Be eco : 

i ¢ Editors friendly to the cause are respectful- being meecenttt E pe ree ee = ae } = ly requested to notice. om favored Institution of the West, on the: 
¢ By order, F. K. Pucewrx, Cor. See’y. 12th ult. The exercises were of a very inter- a 
L pies esting character. The speaking was better ? 2 7 Unsiversiry Commencement.—The first Com- Si eae a _ > Pir Mes 2 than usual, with tho usual exhibition of an 3 § mencement of the University took place in the}, . ee z 2 high order of talent and culture. The exqui-é : Baptist Church, on Wednesday, the 26th ult.| _ : 3 S <i eee 5 sites according to our palate, were, the Rev.: © The exercises of the students were of a high eae : . <3 ae a aed th 1 a “_ | M. Goodwin's Address of the evening previ- { 
$ saaee oe cee a See ef ee ous; the Salutatory, by Page ; the Valedictory, } 
2 eee ee eee a eae OF ste, most distin= by Brewster; and the Master’s Oration, by { ¢ guished gentlemen and ladies in th> State— Colley, of the class of 751 3 
§ The Baccalaureate Address of the Chancellor aS x ai 2 { eas . : 5 The prospects of the Institution, we under- } € Was most felicitous, and alike admirable, in tand : st flatteri Beloit Col-: 

the beauty of its style of delivery, and excel-| * ee coneree ae rs ae s pee f ae ¢ lence of instruction. lege! we can never forge ec. Some o oo 
| £ The following is the scheme of exercises: most earnest, sincere, and affectionate emotions 5 

2. aica have been exercised for thee; and thou hast, : 

£ Prayer and ever will have, a home in our regards.— ; 
= Music. May thou never prove barren, nor become the } 
$ a papurarone As ddrenes in Latin, by Levi] mother of an ignoble offspring. 5 < Booth. é ; 
&  Onatton—The Eastern Question, by James} _T#2 Borraro Mowixe Macmxe—In the ; 
~ M. Flower. July number of the Farmer, a cut of our Saf- ; 
é siete, Man’s best Teacher, Sidney Foote.| folk Boar was inserted at the head of the ad- ; 

; usic. si . ph ae Bre é Onatrox—The Ideal Man, by H. K. Smith, vertisement of this Machine, instead of the cut ; 
§ The Legal Profession, by James Hickox. | 0f the Mower, which had been used before.— } 
£ Music. ? The change was made, not as a burlesque, as : 
: j Caszion imperfections of the Social Sys-| some have interpreted, but from necessity.— 3 ¢ tem, by Levi Booth. igs 5 
< The Course of Liberal Study; with the After printing the Farmer for June, the sot 3 
<  Vatepicrory Appress, by Chas. F. Wake-| was sent East for the purpose of stereotyping 2 
< ley an additional number, and did not return be-? 
: Manic. Cox: fore we were compelled to print for July ; hence 3 
g Mane pti) the substitution. Wehad no other cut more : 
é Baccatavreate Appress, by the Chancellor. | convenient to fill the place. However, we think : 
$ Music. very favorably of the machine illustrated !! ‘ 
2 Bevyepicrion. tw A letter, regarding the ravages of the } 
= The next term of the Institution commences Locusts, was received from T. D, Raine, of Do- } 
¢ on the 20th of Sept. next. The course of in- ver, but too late for the July number, and out ? 
3 struction in the Chemical and Philosophical} of date for the present one, as the locust season 5 
¢ departments for the second or winter term, | has passed. See our July number concerning ; 
¥, which commences the first week in January,| these insects. 

will be arranged with special reference to the ¢@ Although in draining land: thoroughly, ; 
interests of the young farmer and mechanic,— your purse may be drained also, the full crops 33 

(Yj Instruction will be given by recitations and! that follow will soon fill it up again. Wl
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t 5 Our Excuances.—What’s become of them | A New Parent Wueetzavrow—A new ® 
? all? We at Madison seem to have been cut | wheelbarrow has been invented. Do notlaugh, ¢ 

: by many of our friends. We can’t farm it | for itis a goodinvention. It is very wonderful 7 

{ without Agricultural papers. The “People’s | it has not been thought of before. The wheel $ 
2 Journal,” the “New England Farmer,” and |is placed under the centre, so that none of the 2 
5 the “Journal of Agriculture,” do not reach us | weight of the load rests upon the hands, A 
: of late. man can wheel twice the usual weight. 2 

: Prrsonat.—There is a man out west so tall,| Fravpvucenr Deatinc.—It is reported that 3 
‘ that he is obliged to get up on a ladder to put | Wisconsin millers are branding an inferior ar- < 

2 his haton; and when he goes to bed he is oblig- | ticle of flour with Michigan brands. and thus ? 

5 ed to shut up his legs like a pair of pen-knife | selling it east as “Michigan flour’, Weadvise ¢ 

: blades —[Exchange. our Eastern friends to be on the look out for ? 
$ We object to such personalities. these counterfeit brands, and ascertain toacer- 3 

$ The Faraer’s Companion, Edited by Chas. tainty; eS oe — SS ae ee 5 
: Fox, Lecturer on Agriculture in the Michigan ames Companion. , 2 

; University, is getting to be one of the best Ag- a ee eee ccna any ce 5 
é ricultural journals published. Let ussee what snes Weerarernok (such: dows thoc! aito 2 
3 you-teach in the American Ag. Text Book. Michigander curflour. 5 
SG An Acecsiaton tots improvement of Aver’s Cuerry Pecrorat.—wWe believe this 3 

SaVae Sable sensual tie Elvese oi lias licen or to be an excellent preparation, and shall there- 2 
: eanagenlin Nimeaen ee N.Y. There is too lit- fore not hesitate to recommend it to our read- ¢ 

: tle attention paid to the breeding of Horses in ae es re ae : ee pais eres 2 Susesdatey mud wo" are  elallti lade move: in this city, and in eevee ¥ hich have cane un- ¢ 
2 3 Door eo) der our own observation, it has accomplished > 
; ment like that in Niagara county.--[Rural N. | vat other popular medicines, and some of our £ 
; Yorker. < most skilfal physicians had failed to-accomplish * 
- Coat 1x Kenrucxy.—Eleven beds of coal = pertect cure, in eases of (apparently) con- ¢ 
? have been discovered in Kentucky, in the re- i firmed consumption. It is the only medicine ¢ 

£ cent geological examination of the State by D. | for this disease which we can heartily recom- 2 

> D. Owen. The beds vary from two to five | mend.—[Temperance ‘Advocate, Providence, $ 

5 feet in width, and are in the south-western part | R. I. : 

eee ae oF ONES 
2 Vecrraste Wax.—At a late regular meet- Sea Page, ? 

ing of the Farmers’ Club, in this city, Judge | Agriculture.of the Indians, 186 s 

? Scott read a report on the wax and tallow plant. | Abstract of Proceedings of North-West- : 
5 The myrtle tallow, or .candleberry, has long | _ e"u Fruit Growers Association, is2¢ 
5 been known in America, and occasionally col- oe a 2 
2 lected for medicinal purposes, but never used | Editors’ Table, 190 > 
£ as candles to take ihe place of spermaceti or |@ine Fruits, 183 
S tallow. df the subject was properly taken up, | Fowls, Poland me 3 

‘ the writer had but little doubt but vegetable | nee eee a z 

? Wax would grow into a manufacture of nation- | atehic Elaioviesl Faets, 187 : 

{ alimportance. The bush is from three to eight | Ossiep Shells ae Fruit Trees, sh 2 
? feet high, It yields a supply of 25 per cent. of | Peculiarity of Country, 86 ¢ 
{ Wax. The wax is obtained by boiling the ber- | i oe etiae s t-horns, a0 é 
? Ties in water until the wax floats, it is then | Quinces, Salt for 183 ? 
< skimmed off —[Scientific American. Strawberries six months in the year, 185 ¢ 

3 [PAt the celebrated clock manufactory in [Scop Bate a $ 
? Connecticut 250 men are employed, and 600 Sheep Breeding, 175 3 ' 

clocks turned out per day, Each clock passes sarees how do they grow, i6tiy 
through about 60 different hands. More than Visit toSeaene ane mae alin ge aa 
One-half the clocks manufactured are sent to | Wheat and Chess cone head, 172 ¥3 

Europe. Work for the Month, Recipes, &c., 188 

‘
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2 affections of the lungs. Also in milder cases, (J 
A Ss and jor children it is safe, pleasant and effec- 

} Py Se. oe tual to cure. In fact, some of the most flatter- { 
ae eaes ¢ EBay bg » 2-Wy ing testimonials we receive have been from pa- § 

ca LY ¥ Can i y oe | rents who have found it efficacious in cases in- $ 
3 3 he e G aD) 36 t's cidental to childhood, 2 
2 of Bynes E a) The Cuerry Prcrorar is manufactured by < 
. ie a= RSS Ss a practical Chemist, and every ounce of it un- 4 
5 =a Past cS ¥ Yer | der his own eye, with invariuble accuracy and } 
2 Seegy gale a4 Find rw jcare. It is sealed and protected, by law from ? 
2 RSEN  aeRe I Ba BR EGESY | counterfeiis, conseqnently can be relicd on as ¢ 
2 ay ee area ES) | genuine, withont adulteration. : 
5 RA Sie Ss) se a ee We have endeavored here to furnish the ? 
5 ee erent ret en. leo taitaies with a medicine of such intrinsic } 
3 CHERRY PECTOR AL. | superiority and worth as should commend itself 2 
2 4 to their confidence—a remedy at once safe, ? 
3 For the rapid Cure of | speedy and effectual, which this has by repeat- 
> COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS, | el unt countless irisls proved itself to be; and 3 
> j trust by great carein preparing it with chemi 3 
2 BRONCHITIS, WHOOPING-COUGH, | eal aecaracy, of uniform strength, to afford ? g CROUP, ASTHMA, AND | epee as eo ee oe g 
3 qT | ly for the best resulis, and the afilicted with a 3 
> CONSUMPTION, a .... | vemedy that will do foy them all that medicine } 
> Many years ot trial, instead of impairine | ean do. 3 
S Ge ee nitence Gn fits media e hae wen 5 < the pubiic confidence int a nedi in c, has = i Prepared and Sold by JAMES C. AYER, g 

> for it an appreciation and notoriety by far cx-| >, - . a . 5 
5 s : i «| Lractical and Analytical Chemist, 5 
5 ceding the most sanguine expectations of its} L Mus. z 

3 friends, Nothing but its intrinsic virlues sl Os eee S 
? th istakable benefit ferred on thou-|_ Sold hy Carey & Gordon, Beloit; Holden, ? 
t Laie side ‘ld originate and maintein | Rem & Co. Janesville; J. Eilert, Monroe; ? 
g Shes OF sulbers, Could originate and main{ain! John Wright, Madison; E.R. & F. A. Utter, 2 
3 the reputation it enjoys. While many inferior | Elkhorn; T. Mason, Dubuque, lowa; E. E. ¢ 
< remedies thrust upon the community, have | Gay, Burlington, Iowa; and by all Druggists > 

$ failed and been discarded, this has gained everywhere yennayon < 
2 friends by every trial, conferred beuefits on the CHICKENS ¥OR -SALE. 2 

ear ? 
> afiligted they can never forget, and produced | \HE subscriber has for sale a large number : 
2 cures too numerous and too remarkable to be of first class chickens, superior even toany 7 
5 forgotten. |he has ever bred heretofore, though always ¢ 
3 ae enya . * j having taken premiums wherever exhibited in ¢ 

$ While it is a frand ee the publi tp pretend, different States. The present stock are bred } 
> that any one medicine will infallibly eure—| som recent choice selections of the first impor- ? 
¢ still there is abundant proof that the Cuerny | tations of ihe following varieties, viz: Brah- 7 
< Pecrorar does not only, as a general thing,but ms ey cofeae ean ate = psa of mottled { 
* . ood, Jadi aa plumage, which attracted great admiyation at = 
: almost a the late poultry exhibition in New York City. ; 
2 itis employed. They are of great size, perfect form, and beau- ? 
3 As time makes these facts wider and poe eon plumage. Shanghais of Forbes, Periz, < 
> known, this medicine has gradually become the ane Garington Sac, qbicck Cogs 2 
5 : * i eabt inas of a green metallic lustre—great lay- } 
$ best relipnce) of the afilicted, from the log-cabin | ers; red Cochin Chinas—very fine; gray Chit- $ 

+ of the American Peasant, to the palaces of Eu- tagongs—-very large; Hong Kongs from the < 
> ropean Kings. Throughout this-entire coun-| premium coop at Boston last year; gray Dork- 5 

3 try, in every State, city, and indeed almost ev- ew eee es eee 2 
$ ‘i e ves ait js | Dorking, England ; Sumatra Pheasant Games } 
$.ery hamlet it contgigs, Currey Pectoral 181 from Doct. Bennett's stock, and Sebright Ban- ¢ 
2 kuown as the best remedy extant for diseases) tams, all which are bred with the utinost eare 
© of the Throat and Lungs, and in many foreign | as to purity. x 
= countries, it is coming to be extensively used| Persons forwarding orders with the money } 
3 by their most intelligent Physicians. In Great | may rely on being promptly attended to; care- ? 
2 Britain, France and Germany, where the med-| fully cooped and delivered at M.C.R.R. with- 2 
¢ ical sciences bave reached their highest perfec- | out additional charge ; also, fresh eggs careful- ¢ 

tion, Cuxxry Pecrorat is introduced and in| ly packed and delivered at depot for $3 per } 
} constant use in the Armies, Hospitals, Alms|doz. Price of Brahma Pootras $8 per pair; 
®) Houses, Publie Institutions, and in domestic | all other varieties of Asiatics $6; well grown 
<2 practice, as the surest remedy their attending | Dorkings $4. . M. FREEMAN, 
@ Phyiscians can employ for the more dangerous! Schoolcraft, Mich., August, 1854. 
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; MARK MILLER, . - all the counties of the State, to get up and sus- ? 
{ 8. P, LATHROP } Baitors en Paliees tain Fairs of this kind. Senrely aay thing = 
: ops 5 2 pak 3 $ 
| ive copies or @aiif directed oone Fon Oficerenal | Vi 0 stimulate farmers ana others, and inter- ; 
k the same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions | est them in the several branches of Agricul- > 
; to commence withthevolume and back numberssup- | ture, 2 

oe ae z  ADVERTISING.— insert : 5 
eat aban ncn, fete inan one ye 6 bal List of Premiums, &c., of the State 
Flees tuan one year, sone page per gear, G30; halt Agnicultural Society. 5 
ewes eect el eo c= ; 

| oue year, firstinsertion, $2,00; for each subsequent in-| . We are indebted to the Secretary, Mr. Ing- 
F sertion, 30cts. ham, for a copy of the Premium List for the $ 

Th. tha Barmare nf Rank Ganunig | Present year. We have looked it over thor- 7 
| To the Farmers of Rock County. Le aad took Gua Gs sage thak we thin GE 2 
f The Premium List and the Regulations for | in every respect, superior to any of its prede- ? 
the Fair to be holden at Janesville, on the 13th | cessors. The amount of premiums and ‘the ¢ 
and 14th of this month, is published and wide- | consequent increased value of the individual > 

ly distributed throughout the county, and we | premiums, and the enlightened discrimination ¢ 
hope it will come under the eye of every farm- | exhibited in their distribution, indicate a just > 
er of the county, and awaken within him a just | and high appreciation of the Agricultural wants < 
pride and a full determination not only to be | of Wisconsin. Few State Societies can com- 2 

present himself, with his family, but to bring | pete with our own in the value of their premi- < 
something for exhibition. We never knew ofa| um list, and none surpass it. The farmers of > 
nore liberal and magnificent List of Premiums | Wisconsin have presented to them by this pre- < 
offered in any county. About $1200 are of- | mium list of the State Society, as fair a field s 
fered in Premiums, to be paid in cash, and no | for competition with one another, and of win- 
mistake. Of course it is expected of every | ning as valuable enconiums and prizes, as are $ 
man to do his duty—his whole duty—regarding | offered to the farmers of any portion of the 2 
this Fair of the County Agricultural Society— | Union. We hope that a greatly .increased in- } 
Let every man, woman and child present the | terest will be felt this year in our State Fair, 
proceeds of his or her labor to the view of the | and that there may be an exhibition of all the $ 
multitudes which we hope will be present.— | branches of Agriculture and Mechanical arts, 2 
We trust that the friends of Agrieulture gene- | much superior to any yet held by the Society. 5 
tally, in the coupty, will speak to one another} The place of holding the Fair is more con- ¢ 
upon the importance of sustaining this Society, | venient of access to a large portion of the State $ 

whieh is doing so much to place the Agricultu- | than.any.other place. We hope the Milwau- ¢ : 
tal interests so much ahead of most every oth- | keans will exhibit an enlightened .and proper $ 

er county in the State. liberality in their provision for the accommo- 2 
We know of many who expect to be present | dation of the Society, and a just appreciation of § 

from other counties, and with animals and pro- | the honor and the privilege which their fortu- 2 
duets for exhibition. Farmers of Reck! will | nate position justly demands shall be conferred 5 
You see to it, that you have on hand as goon|on them. Let the whole population of the ? 

MATERIAL AS GROWs either out or in doors. State pour itself into Milwaukee .on the 4th, 5 

We should like to see copies of the Premium | 5th, and 6th days of October next. 2 
lists from other counties, that we may -speak eee $ 
of them, and give notice of the time when their} Srravzar Caxcpiatioy.—Mr. Burnap, a well 
Fairs will be held, It is our intention to be | known.agricultural writer, says that the,fences 
Present to as many of them as.is possible. We|inthe United States.cost more than twenty 
hope that a laudable ambition will be felt in! times the specie that is in it. 
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For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 

Double Plastered Houses. Osage Orange Hedge. 

2 Messrs. Eprrors:—In your June number I M. 
et 

2 me és essrs. Eprrors:—I have been a subscriber : 

i 2 noticed an article on double plastered houses: of the Farmer since Jan fee Ged inve j 

2 alpine ee onan ase methine not found any thing in its pages giving infor- : 

g to say condemning it;—but a nee consider | mation in regard to hedge fence. I therefore 2 

$ far preferable. I commonly, in framing houses, ask information as to the best way of manag- 3 

é GE ske Erte wishes to brick shen) put ing the plant after the transplanting. Lhave 3 

: me wate 47 inches = Oe = ns | tried the experiment in this county, and find = 

ae % ae ane aae poe | that it can be raised here, and that it bids fair 

2 eee the necessary quantity of mnortan be; |to make a flourishing and lasting fence. I : 

5 tween them and at the ends. ater thersiding sowed two poundsof the seed, and raised about 2 

> is on, 1 procure scoving or outside brick, as five thousand plants, Being a stranger in the: 

3 ted os sour pe capelane” mn be ea business, I put about fifteen hundred in the : 

Z ne xin pee eee . eee cellar, packed in sand. The rest L left expos- © 

2 convenient, they ‘can be ensily. and _choenly edin the bed. The plants put in the cellar i 

| g me cess aS ee! by Soar geen! generally all grew; but those left in the bed, : 

5 . out and drying nee et about one third of them froze to death ; and < 

f g yariand vat is prepated, they can we eee those that lived do not grow as fast as those 5 

3 a sbout #2. per BM, and two asst shat that I kept intthe-cellar. When ought they 2 

{ ¢ brisk top lore yay fee meet ae to be cut off——in the fall, or spring, or in mid- : 

$-They should, in laying, be ae sigemize, end | summer, or both of them? Instructions to 

i g placed firmly sgsinst the siding, mth au ihe, | raise an Osage Orange Hedge fence, will be © 

i 5 mortarnecessary to make tight work, and once thankfally received. Reosen Freeway. ; 

2 in ten or twelve courses nail in a strip of board Boardman, Clayton co, Iowa, July, 1854. * 

i 2 ontop of thebrick, to keep them in place in china, , me meacias Bia ve paiaroon 5 

> ease of shrinkage. Breaking joints makes a gers 3 

é stronger and better job than laying one above | dent to the February number, eo 30 and 31, : 

t 2 the other—that is, for the first course, lay two | for our management of the ae Orange : 

{ whole bricks, and forthe next course two pieces | hedge. The practice of keeping the _ : 

> and one whole one, placing the whole one in the | plants of the first year's growth in the ce Dat ; 

H 2 middle, and so go on alternately. A coat of | may provea good one to follow, and there is but : 

f = coarse lime mortar, plastered on the brick, will | little labor attending the process, more than > 

$ exclude all cold, so that when the house is | taking them up in the spring and re-setting, i 

i 5 istoen oo plastered, at eae =— for health, | Locust Trees anv Fatt Frep.—-A corres- } 

| 2 unless itis well ventilated, for which purpose | pondent of the Coni jent ‘Valley Farmer: 

| $ ; preter ee ae through the Sow: and | says, that several pastures within my know- 

; 2 ceiling ~~ head, with a good substantial cov-| ledge, on which are growing hundreds of fair : 

$ nem ar ia devil with the floor. 53 Some pre- | sized locust trees to the acre, have continued ° 

f ; 2 fer dropping the tap-sash ao window, and | +. yield fall feed for stock, none the less for the : 

h § let the heat pass off in the air. 1 prefer ina growth of locust. It was the opinion of Dr. : 

i 2 cold winter evening, to warm my chambers for | 4 nqrew Nicholas, late of Danvers, who was 5 

i $ os er = she young a = born and brought up on a farm abounding in : 

ie Tell friend Virgin, that I have the satisfac- this species of tree, that the feed of the pas: 

i 2 Se + ee .of grabs, by scalding tures was increased and made better by their | 

tl < ~y, — Sok Planting them in the spring | growth. The same idea has been put forward 3 

i = aes’ ca an ovary) 10 Bare Erer= by Mr. Holbrook, of Vermont, one of the best ; 

ee . writers for the Agricultural press in New Eng: ‘ 
} 5 Farmer & Mecnante. | yng : j 

5 Metomen, Wis, July, 1854. ys: ea cel es seat 30 | 
; ; oe Tur Tree—The bark of a tree and the 

(a Cuvier said that mankind was composed | bark of a dog are considerably alike. One is 

of hammers and anvils, and that it was much | formed on the bough, and the other on the 

better to bea hammer than an anvil. bow-wow principle: 
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5 The ongravhs above represents Lap-lin a different position, earth may be thrown ? 5 wam’s Cutrivaipr, which is adapted to all) around the corn. : : cultivating purses, and to all soils, whe-| Suitable devices are provided for retain- é é ther level or unyen. By means of two ing the levers in place, and for rendering { 3 long levers—on2 connetted to the axle or | their motion easy. é 2 shaft which nie jae machine, and to} Any information respecting the Cultiva- 5 2 Which the whéls are/hung, and the cther tor, can be obtained by addressing the Pa- 3 j to the tongug to which the team is attach-| tentee, Wiuttam Laruan, West Liberty, § | 3; ed—the cupivating teeth can be raised or | Logan co., Ohio. 2 | ; lowered, y’ suit the unevenness of the Soaxep Corn For Hoxses—One of : i ground, ae = a ceaee ee las most successful and judicious farmers j ently o = behitd y sinless s in the vicinity of Baltimore, effects a sav- g . § and w/king = : ing of from one-third to one-half of his 3 So na depression or elevation renders corn, by soaking it thoroughly before feed ? zit nfessary to change the depth of the ing. His method is this:—two empty ves- § | { by raising the lever which is attached sels, hogsheads, or something similar, are : ! ; the axle, the teeth are lowered, or, by placed in his cellar where there is no dan- < *Aowering the lever the teeth are raised ; ger from frost, and filled to the chime with : | 
Z and when it is desirable to change quickly | ears of corn... He-then pours in water till < 
j the direction of the machine, to avoid an the recepticles are filled. When well soak- = i } obstruction, or a hillof corn or potatoes, by ed, the corn is fed to the horses. and when < { moving the lever connected with the tongue, the contents of one cask is consumed, it is 2 ‘the cultivator is readily turned, without again filled, and the affimals fed from the 2 
{the ‘trouble and delay of guiding the other. Even cobs, soaked in a similar = 1 ; team. a2 Y .__{manner, but in pickle instead of pure wa- < | § _ When it is desirable to use this machine ter, are eagerly devoured by cows, especi- : ; for cultivating pre cas the front tooth) ally if the usual allowance of salt is with- = 1s removed and mould board affixed, which held. The corn cob contains alarge quan- 

will prevent the earth from covering the tity of nutriment, and is by far too valua- 
corn, while the teeth break the soil and de- ble to be thrown away. RF, 
siroy the weeds; or, by placing the boards| Chester’ Kent co, Md., Jan, 1854. 
PAPAL LUNES SS UPR E
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Cultivation of Bye was not so great . hardship as some sup- 

, ee ; that our New England ancestors 

* Next to Indian Corn, no cereal is of so ee ae pe «of 

é moot gs ye aay this section of country ror Gilt contoed oS pant oe } 

fi ‘ asRye. It differs from wheat in its ada A . 3 

: tation to soils. The former succeeds ase lye Pe proporng 1 < pes ent : 

t ¢ in a soil which contains so much alumina eon aan pench s le oy ape oes 

$ as to give it considerable tenacity. The| p ia eee aes oti meets 

§ latter seldom does well on such soil, but Pe th oh Ree! aie pene snot 

a) § flourishes on those of a silicious and por- Cea ee i 

: < ous character. It is well adapted to the Rye is not a hard crop for land, thoug! : 

: light soils in New England, while ‘on the | land may be exhausted byit. Grass groys ° 

f é slate loams of the valley of the Hudson and far better after it than after oats, and en : 

S other localities it is quite at home. The better than after any grain except palley. : 

; ¢ value of the crop in this neighborhood _ is The proper time for sowing it is tfsame : 

} : not fully appreciated. ‘The great requisite as that for winter wheat—the for/part of ¢ 

é im regard to its culture, is that thesoil-and September. Pasture land, or flat from : 

i £ sub-soil be properly drained. It_eannot which a crop of hay has beentaken the : 

| ° bear cold water about its roots. The crop present season, may be used fo it. It is: | 

| f S can be cheaply raised. It requires but lit- | Petter 10 plow it as soon as prtticable, in ; 

i ¢ tle preparation of the soil, though the yield order that the sod may becof@ partially 2 

t $ is in proportion to the goodness ‘of the | 4ecomposed before the sowin f the grain. : 

¢ land and the favorableness of the season— Light land, well plowed orf, may be so: 

i $ ranging from five to forty bushels to the worked with the harrow an/ field cultiya- ° 

e 2 acre. It is sometimes affected by blight or tor, as-not to need anotherplowing. Six é 

§ mildew, but less frequently. than wheat, and or seven pecks of seed to fiocacte, a 

ii {on the whole is eomparatively a sure proper quantity. There/is considerable = 

5 crop. difierence in varieties of ye. A variety : 

i $ ‘The value of Rye per bushel does _not called the multicol, introjuced from France ? 

as, differ much in the eastern markets from several years since, was peel produc- ; 

e 2 that of northern corn. The straw consti- tive, but was not asgood f \ bread as the : 

 tutesan important item, in the advantage | White Rye. 308 : 
i 5 of its cultivation. It is worth in this mar-| | On dry ground, not likely heave by ¢ 

i 2 ket an average of $15 per ton. A fair frost, clover and grass seeds M& be sown 5 

; > crop, say twent, bushels to the acre, will with the Rye. But where the yound is : 

| $ give aton of straw to the acre. not well drained, there is a liabilit}to win- } 

il 2 Weare informed that two tons to the | ter killing, and in such situations itig bet- : 

i $ acre have been obtained. The straw js | ter to sow the clover and grass sels just 

; $ used here chiefly as bedding for horses; | 8S snow is going off in the spring—WBos- : 

2 But among the Germans of Pennsylvania, | tom Cultivator. as 

i 2 who generally understand the economical Sere ness an i 

i" $ management of horses, the grain is ground| ONIONS FoR Pouurry.—Scarcely toc § 

| 2 and the straw cut, and the two mixed to- | much can be said in praise of onions for* 

! § gether forms the principal food of these | fowls. They seem to be a preventive and | 

it 5 noble teams, which always attract the at-| remedy for various diseases to which do-: 

: ¢ tention of strangers. The Germans, too, | mestic poultry are liable. Having frequent- | 

I ‘ make great use ofgRye in feeding them- ly tested their excellencies, we can speak : 

it : selves. They are fond of the bread, and | understandingly. For gapes and inflam- ; 

| { say it is stronger than that from wheat.— mation of the throat, eyes, and head, on-: 

: < But good Rye bread is no despicable food ions are almost a specific. We would re- } 

} © in the best of families. When made from | commend giving fowls, especially the young ( 

a é ge sweet grain, properly ground and chicks, as many as they will eat, as often } 

r ted, and-the proper skill used in all the}as twice or three times a week. They 

i manipulations, it is not only palatable but should be finely chopped. A small addi- 

: wholesome, and our city elie who make | tion of corn meal is an improvement. 

| zs it right, dispose of large quantities. It [Rural New Yorker. 
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Green Corn for Cows. places with success, and but for the trouble 
Horas oP b .,| of preparing seed for future use, would be 

$ Most farmers in this vicinity consider it] more valuable for the latter part of the = 2 one of the “nacessary oes that, ae ‘eeheans GF.N.. 3 
{ August and of the adjoining mont! : ? : thelreows should be either half-tereed. or | —LN-E: Farmer. 2 5 allowed to re-roam over the oft-trodden Seed Corn. 3 2 pastures, and be content with a supply of fc — 3 ; withered grass, or browze from the neigh-} «A time for everything,” is a good rule, } 

2 boring woods. The result is, of course, a especially when applied to the collection of 7 3.scanty abundance of milk, butter and seeds, more particularly that of sed corn. 
2 theese, and instead of the cows gaining in| How often do we see much loss of time g ; fh and preparing for their winter service, | and disappointment occasioned by neglect 3 2 at@reduced in flesh, and before dog days| to secure proper seeds. Many farmers (#) 2 
£ are Jast, too many of them become “spring in the West are so improvident as to store 3 
2 poor,’ und when they come to the barn for | their corn crops in open cribser pens in 2 § winter,look so much worse for the “wear,”| the field, thereby exposing the grain to $ that onemust conclude that the whole sum- the many changes of weather, causing g 3 mer’s fed has “run to milk and not to| mould and decay, ard then in the spring re- = 
3 flesh.” \ sort to these damaged cribs for seed corn. ? 3 Inthe syoe of 1852, two bushels of| The consequent loss of time and injury to ¢ 
3 the southera yellow flat corn were procur- | the young crop is almost incaleulable,as only > 2 ed and —* in the usual way, i. e. in| an unhealthy germ can be expected from < $ drills 3 fee\apart—manuring well, and| such seed, and all know that corn “started” = ¢ taking care x the corn be so thick in the! in such a manner is in a great degree af- 
$ drill that no s@lk should grow more than/ fected throughout the season. No weath- 3 
¢ an inch in dianeter. The season was un- er, however favorable, nor tending, howev- < 
3 usually dry, ard some farmers were oblig- | er carefully or skillfully performed, will re- 2 
g ed to feed out tay to their cows. Those| store the vigor necessary to ensure the crop. 2 
> who were prevailed upon to “try” thenew| «4 word to the wise is sufficient.” To : 
g notion had en in pknty from the Ist of| secure good seed, it should be carefully se- 2 
$ August to thé 20th of September. lected while gathering the crop. Do not $ 
¢ The resyf was, this “book farming” plan postpone the matter, because you have a > $ met with shiversal approbation, and in the good crib, as in this way seed is frequently < 2 spring of1853, the Procurer was request- | used that is not fully matured. orn that é 3 ed to spply his neighbors with seed to the | is fully ripened and perfectly sound, should : 2 amous of thirty bushels. Most of this be hard and tight upon the cob; by hard > 

$ was wed within two miles of this yil- pressure or twisting, this is easily deter- 5 é poe ae i mined. Possessing these requisites, togeth- 
3 r this fair trial during the season | er with plumpness and weight, it may be < 3 ee our farmers estimate the value of this safely set apart for seed the ensuing sea- $ 
¥ feed to each cow, to be from three to five} son. If left until spring, although stored 2 { dollars, over the usual practice of grass| in a dry crib, it will become so thoroughly © 3 feeding only. This is made up by the dried, that it will present an appearance 2 ? milk and condition in which the cows are| of perfect maturity, however loose on the $ 3 found when coming to winter quarters. cob it may have been when husked. Seed 2 2 As dry fodder, we think a larger amount | thus selected, will always germinate early, { 3 May be raised on an acre than of any oth-| and to a certainty, insuring a strong and ; 2 er substance we have been acquainted with.| hardy sprout that will grow luxuriantly, ¢ 3 U have cured the growth on six square rods, | even though it should be exposed to adverse 3 2 and fed one medium sized cow, giving her| circumstances, frequently resulting from ¢ 3 all she would eat, (after cutting with a drought or improper culture. straw cutter) in thirty-seven days. Thus} Seed should be carefully put away ina the erop from one rod kept the cow a little | cool room, or other dry place, where it is more than one week. not subjected to sudden alternations of tem-. Our garden sweet corn is raised in some perature. A flour barrel or box may 3 
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, j = to - in, but should not be so tight-| Circular U, 8. Agricultural Society. 
r covered as to cause heat, in which case : eae ees : 

5 Camentatiin will ensue ae vitality de- Ateaneetine afithodixeen fp Commtittes:of 5 
i $ troy! a —[Franx in Varhand Shop the United States Agricultural Society, held in 2 

: gpg the City of Washington, in. February last, it 
5 SEED Corn.—Now is the time to select | ¥* resolved that the Society would hold no ? 

i 2 ears of corn for seed. Go into the fields | E=*ibition in any State having a State Agricul- 5 
t 2 and pluck off the earliest ears and such as tural Society, without the assent of the officers, 5 

3 are well filled; and you will gain some- or of the Executive Committee of such So- 5 

mf 3 thing by selecting from stalks that have oe and é 
2 two earson them. It is important that| The citizens of Springfield, Ohio, having rey’; 

al you select in the field and before all the | "e1ested this Society to hold an Exhibition : 
i g ears are hard, for thus you will gain sever- | CATT at that place, during the See 2 

$ al days in the ripening next year. and generously subscribed about ten and g 

We think it probable that'a majority of | dollars to defray all the expenses of tlysame, 5 
5 our farmers neglect to select their seed ears and to guarantee the Society against 14s; and = 

A 2 till the time of husking. But then they | the Executive Committee of the OhioAgricul- 
i 3 cannot determine certainly whether they | ttral Society uniting in the request, #@ Exeou- 
i 3 take the earliest ears, tive Committee of this Society hayeconcluded < 

i $ Corn isso important a crop, and'so much | te holda NATIONAL SHOW O}CATTLE, - 
2 of it is often lost by early frosts, that itis of | Open te general competition, withat sectional < 
§ much consequence to plant that which will | limit, on the 25th, 26th, and 27th fysof Octo- ¢ 

i, ; ripen early. We cannot urge the planting | ber next, at Springfield, in the Site of Ohio. ¢ 
ai | § of the small Canada cornsin our latitude,| _The friends of Agriculture iy all the States = 

ii > for it as better to lose occasionally part of a| of the American Union, and in he neighboring ¢ 
5 large crop than to be always limited to a| Previnees of Canada, are invitd to co-operate 2 

} 2 small one. Weneed not go north for seed | With us, so that eee be the more ¢ 
Ht § ears if we will takea little care at the right | xtensively useful, and be alily creditable to the 2 

H ; time, and select the ears which first come.| Se2¢?0us citizens of Springfidd, with whom it < 

ai $ to maturity. Many farmers know the im- | °"iginated,—to the comributors ae who 3 
i 2 portance or taking for seed what ripens | Sustain it—and to the United St¥es Agricultu- : 

i § earliest, but they are apt to forget and: ne- ral Society, who are so deeply indgested in its 

i 2 glect—{Massachusetts Ploughman. success. g 
ai er 5 In consequence of the holding of thy Show of § 

Bariey anp Oats TO LAY Down Lanp | Cattle, the contemplated Exhibition o\Horses, 2 

! ? vpon—A writer in the New England | at Springfield, Mass., and the son ome 5 
$ Farmer says:—Much complaint is heard | in Vermont, will be omitted. 3 

it 3 tiow-a-days of the failure of grass seed to| The Journax of the Socry, which theEx- ‘ 
i 5 catch or grow when sown with grain.—| ecutive Committee have concluded to h 2 

Ki $ Now Ihave never known a failure, when | once in each year—four numbers in one—wil 5 
rf § good seed has been sown on good land, | appear in January next; and will contain the ? 

fi 3 with barley. ‘Two years ago this spring I | Transactions of the Society at its last Annual ” 
i $ sowed a field, one half with oats and the | Meeting, the Lectures and Addresses delivered ? 

fF 3 other half with barley, and stocked the at that time, a full and faithful account of the ¢ 

i whole with timothy and clover. At har- | Springfield Show, with other valuable papers, : 
i ; vest, where the oats were grown, there was| byeminent members. This volume will be for- ; 

t $ no grass, while beneath the barley there| warded to all members who have paid their an- | 
i § wasa luxuriant growth of it, This exper-| nual assessments for the year 1854. ‘ 
i § iment, with my former observation, satisfied Mansuati P. Wiper, President. 7 

i ; me that barley, and not oats, was the grain| Ww. S. Kia, Secretary; 5 
; i to grow, when seeding land with grass. Boston, August, 1854, : 

Ff #2 Periodical applications of ashes| —gy~ Draining of wet lands and marshes, 
; tend to keep up aoe of soils, by | adds to their value, by making them to pro- 
dl »plying most, if not of the organic | duce more and by improving the health of the 
al ae. neighborhoods. 
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- moisture. Whoever buys this wool, will lose 

| a t 0 ck R @ g i si @ t nothing in the working of it. We om seen 

2 For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer, _| at different}times, sampies of Mr. Hawes’ sheep, 7 
g Fine Wool. and are happy in being able to say, that he ¢ 

5 Messrs. Eprrors:—Being sensible of the oe Fe palpi a, 2 

5 deine et Se ae in Annes cellent quality. Our judgment did not coin- 3 
¢ pursuits, ans ia ee ee particularly; | side with that of the honorable gentlemen com- ‘ 
5 and the interest you manifested at the late posing the committee at the late Sheep Shear- ; 
? Shearing Festival, and as you there saw a spe- ing, by which the frst:prémium on yearling 2 

peimen from my flock of yearling bucks, -1|,,cxs was given to Mr. Pratt’s buck, rather : 
< thought perhaps a few specimens of wool might than to Mr. Hawes’. We think Mr. Hawes < 

2 begratifying to my old friends. I therefore | 101 spauld have received the first premium. : 
5 oe Gq small card for your inspection. You py, committee, whose opinion weare bound to 5 
2 will se by the samples that they were all clean respect, however, ‘thought otherwise, as it ap- 2 

{ and Wel-washed fleeces ; though I labored un- pears from their report. Our figuring turns > 
eda somefiendvantaze, ag I did not think of up a conclusion differing from theirs. Success, 2 
5 Sending my samples when at home, and conse- however, to all good breeders of good sheep, ; 
2 quently ditnot save any. These were drawn | 44 to Mr. Hawes, who sent us these samples, = 
¢ from the fleges after they had been rolled up| ;_, prerteinceu-l-a-r. 5 
2 more than aweek, and therefore 1 cannot vouch ooo ? 
¢ from what pitt of the fleece they were taken. Spaymxe Mncn Cows—Froma French $ 

3 The first smpple at the left hand, is from a| work.—Spaying of cows, at a certain pe- 2 
é yearling buck,which drew the first premium |Tiod of their life, offers immense advan- : 
} at our County Ahir last fall, when a lamb, and | tages to the agriculturist and consumer, in ° 
{ sheared 8 Ibs. 79z.; the second is from an eight producing much augmentation of milk and 
2 year old ewe tha brought with mefrom Ver- | aon In this way, the _— of eee a: 
2 mont. She is ob of a pes of five that has ost of ailments, and spares a host of losses, : 
: é . | sustained in consequence of her bulling at ? 
{ drawn a premium for two/years in succession, times when it is either incorivenient or im- ? 
¢ Saoue Gouna, andé peed Oe SOF possible to gratify her desires. Spaying of 5 
5 The third sample is from one of a pen of ewe cows, Professor Bouley says, creates anew ; 

2 lambs, which 4ew a premium last fall, at our race, sterile for breeding, but productive 5 
3 County Fais/ She raised a lamb and sheared | anq valuable for the purpose of yielding ¢ 
2 6 lbs. 14 of wool this year. The fourth is| mijk for the dairy, and meat for the butch- ¢ 

2 from a tw/year old ewe, which, fal! heforedast, | er, Spayed cows yield, annually, for the ¢ 
j was onepf a pen of lambs that drew a premi-/ first two or three years at least, a third > 
2 um, axffalso last fall was one of a pen of ewes more milk than they were'in the habit of 2 
é that gewa premium. Shesheared 8 Ibs. All’ giving before the performance of the ope~ $ 

3 of fe ewes have now lambs by their sides.| ration. A cow spayed thirty or forty days 2 
é Wyth this explanation, I submit them to your | after calving, or at the time she is giving = 

3 jaspection and good judgment. the most milk, continues to yield, if not for 2 
3/ Fondu Lac, June, 1854. 8. N. Hawes. | the remainner of life, at least for many ¢ 

¢ Remanns,—We are greatly obliged to our| years, the same large quantity of milk, and 2 
{ friend, Mr, Hawes, for the samples of wool, | sometimes more than she gave at the time ¢ 
2 accompaned by a letter, from which we take|of performing the operation. 2 
£ the above extracts. All these samplesare of} French veterinarians have,for many years, < 
} good quality of wool, being of good length of| had their attention directed to this subject; 2 
{ staple, and possessing proper fineness and a|and each year their experience, as well as = 
} good degree of crimp. Should we seek to find | that of agriculturists, leads them to speak = 
{ any fault with them, it would be in the want of | more and more favorably of the practice, 3 
? sufficient moisture to give a profitable weight to (Itisa subject worthy of attention a- > 

the fleeces; and yet, none of these, certainly, | Mong our dairymen here; and would lead 
seem to be wanting on that score. These sam- 2 oe cyt ues ee here 
les are thoroughly washed, and perhaps too |'88 1t seems ee 
mone ree to exhibit sim cone [Journal N. Y. State Ag. Society. 
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POINTS OF THE PFVONS. \ 
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i § A DEVON cow. j : 
i 5 pe Foie j 3 

2? Pounrry of blood, as traced back satisfactorily |14 Tur Curst—deep and roung carrying its ¢ 
; § toimportations of both dam and sire, from! _ fullness well back of the gpows, thus af- } 

2 known English breeders, or as found in} fording, by the aid of a spriging rib, abun- ¢ 
5 thelately established Herd Book,for North! dant internal room for tly action of the 2 
2 Devons, and without this, an animal can} thoraic viscera, the heart/and lungs, and ¢ 5 not compete in this class. that too without an ca width forward, = 

: 3 4 Tur Heap—should be small, lean and bony, and between the points of y shoulders, § 
; 2 the forehead wide, flat, or from a fullness which might interfere with the action of + 

S of the frontal bone oyer the eyes, some- the animal. \ Ee 
2 what dishing ; the face straight ; the muz-]4 Tux Buisket—It being assumed Sat it adds > 

| 5 zie fine ; the nostrils open; the lps thin nothing to the internal capacik of the $ 
2 and rather flat. chest must not overload the breast\but be ¢ 
$ 4 Tur Nosz—of a light deheate orange color. sufficiently developed to guarantee @feed- $ 
3 ing property, attended with a full Ppor- 2 2 4 Tur Eyz—should be bright, prominent, and tion of fatty secretion: Nera 
g clear, but mild and gentle in its expression, E BRODY YEG § 3 as indicative of that spirited, but tractable|4 T#® Storyorn—is, in this breed, a very bem. § § % 3 tiful and important point, and should in 25 5 disposition so necessary to cattle that must s 4 5 < is degree approximate in form to that of the * 2 bear the yoke ; a beautiful orange-colored a € 5 aeoeat iabl asi ts horse. It should take a more sloping po- > 
¢ Welttad uc _— sition than is found in most other breeds, < 
§ 2 Tue Ear—thin ; of a rich orange color with- with its points less projecting and angular, * 
é in, of medium size, with a quick and ready and the blade bone more curved, thus 2 
5 movement, expressive of attention. blending with and forming a fine wither, $ 
2 2 Tue Hor light, tapering, of a waxy color sane a little above the level line of the 5 
2 toward the extremity, and gaily as well as os : ¢ 2 symmetrically placed on the head ; the oc- 3 Tor Crors—full and even, forming a true Q 
3 cipital bone, narrow, thus bringing the base line with the somewhat rising shoulder, : 
2 of the horns nearer together. i level back, without either drop or ? 

ollow, 

2 Tax Neox—of medium length, somewhat/9 Baox, loin and hips—broad and wide, run- 
light in substance, very clean, and well set ning on a level with the setting on of the ; 
up on the shoulder. ‘tai: 

’ 
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5 Tue Rusps—tlying broad apart; high, and ed frame of the merely beefing animal must well covered. be relinquished for a lighter and more ac- é 3 i tive frame. z eae 15 Qeatmrr—On this,the thriftiness, the feed- § Z 5 3 Taz Twisr—full and broad. ing properties, and the value of the animal g 5 2 6 Tue Quarrrns—long and thoroughly. filled depend : nd upon the touch of this quali- g 5 up between thé. hocks or hip bones, and ty rests, in a good measure, the grazier’s 2 3 2 the rumps ;_ with a good museular develop- and the butcher’s judgment, If the “touch”? $ 2 $ ment down the thigh to. the hocks, be good, some deficieney of form may be : : 4 3 Toe FLank—Moderately deep, full and mel- excused ; but if it be hard and stiff, no- S $ 3 Jow in proportion to condition. thing can compensate for so unpromising a 3 5 5 THe Lxcs—not too short, and standing as feature. - In raising the skin from the body, 3 2 Square and straight behind, as may be com- betiveen the thumb. and finger, it should 5 5 Pitible with activity The bone quite small have a soft, flexible and substantial feel, > é beAw the hock and knee ; the sinews large and when beneath the out-spread hand, it 2 g and Ycan, with the fore-arm well devel- should nove easily with it, and under it as $ oped 
though resting ‘on a. soft, elastic, cellular 2 

2 2 Tue CaQass—round and straight ; its pos- subssanioe; whioh, however, becomes firm. 5 }fatorah sinatra, extending wen] _ $m the animal“ripene” 4 thin papery 3 BP ck a epringing nenriy hrizmtatly| 755 Ske abieetionabe, more expecially in a 5 from the vertebra, giving, in fact, mueh 
< 2 greater eacity than would at first appear. POINTS OF THE DEVON BULL. $ 2-1. Tae Tan—s its junetion, level with the} As regards the male animal, it is only necessa- ? 5 back, .long\very slender in its cord, and ry to remark, that the points desirable in g 2 finishing wih a tassel of white hair, the female are generally so in the male, but : 

5 1 Tue Coron—it its shadesand degrees, is eee, cocoon, te wee ae by that “mag 2 § more or les: governed by fashion: but in oe ee a eepeanie tet 5 
g the Devom is aie 6a. a Nciieslt hoster a strong, vigorous constitution. Even a : 
3 blood-red fas the farorite color, and a test fe Gone: of Saree siete $ 2 of piirity and no¥ a somewhat lighter| Put then it ee ey ot sia = 
2 earls EAcais! Seprcacting Tatler eae culine description as never to be discover- z 2 erto tif of the South Devon, which isa| 4 ™ the females of his get, 2 2 largerfeoarser, stronger animal. In aly| In contra-distinction to the cows, the head of § ; casegthe color grows lighter round the the bull may be shorter, the frontal-bone = 2 le, while a dark mahogany color, broader, and the occipital flat and stronger, > 5 ing almost to a black, and growing that it may receive and sustain the horn— é S: gét darker about the head, always was a and this latter may -be excused if a little ¢ 2 fery questionable color for a true No, h heavy at the base, so its upward form, its > $f Devon, more especially when accompanied quality and color be right. Neither is the § y by a dark nose, looseness of the skin, attached to, and de- 2 Pa 

i m ler jaw, to g c 1 Tue Ham—should be short, thick, and fine ; pending fs : oe ue = sex, pc a g : and if showing on its surface a fine curl, or is not extended beyond the bone, but leaves é 
: ripple, it looks richer in color, and is sup- the gullet and throat cTéan and free aay < 5 posed to indicate a hardier and more thrif- 

z 2 ty animal. clalans * er é 3 
The upper portion of the neck should be fall < ; 1 Tur Upper—should be such as will afferd and muscular, for it is’ an indication of g ; the best promise of capacity and product. sirength, power and constitution.” The 2 } 3 Canmiace—The Devons having, from their spine should be strong, the bones of the i. excellence in the yoke, another destiny be- Join long’and broad, and the whole museu- ; {sides that_of the butcher’s block, it ig all Jar system wide and thoroughly developed ¢ 7 i important that the animal’s carriage should over the entire frame, : indicate-as much ; but to obtain this,some-} Youatt thus speaks of the- Devons The Me y thing of the heavy, inert, squarely muld-| quelities of the Devons may be referred to (¥} -
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e Se eS ee eee 
¢ three points; their working, fattening, and | and all that is now wanting, is a judi¢ious selec- 
i milking. = tion of the most perfect of the present breed, f : “Where the ground is not too heavy, the De- | in order to’ preserve it im its state of Breatest 3 fk 2 yon oxen are unrivalled at the plow. They | purity.” : 

Hie = have aquickness of action which no breed.can| There are some fine individuals, also, of this < 
i 2 egal, and very fewshorses exceed. They have | kind of stock, in Wisconsin. Mottin Webster, : Hr = adocility and goodness of temper, and stout- | of Fox Lake, has formerly had soine good spe- 5 R 2 ness and honesty of.work,.to which many | cimens ; and Judge Green, of Beaver Dam— : 

5 horses cannot pretend. It is a:common day’s | Messrs. Ingham and Colvin, of Madison, had an 2 4 2 work on fallow land, for four Devon steers to | individual or two. We know of some others, * f ; plow two acres with a double furrow plow.— | but not thorough bred, Z 4 ? Four good steers will do as much work in the {7 eee fi 
He 2 field or on the road, as three horses, and in as |” EXPsriMents iv Frrpixe Carrie w: 3 
i ; 2 quick, and often quicker time, although farm-|Cooxep anp wirn Fermentep Foot— £ I 5 ors calculate two.oxen.equal to one horse. The | Four heifers were selected, as equal all ; i} > principal objec‘iin to Devon oxen ‘is, that they | Tespects as possible; and six pigs wfe al- : 
if ; have not sufficient strength for tenacious clayey | SC selected, from the same family ; fach lot : 
4 2 soils: they will however, exert their strength | Was divided by the selection, alterptely, of < 

fi 3 tothe utmost, and stand many a dead pull,}an animal. All were weighed, at they 
| 2 which few horses could be induced or forced to | nd of each week — the eperiment, : i $ attempt. They are uniformly worked m yokes, |€ach animal was weighed. / 3 
i. 2 and not in collars. Four oxen, or six growing In the first week of the iment the = > 3 steers, are the usual team employed in the | fermented food consumed wafmuch less : 
iy ? plow. than the other, and the increag of the pigs = 

: “Their next quality is their disposition to fat- | #2 live weight is a nea more; and ; 
' > ten, and very few rival them here. Some very | the heifers also seemed to hay made rapid 2 
| : satisfactory experiments have been made on| Advances. The second wek, however, 7 

: this point. They do not, indeed, attain the| Changed the scene entirelf. Those on } 
; great weight of some breeds ; but, in a given | Cooked food were makizg s#ady. progress, 5 
> time, they acquire more flesh, and with less | While those on fermented —— produe- + 

; : consumption of food, and their flésh is’ beauti- ed scarcely an increase from t! preceding 5 
? ful in its kind. Itis mottled, or marbled, so} Week. It was then observed tlh the bow- : > pleasing to the eye and to the taste. els of the lot using fermented 1 had ¢ 

i > “For the dairy, the Devons must be acknow- | been confined, and had become fg in the : 
2 ledged to be inferior to several other breeds — | Second... The apparent suecess in he first 2 
} The milk is good, and yields more than an ave- | Week was the result of indigestion ac- 

; 2 rage proportion of cream and butter; but gen- | Cumulation of undigested matter in tly in- E 
3 erally it is deficient in quantity. ‘There are|testines. = ’ ees 
2 those, however, and no mean judges, who deny The experiment continued for tweke 2 
: this, and select the Devons even for the dairy. weeks—those on cooked food thriving ant g 
2 “Such is not, however,the common opinion. increasing, the others not. On slaughter- = F : They are-kept principally for their other -good|'ng them, it was found that the intestines : 
2 qualities, in order to preserve the breed, and be- of the three fed on fermented food were > §f/ 

: : cause, as nurses; they are indeed excellent, and full of worms—thus accounting for their g . 
2 the calves thrive from their small quantity of ar Mina ad tl rae aie ae é Ps i i igs favor of 2 : Sted eT oes bed te coke teed a Ps Te 
} "This aboriginal breed of British cattle is a | This experiment suggests great care and : 
2 very valual le one, and seems to have arrived at | Caution in feeding before a decided opimon * 3 2 the highest point of perfection. It is heavier |i8 adop:ed in'so nice and delicate a subject / : 
2 than it was thirty years ago, yet fully as active. | 48 the.nutrition of animals,. the health and 2 2 
2 Its aptitude to fatten is increased, and its prop- constitution of which is so various, 5 3 

“Sheomipareshe- come cuguapapigee {Ee ‘lays are benefitted by fall 
a pailadinas cise ertesk reentsaa. and winter plowings;. but should never be 

ficient thirty years ago, are now fully supplied, Plowed when wet. 
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3 SHORT-HO&N BULL « FREMONT.” Owned‘ by Geo. W. Bicknell, Beloit, Wis. § 

: Above we resent a portrait of “ Hee (tae brother to Patriot, who was sold for ? 
¢ Mowt”—one o'\the finést animals of she 208 guineas; Gt. gt gt. gr.dam, by Coats» 3 
2 Short-Horn breed we have seen. json of the twin brother to Ben [660]; gt* 
3} Pgpieres—Frembnt was calved in Sep- jgt. gt gt gr. dam, bred by George Strick- ¢ 
¢ tember, 18<7. Hewas sired by the im- |land. 2 
é ported Buatus, out of Beauty, and Beauty | SSS 2 
3 by the imported bull Perfection. Mhe| = a Po — g 
2 7 Es vas|}—+0 New York, on the 12th inst. the cel- = 
z a o Eady Washington, wan ebrated trotters, Mac, Tacony and Frank 2 
eee 1837. She-was bred by Mr. Forester, wete sold at auction—WMac at ¢ 2 Easton, Bridgewater, County of Somerset ;/ $4,100; Tacony for $3,700; and Frank 2 
z het dam was got by Diamead; dam Puri-|orester for $2,350.—[ Daily Wisconsin, 3 
i4y by Brampton; gr. dam, Charity, by} The above sale shows the importance to $ 
£ Wellington; gt. gr. dam, Dairymaid; gt.{our farmers of breeding good horses. The : 
? gt. gr. dam, by Sutton: expense of rearing a common pony is as 3 
é ee m og aeaees cee, Hutt by & much as that of a good animal. We may : 
5 ee - .. {Just as well raise a breed of horses that will : 
< Brutus was imported by N. Whitaker, in bring at six years old from $500 to $5,000. : ; 1839; sired by Holywell [2132]; dam each, asto raise those that will sell from $50 ‘ 
{ Buxom, by Sir Walter [1459]. a- 3 to $200. The above horses ave all:of the 2 
} Fredric [1060]; z mi E a es “ Messenger” blood, which is supposed to ¢ 
2 si Sieh mpress, [' 1]! be the best breed in-America—Waukesha } 2 4son of Herald [291].. Herald! sold for Plaindealer: q 
2 two hundred and one guineas.. GE... gr. ——_——— 2 §. dam, Strawberry, by:Count [170],ason of} 7 It is said, that if horses.are liberally < ; 
Young Countess—sold at-Mr. C. Collings} supplied with salt and clean wood ashes, 
sale for 206 guineas. Gt. gt. gr: dam, Ve-|they will neither be troubled with botts ner 
nus, by Badsworth [47];.Badsworth was | cholic.-. 
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i t All Societies to be’ te i 
: 

‘presented, will please . ¥ or ti ¢ Yu j i U r ee forward Certificates of their delegations, to # i LL Cee 
lw President of the American Pomological £ : American Pomological Society. Society, at Boston. 8 $ Seat F Mansuart P. Wizper, Pres't. = | 2 The Fifth Session of this National Associa- H.W. 8. Curvetann, Sec’y. e 2 é tion, will be held at Horticultural Hall; in-the Boston, Mass, July, 1854. 3 

2 city of Boston, Massachusetts, commencing 6n OF Editors of Horticultural and Agrioul- : § Wednesday, se thirteenth day of Septémber tural periodicals and Papers, desirous of ad- g 2 next, at tem o'clock, a m. > vancing the objects of the above Association, 3 ; = Itis dusended = 2 this assemblage one are respectfully invited to give the above ans > of the most interesting that has ever been held insertion in their columns. fi Z in this country, on thesubject of Pomology.— 
2 ; All Horticultural, Agricultural, and. other Pears ox Quince Stock.—B. P. Joh ES § kindred Associations of North America, are Secretary of the New York State Agrigltu- ? > therefore requested to send such number of ral Sociaty, in his Notes on a recent toufthro’ = § Delegates to this Convention, as they may | ine West, says:—“I found at the Westin ma- é > deem expedient. ._|8y Places the dwarf pears on quing stock, 2 : Pomologists, Nurserymen, and all others in-|dead; the quince dying out. This eynds all © ¢ terested in the cultivation of good Fruit, are over the country ; in the neighborhafl of this > < also invited to attend the coming session. city, very great loss has been susta d, espe- < g Among the objects of this Society, are the cially on light soils. A gentleman ¢the West ; 

2 following : suggested that those on the light sfls, so far $ { To ascertain, from practical experience, the | as he was advised, died; but weAnd at the 2 » relative value of varieties in different parts of East, that they have failed on allfrarictics of 3 : our widely extended country. To bear the soils. May not the diffienlty befhat the pear { Reports of the various State Fruit Commit- | shoot being the more rapid grofer, exhausts ? ; tees, and froma comparison of results, to learn | all the nutriment; and the quite can not se- < > what Fruits are adapted to general cultivation; |cure enough to expand its rosts| We have } - What varieties are suited to particular locali- | heard this suggested. But supp&e they do < » ties; what new varieties give promise of being | succeed—at best they produce bu: ittle, and > > Worthy of dissemination ; and especially, what | one good flourishing pear tree, like the French < 2 Yarietes are generally infesior or worthless in | trees in Detroit, and others of our d rieties é ; all parts of the Union. {ia this State, will produce as many peaXas an 5 <  Inorder to facilitate these objects, and to col- | 100 of these. é 
$ z 

een z - lect and diffuse a knowledge of researches and Masvne ror Srrawnrrurs—The folll. 2 
> Seon 2 ae a Fie ing is from a communication to the Frien Z Ter eeenncee ae eee pea aa Review, and may be very useful to many of\< specimens of the Fruitsof their respective dis- bur renee 

$ 
: mieice: ais aeons Seve eeize ot, ehetr ant of | ss The writer hada very productive bed, 30 % cultivation; of diseases and insects injurious | by 40 feet. Lapplied, says he, about once per £ to vegetation; of remedies for the same, and | week, for three times, commencing when the é whatever may add to the interest and utility | green leaves first begin to start, and made the = of, the “Association 

last application just before the plants were in = 5 : ; full bloom, the following preparation :—Nitrate 2 * The Massachusetts Horticultural Society | o¢ potash, (saltpetre,) glauber ‘salts, and sal 2 has.generously offered to provide accommoda- soda, (carbonate of soda,) each one pound, ni- < ; tions for the Society, and also to publish its Gale ot gee es Se Rae pound— ; issolving them in 30 gallons of river or rain = 5 Proceedings freo of eee. +; | Water. Onethirdof this was applied atatime; 2 ; All packages of Fruit intended for exbibi- and when the weather was dry, 1 applied clear = * tion, may therefore be addressed as follows :— | soft water between thetimes of using the pre $ , ‘For the American Pomological Society, Hor- pesalion, i” cre rome vane Sern poirads ; ; 7) | 8° rapid, that, unless supplied with water, the i ticultural Hall, School Street, Boston, Mass.;) sun will ‘scorch them. used a common. ‘Wa- (1) 9” where a committee will be in attendance to tering pot, making the application towards A 3 4 take charge of the same. * evening.” 
f 
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2 SUMMs ROSE APPLE. $ 
Above we gire a portrait of the Summer] in bins next year, for I have nodoubt they will 2 

5 Rose Apple. Lawning describes it as being a| Keepin this way till next Christmas—[Ayr ¢ 
: : ~ © | (Scotland) Advertiser. g 
¢ very pretty and very excellent apple, highly - if 2 

2 esteemed as a dessert frit. Eatinc Grares—This valuable and deli- 3 
£ The fruit is small, foundish; pale yellow, | cious fruit is now in season, und remarkably <¢ 
5 striped and varbled with red ; tender, spright-| fine both insize and quulity. One of the most § 
> ly, pleasantflavor. Later than Early Harvest, scientific and popular cultivators, in answer 2 
2 : ae Recs Aauntadieorth (o a question in reference to the proper > 

2 smaller a¥ less productive. apted to the! method of eating them, states that it would be > 
< private gérden, for which it is fine. Ripens} well to observe the fullowing rules, namely: ~ 
5 early i August. when in health to swallow only the pulp; when ¢ 
= f papa the bowels are costive, and you wish to relax 2 

3. Swkinc Arrues in Dry Sawpusr.—I have| them, swallow the seeds with the pulp, eject- 3 
= a detk closet in my house, or rather I live in a} ingthe skins. When you wish to check a too 2 
< yox/With windows bick.and front The house] relaxed state of the bowels, swallow the pulp ¢ 
5 is four stories high, and the length from front} with the skins, ejecting the seeds.) Thus may $ 
3 go back is se great, that we have three rooms} the grape be used asa medicine, while, at the > 
yon the floor, the centre dark. On the third} same time, it serves us a luxury, unsurpassed 2 
? story the floors are plaster, and I find the tem-| by any other cultivated truit. “A man or wo- 2 
5 perature so even that I use it for a wine-store} man may eat from two to four pounds of ripe ¢ 
5 in preference to the cellar, and have it fitted | grapes per day, with benefit. It is well to take 3 
2 With bins. inthis room | put some hampers} them with, or immediatelyafter, your regular > 
: of apples (like pearmains). Iiwanted one of| meals—{[Scientifit American. 2 
¢ the hampers and turned the apples in one oi oe é 
5 the bins, amougst the dry sawdust (pine saw-| Puanrinc Frurr ‘Trees ror orners.—The < 
3 dust). A fortnight ago we looked at them,| Spanish have a maxim, that a man is ungrate- ¢ 
2 having used up the others gathered. at the| ful to the past generation that planted the trees > 
: same time, and from the same tree, allof; which | from which he euts fruit, and deals unjustly 2 
5 Were much wrinkled; but on taking those off} towards the next generation, unless he plants < 
5 and from among. the sawdust, | found them in} the seed, that it may furnish food for those who < 
> amost beautifal condition ; those covered with | conre after..him Thus when a son of Spain > 

4 sawdust were as plump and fresh as when gath-| eats a peach or pear by the roadside, wherever J. 
ered; while those partially buried were only | he is, he digs a hole in the gruund with his foot, v 

¥ so to the extent covered with the sawdust,the| and covers the seed. Consequently all over { 

(Dereer. portions being wrinkled. I am<o pleas-} Spain, by the roadsides and elsewhere, fruit in 44 
ed with the discovery, that I shall pack them’ great abundance tempts the taste and is free. < 
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E Abstract of Proceedings of the North- | Hodge—is the Holland Pippin; another a 
western Fruit Growers Association. fine Apple; from Mr. Bellangee, resembling the { 

q s ae genuine, but later in ripening. 4 

? z . [contmvED From PAGE 183.] Early Harvest—Mr McWhorter has hereto- ? 
5 mo fore considered it a poor bearer when young; ¢ 

it 3 APPLES. has seen small budded trees bear good crops { 
iy 2 Summer Rose—Mr MeWhorter-—A very | this year. 5 

ti 2 early bearer ; but seventeen specimens on tree} Mr Bellangee—Has borne a good crop with =? 

f © in nursery, three years from bud; rather for | him, on small trees, root grafted. 2 
> dessert than Early Harvest. Dr. Warder—Has known larger trees to ¢ \ 
> Mr Brayton—Fruit of fine quality ; imme- | bear well. 5 

ip 2 diately succeeds Early Harvest, about six days| Mr Jennison—An early bearer with him,and ~ 

i = later. in his section of country. 2 

Hee = Mr Shepherd—With him three weeks later Mr Truesdell—A tree brought from New < 

i ? than Early Harvest. York several years since has not borne wels ¢ 
ie 2 Mr Loomis—Very fine, very early bearer. | small trees propagated from that have bofie > 

7 2 _Mr Dunlap has fruited it four years; supe-| good crops, on light soil. é 
ie : rior to early Harvest ; sells better; ripens at] Mr Dunlap—Grows and bears well. g 

ie © same time, and immediately after; is inclined| Mr Harkness—Has not borne well onfoung < 
ie 2 to overbear. trees until the present season. 2 

i 2 Mr Stewart—Two weeks later than Early| Mr Johnson—Bears well, and exe it from > 

i 2 Harvest, and not very desirable in Adams | blight. eee 

te = county. Mr Loomis—Most profitable earlyApple in < 

ie S| Mr Overman—Better in quality than-Caro- | his vicinity. g 

it > lina Red June, synonymous with Glass Ap-| Has been recommended at form Conven- = 

i < ple. tions. 2 

a £ Voted to recommend for general cultivation.} Karly Red Margaret—Dr. W4 fder—It is < 

ie 5 Red Astraean—Mr Hanford—Thrifty tree; | known in Kentucky as the “Gregy Pippin.” $ 

at ? fruit fine, but ismuch troubled by the birds. | from greasy appearance of the gin; stem is > 

i < Mr Finley—A good tree; fine fruit in. sea- | short. é 

i £ son; is transient; rots very soon after ripen-| Passed as too little known in fie West. $ 

i 2 ing. ‘ : Summer Queen.—-Mr Loonjs-—Enormous > 

4 2 Mr Overman—Fruit spongy, and too acid.. | hearer; one of the best early @pples for mar- < 
~ Mr MeWhorter—Too acid for the dessert ; | ket. 2 

: § good for cooking ; not troubled with rot. Messrs. McWhorter and Jenn'gon—Experi- 
$ — Mr Truesdell—For hislocality, one tree of | ence same. \ < 

a 3 Carolina Red June is worth six of Red Astra-| | Mr Overman—In his locality n¥ very valu- ; 

A ¢ can. if able; wanting in flavor; tree rath tender. 
i é Mr Loomis—Good in his section of country.| Mr Hanford—One of the most jrofitable; < 

$ Mr Dunlap has planted largely for market ; | soil, rich prairie. oat 
% , = 

it 5 ripens from ist to J5thof August; a goodear-|. Mr Harkness—Wants a light, porms soil, = 
ik 2 ly bearer, and sells readily at high prices: suitable forthe Peach; shy bearer wit. him; z 
t 2 Dr. Warder questions its being permanently | sells at high prices. \ 2 

4 5 profitable. . Mr Finley—A poor bearer with him, b\the < 

i {Mr Harkness does not esteem it as very val-/ side of Fall Pippin and Golden Russet; §il, ¢ 
zuable. river bottoms, loamy. $ 

2 No action recorded. Mr Shepherd—Moderate bearer; uplani 2 

i 2 Early Joe.—Mr Shepherd is highly pleased | prairie. 2 

4s $ with his acquaintance with this fruit ; has not o action reco) i. = 5 " | Ni ti ded. . 

Z Poon uae Ee Sod Williams’ Favorite—Mr Drake has fruited < 
i : _ Mr A. Bryant has fruited it two wen first | it two years; bears young; is beautiful, but < 
f 5 rate in quality; an early bearer, but grows insipid, and of leathery texture. 5 

k £ slowly, better from the root than when bud-} "Messrs. Shepherd and S. Edwards fruited : 

3 2 ded above the surface on seedling stock. this year for the first; think it very promising. ¢ 
Py $ The President has not fruited it yet. The | " Mr Richardson has had some fine specimens ; 
4 ¢ variety first obtained for it is another Apple, | 5 peautiful Apple, of. much. promise; vigorous ‘ 

"| 3 called “ Euce’s Early Joe.* grower; spreading head.” 3 

i 3 Voted to recommend for farther trial. Mr Drake—His tree is a slow grower. 2 

ie 2 Benoni—Mr McWhorter—At Museatine,| Dr. Warder—The genuine is of a beautiful < 

‘i = Iowa, found it very prolific, hardy, and ef fine brilliant red color; of good flavor. There are ; 

ca = quality; an upright grower. spurious varieties cultivated under this name. = 

2 ? a generally known-.to members in the} No votetaken.. Z 

: scinte Alexander —Idt Miontague—His fruited it 
ii No aetion taken, several years; very large and showy; tree 4 (1 

i Drap @ Or.—Severat Apples presamtre <un-]| slow grower, tardy in coming-into bearing, ve- 

, der this name; one of them—Drap D'Or of | ry prolific after it commences to bear; difficult 
s 
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variéty to propagate,either by budding or graft-| Jersey Sweeting.—Messrs. Stewart, Brayton 
ing: and Loomis each recommended it as a profuse 

{ Mfr Finley had a good:crop this year; tree a} bearer, tree a good grower; fruit sustains, thus $ 
é fine grower with him. Z far, its high reputation obtained in the East- = 
{Mr McWhorter—Fruit of large’ size and | ern States. 2 
$ fair flavor; is acquainted with several varie-| Voted to recommend for general cultivation. < 

| Gest large Appien; which he deems more de-) | Lymay's Pumptin Sweet —The President sug- 3 
5 er % a : + | gested that varieties presented might be syno- ¢ 

; piesa berne well with him nymous with Pound Sweet. The pads a: 
\ t roe te taki fine fruit, sometimes watery at the cove. 2 

5 pee nen: Mr Stetson has known the variety presented < 
3 Duchess of Oldenburg—Mr E. S. L. Rich- | here under the name of Pound Sweet; tree an ¢ 
2 \ardson—A beautiful Apple, fine for cooking; | excellent grower; a fine, large fruit; elways + 
< acid; 2 prolific bearer. sells well for cooking, interior for the dessert. 2 
< “The President—A largeand handsome fruit, | Mr Dunlap has raised the Pound Sweet sev- - 
} splighed and striped with red on yellow ground; | eral years ; decidedly valuable for making ap- < 
2 sellsreadily at two dollars a bushel; has an- | ple sauce and baking. 5 
¢ other yariety resembling it- thinks may be} Mr Brayton—There are others of its sea- > 
¢ Rambour France. sou which he prefers. 2 
$ Vote’ to recommend for farther trial. Mr Montague likes it for its good bearing 2 

, Golden Sweet—Several specimens were pre- analiciess 2 
$ sented from different sources under this name; Voted to recommend the Pound Sweet for = 
5 most of them were decided to be Lyman’s general cultivation for stock and culinary pur- < 

? Pumpkin Sweet. poses. 2 

2 Mr MeWhorter fruited it this year; sees} Mother——Dr. Haskell has fruited it several = 
$ none of the genuine here; thinks it imposssi- | Years; one of the best of its season; tree har- = 
<_ble to keep it so late. dy, upright, and slow grower. é 
3 Mr A.Bryant—The true variety has rather |_| Mr Brayton has not fruited it yet; tree a < 
? a romantic flavor; an excellent Apple; tree a | fine grower in nursery; stock grafted. 3 
{ profuse bearer; his have been gone several} Mr. S. Edwards--Slowest grower in his col- > 
5 weeks; can hardly keep them until the end of | lection; thinks it too little known in the West < 
S_August; tree quite spreading. to recommend for general cultivation. 3 
> Mr Stewart esteems it/one of the best ear-| Voted to recommend for farther trial. 5 
2 ly Sweet Apples; good And constant bearer;| Brabant Belle Flower—President—The tree > 
g ripe middle of August valuable to raise for |is a straggling grower. 2 

$ swine; thinks it adapted to most localities. Passed as too little known in the West for < 
2 Me Sree oe thrifty, hardy, ane @ | an expression. 5 

5 ei eares; knows of no sweet Apple of its! Derroi¢ Red—Several varieties under this 2 
; Season thst should supersede it; familiar with name, and Danvers’ Winter Sweet, passed with- < 
$ it from jafancy ; was raised on it. out action 2 < 
S$ AfterSome discussion similar to that given : £ 
> ‘above, voted to recommend the Golden Sweet Hubbardston Nonsuch--Dr Haskell--The < 
2 of Donning for general cultivation. tree is tender ; difficult to raise roo: grated. g 
3 er Mr Brayton—With him worthless root graft- = 
2 Holland Pippin.—Mr Humphrey—Tree ten- | ed, but fine, thrifty grower and very produc- $ 
2 der; winter kills it with him. tive when budded or stock grafted: has fruit- > 
§ Mr Hathaway—With him a good grower | ed in his heighborhood, of first quality. 2 
and bearer; hardy ; fruit rather acid, but good| Mr Montague received it as Oldtown Pip- < 

¥ ay Durpoeees ripens in-August. pin. 4 
< e President—Free grower, good bearer ; . 5 2 gells well; thinks many ae ihe Hiclland Pip. Voted to recommend for farther trial. : 3 
¢ pin under the name of “Drap D'Or.” Lady Apple—Dr. Haskell has fruited itsey- $ 

<""Mr Harkness—Fine for display; does not.| Pal years; flavor delicious. : 
+ deem it a profitable variety for the orchardist.| Mr Brayton—Diflicult to propagate. 
2° Mr Dunlap has many trees of itinorchard;| No vote taken. 5 
£ received it under six different names; a ram-| Murphy—Mr. Jennison has fruited it; a > 
5 pant grower, good bearer, but does not hold its | fine looking Apple, not of very good ‘quality; 2 
} fruit well; sells well ini market; coarse grain-| tree a good grower. ° 2 
2 ed; fit only for cooking; could not-recommend}_ Mr Dunlap has fruitedit ; of ordinary qual- < 
é for ara cultivation. ity. 2 
3 r ote same as expressed by} No aetion recorded. 2 
> Mr Dunlap: would not utterly condemn it. [To be inued.] 2 
3 eae Apples can be cooked cs < 
as as poor: Ic 2 aan eee 
erin ee en eee €87 There are 1600 acres in the Ohio Val- 

Voted (with its synonyms).unworthy of gen- ley, and 560 acres in the Mississippi valley, 
eral cultivation. employed in the grape culture.
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i y i ii Best collection of melons,. 3 00 
4 PeenieR at 2d best. do: it + 00 For the First Exhibition of the WISCONSIN 
it ° FRUIT GROWERS’ ee GRAPES. 8 
‘ 5 be holden at Milwaukee on Thursday a 7 | Rest exhibition of good varieti 5002 
# 5 day, the 5th and Gth of Oct., 1854. Hest 13 Vancliee of any waricly.? 3002 

$ APPLES apes 3 
i > For the best and greatest variety. of RULES axp NOTES FOR EXHIBITORS. : 
a 3 cod apples, not Irss than three of Competitors for the premiums offered by the } H ; good apples, nae A rs 

‘ 2 each Variety, named and. labeled; $10 00 Seedy seaaed to present with their 7 
i < 9, ‘ 5 ruits, a card, on which shall be written the g 
[ $ Rarmeens bests 288y 5 00) james of the varieties entered by them, which ¢ 
i 5 ee ees = at ee aoe cou en to numbers or other $ 
if 3 a : ys istinguishing marks affixed (when practicable) / 

i 3 labeled; 5 00 | to the fruits themselves. { ue 
t 2d best do. 300) Fruits tor which premiums are awarded wy ¢ 

5 Best three varieties of autumn apples, be considered as the property of the ‘soy 3 
{ 2 not less than 3 of each variety, named tion. — bya 3 2 
} ? and labeled, 3 00 | Fruits for exhibition only, will be recfved } 
Hi od Best d 2 00 | at any time; but those" for competitiogmust 2 
i i AROS SS eS x be delivered in charge ofthe ExecutivfCom- ~ 
ij ~ For the best six varieties of winter ap- mittee on or before noon of the first dayof ex- ¢ 
+ 5 ples, not less than 3 of each variety, hibition. z 
4 > named and labeled, 5 00) Fruits entered:/or competition must lyre been 5 
i £ 2d best do., 3 00 | grown by the competitor. é 

; > Best three varieties of winter apples, ae ore premium will be awardd on the ¢ 
= Z t less than 3 of each variety, nam- ees gets $ 
p > Ml ree ede eer el 3 00| Fruits intended for the exhibitioyshould be $ 
ie cof We al : 2 00 | Very. carefully packed in chaff, cottg@, or other ? 
F z 2d best do, substance, to prevent bruising. é 

3 PEARS. When the prone cannot ac@mpany the <¢ 
5 i ‘ fruit he intends for the exhibitioy if it be di- § 

1 3 geetene vee ee oe are ae rected “ Wisconsin Fruit Groygrs’ Associa- $ 
2: Reed aa sabe” > 8 00 pons care of Hi CaDexes Esq.,” gad forwarded 

’ 4 " yy express or otherwise, it will rjceive all pos- 2 
| 2d best do, 4 00 | cible attention. . \ z 

5 Best six varieties of good pears, not less Fruits donated to the Associatan will be ¢ 
2 than 2 of each variety, named and distributed or exchanged among members, or } 

| 2 labelled, 5 00 | sold at the close of the exhibition fa\the ben- } 
> 2d best do., 3 00 | efit of the treasury. ‘ : 
> nae Certifieates of membership may be tained < 
5 Re it pears, goc Feee than vac, 2 00| by-enclosing one dolar (with name aD\ ad- § 
> mm dresspininly written) ty R. W. PaRKer, é 
2 PEACHES. urer, Milwaukee. ? 

° For the best exhibition of good peaches, 4 00/ The certificate is good for the year in whkh = 
. PLUMS. itis issued, and entitles the holder to free ab é 

‘ bite aoe mission to all the exhibitions of the Associa. ¢ 
2 For the best exhibition of good plums, _ tion ; the privilege of competing for the premi- ¢ 
2 named and labeled, 5 00 | ums-offered ; copies of all publications issued. > 
5 2d best do., 3 00 Conventions will be held in the forenoons of ¢ 
$ tt ieties of good:plums, nam-- the days of exhibition, at which the merits of ¢ 
¥ em cae ieee ? 3 00| different varieties of fruits, and the modes of § 
2 culture best adapted to the climate and soils of $ 

2d best do. 200 z oe : a the State, will be discussed. 3 
; Aerie of any variety, nained an: 2-09 | _ At these Conventions arrangements will be ¢ 
ee ese made by which members wilt be afforded the $ 
3 QUINCES. greatest facilities for the comparison and exam- } 
> For the best twelve quinces of any va~ ination of the fruits on exhibition. g 
£ wiety; 3.00 The second Exhibition and Convention of $ 
< 2d best do. do. 1 00 | the Association will be held about the first of > 
S LONS January next. The officers of the Association > 
3 MELONS; will spare mo pains to render the occasion one ¢ 
j For the best two watermelons of any of-real utility to ali concerned. They cordially ¢ 
~ variety, 3 00 | invite the co-operation of the Fruit Growers 
Hy20 best | do. do. ; 1 00 | throughout the State. 
PBest two muskmelong, of uny variety, 3 00 : H. J. STARIN, Fresident. 

; >t best do do, 100! Marx Mrrtrer, Secretary. 
5 
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Regulations of the Rock Co. Fair. The Boarl of Managers will take every 
— precaution in their power for the safe preserva_ 

The Fair will be held at Janesville, on | tion of stock and articles on exhibition, after 
; Wednesday, and Thursday, the 13th and 14th | their arrival and arrangement upon the grounds, 
§ of September, 1854. but cannot be responsible for any !oss or damage 
3 All persons who intend to exhibit Animals |that may occur. They request exhibitors > 
? or Articles at the Fair, must present them at | themselves to give attention to their articles, 2 
{ the Show Grounds on Wednesday, the first day |and with the united co-operation of all con- 2 
¢ of the Fair. No Article or Animal can be en- cerned, it is believed that there will be no loss $ 
§ tered the second day. or damage. 3 

\ 2 All persons before entering articles for com-| A SPADING MATCH will come of on 2 
é PieMtican coun, the eae ae Soeeey Thursday, at 10 o'clock a.w.—10 inches deep. § 
¢ au 2 me dol- ' . § 
S.lar at the time of taking such entry, at the a PLOWING MATCH ay Gee $ 
OS eeectar ya ahina. ednesday, precisely at 11 0’ clock a.m, in a ¢ 
o \tombers of the Society” will be furnished field near the Show Grounds. Each team will $ 
2 with a Certificate and Badge, which will admit | >&Teaired to plow one-fourth of an acre. § § thei and their families to the Show Grounds | 1 he team may consist of one pair of horses, 2 § during the Fair. ixareionie oxen, and must be managed by 2 

2 _ Any person can become a Lirk Menner of as - : 3 $ the Sotsty by paying Two Dollars and Fifty fe Each plowman will be required to mark out 3 

é Cents on the first day of the Fair, and for three | 2i8 lund by plowing at least four back furrows g 
$ years thereafter, annually, the sum of Two ins ee an 8 
3 Dollars and Fitty Cents, making the sum of Hie {exoalicnce Ofeie ‘work (ovconsrst: tn. ¢ 
? Ten Dollurs, as provided by the Constitution leaving the furrow slice of Sniform width, and’) 
2 of the Society, and will receive a certificate of |i Such a position as to dispose of the sod oroth~ § 
¢ Life Membership .nd a corresponding Badge. | °T Vegetable matter so as to ensuretheirspeedy % 
£ Tickets of admission to visitors, who are not |@¢¢omposition Also, the furrow should be 2 2 niskibeas 134 cents. compuratively straight and of uniform depth, 2 
2 Members'‘of the Society ‘will be allowed to and at Teast six inches deep. . 5 
2 enter che Show Grounds in carriages with their |_ Competitors for premiums under this head $ 

; Riis ere as ss : ind of p 2 
é Seo ee ee pare entered on the Secretary’s books on the first 2 

2. Grounds, without having/paid an entrance fee day of the Fair. s 2 
2 of $1 00, and the inmat@ also having furnish. |_| The PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS will bede- 3 
2 ed themselves with tickets. livered at precisely 3 o’clock p m.,on Thursday. 2 

§ Thegrounds will be opened on the first day to |_ The successful competitors for premiums will ¢ 
} members and exhibitors only, as it will be oc- | be declared, and the Treasurer’s report read, § 
2 cupied in receiving and arranging articles for |0n Thursday at 4 o’clock p.m. _ 3 
2 exhibitioa. The Awarding Committees will meet at the $ 
€ eee or articles offered for competition, | Secretary’s office at precisely 9 o’clock a.m., to 2 
§ must té labeled with the names and_place of | receive their lists of entries. and instructions, 2 
$ residence of the owners, at fuil length—cards | at which time all vacancies in their respective ¢ 
2 for ghich will be furnished by the Secretary | Committees will be filled, when they will im- 3 
2 when the article or animal is entered upon his meitistely enter upon the duties assigned to 2 2 boks. them. é 
$ “There will be no premium awarded toany| The particular attention of anu is called to < 
2 Animal or article, where there is no competition, | the fact, that the Fair is not only intended as $ 
7 unless the animal or article possesses superior | 20 Exhibition and Show of animals and arti- $ 
¢ merit. cles of superior merit, but for the Excuaner 2 
$ No animals or articles must be removed from | and Saxe of the same. é 
2 the Show Grounds till the Fair is closed, but | Safe pens and other appurtenances for secur- ¢ 
2 by the permission of the Superintendent. ing animals or articles, will be in zeadiness at $ 
% _ Articles or animals not enumerated in the |the Show Grounds. : 2 
Premium List may be entered and discretionary | __ Forage will be provided, consisting of Hay. > 

} premiums will be awarded, and reports made | Oats, Corn. &c., also, water; so that no animal ¢ 
2? by a Committee appointed especially for that |nced be removed from the grounds until the ¢ 
2 purpose. Exhibition is closed. € 
§ _ Persons residing out of the County or State,| The Board of Managers take this opportu- 2 
$ may present their animals or articles for exhi- | nity to extend a cordial invitation to the peo- 2 
2 bition, and will receivesuch discretionary Pre-|ple of Rock, and the counties adjoining, in é 
2? miums as the Judges may award. Wisconsin and Illinois, to be present and unite § 
j ,, All animals or articles presented for exhibi- | in the exercises of an occasion fraught with so . 

tion will be under the particular direction of | much interest to the Farmer and Mechanio. 
the Superintendent of the several divisio S.P LATHROP, President. 
and the whole under the general direction "ot C. R. GIBBS, Secretary. 
the Marshal. Janzsvitte, June Sth, 1854. 
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- Farmers should see to it that their wheat is 
D oimestic Economy. floured at home, and thal they have the coarse 
Se  _ 1 Pats returned to them for feed, dtc. z 

Work for the Month. ‘We would also urge the early digging of po- : 
: “oa tatoes, and the proper storage of them in the ¢ 

g rere clo isang, (ene ane see Ane SE | > a Val 5 Ns > 

5 Soneither this travel aay scene to be lost, , we believe that thousands of bushels of this . 

2 Nor thou to repent of this trifling cost. important tuber are annually lost from their be- } 
5 Thos. Tusser. | ing exposed to the late fall rains and frosts, and ? 

3 (This and the following month, on some ac- | ffom over-ripening. 3 
5 counts, are the most joyous months of the glad- We repeat the remark of Jast month, that it ¢ 

2 some year. We now hope in earnest to gather | is now time to look well to all kinds of stock © 

© in the results of our summer's labors, and real- | Which are to be wintered. See that they come 
> ize the income and. profits of our investments.| into winter quarters in good condition. 3 
. The golden harvest is finished and gathered in- should be the case, especially with all cl: 
2 to pyramids and cones around our homesteads, of young animals. It is time now, also, to @m- : 
< which rival in number and magnitude those of | mence the feeding of hogs for pork. Gr ad- ¢ 
5 Egypt, while they surpass them in their con- | vantage is gained by commencing eary and 2 
2 tained wealth. The garden, that perennial | sing the warm and favorable weathefof the : 
3 fount of so many rich delights, from early sum- | fall, rather than to delay the matter til/it is so + 
© mer to later fall, now furnishes its choicest gifts; | COld that all the food that can be give will be < 
? and the orchard, so patiently waited for, now required to keep them warm. Commgnce then ; 
2 perfects its fruits, and fulfills its promises, and |a8 early as you can get material to fed. The : 
? pours into the lap its delicious treasures, same may be said of the cattle thaf are to be : 

£ The flocke and herds, dismissed in early | Stall fed; the more flesh that ean bygot on be- 2 
5 spring from their narrow enclosures, to wander | fore cold weather, the better and elfaper will it § 
{ freely through wider fields, now gather round be. Z 
2 their master’s home, joyous in their own en-| We would urge upon our read¢s the impor- 5 

s, larged dimensions and sleek apparel, and proud | tance of the early sowing of wifter grain, and : 
2 of their offspring, The fowls of the yard, the | putting it in with the greatest care Read our $ 
© beast of the field, and the horses of the steed, | articles in the last volume, regardingthe sowing < 

é all happy in the summer’s prosperity, join in | of winter wheat, To those who ore we § 
£ the chorus, “Here are we and the children thou | would advise as last month, the early igwing of ~ 

2 hast given us.” winter rye for fall and spring fan 5 
£ Now, too, begin our County Fairs, those val- | abundantly sustained by the experience me 2 

2 uable and pleasing rustic festivals, to which | of our best farmers and flocksmen, . g 

£ gather the untold and too little esteemed yeo-/ Before another issue of the Farmer, mostof 2 
2 manry of the land; and where, too, are seen | the Fairs will have passed. We therefore see 5 
c the choicest fruits, the choicest animals, the upon this opportunity to urge upon the farmers 2 

2 choicest men, and the handsomest women, to exert themselves to the extent of their ability K 

¢ In this as well as the last month, it will be | to render these occasions pleasing and profita- ¢ 

? necessary to select seeds for the next year’s | be to all who visitthem, Do your best to sus- 7 
5 erops. Let all read our articles on the selec- | tain them, and endeavor to profit by them— Z 

2 tion and preservation of seed corn and seeds in They furnish excellent opportunities to culti- ; 

: general, vate your judgment, while they should stimu- ¢ 

2 Some of the wheat will be threshed during | late you to the proper improyement of your 3 

5 this and the next month, We hope that proper | flocks and herds, and lead you to the introdue- < 

2 care willbe taken to clean the wheat well—|tionof new and improved methods of cultiva- > 

5 Wisconsin has lost something in not being suf- | ting your farms and managing your crops. < 

2 ficiently careful in cleaning wheat and corn of ———ooe 3 

§ all foreign matter. We hope, too, that mea-| A Cerg For Songz Tears—Take some lin- 2 

sures will be taken to secure the flouring of all | seed oil, after milking, and wet the teats for a 

our wheat in the State. We cannot afford to | few nights, It will cure them and save the cow 

have any thing carried out of the State that we | the trouble of kicking and getting kicked, and 

so much need here for feed or for manure.— | prevent spilling some milk.—[Maine Farmer, 
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Rovur in Fowrs.—The following is said, by | fly has made its appearance, take quick lime 

those who have tried it, to be a good remedy for | slackened to adry powder, and rub the meat 

3 this troublesome disease: Mix with about | thoroughly on every part with it, leaving it to > 

; four ounces of fresh butter, one table-spoonful | adhere as much as possible; hang up your 2 

2 of finely pulverized sage, one of rue, and one | meat, and rest secure from any trouble from 3 

{ of soot, and give each fowl a pill of about the | insects. ¢ 
é size of a cranberry, once a day forthree or} Grease ror Carrer Wxaeets—This com- $ 

3 four days. position prevents friction to a great extent. Its < 

\ § Cure ror Patrrratrox —A lady, about forty | cost is not comparatively greater than the ma- $ 

? years old, says the Journal of Health, who has | terials often employed for the purpose; it is § 

§ auffered severely from periodical attacks of pal- not changed by heat, and hence does not liqui- 3 

é Phation of the heart, from the age of 12 years, fy and run away from its proper place. § 

§ hasan immediate and permanent relieffrom| Black lead, pulverised, 50 parts by weight. 2 
é the te of soda water. Itappears from exper-| Hog’s lard, 50 do. do. g 

3 imente'gince madé, that carbonic acid gas is} White soap, 50 do. do, 2 

2 the actye curative agent. Quicksilver, 5 do. do. § 

2 Wanrurs a Famity Mepicinez.—The New| Amalgamate well the lard and mereury by ¢ 

§ EnglandCultivator presents the following re- | rubbing them together for a long time in a mor- 5 

2 ceipt for naking a useful medicine from wal-| tar, then gradually add the black lead, and last- ¢ 

$ nuts: ly the soap, mixing the whole as perfectly as $ 

Get the green walnuts fit for pickling, put possible—[Iowa Farmer. z 
§ them in a signe jar filled upwith sugar, in the} Liqup Guvr.—The following recipe, the dis- $ : 

3 proportion & half a pound toa score of wal- | covery of a French chemist, is about the coun- é 

5 nuts; place the jar in a saucepan of boiling | try as a secret, for various prices, from one to 5 

2 water, for abeat three hours, taking care that | five dollars. Itisa handy and valuable glue, 7 

5 the water doesnot get in, gnd keep it simmer- | as it does not gelantinize, nor undergo putre- $ 

2 ing during the operation’ The sugar, when | faction and fermentation and become offensive, 2 

$ dissolved, shquld cover the walnuts, and if it | and can be used cold for all the ordinary pur- 5 

3 does not, adf more, coyér it close, and in six | poses of glue, in making or mending furniture, 2 

months it will be fit for use, the older it gets | books, broken vessels, that are exposed to wa- 3 

} the betterit is. One walnut is a dose for a| ter, &c. 3 ; 

$ child sixyears of age, as a purgative,and it| Ina wide-mouthed bottle, dissolve 8 oz. of > 

3 has th great advantage over drugs, that while | best glue, in a half pint of water, by setting it 2 

$ it is of excellent medicine, it is at the same |in a vessel of water, and heating till dissolved. § 

3 timyvery pleasant to the palate, and will be| Then add slowly, constantly stirring, 2 oz. é 

g es#emed by the young folks as a treat. of strong aqnafortis (nitric acid). Keep it well $ 
7 eee 

} /Tue Brre or a Rarrresnaxe—The most copleneh, and Seine Kee seey 2 ee > $ 

? simple and convenient remedy, says a corres- ee Buaxzn—Moses Thompeon, of Rich= 
3 pondent of the Macon Messenger, I ever heard mond, Va., has invented a mode of burning tan ¢ 

) of, was alum. A piece the size of a hickory and saw-dust ao fuel fox stem cueiness and 3 

3 nut, dissolved in water and drank, or chewed ap bis dnventon ee = eoceest SE > 

5 and swallowed, is sufficient. I have good au- ft peourps as petfot. combnsiian. of S05) Cte 2 
3 8 : = é when wet, and may be used so as to effect an { 

thority for saying it has been tried many times | . (ee 2 

$ on men and dogs, and that they have invaria-|" ° Pan ane ‘ 
3 bly recovered. 1 know of some planters whose New Ccrr ror Bunxs—Mr. A. Bronson, of } 

2 hands are exposed to be bitten by rattlesnakes, Meadville, Pa., says, from fifteen years* expe- ¢ 

3 who always have them provided with it in their | Fonees es —_ ——— a Pea a 
ere over with you! son a, e a é 

Sea have several times found use °°", and laid over burns or frozen flesh, ¢ 
as hot as can be borne, will relieve the! pain in é 

To secure Bacon From THE Fiy.—A writer | five minutes. If blisters have not arisen be- 

in the American Farmer recommends as an in- | fore, they will not after it is put on, and that 

‘fallible remedy against the fly: When your] one poultice is generally sufficient to effect a 

bacon is smoked early in the spring, before the | cure. 
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¢ Fine Fruit—We would tender our acknow- 
= 0 ‘ to r 8 L 4 b j e. ledgements to H. J. Starin, of Whitewater, 

3 * Saeky eooe Ses Wea ae 9M. President of the Wisconsin Fruit Growers’ < 
3 Allister, of Gaines, Orl county, N.0¥., Association, for a box of fine harvest apples— ° 

¢ writes us that he shall attend our next State |“°™°® fwenty yysciotios sof eS choicest kinds } 
>} Fair, at Milwankee, and exhibit s small flock knowns Taken together, friend ‘Starin has j 
2 of pure blooded French and Spanish Merino presented us with the finest collection of early 5 

5 Bucks and Ewes. If the portraits of Mr. apples that wei have ever seen, 3 
> MeAllister’s sheep which he has sent us, are Mr. Starin cemmenced the cultivation of { > 5 5 < 
$ faithfully drawn, he will not beallowed totake | ¥it,on his present place of residence, at an , 
2 them back, if they can be purchased at fair early day, and when the business was viewed $ 
5 prices. as visionary in Wisconsin. His success hé < 

F ; Svnscrivers anv Premiums—According to been the Popul O DNeawe een eg/A: 3 3 ae a Among the varieties, we notice the Red/As- < 

| elerpe nnmuned in cr Prost fo th ian, ed Margret Ria, Taam 5 7 < mer Queen and Summer Pippin. The Igt four, < 
2 ree seeds todifferent parts of the West-| My. gs. says, are the finest growingfrees in 3 
< ern ates. z s, . 2 5 - 5 his orchard, and come iato bearing quite early. ¢ 
2 anit este: ae a ae — We find some Seedling Sweets worthyof notice. > 
$ i y WW An °» | Wealso find the Golden Sweet, Remet, Sweet ¢ 
2 ee ae to the ee for the year | Bough, Sudbury Sweet, Spice, Ris¥y, and ma- 5 
; 1855; an present subscribers for this! ny others. The collection of swe apples is { 
> year,in thetown of Middleton, Daneco., Wis., superb. We shall give outline/ of some of 5 
7 are ee to the Farmer at half price for the | these specimens in our next numfer. g 
> ir 1850, $ 
5 7 Rca ff the towns ranging the highest on Wiscoxsix Faurr Growers’ Assoctation.— § 

r . our books, are the following: New Milford We. ee 2 canon 4 a 5 
< has 1 subscriber to every 7 persons; Middle- pees LNs eed found atone g 5 ton 1 to every 15; Beloit 1 to every 18; Ste- other column. The first Fair’ of the Society g 

 vens Point 1 to every 23; Lake Mills 1 to eve- mall beheld on the Shanice Nee te g 
3 xy 25; Whitewater 1 to 26; Miltonand Alba- | “kee. We have not room, aay esweideam ; 
5 ny 1 to 27; Linden 1 to 33; Iowa City 1 to 45, it necessary at this time, to explaidthe objects 3 
= &e. and aims of the Society, or to urge \pon our $ 

; We find on our books a large number op |Teoders the -lmpariapens of + poet g 
? placesin [owa and Minnesota, and some few in — Te here sone 2Pne bee lider pre- > 
2 Wisconsin, where there are lists of from 20 to | ™#™5 have been offered, considering the hfan- 2 

2 30 subscribers, where it apvears by the census \oy = theRocletyan I abe obeceredt aM 2 
> returnsthere was nobody in 1850. In order to ae we and plaee fixed for holding the exXj- 5 
3 do justice to these towns, we propose to give bition is the same as that of the Srare Acri § 

5 the Farmer free, for the year 1855, to all the | CULTURAL ee eee ceraeens : 
i 2 subscribers of the town not reported in the ty of attending both ee ee = 2 

3 census of 1850, which gives us the largest list |“Mticipate a good time, and hope the occasion ; 
2 il biftleceibiess toe ite year, the list to be com- will call together a large collection of the fruits ¢ 
5 > : 5 
} pleted by the first of November next; and at a ee 4 § 
2 half price to the subscribers of the town fur- Key City.—This is the honorary name which 2 

3 nishing us the next largest list. Now, ye new the citizens of Dubuque have adopted. The 5 
3 comers, show us your hand, and give us your | name can be claimed by no other town on the 3 

> mames, and remember the conditions; and we | Mississippi with more propriety. ) 

3 Say, success to every oneof you!! QS The number of acres of swamp lands } 
§  Drovaur tx Kentucky.—The Louisville pa- | lying in the State of Missouri, is reported to { 
{ pers complain of the excessive drought in that | be 2,765,871, and in Ilinois 2.370.635. Much 

State, which has proved of incalculable injury | of this land can and will be reclaimed, and in 
to the growing crops, and reduced the corn crop | general, the soilis so rich as to make it very 
to less than half an average. valuable. 
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Srate Fams, 1854,.—Michigan, at Detroit, | good deal of interest awakened, as we have 

Sept. 26 to 29. been informed by one of its members. If the 

5 Ohio, at Newark, Sept. 19, 20, 21, 22, Society does not hold a Fair this fall, all that : 

3 Vermont, at Brattleborough, Sept. 13, 14, 15. | has been done is worse than if no movement at g 

£  IMlinois, at Springfield, Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15. | all had been made. Those who are desirous of § 

§ Pennsylvania, Sept. 27, 28, 29. sustaining a Society will become discouraged, g 

2 New York, at New York, Oct, 3, 4, 5, 6. if not disgusted, and be very likely to take lit- $ 

? Connecticut, at N. Haven, Oct. 10,11, 12, 13. | tle or no interest in a second attempt of the g 

\§ Indiana, at Madison; Oct. 4, 5, 6, 7. kind. 2 

x ele at Fairfield, Sos : Carrorsia State Acricunturat Society. g 

aan Beiienakes, Cott) >. —A State Agricultural Society was organized é 

teow Bessie Cot 85 3° by the Legislature, on the 14th of May, and 3 
5 Maryland, & Baltimore, Oot.3, 4; 5,:6. 2 000 a ae for four ears, appro) neta to : 
3 Georgia, at Augusta, Oct. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, ee aee ones SPER te ¢ 

3 es pingficla Catile Show, Ohio,Oct.25, 26, 27. President—T. W. Macandray, San Francis- 5 

2 Mistouri, at Boonville, Oct. 2 to 6. oc é Z s 

$ Lowe Canada, at Quebec, Sept. 12, 13, 14, Seven Vice Presidents. 2 
325. \ Corresponding Secretary—J.L L.¥. Warren, 2 

£ Tue New Yorx State Far.—The Ameri- San Francisco. z . 3 

3 can Institite and the New York Horticultu- Recording Seoretary—C. V. Gillespie, San $ 

£ pal Societs\will unite with\the State Agricul- | Francisco, f s 

§ garal Socieyin the Fair tobe held at Hamil-|__ 2ve#eere—Jodge David Chambers, San ¢ 
§ ton Square an the 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th days of Francisoo: 2 
2 October nex}, tH A vein of coal, ten feet in thickness, $ 

2 County Fims—Rock ¢ounty, Wis, at has been opened in Jones county, lowa, said to é 

= Janesville, Sept. 13 and 14. be the es pap aaa = the State, the 2 

= Walworth County, Wis. at the village of average being tee eee Oe eS § 
: a saeois Wednesday,the 26th So saysan exchange. Can any one tell us in 3 

3 and 27th o/ Sept. / what part of Jones county the suid coal bed is < 

$ Jones (8.-—The Agricultural Society of this ot eis une 
§ county vill hold their annual Fair on the oth! fowa Trave—A writer to the Chicago = 
2 and 21¢ of September. Ata late meeting of Journal very truly says, you formerly had lit- é 

$ the society, o resolution was unanimously tle or no benefit from the travel or trade ot lo- : 

5 i that the inability of a wife to make good | ¥% 2°¥ I notice that you command a liberal < 

2 préd should be considered a good ground of share of that business, and unless I am mistak- > 

$ gworce. Sensible Society that—[lowa City en in my judgment, it won’t be four years more < 

¢ 7 
before you command three-fourths of all the $ 

& Alamakee county, Iowa, at Waukau, Oct. 18. trade, travel and custom of that rapidly grow- § 

$ Dodge County, at Juneau, Wednesday and ing and rich young State. é 

£ Thursday, Sept. 27 and 28. Crereymen.—John Adams being colled up- $ 

: Dane County, at Madison, Thursday, Sep- | for acontribution for foreign missions, re- < 

§ tember 20th. marked: “I have nothing to give for that > 

: Sre urre—Where are the officers of the | cause; but there are here in this vicinity, six é 

5 Green C.unty Agricultural Society? Have ‘ministers, not one of whom will preach in the : 

2 they made any arrangements for the fall Fair? | others pulpit; now, I will give as much, and < 

§ It is time that our Society wis put in order, | more than any one else, to civilize these clergy- = 

2 the several town committees appointed, and men!” 5 

é such arrangements made that the Fair can be| [7 Paris, Ky., says the Cincinnati Atlas, is ¢ 

¢ held the forepart of October. What say you; | the greatest live stock market in the West.— ¢ 

are you ready for the question ?—{Sentinel. | The total amount of sales on court day, March i 

We hope our agricultural brethren of Green | 9th, was 105,944 80. The number of mules 

county will not allow their County Fair to go | sold was 830. Many of them were brought 

by default. A Socicty has been formed, and a | from Missouri, Mlinois and Indiana. 
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Tue May Prow.—We are requested to say Tue Improve Housewire.—Weare indebt.() 

to our readers, that this celebrated Plowis still | ed to Messrs. Wright, Merrill & Co., Booksel- ¢ 

? inmarket. Those who wish to purchase, can | lersand Paper dealers, of Beloit, for a copy of : 

£ find them at the Plow Factory of Clark & |the above work. We have frequently refresh- ‘ 
2? Powell, west side of the river, Beloit; also, at | ed our bodies by looking over its rules and re- ° 
5 O. W. Norton’s, west side the river, Janesville. | cipes, all of which—great connoiseurs in the ; 

F 5 FP Wehave received the following circular, cocking ins aae ae: acksigmledend tp EC ; 
} S04 3 ay we must say are decidely excellent. This is : 
1 = which we publish more for the purpose of let- a a 3 
| cs S zs . |suchan “Improved Housewife’ as we would < 
F ¢ ting our readers know what is being done in Z 5 ae 

38ers : advise every lover of good things, and pennies ? § this line, rather than” because we expect that | 1. 14 nore as it is ‘‘a guide to those who 
i 2 any of our ladies will wish to compete in such 2 os x 
. : would cook well and please the palate at smal’: 

= acourse. We should be pleased, however, to ; 3 Ni chee 
oe indies piviay Hess “Athenkibn to expense—considerations of no smal importare 5 

2 eee can at alltimes? W., M. & Cos establishmest is : 
2 questrianism, or the skillful management of one of tha bok & (oe Bade, é 
? the house: 

2 
; $ Great Disrtay or Femare Equestnianism— | Govex for Sept. is alreaty on our tale, fill- 3 

£ $1,250 1x Prizes willbe contended for at the | ed, as usual, with a choice variety of R ding. : 
; $ Nartioxat Course, near the City of New The Fashion plates and other illustrytions in 3 

2 York,on Tuesday of the second week in Octo- | this number, are wortA the price of a/volume. < 

2 os eee 3 = West Amenicay Monrary—Tye August : 
; 3 _ Ladies from all parts of the Union are in-/No.athand. This excellent work fs improy- ? 

Z Vited to compete for the prizes, which will be ing, and bids féir to supersede many of its 5 
$ distributed in warionssums, according to the | rastern rivals. Address, Jethro ckson, Cin- ? 

; 2 skill and grace shown in the management of cinnati. ] § 

= the horse. (ie ets 

$ The Premiams will be divided in the follow- | | T## Amenteanscrre Baxre.—Such is the ti- ? 
< ing manner: tle of an Agricultural paper, published month- : 

2 1 Prize of $500. 1 Prize of $100. ly, at Harrisburg,Pa, in the Geman Language; : 
7 1 do. 200. 5 Prizes of 50 each. —$1 per year. We cannot speakbf its ability, < 

| 5 8 Prizes of $25 each asit}is all Greek to us. One thingwecan say, ? 
2 Ladies wishing to contend for the above however, that there is not an Agri&ltural pa- : 
$ Prizes, are requested to send their card of ad-/ per in this country more neatly prin, and il- 2 

2 dress, with reference, to W. W. Boyden, 88 | lustrated with better engravings. would 3 
5 Prince street, New York. Judges of the first | recommend our German Farmers, every yhere, > 
Z respectability will be selected to award the Pre-| to subscribe for it. \ 3 

= miums, &e. “ 7 2 

2 Names to be registered’ as competitors for eee wie gi = — ton ‘ 
2 the above Peitee, wast be'acnt ta ‘bene Shh who was tempted off into Oregon, writes hone 3 
¢ , must in before the ad i sey: 

! z for the benefit of the uninitiated in the Pacifie } 
| { 20th day of September. States: + 
| 3 The National Course, recently constructed off t ah cetek 

2 at a cost of $260,000, is inclosed with agub-| “In my judgmont this Lg OR ae eae 
| 5 stantial Brick wall, 12 feet high, and the area |the sap remains in the trunk till late in the 3 

2 contains 64 acres of a level and beautiful sur- | fall, then the winter sets in and kills them, and ; 
P 5 face, and has been selested as being the finest | the fruit raised here is of an inferior flavor, 

2 place for a display of the kind in the United | Very small and hard. 3 
> States. “Pork in this country isof an inferior grade < 

$ Wine Larrruve.—A California paper, in | @nd low flavor, so much so that I’ prefer that > 
| 2 speaking of the crops on the Ranche of Gen. | Shipped from the States. Ina word, what all 5 

Hutchinson, formerly of Kenosha, (and of | this country is well adapted to in the line of : 
2 whom many of the farmers of Kenasha and | agriculture, is raising wheat and oats. and not ; 

; Walworth counties still retain a lasting recol- | more of that to the acre than in the western 
lection;) says: “The yield of barley, it is es- | States. As to vegetables, they cannot be suc- 

| timated by those engaged in harvesting it, will ereatally seiner waleenthe land is manured and 

range per acre, from thirty to ninety bushels. | Well cultivated, 
: 
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i 
Seeps,—Ourthanks are due Hon. C. Mason, | every family. Read their advertisement, and 

Commissioner of Patents, for a package of im-| above all, examine their stock and prices, and t 

$ ported Turnip Seeds. There aresix varieties, | you will be pretty sure to buy. 3 

2 allof Which are new to us—Suxtton’s Imperial| Fowxrs ron Sate.—See Dr. Freeman’s ad- 2 

3 Green Globe; Dales Hybrid ; River's Stubble) vertisement of blooded fowls. The Dr’s long 2 
{ Swedish; Alcroft Sweedish ; Sutton’s Purple| experience in raising fine fowls, entitles him to 3 

$ Topped Yellow Hybrid ; and Linconshire Red | the confidence of all who wish to purchase —- : 
§ Globe. We regret that they were received toe] We would say to all who wish to buy, give < 

$ late for sowing the present season. him a call. 2 

¢ Brockway Correce—We are in receipt of} Daves asp Meprcincs—Farwell & Bro. will 2 
¢ the first annual Catalogue of this Institution, | be found at their new store, next door to the 5 
2 located at Ripon, Wis. The Catalogue shows | Merchant's Hotel, ready to administer to all : 

§ the attendance of 136-students—58. ladies and/ the ills that flesh is heir to. They havea fine : 

2 78 gentlemen, The Preparatory and Normal | stock of every thing in their line. Give them 2 

; Departments have been organized, and it is} a call. $ 

capt ft he ate Deine | Avan Gummy Pexma—The aver 
3 vided into four terms, of eleven weeks each, ment of this popular medicine will be found in : 

5 commencing on the 30th August, 29th Novem- another column: = nee. pottie, st ‘We $ 
3 ber, 2ist February, and 23d May. would also invite attention to the advertisement 2 

2 Ripon is a pleasant, healthy location, in the of Ogilvie & Barrows, which follows, on the 5 

? midst of a beautiful farming country. We be- auto page — Me ae the! reader: that 3 

5 speak for this new Institution the attention of Es sell the genuine article, though below the 3 

é parents who have sons and daughters to edu- price of other dealers. : 

3 cate, ater gta, ies ap ame a LS 

: Acxxowrencements.—-Hon. Benjamin C. i: pee Vegas Page 5 

é Eastman will accept our thanks for Part 1st of Agricultural Society, Rock County, 193 3 

5 the Patent Office Reports for 1853. From a do. do. State. 193 2 

2 hasty perusal, we judge this vol. to be very do. do. United States, 198 ¢ 

3 much ahead of any of its predecessors. Itcon- Aer cn Fomeloaees Soda’ 2 a 2 

¢ tains 510 pages, and printed on excellent pa- qe ene ae ene 105 5 

5 per. The subjects upon which it treats are} Corn, soaked, for Horses, 195 2 

. profusely illustrated--numbering between six ee Laoeabe’ Cows, a ee 3 

g sua seven hundvol ce 2 Double-Plastered Houses, 194 3 
§  Peortes’ Jounxar.—This compendium of] Devons, Points of 200 ? 

? Agricultural, Mechanical and Miscellaneous Domest Economy--Work for the Month ee 5 

$ reading, a) upon our tab’ larly. It} _—eetpes, 2 

: isan irecne ek = ae a So ents ; a é 
2 >| Fruit Trees, planting of for others, 205 2 

5 got up in a very attractive style. Food, Cooked and Fermented, for feeding S96 2 

€ ii ishi + Cattle, : 3 
2 ta Wear again publishing advertisements Grapes, tS ting of 205 2 

¢ of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. This medicine is| | oeust Trees and Fall Feed, 194 $ 

£ taking a very strong hold upon the good opin-| Laying Down Land, Barley and Oatsfor, 198 2 

3 ion of the people. It-is regarded generally as North-Western Fruit Growers Associa- é 

= a most excellent remedy for Pulmonary Com- tion, Proceedings of 206 $ 

g . Osage Orange Hedge, 194 3 
? plaints, Coughs and Colds. Onions for Poultry, 196 2 

{Having found it an excellent medicine, we| Pears on QuinceStock, 204 2 

? cheerfully endorse it.—[Miscellany, Detroit. | Rock Co. Fair, Regulations for 209 § 
z ee Rye, Cultivation of 196 3 
2 Care or Ksives.—Never lay knives in hot} Spaying Milch Cows, 199 $ 

§ water, it injures the handles and destroys the Short-Horn Bull—* Fremont,” 203 2 

} polish. Seenter ss oT = ; 

Hanpwane.—R. J. & E.S. Richardson can | Wyrmocin rake Growers Association 
supply every thing in this line. They havea| Premium List and Regulations for Fair, 208 

large assortment of Stoves—indispensables in! Wool, Fine 199 
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eee ee 
{2 An Italian proverb - says, that =) JAMES ELANGLOIS, 

‘Smiles of beauty are the tears of the purse.” GENERAL DEALER IN 

Sos EAD MNNTY....< lomeeenincmeecmesmmn ees: | 2 ' CAMPHINE, GLASS. SASH, PUTTY, : 
. qe first term of the next Collegiate year| BRUSHES, VARNISHES, ARTISTS? ” ? 
2 will open the third Wednesday of Septem-| BRUSHES, COLORS & IMATERIALS. ¢ 
; ber; the Second Term, the first Wedneslay of ——__ x 
5 January ; the Third, th» tour h Wednesday of} Wall Paper end Window Shades = 
2-April;—containing each thirteen weeks. of every variety and style, always on hand, ? 
2 Tuition fee for term, $4 00 : Sm ee 5 
2 Private‘rooms, fuel, kc, for term, 300 Ship Chaid’ery; all sizes of Ropes; 
3  Nowlditional ch rzes tor contingencies. Pitch, Tar, Rosin, &. &e. 3 
3 A full course of instruction in Agricultu- eee é 
vel Susnoe whos elie duriagitin Giealeene ae ee eee 5 penee Nie ee See mene, £8: 2 JAMES LANGLOIS, 2 
= two terms, by the Professor of Chemistry and = * ey a S 
= Nataral H:s‘ory, Dr.'S. P. Latunor, who ts] Sept! 1854" | 197’ Main'st.. Racine, Wis... ¢ 
: eae sate ane the apparatus needful for! ¢ G. uawrHoKNE. C. CHILDS. G. B.SCIDMORE. { 
¢ the Department. a 
2S The members o* the Agrioultural Classes ae eee 5 5 
5 Will have the privilege of pursuing any other HAWTHORNE. CHILDS & Co. 3 
% branch of study, in connection with the Pre-}] GENERAL INSURANCE, COMMISSION $ 
= Beery: and Coilege Classes, without addition- AND LAND AGENTS, 2 
< al charge. = = 
£ i The thrifty financial condition of the State| Corner of Muin and Fourth Streets,  < 
S University, the liberal and practical views 8 
$ which characterise its administration, and the Dubuque, lowa. 2 
> extremely moderate charges at which its ad 2 zs 7 aes z, 2 
2 vantages are offered. entiile it tothe confidence | | Life. Fire and Marine Risks taken in the ; 
= and support of the Agricultural public. following Companies: = 

$ Weare certain thit we cin do the young] Protection Fire and Marine Insurance Co., $ 
> farmers of Wisconsin no better service than to} Hartford. Conn. Capital $1,000,000. 3 
2 enjoin it upon them, 2s we do most heartily, 10] | Hartford Fire Insurance Company, Conn. 2 
= prepare themselves for the Agricultural profes-| Capital, $500,000. 3 g 
3 sion, by attending onthe scientific instructions} | N. Y. City Fire and Marine Insurance Co. ¢ 
3 of the State University. We hope to hear of | Capital. $500,000. 5 
¢ the entrance of a large class the coming fall. Granite Fire and Marine Insurance Compa- ? 
oe ny WY. Otte Coptalenon nog, 2 
¢ TO PHYSICIANS, FARMERS, AND| "American Fire and Marine Insurance Co , 2 
2 EVERY BODY! N.Y. Capital $:200,000. 3 

< We would announce, that ~ Knickerbocker Fire Insurance Co, Water- 2 
5 FARWELL & BRO ford, N. ¥. Capital $150,000. z 

2 Are now extending their trade tothe four cor-| y Uuitel States Fire Ineuranoe Company, N. 3 
2 ners of Wisconsin, and are the only House aioe r a 
3 where you cin buy Goods cugar— Madison Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Wis. ¢ 

2 pure! and inevery way with the Capital $100,000. 2 
. utmost confilence—such as Mutual Life Insurance Co, New York City. < 
2 DRUGS, MEDICINES, PERFUMERY, | C@Pital $2.018.775. 4 
3 FANCY GOODS, PAINTS, Connecticut Mutnal Life Insurance Compa- ¢ 
2 OILS. TURPENTINE. ny. Capital $1.800,000. < 

5 2 . 2 
g VARNISHES, BRUSHES, kee peaie was Insurance Company. Capi- 2 

5 DYE STUFFS, GLUES, HL, © & Co. will also buy and sell Real Es- £ 
2 Patent Medicines of almost every | tate, select and enter Lands, leeate Land War- 3 
é aes of which we offer at great-| rants, and attend promptly to any Commission $ 
g Ss. busi i 2 
£ Our expenses are now reduced to a trifle— sper neha a — i ident F: 2 
§ having build a large and commodious Store. | ory Bank, Chicago; Wm. B. Rosers, Cashier & S ccheende Por the! z . ers’ Bank, Chicago; Wm. B. Rogers, Cashier > 2 expressly eir trade, are not oblized to put ; 3 
2 on extra tariffs for rents, &e. ein e Bank, a eG a Y. dee : 2 eee cee alena, Ill.; A. B. Carpenter. Esq., Beloit, < 
5 , Call and see us, and if any thing is wanted | wis.; Chas. Corkery, Esq, Dubuque; McGre- 2 

in our line, you can not help pleasing yourself, L: & Bliki a Bank Da ¢ 

as our motto is—*Bounp To Traps” aaa men ge le a 
aot pete a adjoining Merchant’s Warner Lewis, Surveyor General, Dubuque, 

anesville, Wis. fowa ; Hon. Geo. W. Jones, Dubuque, Iowa. 
Sept., 1854 BARWELL & BRO. September, 1854. is 5 fs 
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i ae 4 = 7 é | NORTHWESTERN GULTIVATOR: - 
i VOL. VI. JANESVILLE, WIS., OCTOBER, 1854. No. 10. E 

| Se SSG : MARK MILLER, ” . this year, though much smaller in quantity ? Eg Editors and Publishers, year; ie é .e P. LATHROP } than last year, $ 
: rive coviaior SEF tiated oune en ce an We have abundant occasion to congratulate 5 _tlegnmence witeheSia aed back membermecn? | the farmers ofsRock Co, for the succes that i. E plied. attending their efforts for improvement. We. *. { ADVERTISING.—O: » first insertion, $6; fo i ¢ j each snbsequent insertion, fess than one year, '&: half dechini degtoe of oni) mtn ne aE ae 2 poe, Seats antertion, $4; ee each spterizent precio: the fact of their advanced progress, especially b : page, $903 cuaries page, Sie; eighth page, g10% one | in stock, and that we have labored with. them 3 5 Square, (twelve lines or less,) per year, $6,350 ; less than | to attain thie end. > q ; one year, firstinsertion, $2,00 ; foreach subsequent in- 

4 3 / sertion, 50cts. ee cena g 

EE The Future Price of Wheat. 3 
Beck County Fair. ne ¢ : E aEty: ‘We have watched with a good deal ‘of care 5 i 

} The Fourth Annual Fair of the Rock Co. | and interest, the market price of wheat and i 
 Agricultutal Society took place at its grounds, | Corn, for the last — months. 4 From all we ean : 
: in Janesville, on the 13th and 14th days of | gether, Sothys that prices for the year § 
: September. The Fair this year, in several re- | to-come ‘will rule considerably lower. It is 2 ! 
> spects, surpassed that of any previous year; |7°W Sy tauie nua local _— ieee 
While in others, it was quite inferior to some | Country e a ae - ae ge aa 2 : ; former exhibitions. eee eee oe shames ‘ : In the departments of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, at Boucee ans gu aa g i 

; Swine, and Poultry, the exhibition can hardly Cal i ce mee Canada is ae 3 is 2 . - 5 ‘ surplus mated at. § : > be excelled, if equalled, by any County Socie- 6.000.000 Tne a hwe think ittoo high 2 ; pty. "Phe advance in these departments was “We edvies Ease aR holding-on to th ra ¢ 4 > Most gratifying to every lover of good stock. wheat:and corn for higher prices, to consider : 9 
; We have given a good deal of attention to this the following : ? 
> branch of Agriculture, and in our late exami- 8: 7 £ 4 ; nation of Improved Stock at the East, we find is Rha harrew prospects spe shpane > 

; few instances of better specimens, either of | Pe a : ee ave | ete av able In oe E : 
; horses, cattle or swine, than were exhibited at eae f « une pert hi zt te? 3 this Fair. We have not room to go into par- x ee ee * oe ny ding to? ; ticulars, and we feel less inclined to do so, | ™* aA sin " Prog In G oe : 3 } when we see so good judgment and nice discrim. ee . nee jus : eal iain * well, 5 | iuation exhibited by the farmers in their selec- | "© a cane tae 4 oF (etre aay whede ; 

; tion of improved animals. If:the farmers of doen atom wie ie: and. thare'e dodo © 
; Rock do not have good cattle, horses, sheep, ut the ‘quantity will be large, whatever the ¢ 
: swine and poultry, it cannot be because they do quality may be. ‘ ‘ 
; Rot know what they are. “ Wheat growing is a very old and very ex-': 
: ‘We are sorry to see any falling off in the in- Htensive art, and from the high prices every . ‘ . terest manifested in domestic manufactures, ‘where prevalent in the last year, we may infer © 
; though we presume the late exhibition is to be ‘that much wheat has everywhere been grown. 2 i , taken ag a true indication of the fact. ‘We may speedily look for a change in the price .: 4 
; The exhibition of Farm and Garden Pro- \of. bread corn. 4 . a y duets, though not 20 good as last year and some} « Our-own markets have already given way ; i : other years, yet wag quite respectable. from America, prices come lower ; and we must 

f) Theexhibitian of Fruit was's good one for | now expect an.aproximation to what will be 4 
(ER ARG OTS IR aS alto as to peace RRR Be 7
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‘the riling Price in the markets of the world” For the Wisconsin & Towa Farmer. ¢ —{Mark Lane (England) Express. Farmer's Meeting—Foreign Currency. * { The New York Express says: «The wheat — : 
2 crop this year is believed to be the largest ev-| | Massms. Eprrons:—I would like te inquire = 
5 er.gamnered ; and, taking into consideration the | what has become of the resolutions passed at { 
2 Reciprocity Treaty, which will bring Canadian | the late meeting of our Roek Co. Agricultural ? 
§ flour into our market free of duty, we look to Society? I mean about taking the miserable 3 
2 Bee prices down to $5 (for common branda) be- | trash which has flooded this State in the shape ; 
5 fore the close of Autumn.” of money, from Tennesseeand Georgia. Why © 
z The Senior editor of the New York Courier | have they not been published in the Farmer : 
5 and Enquirer; Ool. J. W. Webb, who is now in | and the other papers.of your city? I expect. < 
2 England, writes home a letter, under date of ed, as a matter of course, that the resolutions g London, August 24th, in which he says thatthe | would be publishei; and my bump of inquisi- : 
2 British wheat crop is bountiful beyond all pre- | tiveness Prompts me to know the reason why ; 
¢ cedent, and predicts that wheat, which is now they have not been. A Memser. i 
z Selling in London atabout $1,65 por. bushel.| “Sohnstown, Sept. 20, 1654. : ¢ will fall before Christmas to nine shillings per R —"Why the . é : : EMARKS,- y the resolutions referred to ‘ § bushel. He proceeds: «I have arrived at the b ~ 5 € e yy our correspondent, have not been published < 
g conclusion, from all I ean learn from the oldest in the Janesville city newspapers, we have no * $ inhabitant, that the wheat crop, now being ra- knowledge for'sial All wek ee Bout th $ 
2 pidly secured, is not only the greatest in extent, CO ee et eee ae 2 hibphamabat prodnetive per acre. that. has ever matter is, that the resolutions were placed in 2 
5 been produced in the United Kingdom. Feb- | te hands of the Secretary, aud subsequently : 
2 ruary, March and April were the driest months published in the Beloit’ Journal, from which ° 
$ remembered to have occurred in this country, | ° copy. The Parmer ee 2 and during this period more acres were ino aan a up and partly printed eos the last > 
3 with wheat, and it was altogether better sown | Meeting; hence e could not publish the reso- £ 
z and got in,’ than on-any previous occasion— lutions at an earlier = ¢ 

2 A-good growing'season followed, and now there | 4 5 mecting \of the Rock County Agricul- < 
< ae thousands of acres. lying contiguous to each tural Society and Mechanics’ Institute, held : 
ee ecard giao ream gfmtrigibos els 615 6 a seclla tial ‘ap sucepille, am Qionlay, ¢ 
Fags capris Mecste Sept. 4, 1854, the following preamble and reso- ° 
2 Prices or Grain—The J. effersonian, pub- | lutions were reported:and adopted : 4 
5 lished at Jefferson, in this State, says:—“We| Whereas, A sound and bealthy currency has 5 
é hear of contracts being made for new wheat, | been provided for by she Legislature of Wis- < 
$ at $1,25; of corn and rye, each 80 ets.” We|consin, and consequently no necessity. exists : 
¢ have heard of no such price as ‘80 cts. being | for the circulation of any other; and, whereas, < 
5 offered for corn, in this or any other market in | many banking institutions in our midst have > 
2 the West. Our opinion is, that the man heré-| put in. circulation lorge amounts of foreign : 
2 abouts, who holds on to his corn, under the ex- | bills, which have. proved worthless, or nearly © 
¢ pectation of getting 80 cts. per bushel, will be| 80, to the great Joss and inconvenience of our * 
= glad to take 50, if not 40 cts, before the open- | farmers, therefore, ' gf . 
= ing of navigation next spring. When the| Resolved,,That we will not receive for our of: 
> farmers of the interior of Wisconsin can get | produce any. thing, in theshape cf bank bills of ; : 
£ $1,25 for wheat, and 50 cts. for corn, our ad-| the kidney of Memphis, Macon, Kalamazoo, :E: 
2 vice is, sell. Prices may range above thissome | Atlanta, &c., &c., and that we will use all lau- g 
¢ times, for a brief period; but we will risk the | dable means to prevent the. circulation of any ia 
3 prediction, that more than nine-tenths of this | bills which wedo,not believe to.be as goodand : 

é year’s crop, in the interior, will be sold at | weil,secured as our own Wisconsin bank bills. : 5 
> prices below the above marks. Resolved, Also; that. those banking. institu- a 
¢ = Vela ate re oe tions which have put in circulation worthless 
(9 The day is approaching when the cuilti- bills, and then refused to receive them, are. 
ator of the soil will be ashamed to say to ‘his unworthy the confidence of the farmers, ‘and 
neighbor, “I take no agricultural paper—f can’! ou cnt to be shunned by all honest men. _, beat the book farmers, &c.” eR Gisss, Seo’y. “ CL: Martin, CWn. 
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The Price of Wheat: years, it is $1,25, and we give as a pro- 

The followi eae re «| phécy, which may be relied upon, that that ta: following table, which we find in will be the price next Janu: Those ine 2 $ Hunt’s Merchant’s Magazine, is from the terestad thay faa welt Sao oas of that. 3 é minutes kept at the office of the Van Rens- The crop of wheat is too good, too wide 3 
iB 2 selacr Manor, at Albany, Where large a- extended, and the demand for export’ to § { mounts of rent are payable in wheat, or a Europe or California too limited, and flour 3 
Seats — Jara Of dealers too hard up, to maintain the pre- { ; each year, and as two parties are deeply in- ‘ : > § terested in the price, itis probably the nie! senit pridens—EN. Y. Tribune. 2 

: area paraaes of any record that ean be The “Witch Hi 1”¢ 3 

é ‘ There is quite a lesson in these figures} 0% THE PHENOMENA OF RHABDOMANCY. 2 3 look at them. EEE 3 
i _ Price of wheat per bushel, January Ist, ig acer deus _ ee > g 
ae Albany, sixty-one years, viz.: Witch Hazel, and its utility in detecting the 2 { 1793, 80,75 1824, — $1,25 | localities of water and precious metals in $ 
§ 1794, 1,00 1825, 1,00 | the earth; and I beg leave to lay before 2 2. 1795, 1,573 1826, 874| your readers a few additional facts, andsome 2 
3 1796, 2,00 1827, 1,00 | remarks thereupon. g 
2 1797, "1,50 1828, 1,00 A year or twosince, I witnessed some ? 
. 1798, Te 1829, 1,75 experiments with the “hazel wand,” and 3 

aldingae? 1817 1880, 1,00 |had an opportunity to test its action. A: 
3 1800, 1,562 1831, 1,25 | erstehed stick was cut and carried in a 5 
; 1801, 1,81 1832, 1,25 perpendicular position, a branch of the é 
hme? a hianiegen 125 crotch being held in each hand. The 2 | 
2 1803, 1,123 1834, 1,00 | diviner, so to call him who carried the rod > <_, 1804, 1,25 1835, 1,00 slightly stooping, walked slowly along; for = j Ee B00 ad yhoaOy 3»°0 | a short time the rod remained upright; but 5 ; 1806, 1433 188%, 2,25 suddenly commenced dipping, and contin- ¢ 

= 1807, 1,374 1838, 1,624} ued so till it pointed directly to the earth 3 j Pu ee’ 119¢ 1889, 1,75 | below. ‘This was repeated several times 
2 1809, 1,00 1840, 1,124) and it was found that in whatever direction § j 3, 1810, 1,564 1141, 1,124) this locality was approched, the same de- 3 3 5 Tse. apy 1842-1525 | pressions ofthe rod would take place. but, 3 . 

1812, 1,873 1843, 1,873] in order to preclude the possibility of de- 2 3 
2 1818, 2,25 1844, 2,00 ception, two of those present held firmly in § 3 Mussel owal ebal yao? 932} their hands the ends of the stick which was 2 j 2 gfe ang OeeE, 4 HONG, . VIER hevenidltiohande’ce bith Who camied te 2 3 ; 1816, 1,75 1847, 1,124] rod. In this manner the diviner approach- 2 3 
21817, wre 1848, 1,814) ed the hidden water course, and the rod, as $ i 
5 1818, 1874 1849, 1,183 before, suddenly turned towards the earth; < 
3 1819, 1,75 1850, 1,183 but so firmly was the stick held, that it was = 5 120, 00-1851, 45,124 titerally twisted andthe bark’ wasleft in > 1621, T7 1852, 1,00 the hands g 
2 1822, 1,124 1848, 1,183 This fully satisfied us that here was no 2 
A tee am ae 1,75 deception, and further experiments proved, 3 
5 _ You will notice that only five times in| that in ‘the hands of certain persons, the 2 
2 all those years wheat has been $2 or up-| hazel wand ” would veritably indicate the $ ; 5 wards per bushel, while it was seventeen| localities of water in the earth. g 
} times at $1 or under—twice at seventy-five} The same diviner was requested to ex- 3 
j cents. Only once in thirty-seven years,| amine a certain piece of ground, and at + 
that is since 1817, to wit in 1837, has it| what depth a supply of water could be 
reached $2. The average price for the] found; after a few trials, he fixed the depth i whole time, is $1,38. For dhe last thirty | at eighteen feet. In the course of a f 
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or two, a well was dug and water was ob-}on the earth. It pervades every atom; 
} 1 tained as had been foretold. rules the motions of animate and inanimate 

; 5. Again, at a dwelling house situated on | beings, and is as sensible in the descent of : 
2 high ground, and where a scanty supply of |a rain-drop as in the Falls of Niagara; in : 

' 3 Water was obtained at a great depth, he | the weight of the air as in the periods of : 
3 made examinations, and according to his|the moon. Thereisa physical power which : 
5 directions, a well was dug near the house, | not only binds satellites to their planet, and : 
3 and a never failing supply of Water planets with suns, and sun with sun thro’- : 
Smee obtained at a depth of only eight|out the wide extent of creation, which is : 

2 feet. the cause of the disturbance as well as the : 
2 Instances of highly successful experi-| order of nature, but it physically esien 2 
2 ments might be multiplied, but I forbear to man, aud man to nature.” : 

$ po rea any aches ae with Seal This universal distribution of foree, join- : 
3 Fitts ge T have wale bag or et ed with the extreme susceptibility of the © 

= try the experiment, but with no success, aaa a svete to ae na ee Oe : 7 c Zz pable of producing an ef- 

§ oat one casa, and that only partial.— | fect as wonderful as any of the anomalous ° 
‘ The in all cases which I have observ- : 
2 ed, rotated in the same direction, that is to ee Ce a ee x e. ic 
? say,from before, backward; but tpon mines Let every one who feels an interest in : 

| $e ;evblisand rob, i¢ has yboon, sscertsined, | He: matter, test the ackonof the “hazel : 
{ the rota'y movement takes place in a con- wand” in his own hands, and ascertain : 
5 trary direction. whether or not his nervous organismis sus- = 
>. in ghs mining districts of the West, it ceptible to the influence of this invisible : 

é3 : . agent. “Study Nature and her opera-: 
2 pe tae See a a te ey, tions,” and the tideof superstition ‘will flow : 

| tibia makaenincesoseae eat in the | back from the shores of the civilized world, : 
Seles tof thaak: whten amine tempera- presenting a broader, clearer view of the 

Si ndenbl are apt tovary. But it is believed hitherto unsuspected relation in which we « 
Z that the rod is attracted, not by the metal stand to the universe. Spartacus. = 

| $ itself, but by currents of water flowing con- | —LN- E Farmer, : 
2 stantly over the deposits of lead. apa ye 
5 With these facts before us, we must con-| , DIVERSION OF fowe .Tespmenagang 
2 eede the existence of the divining power the last few days, over sbventecn hundred : 
5 in certain persons. Rhabdomancy, or the sacks of wheat have been shipped from - 

2 method of divining as above described Muscatine, eastward, by the Rock Island : 
$ has engaged the attention of the first phi- Railroad. ‘The disposition to ship produce : 
: Josophers from the earliest ages. It is not in this direction, instead of southward, is : 

‘to be accounted for by any species of le- | Manifesting itself daily more largely. at 
:. gerdemain or deception, nor sulely b a pad OMA ron: 
pbesstiet ati ee spud vid eae pids. Produce comes both down the river © 
: Be arama cea tata cate eit hed and up the river, to Rock Isiand destined = 

3 been endpred, But, however nameless for eastern markets. This shifting of the : 
= the invisible tt may be, we must con- channel of commerce is no trifle to St ; 

5 cede that it emanates from certain locali- Louis—[Muscatine Jour. : 
2 ties in the earth, ready to act upon the or-| The above: is true, large quantities of : 
5 iganisms of all susceptible to its influence. | produce are seeking this point from every : 
: Now this mundane agent must necessari- | direction. Yesterday a boat came up from : 
S-ly be developed by some. action, chemical, | Oquawka, ladened with corn, to be shipped : 
2 material, or of the electric force, constantly |east via. Rock Island Railroad. Messrs. : 
> a on in “ies ge sere ae eto Paes of Dea et to engage for- < 

2 at all times, ey | ty-six cars for next week, to ship. produce, : 
cammeatel with, a remarkable evolution | but were unable to effect. it,. ae 

‘of force, is beyond a reasonable doubt.—|atock of the road being insufficient to sup- }, i. 
ge Lo quote another, “Force shows itself in | ply the wants of community, and the man-¥ i { 

| every thing that exists in the heavens or!ufacturers unable to meet the demand for
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locomotives and cars. If this be the state Keeping Poultry. 4 
of things now, what may we expect when — 

f : the new crops begin to appear—[Daven-| Having heard complaints that sundry 2 
¢ port Gazette. persons, who had been induced to keep ¢ 
2 eee barn-yard fowls in large numbers, expect- 7 
: Prorrr or Frepive Corn to Hoas.—| ing to find it very profitable, from the ac- 3 
> It is estimated, from an experiment made | counts published in the agricultural papers, ? 

; by S.C. Anderson, that 100 bushels of corn | have been greatly disappointed in the re- ¢ 
? will produce 1,050 lbs. of gross increase in} sult of their trials, as their fowls have cost > 
; the weight of hogs. 100 thrifty hogs were| them far more for their keeping than their ; 
} weighed and put in apen. They were fed| eggs have sold for—I send for the inform- % 
: for one hundred days as much corn as they | ation of such persons, to revive their hopes, < 
3 would eat. The average consumption was| and for the encouragement of others, to 5 
2 100 bushels every six days. The average | make trial of means which have been found { 

5 per hog for the hundred days was 175 bs,|so successful in cases where the trial has § 
: or at the rate of 1} lbs per day. been faithfully made, the following account: < 
: It appears that one bushel of corn will} 4 man in my neighborhood has kept 2 
$ produce @ gross inerease of 10} Ibs,— through the winter, twenty-five hens. Be- } 
2 Throwing off one fifth to come at the nett! twoon the Ist of December, 1851, and the : sAgrde i , 
5 weight, 8 2-5 Ibs. of pork as the produc- Ist of March, 1852, he has sold from what 3 
2 tion of one bushel of corn. If 8 2-5 lbs. they have laid, fifty dozen of ergs, besides 2 

: of pork are madeby one bushel, or 56 Ibs.| ucine in his family several dozen. As the 2 
2 of corn, one Ib. of pork is the product of eaice has been a cold one, and the ground S 
Z < e > 

; 6g Ibs. of corn. is covered with snow, most of his neighbors + 
: _ From an experiment made by Samuel | who keep fowls, complain that they have 2 
: Linn, of this county, with 50 hogs, as re-| 15 eggs. He informs me, (and he is a az 
: ported in the patent office report for 1850,| man who may be relied on with perfect > 

64 Ibs. of corn produced one Ib. of pork. | confidence,) that he has for several years { 
Z From the experiment of the Hon. H. L. managed ard kept, his fowls in the follow- > 
S Ellsworth, reported in the patent office re- ing manner: A warm hen-house, where 2 

: port for the year 1847, it appears that 3 4-5 they can come to the ground daily—poles 3 
: Ibs. of cooked meal made one Ib. of pork.—| o¢ Sassafras for them to roost on, which = 
+ This experiment was 0. a small scale. drives away the lice—a mixture of food, 5 

Z Assuming that it requires 63 lbs. of corn | a5 corn, oats, and broom-corn seed, or cob- Q 

are ae eee pole encom of 3 | meal scalded, and in very cold weather a 3 
2 production will be seen by the following! . iti1¢ black pepper put into it. A little 2 
p table. | The labor of feeding and taking before they go to roost, give them as much > 
2 care of the hogs is not included in the €8-| oom as they will eat; give them daily some 2 

ae pounded bones, or pounded oyster shells; > ; 

{ It corn eosts 1214c. #9 bu, pork eos's 14 P Tb.) he considers bones the best; and if they 2 
5 4 4 Me os f 3S  % omit laying for afew days, he boils oats, 
{ & « 33%, «  « « de  « {and puts into the mess a couple of red pep- 2 : 
Seboteey Cowes Ae « « 5e « | pers, chopped fine, and the mess given } 

: The following table shows what the farm-| warm. He says they will generally com- ; 

© er realizes for his corn, when sold in the| mence laying very soon after being fed in 5 

¢ form of pork: this manner. A regular supply of water | 

= If pork sells for 3e. a ¥b, corn brings 2%5c. a bu.| is needful. He _ them fresh meat oc- $ ’ 
es esi | summing ott ® 33c. « | casionally, when he can procure it without ? 

; o% ff «fee. “much expense. In his operations he is a $ | 
z Eni ane : ? 2 man of economy, and has found it best to 2 | 

por hog eat: ee dispose of most of his fowls in origin 3 
; fa To preserve meadows in their pro-| for the table, when they are always fat, 

ductiveness, it is necessary to harrow them eae high and ee cheap. He has’ | 

id autum } ing, | found the half-blood China fowls to be avery second autumn, apply top dressing, ae 
and roll them in. most constant Iayers—[Oor. of Cultivator, i 

|
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. on plains, where the air is more impure and 
8 f 0 ck R eg i 8 i @ fr filled with vapors. It is, consequently, of the 

S utmost importance for the maintenance of : 
General Somme + the Rienew ape health among the animals in the stable, that : 

é * this is kept clean and airy. For this purpose, ; 
2 Preventing them. it ought to be provided with ventilators of some ¢ 
2 = rt; and the floor should be furnished with : 
5 long time, | 8° : nai ee i fe oh matin ryt et, The 
5 valuable instruction to every one having the wraps Dee gn Di ae eon 3 
2 care of domestic animals, than is contained in | “” ; z i 
© the following remarks of Rozzrt Nexsox, in animals should daily he token from the stable : 

2 iin Geandal iciletn:.-Aask del) maenee aiken. into the free air, wherefore it is also a good 
2 tion to the wante of devwstic srinsts is any | Plan to water them outside the stable, : 
g cee cae sas ie = ee Baie es The bodies of the animals, too, ought to be ° 

¢ complaints, and the reaauin a The | Kept clean, and this is especially necessary as: 

; horse is oftener out of order than any other regards the horse. The latter perspires free- : 
g animal. and hisills more numerous and’com- | ly, wherefore also a great quantity of filth col- : 

> airaia ; yet an attack may almost always be lects on the skin, and this filth prevents the per- 
2 ? ¢ ot te : - 

5 traced with certainty tothe direct cause, which | SPitation, if not removed by means of curry- | 
¢ will be faund in improper care and neglect. ing, brushing and washing. It is likewise ve- : 
$ “Th kinds of di a ry useful to wash or shower the horse’s feet ‘ 
: a en ee 2S ener Decne ee rar | with cold water every morning; especially 

§ ee — = ao a shoe when he has no daily motion. Horses that ‘ 
2 “ane eae ee y brought about) by | nd idle are, otherwise, exposed to swellings : 
5 ane ete So snee rants: and other casualties in legs and feet. When : 
: “If these animals were not treated unrea- the horse is pasturing he does not stand in. 
> Sonably, they would be as little exposed to dis- need of this } 

: that x < se beast jares= Experience teaches Oxen and cows, that perspire less, do also 
rere: ee, seem eoneoanlly collect less filth in the skin, yet cleanliness is : 

z Ped ieee ane during |» seful in their case, too, and may be kept up: 
é the winter, are, even in cold climates, not only with much less labor. They ought never to be ‘ 

2 free from diseases, but they are; at the ao permitted to lie ina filthy stall; and it is very : 

g ae en a = longer. What especi- healthful to wash the cattle oncea week. : 

. ; ef pas eee aes acer are eat The animals have no opportunity for motion : 
z nich, to thetr injary, they have 'to) feel the} the stable. This is all well enough when ° 2 . sa g i 
5 Mat meg abanis =ebiraine, te tlie coment ea frank fo tasteniithe lantslel fomskillingibat | 
ee ee eee ery seer ke ean grossness is not health. Moreover, this still- | 
. ir, and finally the chi he i 5 AE : 
£ aun a te ig oe a fetes Oe ee te 4518 | nessand want of exercise is less injurious to‘ 

2 hake of adcoraii 5 Chey Ghai me ne oy oxen and cows than to horses. The ox is, by : 

é ESS ese i 1 $n! the: igi tae ~ nature, a slow sort of beast, which does not ex- : 
$ ae 4 a ee at’ | ercise much, and may indeed do without it. In‘ 
5 they live in a close atmosphere, which is filled ite free state it seeks marshy and grassy places, ‘ 2 With vay arisi: ae 
2 Erte fro —e pie a acd = where in a short time, it may fill its paunch and : 

“din whe ei a ene ey ae de Sh€S | then chew the oud at leisure. The sheep in its» 
3 aoe Gahaictenty con Sif an a free state exercises more than the ox; it roves < 
2 > e : sts e 
2 warm-blooded animals, and man too, would die, Bee pel ine ahr tae t 

3 Shebiiend ke lize ane mee ae eee move gfoutin: A a and damp stable is ve- : 

5 Sear ae eile ea deuty ry injurious to the sheep, But no animal of 
> i setae oa . a4 : 
¢ if they were to live in a room which, although a ee me ee 5 
{ not entirely closed, nevertheless is void of pro. | Want 0 Me Ol Th tt have a proper dail 

|.per ventilation. People, therefore, who live on et a oe wists aliases 

mountains and high-lands aro more healthy | “The fodder should always be sound and dry, 
and lively than those who live in valleys and as all mouldy grain is very injurious to domes- 
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Ntic animals and promotes the most injurious | happen, the disease may greatly be prevented 
diseases. Hay is injurious to the horse when | by giving the cattle salt every second day; but + 
not working, if it is to constitute its principal | if it is sufficiently near the seashore, thenitis 2 ‘ 

t sustenance. Good straw and grain constitute | more efficacious, in case of want of healthful, < 

the healthiest stable-fodder for horses and | fresh water, oncea day to drive the animals in- = 

sheep. Hay should not be given to sheep until | to the sea. The body will then, sponge-like : 
itis perfectly dry, and it is better to feed them | absorb the requisite juice, the thirst be stillec, ~ 

onoat straw. It isthe nature of hay to yield| and the animals refreshed. ‘ . 

agreat deal of juice te the body, and thus make Rozert Netsonx. 

the stomach weak, wherefore it is also more OLB $ 
serviceable for such animals as we wish to fat- Coarse anp Fixe Wootep Sueep.— = 

ten, than for those in whom strength and the| The following extract is from the address > 
maintenance of health constitute the chief ob-| delivered before the Tompkins Co. Ag. < 
jects. Society, by the Hon. T. C. Peters. Ema- > 
Hay is very serviceable fodder for cows and sabe tens one of our best authorities on = 

oxen, Which are by nature fitted fora juicy|sheep and wool matters, it will be read = 
body. : with interest. Nie 

Fresh cut hay, which has not fully evapora- In sheep, there is more certainty as to = 

ted, and still more, if suffered to become moul-| which breed will be the most valuable in ~ 
dy, has a most dangerous effect on the health| any given position. Being divided into : 
of domestic animals; this also refers to straw-| two destindt Bins fine and coarse, itis not * 

and-grain fodder, But if, for want of better, | difficult to decide upon their merits— ? 
itbecomes necessary to feed the animals with | Coarse wooled sheep are more valuable for ~: 
such fodder, then the best thing to be done, in| their mutton than for their wool, while the = 
order to prevent disease, is daily to put ahand | reverse holds good in regard to the fine < 

ful of salt among the fodder for horses or cows, wooled sheep. Therefore the farmer who = 
and half a handful for sheep. can keep but a few sheep, say: from twen- § 

Our domestic animals are abused, not only | ty to fifty, or even one hundred, should by = 

inthe stable, but also in the pasture, where all means keep the large coarse wooled < 

sometimes more cattle are placed than can find | Mutton sheep. With this breed of sheep, é E 

nourishment. They do not only suffer for want | * farmer who can manage to have a few : 

of food, but also on account of their being eae early in January, and will provide a < 

obliged to eat herbs which are injurious to their! hats ag and a so will find that 2 

health. When horses and sheep are placed in his eu e bring, im four, aud Lee 

low, marshy pastures, they then become oblig- likely six dollars, at six months old; paying < 
ed io feed on what the there can find, which Hobie es Liaw a ee eee 

2 A ed eo ce 2 "| the farm. Wethers of this breed, when < 
a all more or less injurious to them, because it well fattened, will at three years old often Z 

iscontrary to the nature of these animals to bring as bigh a price as $18 per head in 3 

live in such places and on such plants as there | «4 New York markets. But when there > 

grow, These animals, on the contrary, are by | js a wide range and alarge flock, the fine < 

nature destined to seck their food on the high-| wooled kinds are-much to be preferred — é 

lands, when they have their freedom; just 2s! 'There is one error into which many have = 
it is in the nature of the ox to seél iow places, | fallen, on this subject, which should be = 
when in its state of freedom. jointed out; it is the idea of a breed of 2 
The animals are also injured in the pasture a which will combme the properties of : 

when they standin need of shade trees or oth-| a mutton with those of a fine wooled sheep. # 
er covering to protect them from the burning} The attempt has been made in England, = 
heat of the sun, from wind and rain. They|and failed, and will everywhere, A fine : 

are injured, too, if obliged to drink from fens| wooled sheep secretes a larger amount of ; 
and stagnated waters, where insects and worms oil in its fleece, while that of the mutton 2 

are bred in multitudes, promoting the putrefac-| sheep is dry. The reason is obvious, In 

f tion, of the water. For this reason there is) the coarse wooled sheep, the food produc- 
more sickness among the cattle in dry.summers, | Ing oil is secreted in the fat, while the same 

\ where healthful water is wanting. Should this | food in the other is wasted in the wool.—j 
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POINTS OF CATTLE—THE AYRSHIRES. i 
a 
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é PORTRAIT OF AN AYRSHIRE COW. i 

3 Peniry or Broop—as traced back to importa-|4 Tux Prtvis—roomy, causing a good breadth 2 
é tions of both dam and sire, under such ev- at what is termed the “thurl,” or “round- 

$ idence as will satisfy committees. bone,” and between the points of the : 

2 4 Tue Heap—as in other breeds, small ; the rumpe. 3 

§ face long and narrow ; the muzzle and nose | 6 Tux Quarrers—long, tolerably muscular, and : 
& variable in color. full in their upper portion, but moulding { 
$2 Ta Eyx—placid and not strikingly large. Dias the pyran hte oe have a: 
é if legree of ess, affording thus more : 
2s re a fall size, mo Salerange Col | ace Ter a fill addee” The Aaak Wall Tet © 
3 * down, but not heavy. 3 
<¢ 2 Tae Horxs—small, tapering, with an out- 8 Tur R pohind: etining cue ee a 
§ ward and upward turn, and set on wide and fall, affordi ” SP ee were ¥ 
2 apart; the face somewhat dishing. ae i Srnee sarin water $ i B 1 which, by Ayrshire breeders is considered 
2 4 Tur Necx—of medium length, clean in the very essential to secure the milking prop- : 

$ throat, very light throughout, and tapering erty ; the whole carcass thus acquiring in- : 
2 to the head. creased volume towards its posterior por- : 
4 6 Tux Snoetpens—lying snugly to the body, tion. : < é 5 aes 

; thin at their top, small at their points, not | 4 ‘Tze Ruaes—nearly level with the back, pro- : 
long in the blade, nor loaded with muscle. jecting but mee “PI 3 

§ 12 Tar Cxxsr—must retain sufficient width|) qy~ Tan—thin in its cord, of full length, : 
2 and roundness to insure constitution. The light in its hair, and set somewhat further : 

§ lightness of the fore-quarter, and the| into the back than would be admissible : 
§ “wedge-shape” of the animal, from the ayithi dove oilses Teac. i 

2 hind-quarter forward, arising more from a s i Ae} 
é small, flat and thin shoulder, than from any 3 Tax Lras—delicate and fine in the bone, in- 2 
; undué narrowness of the chest. clining to be short, and well knit together 3 

- . . se at the joints. 3 
¢ 4 Tux Cnors—easily blend in with so thin a we - : 
é sholder and prevent all hollowness behind. | 12 Tax Upven—in this breed is of more espe- 5 

cial importance, as the Ayrshires have been ; 
4 Tur Bussxer—not over-loading the fore-end,/ req almost exclusively with reference to | 

but light. their milking properties. The great’ fea- 
8 Tux Baox—should be straight, and the loin ture of the udder should be capacity, with- 

. wide, the hips rather high and well spread. out being fleshy. It should be carried 
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squarely and broadly forward, and show | The upper portion of the neck should be full 
a itself largely behind. As it rises upwards and muscular, for it has an indication of 
: it should not mingle too immediately with strength, power and @onstitution. The + 
- the muscle of the thighs, but continue to spine should be strong, the bones of the > 
TE: preserve its own peculiar texture of skin— loin long and broad, and the whole muscu- 2 
: thin, delicate and. ample in its fold. The Jar system wide and thoroughly developed 5 
{teats should stand wide apart, and be| ver the entire frame. i g 
: lengthy, but not large and coarse. ; Aczs‘or Neat Carrie Axp Surzp— ; 

ff: 6 Tue Haxptme—will show the skin to be of|The age of cows, ozen and bulls is known = 
{medium thickness only, moving freely un-| by the teeth and horns. At the end of 2 
3 der the band and evineing a readiness in| about two years they shed their first fore- < 
é the animal to take on flesh, when a drain | teeth, which are replaced by others, larger, 2 
$ on the constitution is no longer made by | but not so white; and before five years all = 
: the milk-pail. the cutting teeth are renewed. These > 
: 4 Tae Ham—soft and thick, in the phraseology teeth are at first equal, long and pretty = 
: of the country, woolly. white; but as the animals advance in = < 
> i ea adark red—a rich brown—| they wear down, become unequal and black. = 
$  Talliver colar or mahogany; reuniog ints When three years old, neat cattle also ex- = 
: almost a black ; those very much broken | Perence a considerable change am the struc- < 
: and spotty sete Tas a a ture of their horns, after which period thes- : 

| are the favorite colors at the present time. | #PPendage, like the second or permanent © 
: The a oer ie howetets eae es ing the first year of the animal’s age, two = é ri ows, Dul . ¢ i  . at oe ne oe: small, smooth, pointed, and neatly formed 2 
2 sion that such belong to animals of less horns make their appearance, attached to $ Sit ere the head by a kind of button. This con- + 
5 4 : formation continues during the first three = 
= 1 Canztace—should be light, active, and even years, after which the button moves from * 
§ — gay; this Iatter appearance is much pro-| the head, being impelled by a horny cylin- ° 

J { 100 moted by the upward turn of the horn. | der, ‘Thug the horns continue growing as ‘ 
5 eur long as the animal lives, as is indicated by = 
2 POINTS OF THE AYRSHIRE BULE. | the annual joints, which are easily distin- © 
{ As regards the male animal, it is only necessa-| guished in the horn, and by which the age < 
3 Fy toremark, that the points desirable in| of the creature may be easily known, count- © 
{the female are generally so. in the male,| ing three years for the point of the horn, : 
: but must of course, be attended by that} and one for each of the joints or rings— = 
é masculine character which is inseparable | Dishonest dealers sometimes obliterate these > 
x from a strong, vigorous constitution. Even| rings by shaving or filing the horns, in or- x 
S a certain degree of coarseness is admissi- | der to conceal the age of the beast. 2 
‘ ble, but then it must beso exclusively of a} Age of Sheep—The age of those ani- 
= masculine description as never to be dis- | mals is known by their having, in their se- = 
5 eovered in the females of his get. cond year, two broad teeth; in their es 5 c 
é Inoue: datineton to thetoswa the head og] YO"a eight broad teeth before; after whicl 2 

: the bull may be shorter, the frontal bone toe can tell how sags aT s while its 2 
3. broader, and the occipital flat and stronger, Sock: ec except by their being worn g 

{Ghat it may receive and sustain the horn— About the end of one year, rams, weth- = | 2 Es fa ki >) Tams, : | 
2. 2 one =o ‘Bed eae eee ers, and all young sheep bea the two fore- = 

(RSE te teward Renee ik of thelower jaw; and they are known = 3 quality and color be right. Neither. is the the incisi Bein ihe uppes ane: | 
< looseness of the skin, attached to, and de- to want tie tossive,teethh in Upper mes > ; A ‘¢ At eighteen months, the two teeth joining = 
& penis, frore che wane an, to. be doomed to the former also fall out; and at three 2 

other than a feature of the sex, provided it years, being all replaced, they are even and 
| fa not SEE bey eee hat a pretty white; but as these animals advanee 
: a Firoas cleamiand free frome age, the teeth become loose, blunt, and 

ca afterwards black. 
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i Mi |... 
O Valuable Sheep. | owner uses the right kind of Bucks, y olden n . spring’s issue of the flock will cov. igi-” 

> Oa the opposite Page. 79 give portraits of | Tal Resssaend dieles secs = mie cig 3 5.some French. Merino Sheep, noticed in the Ed- | 0 ae 3 2 itors’ Table for September. They were taken Woot Inreiest.—Some idea of the number. 2 § from a flock imported by the Messrs. Halls and | of sheep that are kept in this section, may be § ¢ McAllister, of Gaines, Orleans county, N.Y. formed from the fact, that the Carding Works 3 £ | The Orleans American, published in the | jn this town have, up to this time, received § 2 neighborhood of this firm, says :—«We have packages for carding from about 800 different. > 2 in this county a firm, consisting of Messrs. Da- | families——[Ripon’ Herald- é 
: vid Hall, J. J. McAllister, and H. S. Hall, who | ene 3 
“devote their attention exclusively to the impor- | Process or Maxine Suor.—The pig lead is 2 > tation and improvement of sheep. They se- | carriedito the top of the tower by windlass'and ¢ < cure the best stock, and export large numbers | chain, and worked by steam; it is’ then’ putin ? > tothe west. ‘Their flocks comprise some of the afurnace, kept constantly burning ‘night aid ¢ 

£ best sheep in the United States. This firm has day, and attended by two sets of men;"one for é 5 received a lot of thirty-four ewes and six bucks, | the fireand two to pour the melted lead in the -¢ £ full blooded French Merino eheep, just import- | strainers, After passing through the strainers 2 2 ed. The lot cost $6,500, the best Buek alone | it falls a distance of 150°feet; the passage thro’ § costing nearly $600. A better lot of sheep We | theair giving the slot their shape’ or forin; ¢ > never saw, and we are free to'say that no more they fall imto’'a large’ tub'or ‘basin of water; 5 : valuable ones can be found in the whole coun- here a man is engaged in dipping them out With > try. We understand that a small portion of a ladle and throwing them en‘an inclined plane, ‘ {these sheep will be put into the market'the pre- down which they run to a drum heated by 7 Sent season—the company taking some twelve | steam and worked by machinery; so "as to ary : 
5. or thirteen to the Faire m the Western States theshot ; when dry they are passed into'a ‘te- 2 2 dhis nh petty im wieit, to: their farmiin' Gaines volving drum; which stops by actions of ma- 5 to-see them.’ is q chinery every five minutes for polishing them: é 2h The Messrs, Halle dé McAllister write us that | som this dram they are thrown into eiage. § z they will be at the Wisconsin State Fair, -with and from‘ this pass over a ‘seriés* of inclined : 2 apart of their, last_ importation of full bloods, planes, where'the defective shot are carried off 5 ¢ together with about 200 half and three-fourth atid (Ned ‘rGagh “acl ‘ ee cians 3 

ig seives into drawers where - zblood bucks and. ewes. they are-assorted by the action of machine: $ :. Weexpeet to see much valuable stock of all e 7 : 2 S kinds, at our next Fair, from other, States, and | ™ ‘the seives ; then into the large boxes from § = we advise the farmers of Wisconsin to go pre- which they are taken and put in sacks, weigh- é 
5 pared to purchase. If you find the foreign | ®t and are ready for use. ie oe < stock better, or even as good as our own State Dae eee a é 
e can turn out, buy, if it can be purchased at fair mad iniapepechie Site et 2 
3 Prices.” We want more stock. to. command, unless all-signs fail; an extraordi- & : We would say to our friends, that we shall nary price throughout, the ensuing year. The 2 2 Be on hand at the State Fair, and offer our ser- ort is Benerally fae A ay pte ¢ 
2 Soe by cae rs scot aunt Semone wheedhets anos be-abasdance:if oven Hitoa, € < may wish it,im making their purchases of atock, arerelatively higher than they were ever known Sted ee ey ee at this season of the year. In New-York they > ¢ More Saezr—Wisconsin bids fair to become al A are is a deh eee Pinet 13; 2 é of the greatest wool-growing States, | Richmond, $1 a 91,50 ; urgh, $1,75 a$2; ¢ Sei “ih ong a regen es os |, $1.25; us, Ohio, $2; Alton, $ 3 into the State this season by thousands, The $1$1,22; Springfield, I, $1; Peoria, $1,403 § = last flock we have seen passed through: ‘this | St. Louis, $1 to $1,25 per bushel—[St. Louis : = place a few days since, and numbered 1200— Intelligencer, 7th ult. $ 
+ We were informed by the person ‘having them OO ? ! ? in charge, that they were purchased in Illinois, OF The farmer whose pigs got so lean that at prices varying from $l to $1,30 per: head; | they would crawl’ through the ‘cracks of their 

and their destination near Lake Mills. They | pen, stopped their‘ fan? by tying knotsin their 
were a. fair lot of sheep, mostly ewes. If the‘ tails. | 

: 
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} 4 : ¢ fp forget, or are ashamed to.confess, that our for- 
i > Hortionsty PC. est affords many valuable varieties of ot 
i sn down Farmer, | and vine fruit which, with half the care the < 
| 2 "Sar iacer. Ter improved varieties have received, wonld be far = 

§ oe more profitable. I will mention but one at this ? 
: ¢  Mgsons, Enrross:—Now-a-days nothing, in rh and that is the one which heads this arti- : 

2 the atook or fruit-growing. line, seems worthy | °l®. BS 

| § Tes: aa ee pug of fi improved or} Mach labor and money are expended in 2 

t 2 imported breols or varieties. The animals and Propagating the Catawba, Isabella, and other : 
g vegetables which the Almighty has particular- varieties, many ot which are short-lived and 3 

é, jy adapted.to our climate, are entirely over- uncertain in their bearing; while our native, or : 

5 -Jooked, and exotics are permitted to. occupy “frost grapes” are seldom or never known to 3 
2 thein 1 To this 1 have no objection, when winter-kill, and never fail to produee an abun- $ 

i 5 a decided advantage can be gained by so doing. dant crop. It is true, they aro not 80 Pleasant 2 

i 2 i weof the present age can avail ourselves of tothe taste as some of the improved varieties; : 
f 5 ho. labor and experience of a dozen generations but for the manufacture of Claret wine, .and > 

= past, by applying their improvements to our| fr all culinary purposes, they are far superior. < 
i Sy ; i 5 ‘ A short time since, while at the residence of = fi ¢ immediate wants, it would certainly manifest a 5 5 
t = want of intelligence and refinement, upon our | MT- Coleman Gates, of Plymouth, I drank some $ 

2. part, to neglect or refuse to do se, when, by wine manufactured by Mr. G. from ithe native 2 
¢ ‘adopting such a course, we should promote the | S7@P¢r and feund it superior to the improved 5 

I 5 happiness of the present and future genera~ Claret. It certainly possessed one quality Z 

} ¢ Gos. If European breeders have. been en- whioh muck: of the so-called Claret does not— * 

ie 3 gaged for centuries in improving their stock, | it Was free from drags and cyostete: . The ex- ; 
i 3 ‘and have produced, from.the comparatively in-| Pens of manafacturing is but trifling. Mr. 3 
H 2 signiticant animals.of a-thousand yearsago, the G. explained the precese to me, but as it may j 

f 5 beautiful specimens of stock which are annu-| be of importance to him hereafter, Ido not feel © 

j ally crossing the ocean, to fill the fieldsand the | # liberty to divulge it; besides, I might lead < 
} $ stables of American farmers and stock-raisers, | ¥°Uf readers into an error in relation to the ‘ 

1 2 itis but justice to ourselves to take up the|™atter. I presume a trifle would purchase a < 
4 3 work where they have left it, instead of com-| Written recipe. Mr. Gates has in contempla- > 

= menoing back in.the tenth century, and travel | tion the planting of an extensive vineyard, and $ 
$ over the same road to attain the same degree of | eotering somewhat largely into the manufac- 2 
2 perfection. Skill, capital, and patience are all tureof wine. The land upon the Potash Ket- 5 

i 3 requisite to perform such a task—and there is tles seems peculiarly adapted to the growth of = 

$ much danger of, retrogression, since all ages of | the vine, and ere tong I hope to see them rival < 
> the worfdare not fayored with the same facili-| the vine-clad hills of Italy and France, in the 3 
$ tide for improvement. If fruit-growers have| Tantity and quality of their vinous produc- < 

| 2 brought the different varieties of fruit to a| tions. : 
3 higher degree of perfection than any prior age| I am no toper, buta regular Maine Law man, = 

= ef the world has witnessed, it would be folly iw| and would be willing to adopt any reasonable < 
3 ss to reject such improvements. We might, | measure to rid our country of the cursed rot- 
é with equal propriety, reject all the improve-| gut, which our citizens are in the Habit of < 
> ments in the Arts, and cast ourselves back up-| diinking, and which is annually carrying so > 

| con the earliest periods of the world,when print-| many of them to thegrave. Uponthe amount ¢ 
> ing was unknown, and the powers of steam, | of arsenic, strychnine, and other poisonous é 

£ and the ubiquity of the telegraph, were in the| substances mingled with the wines and liquors ¢ 
2 womb of progression. But, to my subject: manufactured at the present time, depend thea- * 
= ‘Too much time and money are annually ex-} mountof profits to the manufacturer; and, con- ¢ 

3 pended in-fruitless efforts to acclimate foreign | sequently, the life of thedrinker. A combina- = 
; trees and plants. Oneseason may prove favor- | tion of poisons has been found at the same time f 

able, while ten will prove unfavorable. The} more powerfuland more profitable. Even the 
grape gulture, for instance, engages much at-| wine used at the Sacramental board is deeply 
tention, if properly dirccted. But too many ! drugged.with the same deadly principles ; and 
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the small quantity used is the only protection | Dwarf Pears, 
against the fate of infamy which awaits the | — 

> free drinker of the liquors which are peddled | As I\have had a good deal of experience in ¢ ¢ through our country. No Christian doctrine | Paising dwarfs, and have a dwarf orchard of § 3 requires of its adherents a duty so fraught | Some 500 gee some years planted, I will > cor eterno z give you some of my experience. 2 § With injury to themselves and society general- | Ifind onthe true Angiers quince almost all ? ly. Ido not say that the Sacramental table the varieties grow fr@ely, while onthe common $ { should be deserted. “Far from it. But 1 say, quae Bree) few will grow. Still, eee? : 5 rieties domet continge to grow in a healthy $ : Sega ey ae for such an — should state for any length of time. If a tree gets 2 
5 be conducted with more care and discretion — | once stunted, there is little chance of its ever ? ? Let the wine fer such 2 purpose be manufac- | Tecovering go as to be a healthy tree, and near- = ; tured from the grapes which grow so luxuri- ily all the trees peddled about are more or less $ 
} antly upon our own hills, and in our own yal- | Sted. i tg 3 < leys, and by honest men, who have at heart the Purchasers should examine the trees in the 5 é a. nursery rows themselves, before buying, when ¢ ? sacredness of the purpose for which it is to be they could easily judge what trees and what < i used. If we areto make use of wine in any | varieties-are perfectly good and suitable, or 2 { Way, let it be pure—direct from the hand of |they should wend their orders fo nurserymen 2 { the Almighty, unadulterated with the elements ey Gane for supplying a genuine ? : of destruction to the moral or physical system. | Ihave trees propagated from nearly every : 

: Sovomon Lompann. jvariety in my nursery. Several hundred of é : Greenbush, Sept., 1854. {such varieties appear to be perfectly suitable to 4 g can Pisce tea the quince stock, and many, more especially of 3 : Remepy ror Pranr BOR ee RES varieties, grow with the greatest > 5 gatt, of Mlinois, offers the following remedy for | juxuriance. 2 
; Plant lice, so destructive in the early part of} But to cultivate dwarf pears properly and < 5 the season in the green-house as well as out of | with certainty in this elimate. they must be $ 2 it. We commend it to our friends for a trial. aoe Jusiaausece Spa hs early Z 

“If you have any species of the aphis in | July, digging i Se aes § : your nursery, please make atrial of the follow. 204 fe Deve Perctiasing i seninin Aaa: ¢ 
5 atte hae ee! ee surface than the pear, that they are more read- $ Sottwaber’s poste Of the dseceeion date 2 dish | WY affected with thedrouths of summer and the ? 
: pan with handles. When cool, get an assistant | Posts of —— 5 2 to hold the pan while you carefully bend down | Last winter was severe on unprotected dwarf > ; and immerse the branches—giving them a lit-| Pears. In wet ground those in nursery rows 3 ¢ He motion to wet all the insects. Look at the | Were nearly all'killed, and the same in sandy ¢ 3 trees two days after, and if the aphides are | soil. Strong clayey loam, sufficiently dry that ¢ 5 dead, and the tender shoots uninjared, use and | Water won't Stand on it, is the best soil. On g Sorebolamend the Quassia and let the whale oil | wch there is little trouble in cultivating them, $ 3 soap perform some other office. and they are much superior to standard pears. > 
{For young and tender buds.or grafts, I use When planted on sandy soils, mulching is in- g { the spray. from a nearly spent syringe, where it ; dispensable.—J ames Doveatt, in Mich. Far. 3 pease to bend th th 2 —$$nwerrnrnrnn 
aor ork Onan oe oo Tue Cranserry Crop.—The yield of this 2 
2 Geramwation or Currey Szonrs—-The | delicious berry is large this season, and already 2 § stones shouid be washed from the cherries when they are to be found in great profusion in the g 
sgecobenastosaa Weckonn eae various stores about the city. Since the re- 2 
2 than their bulk of sand, and burried in a shal- | moval of the Indians, epicures have to depend ¢ 5 low pit in the earth, covered first with flat | upon the whites for gathering them, and this 7 
; Stones, and then with a few inches of earth— | makes them ashade higher than previous. years. $ : Here they may remain through the winter; but —[Minnesota Pioneer. 3 ? the first moment that the frost disappears from i sia 2 
: Dries The sieay ne U> The tomato is a native of South Ameri- § 
5 planted in autumn; but the soil settling hard | ¢4, 2nd was first introduced to cultivation in 2 
2 about them, is apt to prevent their growth, un- | Europe in 1596. The French and Italians are § ;-less it is of the ie a Freezing | said to have been the first to adopt its exten- } 
ea SMe tene Semies cele! sive use, and during the early part of the pre- 
but the improved heart varieties succeed well |Semt century there were fields of the crops. 

in most cases.—[ Alb. Cult. growing in the vicinity of Rome and Naples. 
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o: THE RED ASTRACAN, 

2 The Red Astracan is a Summer Apple, and ;manizing business, and for half a century 9 

© one of the most beautiful, as well as the best, profitable business. No possibility of its being 

5 that B: thus describes it :-—“Large, ‘over done.” Young men and young women! - 

sche grows.) Hexty : :—"Marge; | here is a fair field for any amount of enter- : 

2 roundish, nearly covered with a deep crimson, | prize, A far more profitable investment than > 

¢ anda thick bloom like a plum; juicy, rich, |money in bank stocks, horses, hogs or cattle— - 

£ acid. The tree is a vigorous grower, with Will you not, then, set out an orchard? Try 

5 a d bearer.. Bipe in Au- it. Set out one thousand trees next spring; 
$ large foliage, and a goo: a iP andas TEA, more in the full. More fruit is 

2 gust. wanted, and must be had for, wuMAN FOOD.— 

2 The above outline was taken froma speci-|{Water.Cure Journal. } 

$ men raised and presented us, with others, by ———_—_—— : 

g Mr. H. J. Starin, of Whitewater, We found Eee orca aaa See } 

ce : . correspondent of the Home Journal, writing < 
g it —— to name in every particular. We state from Louisiana, says:—“I observed i a unitate 

5 this fact, that those who wish to get scionsthat| numbers of your paper, some speculations of : 

2 are right, may know where to find them. The] yourselves and:your: two or three correspon- ° 

2 gmall outline on the right is also from a seed- dents, on the subject of the propagation of the : 

Sting of Mr, Starin’s. Sweet, juicy, rich flavor, cedar from the seed. Now, the cedar, whether < 

cee ree : hedge or single tree, can sooner be grown from = 

< skin thin; pale yellow, streaked with rust. the cuttings than from the-seed. i 

3 LIT Cut from small trees or bushes, twigs from : 

2. Cxear Favir.—We hear continual predic-|twelve to fifteen inches long (water shoots or ? 

~ tionsof a glutted market of fruit—when, we| sprouts are preferable) trim about half way up < 

$ ask, emphatically, will it come? At the pre-|from the-stem, and plant in beds for a hedge, « 

© gent rate, with the millions of trees set ‘out |or wherever you may desire to rear a single > 

>- annually, it seems on the contrary, to be con- tree, from six to eight inches deep. The beds : 

2 stantly receding from us, the supply increasing | should be well prepared, and the soil friable— < 

£ actually less than the still more rapidly increa-| Plant any.time before the parent tree begins < 

- sing and enormous demand in every direc-|tovegetate in the spring, in this latitude about - 

$ tion. the middle of Febroary ; in your more lazy cli--° 

5 And so it will continue to be for fifty years} mate about the middle cf March, or as late as.? 

2 to come, Fruit is yet to be substituted in part, the first of April, suppose. The beds should < 

: if not mainly, for flesh meat as-human food; |be kept well worked and moist during the suc- ; 

and just in proportion to the -plentifulness. of | ceeding spring and summer. I know thet the 

fruit will the use.of animal food be diminished. cedar can be propagated from cuttings from 

; So plant fruit seeds, set out fruit trees. Thejactual experiment—at a loss of not more than 

“nursery business” is to becomea great hu-{ten per cent.” 
3 
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; HAMPTON’S NEW SIBERIAN. CRAB,’ 3 
$ Hampton’s New Siberian Crab is one of six Abstract: of Proceedings of the North--? 
¢ Seedlings from the Siberian Crab, all of which| western Fruit Growers Association. § 
> are‘diferent. NTINU! nae pace 207.] é 2 Size—large fora Siberian. Form--ovate ccoesae ee - ¢ 
$ conical. Color—a deep, rich crimson, blotched APPLES. 2 
2 and indistinetly striped with clear orange and Herefordshire Pearmain —Mr Brayton—-Is.< £ yellowish red. Blossoms—large. The tree | Cultivated considerably in his neighborhood ; ¢ os Hsgide bc itd : unequalled in, flavor by any Apple of its sea- § é presents a splendid appearance when in blos- son—fall and early winter. 5 
$ som, and when loaded with its dark, crimson| Mr Shepherd is familiar with it; eonsiders.2 
¢ fruit, is highly-ornamental ; and the fruit is ex-| it he best, Ac No, 1; tree. hardy, productive, < 
5 cellent for preserving, being of a sweetish, as- nnd Degen Bente Scchovasateaie 2 
¢ tringent flavor. Season of maturity—October Recommended by Convention for general $ ? and November. Raised by William C. Hamr-! cultivation. : é 
5 ton, of Dudley, Hardin co, Ohio. W.C.H.| Blue Pearmain.—Mr Shepherd—Fruit large ¢ 5S Hortioulturise and fine; tree hardy, a vigorous grower and ‘2 Lig Ee ee good bearer. g 
2 Farmen’s Crreo—We believein small farms| Mr Loomis—A. large, showy Apple; tree as. 
2 and thorough cultivation. grows and bears well. fs 2 
£ Wee believe in going to the bottom of things| _Dr. Haskell—Thetreéis of fine quality,one 2 5 —and therefore in deep plowing, and enough Ee ers aa eaen nee rare et $ ae oe ; : a § é oe: All the better if with a- small subsoil Pomme Gris —Mr Hanford—First rate ta- § 

& - We believe that: the-best fertilizer of any {ble fruit. z 2 £ soil is a spirit of industry, enterprise and in-| Mr Rogers—A beautiful Apple, of fine fla- g 
3 tellig neo—without this, lime, gypsum, bone | Yr, but its small size is an objection. 5 
2’and green manure, marl and guano; will be of| , Mt Coleman—Gne of the richest flavored 5 
2 little use. : | Apples he has tasted; an early and constant $ 
2° Weébelievein good fences, good barns, good | bearer; thinks it should be highly recommond- > 
; farm-houses, good stock, and orchards, and | &4- a he ., * children enough to gather the fruit. t Mr Witkeman has had it aaa bearing three We believe ina clean kitchen, a neat wife in rane se ig fall every year; quality of fruit < ee oe s E 
eto Sache reels Mr Harkness—A very. fine flavured fruit; 

ao not a late keeper. 
RR
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G Recommended by Convention for general | affected by blight; none of it since then. 
cultivation. Mr Galusha has lost all but one tree by 

é Peck’s Pleasant.—Mr Stewart—It is cultiva- | blight. > 

2 ted considerably in his vicinity, and is consid- | _ Mr Hanford—Out of sometwo or three hun- = 
= ered one of the best early winter Apples; tree dred trees, lost all but one; with him is more - 
$ hardy and a good bearer. affected by blight than any other variety. z 

2 Mr Brayton has fruited it sree years; of ne Rogers iaavet several trees two years : 

e uality ; but di t consider it a i me ey: 5 
é coe Ag eat cial good Mr Ellsworth has several orchard trees; > 
5 Mr Loomis—A good bearer with us. lost none; fine, beautiful tree in nursery and / 

> Recommended for farther trial. orchard. 5 é £ 

> Canada Reinette and Rienette Triomphante Mr Loomis—Productive ; tree a little ten- 

© were introduced, but too little known in the Me Hi S 
= West for discussion. ? Harkness—Tree tender when young; © 
3 s requires a little care; should not be urged in- : 
{Roman Stem—Mr A. Bryant tested it sever-}to a rapid growth; very productive; worth 
; al years; of superior, rich aromatic flavor; | more for us than the Roxbury Russet. : 
2 eae moe well; loses its flavor if kept thro” q = Stewart—The Roxbury is first rate with { 

: r McWhorter—Best in quality ; not infe- . TES 
S ecarene ae , Powghkeepsie Russet recommended for lim- + 
i "Mr Shepherd—With him the Golden Rus- | ##ed cultivation. 2 
= set and Roman Stem hold the same grade in| Milam.—Mr McWhorter—It is very popu- ‘ 
? flavor with Apples, that the Sekel does with | lar in many parts of the West. and is exten- 3 
= Pears. sively grown. The tree is hardy and healthy, ° 
< | Mr Stewart—A superior Apple; in use from | but the fruit is small, and the flavor insipid, 2 
= October to March; has seen them kept till | compared with many others of its season. < 
} April; tree a good grower, forms a very sym-} MrA.Bryant—Very popular South ; does < 
= metrical head, bears regularly every year; is | not admire it ; lacks character, but thinks qual- ° 
£ not subject to blight. ity superior to Westfield Seeknofarther. 2 

=;  MrGalusha—Tree rather delicate; anenor-| Dr. Warder—Very hardy and productive ? 
> mous bearer; has seen trees eight yearsin or-| variety; always an abundance of them in its < 
2 chard bearing fifteen bushels. season in Cincinnati markets, at low prices— * 
2 MrOverman—A tender, juicy and excellent | The tree, when on its own roots, is very liable 3 
< Apple; tree a good grower; does not bear/to sucker, and vast numbers of these sucker 
> young. trees were planted when the country was new, 2 
=” Recommended as best for general cultiva- | because the trees were easily obtained. ss 
2 tion. Mr Kinney can sell more trees-of it than of : 

= American Golden Russet—Mr Hanford is ao- | @ny other variety, of no better qnality. : 
= quainted with a variety under this name, of| Mr Ellsworth has a dozen orchard trees, < 
> fine qualit, ; a hardy tree; fruit keeps till | bought for different varieties: all Milam ; pro- < 

2 May or June. ductive ; does not esteem its quality. 5 

: Mr A. Bryant—The tree of the true varie-} Mr Stewart—This-and Rawle’s Janet are ® 

~ ty is too tender to raise root grafted. more popular in his seotion of country; is com- > 

= "Mr Kinney—There is a variety cultivated | pelled to propagate it, largely, to supply’ de- ; 

= in New York as Golden Russet—not Bullock’s | manes of customers; difficult to introduce new z 

2 Pippin ; tree a good grower and hardy ; leaves | varieties with which they are unacquainted— < 

= nearly round, of very light color on under side; | all want some Milams; is larger than speci- ° 

= wood of light color; fruit larger than Bul- | mens exhibited ; it bears well, but much of the 7 

3 lock’s Pippin, of good quality, and a good fruit often drops prematurely. 2 

2 keeper. Mr Coleman—Profitable; always sells well < 

= Other members familiar with it speek highly | in market. 5 

5 of its bearing and keeping qualities. Mr A. Bryant—The Small Romanite sel/s > 

= Convention voted to recommend. for general | well ; because, in its season, few of better va- 7 

5 cultivation. rieties can be obtained. 2 

2 Dr. Haskell—The Golden Russet.of Massa- Mr Shepherd considers Milam worthless. < 

2 chusetts isa better Apple than the Roxbury| As itis very productive, question was raised 5 
= Russet. i whether it was good for cider; none could re- > 

"The Apple was presented by several; has a | Commend it for that use. z 2 
> red check very frequently, which distinguishes | __Mr Dunlap—lIt is frequently brought'to the ¢ 
2 it at sight fromthe New York variety. Chics aan gael a mach lower price < 

‘ A : 20 A é 

2 _ [Different varieties of Russet were so mixed | “Mr N egus has never propagated it, and nev- ¢ 
2 up in discussiun, that is difficult to make out | |. would; quality too inferior. ¢ 

ree from notes all that was said —Sec.] The President—It is very common in the 

Winter, English, or Poughkeepsie Russet— | oldest orchards in his vicinity ; one of the first 

Mr Dunlap has had it bear heavy crops four | that fruited, and cbtained a good character de- 

years in success; three years since one tree was | cause there were no others to compare with it, 

w
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ie i oe oe 
Mr Briyton—Thinks we should condemn| Mr Harkness—One of the finest trees in his the‘Milam. We ought rather to reap, than collection; has not fruited it. 

4 follow public opinion. No action recorded. A 
. Mr Overman—Thinks it would not reflect! Kentucky Apple (local name)—Introduced by 5 
¢ tothe honor of nurserymen to condemn a vari-| Mr MeWhoi ter; thinks it worthy of cultiva- > § ely they had sold so extensively. tion; one of the earliest bearers in his collee- 
3 | Mr Harkness—Hopes this Convention will tion; is now a little past its season; could not { z have some influence with the people of the now judge well of its true flavor. g 
z West; fears we will lose it if we condemn the No action recorded. 3 
¢ Milam; thinks we might make some conces- Shaken Agel d Shaker Red Streak—M. 5 
§ sion to the general public opinion in its favor. amore oe SS ees 
£ — Motion made to condemn the cultivation of tates cee ey from Indiana. z 
= the Milam, Lost. 5 = 
2 Resolved to pass the Milam without action. ee ee eee 3 
}  Ribston Pippin—Mr Shepherd has had a | being of recent introduction, was brought up, < 
= tree of it ten or twelve years; has blossomed end recemmendied by all aoqeinted aE yas = 
: several years, but they were cut off by spring b hiss By nine ora ay eS 
2 frosts ; a full crop this year for the first. ore sts seventeenth successive full crop. 3 
§ _MrRichardson knew it in Massachuseits; an| English Summer Pearmain—Mr Shepherd 2 
5 ly i : zr] a : 5 early fall fruit; his bornein bis neighborhood, | has fruited several years; is very popular > 
= andis here an early winter fruit. where known. = 
2 | MrHarkness has fruited it several years; a| No action recorded. 5 
¢ handsome fruit, but could not recommend high-| Rhode Island Greening.—Mr Ellsworth has ¢ = ly. — of it, root goles, that are hardy and > 
e . . productive; prairie soi < 
3 ee cascaer tt Mr Duolap—A giveu number of trees have = 
> e Hweet:—Nr Me en oe Ser ith him th fa ther varie- = | Mihi ng in pry bee ng pan: [sore Mm hn of ny ote a 
¢ liar aromatic flavor, which is much admired by tree; discovers no difference in hardiness be- > 
3 some; and disliked by others ; tree hardy root | tween root-grafted trees and those propagated = 
§ grafted. on seedling stocks; soil deep, sub-soil porous. = 5 ‘ Mr Wakeman—It succeeds theSweet Bough} Mr Truesdell—Has not succeeded well with = 
2 in time of ripening; lovers of that variety are | jim; sub-soil, limestone clay; has seen it stock = 
§ = ihe saa tree a vigorous grower and | prafted bearing full crops, on sandy er sub- > 
Si -rate bearer. soil, stiff clay; should alw; be budded or = 
§ Mr Wylie—A first-rate bearer; requires Sock grafted | oes tot tae well roctaraied z 2 Ss 5 ‘ with him. : i 5 
é r Negus considers it the best sweet Apple.| Mr Loomis esteems it more highly than any > 
2 Ther povaleoy-—eopvlss in ea = other variety of its pera tree a yieerens 2 
§ ir Ehal lay received it under me: wer in nursery and orchard ; bearsasabun- = 
5 < cpa Sweeting; esteems it one of the Saaty, aod Gee as hardy, in his vicinity, root = 
cameo afted as wh ‘ked eedling stocks 3 

Voted to recommend for farther trial. — Finley—-One of ike best, onl aaa 5 
§ __ Winter Sweet (local name).—Presented by | trees; bears to excess; have to be propped up; > 
$ Mr Stewart, of Quincy—he received it from | deep alluvial soil. < 
¢ Ohio; sweetest and best winter sweet Apple} Mr A. Bryant—Bears well stock grafted; $ 
¢ of his acquaintance; keeps till January. root-grafted trees have borne better this year > 4 ‘q j keep: ry. ‘era s : ¢ He also presented a seedling sweet Apple, | than ever before; thinks tree requires more = 
$ keeps till April, received from Licking county, | age than many others to fully develop its bear- < 
£ Ohio; he deems highly deserving of cultiva- | ing qualities. 5 
2 tion. Mr Fitch—Succeeds well = him; sandy < 

§ Red Gillilower of Dornng—Mr Dunlap es- | Soil, sub-soil Hiesestone— gravel y- shee 
§ as | Mr A. R. Whitney—Has borne well with > 
2 oe ay ter thente repeats him this year, for the first; orchard just seed- = 
2 No action recorded. ed to clover; prairie soil. eS 
2 ae Mr Galusha has one root-grafted and one = 
2 _, Belle Pippin, from Mr Ragan, of Ind—Mr |. aaeq tree; both bear full crops every year; = ¢ Coleman thinks worthy of cultivation. soil, black, sandy loam. : 

§ No action recorded. Mr Hlarkness—Has never borne well in his ¢ 
2 __ Perry Russet—Mr Broyton—Is found in ma- | vicinity until this year; does not think itde- < 
£ ny of the Northern nurseries; an upright | desirable to cultivate south of latitude 41 de- 3 
§ grower, firm wood; has horne two years in | grees. ‘ = 
$ Wiseorein, and promises well; fruit is often| Mr Overman—Very tardy comingintobear- < 
pee to Chicago and Milwaukee from West- ing q y 
ern New York, and is sold under names of r Stewart—Bears well with us; fruitlarge 
Golden Russet or Roxbury Russet. It retains | and fine, but does not kgep well 
its flavor perfectly until April; is more juicy] Mr Brayton has fruiced it three years; qual- 
than the Roxbury when grown in the West. | ity this year equal to any he has seen at the 
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_ ee 

East ;‘has formerly eonsideréd it unproductive | nerative. Last fall I applied at the rate of « 

: nit bc coeenaely lememeaey eee two hundred bushels to the acre, upon my 

* grafting in-his Vicinity. wheat, and-the difference between the ashed 

 ” Voted to recommend for general cultivation and unashed was more than equal to the = 

> North. — whole expense of the application. My first = 

5 5 eee eae ae experiment was upon some clover, the pre- < 
2 Harrison—Mr A. Bryant has fr it four | .- . elt e : 

, 2 ert ae well this year ; nee it wil vious spring, and the yield was more than z 
£ prove very productive; keepstill spring. doubled, and the wheat upon the clover + 

<P president and Mr Stewart—Very produc-| sod was the best I had, though some had > 

2 tive with them. been heavily dressed with barn-yard ma- < 

¢. Mr Dunlap—Bears well on old trees; does} pyre, Nearly three-quarters of the bulk E 
< not bear well when young. 7 ie eM ae eas 

Vote to recommend lost by one majority. of wood ashes is lime in combination with ¢ 

+ “Winesap—Several members cursidered very | phosphate, and hence is one of the most : 

> productive; tree bardy, temarkably exempt | valuable applications that ean bemade. =< 

} ¢ from pcan a other purposes, and fee 3 

s one of the ir el ‘. y + + 

i 5 Voted to recommend for gerteral cultivation. eiceuaerptian! ee Sees 5 
i 5 {Concluded Naas je are annually produced on most * 

| 5 ee farms, and, while sound and good, are rel- = 

} 2 Awatysts or THe Srrawserry.—B. ished by most kinds of domestic stock, es- < 

$ Kirtland gives the following analysis in the | pecially by cows and swine. They, how- 2 

2 Family Visitor, showing a large amount of | ever, last but a short time, and when desir- < 

f 5 potath in proportion toother constituents, | ed for culinary purposes, are generally dri- 2 
5 much dilicia, and‘more magnesia and com- ed in the same manner as apples. This is ¢ 

5 mon salt, than are usually found in other | unnecessary, as by adopting the following ? 

: > fruits. One hundred and sixteen grains of method, pumpkins may be preserved thro’ < 

i = the ashes were taken, prepared from the the winter, and even late in the following : 

i > Jeaves and stalks immediately after they spring, perfectly sweet and sound, 5 

| > had’ borne a moderate crop of fruit: Deposite in some convenient place, from > 

> Silicia, 6.117 grains, | 8 foot to eighteen inches of clean, well-dri- < 

| 5 Charcoal and sand, 3.101 do. ed wheat, oat or rye straw, and place there- 

i 2 Perphosphate of iron, 1.515 do. on alayer of pumpkins—the best and fair- : 
i $ _Perphosphate'of lime, 26.519 do. est of your crop; then another stratum of = 

} 2 “Magnesia, 8.908 do. straw, and so on, till you have “stowed” : 

$ Sulphuric acid, 1.469 do. your entire crop, or so large a portion of it > 

¢ Phosphoric acid, 6.970 do. as you may consider necessary for winter < 

| 3 Chlorine, -708 do. use. A gentleman in one of the inland 5 

i 2 Potash, 33.154 do. |eounties of Massachusetts, writing to us z 

| 3 Soda, 2.790 do. under date of March 16, 1845, says: § 

: S$ Carbonic acid, 23.008 do. | “I am now feeding my milch cows and 2 

i > Organic matter and loss, 1.789 do. —_j other_stock, on pumpkins of last year’s 5 
{ 3 ae | growth. They were carefully packed in < 

it 5 116.000 do. | straw as soon as harvested, and are in a fine $ 

2 Fame eon a | state of preservation. The butter produc- < 

} 2 Praster ano Asuzs ror CLoyer—The | ed from the milk is of the finest quality and ¢ 
i 3 Hon. T. C. Peters says: One ton of the | richest color, and the animals themselves : 

H 2 dried clover, or the crop upon an acre pro-| are in much better eondition,—more active + 

i 3 duces more of the necessary food for the | and healthy than I have ever known them : 
5 perfection of the wheat plan, than is taken| when restricted to dry and. unsucculent < 

} + off in two crops, and hence it is that land | food.”—{ Hallowell Gazette. 3 

H 3 upon which red clover can be grown well, a é 

M < has within itelf as it were, the means of its} £ar Abundant crops cannot be grown > 

| > own perpetual fertility. Yet its well to! for a succession of years, unless care be z 

] jimi porn rf Sve keno rv, amount rh a 
i have found leached thes good, and the ef- | stances carried off the land in the products 

} ‘H fect upon the succeeding-crop very .remu-' grown thereon. ‘ad 
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rae 
f it is best to fatten. ‘It is to be remembered 

Domestic Economy. however, that much is lost in valué to the 

5 farmer by carrying off all his produce, and not ¢ 
§ Work for the Month. . ee 3 
£ wes feeding it out upon his farm. We lose much 

3 In every month, ere in aught begun, ‘every year by our wheat’s not being all floured 2 

g Head over re pont what avails to be done; |at home, and the coarse parts fed out here— 3 
< Soneither this travel may seem to be lost, * $ 

$ Nor thou torepent of this trifling cost. : ‘Try she:gooking of, all: your: food fr hogs, > 
3 Thos. Tusser. Select out the stock that you have deter- = 

2 The last of Autumn’s golden months is with mined to winter, and dispose of the remainder { 

5 us, in which should be completed the gathering | t the drover or butcher. Do not attempt to > 

; of our fruits, and the garnering of the products keep more stock than you haveabundant means { 

3 of the field. We hope all the readers of the |to winter well. If young animals are badly ¢ 

2 Farmer will show themselves prompt in the gar- | fed they will never thrive afterwards. § 

2 nering of their corn, so nicely ripened by the You will probably have abundant opportu- 2 

: gracious delay of frosts, and carefully securing nities this tall and winter of purchasing sheep, 3 

2 the stalks, which furnish such rich and deli- cattle and horses, as they will be brought in 2 

¢ cious fodder for mileh cows in late fall and ear- from the East and South. Do not pay too $ 

2 ly winter, and which are of so much import- {high prices, but buy only good ones. Resist 2 

j.ance this year, when farmers should save all |the jntroduction of poor stock of any kind— $ 

: their feed, that they may be able to dispose of | There vill be abundance of such to tempt you ¢ 

{ as much grain as possible, while it is bearing | by their low price; but give them all the cold > 
2 such a good price. | shoulder § 
¢ It is now full late enough for securing your | Site eee at 3 
$ potatoes in the best manner. Potatoes of am Resrorine Leatuen—The following recipe > 
2 kinds, in order to keep well and to be in the has been recommended to us as good for restor- § 

> best condition for eating through the winter, jing the strength and pliability of leather which } 

2 should be dug as soon as their skins refuse to | bas become hard and stiff by age and use— § 

> shde when hardly pressed upon by the thumb : | One pound logwood, boiled in eight quarts of 2 

: this is regarded by good judges as being a bet- | water, down to three; when hot, add one half < 

$ ter guide for determining when a poiato is | ounce hemlock oil,and apply itcold. Tomake 3 
¢ ripe, than to judge by the fading or dying of it water-proof, 14 Ib. India-rubber, cut in cam- $ 

2 the vines. Potatoes will bear a high price this |phine, by keeping warm three days; when 2 

£ fall, winter and next spring. Great care should | milk-warm, mix with the legwood composition, ‘ 

: be taken therefore to secure and preserve them or # may be mixed with tallow. 2 

; ey ae condition as possible. When being) To axe Bexe Tewpen.-—Those who have ? 

& sla ey oe not be Jane exposed to the | worn down their teeth in masticating old tough 3 

3 Bree ee a, are thus soon greatly injur- cow beef, will be glad to learn that common ; 

$ . aha ee See a oa aS possi- | Carbonate of Soda will be found a remedy for ¢ 

~ oa t being cast from the hill, if the dirt | the evil. Cut your steaks the day before us- 2 

$ readily falls from them. They had better be!.., ; 2 2 2 
¢ z . | ing into slices about two inches thick, rub over $ 
? put up in the dirt, than to be exposed to the | 5 5 

ae ‘ |asmall quantity of Soda, wash off next morn- ¢ 
¢ light or sun for any length of time. Put them |. . ; 2 
5 if \ ing, out it to suitable thickness, and cook to 3 
{ma cool and dark place for the winter. The | satfoas TESS SeObid wi iawer Tia: 2 

£ cooler, short of freezing, and the darker, the | : e oa 
: 2 fowls, legs of mutton, &e. Try it, all who > 
> better. Some have recommended to distribute like delicious, tender dishes of Ws South. > 

~ among them a small quantity of air-slacked So | oo aria 
ae ern Cultivator. é 

< Carrots, beets and parsnips will not need to ow A Mr. Wm. J. Fowler, of Henrietta, N. > 

? be lifted till next month. Cubbages, also, can Y., writesto the NY, Evening Post, that the < 
= be delayed some longer plant called skullcap, which is generally found 3 

2 Ibis now time tocommence in earnest the fat- | a swampy ground, is a certain preventive 5. 
tening of your pork. Notice the article in of lydrophobia. He mentions numerous in. 7 . 

this number on the estimated cost of fattening | S#ncesin which its use has siiected & care 

pork at the different prices of corn, and exer- We should like to pect roe eoee competent 
cise your judgment about the number of hogs | Physician on this subject. 

Sr ererrrrrermnenescre ew eny ene e Ign : 
5
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Cooxine Inpran Meat.—aA writer inthe Bos- | doubt would benefit much. Cast-steel, cast- 
ton Traveller, over the signature of Indicator | iron, or any other metal in common use, is read- 

4, on the culture and use of Indian corn, gives the | ily soldered with this mixture. Manous Mason, < 
2 following process for cooking the meal : Coustoutan, Mich—[Sc, Amer. 3 

= As almost all the various modes of using or} Tue way To spon Porators—It jis a little { 
2 preparing corn and the flour of meal made from | singular that many who are otherwise excellent > 
© it, for food, whether for man or beast, are fa- | cooks, are ignorant of the rich, dry, mealy veg- 2 
2 miliar to the farmer and house-keeper, the fol- | ctables, theirs are invariably “soggy” and $ 

< lowing account of the Italian mode of prepar- | heavy as bread when the yeast is worthless— { 
; ation may not be uninteresting: The maize | Their method of spoiling potatoes after they ; 

; flour is taken quite dry and fresh, moistened | are well cooked is wonderfully simple. They § 
© with boiling water, and well mixed by stirring | place over the dish containing them, hot and } 

: with a wooden spoon until the mass is reduced smoking from the boilerya tight cover, and keep ¢ 
< toa thorough paste of a consistence to admit | i; there—any one can do it, and eat water-log- $ 

2 of boiling. It is steeped just below a boiling ged potatoes in consequence. Better put their Q 

5 hoat, about ten minutes, stirring it the whole | cover out of sight, even if the contents of the $ 
2 time, till it is perfectly homogeneous. It is dish should cool a few minutes sooner on that 2 
< now removed from the fire, and has added toit | account, Boiled potatoes intended for the ta- > 

2 a8 much fresh butter, strong brown gravy, gra- F should not be covered a moment—[Nor- : 
~ ted cheese, éc., as suits the palate; grated ham | wich Examiner. mS 
> isalso excellent. It is then simmered ten min- 2 

< utes, stirred the whole time, and poured into a na Se ree eres tee — 3 5 well buttered mould, and served up with brown | deaaivy cdliee Sek Heer baceet ie canal ih © 

Faas ‘ is | white lead, dry white sand, and as much oil as ? 
2 eerer ene = 20 dette an At gente 680 | idk ibn le consistency of putty.— § 
gee all Se Eg oe etree es Pans pour | This cement gets as hard as any stone in the ? 
Senoenses rs Deere ibaa iemrnne aria eri gawawalkan lil ised kasd aicnd 4 

: es ~ — — epee eea: of flux with the sand ; it is excellent for filling : 
< ing half an inch in thickness. The squares are up cracks in exposed parts of brick buildings ; ¢ 

‘ pisces cloves So eachiethen a6 % Saha not 60 | i+ is also a good cement for pointing up the base 3 
~ touch ; pile layer above layer, a little butter ef chine: re ahkredihes: pebiectaicoieneiae ¢ 

= and grated cheese between each; brown the a as y prey ieee < 
‘ roofs of shingled houses, We have made this : 
< whole over by fire, above and below, and bake © ondtried i : 2 
ete 3 cement and tried it, and speak about it from ex- 4 

in an oven, or steam uutil the cheese be sojten- perience only, for we have no knowledge of its 5 
< ed, or the butter and sugar ineorporated—the Seek hace beak ae soribeniktlgayapeakee isc 3 

latter, together with pounded cinnamon, being ‘fic A a 7 2 
< used when it is to be eaten as a pudding ; mo- = , § 
* lasses may be used instead of sugar. ta” We copy from Mrs, Hale’s « New Re- ? 

: Sorpeeme Cast Srezp—tI saw ina recent ject pookee Se es a 2 
< number of the “Scientifie American’? an an- ease ee a oor nena aoe: $ 

5 swer to a correspondent relating to the solder- ae oie mt eae Sik Sateen i 
« ing of east-steel, For his benefit and that of sales to the fighe’\ "THe aisle! shaalo ue¥ou 2 

a others, send ypu de following om would the sides of your room, with any sort of } 
> Put one pint of muriatic acid in an earthen | p46 paper. After being well dried give it two < 
¢ vessel that will hold at least one quart, into this | .oats of varnish, and your carpet is finished.” § 
¢ drop small bits of zine until it will dissolve no} wot quite finished, but will be after it has been 2 

2 more ; then add half an ounce of muriate of in use about ten days—[Exchange. § 

* ammonia, and boil the whole about three min- Af 2 
5 utes. Apply a little of this solution to the in-| A Worp ro Boys—Stick to your trade, ic 
{ tended juncture of castesteel, and soft solder boys, and learn how to work if you wish to be 8 

> will flow over the parts as readily as on tin {truly independent There is no more pitiable ? 

ci plate, providing always that the metal has been | sight than a half mechanic applying for work. } 

previously” well cleaned of oxide, I believe | He is always at the foot of the hill, and labor 
this is commonly known among tinsmiths, tho’ }as he may, unless he becomes perfect in his 

not generally with other individuals, whom it no ! trade, he can never rise. 
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e Important Caurion—Messrs. Editors: A 
E 0 ‘ fo r $§ tI a b J C.« concern inthis city called the “Janesville City 

C_=-_"""———QQ | Bank,” in the plenitude of its philanth: 2 
; Drara or Tae Rev. Cnas. Fox—We are! cautions the public against a eae fivedottas g 
§ grieved to learn the death of such an active, | counterfeit. Better, by far, to have put the © 
2 able, and efficient co-laborer in the advance-| dear public on their guard two months ago, a- é 
§ ment of Agriculture and Science generally.— gainst the genuine bills of the Farmers and = 

e Mr. For had won for himself an enviable re- Merchants Bank of Tenessce. s 
{ putation by his unremitted efforts for the ben- > 
5 efit of the farmer, and was truly what h see eat : oo > y what he en-| “Wonder if there is any counterfeits out on * 
5 titled his paper, and what ha made it—The | ¢he Jonesville City Bank? (Ed. Farmer. 
} Farmer’s Companion. Mr. Fox died of the z 
{ cholera, on the 24th of July, in the 40th | Ons Ass—A correspondent of the Buffalo < 
5 of his age. | Commercial Advertiser, undertakes to eulight- > 
| ees |" his part of the kingdom, about the adapta- < 
5 To Svescuisers.—If any of our subscribers tion of Southern Wisconsin for raising wheat. = 

5 have failed to receive all their numbers of the | Hear the fellow:-~ & 

? current volume, or are short of any of them| “ Wisconsin hasa large crop, but wasinjured = 
$ from any cause, they will be supplied as far as in harvesting, being much grown. It isa new 3 

: possible, by informing, us of the fact. Some State, not much of the soil natural for wheat, 2 

S scattering numbers remain on hand, which will | and will want nearly all its surplus to feed em- = 
£ be sent out to supply deficiencies, if any, as far igrants.” $ 

5 as they willgo. We wish to benotifiedat once | _!f this modern SOLON wereto pass through = 
? if any are wanted. Beloit and Janesville “about these days,” he = 

; Banxtnc—Foreten Cunrency.—Under the Se eee eee ee : 
? i z when he penned the above. : 
2 above caption, the Beloit Journal, of Sept. 14, AAindiaciis His WHEAE ensash ae tate kiae'te & 

¢ concludes a well digested article, with the fol- a = 2S 
$ lowing, quotation. Want of room only pre-| feed her population two years,and as many mil- 5 

é vents our copying the whole. We are glad to Hone Sener $ 
< see the press in different parts of the West Farse Ararm.--The Transcript, published > 

é speaking out and warning the public against | %* Peterboro, N. H., in the region of the pre- < 
} these foreign swindling concerns: vailing drouth, says: “‘It turns out that we 3 

{ ©The recent fuilure of the Farmers and | b@ve been too easily frightened, and that there < 
5 Merchants’ Bank of Memphis, the bills of will be about an average crop of potatoes, corn, > 

{ which have been somewhat extensively cireu-| &¢. Potatoes, which a short time since were < 
lated in this region, has brought this question | beld at a dollar a bushel, are now down to fifty > 

§ of tolerating a foreign currency in our midst | Cents, and will not probably goabovethat. We $ 
2 before the community, in a very vivid mapner, | bave a bountiful supply of apples. The best = 
$ and has touched a very tender spot—the pock- | quality can be obtained for $1,25 per bbl.” : 
(et. Those banks through which this worthless} Great Loss, nur Satu Gain.—It is thought © 
$ stuff has been emitted, and which now refuse | that the heat and prolonged drought of the > 

¢ to redeem what they have emitted, cannot, we | summer may have accomplished much in de- © 
5 suppose, be reached by law, but retribution will | stroying the insects and animaliculm, which = 

¢ and ought to be meted out to the perpetrators | have of late years so greatly increased in some © 
; of auch atrocious swindling, in a way that they | places as to render their existence a public ca- = 
§ will feel. Public confidence will, and ought | lamity, A Virginin paper says that an ex- 5 
2 to, be withdrawn from such institutions, The | amination of the distorted joints of wheat straw é 

5 result will be salutary for them and the public | reveals the “joint worm,” in almost every in- ~ 
é safety.” stance, dead and dried to powder. 2 

2 (© Some farmers in Ohio complain that the] Ratsrwe Canary Seev—A writer in the : 

i severe drouth has completely killed and dried | Ohio “Farmer” strongly recommends the farm- ¥ 
the roots of the grass, so that they will be un-| ing people to raise canary seed, which is said 

| der'the necessity of sowing the seed to get their | to bean operation attended with no more trou- 

; fields set with grass egain, ble than the culture of oats. 
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Beware or THE Witp Cats,—A most vil-} Decisions Unper rue Post Orrice Laws, 
lainous effort to flood the West, and particu- |—A postage stamp, cut from a stamped envel- 

§ larly Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa, with the | ope cannot be used for postage. é 

2 vilest rag currency that ever circulated, isnow| A postmaster under no circumstances is al- 5 
§ in full blast in all those States. If the farm- | lowed to open aletter not addressed to him. 
> ers do not becarefal, they will be cheated out} When letters are missent it is not lawfal to : 
= of their wheat crop by the doubtful paper put | charge postage for forwarding. ¢ 

~ 2 into their hands It depends upon the farmers} All newspapers having words written on or : 
+ and laborers whether such issues shall circulate. |in them, are subject to letter postage. § 
¢ If they should say that they will not receive| To entitle papers to be sent to bona-fide sub- : 

3 these in exchange for their wheat or their la- | scribers at half a cent each, a full quarter’s post- : 

£ bor, these currency swindlers would not dare to | age is required in advance. i 
5 persist in attempting to circulate their trash—| It is improper for deputy postmasters to re- : 

e [ Wisconsin. move the wrapper of public documents franked : 

2 Montazrry.—The September number of the | bY ® member of Congress. . 
> Farmer’s Companion, published at Detroit, an- No Paper or other thing, except bills or re- : 
> nounces its discontinuance, after an existence | °*iPts of publishers can be sent enclosed in a : 
$ of about two years. Wenever could see any | 2¢Wspaper without subjecting the whole to let- : 
£ necessity or excuse for a second Agricuitural | ter postage. i 

+ paper in Michigan. At the time of the | Bona-fide subscribers to a weekly paper, ‘ 
2 mencement of the Companion, the Michigan | Whose post office is in an adjoining county in ; 
> Farmer was already in the field, and had ac- | Which they live, free of postage. : 

€ quired an enviable reputation asan Agricultu-| Any mark of a pen onacircular, such as 
5 ral paper. It is not so easy a matter, as many dates or any thing of the kind, subject it to let- : 

~ of the uninitiated suppose, to supplant a well | ter postage. : 
2 established journal, of any complexion, with | Joun M. Weare, of Seabrook, N.H., has : 

3 new one. recently obtained a patent for holding cows ° 
5 Axoruer.—The People’s Journal for Octo- tails still during the operation of inifking— : 
2 ber, also announces its discontinuance, after a The machineis fastened to one of the animal's ; 

5 year's isk hamstrings, and the tail is compressed. Mr. : 
5 Weare politely styles his discovery the “Milk- 
2 Tue Wiscoxsty Homr.—This isa handsome | ers Protector.” We should call it the “Self : 
§ semi-monthly, quarto of § pages, just issued by | Tail Holder.” ; 

z x, are ot the Janesmlle Free Pi ress) Guanp acanst Licutsinc.—The National : 
Se antes eee pee Se aD meee Pareicne Intelligencer, in commenting upon the death 
g lar in apple-pie order. $I per year. of Mrs. Roemmell, by lightning, in a house : 
? Tus Werxcy Wiscoxsix, which has been where the windows and doors were open, says: : 

* suspended since the disastrons fire which con- | “The warning to be derived from this is, that : 
2 sumed the office about three weeks ago, has a- | D the approach of thunder storms all the win- : 

S gain appeared upon our table, brighter than |40wsand doors, (and if it were possible the ° 
2 ever. Mr. Cramer, its indefatigable conduc- | Chimneys too) of every house should be closed, : 

5 tor, is deserving of all praise for the energy he | i order to prevent the formation of currents » 
2 has displayed in proeuring new dresses, and | °f moist air, which is so liabie to convey elec- : 
© re-issueing his daily and weekly papers. By | tricity.” : 
. the way, the Wisconsin is one of the very best} Tue Peart.—The irritating grain of sand, 5 

2 family newspapers within our knowledge. which dy accident or incaution has got within j 
; Axreapy ox Hanp.—Godey's Lady’s Book the shell of the oyster, incites the living in- : 

< for Oct. is already on our table—a superb No. | ™ate to — from its own resources the 
2 The present number contains over 50 engrav- | Means of coating the intrusive substance, and < 

¢. ings, and more than as many contributions — thus germinates the pearl. ; 

The Department of Household Economy is} (i The charges on cattle alone, from Dun-} § 
worth to any family more than the whole work | kirk, over the Erie road, for the month ending 

costs. Aug. 26, were over $15,000. 
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@ Grear ‘Crop or Hors—The Watertown | roads. After having-made the tour of the ta-@ e "(New York) Democratic Union, of August 20th, | ble withont stopping; im order to give a view of 2 says ‘ the good things with which it ‘was freighted, < PERS: Messrs. T. A’& A. P. Smith, of this town, | the trainagain started, making a station in 2 5 RG have the greatest crop of hopsever known in| front of each guest, and permitting him to fill £ : 5 the country, It is estimated by competent} his plate according to his appetite and fancy. : 5 fh ; judges at 30,000 pounds. -Hops are worth from Evemirs or tae Trxr.—Expetimentshave § : fi § 25 to 30 cents per pound. “This Crop grows 0D | gone to prove that there are a large number of # : fh; twenty acres of land. Eight or nine thousand inseetsinfecting the gums and the substance col- 3 {ff 2 dollars is a round sum to realize from -only | lected on the teeth ; these work on and destroy : . twenty acres. the enamel of the teeth, and hence their de- $ (Bi Hocs 1 KenrocxyThe Cincinnati Price | cay. < 

. f : Current publishes an official statement of the Itis probable that these parasites exist in 3 . J ; hogs.over six months old, assessed in Kentucky larger numbers on the teeth of different indi- ¢ /f : for the last.and current year. Thenumber in viduals and at different ages. This may ac- 2 { 1853-was 1,356,892, and in 1854, it is 1,515,690 ; count for the rapid decay of some person’s : being an inerease this year of 158,807 head. teeth while very young. The enamel then is 2 : Bir sy a ‘Swaxe—A little girl, daughter of | Sf and more easy to be worked upon. But 5 ; Joniathan Fuller, of the town of Milford was | they are not as frequent in the teeth of chil- g $ bitten by a rattle-snake some two weeks ago, on dren as adults. Hence more notice is taken of } : the ankle joint. She was made to drink freely | their destructive influence when they exist on é 
3 of whiskey, or some kind of spirits until she | the teeth of the young. W. H. Waters. : ; Was intoxicated, and thus kept under its influ-. Avon, N. ¥.—[Se. Amer. é 
? ence for some length of time. Local applica-} Sucar—In Russia, the entire consumption ? é tions were made, but whether the liquor or | of Sugar amounts to 85,000 tans, of which 35.- ¢ 3 these applications were the most beneficial we | 000 tons are made fron Bect-root. 2 j-hayenot beenabletolearn. Some discoloration Tn Germany, (the Toliverein) in 1848, the ~ 2 and considerable tumefaction existed when we quantity of beet sugar made, was 26,000 tons. 2 5 last heard from her, but it was thought she | In 1851, it had increased to 43,000 tons, the ~ 2 would recover. consumption of cane sugar decreasing in the ? 3 An exchange says that alum water drank | same proportion. é ? freely, or the alum chewed and swallowed, will} Austria consumed about 40,000 tons of sugar : { counteract the effect of the poison of the eat in 1848, of which 3,000 were made from beet- § of the rattle-snake.—[ Watertown Chronicle. root; this quantity was doubled in 1850, é ; UF The steamer Antarctic, from Liverpool,| In Belgium, the consumption of sugar isa- } § brought on the last trip, 180 head of live-stock, } bout 14,000 tons, of which 7,000 are made ? 3 consisting of hulls, cows, sheep, pigs and horses, | from bect-root; the number of establishments . { for the Kentucky Stock Company. | have since doubled. ¢ ; [spray Meat ix Inecaxp.—The Belfast} In France, the annual manufacture of beet- 2 ' 2 (n@landy Mereurs; says +The" yextenty to} root sugar amounts to 60,000 tons, with an in- ¢ 7 which the sale ‘of Indian ‘meal is carried on | creasing rate of production.—[{Journal of Roy- 3 2 through the rural districts, seems really Won- | al Ag. Society, Eng. 2 

§ derful. Atlone steain mill the average a) Ae Bexeractor—The man who + Z ty.turned out, forithe Fast couple of months, plants a birch tree little knows what heis con- 2 3 exceeded fifty tons per week.” ferring on posterity—[Panch. £ 
3 Locomorive on a Taste—An ex-postmas- Communication FROM THE “ Srrarrs.”—One 2 2 ter of Boston is in Germany, and sends home | of the « mediums” was recently putin commu- } 3 an. aeconnt of a dinner to a railway congress, | nication with the spirit of the celebrated and ¢ 5 at which a locomotive appeared upon the table, | eccentrié Doct. Abernethy, to enquire what was } to which was attached a train loaded with | the best of all. medicines for diseases on the } ‘dishes of the choicest and most solid food— | lungs. Loud and distinct raps upon the table The succulent train advanced slowly, in imita-| slowly ‘bat~promptly spelt. out A-y-e-7--s tion of! the ‘passenger trains ‘upon’ ‘all’ Gérman C-h-e-r-r-y P=e-c-t-0-r-a-l. 
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Tue Prorts or Catiroenta—The present} &F A house at Havana recently paid on 11 
7 population of California is estimated at 329,500, | newspapers from the United States, four dollars * 

: of whom 215,000 are Americans, 25,000 Ger-| and twenty cents, or 123 cents per ounce, This < 
= mans, 25,000 French, 20,000 Spanish, 5,000 0tb- | is the regular rate at present. Of course itis : 
: er whites, 20,000 Indians, and 2,500 negroes— | designed to be prohihitory, and such is its ef- < 
~ Of the whole numbor about one-fifth are wo- | fect in most cases. i 3 

© men, and one-tenth children. Wecan hardly | —_ 
5 believe, as we look upon the wealth, the pros-| TABLE OF CONTENTS. S 

2 perity and the population of this young State, | piss Page 3 
= that eight years ago it was :ittle more than an | Agsshires; Points of the 204: 

{ uneultivated and undeveloped wilderness, oc- | Apples—Red Astracan, 230 ¢ 

> eupied by about one-twentieth of its present | Abstract of Proceedings of North West- 
> number of inhabitants ern Fruit Growers’ Association, 231 : 

: {> When the arrangement of fans was first | Gara Peumact s0stig te ope ee E 
> introduced to assist in winnowing corn from | Cedar, Propagation of from Cuttings, 230 2 
° the chaff hy producing artificial currents of | Crab, Hampton’s New Siberian, 231 - 
+ air, it was argued that “winds were raised by Cuore uae and Ashes for ae 5 
¢ God alone, and it was irreligious in man to at- Decaseie Aninals, pamecntlae linens cin i 
3 tempt to raise wind for himself, aud by efforts| and means of preventing, 222 : 

© of hisown” One Scottish clergyman actually | Domestic Economy—Work for the Month : 
> refused the holy communion to those of his pa- E —Recipes, Ke., 235 < 

tae = is ditors’ Table, 239s. 
< rishoners who thus irreverently raised the | parmers’ Meeting—Foreign Currency, 218 < 
3 *Devil’s wind.” When forks were first intro- | Fair. Rock County > 217 : 
= duced into England, some preachers denounced | Fruit, Cheap 230 ; 

3 their use “as an insult on Providence, not to Grapes, Frost 228 ¢ 

= touch our meat with our fingers.” Grates Taos ofl 318 ¢ 
S . Iowa Trade, Diversion of 220 = 

| Neat Cattle and Sheep, ages of 225 2 

£ STATE UNIVERSITY. Ses Prices of 227 ¢ 

g TS first term of the next Collegiate year Plant Lise Retoty for ee i 
= will open the third Wednesday of Septem- Pears, Dwarf 229 : 
5 ber; the Second Term, the first Wednesday of Pumpkins, 234 = > January ; the Third, the fourth Wednesday of Sheep, Coarse and Fine Wooled, 203 : 
¢ April;—containing each thirteen weeks. Sheep, Group of French Merinos, 226 : 
c Tuition fee for term, $4 00 Sheep, Valuable, 227 g 
> Private rooms, fuel, &c, for term, 300 | Shot Process of making, 227 > 
2  Noadditional ch irges for contingencies, Strawberry, Analysis of 234 = 
< A fall course of instruction in Agricultu-| Wheat, Future Prices of 217 = 
> ral Science will be rendered during the first | Wheat, the Priceof 219 
> two terms, by the Professor of Chemistry and | Witch Hazel, 219 = 
2 Natural History, Dr. S.P.Lararor, who is | st 
~ now East selecting the apparatus needful for THE z 

: ger ogo ef the Agrioultural Classes : : e members : 
> will have the privilege of pareiteg any other JANESVILLE FREE PRESS, $ 
£ branch of study, in connection with the Pre- eosin 2 
 paratory and College Classes, without addition- z : 

2, tr a: gain eavrastiaihetseuan laid || BAKER & DOTY, 5 
: e thrit nancial condition of the State z 
2 University, Tee liberal and practical views AND EDITED) BY JOSEPH BAKER. 3 
< which characterise its administration, and the PRE ENE Ly MELE Hs fe AE. : 
< extremely moderate charges at which its ad This paper has now the uarcesr ciecuLa- = 
% vantages are offered, entitle it tothe confidence | r10n of any Weekly in the interior of the < 
é aud peppery fc the pee Public. State. It is devoted to Frerpow and Rerons, = 

henna weet no Easier aeocies ante and opposes Slavery, Intemperance, and Politi- 5 
+ enjoin it upon them, as we do most hearti‘y, to | cal and Social evil. {t comes at the very low ~ 

prepare themselves for the Agricultural profes- | price of $1,50 per annum, invariably in advance. 
sion, by attending on the scientific instructions ‘Aaa d. 
of the State University. We hope to hear of ress, post paid, 
the entrance of a large class the coming fall. BAKER & DOTY, Janesville, Wis. 
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: VOL. VI. JANESVILLE, WIS., NOVEMBER, 1854. NO. i; 

¢ MARK MILLER, . . tively meagre exhibition in this department— ~ 

3 8. P. LATHROP } Editors and Enbleh ee [x would have been: only a prose eee : 
é Hivsienpiow an Ds earl tho edb aon ed Hi of our gratitude, and. a suitable offering to the « 

2 the same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions | Soddess Ceres, to have had a fine display’ of 
: Big ciars Withthevolume and back numberssup- | these productions. 2 

2 ADVERTISING.—One page, first insertion, $6; for} The department.of Stock in all its branches, ? 
2 each subsequent insertion, less than one year, $55 half 1 Hentand worthy of ahanitelicn. © 
| peer rome geereenaereer pees on ce, tem 
Gratego; quaviey vane, 107 Grab vase, G10 sane The division of horses has been as well, and :. 
§ square, (twelvelines or less,) per year, $6,00 ; less than | perhaps better, represented at previous Fairs — > 
Z ee ee for each subsequent in- | There were, however, some fine horses exhibit- > 
$ a | d, and some, as there always will be, Which 3 

: Wisconsin State Fair, | should be made to serve in positions which re- < 
3 = | quire, at least admit of, other qualifications than + 

2 The annual Fair of the Wisconsin State Ag- | perfect points. The Young St. Patrick, belong- = 
5 ricultural Society took place on Spring Hill, in | ing to Geo. Ruble, of Beloit, was thought by 
= Milwaukee, on the first week of last morith. jmany to be the best horse on the ground— < 
5 The general prosperity of the season, and | There was a fair representation of the Mor- 3 

é the present good prices of produce, seemed to | gan stock, so valuable as a horse for all work. = 
{have stimulated the farmers of the State to| We think the desideratum at the present time + 
2 something of a proper pride in their work, and rae our breeders of horses, is the introdue- ~ 

$ toa commendable desire, at least willingness, | tion of some good specimens of the true Eng- = 
2 that others should see what they have done— | lish cart horse, Our horses are too light for our 2 
| The weather being quite propitious, and the | Work on our farms. Ought not our farmers to 

¢ grounds well chosen and conveniently arranged, | look to this point ? é 
3 there was consequently more than the usual| Better cattle of the different and favorite ? 
? interest manifested in the matter, both by the Vareede especially of the Durham and Devon ¢ 
: farmers and others. In several important re- | varieties, have never been exhibited at any of > 

2 spects this State Fair far surpassed any of its | our Fairs. It appears that there are some as = 
3 predecessors. Great numbers were present up- | good specimens of these breeds in Wisconsin, > 
2 on the grounds, and a good, healthy spirit of | as in any State in the Union—and as good in < 
enthusiasm and laudable ambition seemed to | the Union asin the world. We cannot mention = 

é pervade the masses, whilst a just pride in the | particularly all the animals present, but we do < 
; growing wealth of the State, and in the con- | wish to commend to the examination of lovers = 
: stantly increasing importance of her agricultu- | of good stock, a thorough bred Durham bull, < 
; ral interests, gave to the multitude a look of | exhibited by Mr. Rogers, of Burlington ; also, . 
: generous dignity and just magnanimity. We | an almost equally, and,in the opinion of some, < 
S were much pleased with the affair, and are | fully so, fine one, exhibited by Mr, Ball, of > 
n proud of our patrons and cotemporaries. There | Troy. These were truly excellent animals. A < 
§ is no exhibition more congenial to our nature | better bred bull than the first we seldom see.— = 
? and pleasing to our view, than that of the pro- | Ingham & Colvin, of Madison, exhibited, also, 2 
i duets of the field, and the increase of our flocks | a very well bred bull, and one peculiarly fine : 

; and our herds, in some desirable points, He was not, however, < 
: As respects the late Fair, we have to grieve | in such good condition as those above mention- > 

\ only, that, in a year of such general dearth of|ed. A good Durham bull-was exhibited from ‘i 

Vegetable produets in other States, and thejr | Waukesha eounty,upon whese quite good points 
‘great abundance, and of the best quality, in our | an improvement had been attempted by a scra- 

Jown, there should have been, such a compara-! ping of the horns and a shaving off of the hair 
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on the middle of the tail. All such superero-| very fine. We also saw a remarkably nice 2 

gationsaretobe condemned. One bull, import-} year old, belonging to the same gentleman, and 

S$ ed by Mr. Roe, of Muskego, possessed many | a good Spanish buck. Mr. Clapp’s South- 

; excellent points—indeed, he had only one rea!- downs, of Kenosha, have always pleased us, as % 

5 ly dark point, and this the owner knows as well | well as his Leicesters. Mr. C. knows well how : 

2 asanyone. Mr. Roe also exhibited some good | to get up sheep of any kind, but he excels in = 

$ heifers of this breed, as did Mr. Durkee, of Ke-| his Southdowns, Those exhibited by him were - 

% nosha, and Mr. White, of Madison—both of| very fine. Nos. 100 and 101—two Leicester g 

$ whom exhibited a fine cow each, for which a] bucks—were nice animals. Our old friend, S_ : 

3 medal and a premium were awarded. A very | N. Hawes, of Fon du Lac co, exhibited some g 

@ nice bull calf, raised by Mr. Bull, and purchased | of the choice specimens of the French Merinos i 

2 by Mr. Fletcher, of Johnstown, attracted much | from his flock. We have had occasion to speak 3 

§ attention. of Mr. H’s sheep, in the Farmer, before, and ? 

2 Of the Devons, we saw several fine animals.| We are pleased to know that his sheep were du- = 

2 The bull owned by Mr. Case, of Whitewater, | ly esteemed on this occasion. He exhibited a ¢ 

2 was truly a beautiful and a well bred animal.| very fine young buck. : 

§ There were two or three others, the names of No 197 was a pen of very superior Spanish < 

2 whose owners we do not know. <A very fine | ewes. We would like to know to whom they = 

5 cow of this breed was exhibited by Messrs. Ing- belong. They were worthy of a premium, whe- 

? ham and Colvin, of Madison. We were much | ther they got it or not. Next come the pen of $ 

3 pleased with six most beautiful heifers tied in a| Spanish ewes belonging to E. W. Edgerton, and # 

$ row, and owned by Mr. Durkee and another they were truly splendid sheep. We saw few 3 

; gentleman, whose name we do not know.— superior to them in our late tour East.. The Z 

$ There was also a good Devon bull calf present. following is the statement of their fleeces, at : 

2 Of the grades, we are unable to speak very defi- the Sheep Shearing Festival at Whitewater, in 2 

} nitely, only we know that there were some fine Tune last: No.1, 916; No.2, 81¢ tb; No.4, + 

2 specimens. 6ib; No.7, 61b; No.8, Gib. No one wit- : 

2 ‘We were much pleased with four fat steers, pone ee of sheep, can doubt the : 

§ belonging to William Smiths of Somers. These | 2PuHY of Wisconsin a ‘wool-growing cvun- : 
2 were Durhams and Grade Durhams. They = ; é 

5 were truly very well fatted cattle. Mr. Smith, The department of Swine was well repre- = 

g we understand, was the third white man that sented, both in numbers and quality of stock. > 

§ came to Milwaukee, where so great changes We were pleased to notice a marked improve- 

> have taken place, and where now he comes to| ment over any former exhibition. The Suffolks = 

§ exhibit his fine cattle. Mr. S. is one of the old-| Were there in all their glory—targe, fat, and £ 

2 est residents in Somers, and has one of the best sleek—as they always appear under the most : 

§ conducted farms, and is considered one of the ordinary circumstances, for they always will { 

3 best cultivators of the soil, as well as one of| appear just so, ready for the shambles. There : 

2 the best feeders of cattle in the country. These] were about sixty animals, one half of which < 

§ cattle show well the effect of Durham blood on} were tinetured more or less with Suffelk : 

2 cattle for fattening. blood. S. B. Edwards, of East Troy, who has : 

5 A better exhibition of sheep we seldom have done more than any other man in the State to : 
2 an opportunity of seeing, though in number improve our swine, led off with some eight or 

$ not oo great as we could have wished. In pass-| ‘2% foll blood Suffolke, of different ages and : 

$ ing round, we first came to the French sheep of sexes—the finest lot of hogs we have everseen. < 

3 J. D, Patieraon, of Westfield, Chatanque eo, | 9: 8: Rogers ef Burlington, H. Beckwith, of + 
£ N.Y. These were as good French sheep as we Oak Creek, and W. A. White, of Madison, : 

$ ever saw, without any exception. We regard showed some good Suffolks—full bloods and = 

2 Mr. Patterson, too, as one of the most honora- grades. J. Carpenter, of Waukesha, showed a < 
_5 ble dealers in sheep that we know. Mr. Case, | Very fine half blood Suffolk boar. There were = 

2 of Whitewater, also exhibited a pair of good | ™@™Y other good grades ; in fact, there was not : 

French sheep. There were others of this class | * Poor hog on the ground. ‘ 

present, but we do not know to whom they be-| Of Fowls, there were 23 coops, containing 

longed, The pen of imported Southdown ewes, | some 200 birds—many very fine, and many tha. 

belonging to Mr. Lyman, of Sheboygan, were! should have paid the debt of nature months; 
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ago—judging from the shattered condition of | We trust they have reaped arich reward for the 
their limbs. R. E. Gillett, of Milwaukee, ex- | money thus invested. 

¢ hibited the greatest variety, and many of them] The officers of the Society should receive the 2 
§ very fine. J. A. Carpenter, of Waukesha, made | gratitude of the farmers of the State, for the < 
fa good show ; his white Bantams were the ad- | wisdom and liberality which they have mani- = 
§ miration of all, Chas. Smith, of Waupun,show- | fested in the management of the Society, by < 
2 ed acoop of good fowls ; his red Shanghai Pul- | which it has reached its present prosperous state $ 
¢ lets can’t be beat. Jeremiah Curtis, Root Creek, } and power of benefficent action. Success to its 7 
$ made a good show of Ducks and other fowls— | further advancement, till it shall have reached % 

§ allof the first order. Chas. Blackwell, of Wau- | the goal contemplated by its originators. z 
} kesha, a coop of Red Shanghais—very fine—]| We should like to have noticed all the de- ¢ 
§ There were many other exhibitors, but their | partments of the late Fair more in detail, but 2 
} fowls were rather mixed and ordinary. The | the size of our paper will not allow it. $ 
¢ show, as a whole, was good. eee 2 
5 In the line of Agricultural Implements, the For the Wisconsin and Iowa Fanner. ¢ 
¢ show was first rate—being far superior to any Osage Orange Hedge. 2 
} show of Agricultural Implements we have ever Toa 5 
¢ seen before. R. E. Ela, of Rochester, contribu-| Messrs. Eprrors:—I have about 25 rods of 2 

} ted largely, presenting, as he has done at pre-| the Osage Orange hedge—now of four years = 
é vious Fairs, a very large variety of plows, fan- | growth from setting in the hedge—and if any 2 
3 ning mills, carriages, &c., all manufactured in a| one doubts its making a good fence, let him < 
¢ superior manner, both for utility and beauty—| come and see it for himself. It is now from 4 2 

$ Among Mr Ela’s collection we noticed a plea- | to 5 feet high, and no man or beast would will- $ 
; sure carriage, tasty enough to suit the notions ingly attempt to go throughit. I have the full- Z 

{ape aides arin tel al er er eer 
§ number, but very superior in workmanship— ea so ea Taal ma F hed, oe dake jo E 
? Mr. Os plows are so put together with bolts : d th a jud =. hemeclves, 2 
{and nuts, as to be taken apart at pleasure and : oe tf a reat mae 
? packed away in a very small space. Messrs. ae e ; ° 
$ Lefevre & Green, of Milwaukee, exhibited a Bie rar ichrecnda terete es < 

§ very large collection, embracing almost every | son, a left the plants in the nursery, exposed 2 
$ thing in the line of implements used about the to the! foest dthawi f hard inter, 5 
( farm, in and out of doors. O. G. Ewing, of oe a ree ene ee wat 2 Ties Pei aed eS in or to see if they would stand the winter cold.— 3 

Ree z scion Mcrae ceca Many of them were so much thrown out of ¢ 
< which we should call an excellent implement. th a < 7 = é 
¢ os : e ground, by its freezing and thawing, as to $ 
4 a eae of are oo 0k vee expose from one to two inches of the root to 2 

2 aoe Becuaey copenen.; Sane, eee "S| the action of the weather; all thus affected $ 
} we would note John Bell, of Gardner’s Prai- A ‘killed: thes. that -wetuined! Gheie'¢ 
2 rie; L. Burdick, Lake ; E. 8, Estes, J. C.How-| WoT? Winter-Milled; those 3 
4 ard, and S. Pettibone, of Milwaukee—all of Dosen snd wheeg oe ae met exposes 2 ¢ 
2 ans presented fine specimens—Mr. Bell hay- the action of the sun and air, were not injured § 
2. . by the winter, and grew well the second year. ? 
? ing, as usual, a very large collection. We should a 1 aS 
2 like to speak more in detail of fruits, if space | The next winter none were killed. Having : 
2 2 thus tried them two winters, I set them in a = : = permit. hae ot Baa way hind hedge the following spring. § 
‘ one foes at Young's Hall, by the oe I set from two to three plants to the foot, and ef 
iPeuik Geoctes iation, Weshall speak of have cut them back and pruned them twice in 5 

‘ this in another place. a season since the first year after setting in the < 
‘ “Wie farmers of Wisconsin may well be proud hedge, when I did not prune them at all, pre- 2 

5 of this last Festival of the Society. No one ferring to let the roots have the benefit of the g 

¢ ean doubt of the beneficial influence of this| Whole growth of the first — The cold = 
State Agricultural Society, who witnessed the | has not injured them at all since they were set 
last Fair. The people of Milwaukee are wor-|0ut. Some of the ends of the shoots were kill- 

thy of much praise for their iberality in fitting ed last winter, but that is no objection, while: 
up the gro in g very commendable style. ‘ the root and stock remain unhurt. 
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I set out about half a mile of the plants in Walls and Fences. 

a hedge last spring, and they are doing well. — 

§ Ihave some 80. rods of the Buckthorn hedge,| A great objection to the common board or : 
2 of four years growth, but it is not as good as | picket fence, as compared with walls, is the ¢ 
$ the Osage Orange. But any plant, to make a}. [Fig. 1] certainty of the rotting ? 
? good hedge, must have the necessary care and mM of the lower parts of the 
5 attention. Some farmers will set it out, and | posts, in the ground.— ? 
2 take no care of it, and the result will be, a | After a few years they | 
} failure, and then they will condemn it as worth- nH have rotted away almost : 

2 less. In order to succeed in making a good- | to nothing, and the fence . 
$ fence in the best manner,-those who raise the | i leans and sags wherever ~ 
2 plants should set them out and take care of i a post has given out—} 
§ them till they are four years old, and then the Hl There is one very effec- : 
2 farmer will be sure of a good fence; but if he | i tual remedy for prevent- 

3 undertakes to set and attend to them himself, i ing this, which should ; 
{ he will most probably neglect their proper at- i I] be more frequently no- : 

2 tention at the proper time, and they will not t ticed and practiced by: 
§ make agood fence. Nurserymen, or those who } 2 sy farmers than it is at: 

> will make it a business, can raise the plants, NY ~ present. This consists 

¢ set them out, and prune and take care of them | \ in charring the bottoms : 
> for four years, for 50 cents per rod; and by \ of the posts. Our en-* 
§ that time the farmer has a good and durable | ~ ~ graving, Fig. 1, shows 

2 fence, that, with a little care, will become at A ~ the appearance of a post 

5 ter every year. That is not only the cheapest, sk. thus charred. : 
2 but the best and handsomest fence that can be | \\ A S The preservative qual- 

g made; and the time is not distant when our | ities of charcoal are well known. It is not af- 

= beautiful prairies will be intersected in every | fected by moisture, and hence the extremities 

} direction with a living fence. 1 have no self-| of posts properly charred, and placed in the 
é interest in thus recommending the Osage Or- | ground, will not decompose. The incorrupti- ‘ 
$ ange as a hedge plant, because I am -not making | bility of charcoal was well known to the an- ? 

2 a business of raising them for sale; but if my | cients, and they availed themselves of this pro- ‘ 
3 experience will benefit others, I am willing | perty on all important occasions. : 

§ they should avail themselves of it, if they} About 60 yearsago, a quantity of oak stakes 
i choose. | were found in the bed of the Thames, England, ? 

$ There may be objections to the Osage Orange | i the very spot where Tacitus says that the : 
g that Ihave not yet noticed, but thus far my ex- | Britons fixed a vast number of such stakes to 
5 perience with it has been satisfactory. I am | Prevent the passage of Julius Cwsar and his» 
; not aware of any other hedge in this section of | army. These stakes were charred toa con-: 
5 the State as forward as mine. There is much.| S!terable depth, had retained their form com- 

2 of it in the central part of State, and I see no | Pletely, and were firm at the heart. : 
3 good reason why it may not prove as i Most of the houses in Venice stand upon ? 

3 and valuable here as there. If any wish to-| pilesof wood, which have all been previously ‘ 
: see what kind of a hedge it will make, I would | charred for their pres¢rvation. In England, 

§ invite them to call and examine mine for them- | estates were formerly marked out by charred : 

: selves. Gerorce Haskext. = driven to a considerable depth in the - 

§- Rockford, I, Oct., 1854. ground. ; 
2 eee . = : 5 
5 Among dock and bridge builders the impor- ‘ 
3 Mea ae poet tance of charring the spiles,to be driven into : 
3 lated. A farmer stuck a pea in a potato and | the mud, and remain under water, is well : 
2 planted them in March last. The pea produc- | knownand constantly practiced. Farmersmay : 

rac en oti winner the | avail themselves of this simple and sure secur- || 

er is of Leen that by this system bas poe ity against the rotting of their posts, by char- 

sible not only to obtain a two-fold crop, but | Ting the lower ends of the posts. If the erec- 
prevent the malady to potatoes, tion of a fence is contemplated in the spring, 
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WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER, 245 ae = the posts might be charred now, or at any oth- } on both sides of the post. The post hole should 

er time most convenient. The winter season |be large. and filled with small stones, Fig. 3 3 is as good as any other; better in some respects, |shows the appearance [Fig. 3.] = 2 as things about the furm are not so hurried.— | of a post thus put in— é § It will beadvisable not to leave the matter to |The -stones above the mT é 2 be done at the last moment,for then the chances | stake prevent the post Ht € 
5 are that it will be done improperly, or perhaps | from rising, and hold ia § ¢ not at all. All that is neccessary, is to build a|the fence in position, th é 
§ smart fire on the ground, and pile on as many | flood or no flood. In : i £ 
$ Posts ascan be easily managed. Fig. 2 shows | marshy land this plan is Hi é 
§ such a burning in process. said to work admirably. i : 
‘ [Fig. 2.] It is not very costly. a = 
2 rene , ’ Some farmers have a i é $ ee vi Wi catt ti a . AH $ é i411 aN aah i notion that setting the i ‘| £ : Ta Hi ' 2 Ai Hh AA i) Mis lM i posts small end down- | i : 
é Rca, uN Ni 7) iA th HH wards in the ground ,TOQRMIINIESaT = 5 RN /, Wy : GER Ses: 3 fli cS Ny Bet] Va contrarywise to the di- ed ! eS : 

f Hl | Y 5 i if i rection in which the say Ry } | id : 2 a =A lift ili My rises in the tree, wi (2aeeam|| Pope = 
iS eg SS “aly Wy) {tend to preserve the post | S971 | Oe = a = (Sa ASSIS : (Zag VA o fig — several years Jonge: [FRAC 
$ (i i AA? ‘aff Yi Tf than otherwise. PT = é a a “iy fd) | PAO SE : i [Zi We now cometogates $ § i V i | ii ill suitable to the kind of fences we have been de- = 
Q Aly Oe ) | scribing. é 
5 | *) in = | The stability of a gate and ease in its move- ¢ 
Z | f ly ments, depends very much upon the rhanner in ? 
3 i j i | which the gate post is secured Carelessness $ 
é ME HH here, ensures a rickety, inconvenient, and slo- £ 
: i) | venly opening; whereas, if proper pains are 3 
§ ! le i taken, the gate will stand upright, and move é 
5 \ if ie ! without difficulty. One excellent plan of fix- 3 
5 i 5 : ing a hanging post is to digas narrow a hole g 
2 After the poss u .cu in the flames long {asis practicable for the purpose, 3 feet deep, = 
5 enough to be well coated with coal, they should |and at the bottom lay a flat stone of about 15 g 
¢ be removed from the flames and water thrown | inches square, and 7 or 8 inches thick, through = 
{ upon them to extinguish the fire. They are | the centre of which is cut a hole of 8 or 9 inches £ 
£ then ready for use, Some persons char their jin diameter, to take in the lower end of the 2 
é posts all over, in order to prevent rotting from | post, dressed with the axe to fit the hole— 5 
¢ aboveas well as below ground. This is a wise | Earth alone is then put, in spadesfal, into the i 
2 and economical measure. In this manner posts | hole, and made firm around the post with a $ 
€ of inferior stuff can be rendered almost asdur- | rammer, up to the surface of the ground, in z 
2 able as locust and other costly kinds of woods. | which is sunk the stone, at the edge of the up- 3 
< In some localities, where at certain seasons | per face of which the heel-post of the gate is ¢ 
é of the year freshets occur, or the low lands are | made to rotate in a shallow hollow made to fit : 
5 overflowed by sudden rains, it is necessary to |it. Fig. 4 shows the different parts of this g 
¢ have fences that shall not be floated away, or | mode of fastening the hanging posts of field = 
3 thrown down if the water rises to an uncom- | £%tes; where adis the hole into which the ? $ eshte Aicaeh akedeeearahy. cl 1 | post d is sunk, and ¢ the stone in the hole eof 7 

oe n solt and marshy places, also, | which the end of the post is inserted and se- = ¢ there is need of some method by which the |oured. Water passing through the stone, the > 
4, Posts may be well secured in their positions end of the post will be preserved; and furth~ * 

One very good mode of accomplishing this, is |°T 8° by being in the bark, smeared with to bo: hole th h 1 hi tar, and the upper part d is planed and 
.borea hole through the lower part of the | oq.’ ‘The earth is rammed hard intothe pita 

Post and drive ina stake which shall project | to.the surface of the ground in which is’suni 
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Se he 
ae 

Se 
y [Fig. 4} in Texas, Waste Kendall having a large flock of 

* na sheep in Texas,) I should certainly try Ras- 

> a nh Ciatetaee (Fo pail’s solution. s 

5 NPs a | eae ae ; 
: pees ees A Cure for Pig Distemper. § 

; ike SSR ae — Z 
g Sipe 3 Se a | é 

< Sa 12a FES ‘| E Sir,—Having noticed in a former number of < 

5 sa te... F the Agriculturist a request from one of your : 

: eae coat a , correspondents desiring information regarding : 

2 ¥ eee i Bayt! /-- the treatment of pigs infected with a disease : 

< EN 2 H| eS to which they are very often liable, commonly < 

z “Ce Eee sees known as an affection of the brain, causing < 

3 ee we 5 complete blindness and stupidity, excepting a » 

: PCN oo — natural instinct which impels them to seek a ? 

é = LMA FF | a covering for their heads in the nearest fence or = 

= Se fh a bush, and when that desire is attained, like the : 

3 Ree ce = ostrich in time of danger. they stand perfeetly : 

3 —————— oe still, and unconsegous of all commotion that > 

: —=Saae = =< may take place around them. This is a dis- : 

= SSS le a fee temper very prevalent, and if relief is nvt < 

z =aiSe Ss, — rps speedily afforded, is very destructive to swine. : 

5 TE ES Seta es They are liable to be affected with it at al. : 

: ae bi ly when between three : 
teem ages, but most generally when between three 

g x to six months old, and in many instances that 

> at f a stone, on which the heel-post of the gate ; have come under my observation it has singled 

* rotates. Part of the hedge fence of the field | out the very best of the herd for its prey. 

: in which the gate is placed is shown, as also| If you will be kind enough to give the fol- ; 

£ the crook on which the gate is hung, in the gate | lowing simple remedy an early insertion ina : 

2 post above d—{People’s Journal. corner of your valuable paper, you will doubt- : 

S ToD: ae Sree Ne less confer a favor upon your correspondent : 

5 ‘o Drsrroy Vrraan on Anrmars anv Trees. | and others who may be under the disagreeable : 

3 —G. W. Kendall, one of the editors of the N. | necessity of administering relief to any of their - 

2 Orleans Picayune, in his letter from: Paris to | Srumters, © cisireerer Sake ae =e : 
< 3 * sos . and split the skin and flesh to e bone straight * 

§ ere ere, oe ” ubjoined recipe for de- | down the middle of the forhead, beginning at ° 

;- stroying vermin on animals, plants and trees. | thetop of the skull and drawing it down to a - 

5. The remedy is simple, easy of application, and | level with the eyes; after allowing it to bleed : 

< worthy of at least a trial: for a few minutes take a quantity of common : 

Ze The colehisied Raspail, wall known, as,one| ult and Tibi it into! theloriliee sande Sy the ; 
2 of the best French. chemists, has given an im- knife. The cure is seemingly effected by the ° 

2 portant recipe for destroying vermin on ani- bleeding, and the irritation caused by the salt : 

¢ mals, and also on plants and trees—important, over the immediate location of the disease.— : 

© at least, if true. The process he recommends Though the operation may appear & Hitele bar- 

3 is to make a solution of aloes—one gramme of barons, it is attended with no danger, and in * 

2 that gum to onelitre of water, French measure; every instance where it has been performed ; 

2 and by means of a large brush, to wash over the results have been perfectly successful.—|J. ; 
é the tranks ‘and branches of trees with this so- K. Gorpon, in Canadian Agriculturist. : 

5 lution. This simple process, says Raspail, will Foe ee : 
2 speedily destroy all the ee on the pl Seep Porators.—An agricnltural friend who : 

2 and will effectually prevent others from ap-| returned a week since from France, informs us < 

{ proaching. In order to clear sheep and ani-| that the farmers there have discovered that by : 

$ mals with long hair, they must be bathed with leaving a portion of their potatoes, intended ; 

} the solution, or well washed with it. Raspail| for seed, in the ground during. winter, digging 7 

2 mentions.several trials he has made with this| them up, and replanting in spring, is a remedy < 

2 mixture, all of which have been attended with | against the continuance of the various diseases : 

= the most complete success; and he recommends} to-‘which the potato has of late years been sub- ¢ 

$ it very strongly to general use. I can only| jected. It will be recollected that this process > 

} say, that if a simple solution of aloes and wa-| was first recommended in this country by Mr. * 

? ter will kill or drive away ants from-peach and Roberts. We have tried this experiment by < 

2 other trees in Texas and other parts of the| leaving potatoes imthe ground last year, mulch- ¢ 
{ south, the-disoovery will be hailed with plea- ing them slightly during winter with brush— = 

3 sure, Atall events, there is no harm.in try-| When we dug-them. this spring, we found the > 

+ ing the experiment. A French-litre is a little! potatoes perfect and very solid, and have plant- + 

less than three of our-pints;.a gramme is-the| ed'them along side of others, kept in the cellar ¢ 

five-bundredth part of a French pound. Alit-| daring winter. The growth of the crop gives 

tle aloes, if used at all, will thus goagreat way.| fair evidence of the superiority:of the aed left 

Were I troubled with ants and. other vermin| in the ground.—{Working Farmer: 
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< acre ;' that of 1849, eight bushels. Then it was 
Stock Register. [reese toteok bout to see whatmightbe doe 

: For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. | in some other branch of farming. The three § 
é -. wing previous seasonsi’ had been harvesting about ¢ 
: Sensi Tube. oo 140 acres of wheat, the receipts of which would $ 

5 — not paythe expenses. The disposition tochange < 

: Messrs. Eprrors:—As there seems to be @ | the system of farming was.not wanting, but the * 
{ general lack of interest manifested by our farm-/| meang necessary to do so were. I resolved, 

5 ers this fall in regar@to wool growing and sheep } therefore, on making one more desperate effort; = 
{ husbandry, (owing in agreatmeasure, undoubt- | and the fall of 18491 sowed 200 acres of wheat, 2 
£ edly, to the decline in the prices of wool, and | ip good season and in good condition—expect- > 

2 the advance inthe prices of ‘breadstuffs and | ing, should I realize a good crop, to turn-my = 

§ coarse grains,) and as I have had seventeen | attention to sheep husbandry the following * 
2 years practical experience in grain raising in this | year. But, again I was doomed to disappoint- 2 
5 State—comnecting with it the three past years | ment—the harvest of 1850 averaging only ten : 

2 that of sheep husbandry—I claim the privilege: | pushels per acre, which sold in market at about ¢ 

{ through your columns, of relating my experi- | 66 cts, per bushel—not sufficient to cover ex- $ 
¢ ence to our brother farmers on these subjects. | nenses. Again the change-had’ to be deferred ¢ 

3 [shall take the occasion to compare the two | another year, for the want of means. Money to $ 
2 branches of hnsbandry with each other ; and, | invest in farming operations was not to be had, ¢ 
§ in doing so, shall refer to no better authority | as all the means in the country were wanted at > 

2 than my own experience, to make my argu-| the rate of 25, and even 50 per cent., by Cali- 2 
£ ments good in favor of the latter branch, hop- | fornia immigrants. Myself and some of my $ 
> ing, should any one be convinced, that they will neighbors cast our longing eyes on the land of < 

< “ cease to do evil,” and learn to do that which gold; but what was to be done with the farm? 5 

2 is good for themselves. Every body’s farm was in market, andnostrang- ¢ 

{In the month of May, 1887, I commenced | er had the coursgeto meet: the army of sellers $ 
? farming operations in this town, on my present | and. make his own sélection, and at his own 2 
£ location, on a tract of land containing 830 acres, price. 5 
> in the state of nature, and at that time thirteen} What was to be done now, except to do less, : 

; miles from “ anywhere.” Duringa perod of ten | and, like Wilkins McCawber, “sit down and wait $ 
} years (from 1887 to 1847), I devoted.my atten-| for something to turn.up.” This was the con- ? 
£ tion to,grain raising, making winter wheat the | clusion I came to; so, in the fall of 1850, I on- § 
2 staple article. During that time I consider that | }, sowed 40 acres of wheat, and the following ? 
é I was successful, having never failed in a crop— spring sowed more spring crops than usual, and § 
: the lowest average being seventeen bushels, and stocking every thing to clover and timothy that 2 

5 the highest twenty-eight bushels per acre—aver- | 7 could find funds to buy seed for. § 

2 aging during the period, abont 100 acres of| phe harvest of 1851 was more productive, but ? 
5 Wheat per annum, with.the general average of | the quality inferior to previous years, The re- $ 
$ about twenty-two bushels per acre, which was ceipts were insufficient to cover expenses, as us- < 

sold at prices ranging from 44 cts. to $1,06 per ual; so, after waiting one year “for something $ 
3 bushel—the receipts being sufficient to pay all | +, turn up,” nothing came up but fire-weed and ¢ 

é expenses, including the improvements made on | eow.tail on the unstocked stubble flelds. Some- ¢ 

5 thefarm, which consisted in clearing and get- thing must be done. A large. farm .and small : 
g ting under cultivation, and fencing about 600! stock would not pay without crossing; andthe < 
§ acres—with sufficient smull change left (I was | means and the courage to dothat had failed. = 

§ gving to say, to buy the b——ya frock; but as! 7 succeeded this year in borrowing $1500, at $ 
$ the impression has gone out through you, Messrs | 12 per cept. interest ; and, in the month of Oc- > 
2 Editors, that such expenses were unnecessary in tober, 1851, invested es ee: 3 
5 my family (see August No.) to clothe myselfand | in5 af an average coer of $1 90 Pe tet rs, 6S ° 
z better half. lambs, anc 20 bucks. The balance of the $1500 5 
{The unsuccessful part of this branch of farm- ees used in Patching BD es net ext ? 
|, ing I will relate in a few words. It commenced peparing winter q' 

If vith the harvest of 1847, which averaged only The Plowing June, recor of mortal 
fy: about twelve bushels per.acre, and of inferior showing a loss of eleven during the winter 

quality. The harvest of -1848, ten bushels per | spring. 
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$n 
Pe the flock the season of Deduct the expense of keeping 967 sheep, at () 

1490} Ibs. wool, sold Brown & Larki Sraat gous he te a $ a is, Dol, £04 : : in, 5008 sum of $2249 80; or, thenet sum of $2 32 per 

2105 1-21bs. do. do. 321-20. 84 28 eget ae ou 
. 2 si 2 . ~2 0% 2 

2 re eG anny eens; averag- caren After deducting the number sold, the dead, * 
ris ee ae 25 | and eleven missing during the summer, we have = 

sa eea aaa left. including lambs. 678; to which we added = 
3 wage ee eee SD a she fall, 442 at an average price of $2 50 per < 
3 epee ——— | head. amounting to $1105. going into winter < 
2) in pis ase - = $1587 06 | quarters for the season of 1854 with 1 120 a 5 

oe eee < hee] 2 7 bue! 5 
= Iwill put the prices (at what I belie t ; ii : 
*%. farmers will gies ails me i) to patent wake ee ee - ayia ma % =, . . oe ng teas i : : Snape’ sates of wheat in market, at one dol- aay, ae a of the Shepherd as ‘a : 
< \¢ 1 lows: “3 wethers chilled to death by ing = 
: ae FeO cant hay, at $3 Pa ton (per ae into the creek ;.2 do. stretches; 2 a me : 
5 site nee). Sen biti G6aK yee Sppey 5 2 ewes in yeaming; and 2 buck and 1 < 
2 areas boon doer “00, pel i lamb. from causes unknown.” g 
2 prea nD Eee 5 & The receipts this year show :— 3 
 Sheating, washing, sacking twine and | 100 fed wethers, sold in March last to e 
2 ae) oa ye 8 75 ee batieberyraris- OF sania 95, 1 1507400 
2 80 weeks pasturage, at Bee ee ie ent F 50 = 2. aaa Se ee ee a 30 09 | 42,Jambs sold B. R. H.. at $2 50, Wy 00 5 
2 Care of Shepherd, being one man’s time 3684 Ibs, wool, sold Wheeler, at 3s.. 1381 50 = 
5 “per 1000 sheep. 7 months, “ 10 00 poss pc aiers) sold butcher, includ- e 

2 “ nee b adise sl? to irs = 470 00 < 

2 Making $1 15 per head, or per hundred, $115 00 [0 storeaheep forsale, SAY B22 4: 240,00 ¢ 
5 Or. compare the cost with wheat, at 75 cts.| at $2 oo weer eee ee ‘7 : 
> per pone in market, would make 8&6 1-4 cts. ae . ar : is see mae 

" ¢ per head, which I believe to be about th - ii 5 : 
< al cost of either item. I make es eee "of emergent eee 91 hugo? oe 
< interest, for in making the compari: vi enatns ex E 
5 = raising. I offset the interest sa cauital ie ae SO ie tee eae ; 
> vested in sheep against the e se. ve heath : 
> and tear of soil an ating ee pain es ee ere "1908 00 sea 
2 expense of keeping 557 sheep, at $1 15, whi vii : 
< is $640 55 from $1587 06, the net recente tad one rad 18) eee Sn: 
= you have the net profit of $956 51, or, $1 69} 4 pee le! ie : = per head, for the year 1852. ’ The average weight of fleece this year being > 

= After deducting the number sold, and the es, : 
2 losses, we have left, including our lambs, 497 | _W€ have now on hand, after deducting the = sheep, to which we added. by’ purchase in the | fmber sold and lost, including the increase of Z 
: fall, 470 more, at an average price of $2 42 per 1854, (besides the 120 for sale.) 1094 sheep, of $ 
¢ head, amounting to $1137 40; going into winter which 530 are ewes, 10@ yearling wethers, 403 2 
: quarters for 1853, with 967, of which 400 were | J@mbs. and 61 bucks, which we expect to go in- 

» OF thienumber ti S00 worcap aod ares | wemay eal fans é ] “4 up an ress : 3 
< at shearing time in June, 1853—havi ~ | Th i ve : 
5 ing the winter 18. and the ate oie Hoon cohioe dato on pital en: 
$ showing the demise of the alarming number of} invested, -  - —_- . $3301 90 : 
é = ene oe ae, by causes to | And the amount credited for é 
2 unknown. ‘Thereby hangs a tale,” lambs, een OE ee $ 3 
3 = saying = which, Messrs. Editors, is io And it wil leave us a aie ey ee s £ 

2 eine to record my experionce in ‘Bao’ farang. | for,(bttor than cash ai 8 per had) 
} you shall have it at some future time. Bone avid o ry - = nea 2 00 2 
2 ane receipts from the flock for 1853, were as Suis fesschied = é 
¢ follows: Showing a net gain in three years of $ 
2 +, . + ‘ 3 Z : Sete bed antag the winter (in- iti a on the item of sheep alone. na : 

g 2937 Ibs. wool, om Haskins, at 50°cts, 1468 50 Now, brother farmers, you have before you é 
417 sheep sold sundry persons, averag- my experience for seventeen years in farmingin : 
ing $2.55, 0-0 1088 85 oa State—except the grain growing part for j 

91 pelts sold, including those of 1852 the past three years, which is any thing but dis- 
at $2 50, UO et a ~~”. 600 00 couraging, I can assure you, for I have found 

the old saying (which is to be found some where 
Amounting to the sum ef - eas 1 85 —perhaps in the ancient records of the 0. E. 0. 
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1001.) partially verified at least, which s ks | ing winter; the 1: i i- of the sheep as the “animal with the are ae a the wi ae — ae or } foot, converting every thing into gold on which A ee eee roe Wee aa 3 it treads.” You have the figures before you—| for “this year’s lambs,” at our Fairs. We 4 ~ make your own comparisons; but do not let | noticed that many of the sheep breeders and + 2 the low pri iS js 2 
Sba mnade ee eee a beck he = dealers at the East prefer this method. As a.< ¢ growing business, general thing, however, with us at the West, > S and ee mea Editors, considering our-} We much prefer that our lambs should be kom 3 2 Selves as having been successful in our man i 3 = ment of sheop” (notwithstanding the tail "ett me ae name 7 oe ae 3 < hanging.)—if this article does not exhaust your | Larned to ore Much less time and care = $ patience and. in your opinion, that of your read- | is then requisite to raise the lambs, and the } : Eis wae ett ner ee sives farnish more abundant supply of rich : 

2 @ plan of our winter arrangements for sbeae milk, which tells well on. the‘eondition of the = z and our manner of managing them through the | !#mbs. $ < Year, Yours sa se We noticed your buck at the Fair, and think 2 5 i . MW: 2DGERTON. / hima tine animal. It isa principle, howe: 3 5 Summit, Waukesha Co., Nov., 185 : Dea eee » Waukesha (o., Nov., 1854. with us, that itis always Best to use athorough > : For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. | bred, or pure blooded animal, to serve all our 3 5 Time for Using Bucks. i breeding animals, if such can be obtained. We 2 re Romans “TGs roe icant prefer & cross of any two distinct pure bloods 5 
¢ Your eqlumns, what is the best time to let bucks | 77*8 18 the case with your buck—than agrade. = = ie swe have been in the habit of} We think your buck wilt doubtless greatly im- ? = letting them in about the 20th of November— Ik i it to 3 ¥ then the lambs commence coming about the ea ae an weer keel do a i 3} 15th of April. Coming so early, lambs are lia- | “40” #8 extent asa thorough bred Spanish, or = 3 ble to die trom cold.» If I don’t use the bucks | # thorough bred French duck would do, is a2 : ot Laetaves so ae pare the jobs come | matter upon which there is a difference of 3 4 along about the middle of May, will the ewes,| ..- a3 ¥ asa general thing, take the buck at this aie of oe among the oe of breeders. Experi 3 | 

z the year; also, what kind of lambs will they ment is the only satisfactory way of determin- 3 > be? ing each for himself. 2 ' : I bought at the last State Fair at Milwaukee, 
= 2 of John’ D. Patterson, of Westfield, N. ¥., one | yp fe Cost wey 2 the ewes to be served by 3 3 of his yearling bucks—l¢ Spanish, 1; French the buck, if you havea large flock, is to let z 1 S serine ub you must have seen in the south | the buck among your flock of ewes, and no- } ’ = pen. My intention is to put him to as many of | tice those whi h sh i ive 2 ' > My common ewes sail da Will Retiree e hi i: = Sma (readiness 2 aes 2 ; 

$ my lambs so as to pay the expense? Which is im, ¥ ic! is indicated by the attention which > + the best way to use him ? ‘Shall I let him run | they give him, &c. Select these out from the > +. é , 
> $ = ine =e ses fiode or how a others; put the buck with them, and when he ¢ ) g learn from the papers. that Mr. Patterson i i $ 2 was on the steamboat Collins, whiehwac burned | MS Served one, remove herimmediately, and so 2 3 at the mouth of the Detroit river, on his way | OD till all are served. The buck, however, = 2 home from our State Fair: Do you know wheth-4 should not be allowed to serve more than three = g er his sheep were lost, or el eres or four before he is removed from the ewes, and 3 2 Mt. Pleasant, Raine aa Oct, 1854. = sbut up, so that he will not be disturbed by 2 31. Rewases:-The beredine ix cease — or five hours, when he may serve 3 

< 

ii 2 z Served by the buck, depends much: upor the noe ee see noes ae: = circumstances of the ficck master, and his lected on abeanes aap a ber lg § wishes and aims. 1f he has good shelter, and | iene ee pb receive the bac 3 abundance of good feed, such as roots, &e, it is cas errs ictay tng Nil aetna ¢ Willdo for him to have the lambs of his flock a, euneekie : . 5 ; dropped at a much earlier period than one not nf Shreeee eee oe s Soe } ¢ thus favored, Lambsdropped as early as Feb- cae management of sheep, in this of the suc- > $ teary, March and April, will need ‘considera- a ae ane petper ed by one of our besb 2 : bly more attention than those coming at a later | "°° a rsin Wisconsin. We would refer 3 Period, and the ewesmnst be mach better cared | °°" ¥° et eS 
for. Yet, there are advantages attending this} §3§" Much valuable stock of all kinds has early dropping of lambs: The ewes have time | been imported into this State, during the past toget in much better condition for the follow- year. 
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POINTS. OF. CATTLE—THE HEREFORDS. q 
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PORTRAIT OF A HEREFORD COW. i : 

> Perrry or Broop, as traced back to the satis-) 3 Tux Suovrprr—lying snugly and closely in é 

$ faction of the committees, to imported towards the top and spreading towards the : 

blood, on botk sides, from some known Eng- points ; the blade sléping somewhat back, ¢ 
: lish breeder, or as found in Eyton’s Here- and running pretty well up into the with- > 
: ford Herd Book. ers, which, by rising avery trifle above the < 

= 3 Tux Heap—modérately small, with a good level line of the back, gives-to the ox a ve- > 

: width of forehead, tapering to the muzzle ;, ry .upstanding and beautiful fore-end— < 

~ the cheek-bone rather deep, but clean in The whole shoulder well clothed with : 
: the jaw. muscle, . 

: 2 Tax Noss—light in its color, and the whole|3 Tur Crors—filling all up evenly-behind the > 
: head free from fieshiness. shoulders, and blending them smoothly in < 

< 2 Tue Eve—full, mild, and cheerful in its: ex-|- with, the musgles of the back. 5 

é pression. aa 8 Tar Back, loin and hips—should be broad, ¢ 
>; 1 Tar Ear—of Samir ; si wide and level, 3 

= . ee ie > ae 4 Tur Rumps—should lie nearly oF quite-level 4 

ere trig a gay and lofty expreaionto|. Witthe back, and thejr covering should < 
‘ me Seen — : be abundant, meilow, loose, and. freely { 

¢ @ Tax Necx—of.a medium lengthy full in its ei ner ieiage thus showing great 3 

é junction with the shoulders,spreading-well os Scere res a ttedsh |S 

. over the shoulder points and tapering-fine- |.3 Tae Petvis—roomy ; indicated by wide hips, < 

3 ly to the head. (as already mentioned.) and'the space be- > 

= 14Taex Cxest—broad, round,.and deep ; _ its tween the rumps, whieh should‘ stand well 5 

é floor running well back of the elbows,|_ apart, giving a general breadth to the pos- 

3 which, with a springing fore-rib, gives great terior. portion of the animal. § 

: interior capacity to this all,important por-}5 Tie Twist—broad and full, extending well z 
3 tion of the body. down on each side of the thigh, with eor- 3 

7 4 Tae Busxer—then in flesh, largely develop-|. responding width—a broad twist as a good < 

2 ed, descending low between. the legs, and|: _indicationof a butcher’s animal. 5 

‘ deep, by covering the anterior portion of | 6 Tux How Quvanrers—large and thoroughly { 

the sternum, or breast bone, but never in- developed in its upper and more valuable 

terfering with the agfion of the animal portions, as beef. The thigh gradually, ta- 

.. “when in working condition. pering to the Kock, but, muscular. 
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3 Tue Carcass—round throughout; full and | In contra-distinction to the cows, the head of | 

capacious, with the under line of the belly the bull may be shorter, the frontal bone 

t level, or nearly so. broader, and the occipital flat and strong- < 
§ 3 Tue Franx—full and wide. er, that it may receive and sustain the > 
¢ 3 Tue Lecs—straight, upright ; firmly placed horn—and this latter may be excused if a ¢ 
$ to support the superincumbent weight; a little heavy at the base,so its upward form, .> 
z strong back sinew, but by no meansa large its quality and color be. right. Neither is ¢ 
$ coarse cannon bone. the looseness of the skin, attached to and 3 
2 3 Tue Prares—of the belly, strong, and thus depending from the under jaw, to be deem- $ 
5 preserving nearly a straight under line. ed other than a feature of the sex, provided -> 

¢ 2 Tux Tam—tlarge and full at its point of at- itis not extended beyond the bone, but : 
$ tachment, but fine in its cord. leaves the gullet and throat clean and free 3 
2 3 Tue Canntace—prompt, resolute, and cheer- from dewlap. g 

= ful ; and in the ox, gay and lively. The upper portion of the neck should be full 7 

2 3 Tue Ham—thick, close and furry, and if ac- and muscular, for it is an indication of ¢ 
3 companied with a long growth, and a dis- strength, power and constitution. The ? 
2 position to curl moderately, is more in esti- spine should be strong, the bones of the ¢ 

3 mation, but that which has a harsh and loin long and broad, and the whole museu- ? 
g wiry feel is objectionable. lar system wide and thoroughly developed ¢ 
= 2 Tur Upper—should be such as will afford over the entire frame. > 
Z the best promise of capacity and product. € 
3 % 2 : Youatt says of the Herefords: “They are = ed Coror—Red or rich browns, oftentimes very usually ure darker red; some of then aor 
é dark, with a white or « brockled” face, are | brown, and even yellow, and ‘a few are brin- £ 
3 now the colors and marking of the Here- cee $ be coy are pncirally cecmnem by, $ 
5 = . | their white faces, throats an lies. Inafew > g fords, Shough’ grey Hersiordsy or, CTUAUl- |i white oxtenda 4 tevebculdems. ‘Tha oll 
? colored, are 2 UNCON BO Herefords were brown or red-brown, with not a ~ 
¢ 15 Quaziry—On this the thriftiness, the feed- | spot of white about them. Itis only within the = 
3 ing properties, and the value of the animal | last fifty or sixty a that it has been the < 
S depends ; and upon the toueh of this qual- fashion to breed for white faces. Whatever Ss 
5 sg eR: a th . 5; may be thought of the change of color, the > 
3 ity rests, in a good measure, the grazier’s | + esent breed is certainly far superior to the old = 
é and the butcher’s judgment. If the “touch” | one, Te hide 1s considerably thicker than 2 
$ be good, some deficiency of form may be ae of the Devons and the bese 2 mages Sa s 
§ me : * . 5 .| dy. Compared witl e Devons, they are short- 
$ ae sa neno tes Danni Rect ee 0 | or in tie ie and also in the ee higher. > 
2 thing can compensate for So unpromising @| and broader, and heavier in the chine ; rounder 2 
2 feature. In raising the skin from the bo- | aud wider across the hips, and better covered 2 

g dy, between the thumb and finger, itshould | with fat; the thigh fuller and more muscular, < 
2 have a soft, flexible and substantial. feel, | nd the shoulders larger and coarser shea? 
5 ; ey are not now much used for husbandry, ? 
$ and when beneath the out-spread hand, a although their form adapts them for heavier = 
< should move easily with it, and under it, as | work : and they have all the honesty and do- < 
3 though resting on a soft, elastic, cellular eee the Devon ox, and greater strength, if < 

? substance.; which, however, becomes firm- | not his atic anin atone Ree 2 
5 ze Sah S : spéedii 5 is fore > 
2 er as the animal pipers” = Papery | more advantageous to the farmer, and perhaps 2 
~ — skinis objectionable, more especially in a/ to the county, that he should go to market at = 
€ 100 cold climate. eevee id, than bé kept longer as a beast < 
ps of ‘draug! < 

} POINTS OF THE HEREFORD BULL. | They-are not-as good milkérs as the Devons. > 
< As regards the male animal, it is only neces- } This is so generally acknowledged, that while 7 
3 sary to remark, that the points desirable. ifiaro sin esny: dustin of Devon cows in vari- 2 
§ . ‘ .eus parts of the country, a dairy of ES 
£ =. eee are gem me bee mae: S rively to be found. To comppuoate for thie, 2 
$ but must, of course, be attended by that | they are even more Kindly” feeders than the $ 
é masculine eharacter which is inseparable | Devons. Their beef ma’ objected to by > 
5 from a strong, vigorous constitution. _Ev- ae as being occasionally a Ties too large a 2 
¢ i ‘ ii e bone, and the ore qapries ig coarse and { 

iz. en a certain degree of coarseness is admis- ‘heavy ; but the meat the best pieces is often 
sible, but then it.must be so exclusively of very Seegrieed and” beautifully marbled.— 
a masculine description as never to be dis- | There are few cattle more prized in. the market. 

covered in the females of his get. . than the genuine Herefords.”” 
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E € LIST OF ENTRIES, Forticylinre. ord 

> First Puir of the ‘Wisconsin FraitG@row- Garret Vliet, Milwaukee,.. :.....37 varieties z = First Fair ‘isconsin Fruit w- | Dr. Ves, ?: fied Tony = : rate vAbeieintion, Stickney & Loveland, Milwaukee, 6 ps 3 oi ome Haier, - 24 5 S Hold at Milwaukee, October 5th and Gth. m. Mulks, Whitewater, .......13 : 
3 . 0. 8. Rathbone, Brookfield, -... = Be 3 . | H.J. Starin, Whit Bsa 2 3 This exhibition of the Fruits of Wisconsin | jv S\starin» Whitewater,........54 3 
< exceeded the expectations of every one who | Geo. Koeler, Germantown,....... 5 £ 
3-looked in to see it. It is no exaggeration to say, | L. Be os Milwaukee,..-.... a 3 
< that theshow of apples, as a whole—taking in- = Ohi Some ray é 
: to account the number of varieties, size, fair-| Chas. Gifford, Milwaukes,......10 2 2 ness, and perfectness of maturity—could not be | Geo. O. Tiffany, * ae = 
$ beat by any other State. A visitor remarked to ae pata Spas Prairie,.... a : 
2 us, that he had attended like exhibitions in New | 7. Re Spring Prair ae 2 
5 York, but that this show of apples far surpassed | R’ Billings, “« ee $ 
? any he had ever seen before. Over 190 varie- a: Finely Lake Mills, .... ......25 8 
= ti |. C. Brayton, Aztalan, .........35 = eee a guia Dr. Castleman, Delafield... 2.2710 g 3 The show of pears and grapes was excellent | Mra, F. Hawley, Wauwatosa,.... 6 3 
= —vould n’t be beat in quality. There were al- ee ca Kendall, Il... i ; 
= go, : hi j E. S. L. Ric! son, = = é 3 80 eae! os of peaches and. ie AP Teaney tint oe Wins on Say 5 
5. Great praise is due the officers of the Associ- | H. N. Brookway,...............19 = 
2 ation for their -assiduity in getting up this ex- | F.L. Pratt, Whitewater,....._..17 2 
; hibition. The arrangement could not have | C- Hollister, Walworth Co....-. ig z 
= been better, and all who attended went away | 4. Henig Milwankes,..__ 212... i $ 
é highly gratified. Messrs, SrarrtGirronp, and: V. Pope, Janesville,............ 1 g 
> Panxer, are entitled to special thanks, Sal Bilyaekee = reer 5 
5 We had prepared a list of entries, giving the phe Eamon ac -<2h = 
2 mames of the different varieties presented by A a eee riled 2 {each exhibitor, but found it too long for publica- | 4; Rood, Milwaukee,........ 2 varieties, : 
2 tion in the Farmer ; hence we copy the list of | 7" p. Williams, « BA OCH : 
5 entries published in the Milwaukee Sentinel, Sone ye waren Milwaukee, 1 = SS wi js tus Hawley, - 15 3 5 arash Some inoereotions, zs Abel Sect Whitewater,...... 1 > 2 Saxe or Frorrs—At the close of the Fair,|L. W. Weeks, Milwaukee,....... 2 Ee < the fruit was sold at auction, for the benefit of | S. Childs, Summit,..-........... 2 é 
+ the Association, We subjoin a few of the gales, Chas. Gifford, Milwaukee,....... 9 4 es = : & S J. Plumb, Lake Mills, .......... 2 s ¢ asan index of its attraction and the interest G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee,......... 1 : 
2 felt by the publio in the prosperity of the As- | Dr. J. Mitchell, Janesville, 1 3 2 sociation : . C. Brayton, Aztalan,......... 1 2 
2 1¥. B, Pear, bought by Col. Crocker, $1.25 |fGnogana” Milwaukee, ...... 7 2 
5-3 Bartlott Pears... 2.0... ecc0-. 2 50 W. P. Richardson, Kendall, Ill... 2: zg 2 eee oe tee PEACKES, 5 
5 SRO SPR, aennaseecc ke au 4 Walker, Milton,..._..._.. 2°varieties. 2 5 . Russel, Walworth,.......... i & 
3 eras Auples, STR RS a Sos yam, se L. Kinney, Whitewater,.....__. 2 2 pM Dalveth oon nos.-= ssceseces.s-—- © 150A Hasty Milwaukee 2 Set 3 2 4 Fall Pipping,.......- 2... .22..02.... 38 Preu, 3 
5-2 Gillifower Apples,..............----  51R, WParker, Milwaukeo,...... 1 variety, 3 3 1 plate Hislop Crab Apples—a peculiar L. W. Weeks, 3 Seated! 5 . ‘ erab—raised by Charles Gifford, Mil- las eee ‘* eee a 2 > . 0. Tiffany, < nei 2 5 wets = G. P. Peffer, pee eae: 6 e 4 clusters Isabella Grapes, -............ 1 50/ py Bartlett, Milwaukee... _... 1 } 

2 do. Muscatine “ -._...........1001H.J. Starin, Whitewater,......_12 
PMenthee, Sn oas ore es AO Quinces, : 
1 doz. yellow Egg Plums,............. 112 F. Randall, Milwaukee,........ 1 variety. j peep roe oceneleg lected : 

TH,



j ‘ WISCONSIN. AND IOWA FARMER, 253 5 . 5 7 = Stickuey & Loveland, Milwaukee, 1 variety, GRAPES, D. Lock, Milwaukee,........ 2... I Best exhibition of good varieties, M. Rus- z ; GRAPEa, oe Walworth, Walworth co,......... 5 * ops iscretion: remiums : 3 : et a eA vmaetions | Setieesit staan: wat Schottler,Ger- 3 Sap Willie, DUR IRG) 43 22: i mantown, Washington co,.......... 3 2 2 A.@ Hanford, Wauk Bata Best: 1 Nariety, M. Russell, Walworth, 2 2 iw Teepe ake aukesha,...... ¥ 2d best do., W. Le Fevre, Milwaukee, g £@ Keohler, Germantown, eo ME is SRAOQHES. 2 3 A. Schoetts, “ See Best exhibition of good peaches, M. Russell, 2 2 GP. Peffer, Pewaukeo,.... 122. 3 ee ers ¢ J.C. Brayton, Aztalan,......... 3 QuINcEs, 2 ¢ M. Russell, Walworth, 2h Fes . P , 2 
y 2 4 Best 12 quinces, F, Randall, Milwaukee,.. 3 5 2 pe danford, Waukesha, -.... # 2d best do, Stickney & Lovelanee”? 3 {Al senator Gereenaeas 00S The next meeting and Fair of the Associa- 3 2 H. Heminway, Whitewater,..___ 1 | tion will be held in this city, on the 27th of De- 3 2 Theabove shows astate of things whish will | ember next, 2 j surprise a good many people who do not know For the Wisconsin and fowa Farmer. > } What our farmers and others have been doing Cuttings—Burying Fruit Trees in the 2 {in the way of raising fruit, in choice varieties. Fall for Spring Planting, $ § We wish that we had time to say one half that 5 —— g 2 we should like to say in praise of this exhibi- | Cuttings of the Currant, Gooseberry, Grape 2 ‘ Gon! BBRE aes only express now our honest | and Quince, and cuttings of all fruit trees for 2 : opinion, that the display of apples made at | ¥S¢ in spring grafting, should be separated from 5 é Young’s Hall, has never been beaten in this | the parent stock early in December, or as soon e 2 country; and this, too, is the férst exhibition of | 23 the leaves fall. The Catawba and Isabella 2 2 the Society. If it does this in its budding, | Spe cuttings should be taken in before very 3 3 what will it not be for Wisconsin in its blos- | freezing weather; and all are more vigorous 5 : soming, and full luxuriance of leaf? taken then and buried in the ground till spring, 2 5 

than when left exposed to the alternations - of 5 2 LIST OF PREMIUMS, heat and cold, storm and sun, through the > £ : as, winter season, For the same reasons, ail ten- 2 : Best and greatest variety of good apples, der trees, and even those nearly hardy, as 3 3. J.C. Brayton, Aztalan,....- ss $10 | many varieties of the apple. would start off : 2 2d best, do., Garret Vliet, Milwaukee,.___ 5 | more vigorously if taken up in the fall and buri- = é aa Moai i autumn apples, H. J. 5 | € root and branch, through winter. 2 g 2d best do,,Joab Plum, Lake Mills,...... 3 | The time for taking up trees for burying ia in = § Best 3 varieties do. Dr. A. L. Castleman, November—say, any time before the 20th— e 2 pane enelae 08 Rathbun, Brookfield a2 3 Many farmers living at a distance from Nurse- $ } Best 6 varieties winter apples, Simeon ties delay planting from year to year, because 5 2 Gbild, Summith cee crc os ane mari they are too much hurried to leave home at the > { 2d best do,, Cyrus Hawley, Milwaukee, --- 31 planti in th ing, wh ld g § Best 3 varieties do, L. Wo Weeks «7. 3 | Planting season in the aan ose 5 ae a2 § 2d best do, Dr. A.L. Castleman, Delafield, 2 | Plant out 100 or mere trees, i they had them 3 3 Stine: buried up on. their farms, And the trial has 3 
$ Best and greatest variety of good pears, been in all cases s0 Perfectly satisfactory, it g 3 Cyrus facts , Milwankee,........__.  g | seems strange that so few obtain trees trom the 2 j j 2d best do,,.H. Crocker, ford, Wiicag: 2 | Nursery in the fall. Heeling in—that is, to ? a Soha 30 ee oe Milwaukee, , 2 bury the roots and leave the tops exposed—is 2 }: Best two specimens of any good variety, J. sure to result in Joss of many tops ; but bury- S$ Plum, Lake MERIS oS Set Sas dada ing reot and branch in a sloping position, with 2 Re eee the roots deep and tops just covered, taken out g > Best exhibition of good plums, Geo. P. Pef- - and transplanted early in Apni in the most ap- 3 Y fer, Pewaukee, .._. Be <::------------ 5 | proved methods, is uniformly attended with the g 2d best do.,.H, J. Starin, Whitewater,... --. 3] best results, 
Ayeohimos don. .-..-.-2(n0 one) We speak from large experience, having prae- Best 6 plumns of any variety, W.H. Metealt, _| tied burying nearly all sorts of deciduous Milwankee,. 02.22.21 Nureery trees every winter, for the last eight, a ay erght (yy 
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SI a 
years, without losing asingle tree, which would | I sow cabbage seed. They will not come up 

) not have been lost by any other process, and | quite as soon, but will continue doing so thro, 

° saving thousands which would have blighted | the spring, The plant is small and delicate in ¢ 

§ and died if left to stand in the Nursery and re- | appearance, and should be drawn in a wet sea- > 

3 moved in the spring. But do you not approve | son, with a little dirt attached to it, and trans- ¢ 

: ; of planting out in the fall? We say, posi-| planted. The leaf and vine have a different $ 

| > tively, no—unless known hardy varieties of the | appearance fram the potato usually, and the z 

) 2 apple, on a dry soil and dry subsoil: and them potatoe will he found.togrow larger and smooth- 5 

S it is safer to bury, and dig your holes, and: let, ey than usual. z 

the frost act upon the subsoil; and plant the| «J prefer this method, after satisfactory prac- $ 
2 trees in them as above. J.C. BrarTon. | tice, to raise the potatoe, than any other.” Z 

{  Aatalan Nursery, Oct., 1854. Of the manner of keeping them through the > 

. For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. winter, we know of no better way than to dig g 

| 3 Locust Depredations—Sweet Potato. | them as soon as the leaves are killed—careful- 2 

z — | ly. handle them so-as not to bruise them,—put 

> Eprrors Farmer :—I send you specimens of | them in piles, from fifteen to twenty bushels 2 

€ the oak and apple, as samples of the depreda- | in a pile, on an elevated piece of ground, trench- 5 

> tions of the locusts. Some of my trees are ed all roun] so as to be effectually drained.— ? 

: badly injured by these vagabonds, so that the | They should be immediately and thickly cov- 5 

3 more the wind blows, the more limbs are break- | ered with good wheat straw; over this, place 2 

> ing off at the points where the scamps have| a covering.of earth a foot thick ; and over all, g 

2 operated, place a rough shed of boards, with one end on Z 

< If you can tell us how to prevent these in- the ground, and the other elevated upon a cross $ 

2 juries hereafter, we should like to hear from| piece, supported by crotches. This will keep g 

+ you in the next number of the Farmer. off the rains. $ 

: Weare trying the cultivation of the Sweet Pusee, Prune, ec rae Reco ine pe j 

3 Potato here, and we think we shall meet with} », yin he recollected in theSeptember number 
z good seg ae eee Se eT appeared an extract from Mr. Johnson’s notes : 

z = her: oalivastin, and the manner of keep-~ of a tour to the West, giving his views of the ¢ 

Sane them over — B.S. Rotts. pear on the quince, which seem to be corrobo- > 

| 2 Myening s rated by the following: : 
3 Rewanxs.—We found the above communi-} M. de Joughe, of Brussels, in a letter to the ? 

2 cation, with the “samples,” at Madison on our | Editor of the Gardener’s Chronicle, London, ¢ 

$return from the East. We know of nopre-| 0 the subject of fruit en he having lately < 

{Tentative ther then we have mentioned in| Wet Sn ne ay at 
2 previous numbers, to injuries produced by the) trees in my. own gardens, and in those of my < 
2 locust. We think, as far as we have seen, that | friends; and every thing tends to show the { 

the damage done by them will be very slight, truth of what I before stated, The hardy > 

£ it indeed doer not turnout tobe enly a rath | EOr® graied FS SOU Pet teue of § 
2 er severe heading in—a process that ought to}the 24th and 25th of April; so also did the ¢ 

é be performed more frequently than is common | hardy plums grafted onthe damasblanc; sodid ¢ 

$ ‘with most of our fruit growers. cherries worked on the guigne, peaches on the ; 

2 Of the manner of cultivation, Collin Wood,| rea cree blue Bie ae ae $ 
2 in the Plow, the Loom and the Anvil, says that fruit trees on seedling stocks, which sendstrong ¢ 

$-he has raised for three yoars past, sweet pota- | roots into the cori we nae HE eTOR =a : 

2 i is i more sap, are able d 
i Sens oe than usual, in the fol-| Mr cold af ercng tesaipests warkellts cates, ; 

2 Silas z £ | eherrieson the mevise, plums on mirabelles, ¢ 

2 “The yam potato vine-blooms in August ; in | apples on paradise stocks, or peaches and apri- $ 

3 about a month thereafter they form a pod; the} cots on almonds. Such stocks may suit coun- § 

2 seedsarethen formed of about the size of sage tries-warmer than Belgium it Bogland, and ? 

> ood, and of the same color. The pod shop}ay ith ® aitferent Rind of vol ‘ 
benoticed and gathered when ripe or else they| {A French gardener has discovered that i 

will soon drop. Inthespring at the usual time | by painting his hot-houses with gas tar, alt the 

of sowing seca, I sow.them in th> same way| insects so destructive to plants and fruit, die : 

PS eee
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; THE JEFFERSON PLUM, ‘ 
5 The.above is a portrait of a cluster of the Jef-,of August to September.15th. A good bearer 5 
£ ferson Plum, which we picked from a tree/and a vigorous grower. Originated by the late + 
} standing in the fruit garden of James Caldwell, Judge Buel, of Albany.” é 

¢ six miles up the river from this city. Mr. Cald-| al ee § 
$ well has, unquestionably, the best plum orchard ee ee ¢ 
£ jn the Stata. We kave never seen or heard of Root Grafting. 3 
5 any other in the whole West that would com-/ Mvasrs, Eprrors :—The “ Wisconsin,and Io- ¢ 
< pare with it in extent, either in varieties or a-| wa Farmer,* including back numbers; came to 3 

mount of fruit produced. Most of the trees are | hand in due time, and was perused withconsid- = 
2 from grafts on the wild or native root—grafted | erable interest. I noticed in the April No. an $ 
§ and raiged by himself. Mr, Caldwell has a fund | article on the subject of root-grafted fruit trees, * 
¢ of, information to impart on this branch of Hor-| discountenancing the method universally prac- $ 
§ ticulture, gathered from many years of practice | ticed by fruit growers in general. I should be > 
¢ and observation. An hour’s conversation spent/ glad to draw some further information upon this + 
3 with Mr. Caldwell among. his.trees, is worth| subject, and consequently send you a few lines ¢ 
¢ more on this subject, than.cay. be gleaned from favoring the present mode of operating. For } 
$ all the fruit books we know of in a week. We/several years past I have been dealing ir fruit > 
¢-hope to give some of Mr..Caldwell’s experience | trees cultivated in this way, and have given con- 2 
5 through the columns of the Farmer, before the} siderable attention to this subject, having occa- ¢ 

2 next planting time. sionally met with objections to this method of + 
Ss “The Jefferson Plum ranksin quality as.first'grafting trees. But in every instance where ¢ 
¢ Tate—fruit large and tree.a good grower. . Fruit/ these objections have been raised, I have been > 
{ large; greenish-yellow—when fully ripened in}unable to learn the first philosophical reason 

the sun,.2 golden yellow, and a purplish-red;| why root-grafting is not equally as good, if not 
flesh a sich orange, rather fine, juicy, of a rich| decidedly the best method. I want.to learn 
flavor ; nearly freestope. Ripens from the last! some good reasons, if there are any, why root- 
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grafting is not just as good as grafting intothe| As pruning the vine young prevents the body or limbs of a tree. Suppose these trees | growth of the root, but little should be done 
in some instances in particular localities, have for a year or two after it 3s och In November t Seo 5 or early December, all vines in open culture 7 3 failed to do well, shall we attribute the cause to should be trimmed liberally. If pruned in > 

¢ their being root-grafted, without any plausible spring, before leaved out, they will bleed; they % 3 reason, since the circumstances which effect | may bleed in spring if pruned in winter, In e 2 their future success are so numerous? I know oe at tender vines, ae < 3 of instances of universal suecess with root- | ‘292 is needed, as some may be killed, and fin- 3 s = ish pruning as soon as the leaves are nearly < £ grafted fruit trees; I know instances, also, of developed, when the life of the vine may be < ; almost universal failure with top-grafted tiees, | seen. In summer allow a good growth beyond = 2 the cause of which is very uncertain. Now, it | the fruit, and abont midsummer, pinch off the : ; isa well known fact, that the nearcr alike the | 04s of the branches to check them, and -cut ” : habits of crowth of th out feeble laterals, and branches on which there ¢ g natures and habits of growth of two trees, the lis no fruit; then there will be much folinge to ¢ § better they will work together—and, in top- | absorb matter and prepare nutriment, and by * 2 grafted trees we have a large portion of the checking the growth of Wood, it will beap- = 5 tree of one nature, while the remaining portion, | Propriatee to Be pes ate pee ae eel ‘ a os . . in its | TOFS are in neglecting t» cut off useless wood < 5 ey Se oe aiervit in 28] che Gil aad depriving the plant of useful © 5 habits of growth, &c., that the portion above foliage by close pruning in summer. 3 > where the two were united, entirely outgrows heen 2 
5 the remaining portion, causing a very bad @p- | Uriiry or Tra.—In the life of most per- > pearance, and the tree seldom, if ever, sneceeds | sons a period arrives when the stomach no long- 5 : well a great length of time; whereas, with | eT digests enough of the ordinary elements of » 5 root-grafted trees, this ecldom, if ever, takes | 0d 10 make up for the natural daily waste of > > plate io the infary of dhe Gan & i the bodily substance. The size aud weight of < 5 Pie Se inary: e “Tee, eine, in most | ene body, therefore, begins to diminish more or © 3 instances, the place of union, which is below less perceptibly. At this period the tea comes = = the surface of the ground, is so perfect as to be | in as a medicine to arrest the waste, to keep ? 3 almost imperceptible; and the whole top, to- the body from falling away so fast, and thus en- ? > gether with & lars ae f th i ie ak able the less energetic powers of digestion still 7 5 Ee portion at the took. ’S © to supply as much as is needed to repair the { ; one entire nature, the lower roots only retain- | wear and tear of the solid tissues. No wonder, $ 2 ing the character of the original stock. Root- therefore, that tea should be a favorite, on the 2 < grafting appears to me to be the most reasona- 2 Sate ae the poor, where eens of ath z 3 ble and phil hical method of -, Stantial food is scanty, aad, on the ot er, With < ne “y sag é rer. ‘ ae the aged and infirm, especially of tho feebler 2 > the apple. | Te Ot PO, 1h wou very | sex, whose powers of digestion and whose bodi- $ 3 much for my interest to learn some good rea- |1y substance have together begun to fail. Nor > < sons why. 8. Hemenway, _|is it surprising that the aged female, who has 7 5 Fond du Lae, Oct., 1854, barely enough of weck)y income to buy what z : oo are called the common necessaries of life, should s 5 Pruning the Grape Vine. yet spend a portion of her small gains in pur- $ 2 ; ae chasing her ounce of tea. She can live quite > ; _ The following suggestions from the pen of | a5 well on less common food, when she takes 7 5 an Eastern horticulturist of experience, may | her tea along with it; while she feels lighter, 2 5 sake 5 at the same time more cheerful and fitter for = eee eo - eee eae her work, because of the indulgence,—[Chem- > 5 | Pruning of grapes is not generally well un- isty of Common Life, g 5 derstood, Some do not prune at all the proper | SY 5 3 2 season; they have a mass of vines and only a Te a 5 2 little fruit, and that poor. Another absurdity, Ca correspondent of the Southern Plant- : ESS ar it emi —" Bre oe mea fe ; fruit, and sometimes still worse, picking off the | Threshing Machines, where there ismuch dust 7 3 leaves to expose the fruit to the sun. in the wheat, I will say, it is the experience of 5 2 The sap ascends to the leaves, and there min- | my feeder *(who has suffered much from the 2 : gles with matter absorbed by the foliage, then | dust in his throat), that one swallow of oil, © 5 itis digested, or elaborated into food, which hich hi i) when he 2 5 descends to nourish the plant. So essential | (Which should be the best lamp oil.) when he 5 2 are the leaves, that a blight on the foliage de- | stops at night, will relieve one from all the un- 2 ¢ stroys the fruit, and a frequent repetition is | pleasant effects of the dust. This is his expe- 7 Sidite eee owe Lares ot Pres rience after ten years experience, and asit may { point, as thousands mistake, and grapes are geo: [ ive relief to many & fatigued and suffering ‘ erally mismanaged. poor fellow, I communicate it to the Planter.” i 
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2 THE COW-MILKER'S ASSISTANT. = 

: Here we have an implement for keeping the} Maturity of Plants. 2 

Gia tee z ae eee 

3 ee ee i ae ae oe ae | The life and maturity of the various plants 

§ ing is going on. According to the New Eng-/ and vegetables which are cultivated among us, s 

= lan@ Farmer, aside from its practical utility, it | is a subject-upon which a little more study and - 

i has a very important bearing in a moral point|inquiry maybe profitable. ? : 

5 of view. The Farmer humorously sets forth Plants which are growing in a soil which - 
oie Z contains no carbon, either in the form of vege- + 

§ its excellencies thus :— \table matter, or otherwise, cannot mature their = 

$ © This littie implement will prevent a good |seed. : 

= deal of smearing. So you see it has a moral toes plans which Heine see the first 2 
é z Se - vvetag 7q {Year of their growth, and then die, draw away < 

$ eee See aie ee va | he substance of the root to mature the seed. © 

5 ORES, aE and ungentlemanly, 4 good | Their death is therefore consequent upon this > 

2 many persons who milk cows, swear worse than |exhaustion, Those which produce seed the > 

2 “our army did in Flanders,” -when provoked second year of their growth, and then die, are < 

2 thereto, by a rousing switeh in the face with a ¢xhausted by producing the seed. This is : 
33 2 x the case with clover; and yet farmers find fault < 

2 vigorous cow’s tail. It does rather disturb) with clover because ‘it so soon runs out”— > 

2 one’s equanimity, especially if the animal has| But let the elements necessary to its growth be > 

$ just risen from her bed, where the tail has intaeeoane let it Demaned every yen é 
$ : : 3 "|just in blossom, and it will live many y: Z 

< beam tosumibeae an eee certainly wll give col-/sn4 the roots become very large. When the % 

2 Or and fragrance to the rose; but we should) nature and value of clover comes to be under- > 

2 not be willing to jeopardize our veracity by | stood, farmers will see it their interest to culti- > 

2 saying that it is either of them in its present | V@te i : ¢ 
Se _ P Seed-producing crops always exhaust the < 

Se soil greatly of that which in old soils is most = 
3 Letters a, a, show the part attached to the; wanting. If we would continue to raise much > 

{ large cord on the leg, just at the point of the grain, of any kind, and not reduce the soil to = 

© hock; 4, 6, the jaw (now closed) into which the Utter barrenness, we cannot too Stu soneulerie 
= hair of the tail is inserted, and c, c, the springs the amurontanen OF iow ee Ene oe é 
seer ge 9% prings) Some plants do not come to maturity to pro- ‘ 
: by which the other parts are opened. duce seed, for several years. Among those, | > 

2 & We have used it, and find that it answers believe, we class pees Hsier from seed > 

é i oe - hey must generally have several years of < 
5 the purpose tor which it was intended most ad-|‘P°Y 8 v. J 5 
aie i Po It is mad - “| growth before they will produce seed. After < 

5 mirably. It is made of brass, is perfectly sim-|they become seed-producing kinds, they pour = 
? ple, and will be wanted by all who have not) less downward into the tubers. and consequent- > 

razeed their.cows’ tails. ly an excess of gaseous food is more injurious ¢ 

« to them, and they are more liable to disease.— 

iy The Hon. John M. Ware, of Seabrook, N.| Roots and seeds do not commonly grow at the 
ti rae a ie oa of the implement, surly Welsame time. In the period before maturity, ev- > | 
uaderstand, has secured a patent upon it’ ery plant feeds more from the atmosphere ; and 
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at maturity more from the soil. This decides should be mixed up two weeks before it is used, 

where it must draw its nourishment and sup- | and kept Wet, for then the strength of the lime 

port from, and what is, at different periods of | becomes diffused throughout the mass, and the $ 

= growth, the current of its juices. water supplies the gas as well as facilitates its > 

< Nobody expects to see the potato-blight ~in ‘chmbination with the lime, an advantage that it > 

S early summer, before the vines have come near | cannot have after itis put on, and sheltered = 

© to matarity; but why not? Simply because | from the weather. And as it is but little more < 

2 such athing has never yetbeen known. But | work, the hair should not be putin until the = 

< there is, doubtless, a reason for aH this. mortar is ready for use, for the wet lime de- > 

S The growth of grass for a féw days after | composes it. 5 

5 blossoming, exhausts the soil more thin many | The thin crust which adheres so tenaciously = 

<2 days of growth does before the time of blos- | to the backs of plastering trowels, and about © 

< soming—{A.G. Commas, in N.E. Farmer. | the shanks of brick trowels, isa common spe- = 

3 ————O cimen of this combination, (carbonate of time) > 

2 Philosophy for Mechanics—Lime. which is accelerated by the free exposure of = 

2 — those parts to the air. . 

2 Many mechanics learn to take advantage of | Carbon in the solid state composes charcoal * 

< the laws of nature by experience, without and the diamond, and in combination with lime > 

$ knowing to what particélar itws they are jn- | —marble and limestone. When any of these 7 

= debted for success in theif several arts. Hence | substances are burned, or when timber is de- £ 

2 when a failure heppens—as it sometimes does | composed by time, the carbon is driven off in < 

< —they cannot always account for it. the wriform state, in which it mingles with the + 

$ ‘The natural law by which lime forms a ce- atmosphere, to be again taken up by lime-grow- = 

5 ment with sand, appears not to be generally | ing trees, Kc. So that the carbon liberated by = 

S understood, for it is betieved by many that the | the burning of Rome under: Nero, may now < 

> cement is caused by the adhesive qualities of | occupy a place in modern houses, or it may © 

= the lime, and yet lime is but slightly adhesive | form a part of those to be built Jong after all > 

= in itself, for if We rub a lump of lime mortar | that are now standing shall have crumbled in- > 

% which has just been made up and dried—be- | to ruins—[H. Pouranp, in Scientific Amer << 

> tween the fingers, it will crumble like sand.— eS ee = 

Bat another lump of the same kind of mortar,| A Hixr yo Farmers—A late writer says © 

© which’has ‘been made up for a month or more, | that “the less land a farmer has the more corn © 

5 especially if it has been kept damp during that he willraise”” Thisisso, Our friend S. once > 

> time, and then dried, will he difficult to crum- owned a farm of 300 acres, while his capital 7 

2 ble. The reason is the latter has had time to | Was so small that he could only half manure it. < 

2 combine with a portion of carbonic acid gas, The effect was that he eould scarcely pay ex- % 

< and the former has not; and as it is only upon | penses. The money he expended on fences > 

< this combination that we can depend for a good | should have been expended on guano; while - 

S cement, the mortar should be prepared in that | the wear and tear of ptow and harness, was <= 

2 ‘vay which will the most readily admit the gas; | nearly equal to the par value of his potato = 

2 for as the latter constitutes not more than the | crop. Some three years ago S. endorsed fora $ 

5 1000th part of the atmosphere, the process | friend. The friend forgot the day it was to > 

S must necessarily go on slowly. The lime falldue. S. had to take it upfor him. To do @ 

= should be made by pouring the water on it, | this, he mortgaged his farm. The mortgage < 

? the sanl should not be too fine, nor should | was foreclosed, and one half his farm struek off < 

2 there be any more water in it than just enough | to the highest bidder. He thought he was > 

© to make the mortar work well; then the work | ruined. No such thing. The manure, labor > 

$ will admit the gas, and each particle of lime | and horse-fiesh, which he formerly scattered = 

> and sand will become a nucleus, around which | over three hundred acres, were spread over one 2 

{ it will consolidate, and bind the whole in a| hundred neres, and what was the result? We 5 

¢ firm compact mass. But when the lime is will inform the reader. He now clears $2,000 = 

2 slaked to saturation by submersion, it not only | a year, which clearing is effected with one-third > 

> takes up more carbonic acid gas from the wa- the labor, swearing and chuckleheads, which < 

3 ter, by which its eapacity for that element is | he formerly made use of to keep himself poor e 

2 diminished, but if much of it is used, it places ! and ill-natured. We conclude with the same *. 

< the grains of sand too far apart ta be firmly | text we set out with—“ The less land a farmer > 

5 united together, and leaves the interstices so | owns, the more corn he will grow.”—[Anon, 2 

> small that the action of the gas soan closes on ee 4 

£ the outside, by which its further entranceis| ANciENT Acricutturisrs.—The first three ‘ 

~ prevented. men in the world were a gardener, a plowmar, > 

$ For ornamental work, however, this is the | and grazier! If any one objects that the sec- 2 

5 way to slake it, for it combines with a larger | ond one of these proved a murderer, it will be 2 

2 portion of water and is whiter as welt as finer, | recollected that as soon as he committed the ¢ 

¢ for water when it parts with its transpareney, | crime he quit our profession, and began to build 

in assuming the solid state, puts on a rebe of | @ town. 

the purest white—as in snow. re — 
For walls exposed tothe weather, it isnot so| g3~ Wisconsin can produce as good ‘fruit as 

important, but for plastering, the sand and lime | any other State in the Union. 
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© throw dirt over their roots. If you bury them 

Downestic Economy * | pits, seo that your pis are well rained. 
See 8b eas aaa SUSI +t your pork fat as soon as possible, ant 2 
$ Work for the Month. weed ‘ 3 = ly for sale the first good opportunity. Do g 
§ In every month, ere in aught begun, not feed corn all winter, and in the spring sell 2 

? Read over that month what avails to bedone; | for less than you can get in early winter. In § 
2 Soneither this travel may seein to be lost, this respect be sure and seize time by the fore- 2 
5 Nor thou to repent of this iu ae ee top and your pigs by the throat. Q 

2 This is generally an unpleasant and uncom- a = pe ae ee ths aa: § 
3 fortable month for the work of the farmer. It |“ Crying the pumpkins and squashes, which 5 
5 is the ti hen all the odds and ends of the | %@ t make those good pies next spring and > 
sere ast be attended te. Things saver now, |ummer. There is nothing like looking well ? 
2 a te a S i = ee inter | #8¢ad and making nice provision for good food $ 
S Aa ae eo ae aa ie nee for the laborers. They work better, feel better, 2 
2 ae i Pier = ae roe ae on a sans and are better, and the employer is also better. 3 
é - 2 nr > 
¢ should be put in the best condition possible for | Tar Wurat Weevit.—A practical agricultu- 2 
2 the comfort of the stock through the winter.— | rist recommends farmers who desire to rid them- 3 

¢/Every farmer should remember that it costs a | selves of the weevil, to apply one pound of salt 2 
= great deal more to feed stock and to keep them | to every two bushels of wheat in the bin, He $ 
¢ in good condition if they are cold. A certain | says he has seen the experiment tricd, and hence > 5 aoe x ry ee S 
2? amount of heat must be given to the body in vouches for its success. g 
¢ order that the animal may thrive ; and, if not] Sopa Brecerr—iIn two quarts of flour rub 2 

é furnished him by outward protection, it must be | four teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar, then rub $ 

; supplied by digestion of food. Let all animals | in one cup of butter or drippings ; add two tea- 2 
2 then have warm and comfortable quarters. The | spoonfuls of soda, dissolved ; add water or milk $ 
¢ cows will then give more and better milk, the | guficient to make apretty stiff dough. If milk 2 

> oxen and horses be fatter, and the chickens will | ;, used, less butter would be required. S 

{well reward you with nice new laideggs. It is (PO) Grade Hitas) nth Cosas Bewerat Pat 2 

4 RS Se tablespoonful of pearlash into a pint of boil- 3 
{ with water during winter. Pains eee be ing water. Having fastened a bit of sponge to © 
3 taken, therefore, before the Ground becomes | the end of a stick, dip it into the solution, and > 
3 frozen, to dig wells, open springs, and make wash the brush with it, carefully going in a- 2 
ey eee ee ane mong the bristles, Next pour over it some clean 3 

§ for he use of ee ae not eee necetse” | hot water, and let it lie alittle while. ‘Then : 
2 eg a oe — on wher | drain it, wipe it with a cloth, and it before 
x flesh in eee Baore == * — nie we a pe 5 dry ; 

3 journey to quench their thirs ve all, do 2 2 
not allow your love of ease to lead you into the joe a adeenee 5 

5 mui lief tl or any kind of stock, : 2 
; ew eet pheed, Oe a07 ” | dry slacked lime rubbed into the hair of cattle, 2 
3 Nowis a good time for cutting wood when it | Wil destroy all lige. If a remedy, it is acheap $ 
¥s in its prime, that it may get well seasoned | *"4 easy one. ae ai he 3 
§ before hauling to market. You that sell wood} _ aes ere ee ee : ra ae os, 2 
2 would do well to cut your wood the year be- ae Re 4 Pn See te § 
£ fore hand, as you will get a higher price, and | °"¢ gill neatsfoot oil ; simmer over a fire till $ 

2 will not be under the necessity of carting as | ™¢d, then eee 2 
£ much water as wood, for which you get no pay, Cure ror THE Prr.—Undoubtedly anos os 2 
2 while your teams do get lean. How unwise to { days some of your chickens will have this com- 2 
2 cart water to market in the winter, and how |™on chicken complaint. Cure it simply by 3 
\boolish for the purchaser to buy water for wood. | mixing a tablespoonful of sulphur with about $ 
=» Now is the time to see that your cellars are three pounds of meal for a feed every other 3 

{ properly guarded against the frost. This will | ay; Perhaps for a fortnight. . = 
be the month to put up your cabbages inthe} §3§~ Full compliments of tools and imple- : 
cellar, or to bury them. If you put them in| ments of husbandry, are intimately connected 
the cellar, stand them up on their stumps and | with the success of the husbandman. 
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Hominy.—In pdint of economy, as human jor coagulated milk, and it will keep sweet as |} 

food, one bushel of beans or hominy, is equal | long as desired. InScotland a syphon is some- t 
2 to ten of potatoes. Hominy, too, isa dish al-| times used to separate the milk from the creum, + 
= most as universall7 liked as potatoes, and at | instead of skimming the pans.” 2 
2 the south, xbout as freely eaten, while at the] How to cer mip or Rats—Prof. Dascom, $ 
< north it is scldom seen. By hominy, we do | of Oberlin, in a letter tothe Ohio Farmer, ¢ 

2? not mean a sort of coarse meal, but grains of | says: 3 

*; white corn from which the hull and chit, or] “ Would it not be well to call the attention ? 
. 2 eye, has been removed, by moistening and | of your readers to the ease and certainty with $ 

> pounding in a wooden mortar, leaving the grains | which they may be relieved from the annoy- < 
almost whole and composed of little else than | ance of the large brown Rat. This impudent > 

5 starch. It has often been said that not one] intruder often visits my laboratory and other < 
{ cook in ten knows how to boil a potato. We premises. As they come singly, 1 ‘take off? : 
> may add another cipher when speaking of the each, the night after I discover signs of his 8 
£ very simple process of cooking hominy. We presence, in this wise. I take halt a teaspoon- ? 
> give the formula from our own experience,— | ful of dry flour or Indian meal on a plate or £ 
~ and instructions received in a land where “hog | piece of board, and sprinkle over it the frac- : 
3 and hominy” are well understood. Wash | tion of a grain of strichnine. This is set ina : 
= slightly in cold water, and soak twelve hours | convenient place, and I invariably find the cul- : 
2 in tepid water, then boil from three to six hours | prit near the spot dead in the morning. The ‘ 
;, inthe same water, with plenty more added | peculiar advantage of this poison is, that it : 
> from time to time, with great care to prevent | produces muscular spasms, which prevent the Q 
4 burning. Do not salt while cooking, ss that, | animal from reaching his hole to die and de- ? 
2 or hard water, will harden the corn. It is good | compose. Ic is needless to add, that such a vio- 
{ hot or cold, and more frequently it is warmed | lent poison should be used with care.” s 
2 over—like the old fashioned pot of To Mexp Broxes Cuina.—Take unslaked 
2  *Bean-porridge hot, ‘bean-porridge cold, é lime, made fine hy pounding or grinding, which ‘ 
. Deanne pees wm = Sree ayy ons: mix with the white of an egg to the consistence S 
5 Sois hominy—it is good always, and very | of starch or paint; thoroughly cleanseand dry ‘ 
: wholesome, and, like tomatoes; it only meanices the edges to be united, then apply the mixture * 

= to be eaten once or twice to fix the taste in its to the parts tobe cemented, place them togeth- } 

3 favor—[Journal of Health. er firmly, and let them become perfectly dry. ? iy; P ry ary. 
; Rurzs row Burrer Maxinc.—The Massa- | Articles thus mended can be handled or wash- : 
+ chusetts committee on dairies says: “Your | ed without injury... a 
~ committee, having had much exptrience in but-|_ Gpnzaix Remepy FoR A Frroxn—Take Polke : 
2 ter making, offer the following rules as the re-| 09 and roast it in the fire until done, then { 

: sult of their experience:—The ae and | wash up all the soft part and make it intoa : 
£ sweeter the cream, the sweeter and higher poultice, and apply to the place afflicted three ‘ 
4 fiavored will be the butter.—The air must be | >. four times a day, as hot as can be borne,and 
: fresh and pure in the room or cellar where the it will perform a cure in forty-eight hours. £ 
5 milk is set—The cream should not remain on : z ‘ . as Srorine Potrators—Use or Live Benert- ‘ ; themilk over thirty-six hours.—Keep the cream a ae Cis : z y i ciau.—T. J. Herepath, Bristol, England, gives * 5 in tin pails, or in stone pots, into which put a A 2 ; ? 
= patie Z a variety of experiments in storing potatoes. ‘ £ spoonful of salt at the beginning, then stir the zi e 2 $ z . 4s . + | When lime was used, put up in bundles in each ¢ > eream lightly each morning and evening; this ‘ é Sasi = 2 E sack of potatoes, or in bulk at the bottom or : 
é will prevent it from moulding or souring— f th tatsan Gat ik wekolentaloenaaere 2 
= Churn as often as once a week, and as much of- top ct pie jpotana AD, Bieta Oates: i 5 . : generally sound—while those put away in the > 
< tener as circumstances will permit.—Upon z ‘ 5 
é ; +. |ordinary manner were much diseased. Mr. < > churning add the cream upon all the milk in - é 
> ; Herepath prefers the lime on the top of the ; 
* the dairy.—Use nearly an ounce of salt toa 4 Palisa dhcenne benabeocd > 
; pound of butter—Work the butter over twice | 2°" 5°P ee r 

to free it from the buttermilk and brine, before | Gixcer Sxars—One cup of butter, one of \ 

lumping and packing. Be sure that it is en- | molasses, one teaspoonful of soda, two of ginger, 
(y) tirely free from every particle of buttermilk, | one of cloves; roll thin and bake quick. )
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a a a ee Tne Se 
° self. These were grown in the garden of Dr. 

é 0 ‘ to fr 8 I 4 b j e. J. Mitchell, Fach and warcaeeaty the 
Steps—A correspondent writing from St- best specimens of the kind anywhere exhibited. 5 

g Paul, Minn, says:—“I wish to thank you for| @3§7 Thos. Howland, of Kenosha, presented § 
§ the seeds sent me and my neighbor subscribers us some very fine sweet potatoes, which were 2 
§ tothe Farmer. I planted mine the last of May, | exhibited at the State Fair. We found them ¢, 
$ and have done well—all but the cucumbers, | very nice intheeating. Mr. Howland, we un- é 
2 those the striped bug devoured soon after they | derstand, raised several bushels equally nice. 
> came through the ground, Some of my neigh- | We advise some of our patrons to cultivate this é 
§ bors had good luck with them. I don’t believe | estimable esculent. $ 
2 there is any other kind of sweet corn and} Wr are indebted to our friend, Chas. R. ¢ 
§ Squash raised in the world, eee where, near so Gibbs, of Harmony, for a beautiful pair of 2 
Z good as the Old Colony Corn and Jersey Brahma Pootras. 1t is with pleasure that we $ § ccscnespogees ae oe i times the 40} | ora this deed. 2 
é cents paid for the Farmer for the same quan- is - © 
2 tity at aad you sent, than be without the a- ae Sih of axbey, per fected cae (RIE; $ 
? bove named corn and squash one season. L) trio of chicks, by one of the.finest of Buff 2 2 Shanghais. Mr. S.has long been Lnowa for his > “The Farmer takes well. We are going to | Stanshsis. Mr ne wesenaee ¢ 
2 double our club next year, any way, and may eke: é 
£ be more. J. Mason. tg We thank Mr. Gillett, of Milwaukee, ¢ 
2 “St. Paul, Oct. 5, 1854.” for the bestowal of two chicks—a Brahma cock e 
5 The above is only one of more than 100 and white Shanghai pullet—fine birds. We 3 
2 equally commendable reports on seeds distrib- | challenge the State to mateh the former. Mr. é 
g * . | G. found quick sales for a number of fowls at = 
5 Spe nig anteaters) ios aueing WN a a | the State Fair, but has a few lef unless he has > § pleased to learn that they have given so good | h ee h = 2 
2 satisfaction. We design having something | sold them since then. S 
§ new and choice in this line to distribute among} All our Jewish prejudice of the divided hoofs 2 
} our subscribers annually, and we shall not ov-| without cuds, has been completely overcome g 
§ errate whatever it may be, knowingly. by a beautiful half Suffolk and half Spaul- > 
5 Jersey Squasu.—Of this we have raised a ding’s breed pig, presented us by that best of g 
5 fine crop the past season, and are now prepar- pork producers and swine breeders, Mr. Wm. > 
2 ed to send seeds to those subscribers whom we | Spaulding, of Harmony. € 

qmereumipletosupeinlest springs Agents.of |") 50°07 bo ita en Say eieeae Co., 2 
$ ae to-whom we are indebted, will please ay Publishers, Detroit, for a copy of “Text Book > 3 tify us, and the seeds shall beseut, postage paid. of Agriculture.” < 
2 We would also say, that if any subscriber or § 
§ club have not received seeds according to the| 3” The Appleton .Crescent, a lively and $ 
2 terms of our circular, we wish to know it. In| excellent paper, filled with choice articles, § 
5 several instances the first packages sent last | failed to give us credit for the article “ Work = 
2 spring were reported lost, and in every case so | for the Month,” in one of its late issues. 5 
; reported, seeds were sent asecond time. O> We know by delightful experience, that g 
$ {a The apple given us by O.S_ Dousman, | most excellent fruitis grown in this village— = 
2 of Bradford, for examination, we think, with-| D. C. Patton sent us the other day a pair of ¢ 
£ out doubt, to be the Hawthorndon. ~ | peaches, which we think would be hard to beat. 2 
2 We have to acknowledge the receipt of a few | One of them measured nine inches in circum- § 
3 fine specimens of the Black Detroit apple, from | fereuce, the other a little less. They were of g 
2 EW. Edgerton, of Summit. They suit our | the large yellow variety, and are styled the 5 

$ palate well. “ Orange Seedling,” and were as rich, Juscious, - 

That dozen Bartlett pears, so much admired | and melting as —— as the first kiss of love!— 5 
by all good judges of fruit at the exhibition of | [Beloit Journal. ; 
the Wisconsin Fruit Growers’ Association, fell| Does your “ delightful experience” include 
to our lot for disposal, and we have made the | both of the peaches and the “kiss” too, Mr. 
disposition among our female friends and our- | Editor?! 
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() ea" Mr Chas. Smith, of Waupun, has our] Great Growrs or Squasn.—Mr. Wn. Peck, 
thanks for the present of a red (we call her of Eden, Fond du Lac Co, raised from four 
buff) Shanghai pullet—a chick from the pret- | vines of the Mammoth Sugar Squash, twenty- £ > eam Ps ° gar Squach; vs 

2 tiest Shanghai hen in the State. Mr. Smith | five hundred pounds of squashes. 3 
2 has more of the same pattern to part with. Mr. Charles Smith, of Waupun, Dodge Co., 
2 Nexson Gitzerr, of Beloit, an old friend of | has kindly presented us a few of the seeds. ? 

* $ ours who purchased a fine pair of Shanghais of p87 A correspondent of the Boston Travel- > 
5 us, saysthe pullet has been known to lay three |.» states that in front of a fine dwelling in Q 

¢: SB? sone day. He wishes to getone that Marlborough, Massachusetts, there are six ma- 2 
§ Will lay four. That is eggs-act-lie what is Jestic elms, which the owner keeps insured a- © 

. < wanted. ° gainst injury from lightning or fire,in thesum ¢ 
5 Se We purchased at the late Rock County | of 500! 5 
2 Agricultural Fair, of Daniel Toll & Co, Janes- Groncra Banxs.—The Chicago Tribune é 
: ville, mii — of i wee says that George Smith has bought another E 
5 one ae ene aa Lage @ bought them | bank charter, the Bank of Grifin, to use it as $ 
; ar it aaa ee, mo = of | a tender to the Atlanta, and Curtis, Bradley < 
3 ss ee core ae aust: & Co., have bought up the charter of the Cher- $ 
2 : “ |okee Insura . Bet Griffins < ¢ ny, we understand, has made extensive arrange- ae ae the Chico , pa eaiagha g 2 s z Z 
é pe AS ee ee fall ante of wild cat banking. Therearenow ¢ 
Foe i i ks in full blast i icago, : $ have seen and possess, they will not only oblige ve pees im a Heal) Masta hiesso ee? 
¢ the community, but render themselves worthy |__* ‘N=®¥ Sranterics —The Stevens Point ? 
. of its patronage. A good broom is the wife's Pinery gives some interesting statistics of that < 
3 scepter. thriving town. It now boasts of 100 dwellings, : 
é We hive vocal nll spiedlacctahee 120 families, 4 taverns, 9 stores, 23 mechanics, § 
3 ae Aosdemy: dnderthe puaccvor aeons and other shops, 7 warehouses, 1 school-house e 
£ ? d 2 schools, 1 church finished and 1 build- ¢ 
¢ Adams, Esq., formerly a pupil of ours in Ver- on 1 sestbes x ee aaa Bee z 
5 mont. Mr. Adams isa graduate of Hanover, SE eee ete ey eee. § 
£ and one of the most successful teachers and ‘ ae eee aoens ray, 5 
§ bestof scholars. We are happy to know of his |'* * Y°TY pr etty object epi le orang, mesa 2 ? iocisonet abu que. is some satisfaction to pluck it from day to day ? 
Z D. Goa We h fi a|*s wanted, a barrel or half barrel should be < 
$ so as oe ae alka. eae a meee prepared, by boring holes at regular intervals i 
z sie table = aay osunley cnet 4 fs sf ee all down its side, and towards the end of this ¢ 
$ % th It d placed, ? $ chard of Isaac Brown, Esq., of Albion, about met eotcley yee ee = Placed, 2 5 theo mailes trons Fulton. Depot. Mr. B, has one crown opposite each hole, beginning at the : 
< galeed Sh Reticle of the sees sort, this year— bottom first, and filling up with some porous ? $ ts * z 
2 The time is near at hand when Wisconsin will ~ eo fresh eeuee kyoeas in Country i 
‘ have no favors to ask of hersisters on the score | ~°7"°™"2- ? 
2 of fruit.—[ Wisconsin Patriot. Crors 1v Attamaxeg.—Mr, Isted, who re- ; 
¢ OF The Waupacca Spirit says of the yield | sides near Wawkon, informs us that as a gen- i 
© of wheat in that county: “Twenty-five or thir- | eral thing about him, the crops are first rate, 2 
2 ty bushels is the common harvest per acre, on |and farmers in good spirits at their prospects / 
4 the openings and prairies here.” for a profitable season. We believe this is true : ? penings Pp ‘ ¢ 
2: grbow Rabe a Ae tab ante dew: Hanoatie of Northern Lowa generally.—[Intelligencer § 

2 State Fair, held at Keene, a foot race fora} 3 The lady who did not think it respecta- : 
> purse was contested by four young men, and | ble to bring up her children to work, has just 2 
g won by Edward W. Wilder, of Keene, who | heard from her three sons. One of them was 
7 encompassed half a mile in 1:35, These|a driver ona canal; another had been taken } 

matches were not got up by the Society, but | upas a vagrant; anda third had gone to Au- 
the “ purses” were offered by persons present } burn to learn the shoe business, under the au- { 
who wanted to see the fun. spices of a keeper. f 
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A Farmer's Wife I'll be. Towns axp Cities or lowa—The following 

[ I'm a wild and laughing girl, just turned of tis ae the population ‘of the’ principal t ; ? sweet sixteen, 6 and cities of Iowa: : : § As full of mischief and of fun as ever you have Burlington, .... =... =... ....7,906 z : : seen ; r ‘Dubuquey.::-............ 6,634 $ : 2 And when I ama woman grown, no city beaux Davenport, :.............. 5,202 e : 2 for me— 
é 3 2 If eter I marry in my life,-a farmer’s wife Pl be ‘Keokuk, -:.-.....-........4,769 2 

: Lov try life, I love the joyous bree: ee ; 
: 5 e a countr ie, 10" joyous Ze, i 2571 4, Hoe to hear the singing birds along the fony| We City. a ee 

‘= The lowing herds and bleating flocks make mu- Oskaloosa, <2.. +... ........1,469 : 2 sie sweet for me— Cedar Rapids, .............1,120 é 3 Ife’er I marry in my'life, a farmer’s wife Pll be. Fairfield, ..-.. -.........-.. 1,013 $ 
$1 deeb feed the chickens, and I love to milk| Wurat Cror or Minnssora.—The wheat : 2 the cow, i crop of the Territory for the present season is é § Tlove to hear the farmer's boy a whistling at) estimated by an intelligent farmer friend, at © é And fields of corn and waving grain are plea- | 0 hundred thousand bushels. . 2 sant sights to me— i UC Iris estimated, upon what is deemed in- 2 $ Te'er I marry in my life, a farmet’s wife 1 be. telligent and reliable authority, that the coun-* 5 2 I are see the orchards where the golden ap- | tiesof Winona, Houston and Fillmore, in Min- > $ ples grow, | i? nesota, mow contain 10,000 inhabitants. In < 2 I ee a eamenlows where the bright esis whole territory embraced within Z $ And flowery banks and shady woods have ma-| these counties polled twelve votes, all told. oo 
Spee Bde > At the New York State Agricultural ° 2 Teeter I marry tn my lifeya farmet’s wife I'l be. Fair in New York, ‘Mr. Jesse Williams, of 3 £ Let one girls who love it best, enjoy the Rome, had two specimens of cheese ‘ench weigh- < 3 _ gloomy town, ing over five hundred pounds! They .attract- 2 5 ee ae as dusty streets, to ramble igre attention Danie 5 é But fiowery fields, and shady woods, and sun-| Fin Srocx.—The Dubuque Observer no- g $y, ,2y Skies for me— ik tices the Morgan horse, Romeo, who took the § é If er I marry in my life, a farmer’s wife Pll be. first premium of asilver cupat the recent Fair > 3 Crops in Grant.—The Grant County Her-| in Dubuque-county. His owner, Mr. David, 5 2 ald says: “We have called on some of our has a standing offer for him of $2500. € § most reliable farmers to assist us in making a} Dvusvaquz Inox Worxs.—Farley & Rouse, ¢ ? statement of the average product of grain, po-| at their extensive establishment in Dubuque, 2 $ tatoes, hay, &c, per acre for Western Wiscon- have aow under course of construction, six $ 2 sin. The following is the average from the| steam saw-mill engines and eight flouring mill 2 § ‘best authority we are able to consult : engines. é * s Average number of bushelsef Wheat. > The St. Louis Republican contains a list é 5 per acre, 25 to'30| of thedisasters on the Western rivers since the 5 ¢ Bushels of Corn per acre, 50 to75| Ist of January. The number of steamboat ¢ 5 8 Oats 5 t0°60 | and flatboat accidents given is 108, and there ¢ cia Potatoes, “ 250 | were besides 150 coal-boats lost. 2 

£  Cuerry Prcrorat.—See in our advertising} An Ov Sracer—At the Woreester Cattle 2 5 columns a notice of this medicine, Weare not! Show, the citizens extemporized a cavalcade a 5 | : in the habit of saying much in relation to such | mile long, containing 200 saddle horses, 55 2 $ medicines as are generally seen going the| spans, and 120 single horses in carriages. The $ i £ Tounds of newspapers ; but in relation to Ayer’s| Argus says that one of the horses was from > 3 Cherry‘Pecteral, we feel that we can say some-/ Barre, and was 41 years old, but looking as hale g é thing in its favor with Propriety, from the fact | and hearty, and drawing as well as any pre- 2 that we havettried it. A young man in our|sent. His owner useshim every day, and con- 
) Office has ulso used it, and in both his and our| siders him capable of as much work as any of 
Own case it proved most beneficial— [American his young horses, and good for at least ten years Presbyterian, Greenville, Tenn. moreactual service. 
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W§ OF The growth of Iowa is surprising. The | TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
St. Louis News says that the vote of the last ee cae! Page 

t * e é Bucks, Time for using 249 ¢ 
= spring election shows a great increase over that Cuttings—Burying Fruit Trees in the g 
= of last August, and the vote of thepresent Au-} Fall for Spring Planting, 253 > 
= gust is much larger than last spring. Coun. | Cow-milker’s Assistant, 257 = 
© ties that had no returns eighteen months ago} Domestic Economy— Work for the Month z 

2 h ft ices dinuliesd — Recipes, &, 250 2 = now show avote of two or three hundred.— | raitor’ Table, 261 = 
< Not only are the eastern and western border | Fair of Wisconsin Fruit Growers’ Associ- 3 
= counties advancing in population, but away in| ation, =~ 252 : 
= the interior of the State the hardy pioneers arc Pair, Wisconsin State, 24t e 
= atlion di a athe il as armers. a Hint to 258 5 
2 settling down, und aroun em will soon gather Grape Vine, Pruning of the 256 © 

= dense settlements. Locust Depredations—Sweet Potato, 254 > 

= Inwicratioy—During the month of August, | Mechanics, Philosophy for—Lime, 258 ¢ 
2 ived at the port of New York 23,672 | pave ;omunse Hedge, ars 3 there arrived a P ‘ 2°7* | Pig Distemper, Cure for 246 5 
< German immigrants; 8.898 Trish ; 3.658 Eng- | Potatoes, Seed 246 + 

5 lish, and about 3,000 from other European Points of Cattle—the Herefords, 250 ¢ 
< countries. The returns for the eight months Bae perme: on Seedling Stocks, ae 3 
S commencing with January and ending with | pjants, Maturity of 2 
< August, show a total of arrivals of Irish 54,-| Root Grafting, 255 ¢ 

% 548; Germans 119,400, making with natives | phd ely of y ne i a 256 = 
5 4 “ : ermin, to Destroy on Animals and Trees, 246 < 5 of other countries, a grand total of 209,414. Walls and, Renses 2 2442 

< Dusrqve Lano Acexcy—We invite atten- | Wheat Growing and Sheep Raising, Com- > 

. = tion to the advertisement of Hawthorn, Childs | _Parative Profits of 247 2 
> & Co., General Insurance, Commission and ~W. W. MACOMBER’S” g 

> Land Agents, Dubuque. We have been per- P 3 anl ‘al g 

< sonally acquainted with Mr. Childs for some RIZE PO ULI RY pete 
5 length of time, and confidently recommend the | Notice to the Poultry Breeders < 

2 Company, of which he is a member, to the pub- | and Fanciers at the West. ee 
tie econ is now prepared to furnish = 

© eon : Chicks of all the different Asiatic breeds, 7 
>  Hannware.—We advise those who have oc- | comprising Brahma Pootras, Hong Kongs, Im- < 
= easion to buy Hardware in Milwaukee, to call | peril Chinese. Canton Chinas, White. Brown, 3 
5 and see the extensive stock of Messrs. Le Fe- pnts Blogk Dominique and Red Shanghais, = 5 1 Graber Ghawclews Selby Gabiane willl ochin Chivas and Chittagongs, and Sumatra ? 
: vre and Green, 4 Se 3 | Ebon Games; all WARRANTED PURE, : 

> buy. They are enterprising young men—fair | and of the dest stock in the Union—bred from ¢ 

2 and honorable dealers, and have the finest stock | my fowls which received FIRST PREMIUMS 
S inthe city. They have, also, avery large as- atsna Michie See Pair in September last, é 
‘ sortmeat of Agricultural {mplements—Plows, All orders to be accompanied with the cash, 2 

> Churns, Harrows, &c., W&c.,—in , fact, every | and all Fowls sent warranted to be good, or the $ 
~ thing ever seen or thought of in that line. poney eee Orders will be filled ‘at the > 
= Salis <dverts t of | shortest fiotice. Ee 
z Fowrs ror Baur. ee the advertisement o: | Address, ‘W. W. MACOMBER, : 

= fowls, by W. W. Micomber, @f Barcelona, N. Nov, 1854. Barcelona, N.Y. = 

Z Yo mer a claims his Pa a be O K,, and SUFFOYK & ESSEX PIGS. = 
> We can say nothing to the contrary. S B. EDWARDS, of Troy, offers for © 

- THE SHEEP ARE COMING!—|\)p salea choice lot of Surro.x and Essex ; 
a Pics, bred from stock imported by Lewis G. ¢ 
{ Messrs. McAuuster & Haz request us to | Morris, of Morrissiana, N.Y. They will be 2 
2 say, that sickness prevented them being at | delivered, if requested, at Eagle Centre Depot ; 
2 , Fai a iach cee Sree of charge. 3 
2 our last State Fair, as stated in the 0- |" All communications addressed to him at East ? 
© ber No. Further, that they will be at Troy, es a be promptly attended to. =< 

2 Hartland, Waukesha co, about the last of ee ; 
. 5 loses, 

this month, with 300 or 400 pure French) 4 ¢anyFACTURER of Cabinet Ware — 
and Spanish Merino Sheep, for the Wiscon- Ready Made Coffins constantiy on hand. p 
sin market. Metalic do. furnished to order Shop.on the 

west side of the River, Janesville. 
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a}é WISCONSIN & IOWA FARMER, 1] | cee 10 | = 3 q ic KG LX - " m2 | MORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR.. 
2 ff: VOL VI. JANESVILLE, WIS., DECEMBER, 1954, NO. 12... 2 
? 9} 2 MARK MILLER, ; 2 | Comparatively few Agricultural journals have 2 é 38. P. LATHROP } Bator Sue aa: lecaied for z great saan of time ‘as the © 2 PP: pieconeeS0 Serance enn sm, Aeames | Fann; and, fewer sil have met. with a bet : the gamecleateces, larger number. . All subscriptions | ter reception among practical. agriculturists ; : 3 2 to commence withthevolume and back numberssup- | and, fewer yetare:now established on a. firmer’: 

: £ _ADVERTISING.—One page, first insertion, @6; for | Sis» and with better promises of complete sue- < é { each snbsequent insertion, less than one year, 853 half | cess, and of a final triumph over every difficul- 2 £ Ih 2 teStmmone'senr eons nae nemsiee™ se" ty. While. it remember, and ackeowledgen = £ Page, $30; quarter page, $13; eighth page, $103 one | with gratitude, the seniority of a few kindred = 2 2 square, (twelvelines or less,) per year, $5,50 ; less than | . x ed ok 7 . % 3 # one year, firstinsertion, $2,U0; for each subsequent in- | journals, it cannot, in justice to its own convie- < : 2 Sertion, 30 cts. tions, yield the palm of superiority for the farm- * c |= — ers of the West to any other journal. It is not : 3 Close of the Volume. the style of the issue, or the ability of the con- = BE —— tents of which we speak, but their finess for > 3: The present number completes the sixth vol- the market. We know, though many journal- < 3 ume of the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer.?— ists at the East do not, at least seem not to, that 2 3 Though the editors would not be unmindful of £0 far as there is to be a practical application of 
z the fact, that the FAnuzz has not’ yet attained jtheir teachings by the farmers of the West, ~ z to that degree of perfection in the style of its | hep jeceaate are quite as well adapted to the < g issues, or profit in the amount of its income— | Japanese Islands as to the latitude of TMlinois, © 3 which they divine to be its future destiny—yet Wisconsin, Iowa, or Minnesota, and, we might = ¢ they have great cecasion for self-congratulation add, Kansas and Nebraska, especially the Tat- > } that their efforts to furnish the farmers of the ter. The “ Prairie Farmer *—facile princeps— = 2 Northwest generally, with a valuable Agricul- } the « Michigan Farmer,” and the « Wisconsin = 

2 tural journal, have been duly appreciated by | and Iowa Farmer’’—either, is worth more to the ° § Many. Our friends have laid us under great working farmer of the West than the whole < > obligation, for the interest which they have felt | legion of Eastern journals, so excellent, able ¢ ¢ in the prosperity.of the Farmer, and the pains / and desirable there. This is said with no en- < + they have taken to. extend its circulation, and | vious spirit or desire to disparage those jonr- é z thereby increase its influence and usefulness,— nals of the East in the minds of Western agri- ¢ + Its circulation at the present time is greater in culturists. The real truth of the assertion, and 2 2 number and wider in extent, than at any period | the frankness with which it is made, should * 3 of its previous history. Though there have been shield us from any aspersions of this kind— : times in its past existence, when its then pre-| We hesitate not to appeal to either of our co- ~ $ vious history furnished no sure data, except the temporaries and co-laborers in the West, whose > 2 fixed purpose of its proprietor and originator, experience in the field best enables and entitles © 3 what its future would be ; yet, these doubts and them to speak advisedly on: this point, to sub- 5 
2 Uncertainties have all been swept away, aud no | stantiate our declaration. Our aim is not to < 3 other than a continued and greatly increased | limit the circulation of these journals at the ‘ 2 Prosperity is looked for to attend its future ex- West, but, if possible; to arouse the too dor- = 
§ istence. No one, without experience, can esti- mant sensibilities of our Western farmers to a * 3 mate the labor, or appreciate the difficulties of just perception of the facts in the case, anda = 3 establishing an Agricultural journalyand of ren- Proper appreciation of our agricultural journals ‘ ; dering i prosperous and profitably. It is ‘with at home. To do this, it becomes necessary to = Something of pride, tlerefore, thay we look strip truth of all the fig-leaved drapery thrown 
back upon the hard struggles.and difficult la | 9 cond it by a transgressive shrewdness, and let borsattending the early history.of the Fansom,1 it stand forth in its-original nudity, But; suffi? jand: now realize that. these are. all vanquished. cient on this point, * 4 uM 
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I ® twas our intention, when we commenced, For the Wi:eonsin & lowa Farmer. @% F to thank our friends and . patrons for their ap- Asiatic Fowls. f ‘ee preciation of: the Fanuer, and to solicit a con+ ae ; i # § tinuation of ‘their good will, and stimulatethem| Messrs, Eprrors:—I Propose to maken few > $ to still greater exertions to extend its influence | remarks on two distinct breeds of Asiatic $ é among their neighbors and sequaintances, We|Fowls—the Brahma Pootra and the Hong 2 r $ have received numerous letters. from different | Kong. Of the fitat of these so much has becn 5 : 2 sources, commending the excellency of the | said, that J shall venture but few remarks, ex- ¢ i 3 Farwen—and these, too, from towns and neigh- cept to expose some of the impositions which ‘ } ¢ bothoods where the authors were the only sub- | are being practiced upon the uninitiated. z j 5 seribers. Now, we are confident, that if these| I have lately attended the Michigan State $ 2 friends, who know us so well, would but com- Fair, at Detroit. One of the principal deal- > i 3 municate with their neighbors as freely and|ers in Michigan had on exhibition several © | é fully as they do with us, and take the trouble coops of fowls, which he called respectively, 2 | t 2 to show them, or even lend them, a number of | « Mottled Brahmas” “Mixed Brahmas,” &e. > at ¢ the Fanwer, they would be as well pleased with Now, there was proof positive that these fowls g | 3 it as they themselves, and would readily join | wore nothing more nox less than a cross be- > g their efforts with their’s in getting up a club of tween a Grey Chittagong cock and Brahma ¢ | § subscribers, and thus Secure to the neighbor- hens, which produeed mongrels, beautifully > i 2 hood or town an important benefit, and great- | ¢ mottled? The owner, to avoid “the ruinous = : ly promote the interests of the agricultural com- practice of in-and.ie breeding,” had resorted to * 1 z munity generally. the equally raimeus practice of crossing. He : ; $ It is the intention of the Editors and Proprie- | sold them for superior specimens of Brahma Poo. > i ¢ tors, that the volume for 1855 shall surpass eith- | tas, g 

Hi 3 er of its predecessors in every essential of a Another cross mach calculated to deceive, is 5 5 valuable and desirable Agricultural journal. that of the Brahma on the White Shanghai, > g There is mo good reason why the Fanwze Which prodaces what are dubbed “Light-color- 2 H § should not make its monthly visits to every | ed Brahmas.” In color, the pure Brahmas are 2 2 farmer’s house in the Northwest, and especially white, with black tails, and neck hacklo pen- : § in Wisconsin, It is the desire of its Editors | cited with black. Sometimes the dark color = | ¢ and Proprietors that it should do this. It is not appearson various parts of the body of the 
t § 80 much the money they would thus secure to | bird. ‘The lighter colored ones are to be pre- = z themselves—though by no means despise mo- ferred. “This breed is extensively known thro’ < Po os oes nee. pee a be "| out the Union, and at present, as ever since its 7 , ¢ Bbled to bring to bear on the agricultural inter- importation in 749, it commands higher prices > ! < ests and prosperity of the State, and of the aa a . le th i P ¢ F Weak Agrinultire ‘in the most important en- | 224 ® more ready sale than any other, on’ a0- ¢ ¢ si ‘ ¥ 3 count of its acknowledged beauty of appear- < terprise carried on in the Nerthwest, inyoly- hs ities which ° 2 ing in’ its various branches anil results greater ance, and in the general good qua ities whic! 3 , oha than-all other occupations. How im- constitute profitable domestic fowl. I have é 

2 Portant, then, that.there should be public jour- | bad experience in raising this breed, and ees 3 nals devoted to its interests, and which are ac- | their comparative merits, and am ready to join < | 
$ quainted with its wants, alive to its interests, | With others who have written upon the subject, ¢ ) ' 2 and acclimated to its soil. We appeal, then, to | i placing them at the head of the list. They 2 
§ the farmers of the whole Northwest, and earn- are hardy, and very easy to rear—tew die of 3 . | 2 estly solicit of them encouragement and sup- disease while young. They exceed alt other £ 5 port for their own journals. breeds in size, and are as good layers as the § 3 peel Re cleat Black Spanish fowl, take them the year pound. > 
$ §3” Lands which have been long in culture,| The Hong Kong breed is not,so extensively $ H < will be beneGtted by application of Phosphate | known as the former, Why. they have been é ‘ $ of lime, and it is unimportant whether the de- brought so little into notice Idenot know, for > { ficiency be supplied in the form of bone dust, they were imported in ’49, the same year the }) ! guano, native phosphate of lime, composts of Brahmas were, and are nearly, if aot quite, as i flesh, ashes, or that of oyster-shell lime—or | good a. fowl. They are altogether different marl—if the land needs, lime also. from the Brahma, Chittagong, Shanghai, and 
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Cochin China. They are more active, and jlowing, lime does little good on land sat- their whole action carries with it an air of de- uated with stagnant water eight months } termination and pride. They walk with head | ofthe year. Underdraining, to a certain g 2 erect; the comb issingle and serrated; the eye | extmt, is equivalent to liming; by the re- } $ is larger, darker, and more brilliant than the movd of stagnant water and the admission g ¢ other breeds; andthe whole frame is stronger | of athospheric air, it greatly accelerates de- : . and moresinewy than other Asiatic fowls. The compostion and disintegration of the soil. g 2 plumage of the cock is sometimes nearly black Wheh limestone is abundant, as on most = 3 —oftener black intermixed with red. Pallets | farms in Vestern New York, it would seem 2 £ often black, except their neck feathers, which | to be an &sy matter for each farmer to : $ are penciled or streaked with red—often black, | Satisfy himelf whether lime does much i 2 mottled with cinnamon bisa = oo or eet = ais roadie and hdl a : $ Kongs are invariably smooth legged; their ush i > § 2 lesa of a dark pals They are the best | and by an applaation to the different crops, é $ layers in the world.’ The egg is large and pe- | ascertain in a yex or two how far the pak 3 
¢ culiar. Take themall in all, they are just the | tice wight _ PNitably extended. e 5 
3 fowl for the farmer. To those who fancy a | Was formerly = an immense extent $ ¢ black fowl, I would, in all candor, recommend | 88 aes » a me but it is now oR 2 § the Hong Kongs, as they are a better and more generally supe i ed by fertilizers age 7 ; ' profitable fowl than Black Shanghais, Royal | "& au E has Le oe 3 < Cochins, or Great Javas. They are the Man- pecan a ie ig - d has ae ar. 3 5 | An Cine sa ee BEY ee an | 3 The lithograph of pure Brahma Fowls which y, . ‘ply lime, whi $ = : : 2 furnishes organic matter ‘yy accelerating < é I send you, isa perfect portrait of a pair of my es decomposition of the hort atten of $ : birds. It represents the breed perfectly. _ the soil itself. It is the opiniyn, however, é : W. W. Be CuaE: of many of the advocates of theold regime, = : Barcelona, Chautauque co., N.Y., Oct, 754. that many of the insets, blight, and other é : § Lime and Ashes for Wheat ills that plants are subject to in modern é ‘ é es times, are owing to the introduction of or- é ; 3\ Several Western New York farmers have ganic manures, and the disuse of Time— $ ij < recently asked our opinion respecting the poate may be some truth in this opinion. It $ 3 3 application of lime or unleached ashes to appears to be certain, that plants are heal- 2 wheat. As a general thing we should not | thier when grown oma soil abounding with 3 3 expect much immediate increase of wheat |lime and other mineral matter, than when } 4 ¢ from the application of either lime or ash- | there is rather an excess of organic matter. < 3 3 es to the soil of Western New York. They | An application of lime and other mineral é 7 2 would be more likely to benefit Indian corn | manures may, therefore, be some safeguard é i 3 or barley. These crops require very active, against the fearful ravages of the weevil, 2 ¢ 2 mellow land, and, if we may be allowed |and is certainly worth the trial—[Raral : a 5 the expression, lime and ashes have a ten- |New Yorker. e 3 ee | eee Ee! | S H . 4 5 ; : Pe believe the beneficial effects of lime | state, was recently dug out of “hard pan” at i ; < is not so much owing to its supplying an | Rutland, Vt, some fifteen feet below the sur- 3 ; 2 actual constituent of the Ps as to its de- | face, on ae have ie ee cout < 2 ome influence on the organic matter | ries On being laid upon ‘grass he soon re- < $ of the col We should expect, therefore, | vived, and hopped off to give the worms and é § that the greatest benefit would be derived | bugs of the nineteenth century: » specimen of 3 j 2 from its application to mucky soils, in | antediluvian skill in “enapping them up? 3 q ¢ which there 18 a deficiency of mineral mat- " 3 banda opie fn sas would sapply— |, Wenning Oxes When exe rfeeio work and a large amount of inert organic mat- | ° against each other, yoke them on tho bide ter, which the lime would render available. you wish them io work, and turn them out to Such land, however, should always be un- |feed in that way; they soon get accustomed to derdrained before liming, for, like sub-soil ‘it, and work afterwards on either side alike. 
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() For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. back ground, but in other ects their pic- @ 
French Merino Sheep—Fraud. ture isa copy from my agin and ‘ee 

z Eprrors Farmer:—The sheep represented three sheep represented in their engraving, are 3 
$ in the accompanying engraving, (see opposite the likenesses of those imported for me by Mr. é 

= page,) were selected in France, for me, by John Taintor—drawn from life for me, by Mr. Pease, : 
3 A.Taintor, Esq.,of Hartford, Conn, When I {2d engraved on wood for me, by Messrs. Mil- ? 
= was bringing them home, | had them sketched |!er & Mix, for which I paid Mr. Vick, who 3 
3 from life, by R. H. Pease, Esq. of Albany, who |°™ployed them to doit. But, that there may 2 
§ afterwards engraved them for me on steel, for |¢ no doubt about it, 1 would here say, that 3 
3 the Patent Office Report for 1852-3. Last |Mr. Mix (of the firm of Miller & Mix) told g 
é year, [had (through Mr, Vick, then of the|™e¢the sheep engraved for Mr. McAllister, 3 
} Genesee Farmer,) 2 copy from the steel plate | they copied from my steel engraving. é 
= engraved on woud, by Messrs. Miller & Mix,| This way of obtaining likenesses of sheep > 
% of Rochester ; and their engraving (which is | ™y be very satisfactory to the Messrs. Halls & 2 
= the one here represented) appeared in the Gen- | McAllister, but itis not so to me, as 1 paid too 3 
2 esee Farmer of July, 1853. high prices for my sheep, aud too much money g 

$ Inthe October number of the Wisconsin ls get correct likenesses of them drawn and } 
2 Farmer, for the present year, at page 226, will | engraved, to be satisfied to have them pilfered { 

$ be seen a “Group of French Merino Sheep”; | from me in this way. 3 z 
2 andthe next page states, that they are portraits} Would it not be more creditable to the é 
$ taken from a flock imported by the Messrs, | Messrs. Halls & McAllister, if they wish for $ 

2 Halls & McAllister, of Gaines, Orleans coun- | Sheep engraving, to employ an artist to sketeh ¢ 
= ty, NUY. P > some of their own sheep, and pay him for doing } 

2 Inthe July number of the Wool Grower, | it themselves, rather than to use the drawings : 
5 for the present year, at page 1S, will be seen jor likenesses of sheep belonging to another ? 
2 the same engraving, under which is the follow- | person, who had been at the expense of ob- ¢ 
$ ing: “French Merino Sheep, owned by J.J. | taining them for his own private use? Or, if } 
2 McAllister, Gaines, Orleans County, N. Y.,” | the Messrs. Halls & McAllister had no sheep ¢ 

$ from which a person, unacquainted with the |of their own, which they thought worthy of } 
2 facts, would ‘be led: to suppose that the sheep | having engraved, and were desirous of using ¢ 
% represented in the July: number of the Wool |the likenesses of those belonging to another $ 
2 Grower, and the October number of the Wis. | person, would it not have been more manly and 3 
3 consin Farmer, for the present year, were own- | honorable in them to have requested and ob- 2 

£ ed by J. J. McAllister, as stated in the Wool | tained permission, or consent, of the person to ¢ 
= Grower; or, by the Messrs, Halls & McAllis- | whom they belonged, (and who had been at the } 
2 ter, as the Wisconsin Farmer states, that'they | expense of obtaining them,) to use such like- 2 
3 are portraits taken from’ a flock imported by | nesses, or, at least to have given him credit for 2 
¢ them. Therefcre, lL. will: take the liberty to | them? 5 
2 say, [that neither J. J. MeAllister, or the| 1 paid for the likenesses of my sheep, as well € 
= Messrs. Halls & McAllister, ever owned one |as for the sheep themselves, and I supposed ¢ 
2 of the originals ‘from which the portraits of | themas much my own private property; but it $ 
£ those sheep were taken. x a seems the Messrs. Halls & McAllister take a * 
: T am confident the Messrs. Halls and Mc- | different view of the peer, ep : 

4 — "edge oe oueen rep — in| Westfield Chautaataeed N. Y, Nov. 04. i 
g the number of the Wisconsin Farmer, Redsccnus tar ito the fe night fan é 
¢ orin the July number of the Wool Grower for | tice to ourselves, we must say, that our Temas 
¢ the er year, were sketched from life, or is the September snd CEP samobers of te 2 
4 are the likenesses of sheep #) . | Farmer, were on the representations of ? 
$ adsiasll, it Some teens ee cm | Mz. MeAllister. If the declarations made ‘by ¢ 
= = Mr. Patterson, in his communication, are facts, 2 Pare the tro engravings, you will see their’s is | we feel bound de place them before our readers. 

a perfeet fac simile of the one here represented, a the other hand, if Messrs. Halls & Meales 
sf & in refutation, our col- except, that their engraver left out the likeness eae on fe say it a —- 

of one of my ewes in the group, made the pic- | between the two cuts in question, savors strong- 
ture a trifle darker, and slightly changed the | ly of plagiarism somewhere. : 

tate ities hh he hn ih ch ch 

>
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F De i ee ee Se 

i « all the yards below the spring the water never 

f Stock Register. freezes. S, open'sheds, 9 feet'wide and 48° ft. 

Bat Sree eye Beam ieee Sr La : ; ‘ tl 

; ; erie Wionsn Towa |/0°E "hot wine and sx Der gta a fet 
q ; aang eB of ae <n gates communicating with the lane Z, for the 

i 2 P Raising. = purpose of foddering through, and for taking 

if $ Mussns. Eprrons :—Do not flatter yourselves|in'and out sheep when necessary. B, is a 3 

i 2 thinking by your silence that I am to be bluffed | granary and hospital,-12 feet wide and 48 feet > 

iy § off. Iam bound to “lay on” with my long|long: co, three grain bins, 8 by 9 feet, with 3 3 

! 2 yarns, until you cry, “ hold,” or, until you ap-|foot alley in front. x£,F,¢, stables, § by 12 2 

3 ply the ideas of the Parson’s nigger, when he! feet, communicating by doors with the granary, § 

H 2 was heard to exclaim during one of “Massa’s” [itn the yard T, and with each other, and are ? 

$ prayers, when he was praying the “Lord to,used for various purposes. H, the stable for § 

2 curtail the devil’s power”—“ That is 2 

5 right, Massa,cut him tail smack,smove § 

‘ off!” Now, when you cut one of my v— " = 2 

} long tales “smack, smove off,” I shall l oe EES 

g expire, as the tale cannot exist with- — am!) 2 foo 2 

$ out the head! So, here is “up and vat ley) 

3 at them.” 
=—°f 2 

2 Brother’ Farmers: too much ims a @ pelea $ 

3 portance cannot be placed on the 2 = =! g 

> convenient arrangement of yards and v—2 5 

¢ sheds, with the advantages of free ac- 2 £ — — o 2 

> cess to running water, for the success- 3 —=—= | > 

2 ful management of a large flock of Yount 2 

3 sheep during the winter months— —_— =~ oO 5 

2 ‘Water is indispensable in winter, and | b = p=) 2 

3 no animal will make more liberal use = > 

§ of it than the sheep. Many are the Hl nas eg 

3 farmers who will disagree with me | gs — = By: g 

5 on this subject—but a loss and disap- Li =" =o ee 

> pointment is marked on the man who Ga: | B33 

$ tries the experiment on a flock of 500 y pace — — 7 4 = 3 

2 or 1000 without it. | 9 = =H Tl 3 

§  Deeming our arrangemen‘s as con- } om 2 

2 venient as any I have seen in this 5 | aun ss Oo $ 

§ State, or elsewhere, 1 submit herewith L ‘_-_ 3 

3 the plan, hoping that any of you who } = = § 

$ are about to go into this branch of —y—i 2 

5 husbandry, will study it well, and | g me =O g 
5 adopt or improve uponit. The ques- . cd =H 3 

eee fe al § advan' 0 “Sy e - ‘ 

; sheds should run soatitise thewa- | 6 = =H 5 

$ ter. Our arrangement is calculated, | | =m! 3 

2 and is suitably arranged, for 1000 | 2 5 

5 sheep—with 200ineach yard. More \ 0 ee 2 

2 can be accommodated, but 100 is as = =H $ 

3 many as is desirable to have in one \ ET 3 

2 yard. 1,2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7,8, 9,10, 11, \, — = 5}. 9 

are yards running to water, brought . } s = - =f 

in a side-cut from the river, in order Vt re ) 

to bring’th@water on hard land, and! = NP OF aie rc 4 
for the convenience of fencing.“ In eke. \ 

Mise ix agtirnirin niin RIEL 

*: >
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bucks, 9 by 16 feet. T,a close yard, 28 by 34 | say that he is tiot paid in the thanks expressed 

feet, inclosed by first yard on the east; stable | in thé white faces, clean noses, warm boilies, 
2 Hand 12 féot gate ‘én the south, hospital and | and happy upturned hazel eyes of hig flocks, © 
5 granary onthe west, and a six foot tight board | then he is not worthy of the profession, and < 
e fence, and a 12 foot gate on the north—and is | should be read out at once—he does not possess < 
$ an indispensable item. L, a lane, 40 feet wide: | the feelings for the brute creation, necessary * 
? which is sufficient for stacking hay and grain | to make him a successful shepherd. 2 
$ im, with room to turn round with team and] I willgive youa bill of items necessary for = 

£ wagon; also used for communicating with the | one yard and shed, with the present cost prices < 
5 field north of thesheep fold, for changing sheep | here, (prices of material varying in different lo- eS 
2 through into the different yards, and for other | calities,) and any one can estimate from that < 
% purposes, 1, cribs for stacking hay in, 12 ft.| the cost of a sheep-fold : : 
2 square, tui‘t with 6 inch tamarack polls, sad- | Eight 8 ft. posts, at !0c.. 80c.; four 7 ft. ‘ 
3 dled together atthe ends. The spaces between | _ Post, 8c 32c:; five's ft do, 6c, 30c, $1 42 > 
< the stacks of hay are used for stacking grain es yee = Ce 1 92 z 

¢ in—running the straw, when threshing, by Twenty-one cater 10 ft. long, 6c, 126 2 
$ one of the hay stacks, and stacking it snugly | Seven girts, 16 ft. long, 10c., - - 70-3 
+ —which is used for littering the :yards and fae the above items can be furnished : 
z sheds during winter. ggg showing the loca- ae eee from the Tamarack $ 
z tion of thecribs in which the hay is fed.— 40 pi k ribbing, 114 i * é 
5 E Z : pieees oak ribbing, 114 in. by 3 in, : 

= wm showing the location of the grain} 49 gy. fng66, 3 re eS 

2 troughs. 1450 long oak shingles, $4 per M., 5702 

$ The westerly side of these sheds and yards Se ee ee pine 4 s 

g are formed by setting 8 inch posts in the| 15 Ibs. Sdand 10d do, for boarding, &, 90 © 
$ ground two feet deep, and 8 -feet apart, pro- | Oneset gate hinges for large gate, - 96 : 
2 jecting above ground six feet; the topsof the} “ “  “ for small “  - 50: 
; posts are sawed off square, 5 feet 10 inches Labor in tgilding, ee 2 
< from the ground, on aline, and a4 inch plate, $38.00 = 

§ nicely fitted and pinned on top of each post, | Add to this, four 14 ft. feeding cribs, é 
é serving as a bearer for the top endof the raft-|_l4seach, - - - - - 700¢ 
§ ers, and asagirt for the boarding, Let into | Four 14 ft. feeding troughs, 5s. each, 2 50 ° 

5 the postsa 2 by 4 girt,20 inches from the | Making each fold cost, furnished with z 
2 ground, and nail on, up and down, your good | cribsand troughs, - - - $47.50 

€ seasoned pine boards as snugly az youcan get} This is exclusive of the fence running from > 
2 them together. 32 feet on the south side of| the gates to the water, and the east fence, : 
$ the first yard, and on the north side of ach | which are all common rail fences. Qne sin- > 

>? yard, commencing at the west side and running | gle yard would cost about $5,50 more, as it = 
< towards.the water to the wide gate, is a 6 foot | requires the south fence extra, unless joined : 
2 tight board fence, serving as a breaker from | on to someother yard or inclosue. S 
$ the cold north and north-easterly storms. ‘The! - Our fold was built when material and labor = 

2 support for the east and open sides of the sheds | cost 30 per cent. less than present priees—cost- = 
$ are four posts, set in the ground 2 and 12 feet ing us, on the average, about $35 for each fold, 7 
2 apart, the north post serving as a post in the/| (fenced and farnished.) § 
{ north fence, These posts are sawed off 3 feet | I estimate the whole-expense-of.our fold, © 
= 8 inches above ground, parallel with the plate | including the granary, hospital and yard, stack- ‘ 

5 onthe west side, anda plate fitted and pinned | ing cribs, side-cut for water lane anddivision = 
2 on the top of each. post, which serves as a bear- | fences, at $600. $ 
§ er for the lower end of the rafters, giving a! This will, undoubtedly, be considered, by < 
2 pitch of 2 feet in 10 for the roof, This, when many of you, too much outlay for winter quar- + 
§ the roof is on, which is a shingled one, forms| ters, -{ will admit, that temporary shelters, cov- ~ 
j acheap, snug, and cozy shelter, which. your! ered with atraw-or wild hay, may ‘be made to j 

i sheep, will duly appreciate. And any: flock | answer for the time being,. with very. little ex- 
, master who will, or has, adopted this plan, that | poise, «My motto is, “a thing well done, is 
) will visit his,flocks,qn every cold mornipg, and done,” and in no case will it apply so
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forcibly as here. I will assure the man who 11 again, where the shepherd again commences 

expects to have a large flock of sheep to care foddering at 4 P. m., and going through the 

$ for, for the term of ten years to come, that my morning process. £ 

> investment will pay 20 per cent. per annum| There is so much to be said on the subject of 5 

: more than any temporary arrangement he can | feeding regular; the quantity and kind of < 

2 get up. bs grain, and the the quantity and kind of hay to > 

i To illustrate fully the use of 11 yards for | be used with profit to the feeder, that I will g 

> 1000 sheep, with 100 in ayard, I will, after ar-| leave them all to some future communication, : 

< ranging the sheep in winter quarters, give you | simply remarking here, that if any of you are ~ 

>>the “ modus operandi” of foddering and feed- | feeding wild hay, commence graining with the 2 

© ing grain for one day. commencement of the fodderingseason, for you < 

> Asa matter of course, all the manure of the | cannot afford to to keep sheep on that kind of 2 

g past year has been removed from the yards and | hay without it. 5 

5 sheds, This done, litter all the yards and} To illustrate fully the importance of the = 

= sheds well, with good clean straw, out as far as | yard 7; and the various uses of the stables E, < 

S the large gates, putting at least half a load in| F'and G, and to answer the oft-repeated ques- = 

= ench yard; and then bring in the sheep and | tion, “The best way to use bucks,” I will ex- > 

i 3 place them as follows : plain in the next number our process of serv- 2 

< 100 feeding wethers in No. 1, (being the} ing the ewes by the bucks—best time of year > 

> most convenient to the granary.) : —kind of breed—best way of using the buck, = 

é 100 yearling ewes in No. 2, or more, if we| &c. As some of you may be desirousof adopt- = 
? have them. | ing our plan, I will here say, that although we 2 

£ 100 ewes, 2 years old and over, in each No. | claim to be the originators of much of the pro- 3 
3 3,4, Sand 6. | cess, we have neither taken out “letters patent,” = 

< 100 lambsin each No. 7, 8,9 and 10, (mak- or obtained a “caveat”—the whole process is = 

2 ing 1000 sheep,) leaving vacant No 11. free and open for the benefit of the whole of = 

5 Theshepherd now commences foddering at Lamb creation. 3 

f é No. 11, precisely at 7 o’clockinthemorning— | Now, Messrs. Editors, allow me to call your $ 

; * He cuts down in halves the north hay stack, | attention to a few errors of the Printer in my * 
£ carrying the supply through the small gate to | article in November : 5 

> No. 11, and depositing it, in the feeding cribs.} Qn page 247, right hand column, insert the : 

; < During this time, the lambs in No. 10 are up| word cropping in place of “crossing.” S 

h $ and dressed, and are waiting at the large gate,/ Qn page 248, left hand column, I am made 2 

2 like alot of Wisconsin boarders in 1836, ex-| to say, “Add 210 lambs ¢o the increase of 1852.” : 
i © pecting every minute to hear the dinner bell | j caye out the to. 2 

2 ving,and ready for a rush! Open the gate On same page and column, “91 pelts,” &, $ 
§ wide and let them run, thus vacating No. 10_| should be carried out $96, 2 

2 Fodder No. 10 from the same stack, and letin| The next line reads, “at $2 50, $600” = 

$ No. 9. Cutdown the third stack from the| Should read, Add 210 lambs, increase of 1853, : 

2 north, and from it fodder Nos. 9 and 8; and | gr $2 50 per head, $600. 5 

5 so on down through, foddering all the while in} Onsame page, right hand column, in the = 

< an empty yard, thus keeping the sheep from | word “yeaming,” use the letter in place of 3 
! 2 under your feet, clean from the hay seed and| the m. E. W Epcerton. < 

} 3 dirt that would otherwise fall on their backs} Summit, Waukesha co., Nov. 1854. > 

2 and get.into the wool, and from tramping on ines oe x 

§ their feed, besides many other advantages—| Ranz Awnmars—A sacred bull and a 3 
2 You also leave in this process, one-half of your | cow have been brought to Boston, from 3 

{ stacks untouched and unexposed to the weath-| Calcutta, India, the first, it issaid, that have 

[ee ; ____ J ever been brought to this country. They > 

2 At12o'clock, commence in No. 1, which is | 56 small animals, witha bunch upon their 3 
: ¢ now vacant, to feed your grain. Spread the Doula itt. Hall, hleck tandits i 

grain evenly in the troughs, and open the gate oe ore e * i ene q0om 

to No. 2, and let in your boarders, and so on white. The proprietor. intends to place 

through, north to No. 10, leaving vacant No.! them upon a farm in Scituate, Mass. 

> LINE =
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POINTS OF CATTLE—THE JERSEYS. 
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j PORTRAIT OF A JERSEY COW. 2 

#1 Pedigree on male side, 26 Hind-legs, short and straight (below the ; 
} 2 Pedigree on female side. hocks) and bones rather fine, < 
< 3 Head—small, fine and tapering. 27 Hind-legs, squarely placed, not too close = 

$4 Cheek—small. together, when viewed from behind.’ ¢ 
<5 Throat—elean. 28 Hind-legs, not to cross in walking. : 
$ 6 Muzzle,fine and encircled with alight color.| 29 Hoofs, small. € 
{7 Nostrils, high and open. 30 Udder, full in form, i. ¢. well in line with > 

* $ 8 Horns—smooth, crumpled, not too thick at the belly. é 

é the base, and tapering, tipped with black.| 31 Udder well up behind. : 
= 9 Ears, small and thin. 32 Teats, large and squarely placed, being = 
¢ 10 Ears, of a deep orange color within. wide apart. $ 
3 11 Eye, full and placid. 33 Milk veins, very prominent. é 
2 12 Neck, straight, fine, lightly placed on the| 34 Growth. $ 
5 shoulders, 35 General appearance. z 
2? 13 Chest, broad and deep. 36 Condition. 3 
2 14 Barrel-hooped, broad and deep. Three of these points are deducted from the 2 
¢ 15 Well ribbed home, having but little space! number required for perfection on heifers—Nos. 3 
§ between the last rib and the hip. 30. 31, 32—as their milk-making apparatus is = 
2 16 Back, straight from the withers to the top| not perfectly developed. A heifer is consider- = 
{ __ of the hip. jed perfect, who has thirty-three points. No = 
2 17 Back, straight, from the top of the hips to/ prize is awarded to cows or heifers, having less + 
2 the setting on of the tail; and the tail at than twenty-nine points. 2 
$ right angles with the back.. pot Ad, S 
2 18 Tail, fine. ' POINTS OF THE JERSEY BULL. ; 
3 19 Tail Ranging down to the hocks. 1 Pedigree on male side. > 
{ 20 Hide, thin and moveable, but not tooloose.| 2 Pedigree on female side. z 
} 21 Hide covered with fine and soft hair. 3 Head, fine and tapering. 5 
{ 22 Hide of a good color. 4 Forehead broad. é 
$ 23 Fore-legs, short, straight and fine. 5 Cheek, small. = 
; 24 Fore-arm, swelling and full above the knee} 6 Throat clean. ? 

and’ fine below it. T Muzzle, fine, and encircled with a light ¥ i 
25 Hind-quarters, from the hock to the point color. , 
_ .of the rump, long and well filled up. 8 Nostrils high and open. 

PURPLE lA IL IRIS
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9 Horns, smooth, crumpled, not too thick at | for family use. They appear..to give a hand- 

the base, and tapering, tipped with black. |some quantity of the choicest milk, and do not ¢° 

= 10 Ears small and thin. r exhibit that very voracious appetite. for which ; 

2 11 Ears, of 2 deep orange color within. ; they have had.a reputation.” ~ ; 

i $12 Eye, full and lively. ‘We.know of rioneof these catiJe in our State. $ 

; B 13. Neck, atehed, powerful, but not too coarse There are several fine herds at the East, which ~ 

: é and heavy. we saw in our late tour. ¢ 

3 14 Chest broad and deep. We shall give in the next (Jan,) number the 2 

2 15.Barrel-hooped, broad and deep. scale of Points for Cows and Heifers for the § 

$46 Well ribbed home, having but little space} Dairy. . 2 

2 between the last rib and the hip. . —————— é 

5 i1-Back, straight from the withers to.the top Points of » Good Hog. ; 

S __ of the hip. L-eould:caution the reader against being } 

2 18-Back, straight, from the top of the hips to |Jed away by a mere name, in fas selection ¢ 

3 the setting on of the tail; and the tail at/of a hog. A:hog may be ealled a Berk- § 

2 right angles with the back. shire or a Suffolk, or any,other breed most ¢ 

3 19-Tail, fine. in estimation,.and yet.in.reality may pos- $ 

2 2 Tail hanging down to the hocks. . sess none of this valuable blood. ‘I'he on- 7 

3 2h Hide, thinand movable, but not.too loose. |ly sure mode by which the buyer will be ¢ 

3 92 Hide covered with fine and soft hair. able to avoid impositions is, to make.name ; 

5 23 Hide of a good color. always secondary to points... If. you find a § 

= 94 Fore-legs, short, straight and fine. hog possessed of such points of formasare ¢ 

> 95 Fore-arm, large and powerful, swelling and | calculated to insure early maturity, and fa- $ 

2 full above the knee and fine below it. cility of taking flesh, you.need care. little ? 

2 96 Hind-quarters, from the hock to the point what it-has seemed good: to the seller. to é 

3 of the rump, long and well filled up. call him; and remember. thatno name can 2 

2 97 Hind-legs, short and straight (below the | bestow: value upon an animal. deficient in ¢ 

2 hocks) and bones rather fine. - the qualities towhich Lhaye alluded. The = 

2 98 Hind-legs, squarely placed, not too close | true Berkshire—that. possesses a dash of ¢ 

2 together, when viewed from behind. the Chinese and. Neapolitan. varietie— 2 ° 

2 99 Hind-legs, not to cross in walking. . comes, perhaps,.nearer.to the desired stand- ¢ 

> 30 Hoofs, small. ard than any. other.. The. chief points ; 

$31 Growth. which characterize such a hog, are the fol- ¢ 

2 32 General, appearance. lowing: In the first place, sufficient depth 5 

~ 33 Condition. of carcass, and, such an elongation of body. ¢ 

? Of this breed of cattle, Youatt and some oth- ; 85 hyo a a 0 ds gare 5 

© egwde not give a favorable account, though they Let the. loin. and: chest The § 

= St acknowledge that the cows furnish very rich | breadth of the-former denotes good room * 
2 milk, The experience-of our own countrymen, for the play of the.lungs, and consequent ¢ 

¢ however, is found to be much in their favor— — and, healthy circulation, essential 
to the : 

= Mr Roswell L. Colt, of Patterson, N. J. who |p ony ce oy fattening, of any animal. | The : 

jas one. of the finest herds of Jersey cattle, @ should be small, and thejoints fine— * 
< y cattle, | wothing- is more indicative of high breed- 7 
5 saysof them: “Ihave found those raised in |? arte ¢ 

5 thi = ing than this; and. the Jegs-shonld be no ¢ 

2 this country, particularly the second stock, bet- lo . é 

: a : ager than, when fully. fat, wauld just pre- 

r = ter than the imported. Asto the milking qual-+~ ont the animal's belly from trailing upon ¢ 

ie they give 13 14 to 16 qa day and of eround ‘The lg th least profi: § 
2 course, fall off towards calving; but; the diffi-, adore f th A di ia pr 5 

2 gulty is-to dry them up so as not to.starve the porter HANS DE» ADS ee equine 2:5 

2 racelt I 2 more for.it than is absolutely, necessary for > 

am sure that nine out of ten |444 rest. See that the feet be firm and ¢ 
? Alderneys [Jerseys] would milk the year © z = : 

< > a sound; that the toes lie well together, and 

2 s X press straightly upon the ground; as also, 

WW. King says, inthe Journal of the U.S.) {hut the claws are even, upright and _heal- 

' Agricaltural Society : “The animal which we | thy. Many. say that the form of the head 

Bare it: America under this.name, is one which |g of little or no consequence; and that a 

a we gubuld commend to all who value good milk good hog may have an ugly head; but I
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regard the head of all animals as one of! Keep your Cattle. well Fed: the very principal points in which pure or! — 2 impure breeding will be the most obvious- It is well known,.that if a sheep-is half ? 3 ly indicated. A high bred animal will in-| starved for only a fow days the teen ne 3 variably be found to arrive more speedily | wool during that time will be of ciminish- $ 2 at maturity, to take flesh early, and with| oq value. The fibre will be of inferior 2 3 greater facility, and, altogether, to turn out quality. So that there-is loss both of $ $ more profitably, than one of questionable quantity and quality. We have no doubt : or impure stock; and such being the case,| that similar ‘eeuliy follow ake negligent ? ; Leonsider that the head of the hog is by| treatment of cattle. When a man is sick, ¢ ; RO meansa point to be overlooked by the and thus prevented from eating, how 3 
é Most | idly sometimes does he waste away. It's 3 3 likely to p r rather concomi-| yery. js i animals ? ¢ tant of, high breeding, is one not carrying Ee aren want = 3 heavy bone, not too flat on the forehead, or of food. Wild animals we know accumu = 2 possessing a too elongated snout—the snout late, during the warm months, that which : 3 should be short, and the forehead rather supports themin: their confined quarters 3 ¢ convex, curving upward ; and the ear should during the -frosts-of winter. Let us not : 

| oars ald a he sme ie net |fl prot by eke 5 thin, Nor should the buyer pass over ev- fea; skbosa Ee g 5 en the carriage of a pig. If this be dull, Fat-produeing food i : tant i 3 : heavy and dejected, reject him,.on suspi-|_. eh eee ot 2 de tn a g 5 cion of ill health, if not of some conceal- ao a ST rat ce beak = 5 ed disorder actually existing, or just about| '° eae Ex ont ak oo é > to break forth; and there cannot be a more eet : vd m ee See oe $ < unfavorable symptom than a hang down, | S000 beald b ae Salen se : Slouching head. Of course, a: fat hog for et a ats ee a ss ; Slaughter, or a sow heavy with young, has b © tia ag ae ae ghee sg ¢ tate, é < 5 not much sprightliness of deportment. . at Die, * t seabed a a0 oa : 2 Nor is color altogether to be lost sight ee es Seti oe ae. z 3 of, Inthe case of hogs, I would prefer im Sa Ploy a : = $ 2 those colors which are characteristie of our hee a. . e—{Plough, ree? 5 most esteemed breeds, If the hair be scant, | “28¥4+ $ 2 I would look for black, as denoting-connec- eee te é 5 tion with the Neapolitan; butaf too bare | _ Poutray: ror Maxxer—The: N. E. $ 2 of hair; I would be disposed to apprehend Farmer, on preparing Poultry for market, 2 ; t00 immediate alliance with that variety,|S@¥®: “Much of the’ poultry exposed. for : 2 and a consequent want of hardihood, that, | Sale og been through the process of seald- é $ however unimportant, if pork. be the ob-| @g to facilitate the’ picking; . this practice $ 2 ject, renders such animals hazardous spec— should never be resorted to. It turns the z § ulations as stores, from their extreme sus-| Mich yellow of the fut into a tallowy hue, < 2 ceptibility to cold, and consequent liability | 4d oftentimes starts the skin so that. it : ; to disease. If white, and not too small, I{ Peels.off, unless carefully handled, . No cut > 2 would like them, as exhibiting connection | Should be made in the breast, all ‘the offal é ; with the Chinese. If light or sandy, or] Should be taken out behind, and the open- © ? red with black marks, I would recognize | 9 should be made as small as possible; : our favorite Berkshire; and so on, with re-| the inside should be "ee out with a dry 2 $ ference to every possible variety of hue—| loth, but no water should be used to <_ ¢ These observations may appear trivial; but cleanse.them. With a moist cloth, take é ¢ they are the most. important I have yet| Of the blood that may be found upon the - { made, and the pig buyer will find. his ac- ee erie i ae ae a : them.—| 3 See ee eae aretha Yl fale a ea | areal bi 2 3 end; the skin of the neck shoul be neat-Q > #£H Good care and feed, makes fat cattle. ly tied. over it, if the head is cat off” 
PIAL PBL PPL PLN PIAL AD PRP INRA DDR DN PRES :
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: THE RAMBO APPLE. 4 

: For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. Will the gentlemen who raised these speci- S 

*2 The aboveare correct outlines of specimens| mens tell the public, through your paper. the { 

2 of the Rambo Apple, exhibited at the late Fruit| situation, soil and suh-soil, elevation and char- $ 

= Grower's Fair at Milwaukee. acter of surface, (level or rolling, high or low,) é 

2 "The larger specimen, by Mr. A Hadley, ‘of|and the exposure in which their trees stand? $ 

3 Whitewater; the other, by ©. S. Rathbun,| Were the trees grafted at or below the surface < 

2 Brookfield, Waukesha co. The last was one|—at standard height or in the branches? Are $ 

3 of the premium lot of Fall Apples. Most of| the trees annual bearers? &c. 4 

2 its fellows were of the same size, J.C. Brayton. z 

> What willthat gentleman of the “Prairie Aztalan Nursery, October, 1854. 5 

< Farmer” say, who so reluctantly gives Wiscan- TEED ME CO Tae BF z 

> gin the credit of being a fruit State, after hav- a Paspmronnazion. The peach. originally 5 

2s a was a poisonous almond. Its fleshy parts were $ 
{ ing seen some small, hard apples selling by the 2 ave 

5 * * * ., |then used to poison arrows, and was for this ¢ 
> boys, in April, (which were, doubtless, the lit- st adendl intn Pacsia: Phe, t > 

= te Red Romanite, bought of Ilinois Nursery-|POTP°s” ™ mod nna site LE east Ae oe 
5 s *, plantation and cultivation however, not only ? 
¢ men for something softer, better and larger, but. di A Tiida BE eodasod 3 

? proved false, as thousands of such trees have.) ee hi i. eee. eS e breg ne é 

1 say, after having seen and tasted these, eens 5 BRIA. ES AOY CO: r 3 

5 gravely admitted that “ Wisconsin could grow] Coat.—The Eddyville Free Press has paid 3 

é some small, hard, keeping apples.” We com-|an editorial visit to the Jefferson county coal 2 

; mend the above outlines to that gentleman's) Wits = ee —_ a — ee f 
Bie est of Fai and owned and wor! 

notice, and promise him, if he will find. a well experienced Scotch miners. The vein is about 

grown specimens of that variety grown in Ilii-| four feet thick, and the quality improving as it 

nois, we will try again. is penetrated farther.—[lowa City Reporter 

E 
helen tte
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DEFERRED ARTICLES. | ewes, exhibited by Harrisau, of Ottowa, were 
Oooo | choice ones ; and two of the five, by Gorton, of 

2 Waukesha County Fair. North Prairie, were very good. Mr. Pratt, of 3 

3 We had the pleasure ot being-present on the Wankselte showed two? Breach ‘tasks latibe, $ 

é last day of this Fair. Waukesha county has es tee ee Seen ewe aie ae S y Y 5 a vat 
Pont , ‘i i Spanish buek, exhibited by Williams, of Wau- 2 
2? gained an enviable reputation for its agricultu- a 2 
é ral ability, and for the attention that has there | pe ject arg ar reaped 
é ph ated eee five Spanish ewe lambs, by Davis, of the same ~ 
$ been given to the cultivation of fruit. This fact, | "Y° *P* . y . > 
é jotned with what we know of its agriculture, it- seria Soo tg 2 seer gc pd ome, : 
é ae ‘ i *, | the different breeds were made to compete with 2 
2 , and of the stock, especially of sheep, and ei 2 

thie’ men, too, engaged in these matters, led’ us | On® *nother—mutton sheep and wool sheep— ; 2 eet Setace aitégs This ought not so to be. é 
@ to anticipate much in its exhibition. It aie a i i é 

¢ however, quite a meagre exhibition, compared | Of Swine, there were sume quite good speci- é 
$ with what other counties of inferior ability | Mens, though we think not of the highest style § 
? have done. ss jana most approved stamp. A cross of the Suf- 2 

3 The arrangements ef the groands were not folk and Essex. exhibited by Mr. Carpenter, of ¢ 

2 exactly what we think the people of Waukesha | Waukesha, was pretty good, while a hog belong- ¢ 
$ should be proud ‘of. They were not of the | img to Mr. Putney, of Brookfield, and three 5 

2 most approved style ; and there seemed to be a| Pigs owned by Dejean, of Genesee, were wor- g 
© lack of that sterling enterprise so essential to | thy of mention. $ 
é the greatest success in these exhibitions, The Poultry department was first rate— ~ 
3 We are aware of the fact, that the close prox- Some specimens of Forbes’ importation, intro- } 
< imity, both in time and place, of the State Fair, | duced into the county by O. R. Bacon, and ex- 2 

$ had great influence in lessening the interest felt | hibited by him and Mr. Blackwell, were asgood $ 
¢ in this Fair. But we are the more grieved on | as any Shanghais we have seen. Mr. Gove ex- { 
§ this account. We must sustain our County | hibited some good white Shanghais and Ban- ¢ 
€ Societies, im order to the highest perfection of | tams., z 2 
$ our most excellent State Society. These Coun-| Though the exhibition of Kitchen and Gar- $ 

2 ty Societies sustain about the same relation to | den Producis was not large, yet there were ¢ 
§ the State Society, that our Common Schools do | some good ones. Mr. Hanford’s exhibition of $ 

2 to the University and to our Colleges. Let us| some sixteen varieties of the most proved = 
5 have our views right on this point. kinds of potatoes, pleased us very mck rele 
2 We took pains to examine the several depart- | taste and good judgment, as well asa proper j 

© ments with some care, excepting that of horses, | knowledge of the article, were displayed by $ 
¢ the best of which, if there were any, were not | this exhibition. We were satisfied with our é 
< on the ground when we passed around: We | journéy from Madison to Waukesha, and with $ 
2 afterwards, however, saw a very fine specimen | our Dutch stew at the hotel—inwardly stuccoed 2 
§ of a Black Hawk, from Merton, with, as we | withthe blackest, if not the richest, of mud— $ 
= should think, just enough infusion of the French | when we have these potatoes so neatly arrang- ¢ 
£ Mood to better him decidedly. We understand’| ed. 5 

2 this horse received the first premium. Wesaw| There were-some good specimens of wheat ¢ 
§ m the ground one or two pretty good brood | and corn. The Dairy products were not good.. § 
> nares, with foals at their feet. Some fine specimens of needle-work were ¢ 
§ | With the exception of one Durham bull, be-} present. E § 
> knging to Mr. Walklin, of Eagle, we do not} In the department of Fruit, the exhibition ¢ 

§ emsider the exhibition of cattle entitled to! was decidedly good. Mr. Gove made a fine dis- $ 
} eanmendation. We are happy to know that | play of apples; Mr. Peffer, of Pewaukee, of ¢ 
£ thire is better stock in this county than this ex- ( plums, grapes, gooseberries, &c. § 
 hilition would lead one to suppose. The Fair closed very pleasantly by an excel- 2 
5 he exhibition of sheep was better, and yet | lent address, full of good, sound, practical sense, 2 
é far\nferior to what it should have been, and by Hon. Mr. ——--——, of Waukesha. é 
7 whd we know it could have been. A Leices- — oo 

ter Suck, exhibited by Mr. Cadby, of Merton,} [Capital is not only necessary to agricul- 
us much ; and another pretty good one, | tural snecess, but can be as properly used in 

\by Jonaldson, of Brookfield. Five Leicester farming as in any other occupation, 
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Seaton Haken Wikkoos bn fcce ae Pe ee eee Do Sheep have Worms in their Feet? [It bifurcates within, a tube passing down — 8 on each side of the inner face of the past- * _ Messrs. Eprrors:—In the May No. of | ern, winding round and ending in a cul de * : the Southern Cultivator, present volume, | sac, which is filled with a substance resem- 2 5 on page 159, is an article from the pen of bling wool. 5 ; “J. L. P.,” in which he says, “the prevail-|" ‘The nature of this canal, av-well as its =: 5 ing opinion in this section of the country is |'yse and diseases,-have been the subject of.:: > that there is a certain kind of worm which many errors. Mé¢. Spooner thinks that the = = exists in the feet of sheep;” and he adds, hair always found in it “is excreted fron % 2 “as high as four worms have been. extract- | the internal surface,” and “from the small- = ; ed from one sheep,” As you invite atten- | ness of the opening it cannot escape, or < ; tion to this subject, and I am a “sheep rais-| rather is detained for useful purposes.”— > 5 er,” Iwill offera few remarks for “J. L.| He continues: “The use of this canal, thus < : P's” consideration. stuffed with hair, is self-evident. We have > ; _ Diseases never attack animals universal- | mentioned the great motion possessed, by ¢ 5 ly, except in their most malignant form, | this pastern joint, which is so great as to = 

2 and then they always cause death, _ What | threaten to chafe the skin by the friction of £ 2 “J. LP.” describes as worms are universal | one side against the other. It is to pre- * 2 (not of frequent or common occurrence) in | vent or ward off this friction that these bi- £ : Sheep of all ages and conditions, and nev-| flex canals, or rather hair stuffed cushions, © ; er cause death that can be traced to them |are provided.” That this is the use and :- 5 as the only cause; hence it is not clear that only use of these canals, I am not prepared = 
; they are even the cause of disease in sheep. | from my examinations of the anatomy of: £ But more to the point—are what he de-| the feet to believe, but am more inelined = 2 seribesjas worms such in fact? I think not. | to believe that they are repositories of that = : Ihave kept.a flock of sheep for-several | musk by which animals are enabled to-trial ~ 2 years, and having heard that they bad up each other, This musk. I believe is ¢: 3 Worms in their feet, which caused the hoof | found in all animals with cloven feet, but = ; ail and rot, have made repeated examina-| differently located in different animals; dis- : § tions of the feet of the living and dead an- eases originating in these canals are quite < > imal for them, but have found nothing that rare, if they ever occur. I:have had but > gel can calla worm. A neighbor of: mine, | three subjects inwhich:they have’been dis- 2¥and a sheep-raiser too, told me that he was | eased, and in all of them there were marks = = going to take the worms out of his sheeps’ | of external injury, that. caused the orifice < > feet, and would be engaged at it oma cer-|to close up and produced inflammation, > ; tain day, and being curious about the thing | which. abated immediately upon opening 2 = J attended and witnessed the operation, and | them, ; : found, to my astonishment, that he was ex- Lhave had:but little experience in hoof- : | } tracting the biflex-canal, whicd he called ail, but in the few cases Thave seen, these r | ; Worms, and said they were the cause of |canals have not been .involved: more than { $ hoof-ail and rot in sheep. - other parts of the pastern. 2 1 2 I have met with a number of intelligent! Tf these views be correct, the flock-mas- 2 ; and well-meaning persons who have mis-| ter should not beso credulous as to believe ¢ ; taken the biflex or interdigital canal for | that they are worms and cause hoof-ail, and < 

$ worms, and regarded them as a disease, or | like- some ignorant charlatan, dissect, or 2 the cause of disease in sheep, until repeat- | rather mangle out a portion of the-.canal ¢ = ed examinations convinced them that it was! which:an Ail-wise Providence placed there 2 part of the proper organization of the ani-| fox highly.useful_purposes—[Cor. South é = mal, and intended for some purpose not | er Cultivator. ‘ S > well understood. $a 2 - If “J. L. P.” will take a sheep and ex-|_ Rapmw Incrzase—Samuel S. Sizar, a ¢ : amine its foot carefully, he will find what|farmer ‘two miles west .of Saukville, -in- 3 j has been represented to him as worms in | forms us that he has five.ewe sheep, whith 7 
the feet, to be.a small orifice opening-ex-|in January last. had one lam¥ a piece; sime 
ternally on the front of each pasterny ims that time they had each. the. second, tie mediately above the cleft between the tots. |youngest over 2 mos, old.—[Ozaukee Alv. 
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, Remarks--on Breeding. efforts > eradicate _ that down to the ?* 
Z Ss .. | present day, in one branch and another of (dich et ye of te cna a 

; 2 horieg occurred :.1m. a particular. :neighbor- aka Bee ee oe ae . § ; 5 hood in this cowntry.;. A farmer-of.a:sour, ey i 2 
2 -Unsocial disposition, who as-much as possi- 5. 2 ie aroidesl albdetesooarse wich sho tees of Cure for Gaxget- g 
3 the world, and shuaned asking the slight- : ey . ae 
i estfavor of a.neighbor, lest fe ma a “ 3 Boston Cultivator the 5 2 einai taidabasdetiead. to reciprocaje- the, following letter from Dr. Dwight, of Ded- 3. 

: kindness shown him, for a long serie: of | Mam recommending a cure for Garget— s 
£ years bred his cattle entirely. from his owm We have ee remedy for several years é 
é stock... In consequence of this course, such, and found it effectual in every case. The : ; a herd of: misshapen,.ungainly, big-headed | 4#28e to be apprehended from iodine as 3 £ quadrupeds were produced, that they could | tincture is obviated by its use in the form § 
3 scarcely be recognized as belonging to the of hydriodate of potash; the first is paint- 5 ae kind; and. «—___’s molvarines? ed on the afflicted parts and is powerful in 7 
3 = in 8 long time the butt of ridicule ee a eee Socios te ¢ cage e 
2 inthe whole vicinity. ‘i § 
3 The careful hose upon either system, - ee ao - eee me é 
2 will avoid using, even for a single season, D an ae Pi ee opp i ee Moe eg § 
$ any animal possessing obvious defects; for |. “'S ° he Pee nae ee nen memcly é } such defects, once introduced in but. the | ‘2&t ean be used.—{ Granite Farmer. §: { slightest degree, are liable to be transmit-| _G4rceT 1% Cows.—At the solicitation 2 2 ted and re-appear even after several gere- | Of a friend, who has saved a valuable cow 3 
+ rations have passed. To the many curious fromthe hands of a-butclier, I am induced 2 2 and valuable facts already on record rela-| 0 make known through your columns a ? = 
g ting to this subject, the following may bo rene = “ garget. an 79 since } 
: added:—A portion of the fowls ssed | + met with a fine impo MERSIN COW, ¢ 
2 by Verettleng Esq., were iaeote ofj on the way to the butcher, the owner part- ¢ $the “downy” breed; but this variety, so — her in consequence of her being g 
{strongly marked, had run out and entirely | @fflicted with the garget. The owner had $~ 2 disappeared from his premises for eight tried all the usual modes of eradicating the” ? 
3 years, when three of these downy individ- | disease, after which he put her under the ¢ > uals, perfect in every particular, re-appeared charge of a distinguished Veterinarian,who, § 
j among his flock, showing that the blood,| ‘ter six months”. attendance, discharged ¢ 
: though apparently obliterated, had yet | her as incurable. . “2 
5 been lurking there, generation after gene-} Deeming her a good subject for a treat- ¢ 
3 ration. ment with iodine, and not knowing wheth- 2 
: _ It was a favorite theory with the late | er it had been used in the case, Touche e 
3 distinguished General Schuyler, a man of | ed her-ut. what-she was worth for beef— Pa 
5 extensive observation, of deep penetration | At that time she gave but a few drops of i 
2 and sound judgment, that the true charac-| mill: at a time from-one teat, the other-had > 
¢ ter of either man or beast, could be ascer- | ceased to yield any—the udder and teats 2 
} tained by Jooking at the parentage from | were swollen.and hard. I determined to $ 
: which he had descended; and as an illus-| make use of iodine in the form of hydrio- ¢ 
} tration of. this, he used humorously to re- | date of potash, being-solvent in water, and > 

late the incident, that in the early years of | if it failed to exhibit its effects on the sys~ = 
3 the Dutch trade with the East Indies, onc | tem, 1 would resort to an ointment, (20 : 
2 of his ancestors, being a sea captain, had | grs. iodine to 1 on hogs lard,) applied ex- ¢ 
§ gone thither and returned with.a- wife—a | ternally to the udder and teats. I com- $. | 
Moagolian lady,-whom he had married in | menced by giving 10 gra. of hyd. potash in 
h’sabsence. And the blood of that cross | a table-spoonful of water, three times a day, 
continued: still to cling to the descendan’s | mixed in a mash of shorts and meal; and 
two centuries afterwards, despite all their! tho’ the dose was small for a cow, still, as it » . 
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was giving unmistakable signs of effect,* I] tive plant-of the same genus. ‘In all of 
did not increase the dose. In seven days| these, when the seed is ripe, the valves 

; She gave milk freely, from each teat, and | which enclose it are so constructed that by ¢ 
? in three weeks she was discharged as cur-| the influence of the sun’s heat thev open ¢ : ed. The result in the foregoing case was} with a sudden jerk, and throw thie seeds to > 2 80 favorable, that I advised my neighbors] a considerable distance. The effect is pro- ¢ 2 who had cows afilicted with the garget to| duced sooner and with mote force when 2 = make a trialof the same remedy. I have] the ripe seed vessel is touched by the hand, 3 j = known of its trial in at least forty eases, and | or by any accidental waving of the leaf : : imevery one the cure has been effected | against it. Were we disposed to refine'up- : with even the above named small dose—}on the final cause of this, (a subject very’ ? 

3 A larger quantity could be used with safe-| ready to mislead,) we mightray that this < ? ty, jerking of the seeds wasieontrived not on- < i ly for their diffusion, but for their preserva- 2 2 ss Byiedss of poinsh, pases quickly a tion from birds and ‘insects; since the in- ? 
é detected in ‘the Intter by first eddie to thecold stant that these should begin to devour 2 : © seeretion a portion of starch, and then a few | them, the springs of the valves would be 2 : drops of nitric acid, when a blue color will be | thrown into action, and the seeds scattered 5 2 produced. about before asingle one could be secured > . The Diffusion of Seed. for a meal. In the wood sorrel (Oxalis § 3 — cetosella,) as well as the horned sorrel (0. } : < The economy of Providence in distribu- | corniculata,) the structure of the valves is g > ting seeds may’ be remarked in those of the | very beautiful, but no description could do > : dandelion (Lerontodon tarazacum,) which | justice to it, not even with the aid of fig- £ 3 are everywhere to be seen during summer, | ures. 'The first, however, abounds in most : £ floating about on the air, supported by its| woods; and the latter, where it has been £ | 2 feathery down. It is not to be supposed | introduced as a flower, soon becomes from > : that half of these. seeds ever fall upon | cireumstanses under consideration, a very < | 2 spots favorable to germination; but when | troublesome weed. 3 

2 80 great a number of them, and their con- One of the most beautiful contrivances ‘ = geners of the class Syngenesia, ( Compo-} for the diffusion of seeds occurs in the va- 3 $ -sit@,) are scattered about by the winds, it/ rious species of violets.’ ‘The seeds of this é = almost raises the chance to certainty that| order of plants are contained in a capsule = : some of them will fall on spots where be-| of a single loculament, consisting, however, ¢ 3 fore there has been none, or only a scanty | of three valves. ‘To the inner part of each ? 2 vegetation; on the tops of walls, for in-| of these valves the seeds are attached, and < 2 Stance, where a thin stratum of soil has! remain so for some time after the valves, : ~ 2 been formed by the decay of the winter | in the process of ripening, have separated < 2 ¢rop of mosses. The process of the form-| and stood open. Theinfluence of the sun’s * 
£ ing of such svil is extremely interesting, | heat, however, causes the sides of each Z = and may be observed, in a small scale, ev-| valve to shrink and collapse, and in this 3 = en in cities, on brick or stone walls. First, | state the edges press firmly upon the seed 
3 there 1s a great incrustation, called Byssus which, from being before’ apparently ir- $ = by Linnzus, but recently proved to be the regular in its arrangement, comes into a’ Ris : primary germination of several mosses, straight line. The seeds, it may be said, s 2 such as Polytricha and Tortula. When| are not only’ extremely smooth, polished, : 5 this decays, a very thin layer of vegetable| and shining, but regularly egy-shaped; so ¢ = earth is formed, which affords ascanty sup-| that when pressed upon the collapsing 7 } port for the roots of the next year’s crop of| edge of the valve, it slides gradually down < = mosses; and in process of time soil is form-| the sloping parts of the seeds, ‘and throws ? : ed of suflicient depth for Draba verna and| it with a jerk to a considerable distance, — ¢ 

2 other wall plants. There is another part in the contrivance of ? . A‘ singular contrivance is conspicuous in | Providence for the same purpose, in the Vio- one of our wild cresses (Cardamine impa- | lacew, worthy of remark. | Before the seed tiens,) as well as in balsams and in Touch- | is ripe, the capsule hangs in a drooping po- 
me-not (Impatiens noli-me-tangere,) a na- sition, with the persisting calyx spread over 
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400 :, . ., it like an umbrella, to guard it from the | tion, and will bring to the department a de- rains and dews, which would retard the faa edly high professional and-personal repu- 
See of ripening ; but no sooner is the ae permanent feature in the plan of the 5 2 Mpening completed than the capsule 1S UP” | Univers.ty it should be stated that normal in- 2 3 Might, with the calyx for a support. ‘This | struction to teacher's classes will “te rendered = 3 upright position appears to have been in-| by the chiir of English Literature; and in- = 2 tended by nature to give more effect to the tae R cat z ae ee by 2 = valvular mechanism for seattering the seeds, | ®t Of V remistry, &c. Instruction in Ger- 2 = x ; : 2 = man and French forms an optional portion of 7 2 as it thus gains a higher elevation (in SOME | the collegiate course, and annual provisions < 3 cases more than an inch) from which to | will bemude in that behalf, till the Chair of < ¢ project them; and this gives it, according to | Modera Languages shall be permanently filled. = 3 the laws of projectiles, a very considerable |, The Preparatory Department is under the S 2 increase of horizontal extent, Some ripe immediate charge of the Tutor, and so ay ebesyis 2 capsules of Viola tri. color, which Iplaced feotiee, cane 1s Snatinetidhe YhorbugN' aad a é 

x Ss 5 : fective, 
3 2 ina shallow paste-board box in a drawer, | Students desirousof pursuing select portions z * § were found to have frojected their seeds to | of ee Sones, aay fo al see with we $ e * e # 2 * regular classes in the coilegiate and preparato- < | Seon os Spal tet fe O° [Pepa ae beberle | SPey psuie, E1ore, a LP | ¢ cilities to this class of the young men of the - _ ? Of a tall plant, I should think ‘these seeds | state. a 2 € might be projected twice or thrice that dis- The site of the Institution, containing fifty £ } tance—[Mag. Gard. and Bot. aeres, has been admirably selected. For beau- ¢ = 2 ty of situation, and the more solid advantages $ 5 Eee * of location, it is unrivalled. One edifice has 2 3 Our State University been occupie'l since the autumn of 1852, and > < — sal | ‘he second will be completed in the course of < 5 For the information of our readers, and in | the Sain enaiearn a ae > 3 ene nine pu! lic rooms ure, recitation, libra- 5 5 anewer to frequent inquiries, — make the fol- ry, and scientific collections, will contain forty - 2 lowing statement of the condition and prospects | private studies, with twice the number of lodg. - ¢ of this institution, located in Madison, one mile | ing rooms for the use of students, # : west of the Capitol :—[Madison Joural, The grounils will re ry laid out and > 

$ _ The original endowment by Congress, oon- Seer se ord disiuberniiee ae £ § sisting of seventy-two sections of land selected Oe inithe: lene $ z a the support of a State a will | "Phe advantages of this well endowed and = 3 Yields paeer tears avant S180» well appointed State University, are offered al- © 
z Regents, this sum has been materially en- pest rent Nels conn Eee Z 3 larged. The total property of the University | ther sired eS ices val ees eS 2 may now be set down xt $205,000, over and | Gorm of 13 weeks. An additional: public en- > 
2 alee dgiascat liabilities’, Of tyis cage dowment now in prospect, will enabled Board 5 
= the productive fund, whose annual interest is of Sheen e ginmenes. eh esr, Be pPiaied é } applicable to the current expenses of the institu- | $ itohe inte tion, b feed 7 stitti oe ¢ 2 tion, will, at the close of this year, amount to’ ish mad oe the eh y el Se $ z at least $100,000. The Tesidue consists in the NebE ara cipcaiediin fonds we can only 2 : ee of ee ma ae pa toe ae ele refer to the annual reports of the Board of Re- 3 
= ance of the original grant of University lands ; gents, mich bare pee Brinig and sronised ’ 2 which last item is in process’ of rapid ‘conver. | “"yovS) tie State. Under its present auspices, 5 @Gavins duotive fund; by sal di a few short years will develope the capabilities = 3 , © productive fund, by sale and invest- of the University, and more than realize the = 2 . : : : i most sanguine anticipations of its early friends, + 2 Seneca iat me. Ae. |e cea en < Moral nee Political Phiiosophy ; ‘ou. of Math izen capable of discerning car aoa the = z A ath- 

2 3 ematies and Natural Philosophy ; 34, of Clas. | ‘Te glory of the commonwealth. : = sical Languages and Litearature; and 4th, of |The firstterm of the collegiate year 1854-5, 2 3 the Physio: Sciences and their applications. | (Penedon Wednesday, the 20th of September, é 2 The Board of Regents at their meeting on the nn = "2 7th inst. elected to the Chair of Mental Phi-| Guano is in very general use, especially at 3 i losophy, Logie; ee and English Litera-| the South, Eighty tons were recently sent ; ats Pe Ree a ae from Norfolk to the interior in a single day.— ties of his office on the completion of the sec- | The demand from the interior of North Caro: ond University edifice, now in Process of erec-'linais very large. - i 
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‘ : that a generation of well-sired successors could 

. Domestic Economy. not straighten out the race, 
|] We would, as before, advise the threshing and > 

§ Work for the Month. getting to market all grain designed to be sold : 
5 ; i maar te while the prices rule high, though we (i. e. Dr. % 
$ In every month, ere in au; ini and ; > 
: Read ae that month ‘whet Rass be done; Se sie ae denise aioe pnet ae ig e 
? Soneitherthis travel may seem to be lost, mBpOR 3) SOF LOWES Present (Nov. ; 
¢ Nor thow to repent of this trifling cost. 20th), yet others think differently. é 
z Thos. Tusser. Sufficient wood should be secured im early < 
: During this'last, sad “aud severest month of winter for the year’s consumption, and that de- : 

§ all the dddecatemonions,“(don’t be frightened | Signed to be sold out, the year before hand. =< 
2 at a word that means only the twelfth part) the Do not forget to use some of the money ob- ; 

5 is, fortunately, little out-of-door work, or rath-| tained from the sale of wheat and other pro- < 
2 er work im the'field, to be done. The care of| ducts, to pay off all the old scores at the Mer- > 
§ the stock, the'completing of threshing, and the | Chant’s and Mechanic’s, They, poor fellows: 2 
2 getting dif the grain to market, together with| need all that is their due, and will be poor at ‘ 

5 the getting of the winter’s usual amount of| that, certainly, while produce is at the present ? 
2 wood, and the settling up and paying off of the| tates. You farmers must have mercy on them, :: 
> year’s accounts at the merchant’s and the me- and pay "om all ap before the old year. goes ¢ 

| 2 chanie’s, will occupy the greater portion of the | °Ut- There is nothing makes one feel so good : 

3 farmei’s time and attention during this month,| 95 te be out of debt, and to owe no man or ? 
2 witch-cluncs up the year’s work. Our coun-}Woman any thing but love, and we would cer- { 

§ sels for this month must therefore be confined *#inly pay that debt, even if it was due a wo- E 

SS bee 4 een neha debits © 2. We have already frequently spoken of th dt ek eet gt ae ote ante tea 
5 importance of looking well to the sitio kinds long winter evenings-~-charming times for social 2 

2 of stock, and especially to the younger portion, wniesoourpe znd Sener pmprorenent. tt a“ 4 
? Notwithstanding all that has been said, how-| 8004 time to get acquainted with our own fami. : 
3 ever, and all that is known on this point, we lies, whom for wany, months past we have seen é 

q frequently see during this month, young stock only eel and bed, Snes: petips mowtelk 5 
3 losing a large portion of the flesh gained thro’ with the wife and children, and read to ee é 

2 the summer, and becoming so reduced by this| 227 Jet them read to us, In order to do this’ : 
= month’s exposure to winds, and rain, and cold,| Y° a pe Ferties -beayp somnetitpy, 18 seals et : 
2) that they promise to live only asufficient length | “>3¢i8 pete eee Posen oooh bopkaae | 
5] of time to eat more than their present worth of ee pageillsven at on belten.to eee fc 
= hay and grain, and then die, leaving their own- coe igi AR ae f 7 ee = a 
2 er minus themselves, and all the grain they have| 15 | 4, iia: % ne cea beng os we 
< consumed, How much bvtter would it be to x yo ee Sy. SOR, PORRPOMR 

Zz see, in time, that the young animals are brought Don’t waste these good times loupgit ng at the 2 

= early into comfortable winter quarters, that acceaemennts or in foolish  pagt-times and < 

> they may be kept growing through the whole z 2 
Zz enue "as Sepia a like sees in the ves. You had better, much better, pus money in é 

5 sels of whose tissues all circulation can cease | YO" OW? pocket, and ao your. whole seichbar 3 
¢ during cold weather, and yet revive again in hood a vast amount of real good, by getting up 2 

5 the spring, all uninjured. They are rather|® large club of subscribers for the Farmer.— g 

2 house plants, requiring constant care that they Wepuveld not tare = you secure oon of ¢ 
% be kept from the winter’s cold and the night’s| CY°TY ™a" 0 your district, and) with the fist of : 

~< frost. The best and most successful breeders their names send us the money—no we wouldn’t 2 

5 of stock are they who take the best caro of| ~ 20d we would-be obliged to you besides— < 
¢ them. In the: hands of others, the best bred Seo'the: Prospoptus for 1855,-and show it ¢o the é 
= animals are soon degraded to mere scrubs, In| 2¢Xt fellow, and s0 on, and you will do more : 

] their hands the best of Bates’ and Collins’ im-| 404 better the coming year, than any of your ¢ 
proved herds would soon become so kinked up, past years of farming. Just sce if you wont. 

and so kuarled and knotted by December’s| _ i” To manure or lime wet lands, is to.thow 
puckering cold, and the winter’s stunting feed,! manure, lime and labor away. . 
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i. @) Cnear Canpies—We find in an exchange Salting Sheep. uh 
the following recipe for making candles: To Wee. ra , 

® twelve pounds of lard, use of alum and salt-| 1 noticed in the April number of the Farm- $ 

3 petre each one ponnd ; dissolve the alum and | ° that your correspondent, D. D. Bird, calls > - 
£ saltpetre in a small quantity of water, then | ¥P0 one of the medical faculty to prescribe a 2 
3 pour into the melted lard, and boil the whole | dose of pills or powders, that will cure sheep > 

¢ until the water evaporates. The mixture re- | When they haveeaten too freely of salt. I sup- ¢ 
+ quires constant stirring to prevent settling in | pose he is not particular who the prescription } 
2 the bottom of the vessel. Candles made of this | comes from, if it is only effectual; 1 therefore ¢ 
. composition are equal to the best tallow, and | offer one. But asI detest pills and powders, : 
2 last some time longer. (for1 think they are not very beneficial to any < 
$  Boep Barrer Pupprve.—To a quart of cold | class of animals,) I shall at once say, give the > 
< milk, put nine eggs and twelve heaping spoon- | patient water. § 
$ fuls of flour, add a little salt. Boil in a cloth} From a littie experience like that of my : 
¢ an hourand a half. friend’s, dear-bought, I am inclined to the opin- ¢ 
§ Cure ror Rivesoxe.—I noticed in the Culti*} ion that sheep will not eat salt enough to hurt 2 
¢ Vator for May 15th, an inquiry for the cure of| them if they have free access to water, or if 5 
$a ee colt, and answer: take high | they have free access to water after eating the ? 
é wines of cider brandy, add saltpetre as much | salt, $ 
$ as will dissolve, and wash the ringbone two or! My opinion is predicted upon the following 2 
g eos Seis day. One of es neighbors cur-} facts: Some yearsago I took forty lambs from > 
2 Sees three is four years standing, by the | the ewes and put them in a field by them- < 
¢ application of this a few times—[Boaton Cul. selves, and in order to entice them to eat salt, } 
i an s oapragalione orate sa scattered a little occasionally on the grass in ; 

2 give for the benefit of all who may ever esi Se ae ee any area e 
g & ota flet aflotiGa Ghat lines salt, and often afterwards visited that part of $ 

2 Multiply the diameter of the bottom in inches, coe Soe serine ae nee ee g 
3 by the diameter of the top, then multiply that | ‘4 ™y boy to give them a basin of salt. It ¢ 
z product by the height in inches, and that pro- coe ee ee $ 
3 duct by 7854, divide the last obtained number D8 9 tack of damp salt he could get on the 
2 by 231, cut off four figures at the right hand, basin, and thus got about three times asmuch é 
3 and the quotient will be the answer in gallons. | ® directed. This he placed on the ground in 2 

¢ Ror iw Suezr.—A subscriber to the Farm. |® coe oie eee gee Meat cece Bek : 
2 er’s Magazine gives the following recipe for ee ke peimes: Ser egos 3 2 
é the cure of the rot in sheep: through the field, [ found six of my largest é 
5 | Nitro in powder, - - - 602, lambs dead, and fourteen or fifteen more very 2 
2 Ginger, fresh powdered, - ag sick, so much so that I did not expect at the & 
3 Colcothar of Vitriol, in fine powder, 2 “ time to save any of them. There wusno water > 
é Boe eae SE ANS, et ae in the field, and it occurred to me that possi- < 
2 - + . Fi ° g 
: Pour the water hot upon the ingredients, stir ae spauubandin oxanaca ae § 
2 them, and when just warm divide it into quart 1 ia (he'sichi dawn drank sad Qieik a 
{ bottles, add to each 3 oz. of spirits of turpen-| 9° 7™* "Be © eS $ he. until it seemed as though they would burst.— 5 

5 Keep the infected sheep from food all night ; . a a Oran ree . 
2 inthe morning give each sheep four table- pet ad MR LEB cag Raspes bia eS 
5 spoonsful (remembering to well shake the bot- . ay sin —, eer neae 5 

3 — oot ee ‘et ahmewarde tare: Do not the above facts explain the reason é 
5 tt aly be sped repeat tha wiédidind why some contend that sheep will sometimes ‘ 
: every fourth day for three times, observing the eat a sufficient quantity of salt to kill them, é 
‘in ates: while others contend they will not ?—{Linus i 

Theabove, if given at an early stage, will Conrsin Michinn Eee Piha 2 Au 
effect a cure and save some of the scores that} (37 All permanent improvement’ of” lands 
are daily dying on the damp lands. must look to hme as its basis. 
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oR i} « Society, will be continued in several numbers 4 < 0 i to rs i. 4 b ) e. of eel volume.: No man im the whole ; t S Jen. Bie eae | Wee te competent to enlighten our farm- ? § To Sunscurmes—We wish every srs ersupon this subject, than Mr. Edgerton. 1t ; OP = to read the Prospectus for a =) Sans has been his business, ia connection with Mr. z 5 this number. We would also remind all sub- McCarter, for many years; and, they have $ 2 Soribers, that this pene Sd shee ae aks conducted it ina systematic and profitable way, : See Se84-—henoe, me pad weabipautisng instead of the hilter skilter manner in which * 2 Fenewing your subscriptions for 1855. When too much western farming has beendone. The ? 5 Youhave read the Prospectus, show it to such information to be derived from these articles, } 2 of your neighbors as are not subscribers, and will be worth, to any man keeping a dozen 2 5 solicit their co-operation in making up clubs— dean een tiie the cost of our paper. é 2 such clubs, too, as will entitle every member to d s i 3 2 a first premium package of seeds, Avptes—Mr. C. Hollister, of Darien, Wal- 2 S worth county, has laid on ourtable some fine * 3 Missixc Nempers—Subscribers short of 20Y | specimens from his orchard. The Seck-no-far- 3 
¢ numbers of this volume, and who wish them thers ave very fine—we have never seen better. ? 2 Supplied to make their volumes complete, will Pair and large, and of exquisite flavor. There = ; notify us immediately. Wehave but few num is a Seedling worthy of cultivation. We have 2 z bers left. seen but little grafted fruit equal to this apple. ? =* Cross OF THE Wane aoe readers will} Engraving and description in next number.— : z observe the leanness of the Editors’ Table, and| The specimen left under the name of King = , Z also the departments of Horticulture and Do-| App7e, is not correct, according to Barry. It is : 5 mestic Economy. It will be observed in the| good apple, but, to our taste, very inferior to 2 first place, that the Ixpex for the volume takes| the Seedling. Between the two specimens— 2 ' S upthree pages; then, we have four or five| King and Greening—we can discover no differ- é 

2 pages under the head of Derenxep Arricugs.| ence in taste. They vary a little in outline. 2 $ These articles have been accumulating in type Wisconsin Frurr Growers’ Assoctatiox.— $ 
= for three months—having been crowded out at| The Winter meeting will be held in this city 2 = the time of making up the paper, to give place (Janesville,) on Wednesday, the 27th of this : = to moreimportant matters that came in late.— month. All fruit growers are invitedto bring ? = It is necessary that these articles should all be specimens. Ample preparation will be made > = disposed of in this volume, as the next is to be for the Exhibition. é = printed on a uniform size of t pe, and differ- 2 “ 3 2 E from that in which those vate are set,—| SBEDS FoR Sart.—We have raised a : 3 Thechange of type will admit about one-fourth | god supply of seeds the past’ season, and $ < more reading matter into the next volume, than| shall have a few to sell, at the following = 3 has been given in this. rates per paper: Old) Colony Corn, 20 : 
© Commusications—-Several communications cents; Husk Tomato, 15 cents; Gherkin, § { are also crowded out; among them, one from 15 cents; or, for the three to one order, 5 Mr. Gro. P. Pereer,on Wheat Growing. Mr. 40 cents. : 2 Peffer presents several questions in rezard to Fs © this subject, with excellent drawings, (which} Postrace Pre-rary—tTo save cost to 3 ; We shall have engraved,) illustrating the rela- subscribers, buyers and agents, we send all 2 
5 tive advantages of deep and shallow seeding | seeds and books, postage, or other freight 2 g We es this eee of ~— inter- charges, pre-paid, 3 = est and importance to wheat growers, than any 2 ¢ thing we have ever published. Mr. P’s obser- 1 AaEle vii earn aa — ve ee + vations evince a great deal of attention and ene Ee ed Conbhe an Coldest! We bare 2 3 = : had occasion to try its virtues repeatedly dur- ‘ § thought upon this subject. ing the winter just closed, and always found its : 
y Sunerr.—The series of articles on Wneat} use attended with beneficial results, Those { 
Growixe axp Suezr Rarsinc, commenced in| who are afflicted in this way, will do well to try 

2 the November number, by Mr. Epoxrtoy,| it. It may be had at almost any of the Drug 
President of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Stores —[Hollidaysburg Register, Pa ® 

2 NANA NSA NANGA NAINA NANG A Nal SE NRGENGNAS Na Na AS el A he Val a Malas Nal Sad heal he! Nal



1855 WISCONSIN & IOWA FARMER. 1855 
THE CHEAPEST PAPER IN THE UNITED STATES!! 

SEVENTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 10,000 Papers of Choice Seeds for Free Distribution among Subscribers! = EVERY SUBSCRIBER FOR 1855, TO HAVE A PACKAGE OF SEEDS FREE! : iM 
> TERMS.—50 Cents Per Year, in Advance. : To Clubs of 10, or over, 40 Gents. 
- | THE 7th VOLUME WILL COMMENCE ON THE la OF JANUARY, 1855, 7 and will contain over ONE HUNDRED ENGRAVINGS, E consisting of Animals, Inseets, Machines, Plans for Dwellings and other Farm Buildings, : Implements, Fruits, Flowers, Grains, Plants, Vegetables, &c., &e,; among which will be cor- : rect portraits of the 24 best varieties of Apples, both for beauty and quality, for making up - an orchard—which have been raised and tested in Wisconsin and Illinois, and found best suited for cultivation at the West in the latitudes of these two States—embracing Summer, Fall and Winter Apples. 

The next Volume will be printed on a uniform size of type—smaller than much of the type heretofore used. This change will increase the amount of reading matter nearly one- ; fourth. Other improvements will also be made—all of which, combined. will make the Wisconsry anv Iowa Farmer the most desirable Agricultural paper, for the West, to be found, 
PREMIUMS TO SUBSCRIBERS. FIRST PREMIUM.--To each member of a Club of 25, or_over,a package of the following Seeds: Op Corony Everarern Sweet Corn, Jersey Squasn, Guerxixe and Husk Tomato SECOND PREMIUM.—To Clubsof 15 and under 25, a package of the above named Corn, Squash. and Gherkin Seeds. 

THIRD PREMIUM —To Clubs of 10 and under 15, a package of Corn and Squash. 
PREMIUMS TO AGENTS. Tn order to reward Agents for their trouble in getting up Clubs, we offer the following additional Premiums: 

Toevery person who sendsa THIRD CLASS CLUB, an extra package of Seeds and acopy of the paper. 
To any person who sends a Club of not less than 20, an extra SECOND PREMIUM package of Seeds, and two extra copies of the paper. 
Toany person sending a Clud of not less than 30, First Premium package of Seeds, and three extra copies of the paper--four extra copies for 40 subscribers, and at the same rate for a larger number. 

STILL MORE PREMIUMS To each of the 5 persons who send usthe 5 largest Clubs.a copy of Barry's Fruir Boor, or, Miver’s Pouurry Boox, in addition to the premiums offered above. These books are the most popular works, on the subjects of Horticulture and Poultry, extant. To the person sending us the largest number of subscribers, no matter where obtained, $10, in Cash ; second largest, $7; third largest, $5. 
At the low price of the Fanuer, we cannot afford to give Seeds to Clubs of less than ten, at the Clab price (40 cents). But Wishing to make the distribution as general as possible among all our patrons, we will send to any number of Persons not less than 4 and under 10,0 package of the Old Colony Evergreen Corn; and any number of persons from i to 4, who will call, or send to the office, and subscribe, shall have the same. The postage on the seeds is considerable, and we cannot afford ‘ to pay it on a less number than 4. 

DESCRIPTION OF SEEDS. The Corn and Squash were described in the Prospectus for the current volume. Tue Husk Tomatoe is a new and distinct variety--in looks and flavor, entirely unlike the tomatoe in common use. The fruit, when ripe, is blue—completely enveloped in a very thin husk, which is easily slipped off at the time or after picking from the vines. This is a very choice fruit for preserves—prepared with very little trouble, as it may be cooked whole as it comes from the vines, without removing the skin. Cooked with pork gravy, it makes a sauce that can searcely be distin- guished froin the finest fried apples. It may, also, be dried as earily as the apple, by cutting into three or four slices. The vine is as hardy as the common tomatoe, and a much greater bearer. The Editor of the Milwaukee Wisconsin says of this fruit— We have been shown samples of -preserves made from the Husk Tomato. ‘This tomato is enveloped in a husk, and can searcely be distin- guished from the apple when fried or stewed, and should be introduced extensively as a new and cone ‘table luxury.” ! 
_ Tus Guerxin.—This fruit is but little known in this part of the country. Ig belongs to the ‘ cucumber family, but in sizeand shape resembles an egg more than any thing else. It is'used fer roe about one-third its full size, and is the most delicious fruit for that purpose grown. is raised ‘as easy os the cucumb:r. , En
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2 Agricultural Pursuits, a | Gans Exportation of 20 ¢ 
¢ Arkansas Native Hog, 10| Currant and other Cuttings, how toset, 36: 
5} Agricultural College, 32 | Cranberries, Cultivation of 37 ¢ 
§ Alderney Cow, 35) Clipping Horses, 42: 
2 About Cows, 57 | Cranberries, California 61 ; 
@ A Curiosity, 64/ Cuttings, Time for Gathering, 62 
< Abs:ract of the Proceedings of the N. W. Cranberries, 63 2 
5  Fruit-Growers Association, 65, 87, 108, 132,| Cottage Building, OL < 
5 1158, 182, 206, 231. | Criticism—Farmers—Education, ve: 
~ Animals, Large Priced 80| Currant Bushes, how to save 86: 
¢ Agricultural Society, Walworth Co. 99| Currant Cuttings, how to set, 85 ? 
2 Agriculture, Legitimate profits of 100 | Ckarcoal, 86 ¢ 

¢ Agriculture, Quackery in 100) Cattle Breeding, 973 
$ Animals, Light for, 130| Corn Stalk Harvester, 102 $ 
2 Apples—Domine and Rambo, 125) Cattle Convention, National 128 ; 
§ Ants, Red and Black, 156 | Coffee, Discovery of 137 i 
* Ashes on Potatoes, 148 | Caterpillars and Peach Worms, to destroy, 137 < 
> Agriculture of the Indians, 186| Corn, Ingredients of different parts of 139 ¢ 
2 Agricultural Society, Rock County, 193] Chess Again, 123 } 
2 do. do. State. 193 | Calves, Raising of 130 : 
$ do. do. United States, 198 | Cherry—Biggarreau Monstreuse de Mezel 157 = 
$ American Pomological Society, 204) Center Tableand Desk, new 152 ¢ 
> Apples, Storing in Saw-dust, 205| Council Bluffs and Country about, 149 > 
2 Ayrshires, Points of the 224| Cultivator, 195 : 
< Apples—Red Astracan, 230| Corn, soaked, for Horses, 195 2 
= Apple, the Rambo, 276| Corn, green, for Cows, 197 ¢ 
= Breadstuffs and the Markets, 2; Corn for Seed, 197-198 ¢ 
2 Book-keeping for Farmers, 4) Cherry Stones, Germination of 229} 
4 Boar, Suffolk, 5| Corn, Profits of feeding to Hogs, 221 : 
~ Borers, 38| Cedar, Propagation of from Cuttings, 230 < 
< Boston Marrow Squash, 67| Crab, Hampton’s New Siberian, 231 ¢ 
> Bull Prince Albert 3d, Pedigree, 83} Clover, Plaster and Ashes for 234 > 
< Bugs, Remedy for, 134 | Cranberry Crop, 229 : 
« Butter, Fraud in, 131|Cuttings—Burying Fruit Trees in the ei 

*< Butter, How to make it come, 131] Fall for Spring Planting, 253 ¢ 
* Bees and Fruit Trees, 138! Cow-milker’s Assistant, 257 = 
¢ Bulls, large and small, 155| Cattle, Keep your well fed, 275 3 
2 Bark Louse, 185; Durham or Short Horns, 342 
< Bucks, Time for usiag 249/ Domestic Ani 57: 

Breeding, Remarks on, 279| Dairy and its ucts, 83 ¢ 
Cattle, ; 6| Dairy, The 112 
Cattle Trade of Texas, 8) Domestic Animals, Doctoring, 105 

. & Cows Holding up their Milk, 18| Dairy Cows, 178 
Curing Hams, 21{ Double-Plastered Houses, 194, 
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Domestic Economy—W ork for the Month, Horse in the United States, 106 Recipes, &c., 2, 43, 68,90, 113, 140, 162, Hogs, Fattening on Wheat, 106 {188, 210, 235, 259, 282 | Horse, Young Black Hawk, 107 3 Devons, Points of 200 | Horticultural Hints, ll :StDomestie Animals, causes of diseases in Horses, Farm 128 = 2 . ad means of preventing, 222 | Hyucinthsin Pots and Glasses, 137 2 Evéergreens, raising of, 15 | Hogs, Fine 130 2 { Rultors’ Table, 22, 45, 70, 92, 115, 142, 164, 190, Harvesting, Early 161 3 3 {212, 237, 261, 284 Hay-making, 

146 3 > ak Cattle, importation of into the Houses, recent erected isaz ° 3 United States, 80 | {nsects, Can they Talk, 16 2 { Fowls, Shanghai 20 | Insects, new 161 ¢ § Facts in'Grape Cultura, 39 | lowa Trade, Diversion of * 220 = $ Fruit Raising, Profits of 37 | Leaves, 5: $ Flax, 
26 | Lilium Speciosum, 64 2 2 Farmers, ’a way to Benefit, 25 | LiveStock, Treatment of 58 < ¢ Foot Rot in Sheep, Treatment of 59 | Lime, Amount of Carried of by Various $ ~ Fruit Culture, Notes on, 60 Crops, 126 5 § Farm Gardens, 49 | Locusts , 156 > 2 Frait Trees—Planting, &e., 84) Locust Trees and Fall Feed, 194 2 ¢ Farmers, Longevity of, 79 | Laying Down Land, Barley and Oats for, 198 < < Farmer. the—Low Estimate of his calling, 125/ Locust Depredations—Sweet Potato, 254.3 ¢ Flax, Winter 138 | Lime and Ashes for Wheat, 267 > $ Flat-iron Heater, 150} Mules and Horses, aE > Fime Fruits, 183 | Minnesota, a9 é¢ < Fowls, Poland 173 | Milch Cows, Treatment of 57 ¢ < Fruit Trees, planting of for others, 205 | Miscellaneous Inquiries, 76% § Food, Cooked and Fermented, for feeding Minnesota, Statistics of 112 3 3 _ Cattle, 202 Milk, Is the first poison, 139 ? ¢ Farmers’ Meeting—Foreign Currency, 218 Manure, Hints as to 126 £ 2 Fair, Rock County 217 | Melon Bugs, Turnip Flys, ete, 139 = ¢ Fair, Waukesha County, 277 | Milch Cow, desirable points in agood 154 § 5 Fair of Wisconsin Fruit Growers’ Associ- Mechanics, Philosophy for—Lime, 258 > 2 ation, 252 | Notable Historical Facts, isz ? > Fair, Wisconsin State, 241 | Neat Cattle and Sheep, ages of 225 = ? Farmers, a Hint to 258 | Osage Orange, 30 ¢ ¢ Fowls, Asiatic, 266 | Oxen nnd Horses—Comparative value of 40 3 § Fruit, Cheap 230 | Ornamental Trees, Pruning 135 > 3 Grapes, Diana 13 | Oyster Shells for Fruit Trees, 186 = é Grapes, Frost-proof 14 | Osage Orange Hedge, 194 ¢ 2 Grape Culture, 39 | Onions for Poultry, 196 ¢ ¢ Gestation, periods of in Domestic Animals, 41 | Osage Orange Hedge, 243 5 § Gooseberries, 61 | Point to be Kept in View, 3; § Grape Culture in the Valley of the Ohio, 63 | Pear Growing, Be, 2 Grapes, Preservation of 63 | Plum, Culture of 1a4é 2 Gates, 59} Peach Enterprise, 4g ~ Grain, Demand for, 73 | Peach Worm, was ¢Gooseberries Mildewed, 86 | Plants in Rooms, 15 2 § Good Gardens and Plan for, 89 | Plowing in Po »~a), 52 ? Gardens, Rotation of Crops in $6 | Pears, gatherin,. keeping of 38. ¢ @ Grape Culture, 109 | Peach Trees, to keep roma freezing in winter, 38 = § Gooseberry, Houghton’s Seedling 110 j Pigs and Turnips, 425 § Guano, Hen-roost, 130 | Potatoes, Large vs. Small, 31: § Geology of Wisconsin—Geologist’s Report, 145 | Pumpkins, 54 ez 2 Grain, Stooking, 148 | Petrolium Spring, Sle ¢ Grass Seeds, Sowing 150 | Points of Cattle, 55 3 { Grass Seeds, 152/ Premiums on Cattle and Fruits, 56 5 § Guano, Home-made, 174 | Prolific Sheep, 67 } Grapes, eating of 205 | Poultry, 73 = 2 Grapes, Frost 228 | Peach Orchards, Sites for, 85 ¢ ¢ Grain, Prices of 218 | Pears, Dwarf 110 = ¢ Grape Vine, Pruning of the 256 | Poultry, Feeding 125 > § Garget, Cure for 279 | Peach Tree Worms, 126 = $ ‘Horse St. Patrick, 9 | Peas, Sowing among Corn, 150 < Horse, Lectures on the 7) Peas, Bugs in 153 Hot-Beds, 50 | Peculiarity of Country, 186 Hogs, Killing and Curing Pork, 52 | Points of Cattle—Short-horns, 176 fe Horses, Small vs. Large 106 "Pears on Quince Stock, 204 
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Potatoes, Prices of , 227 | Strawberries six months in the year, 185 
Poultry, keeping of 221 | Stump Puller, wee 171 

4 Plant Lice, Remedy for 229 | Saw-dust as Litter, . 174 4 

> Pears, Dwarf 229 | Sheep Breeding, Vs 2 

¢ Pumpkins, 234 | Spaying Milch Cows, 199 = 

+ Pig Disie1 per, Cure for 246 | Short-Horn Bull—* Fremont,” 203 5 

= Potatoes, S«d 246 | Strawberries, Manure fer 204 > 

= Points of Cattle—the Herefords, 250 | Summer Rose Apple, 205 2 

. = Pears, Pinms. &c, on Seedling Stocks, 254 | Sheep, Coarse and Fine Wooled, 223 < 

¢ Plum, Jefferson 255| Sheep, Group of French Merinos, 226 ¢ 

~ Plants, Maturity of 257 | Sheep, Valuable, 227 > 

= Pinching, Hints on 180 | Shot Process of making, aa) > 

$ Pomological Society, American 134| Strawberry, Analysis of 234 2 

= Points of Catt!e—the Jerseys, 273] Sheep, French Merino—Fraud, 269 < 

¢ Points of a Good Hog, 274 | Sheep, Salting, 28s- < 

~ Poultry for market, ~ 275| Sheep, do they have Worms in their Feet, 273 > 

= Quinces, Salt for 183 | Seed, Diffusion of 280 > 

> Root-Graiting, 84{ To our Patrons, be 

= Rose, : 111] Trees for Streets, 1d < 

< Root Praning, 134] Tomatoes, 53 ¢ 

=-Rock Co. Fair, Regulations for 209} Transplanting Trees, 62,: 

> Rye, Cultivation of 196| Trees of Oregon, 3 67 > 

? Root Grafting, 255| Trees, Transplanting, 85 

< Smut Machine, 18| Trees, Distance for Planting 79 = 

< Sheep Breediny, 10} Threshing Machines, 124° 

~ Statistics of Wisconsin, 17| Trees, Transplanting and Fall Plowing, 136 + 

= Straw, Disposition of 26| Things to be found ont, 138 ? 

+ Stock, luuprovement of 33| Trees, how do they grow, 184 < 

¢ Sawdust for Orchards, 38 | Timothy, raising and harvesting, 1 pS 

£ Statistics of Iowa, 40| Tea, Utility of 256% | 

= Spike Extractor, 41] University, State 231: 

= Sheep Skins for Door Mats, 4) | Ventilating Hat, 16 2 

2 Shelter Your Sheep, 56| Veterinary Surgery, 6< 

£ Sweet Corn for Cattle and Hogs, 53] Vicious Cattle, 9% 

= Seed Wheat, how to Clean 53} Visit to Summit, &e., 169 + 

= Smoke and Asb-houses, Building of 75| Vermin, to Destroy on Animals and Trees, 246 > 

= Salt and Ashes for Stock, $1] Volume, Close of the, 265 2 

“>= Sheep Shearing!Festival, 94] Wheat, Chidham and Georgia, ep: 

< Sheep Husbandry, 103] Wounds on Fruit Trees, how to heal, 37°: 

= Sheep—French Merino—Cost, &c, 104! Wheat and Chess, 30 5 

+ Scab in Sheep, its Cure, 104| Weights of Blooded Fowls, 54: 

= Seed, how long wil retain vitality, 111| Weather Observations, 79? 

: { Spading vs. Plowing, 131] Wheat and Chess, 98: 

= Sheep, Why we do not wash 127| Walls and Ceilings, Double Plastered, 124 = 

§ Sheep, French Merino—Buck “Ten Thou- Wagon Grease, 138 > 

7 sand 129} Wheat, Chess, Suggestions, &¢.,, 148 ? 

? Stock, Rock County 127| Wheat, Cutting early, 151 é 

< Shawls, Badger State 139} Wheat and Chess in ene head, 172" 

= Strawberry Question, 183| Wisconsm Fruit Growers Association— E 

$ Strawberries, Manure for 133| Premium List and Regulations for Fair, 208 ; 

> Sheep, Farms Improved by keeping 129 | Wool, Fine 199 2 

= State Geologist’s Report, r 121| Wheat, Future Prices of 217 ¢ 

= Soils, Clay 126 | Wheat, the Price of ‘219 ¢ 

= Sheep Shearing Festival, Wisconsin State Witch Hazel, : 219 > 

3 Agricultural Society’s 153 | Walls and Fences, 244 7 

? Sheep Shearing Festival Premiums, 155! Wheat Growing and Sheep Raising, Com- i 

£ Sheep, how to Winter 100 from two acres parative Profits of 247, 270 < 

3 of land, 155 
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